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INTRODUCTION 

A, !HI~i~Jht .. s.tol)'_,_of the. CJ:-tinese ... stlJ.c!el1~~s(:)ep through the eyes 
-91 ... ~.--tm;~ignf:li, .. em!.,h?'Y· tl\ex~~~~-2:t£lf<l.~gh• th(:),.Iast •.. xears o£ 
th~~5LeB~tl.B(:)Efc~!Yf:letofpease. As in Forever China I have been 
more concerned with the colours and shapes. of people and things, 
the permanent landscape in which people move and have their be
ing, than with the political implications of the struggle which is 
pow going on. I went twice into the Communist areas; andlearnt 
~mly what I knew before-tl;:lg~ ilQJ.oi1g.#?-.f:l.)'9~Bg.iB91\inll..there ·-~< 
.~sa vast hope, and.amol1g the oldthere is no hope a.t all. 

Inevitably the political struggle is reflected in these pages. We 
;were faced with civil war, the murder of student~~- the concrete 

W$.~~.~(:) "<;>,f,~h~"'~~£-~~l,F,2l~~~i~~i~:t~ifJ~j~m.~ip.~ .. t()• this 
d<J.y._.ol1e .. Pf ... J:lie .... gJ;ea~~ .. ,l!?'l.a.gJJ,~~,.lSI1!2~;t;~,.,t~,,~~--~lJ:,q,,);AqJJ,~}t .• J ... Iqst 
faith .. with. tAt} gJ4. <l.nc!J9!JI1q ,thJ=lW..,ipfapf\l;>Je .. 9~ .e~(:).J;til1g. .eyen ·the 

__ ,r;noral pressure that was demanded of them, l.hQp.ecJ;hatt.b~.yol!ng 
J1Fa':'f:lC9IBe •_.sle~r~hf81,1,gk:. th~~e·~~g.(:)s.l'he}(, \¥e~·f:l,t~e~ th~ttried 
· men's souls, buttlie. w:>,;u.p.g.4W...~.t.,Wltf;WcJI;t,XeB::J.!J, .. :Rf:l~iJ-!g, ,§pang

~""~i1 N~n,k~I1g, __ I\1!1;tWiJJg,.)Yhf:lr(;)Xer. they .. co11gregated-together, they 
planned their secret conspiracies,. which.were no .mote than .. con
spiracies for democracy and lasting peace. To them therefore, and 
to·.·tile ·· · atin'e'-· tof'l:nem"a:tt''tnis"~o"'o'F-"'1s'''c:re· aicated. __ _,_,.,._,,.)::.QJ.L •. g! ... § ... ,,. "''' ""''"'"'•"·•···),;, .. ,, .• o.•.,,:!:f},;,c.,~+J,, . ,U.,, ._;,. .... · • · 

Intho§e .:fivt;ye.~-~-ipQJ.i~n~ .•. JY'lat~he!ia.J;e¥.Q.!.l1tion.taking.place 
in .. tJ::ly Q~~It§. <?f tl\~,xgy.gg~. I.h~J~-.W!!.§ .. }:>,itternes:'i .. :'i0111.~!il11es, and 
~119h?.g.o11y. 'I'he.~·e.wa.s the-s!oJp,s.e,qi.. .. i.ll§Jltfx~§;!?l.e ~tJ;lil-.iA, .... \!ml even at 
t~mes_~~~.Qf.J.u..t11Jt~,.}?;etthey .• ~g11ld say: «T}les.ethings have 

~~~~~Z:~t~~r~rrq!~p~~~-~~~r~3i~att!~if~ii~~~:~ 
he • dytl1rgneg,. tFPl!gptit .. 111igj:It Jgke, a .hul1dre.d:.y,eal'§, .. Time. moves 
more, quig~ly now. The over-lords will not always have power. 
Though there is still civil war, a new element has entered the 
scene-the massed desire of the people for peace and justice. The 
old feudalism is at last crumbling, and those of us who saw the 
hammering at the walls can only rejoice. Because. th~ stage is set 
and history has never enjoyed such e~citing moments as the present, 
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the old tumblers and actors still played their parts, but in the new 
China they will have no part to play. Out of the misery and distress 
of all those years only one thing is clear: yJljp,.a,is. a~,.£1-]<e, , _'Vith 
blogq ~riwm~.q. ~y~.s •.. :+ yQJ;t,I1g, Jio!l .. goi:P.g .i.Q .. ~e;:gph .. q[]er Freedom 
and still shak~n J:>y .the. ago11,y of h~r .l?irth. pa,l1gs. There were times 
when one wished it otherwise, times when the agony seemed too 
intense to bear, and the treachery too evident, times when one even 
forgot the beauty of the landscape and the people (who are as 
beautiful as their landscape), times of utter remorse, when it 
seemed that no bitterness was too great, no scruples were too keen
edged, no horror could surpass the horrors we had seen; but in the 
end we came back again to the students in the classrooms and the 
peasants in the fields. There is a phrase which is of~e!l us.ed. in China 
-''tl}g .wmst i~. QV(:)J:~.''J.t.is. sa_i(:l y~ry ()ft(:)p wh(:)P th~.worst .is still a 
little way ahead. Butthis time we knew itwas over, and in spite of 
the civil war the aftermath of the ten-year war could not be worse 
than what had gone before. The corrupt, .t.he. malingerers, the 
rnillioll~irys . a.p({,th.(:) D;lt(!l -wh.o. b(:)Fevy that democracy is implied by 
secret pi;iso:p.s a:p.d s~cre~ poliqe a.nd arbitrary pqwer have had their 
day; o.o.w, .almost at.th~ moment when they have sucqeeded in 
obtaining absql:vte pQWer, ~hey will pay the forfeit. 

While the war was gqing.on, a necessary silence was imposed on 
r:nost.o.Lu&in .. China •. The country was so near defeat that to have 
spoken out at such a time would have made for greater cruelty. In 
that sense we were dishonest; we knew the risks and we were pre
pared to pay them, but now that our responsibility is to the whole 

_,-£hinese people, and to peace, w.e.dare no longer hid~ the corrup
j\jon \Vhich_ exist~iJ:l the. coul:lt!Y· It \Vas \Yep)}:tY.<l.s. -wish that these 

-~\!~~sa~~o~~J\?f~;g~gri~·e;te~tF~1~~~r~iti~; ~~~:~iir~r~!~ 
I?V.~.IsiJ!Jffi, R(:) half~guesse({.he would.he k:illed; .. and this meant 
no tiling. to hirn :=~.s Ion. g .. a,~ .. l;l.is.gl·.~.a.~c;:OJ;t,!ltl:Y s-urvived. There are good 
elements in the Kuomintang, but the worst are so much worse than 
we can imagine that we are at the rnercy continually of those who, 
believing that the Kuomintang represents the interests of the west, 
are prepared to despise the achievements of the agrarian revolution 
in the North, and the leadership of Mao Tse-tung. lt:llllo.uld be well 
to. sta,t~ here that tl:ty •l:Je~t a[(l()!lg thy C;Qinese 'Ya.nt neither the 
l;;11qm,!!~t~I1g. I19F tp(:) 9C>lJ1IP~J:l,t~t~ in PR\V% .1:>-ut. a. . goy(')mment of 
the talents,.learningf.ror:n both. 

¥y J:)l[\irl igt«:)r(')st \V<lS the ~Qi):le~(:) .. St'fd.ent, Whose courage in 
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P~.~-~n}QyL:\,~~§JUle<l IX).~. with a~a,)1.11, f<;>r ¢qp.gh,. I hag expected it, 
I had not expected so great a devotion to the principles which are 
enshrined in the Declaration of Independence, and saw no hope in 
courage so absolute, fearing that it would betray itself in a thirst for 
martyrdom. Yet, though they desired martyrdom more than they . 
desired anything else at that moment, they were aware that life was 
most precious to them, and knew that victory was near. Those who 

.JJied died willingly; those who remained were consecrated to their 
>stask. "The ryvoluttgn,:: wr.Qte .Pr .... Sun .. ¥.a,tcS.yi;l, .. "is. not."'yet .over." 

/ ~ith .tl1e.h~elp •. ,q£ .. the •... st.P.dents ar:1d the .. pe.as.ants.the· reyqlp.tion 
Yet.J?J~;.,;w.Sf::e.§§tul. 

In the chronicle that follows, I have tried to show all facets of 
the Chinese scene. I have often used initials xather than names only 
because Chinese names are confusing to the western reader. The 
letters of Bergery have been quoted because he :more than anyone 
else I ever knew was conscious that Asia had so much to offer the 
West, believing that each was complementary to the other, and 
lasting peace could only come from a richer understanding between 
them. I . h\1<:.t!llQl1gll}J)~~e of £.a}.l~I:lK.thi~ J?8S?.b· [-:{()p.e flut .of Asia, till one evening in Kunming a Chinese pm;ed over the manuscripts 
anq s~id: ''XOD:1fl\1St ca1lit(;~irlaAwake." The diary begins in the 
qays· wheri the Japanese ariniE)s,, ~fter the .fall of K',Veilin? ..vere 
c~0~~il1~ .. t?wards Chungkin~ .and Kunming; it ends. spottlyafttor 

~~:t:peas~a,ss}natiqn pf thE),gryatyst(:;hin<pseJe.yerkn.ew. Here is the 
rough sketch of a landscape written while China was in anarchy, 
but never-in spite of so much oppression and hunger-had she 
been more awake. 

RoBERT PAYNE 
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CHINA AWAKE 



1944 

ftfj/f,(JlfJ,~,~t~,§,~TJ . . • • • EvEN though the sun·had set, the waves 
of ·the sun beatagainst the earth,. anq there was no moon, artd 
the lights had •. gone out. In some .·• of the shops . greasy candle
wicks· were shining, mirrored against /d"sky silver; and we had 
passed the shops selling dragons' eyes, noodles arid boiled eggs in 
sweet milk. There was an air-raid, and the air was hot and moist 
on our faces. 

Liu Lien • was talking excitedly as he always talks; we had· been 
down to the centre of Kunming, and suddenly he rertwmbered 
that he had to. ~ttend a meeting; f!e .shook his head, and 1 saw him 
clearly as we passed the dimly-lit noodle shop.....:-the beard like a 
lion's and the black hat j~mmed over his high forehead. I've .for
gotten his exact words, but there. was a conspi):atorial air about 
them. It was something like: "I should have remembered-you 
know, we're going to blow China to sl1lithereerts tordght." I re
ll1ember it seemed an odd thing. to do during a Japanese ail:-raid. 
We .passed down .a side-street towards the lake, stepping carefully 
over oily stones, and in the faint light we could seethe old cere
monial Ghina. before us-the stone archway, the camel-back 
bridge, the golden-roofed hotelin the middle of the lake now oc
cupied by soldiers. He was speaking rapidly and a little hoarsely, 
following his ideas at the run or gathering them together as one 
gathers .snowballs, then hurling them into th€i air, delighted when 
they explod~d into soft powder-th~ finest white dust. We passed 
students-they were everywhere at night, and you would find 
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yourself wondering why their hot blood could·. never be stilled as 
they sat on the stone benches on all the parks of· the world; and 
sometimes even in this faint light we would see someone detach
ing himself from a stone bench and bowing to Liu Lien. "It won't 
last much longer," he said. "The days of bowing are nearly over. 
They are all Americanized now." "And then?" "There is no then. 
It will be one world-Willkie's one world-and I'm glad it has 
come. Better that we should all be alike, and dress alike, and think 
alike, than that we should be always at one another's throats." He 
said a moment later: "Let the differences between us become 
smaller, but let the heart grow .larger." Then I lost him; he had 
disappeared to talk to some students beside the lake. 

I am always afraid of losing Liu Lien, but he returned some 
moments later and the. conversation went on as though there had 
been no interruption. We could see the great dark walls beyond 
the lake, and sometimes a fish would stir, or one of the lovers in the 
boats would mak~ a little scream1 and somehow it no longer re• 
sembled Kunming-it was the dark night of the world, waiting for 
the dawn. I asked him where he was taking me. "Haven't I told 
you enough? We're gotng to blow China to smithereens." He 
laughed, and in the darkness I thought I saw him drawing his 
ragged patched coat more tightly around him. 

I said: "I still don't understand." 
"Oh, but you wilL What was Bergery always talking about?" 
Bergery was my friend; he died more than a year ago. 
"Peace," 1 answered, knowing that Bergery would h~ve ·been 

ashamed to .hear the word without· qualifications, himself the least 
peaceful of men. 

"This is what we are going to talk about. Peace.in China. No 
civil war. A lasting peace, and if necessary the scholars will have 
to fight for it." 

In China a scholar has a rightto be ignorant of polit!cs. Politics 
are for those who have put aside scholarship, or for historians deal
ing with the politics of another age. We have no time for them in 
the university, just as we have no time for war. The Japanese are 
supposed to be less than two hundred miles away. We have 
reached a state of crisis, and half the businesses ·in Kunming . are 
prepared to pack up and go. The Japanese are trying to wedge 
through to Kweiyang and Chungking and there is no evidence 
that either the American aero~lanes or the Chinese army can pre
vent them. The students have asked for guns. They have been re-
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fused-Liu Lien says that the government does not trust the 
students, and would prefer to see them massacred. I doubt it--,
there ate probably insufficient guns to go round; but though we are 
rarely compelled to believe .in the necessity of politics, we are be
ginning to realize that the Japanese are nearer than we ever 
imagined. What happens now.? 

I could see the face sometimes as he puffed at a cigarette, and 
all the time I was afraid a soldier would shoot at him-you are not 
allowed to. smoke. during. an air-raid. 

"Does it help?''I asked. "There's panic everywhere, and you 
talk of a civil war? There are Japanese aeroplanes overhead--" 

He said: "The important thing.is thatwe should change quickly 
under the stress of war. We have not changed. We thought we 
would open out the West of China, but we have not opened it out, 
We failed.in this, and this is one more reasonwhy there will be a 
civil war." 

"There are so many reasons--" 
"Far more than you can imagine. This is the last wave .of the 

Japanese-they won't have strength for much more: How do I 
know? Good Heavens, when you teach st.udents you know every
thing, They have relatives everywhere. Students come from Siam, 
Indo-China, Japanese-occupied China, even India. They are com
ing ~II the time. So we know better what is going on than the 
Fon;ign Offices. The peasants and the business men don't panic 
in the same way-the students never panic, or else we have worked 
in vain. The. thing is. to understand that." 

"I havefaitp in the students, but not always in the professors," 
I said, and then .more softly: ''And in many of the students I have 
no faithatall-they will take the jobs which will give them most 
money. I wish there was more sense ofdedication. It exists, hut not 
always." 
H~ smiled:. "What.is dedication? To be out on a dark night, and 

to have faith in China." 
I pondered this for a moment, then he explained: "The poor are 

so wretchedly poor,. so inconceivably badly trained, so miserable 
with the sicknef)s ()ftbeir, sogls that.they will come and stick a knife 
in your back for aJh(msand .dollars. You must have some faith to be 
walking with me now." 

It was dark in the side-streets, and perhaps the siren had gone 
off, for no more candles gleamed in unpolished mirrors, and we 
thought we heard the putter of all.ti-aircraft fire at the airfield. 
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Suddenly a searchlight sprung up, a solid shaft of ivory, the ele
phant's tusk leaping out against the strange enemy of tbe sky; then 
another tusk; and then another, till the whole sky was full of the 
battle of the elephants, silently probing for the gnat which would 
soon appear. We heard the gnat rumbling. Liu Lien said: "I have 
half a mind not to take you there. You see, they don't trust anybody, 
but the civil war ... " And then we came to the house; knocked 
and entered into the large courtyard, lit with the tusked moonlight 
from the moonless sky. Still.therewas no one. It seemed a 1>trange 
meeting, for he had been hinting at revolution. A marble lion, 
chipped, looked up at.us, looking like an inflated pekingese in this 
misty light, and then the putter of anti-aircraft shells came closer; 
somewhere behind the white tusks were the red sprays of tracer 
bullets. Liu Lien was singing softly: 

. "A woman never knows 
What a good man she's got 
Till after she turns him down " 

"Where did. you learn that, Lin Lien?" 
"I was at Yale," he · seid, and it seemed strange in this half

darkness, the grey beard flowing over the patched gown, the eyes 
sparkling. 

We could hear voices, and I think we were on edge, because the 
Japanese were stilldose-.:.they said Kweiyang was in flames, but 
no one knew for certain, and then he knocked on the door and we 
were blinded by the sultry smoking candles. The house belonged 
to aprofessor of French who knew Gide and Valery; there were 
photographs, great shelves of bookcases, laboriously transported 
from Peking. Clean-faced, sombre, with. unshaved cheeks which 
seemed greenish-blue in this light, the professor came to wel
come us. 

"You're late," he said, motioning to a servant-girl to take our 
coats, and this was perhaps the oddest thing of all, for none of us 
could· afford servants. 

"We got lostin the moonlight," Lin Lien said. 
"There was no moon yesterday, noris there a moon tonight," the 

Professor went on. He looked hopeless and helpless, standing there; 
then his head shot out, you saw the fine lines of the cheekbones, the 
helplessness had gone. · 

Two generals, in full .·uniform, came out o£- the glare of the 
candles. I recognized a young poet, with glasses, the face with-
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drawn, a modern Buddha; there was Wen Yi-tuo, the greatest of 
all; they said LoLung-chi might arrive, but no one knew whether 
he would arrive for certain. There were perhaps twenty or thirty 
professors, no students. The servant-girl broughtin cupsofhoftea, 
the leaves spinning on the surface ofthe water. Liu Lien rubbed 
his hands. We could hear the distant rumble of aeroplanes 
thro,ugh the" paper windows, and· the courtyard outside was 
brighter than the candles. 

LiuLien said: "It's odd how one talks quietly during an air-raid. 
Dowe think the•Japanese can hear?" 

Th.ere were prints on. th.e wall,· scrolls,. uncomfortable. cushiorls, 
bamboo chairs. The French professor's wife came in, wearing a-slit 

, skirt, walking delicately only in the places where there was a car
pet, because she was going to have a baby. The conversation was 
desultory, and then Liu Lien strok(:)d his beard more dramatically 
than ever and said: "Are you waiting for me, or aml waiting for 
you, gentlemen?" • and I wondered why he spoke in J.<.;nglis}}. 

He went on, for theyhad suddenly become silent: "Thereis noth
ing exciting. We want to bring out a new paper. It will be about 
art~about the things we starid for. We h~ve inv.ited you because 
we w~ntyourhelp." . . ... _ . _ 

At any other•tilnein the world's ljistory, th(:) statement would 
have meant little; but it meant a great deal tonight. We are being 
attacked by the Japanese; we are blockaded; the govermnent has 
openly deplored the activities of this '(J!liversity, in spite ofthefact 
that Lientaisthe greatest University in China; 'Y(:) are the seat of a 
provinciaLgovernment which.is ~ghti,ng.against the Kuomintang, 
we are the headquarters of the largest American f9rce in China; 
the students are<openlydemandingarrns to b{_)atoff the attacks of 
the Japaneseagainstthe University, knowing that theywillattack 
the University and destroy it before they destroy a11ything else, as 
N ankai was destroyedin theyast; Even ilthere was not one word 
of politics in the paper, itworild have implicit in it an attack on, the 
governmer~t, of all Chinese. governments. The legendary qualities 
for which the University stands, only becauseitharboursthe great
est intelligence of China-these will be .the subjects of the,p:.1per, 
for here. we hav12 men who have studied;Ibroad .and yet retain a 
consciousness of the value of Chinese civilization for itself, seeing 
themselves · more clearly than the uneducated soldiers or the 
bureaucrats see themselves. 

LiuLien went on: "This is all, gentlemen. We can have our own 
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paper. We have reason to believe we cau wov"' v~A ~ ., __ .L-,_ 

want suggestions for the title, if you agree. I wouldlike to know 
your views. I won't tell you of the urgency of the matter-there are 
some views which it is necessary that we should say aloud. Things 
are happening-it is unnecessary to go into details-which cry out 
for our voices." And then he was silent, and we heard the patter of 
anti-aircraft shells against a neighbouring roof. 

More tea was brought. They were all talking at once, discussing 
it among.themselves, the two generals leaning forward like children 
who have been allowed to stay up and hear their parents talking. 
The conversation had left Liu Lien, who· brought some strips of 
paper out of his pocket and showed them to me-they were painted 
red and blue, and· showed friendly Japanese offering to protect 
Americans. They had been droppedover Cheng-gung airport three 
or four days .previously. An American soldier had given them to 
him, saying: "They're worth a buck each." "They've got a nerve," 
Liu Lien said. "They are playing psychological warfare, but it's 
much more complicated than that. It has no effect on the Americans, 
but it has a great deal of effect on the Japanese. They think they are 
playing the American gf,lme. Yesterday, when an American bomber 
Hew down, it was followed by a Japanese fighter. The Japanese 
dropped· a few small bombs, and now the Americans are annoyed 
-not at the bombs, but at the thought that the J a panes{) could 
follow them down so easily." Then he said: "If the Japanese come, 
I'm going to take to the hills-there's no life like a guerrilla fighter." 

The lights went on suddenly; we all blinked; and it was odd, then, 
to notice how the colour was drained out of the faces of the im
poverished professors by the electric light. In the candle-flames 
they looked better, the redness in the faces showing, but in electric 
light all the.shabbiness of five years of exile came to the fore. Liu 
Lien was speaking toW en YF-tuo. They were strangely siinilar, talk
ing forcibly, without gestures, trained by centuries to habits of 
calm; in their force there was calm. Wen's heavy black hair caught 
the electric light, and shone silver. He has killed the marionette. 
The fame he could have had, the fame he possesses, they seem to 
mean less than nothing to him. And like Lin Lien he must struggle 
for every penny he earns, knowing no greater bitterness than that 
he must be. taken away from his. books to carve seals at night for 
gain. Liu Lien has private pupils and does no teaching at the Unic 
versity, though everyone in the University knows him. One of his 
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pupils is the daughter of the Yunanese general who so inexplicably 
appeared tonight. 

They were talking about the details ofthe.paper .. LiuLienwas 
asked to be editor-in-chief. -W~llthere be articles o~politics?There 
is some dissent, but gradually this disappears. Who will write them? 
Will they be" signed, oranonyinous? Will each professor takeit in 
turn? There are so many things that must be said, so much cruelty 
which must be stamped down, so much justice which must he in
voked,•And then where will the. paper be bought~ and who will 
print it, and will it come out every week or every .fortnight or 'every 
nwnth, and how .far will it r(:Jpresent the Democratic League· and 
how far will it have a policy ofits own? But the ])emocratic League 
has almost no policy, exc~pJ the traditional liberalism of the Chi
nese scholars; they wilLbuild up their policy from the beginning, 
against all the. nonse~sical insults of Kuomintarig tutehige-how 
long must the Chinese be under a reign of tutelage?~and against 
all private interests whichinsistthatscholars shall havenoright to 
speak, though traditionally they alone have the right tospyak on 
all eccasions. Essentially, it will be a. paperrepresenting the Univer" 
sity.But howmuch of the University? Ho~many of the professors 
are wise enough to realize thatthey have a part to play? Some,very 
few of the professors,. are paid agents of the Kuomintang, editing 
Kuomintang newspapers, transposing all errors into the justice ofa 
cause, bitterly conscious of their errors, yet hiding them. And 1'0 it 
goes on, backwards and forwards, conversation weaving through 
the. cigarette smoke, the birth of a new paper. Liu~ Lien rubs his 
hands and puffs at his pipe, the same bulbous pipe which has long 
since turned his beard the colour of tobacco. He counts the number 
of people present. "Twenty-seven." Then he nods, the tremendous 
headshake, and says: ':{t's enough to. start a revolution." Everyone 
smiles. More tea is broughtin. A:q hour later, in the darkness, for 
there is no moon arid no light in these dark streets behind the lake, 
we go out. 

Someone said: "Have you thought of a title for the newspaper?" 
Liu Lien laughs: "It will be the Awakening of China, or China 

Awake-something like that. Well, it's time." 
Then we go out in small groups, back to our dormitories, hearing 

the plump rats squealing across the road,.past the lake now empty 
of lovers, empty of all things, even of elephant tusks; It is three 
years since the Pacific War broke ou~. 
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Oecember 8th . . . . READING Katharine Mansfield's Journal, 
observing for the first time that all those who ,write journals are 
singularly and hopelessly in lov;e with life: and the journals are 
written so that life can be lived again. Have you J10ticed how Kath
arine M.ansfield writes . with the sharpness of a bh1e~bird's wing, 
cutting into the sudden air the emotions of a motion? :And then; too, 
though she was quiet and ha.d about her the air of a• nun at the 
perpetual sacrament, her extraordinary .self"dediCation. To remem
ber this, and to dedicate oneself always. 

December lOth . . . . CoMINCaway from the city,in the little 
cattle-truck that goes down to Indo~China.(or would go down if 
the bridges had .not been blown up), what relief, what delight in 
being a\Vayfromthe town. Hereeverytping sparkled, the grass was 
greener than on the hills, the dewponds were full of ducks, the 
peasants walked hopefully again, attending . their business, no 
longer screaming in.the market-place. We found the professor at 
last in a small mud~hut in a.mud-walled village, a short man with 
the inevitable blue gown, fresh-faced, happy in the comfortless 
house where there weore too few chairs; but there were wall
paintings of Thibetan snows and animals, there was a carved Miao 
chest, there·were .his own books,.·and tpere were all the books he 
had forgotten to return to theUniversity library; He e11tertained us 
happily, breathing in great gulps of air, forgetting if he ever re
membered the small turmoils of the campus. Here ~here weJ."e no 
students to.disturb him, no professors to talk to him-with his wife 
and his children heformed a selfccontained world. 

This was good; but even better was the journey on train at 
night, wedged up on the box-car, seeing the smoking dusk-on the 
Serpent Mountain, not able to.see .the faces.of the farm~boys and 
farm-girls who came into the cattle-truck, but knowing they were 
there--:-their laughter and their songs, but as it grew darker the 
songs ceased, there was a terrible silence, and soon wewer~ passing 
near the airport, seeing the.red flashes of the·beacons, the black 
hulks of aeroplanes on the grounds, the silver mists and the revolv
ing searchlights; and somehow, in the very intensity of the dark
ness .. and .light, this western airport .at night ·seemed perfectly 

. appropiiate to the setting. In the night it was easier for them to 
accept the presence of the airport. Alld then gradually they all 
turned slowly round,peerin~ at the.· aeroplane. slowly coming·out 
of the clouds from India. 
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Blut most of all I remember the immense • plain, like a plain in 
Hu~1gary; the vastness of the • sky; the clouds like smoking cas
tles .... 

December 14th . T:a:E danger from the Japanese has gone. 
SOihehow, no one knows how, all oudears have vanished, and we 
seem in spite of the government and in spite of the knowledge that 
the Japanese are near; and may come nearer, in a state of extraor
dinary quietness. Liu Lien says: "We know from the merchants. 
Prices have gone up again. So there is no danger." He said there 
was panic on the market when the J apanesewere near K wei yang, 
everyone was selling, only the most astute were. buying. "Yet little 
was lost--the main thingis thatwe.havefaith in our mountains." I 
asked him what. he 1Ueant .. ''Oh, ifs such difficult country-they 
can hardly get through, and theyareso tiredof China." 

Dreamed ofVerdun; which I once visited. InVerdun there were 
legends; every battle produced its legends, and this wasinevitahle 
and necessary, for until the present wars there had never been so 
much suffering as at Verdun. Berge:ry was .a reporter there; we 
would often discuss it together. He· said• "It was vastness-the 
greatest imaginable vastness of suffering, It was then that I grew 
accustomed to blood. There were whole villages, whole towns ' of 
which nothing is now known. We do not know where they were, 
for every trace of them has been obliterated. This is the kind of 
thing that has not happened i;n China..,--the fighting has never been 
so great, and the villages were nearly always abandoned when the 
Japanese came near." But tonight I dreamed ofthetrench of bay
onets, the trench of which nothing remained after the explosions 
except the bayonets which formed a long line above the earth. 

<' Des~n~ber 15th . . . s~~AN~ ... s:a:III-~?.takes ah1l?st no p~rt in 
)". pq!it~St:':~\'1}"~ ~~~aiH~ a.JAI:)B:gJJ}.e. gt~~tes~ • .Oftlll': scJ:iolfl.fS. here. It 

is perfectly possible to be a great • scholar and at the same time to 
be disinterested in politics, on one condition: that the man should 
by hi~. ~:<:l;l;1UP!.e.givefree.lyliis.critisis1U.()fJ};te.furrn()i~ arol1nd us. 
Andt);tis <::htll!fg §l;tir-w.d,pe.~ t()pe.rte.stion. 

co~§~x1t~~,~~ti~~q~_ntt~l~~~J~~i~dr,i~~:~:1b~,~~·?{:jd ~~d 
F!§cte;ai1o"'s~effi~"t'O.have·•IearliecrmosFfroill·rratice=c:e~taii11)r he 

~i;;!!1i1;;rfl~*~~tr~~~§~1~!~;ti:~l~6~J£ruh:~ 
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camellias, a perfect setting for a soqiologist. Once he lived in a 
house outside the city, in the "bad lands." There, ,because the land
lord wanted someone else capable of paying higher rent to take over 
the house, and herefused to leave for three weeks, he was be::"lten 
over the head bythe landlord's hired thugs. He compiains gently: 
"There is no law in this country/' or still more gently: "Where have 
we come to, with our great civilization? Axe . .webe9QWjp.g,§ll1irnals?" 
He will talk for hours about the dying soldiers we see all day, the 
mismanaged hospitals, the corruption which hurts him as though it 
was a wound on his own body; and by loving him, ont1learns to love 
China. More and more I believe that the best remains in the rnore 
upright scholars, but whatis disturbing is that so many professors 
have thrown in their lot with a govermnentwhich possesses secret 

$.prisons; and yery rarely l19}'Y~cl~ys d(). ~hf:l profes!iors J<J.lk of this 
··· 'great U niversjty .as ''a. bulwark. of democracy." l3ut. the students 

talk of it. 

1 ~'~ XJ~o .. and Chi~ng Shi}lcrg .. arf:l .. tlle. two most popular pro
~essors. They are popular becausf) theirlearnil1gis. profgund, and 
~lso becaus(;l. of . the ex~rnpl!'J•·· theY ..• s~t ·• t<>.. otper~--f.~arless ,and 
ashamed, with nobittetness and great love for their country .. While 
they .are here, I shall stay. If.th~y '\Y.e.P.t away, l wouldJeelthat the 
rna~.n..:e.iii~rs __ ()ftpl:llJI:\ive~·sjty, pag .. gonf) .. , .t,hf:lr.e.would only be. the 
tb'r'e'ats .from the government,. the carefully re:q.den;d attacks. by the 
Chen brothers.of a.ltth&tt.thePniyersity:.stanqs for. !would prefer 
Lienta.to be bombed, as NankaiUniversitywas bombed, than that 

)t ·should become the centre of a reaction. And. Yf:lt ~very day the 
)\_r~i:l,,QtiQH.·· g!;l,?J:;~~ .. i.P •. ~t~:I,',ID.gtlJ.. ~ a,ud an· uneducated milital·ist·govern

, . J:l?.t:P..t:pretends ,to .. give . order~.·. to... the .. sch . .ol·a·r· s. ·. w_ · .. -~:···~l-~l.~ .• ~.aid 
this morning: "Oh God, if· only the .government. had. e~:q. to 

. school. ... " 

December 16th . • . HsuN Tzu wrote: "All rites, if for-the 
service of the living, are to beautify joy; or if.to send off the dead, 
they are to beautify sorrow; or if for sacrifice, they are to beautify 
reverence; or if they are military, they are to beautify majesty." I 
fear it is only too true, but the ceremony for the dead soldier which 
one of my students observed last week was hardly in keeping with 
the ancient adage. Before he died on the Kweichow road, they 
stripped his clothes; then, because they were on a high hill, they 
simply rolled him down until his body reached the flooded fields .. 
There was a small splash. "B\lt it's better," the student said. "One 
should be buried in rice-then one grows again." 
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December 18 . CoNTINUALLY talking with students and 
pr:ofessors, seeing the shame ir1 their faces, and then listening to the 
apologies that are made so often-we are weak, we haven't de
served this, but we must go through with it-knowi!Jg that the real 
China remains i:h th~ faces of the peasants and in the face of the 
land. So one lives out one's life in intolerable bitterness and hatred 
for those who are dragging China down, with pity for some, and no 
pity at all for others, believing always that the best must be up
held .... 

December 19th I AM beginning _to lose my faith in many 
.A, p'f'()!~ssor~1 t9g~g[t it .. i.s impossible not. to reverence them. The 

· breaking strain of a man can be calculated as one calculates the 
breaking strain of steel; and too few are possessed by:those rare ele
ments which make steel stronger. S. is the editor.of aKuomintang 
newspaper; heis also a follower ofSprengler, yet in the past he }1as 
written things which are abundantly clea~, with vision and insight. 
He is still pmbably the greatest authority on the <::;hon Dynasty. 
But I like to think of him now, knowing the treason that goes on in .. 
his soui,as an oldman with a fine taste in orange brandy wpichhe 
distils himself, so that i.t tastes like Cointreau. Weary beyolldwords 
of the effort of making·expenses meet under an inflation, he is he
ginning to dislike the students, to hate the hours necessarily passed 
in their company;•Hewill say the·strangestthingsofth~students, 
he will. curse them because the standard of education has gone 
down, because they are nolonger so attentive as they were, nor so 
lear:ned. "They don't attend lectures to understand;" he said. "They 
are beginning to attend because it is something that bas to be done: 
Pure scholarship is doomed." He said: "How i:ightthey•were in the 
past to burn the books. The y~ountains of books-yo'-1 cannot pos
sibly believe how terrible is the sheer weight of books done by Chi
nese scholars." I can believe iUs terrible in its sheer weight, butat 
the same time I cannot think of anything more terrifying than that 
someone should want them burnt. I argued for a while. HI:) became 
quieter, more suspicious, and his eyes lookeddreapful with worry~ 
He complained of the latrines, which are so badly arranged that 
anyone who lives for long in his house inevitably becomes sick. His 
gown is faded, yet he is still strong. He said: "Scholarship-it is 
very nearly at the end. There is only one great historical scholar, 
andhe is nearly blind. You think the Universities are the beginning 
of things, but I think they are the end ~fa long historical evolution 
-strength Will COme from SOffiPV -h nre else." 
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"Where will it come from?" 
The eye~ became glazed, and he said: "The peasants and the sql

diers." 
I left shortly afterwards; drurikalmost with his orange wine, an,d 

more perturbed than I have been for a long time. I cannot see how 
or where strength can come from the soldiers. 

December 20th . . . Bm when the sun sank and the lake 
was quiet,the day began. The whole street was alive with lights. 
There were the buddhi~t priests beside the coffin, the abbot on 
a raised red dais, candles everywhere; there were small stalls with 
acetylene ·lamps; there were the sounds. of shouting and laugh
ing.· 

I do notknQW' why, put Jn Ghina.wore than al)ywhere else there 
are night~ like d::tys. Inexplicably, a.streetthat has. been dull for 
weeks will suddenly take it upon itself to show its extraordinary de
lighUn 1ife and colour. There is no._street in Kunming more un
prepossessing than the Pei Men Kai. There, because if is near the 
North Gate, soldiers pass all day, and the Governor's horses are led 
out to pasture, a.;nd mtJoddy jeeps will come to the American Con
sulate; but there are few shops, the street is hardly more than tl;)n 
feet wic!e, there are almost no houses, only great barricading walls 
which shut out the sunlight, horse-droppings, dying soldiers. Yet 
tonight it blazed. There was a marriage in one house, a funeral in 
another, for some reason t]leJ;e were acrobats, and all the way down 
the street you heard the chink of mah-jong tiles andthe.songs ofa 
flute~ player. Mostbeautiful of all was the funeraLThe priests wore 
red robes painted 'With gold characters, they .rang bells, they lit 
candles round the coffin, they waved their wands .and in the light 
of the red candles their faces were more than life-size. It was not a 
J'ich funeral, and pe1:haps the person who .. had died was of no im
portance; there were hardly any mourners, and as usualin China 
the mourners were only vaguely interested. in the actions of 
the ·priests. Yet, where the~e had been ·darkness . before;. t]lere 
was a blaze ofred and gold light. And you heard the bells ring-

. ing and the drl1ms. playing all the way down the street, and 
this sound, mingling with the laughter andthe songs ofthe wed
ding, seemed perfectly appropdate; it was as though the street 
had suddenly taken to .itself the attributes of the gods, v,rho 
take. pleasure equally in.the wildest·joy a11d.the most solemn 
grief. • 
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Tomorrow there will be little festoons. of coloured paper in the 
rain, there will still be a coffin and the boywho is married will still 
be in bed with his wife; but we shall knowthat oncein our lifetime 
this street has. been perfectly alive. 

December 21st . . . THEY were talking of the rape of Nan
king. There were three students, two of them girls. One wore her 
nair in pigtails, yet she looked older than the others, with a long 
mouth, thicks lips and heavy eyebrows.She moved gracefully, and 
I have noticed that she seems. to move cautiously, often looking 
back over her shoulder even when sheis on the campus. I remem
bered, too, that she was not a very good student, her essays were 
singularly sentimental and I think I have read altogether eight of 
her essays in \¥hich she describes her native village in Shensi. The 
Communists are there. now, and it may. be that like all students 
from Communist-occu iedareasshe.is continuall under • · ion. 

e o er gn . \VaS eig. teen, incredibly beautiful, looking more 
Spanish than Chinese, herface red and her body unbelievably lithe 
under the blue gown. The boy was a young engipeedrom Fukien, 
handsome in a pale way, without :rp.uch exp.ression in his face, arid 
he possessed .a singl1larly determined desire to please. 

"The rape of Nanking was nothing," the girl with the heavy eye
brows said. "Oh, it was terribl¢ enough. No one expected. it. The 
Japanese said.nothingwouldhappe1J, an:d the people·foolishlybe.
lieved them. But in Shensi, ifthey come to a village before the vil
lagers kno\V they are there, then it is truly .terrible." 

I thought she wotddn't want to talk aboutit, for she must have 
known.mnch about these places, yet she went on: 

"I was fourteen~the came ver earl in the mornin . I was 
sleeping, and su en y my gran at er came to where I was· sleep,: 
ing and whis ered: 'Don't sa an thin don'ts eak' and he uta 
nan ere w over m ace and carried me uickl to t e ·tunnel. 

ere was an escape tunne near the wall. He dropped me down~ 
about ten feet, and I remember. I groaned, and at that moment 
there was a tremendous hammering on the door. I thought my sis
ters were in the tunnel, but there was no one else except me. I 
could hear everything that was going on. 

"I could hear things, but I couldn't understand them. The Jap
anese talked such bad Chinese. I heard the sound of wood break
ing, and then screams-they were my elder sister's screams.l knew 
they were hers because she had one!! cut herself with a chopper. 
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And then she was begging for life. There was no sound. frorn the 
other sister. I thought she was safe. There were only my two sisters, 
grandfather and grandmother-mother had died, and my father 
was in the army; But the screams went on. She was fifteen, and at 
fifteen you know how. to scream loudest.·· I heard my grandfather's 
voice, very low and muttering, and then a shot and a great gasp of 
pain, and I knew it was my grandfathds voice, andstill the screams 
Went on. I wanted to get out of the tunnel. I could · hear the floor
boards creaking. rhythmically,· now a creak,. then another creak, 
and ·sometimes laughter,. and once I· heard a bottle being broken. 
Once, too, they threw a heavy lead weight down into the tunnel, 
but I was hiding under the shelter of boards. and they did not 
see me. 

'Twentto sleep at last. The air's bad.there, andyou sleep a long 
time in tunnels. When I woke up it was night. There was no sound 
from the Japanese. I climbed up the hmpel• My grandfather was 
dead, shot through file temple. My· sister was lying naked on the 
:ftoor with blood all .over her le · s· she was alive and shakin her 
fiea rom si eto si e i · e a mad woman a of 
my ot er sister; startt9d to· whimper. §he woke up and I helped to 
C1ress her,.butshe was very sick; and you couldhearthe.sounds of 
people weeping in the next village. We never fbund my other sister. 
What was strange was that even when the Japanese W('lre defeated; 
the girls would hardly ever go out oftheir houses,they had all been 
raped andthey did notwantto.see each other. They preferred only 
to speak to old men." 

December. 23rd . , . THE dawn···gtey, chilly, the birds ·like 
razors cutting through the air. One of those rare days of our sum
mer when the day opens like an unbelievable torment of greyness; 
and then the sun came through very slowly; 

There are four cold d::~ys ::t year iJ:l.l(l!J:l.fllir:tg;. there. are eight days 
on which tbe su.n never shines; thereare pyrhapstwelve days when 
it rains for more than half a. day ... Buttod,ay seemed the worst of all 
days, with threatening douds and the peculiar grey doom in the 
air: So we shivered, and those who had come from Peking remem
bered the little bronze foot-warmers, and the fur-lined coats; but 
most of our fur-lined coats have been sqldfor whoever benefits by 
the inflation. Yet suddenly we heard a bird singing, J. ·ran out into 
the courtyard and you could see all the greyness vanishing, pushed 
resolutely away by the sun which looked more than anything else 
14 



like a golden brush. And all day it was spring. 
ThE1.•\V.~~!l:ler. ,is. t~E1~SllE11,'9,1,!S in Ghin%: IhE1. p~a~\lnts.:kPPW .when 

it will rain, but they are not infallible. There was drought this year; 
they had predicted a year of plenty. There is supposed to be a 
Miao tribesman in the hills who controls the weather, there are 
almanacs which foretell when the rice should be planted and when 
it should be reaped, there are always villages which produce abun
dantly, and five miles away you will find a village where halfthe 
population is starving. J. said: "I asked the Miaos why they wore 
their colourful costumes. They say it is to make the plants grow
for rice and cabbages like bright colours. They have a story that 
when you are working in the flood~;d.Helds, the rice is admiring it
self in the mirror of the rice-lake, just as the young people admire 
themselves; but if you wear bright colours, then they seek to imitate 
them, and if you are strong they seek to imitate your strength. So 
they do no tallow the dyingorthe very ill to walk in their pastures." 

In the old Chinese Bookof Songs the pure enjoyment which.the 
men have for working in the fields seems to come from the novelty 
ofitall; only a fewhundreds ofyef\rs before these songs were writ• 
ten, the men were· hunters of the stone. a~, and agriculture was 
something so new and beneficent thatit turned them into singers. 
AndJooking.at. the Miao girls who rid~;.dowrtfrom.their moulltl'l.ins 
to. ~ellvegeta.bles on t}le Kl1Ptr1ing m<J.r~et,onE) \Vonq~r~ \Vllat~opgs 
they sing in their fasf:riesses)ind how much .more we should benefit 
if we he.ard them. 

:l,'Decf4J];be:_¥4Jl;l. , . . Lm LmNwassayil)g:."'fjf,P1V,ol!.:~A~?a .... tJ'. ... 
./ ·•·!!Jras assum~;~ .. un~maginl'l.ble proportioi1s,. aiJ.d.this time, it"'tf\s .·come •~ 

to stay. Weare tired to death ofheari11g whatthe.westhas to say 
l'l.QouJ our. revolt· ... --,they cannot.u.nders.tand. us, We.arE) revolting 
agai11stom OWI1 feudal past and ag.ai1ast th,e futurf).\Vhich.the west 
ha~ to .offE1r us. We,are nationalists who arE) prepared to throw over~ 
board our eastern nationalism at the first sign of federation. There 
will be large federations in the East .. Asia for the Asiatics! Cer
tainly this will come, but· it will· no( come with any overlordship 
from Japan, nor from Russia-it will come of our own will, because 

1"We desire to be .free. The Chinese C0mmJ.mists> are GlJ.illE)Se first, 
~ommunistslater....,.,-it·would he. the greatest.mistaketo u.nderesti

mate .the nationalism of tl:le Co:rrunupists. ln its morE1 jptense form 
the nationalism of the Kuomintang is qnly one more example of the 
disease, telling us nothing of the patient, the boil erupting and the 
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sickness increasing. The important thing is that we know so little 
about nationalism that we.ar~ prepared to squander it in exchange 
for an understanding with other countries." 

He went. on: ~'Tell them .th~J.»'h\lt i~ happ~J:lip.gin Asia. is a huge 
sociological experiment, :~.nd we shall nev~r 11nde~;standtl:ie present 
situatioJ:l in Asia unless we realize thatJh~ p~asant§ a:re s1ck of 
their insecurity, sick of their helplessness; sickoftheir lack ofpolit
ical consciousness; the young peasants are trying in everyway they 
can to understand what is happening around them. You will see it 
in the army, where they ask questions fearlessly of their officers; 
you will see that they are reading more newspapers than ever, and 
they are trying in every way to discover why they are fighting. 
Their loyalties are small; their greatest loyalty is loyalty to their 
villages, their wives and children. Never have they been so badly 
treated, never have they suffered so much. Please do not believe 
that the peasants are patient. In ten years they will have political 
consciousness on a scale which has been absent from China fm· over 
two thousand years. Then, when they have political consciousness, 
things will begin to change-a change which will grow up from 
this generation, and ovle its origin to the circnmstanc.es of the war." 

I asked him about the newspaper. He said they had found a print
ing press, they had even obtained a permit from the Governor, and 
if one printing press was raided, they would find another easily. 
The first number of the. paper had been announced and would · 
come out in three or four days. There would be some trouble, of 
course. The paper was liberal and democratic. Simply becanse it 
was these things, the govemment would attempt to prove that it 
was communist. ~·we cannot write one word against this atrocionsly 
corrupt government without being accused of being communist." 
He smiled, and then he said: "You know-this government cannot 
go on much longer. There has been so much crime in its name," and 
then suddenly, as though he was stillfollowing the same line of 
thought, speaking in the same voice, he said: 'Tarn following your 
Mr. Churchill. There is nothing-'-not even poetry-so delightful as 
painting. In painting one can forget everything.,-everything. with
out exception." 

December 25th . • PERHAPS because it is Christmas Day, I 
have been going through Bergery's letters. One day they may be 
published in full, for he wasJl prolific correspondent, and believed 
that his letters were more true to himself, andmore justifiable than 
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the impersonal things he wrote for the newspapers. .· 
Asthe war goes on; many of hisshttements.seem tolac~ the em-

. phasis they would have.acquired later. Occasionally he waswrong
headed. He believed intJ:teKq.~:n:nintang tilllatein1939, and even 
up to his death he would speakof some Kuomintangmemberslike 
Wang Wen-Lao with an affe{!tion which seems dubiqus now~ He 
knew Gandhi, and found himself attracted and .repelled, a,nd • some
thing of the same magnetic reaction occurred apparently during . 
his many interviews with N ehni-,.a greatlove for the man; and an 
ineapacityto subscribe to the man's beHefs. He drew 1munforget~ 
tab1e portrait of Chiang Kai~shekin the cqnfusiorr of battle dm~:rg 
t_he 1927 campaign. He reverenced Roosevelt;tpough.he would say 
.that power had corrupted him as 1t corrupted all others. He cor
responded for. years with Luce till one day a gap; whiCh~had been 
there from the beginning, broadened; and distru~tbegan, yet five 
years . later he would speakofLuce affectionately, sayingthathe 
was at least more human than most pgwer:gatherers, and generous 
in most of his impulse~. "fhelong gallery of the great people he had 
known sometimes confused'hfm; it pleased him to remember that 
they were less important than 'the peasants, the students an.d the 
professors he met in his wanderings. F.ame had never touched him. 
"The first step to hell is to· be famops; the second step to hell. is to 
use yourfameto increase it. And'the third step is to believe. that it 
is enduring.'' He was charitable in all his judgements,. ~yen to those 
who .were least charitable; if you k:r.ww the man's.,he~edity, you 
could forgive almost anything. Once he made a list .ofthe crimes he 
hated• most. The first was; distortion. 

''Life· is so easil distort'ed, we .are such slenderreeds, so easil 
twis e . e eme rectlrs o ten m IS etters, an is ear o t e 
pq.wei-:gatherers lay precisely in their power to dislwt the ele.
mental things of life. He kept copiesofmostof his letters. There 
was something of the priest in B,etgery. Thehuge face, the heavy 
brooding shoulders; the suggestion of tragedy written on the un
c.hangingface-c---:one saw them and kept faith with the man. "I have 
been through battles;" he said once. "Neithetthe publisher nor the 
news-editor has been through the things I have seen-how dare he 

· dis.tortwhat I have written? The distortion goes on. I tis illiil'}itable. 
N a thing one says or writes has the direct honesty I demand of it any 
more. Men write for Hollywood, or worse, but what can be better 
than writing for our times, forcthe people? The AmeriCan journalistS 
are responsible for the war, as the Brdish are responsible, and the 
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Germans and the Russians. If therehad been no dishonestreport
ing, there would have been no war." And again: "I am growing old, 
and do not care any more, but of one thing I shalLcare always, and 
that is the charity of youth to the old. The old .sicken me, Look at 
the photographs of the famous, and then look at the photographs 
ofyoungboys and girls-are they the same animals?. Youth----yes, 
but to old age an unforgiving No." I remember I asked hirnwhyhe 
was impenitently resolved to hate age, and then he laughed .aJittle 
and said: "Because I am growing old." 

I would argue with him for hours on the nf\ture of love, for.this 
was the abiding .subject of his thoughts, perhaps because h~ was 
divorced from Ms wife. Again and. again there would be the ham
merbeat of the New England voice: "There must be innocence and 
praise and great patience~ in this complex world we must act like 
lovers at all times, with a lover's patience and a lover's hate, but 
always with. the lover's sense of praise." I would grow impatient; 
beginning to wonder whether love was 'enough, whether youth was 
enough, I would fling at him some wounding retort, saying that it 
was easy to love but inflnitely difficult to understand. We lived in a 
world of complexities .divorced from the simplicities of youth. He 
would answer: "Nothing is· more complex than love, and love is the 
reason for its own existence, and for the existence ofthe world. Oh, 
I don't mean puppy-love. There is the love of a father for his daugh-. 
ter, and this is perhaps the most holy love. Or perhaps in middle age 
you meet a young girl, you know she is going to be martied, and 
suddenly, quite inexplicably, you find that all your happiness de
pends upon her happiness, and yet you havE) nevettouched her <md 
but rarely seen her.That may be more holy. There was comradeship 
in the trenches during the war, and that may be holier stilLButof 
allJoves the most holy is that of the old for the young." And now, 
while I hear the tone ofhis voice, I c:;tn still see him present by 
my side, the huge face .noble in candlelight; but I see him less 
clearly astime goes on. 

Onereads old letters with a heart-breaking sense of detachment. 
These things were. They lived,· and are not, and even· if they were 
to be published, they would hardlylive again with the intensity of 
their first writing. Now, while the war-light thickens,it is best to 
leave them alone-perhaps they will hurt less after the war, and 
certainly one will read them with less sorrow. 

Yet itis worth while reading them, occasionally listening to the 
voice now dead, the lips no«r muddy, seeing the eyes which are no 
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longer eyes. I have no grief for him; so complex a person was im
mune from all personal sorrow, though his nights were nightmares 
of battlefields and hospitals. He liked to believe that he was im
mune from grief, for the same reason that he liked to believe that 
he was immune from old age-both hurt too much; Now, during 
this festival, reading over his letters, some of them I· shall write 
down: 

... As I see it, we have qeentorntoo much by the luxuries of 
living; the invention of steam in 1750 has brought us to ease too 
easily. Better if like the Athenians we lived on "three or four 
olives, a dash of garlic and the head of a fish"-things would 
taste better, and the richness would remain. I know now that 
the only times I have felt the sheer glow of life was when I 
was starving; in New York, leattoo much, think too little and 
feel almost nothing at all. So I would have the young especially 
realize there are virtues in a minimal moderation, and I would 
have them remember too that all greatmen are libertines of the 
spirit, and chaste in their physical bodies. The church was 
chaste for good reason-! cannot think of•any modern system 
which places the same significance on chastity. Yet chastity is 
a necessity always. 

• . . Or else, like the lemmings, let us all drown in the mid
night seas. We have gone far enough, God knows, so far that 
we have forgotten our heritage. Who, living in this century, 
knowing the accursed invention of steam which has paralysed 
all our lives, knows what the heritage is? What Europe was in 
its glory is foreign to us now, and yet the old Chinais still liv
ing and can be understood by the Chinese, it is in their blood, 
they know instinctively how much suffering, how many cen
turies of striving brought that civilization about. What can we 
know of Europe except by refining our sensibilities to the utter
most, developing our taste to the uttermost? I would have all 
children know what Europe was. More important than the 
kings of England or Denmark are the rose window of Chartres, 
the Apollo on the Parthenon, the suffering face of Akhnaton 
(where the disease was first visible which conquered Hamlet), 
the Ara Pacis in Rome, the small figures carved over Athenian 
tomb-stones, the knives and spears of the Saracens-perhaps a 
hundred other things. Over them all the brooding Beethoven 
and the liberated Bach. These they must know, or Europe will 
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perish. And they should know their own countrymen the peas
ants, and listen to them., and travel over Europe. For if history 
were rekindled in their minds; they would know the value of 
themselves. But midnight comes, the lightning flashes, the SS 
troops in black with the jagged lightning on the collar-these 
must not be remembered. . . . Oh, but above all remember 
the Greeks, not because they were possessed of a classical feel
ing, but because they reached the greatest heights, and ·suf
fered slavery, and yet saw clearly. I praise Apollo, the only 
god, for he is hardly a god, hardly more. than a man singing, 
but so beautiful in the sun~ And we should remember that our 
thoughts were pure then, not muddied over and confused with 
Lebanon and Christ-l as a Christianhave the right to fulmi
nate against Christ, and to wish he had been born nearer 
Mount Olympus. Then, then, Europe would have been 
stronger, richer, infinitely more convincing. And yet Chris
tianity has taken so much from the Greeks that we have not 
lost wholly; even in the hymnal there are Greek hymns, the or
phic spirit remains, they too knew the service which is perfect 
freedom, the bonda-ge which is fashioned by breaking bars. 
Praising Christ, I curse Paul, who knew too much of Athenian 
dialectics, and I remember St. Jerome, who believed like the 
Greeks in the heroes, for he said the saints were nearer to God 
than the angels. Men! The value of men-this is what they 
believed in, not the power-gatherers, notthe headlines, not the 
machines-men, men, men, men, men! 
... My dear Robert, I have said so much about love in my 

previous letters, and it is time we defined· our terms. By love I 
mean the "unwilled and necessary delight in others;'' I mean 
that when we see a man, we should have on our mental faces 
the expression of a hungry gourmet. "Here is a feast," we 
should say. "Let us eat it up, and let us remember our table 
manners. Let us gorge on him, swallow him, make him a part 
of ourselves, let us know him, let us above all find those places 
where ,we have common gtound." The main task of the gen
eration which confronts you will be the understanding be" 
tween Asia and the West, and how shall we understand unless 
we love, unless we go to them humbly, unless we sincerely 
offer them our own wealth of technological knowledge in ex
change for their vigour, their sympathy and their more sensual 
and mystical knowledge.·~ e cannot go on as we are, and be-



tween the East and the West there is only one common meet
ing-place-the undiscovered territory of love. 

Oh, this is trite-it has been said so often, andyetitis neces
sary thatitshould be said continually, and intheloudestim-. 
aginablevoice. There is no mystery in the East .. Somewhere, 
Joseph Conrad says: "The mysterious East, perfumed like.a 
flower, silent like death, dark like a grave." Nothing <;:ould be 
more erroneous. There is no mystery, for their faces are open to 
us; there is no perfume, unless as I truly believe there is some
thii"tg pleasing in the smell of human sweat; there i~ no silence, 
for nowhere in· the· world are men· more noisy than ·in the 
market-places of India and China; and there is no darkness, 
for. the sun shines always .. Let us at least not startfrom false 
premises. Let us at least begin at the beginning, in the places 
where men can understand one another. Let us be dedicated 
to the. understanding of the East, for no task could. be more 
urgent. And though we maynot have love, then by dedicating 
ourselves to the greatest of all problems confronting us, love 
may come. 

I say now very quietly, almost in a whisper, that we are in 
danger ·Of losing all if we forsake the East at this hour. They 
may turn against us. They may realize how shoddy ·areithe 
premises under which some of us believe in ourselves.Jawa
harlal Nehru, Gandhi; Sun Yat-sen-those names which are 
instinct with life, which blaze like the eastern suns, these are 
the things which move the East. I say "things" advisedly, for 
they are almost impersonal. And on what slender threads has 
developed their hatred for the West. Once in a train Jawar
harlal Nehru overheard General Dwyer recounting his suc
cessful massacre at Amritsar. On such slenderthreads we have 
our being in the East. Always we are overheard, always they 
see us when we think we are invisible, always we. give our
s~lves away; and if we have no love, how shall we endure 
there?Youmay say: '~We cannot help ourselves." Then I say 
that if we do not J;lelp ourselves in time, the East will rise up 
against us, and in sheer man-power overwhelm us. And let us 
not blind ourselves by believing that we do not deserve to be 
destroyed. If we continue as we are behaving now,we deserve 
to be destroyed. 

So, though not many years are left to us, at least we must 
make our choice-and the choice's between love and the op-
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posite of love, which is not hate, bufindifference. You say in 
your last letter that "love and hatred are poth a weariness to 
flesh. and spirit-better that there should. be detachment." 
How wrong you are! What is importantis that we must endure, 
and by enduring love; and hatred is a kind oflove; and detach· 
ment was well enough in the East four thousand years· ago, 
when there were few enough people, when there was not this 
desperate need to love. Our. cities are Buddpas; New York is 
detached. London is nearly detached, and Shanghai is wholly 
detached; hut for ourselves we must love. from the yery core of 
the heart or perish. And you ask, too, how one should show 
one'slove, and sm:ely there is nothing simpler,-onemusthelp 
all those with whmu one has any contact, be charitable and 
merciful always,. be understanding, seek to seethe spirit which 
is in allpeople, and the beauty which is in all people, and. never 
to hurt. either the. spirit or the. beauty, and always to praise. it. 
For. people are the things of which our lives are.ma.de, and 
nothing is more holy than the community of people except per
haps the community of children. 

I have been sick. The same old devils plague m~; and the 
most ferocious of all devils is the thought that hecausewe have 
not in our generation loved enough, the generation that follows 
will not even understand that such a thing exists andJs neces
sary. We go by thin threads. For a thousand years, foll()wing 
Lebanon and Greece, we had this vision; now it seems that we 
have come to the end, and must begin .all over again. Ora pro 
nobis. 

Sometimes he would send these strange . tortured letter~, but 
more often they were parts of his unwritten autobiography, de
scriptions of the early days of mobilization during the first World 
War, a journey through Spain under Alfonso, sgme scand~Lor other 
he had picked up in Nigeria or America. He had a particular pas
sion for the Negroes, an(l made a prolonged journeythroughthe 
deep south. He admired people who "were in possession of the 
fountain of life," and praised the Russians and the French and the 
Chinese for this reason; h~ found as he grew older less life among 
the British and the Americans, but this was perhaps .due to his 
inveterate habit of distrusting his own stock. He was proud and 
haughty in some moods; saying that since he was himself descended 
from princes it was understatldable that he found the aristocracy 
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intolerably weak-willed; the strains had crossed too often. He en
vied those who were descended from yeomen or peasants. Most of 
all he envied musicians, and he said once: "I would prefer to live 
among . the Balinese-the rest is idiocy. One should live in con
formity with nature and the physical body, for there is no other 
happiness." But towards the end of his life the moods and vapours 
vanished completely, and when he died on his mountain-top in 
Szechuan there was composure ·and serenity in his face, and it 
might almost have pleased him if he had seen himself dying. 

December 27th . . .. SHE was a girl student, wearing a jade 
necklace, and I think fhave mentioned her before in this diary. 
Even now, though she will soon be married, she can hardly be more 
than eighteen,· very· lithe and· slender, ·with blue-black· hair and 
cherry-red cheeks, walking with an animal grace which is common 
among the peasant-girls but rare among students. She had been a 
murderer. Once when I asked her about it, she very naturally burst 
out crying; but this evening the whole story came out, notfrom her, 
but from a boy who had taken part in what later came to be known 
as the Tientsin massacre. • 

''What you must understand is that in the early days of the war, 
terrorism against the traitors was unorganized, and the bravest of 
the terrorists were the young students from middliNchools. Per
haps they were brave because it never occurred .to them that they 
might be arrested, or perhaps they were more cunning-knowing 
they were young and the police were sympathetic sometimes,Jhey 
preferred to do the killing rather than allow others, who would be 
tortured. At that . time Chen Tickung was the· Salt Collector in 
Tientsin. We knew he was working with the Japanese, and this in 
itself was not perhaps sufficient, for thousands of people were 
working with the Japanese. What made him dangerous was that he 
was ina position of great responsibility, very close to the Japanese 
general staff, and he had given orders for the arrests of some Chi
nese. 

"It was decided to murder him. This happened one day when the 
students .were eating iCe"deams. We were eating, and then some
one said, 'Oh, we must. kill him-it is intolerable that we should 
breathe the same air with him.' So it was decided. We followed his 
movements, and we bought guns and ammunition through our 
house-servants. You ask them to bux. something, and without bat
ting an eyelid they will always obey if you have the money. They 
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said. we could buy three revolvers for thirty-five dollars. We gave 
them thirty-five dollars, and they boughtus six revolvers. We were 
ready then. We would send guards .to wait outside his official 
mansion, and we would spend hours in the ice-crearnshop mapping 
out his movements, so that we knew at every hour of the day or 
night exactly where he was. 

"Then one of the students saw his car outside a cinema. The 
cinema was showing Gunga Din. We had seen the film, and we 
remembered thattowards the end there is a prolonged burst of 
gunfire between the English soldiers and the tribesmen. This gave 
us time. We telephoned to all the other students . to come, and 
mapped out a plan of campaign. The campaign was very simple. 
All of us were to enter the cinema armed, and all of us were to try 
to shoot Cheng Ti-kung during the time when there was fighting 
on the screen. It was as simple as that. 

"But it was vevy dark inside the cinema and we couldn't find hi:tn. 
Then K. decided there was only one thing to do. You know that on 
the side of the screen in China there is another oblong screen where 
the speech appears in Chinese words. One of the students went to 
the cinema telephone a:ad called up the manager. Would he please 
insert into the slide the announcementthat Mr. Cheng Ti-kung was 
urgently wanted in the manager's office. The student spoke as 
though he was speaking from the Salt Commissioner's own office. 
The manager complied. The slide wa.s put on. Still no one came to 
the manager's office, bt1t it was noticed that a man in the third row 
had half reached out of his seat. His wife had pulled him back. We 
couldn't be quite sure whether this was our man. We telephoned 
the manager's office again, asking that a more urgent notice should 
be thrown on the screen. We were lucky, because at the moment 
when he rose from his seat there was a fusilade of machine-gun
ning on the screen. Three ofus shot at him. The back ofhis head 
was blown off. His guards began firing. The whole place was in 
confusion. One of the girl students found herself trapped into .a 
corner by a foreigner-a Swede. She broughfthe butt-end of her 
revolver dmvn on his head, and they say he was killed-he had a 
very thin skull. Half the audience was str11ggling to get away, and 
this. helped us, because all the students managed to escape; and 
we were not so stupid as to throw our revolvers a wax-they would 
come in useful afterwards. I remember the smoke and the fumes 
and the film still going on, and then two minutesJaterwe were out 
in the sunshine. The Japanes~ never found us. They arrested hun-
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dreds of people. If they had looked in' the ice-cream shop,. they 
would ha:ve found us eating ice-creams." 

December 28th . · . . . REAQING, and suddenly realizing that the 
old medireval words: on, bread, hunger,ftost, lumber, birth and 
death retain tothis day their Biblicalflavour and resonance, so that 
we readin two lan-guages, onewhich was common to Shakespeare 
and to his ancestors and the other which is more nearly our own. 
Weary of our library, we are beginning to use a:rmed services 
editions, finding there nearly. everything we missed before-a 
wider choice and a more excellent text ofthe classics. And then, 
this aftt]rnoon, during one of those visits which_ are the r>lague and 
delight of professors, a student said: "What does 'what the heck' 
mean.?" Mercifully, I was just able to recall Hecate, the Goddess 
of Darkness, but if he had asked a mo1llent later I might not have 
recalled.· He smiled, a smile so delightful than all goddesses of all 
darknesses are banished for ever. 

December 29th . THE sun set slowly, with virgilian splen
dour, with a kind of relentlessness which I• have .never se.en before. 
The shadows were thicker, the red scarps of the mountain more 
wildly restraining the sun, as thoughthey alone of a:Uthings in this 
valley desired to be remembered; and because the peasants say the 
mountain is like a dead man lying on his back with his face to the 
sun, it seemed all the more proper that it should exert itself against 
the sunset. The whole sky was a sheet of luminous purple clouds; 
the birds were silent; avenging angels were awake; all would be 
destroyed. But no, the red scarps lingered. The whole of Kunming, 
all the biscuit coloured walls, all the green lakes and marble stones, 
all had disappeared into the frost· of night; . and long after the 
mountains had really disappeared, their fiery redness was visible on 
the retina of our eyes. 

December 30th . A FAILING sadness as the year ends. This 
is the last page of one of my notebooks, and there is room enough 
only to quote one sentence of Bergery's, to be remembered always: 
"Love, love, love-how often have I rejoiced in these words, re
peating them in all the languages I know, a word which sounds 
admirable in every language except English, and most admirable 
in Sanscrit-ananda-a word whic4alone should be sufficient to 
exorcise war." 
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1945 

January 1st . . •. ~"~"~i§'"'~l!@,,~~~g~'fck~'.+~~l:~ll!~.,..~~Ilgry 
for rain, the moon for. the tides, thesun for colour andthe young 
for • each other; And then, this evening, .sitting down to· the table 
for dinner,. noticing how hungry was the white porcelain bowl for 
the goldfish painted on her. • 

January 3rd . . . As usuALthenewyear was a riotofgreen 
and yellow splashing over the lakes andwillows,turning them .irito 
crystallized rainbow • colQurs, ·We had hal£-heart~dly expected. it; 
there were storms yesterday, the .aeroplamis cirding low all night, 
and sometimes through the breaking clouds you saw their green 
and red lamps, but more often you only heard them;--those broken 
roaring sounds wMch are the signs of our coming victory. We have, 
I am afraid, little enough hope in the victory; We talk all night of 

· victory this year or the next, and for ourselves the only hope is that 
it will bring us to Peking; and even then we know that Peking has 
nothing to offer us except skyrocketting prices.·· We • shall be • as lost 
in Peking as we are in Kunl1lif1g. \VilLthey never realize·thatwhat 

·we want is not peace, but the place \Vhich holds all the associations 
of our youth and happiness? .· 

And then think of this in terms of the millions who have been 
UJ?rootedfrom their homes; howeagerlythey dream of returningto 
their scarred and bombed houses, how devO'lltly they pray for the 
snmll orchard which they saw through the tears of their paper 
windows, the rivers where they swar:Q, the places where they have 
left theirfaint marks on the earth. We are featherless chickens who 
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sigh for the places we knew and the corn we pecked in the past. 
And everywhere, all over China, there is this desolate dreaming 
for a past that will never return. I wrote once in a book written on 
the eve of the disaster in Europe: "vVe must be stern, unsenti
mental, rigorous . . ." I doubt it now, remembering that the only 
happiness comes from sentiment, and rigour and sternness are 
both vices to drive us away from ourselves. 

I remember reading somewhere that Conrad had a certain scorn 
for landsmen, saying they did things badly because there was too 
much safety in their lives and not enough responsibility. They knew 
that whatever they did, their little boat was not going to capsize or 
spring a leak and sink with their wives and families. He could not 
have written this today. We are seamen now, or if we are not sea
men, we are conscious of being at sea. There are elementary 
lessons to be learned, but we have not learned them. We have not 
learned this: We must be stern, unsentimental and rigorous to our
selves, but not to others. For ourselves there is one law, but in our 
relations with others there is a simpler law which overrides every
thing else-kindness. It is, and will be, as simple as that . 

• 
January 4th . . , AMAZED, as always, by the differences be
tween the thought of East and West. The,Ghin~s~,lp,v,t;l ... J.h!F .. sun so 
much that when they make paintings there are noshadows....,..every
thing is seen a thigh noon. No Chinese would say, with Sir Thomas 
Browne: "For the world, I count it not an inn, but an hospital; and 
a place not to live, but to die in." l-Ienee their industry, their tireless 
enjoyment of life, even the worst forms of life. Hence, too, and this 
is more important, their delight in human intercourse, their belief 
that nothing is of greater importance, their regard for the family 
with all its attendant evils. I remember once coming across a river 
in Szechuan with the poet Liang Tsong-tai at sunset and being 
delighted because a student called from the bank a line of Liang's 
poetry: "Our happiness is to ride in the setting sun." I thought the 
sentiment was Chinese, but even in the later ages of the T' ang 
Dynasty, when poets were obsessed with "the tears dripped by 
candles," no Chinese could have spoken in this way without having 
lived in Europe; and LiangTsong-tai is essentially a Frenchman 
writing in his mother-tongue. The Chinese have no love for shad
ows. For them life remains simple, a thing which obeys the seasons 
and refuses obedience to anything else. They have not the depth 
or complexity of the Indians:who are in love with darkness; they 
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are the children of high noon, seeing everything clearly against 
the burning sun. 

Ja~uary 8th . • I HAVE never met anyone so dedicated to 
scholarship as G. He has a devotion which is almost frightening, 
he spends nearly every hour of the day on his books, dreams of 
books, dreams of calligraphy, dreams of the university. He deserves 
the assistant professorship which has just been giyento him, but 
precisely because he is a scholar he is beginning to be afraid of his 
responsibilities. 

"In the .first place it is highly unlikely that I shall be able to wake 
up in time for the seven o'clock classes. The landlady will wake me, 
there is an alarm clock, !have asked the student next door to wake 
me, but think what. would happen if the landlady were ill, or the 
student somewhere else, or the alarm clock failed to go off. I am at 
the mercy of my surroundings. There is a man upstairs. who scrapes 

• with his hob-nailed boots on the Hoor-I cannot work when he is 
there. Or the wind blows through the paper windows~impossible 
to work. Or someone comes to see me. I go to sleep, I wake up, I 
read, I write. I have come to the stage ~hen the only thing that 
matters is books; I can defend this belief; there is surely nothing so 
important as producing perhaps a few poems, a few pages of good 
criticism, and yet it is a terribly empty life." 

I suggested it would be good tofallinlove. 
He thought for a while. "Yes, it would be good, buttry to imagine 

a young Chinese scholar falling in love when he knows everything 
about it from boo.ks. There will be nothing new. It's terrible. I know 
everything, and 1 have suffered nothing except the wind and the 
hob-nailed boots." 

l anuaxy. 9th . . . T~ imp.tfriaLIP,iPi~t!if,.';):'~Q 'J)gp,g-:.tang dur.,. 
•'J(!ng . .Jh~ •.. s;;.bJng , J?xn.~t§!X.,"Y~~····g~Jse<l• .. by .. S~~,,llaJ:.t.wh.at he 
i tl;tqJJgbt . .pf .. ~11~1~m.A~H!fn£(:)JJ?..~.Q.bm~:·,l;L(:) ... ~.w~r!i4: .. "You are all ~.~ .. 

too anxious to awake us and start us on a new road, and you will """{ 
do it; but you will regret it, for once awakened and started, we shall 
JB()Y(:) ... ffl:§t(:)r. <i!-P<l·•fafthe:rth.<l.n., ... you .... t}J.i,p}s;/:rn!JPh··•·fast.e!; .•. , .• t}l.an .. you 
~~R~:~'.:§p.tj~.it.~rl1(:)? ..• We }J.;:1ve .heard so often that China absorbs 
everything-cust~ms, ways of thinking, peoples and even whole 
cultures. W.e.,ar.e ... rep:J,j,n.d.eP, ... thatthe Chinese are. the. oldestn<ltion 
onJhe.earth, PYt<lreJh.ey{ lAkE) eYery otl:J.erra£e, thl;:ly el.'.~ .. l:l Il1edley 
of all races, with here •a face whicl! is essentially .. Turl(.,ish,Jh.ere a 
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1~lface .. which .·c~mes from Bur~a{Ghina .i:;,gqt .. h8lp9geP.Y9.\l~: each 
!PWYlnC!;). has .. 1ts own culture, tt~ ·O¥{P."'Yl.l:Y.· .PfJpoJ.sp.?.g .a.tJb,~B.!;:~, f.tnd 
·none of them have understood or absorbed the west except in the 
most superficial way. The whale can swallow everything except 
the west, but the west sticks in its mouth and will not be absorbed 
without a revolution; and it may happen that the whale, with the 
west in its mouth, may die of hunger. 

Helplessly, in the last two years, and mostly in .the last six 
months, we haye.w;:~.tchEJd .Chinaorratherthe Chinese Government 

, .•. !nca pable • of solvjng. the simplest problems. Ther~;J is .resolution, 
)t'1Jut nothingwith.w.h.iGb,.,,t,q,.~r~§,Q]Y.K·· . The government .. is .r11n by a 
' . '"single ·faroily; ... t.\le .. qld.cl~~~i.c;.yir~:l,le.q£. ... f;:tmily .. a:lfec;tiqp.J1as become 
·~· · ur.t~llg~,e.d n~,ll~,m.,; ... the ?est are hindyred;. the ~erchants un-
, bebeyably.,c,Qrrqpt. All th1s has happened at the time when the 

country could least afford the luxury of the old virtues .. EffiGiencyis 
at a d;isqo11nt. .. rn.,the • greatest. day~ of .our. <;la):lg~r, .j:l).~ri:!Js ;:1 su
preme.carelessne~f.OYer.tl;l.e .. {.ate o£. the··Pei?P~e. In the days of the 
Chou Dynasty Pocyi dwelt on the shores of the North Sea and 
waited forthe worldtogrow clean. But we cannot wait any longer. 

China.:i,s.awalq'l,pJ,lt,.~.ti,lL§t!t:r:p1~;Jd. For the Chinese the best thing 
that ever happened was the defeat of the Americans in Hawaii and 
of the British in Burma and Malaya. For a while, after so much 
weariness of battle, they sat back and preferred to see the allies 
lick the wounds inflicted on them by the Japanese, conscious that 
China could still withhold the Japanese bydoing nothing; till the 
best among them. revolted and attempted to make China inde
pen,dentof foreign aid. The self-relian.c~, which was vanishing or 
had already vanished, returned again among the technicians, and 

,,,jtis to them and the universities that we owe the best things in 
·~·,;~hina. The war ha~. ~49.'\:YJJ. ()Pe tl;t!ng: (;l:J.~I1ll: c~npot liyt) with her 

old virtues ·as a maj.ot.;p.9.W.er.ln this new. .. wq:~:ld.nt).a;rly .. all.her. vir
tues ·atre·:vices, 

January lOth . . THEfantasticconfidence,:whiGh.tht1Ameri
cart~ .paye in .the. G~;Jnerali~~Jmo: ~ , .• }}.1lt·i·:WAXtl4e,Ye .:t+Q. PQI!fi
deJJ.se!P:l:J.im. I l:.ta;ye.p,o .S9PMeJJ.SeJI1 qpe ll'l~P.;.and least of all have 
I coU:EideJ)ce .. iu.:~~~hlp·~ ··Th~ di~t~l:~rs are like the :Eg(mian 
statues, so much larger than life that we assume they are perman~:mt 
and all-knowing. But does he know that for the seven hundred 
millionth time a soldier has come up the Burma Road to die in rags 
and filthiness, his body like a ~one, wracked with malaria, with pus 
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coming out of his· eye-socket and moving so slowly that he seems 
to be someone moving th.rough a nightmare more terribl~ than any 
invented in this war. "We have ten million soldiers," an official 
told me, wheni complained that these men fron1 Burma should.not 
be leftto die. "Does it matter about one soldier?" 

No, it doesn't matter. In the long run there. will be no changes 
in China because he has been abandoned. The land will stillbethe 
same,· the people will be the same,. countless millions will still be 
born, there will still be smoke from the chimneys and the fields,will 
still.be·reaped. But when ifhappens.thatqfficialdom.is utterlydi
vorced from the • people, when the food of soldiers is taken from 
them py their officers, when the··people have,no .more .confidence 
in those who have raised themselves to power, when nepotism.and 
corruption are the rule and the best are starving; ~A:Y*'~~.J.p:raise 

,.~niRcompetent governmellt·andpretend •. to.admire .. it?Jpthis .. coun
l\t:Y·•·l.·admire·• onl;y·•one4hing: ··the overwhelming• greatness•··• of the 
' p?:lop.le ... who,,bave.sufferedtoo•···.long. 

January 11th . • WE L:JYE .. near. the,l'bib.etilP.•sPQJ:Aet,. and 
sqmetiU1eS .. we.are .. reminded. that.we.ar:e oot . .fa~;.frGHn Lhasa~ Pierre 
G~ulart has come down from Lichiang, and all evening he h~s been 
talking about the grace of the tribesmen who come to market. He 
stutters in .broken English, and simJ?lY because his Englis}l is 
broken we· are. conscious of. his exciteiu@t, so that • even when he 

· talks .of the monks running their prayerwheels by electricity, tap
ping out prayers on typewriters, of cabarets in the holy city of 
Thibet and of highwaymen equipped with the latest Bren guns, it 
is difficultnot to disbelieve him. 

"Ah, but the best time of. all is market day. The Thibetan boys 
come and get drunk round the· fires. They sing. They dance through 
the flames.Itis camaraderie.;,-the rea] camaraderie. I have gone 
with them. I, too, sing. They come to my house, and sing for me, 
and sometimes they bring girls, and they siiJg for me. It is better in 
Thibet; If you look at a girl; her lover does not knife you. In 
Lichiang it is terrible-one look, one knife. And then in the eve
ning, the dancing. It is endless. Such grace. Such beauty. The cities 
are terrible. In Lichiang all the races of the east come together, and 
they tell stories to one another, and the women run after the men." 

More and more oftenlfind myself dreaming of those snow-white 
mountains near Thibet. where no one ever thinks of the war, be
cause· the war is so · distant, and • ~ven irrelevant. According to 
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Goulart there are almost no traces of the west there. They live their 
lives simply and naturally, so that he too lives simply and naturally, 
saying that he is afraid of only one thing-there is a tribe ruled by 
women who lust after white men, and he is in danger of being 
seduced by them; and when we burst out laughing and wonder 
why should he be afraid, he talks endlessly and charmingly of the 
feats of the Thibetan monks who can remain naked in the coldest 
weather, of the footprints of giant bears and the blue wines of 
Lichiang, which are like fires. 

January 12th . • . A NEW letter from Bergery, perhaps the last 
that I shall ever find, written when he was in India in 1940, I re
member I read it through, and then forgot about it, and tried to find 
it later when odd phrases kept recurring to my mind: 

"We are, my dear Hobert, standing on the edge of time looking 
out over eternity. You may not realize it in Singapore-it must be 
difficult to think of India in Singapore-but after being here, I can 
only say that the first tremblings of the new order are visible here. 
It is not the fear of Japan which has caused this, nor our failures nor 
even our successes, it is.something which goes beyond all these 
which has caused the contempt for the west. We have failed, but 
not where we think we have failed. We have failed precisely where 
we thought we were most strong. vVe have failed because we have 
never, except ~n rare moments, understood the East. 

"They cry out for independence, these Indians, and their pres
ent governmentis in no sense capable of understanding their de
sire. They can say and do say that if India were independent now, 
it would be wide-open for invasion from Japan, it would no longer 
be a fortress for the allies, Hitler is advancing across Europe and 
hopes one day to meet the Japanese in India, the Indians are inca
pable of forming their own government and the communal quarrels 
would remain unsolved. All these things are true, but for the Indian 
they have no shadow of importance. For them the important thing 
is that they have learned that our scientific experiments, our ways 
of thought, our accounting, our insistence on a special kind of 
efficiency and management have not produced the kind of happi
ness they want. Cod knows what kind of happiness they want, but 
it is not ours. They are in love with sex, with the earth, with high 
mountains, with the dust and smells of India; they are not in love 
with·the west. This is.wh}bCandhi~.is ... so .gr~ata ... pow.~x, . .l'o every
thing we. hav.e.brought .to Indra, he xa!s~s .. ;;t ... ql1iet. pmtesting Nay. 
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"This is alH have learf\ed, and perhaps itis enough for the mo
ment t<>rea.lize that we are hopelessly lost in this country. I went.to 
Ip,9-i?- fh·§t w}lepl was twenty·Jqu~,.Jt.w;;~,~.lik,e .. pfJ.r?-9.~~.l'l···.Jt was 
pa.:ra:dise preciseiy·because it·was incomprehep&~ble." I31lt..Pow· the 
things we do not know are immeasurably more important than the 
things we know. It is no longer a question of the Indian soul, of the 
Indian wgy of thinking, of the Indian interpretation of the world: it 
is a question of how we shall use. the vast powers we possess in a. 
world where the peoples are unknown. I insist on this. We do not 
know peoples, we do not even know persons, and the major task 
ofyour generation will be to return to the simplest arid most diffi
cult of all things--the understanding between a man and a man. 
And precisely here lies the difficulty, since we have confused our
selveswith other issues--we are endlessly confused, because we in
sist first {such is our tragic heritage) on believing that the greatest 
problem lies in the understanding between a man and a maid. 

"We. cannot have peace unless we understand one another, but 
how shall we understand .one another except by sacrificing our
selves in the attempt? To climb Everest, to travel to the Antarctic 
is easier than to understand • a man, and w"hen we have understood 
a man we cannot express our understanding in words. How shall 
we say that a man is naked before us, and we are naked before him? 
How shall we say we have stripped ourselves to flesh and bone? 
How shall we be sure of our understanding? We, who have lost the 
power of receiving the sudden naked impact of things, are still 
more lost when we consider the sudden naked impact of men. I do 
not want to torment you with the endless difficulties involved, ex
cept to say that the first of all difficulties is that men are so rarely 
naked: they are clothed in history, customs, manners, the habits of 
their ancestors, the inviolable laws of their temperaments and ap
proaches to the world. We deal with men tooroughly. We have lost 
those delicate antennae which once must have been ours. We are 
resolved to short-cut all problems, since we are conscious of the 
difficulties; and we have no humility. I came across long ago a 
phrase of Dino Carnpagni, which I hope I can remember accu
rately: Niente vale l'humiltil contra allagr.ande mali'zia. Humility 
is of no avail against sheer .evil. This is true. We have no reason to 
be humble before Hitler. But we. have every reason to be humble 
when we are faced with our fellow-men. 

"The island ofElephanta has bee)i taken over by the Royal Navy, 
but by luck I was allowed to wander into the famous caves and see, 
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by. the dying light, the three-headed God who stands with his im
mense shoulders in the darkness between the pillars. I cannot con
vey to you D?Y wonder at its perfection. Arthad not reached such 
sublimity before or after. Here is the impersonal raised to the 
sphere of ultimate abstraction, and yet how delicately he gazes at 
us, and forgives. No bombs can destroy him. He is shielded for 
ever. On the left is the Destroyer, with the copra in his raised hand; 
on the right is the Preser:Ver offering nothing except t}le remote. 
benediction of a smile; and in the centre is the Trimurti ,himself, 
the great head weighed down with thmights of creation. Of this I 
am. sure. The act of creati9n is continually about to be performed 
and in a moment will c()ntinuallyreveal itself, andwhat is won
derful is that the conception of the acto£ creation should have been 
endowed with so much majesty and repose. 

"India givl'Js me hope.,~cll: ~he,sworld. There .is ~;v~tness.in this 
countrywhichis .• I1Qt.terri£ying;uoll'tlleCGPtraryJt.is.¢1el!g4tful•be
yond words to come upon,men who realize their insignificance·and 
immaturity when they are st~rrounded with such visible evidence of 
the splendour of creation .. If there were Himalayas in America, po 
one would dare tobuild"skyscrapers. In India the raips are torren
tial and sweep the land into . the sea; the sun burns you till you 
scream for mercy. Perhaps it is the same in Malaya. Butlet me say 
that it is in these countries of great extremes that I have the highest 
hopes for the future, ~or in those countries men must realize their 
essential and necessaryhumility. 

January 15th . . . HE IS tall, well-formed and he has o11e of 
those long sensitive faces that you find in portraits of t}le bodd
hisattvas which Sir Aurel Stein discovered buried in the. Gobi. He 
has come bacl,drom America, where he spent a.year at Yale deliver
ing occasional lectures on Chinese philosophy and amusing himself 
vastly. He is one of our most simior pro~essors, and one of his eyes 
is nearlyblind, for which reason he wears a black patch, bl.Jt. when 
he removes the spectacles you do not.notice that he is blind, you 
notice only tha~ one eye looks innocent and the .other superqly 
wicked. He smiles often. He speaks English b~;tter than most Eng
lishmen, and writes it on the rare occasions when he writes anything 
with fiendish command of the medium, He likes telling stories. He 
lectures abominably. He sleeps through faculty meetings with the 
felt hat which he alwayswea~ tipped over his eyes. He flew.back 
yesterday over the Hump, sick and weary after the.longjourney, 
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but before he went to bed he had time to tell one story ofhis wan
derings. 

He was delighted with America, even though every eye specialist 
gave him different opinions about his eyes, but what delighted him 
above everything else was going into a restaurant where, since he 
wore a black patch and was wearing clothes which remotely re
sembled military uniform, he was taken for a Chinese guerrilla 
leader on holiday. Therestaurantkeeper refused to accept his alibi. 
Unthinkable that.he was nota guerrilla leader. Speeches were de
manded of hirn. He made them. The drinks were on the house. He 
was ternpted to describe impossible adventures. He was asked to 
sing the Chinese national anthem. And then, as everyone came 
round afterwards to congratulate him, he slipped quietly out of the 
restaurant· forever. 

January 18th • . How in God's name does one teach English 
prose? We are still on holiday, but it is time to prepare lectures for 
the coming term. There will be few lectures: you cannot teach Eng
lish prose by standing in front of a blackboard and scribbling with 
chalk. There will be tutorials, of course." Out of our mythical li
brary, we shall find some books for them to read, and somehow it 
will be possible to convince them thatthere are good prose-writers 
and bad, and it is better for them to read the good. 

Yesterday 1 came across in one of those voluminous notebooks 
which follow me round the globe almostthe finest of all the prose 
passages I know; but I do not know whether I dare quote it to them. 
It was written by an illiterate lover and was found on the sands in 
Sidmouth in 1887: 

My Dearest Marey,~i be verry well and appey to inform 
you that i be very well at present and i hope you will be the 
same dear Marey-i be verry sorry to hear how as you dont 
like your quarters as I chant be able to look on your dear face so 
ofjen as i have done dearest Marey, pure and holy me~k and 
loly loveley Rose of Sharon.[Jggr Marey;dear Marey i hant got 
ngw know.particler nOose to tell ye at present but my sister that 
mtJJ'ryd have got skh a nice lettel babey, and i wish how as that 
O'Ur Zittel afjare was settled and we had got such a nice Zettel 
dear two. 

Dearest Mareyl shall not be arwey till then Dearest Marey 
pure and holy meek and loly lovely Rose of Sharon. Sometimes 
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i do begin to .despare as i am affraid our not will never be tide 
but my Master have prommist i how as that when i git ye he 
will putt ye in the Darcy yard to feed the Piggs and ge ye atin 
pens a week Dearest M arey puer and holey meek and loly love
ley Rose of Sharon. i be coming over to-morrow to by the Ring 
and you must come to the stay shun· to mete me and bring a 
pese of string with you the size of your finggar and be shure 
you dont make A miss take .dear Marcy. 1 

Father is A going to ge us a beddsted and Granny a 5 lb. 
note to by such as washin stand fier irons mouse trap and Sope, 
and wee must wayte till wee can by carpetting and glass crack
cry ware and chiny. Dearest Marcy pure and holy meek and 
loly lovely rose of Sharon, i be very appy to say our old Sow As 
got 7 young uns laste nite and Father is a going to ge us A 
roosester for our Weding Brakefast Dearest Marey pure and 
holey meek and loly lovely Rose of Sharon. So no more at pres
ent from your fewture and loving husband. 

But how can one convince a Chinese student, brought up on 
obedience to grammatic.!! constructions, to write with that imme
diacy and brilliance? 

January 19th . . THE fear has gone. Though the Japanese 
are still near, and more airfields are being blown up by Americans 
who are retreating through the incompetence of the leadership of 
the Chinese army, for some reason we are no longer afraid. We 
know in our bones that the Japanese have lost the war. They can 
build their railway from Singapore to Peking, but we know that 
the railway will never assist them to defend their continental em
pire. The fear went as suddenly as it came. It may come again, but 
it will never come with the same force or authenticity. We felt in 
December that the Japanese could do wit_h us as they pleased. With 
ten more men at the right place they might have thrust down to 
Kunming; with another ten men they might have thrust through 
Szechuan; but they failed to take advantage of the masterly inaction 
of the Chinese; The Chinese. peasants and soldiers are blameless. 
They did what they could, and died by the hundreds of thousands. 
:But for those who led them, for the merchants who filled up their 
,cars and made their plans to escape to Kansu-but what would be 
the good of escaping to Kansu. when the rest of China had fallen? 
-for the unthinking and the unspirited, and the careless above all, 
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there should he no mercy. Nor will there he any mercy in the hearts 
of those who fled from K weilin. 

We know that the people can stand intolerable strains, we know 
that there is in them an unyielding strength, but these things give 
us no comfort. It has become a cliche that the Chinese can bear 
everything without complaint. It is true that they do not.complain. 
They have learnt over the centuries that complaint leads nowhere 
-there is no one to complain to. But whatif they should everfind 
someone or something to whom they could complain? What if they, 
the most democratic of all people in their daily behaviour, should 
find a government responsible to • thern? (Then the prizes of·· gov
ernment would be less, the responsibilities almost intolerable, but 
at least there would be an end to their silence, andtheir unendur
able sufferings. ) 

January 20th . . STOR~L The lightning reared. above the 
mountains; the. rain emptied itself; everythin~ blue, silver or jet 
bla(.?k, the trees and buildings. black, the lake the clearest imagi
nabJe.blue. And afterwards, when we were shuddering and licking 
our wounds, the memory of the dear colours of lightning, which 
are clearer than anything seen in sunlight. . . . 

January 21st . HE IS a young student who talks very slowly, 
not because he does not know English well, but because he likes 
the sounds of English and is anxious to pronounce then:t as per
fectly as possible. He.wasdn Burma before the war, and therefore 
knows more aboutEnglishways, and is not often critical; itamuses 
him to compare the English with the Chinese, and somehow he has 
managed to see us both from the heights ofhis impassivity. 

"In Burma it seemed to methat the English were perfectly just
they were almost inconceivably just'--'but they were not human. If 
you are human you are not just. The Chinese are hu;man, therefore 
they have no conception of justice at all. A merchant was arrested. 
It happened to be a Chinese merchant. He 'Yas put on trialfor some 
offences I have forgotten-probably something connected with the 
customs. The trial continued. It was certain that the merchant 
would not be acquitted. He sent a message to the judge offering a 
large bribe. The judge mentioned this in his summingcup, and said 
that the four years imprisonment that he had originally contem
plated would be increased. to six years because the Chinese had 
offered a bribe. It was not just, but it ~as justice. A Chinese would 
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either have accepted the bribe or torgoutu '""'~~- ~. 
Englishman refuses and remembers. 

"We have no belief in law-hence all our troubles, all our civil 
wars, all our corruption. But how shall we escape this? The Chinese 
are democrats in their private behaviour to an extent unknown 
abroad, but in their publichehaviour they are all anarchists. And 
this is the problem-to make out of the anarchy we instinctively 
desire a state of law. 

"So all the way through Chinese history we have had the 
Fuhrer-Prinzip. Power has come fromthe top,from the Emperor. or 
his ministers, from.the Generalissimo who has acquired in his old 
age something of the terrible efficiency of the Emperors. To us, the 
Soong Dynasty is a reality. But it must end, If the Soong Dynasty 
lasts out this war, then we shall have learnt nothing from America 
or Great Britain. Hideously, incompetently, we try to struggle on 
itt the manner of our ancestors. Somehow we must strike a balance 
between justice and humanity, and the odd thing is that in all our 
philosophies it is not justice which is studied, but something 
infinitely remote from justice-the conception of Heaven which 
obeys its own laws." • 

It took an hour for him to say this. We wandered down many 
long roads and went across many fields, but there was no shelter in 
any of them. These young.Chinese, with no experience of democ
racy except in the election of their student officials, have a desire for 
democracy which is like a great hunger. They do not understand it. 
They do not know the patience which is required, the almost illim
itable forbearance which is necessary. But like hungry animals they 
go in search of their watering-places, and they know that in the 
end there can be no hope for their country till the government is 
responsible to the people, and to the people alone. 

January 22nd . • THE storm continues. Black lightning 
against a white landscape. The thunder rumbling against the West 
Mountain, which was no longer bright red but a kind of fluorescent 
green. And sometimes, inexplicably, in the silence after the thun
der, the birds screamfng madly and the streets deathly still. 

January 23rd . . THE storm ceased suddenly at two o'clock 
in the morning. Lying awake, listening to the dying patter of the 
rain on the tiles and sudden~ realizing that the Chinese love the 
sou11d of the rain on leaves and stones for the same reason that they 
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love calligraphy. The sound is colourless, music reduced toits es
sentials, the music of the earth and water and the clouds. In China 
water is the dominant element; and it is the flow of water qver 
stor:eswhich has given the patterns for their calligraphy. There are 
different stories about how the cailigraphy arose. Some claim that 
it came from watching the stars, others thatit developed from the 
footprints of birds in snow, butthe oldest story ofallexplainsthat 
the famous. trigramswere seen on the back of a;tortoiserisingfrotq. 
a river. Whereveryou find yourself in the ancient legends of China, 
there is always water-the floods drained by the Emperor Yu, the 

.·tortoiserising·through the·river, the Tung-T'ingLakeswhere Chu 
Yuan was drowned inhis.grief. And tonight, looking outin the clear 
moortlight, andseeing all China as one vast silver lake. . . . 

January 26th . , THERE has been some kind:. of entrance ex
amination half way.through the academic year, and some new stu
dents have suddenly appeared. Damn! They make me nervous. For 
a week these new students will look like expressionless .mutton
heads. For another week I shall suspect them. of glimmerings of 
intelligence. After the thirdweek I shall kn<rw them well enough to 
know that they understand far more than I do. There is always at 
first that unbreakable iron wall; and then gradually the wall breaks 
down, we take our courage in our hands and somehow, without 
knowing what We are doing, we find we have broken through. In 
three months four or five of those new· students will have become 
closer to me, and dearer; than if they were my own .children. 

What pleases me above .everything else is that th~y are atlast 
looking heahhier. There was a time· when they all looked sick and 
pale-not all, but so many of them that the others were coloured 
by their prevailing sickness. The school infirmary was full. They 
were going down with typhus every day. They returned with 
bruised eyes, and a greatweariness, unable to concentrate, unable 
to read by the dim electric lamps.The standard went down. We 
began to lose hope. We said it would take twenty years to build up 
the. standard again,butnow we are more hopeful-in five years 
they will have regained all that they lost during the war. 

It is so difficult to speak about the students without emotion, the 
taU thin girl with the eyes which notice everything andseem to 
record everything, the boy who resembles a musician and who is 
in fact a fiddler who scrapes out on his violin beyond the grave
mounds the harmonies which give tim a curious settled peace, 
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the basket-ball player who looks like a Creek god. There. are only 
two Yunnanese in the class. The rest of them have escaped from the 
north;· almost none. of them .~ver ·hear from their parents; yet 
though they are the flotsam of the war, they are the only stable 
things left in this country. I have no hope for China unless the 
students, the professors andthe technicians get power. 

January 29th . , . Tms morning there was news from Yenan. 
To these who have never heard of Yenan it must mean nothing at 
all, but to us it was an event of astonishing importance. There is a 
vast area of China which to us is called simply Yenan. We hear 
little about it, and of the little we hear we are immensely critical; 
but gradually, out of the welter of criticism and prol?aganda., we 
have formed a picture which cannot wholly be wrong. There is 
another government in China which exerts vastpowers. It has said 
to the peasants that the livelihood of the peasants is all that matters, 
and all other problems are small, even insignificant; in comparison 
with their livelihood. And in this the majority ofthe professors and 
the students are in perfect agreement, without being in the least 
Communist. Also, we l!now that they have beeri fighting vigorously, 
with inadequate equipment, we know that there have been full
sqale battles against the Japanese in which the Communists won. 
We know this; we know little more. Because we accept this, and 
secretly praise the Communists, it would be absurd to call us. Com
munists. We are lost. We cannot go on with the authoritarian gov
ernment we have. We cannot endure for one moment the thought 
of the secret police continuing into the peace. We are weary beyond 
words of rule by the military governors. The Generalissimo has 
outlived his usefulness. Fora while he represented the forces of 
goodwill; now he represents the forces of evil. It is as simple as that. 
And yet wedo not want the Communists in power. We want only 
that this war· should be fought to an end, and afterwards there 
should be a government of no party, no affiliations, no beliefs except 
the belief that China shall disappear, fornothingis so dangerous as 
the name, and .in its place there shall be only "the Chinese people.'' 

The message from Yenan was brief: "We are well. J. wascap
tured by the Japanese. There has been tremendous fighting." 

February 1st . . AT LAST we have left the theatre where we 
have livedfor a year and aJ!alf. A few, but not many of the best 
professors of this University will remain, cooped up in the shallow 
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theatre boxeslookingdown on a stage wherethere.is nothing at all 
except bare boards. We were lucky to have lived there at all: there 
are places infinitely worse.Itwasneveruncomfortable. The misery 
will wear off. We shall forget the dirt, and the falling plaster and 
the broken tiles; we shall forget that we never dared invite anybody 
to see us; we shall forget the mud and the smells of Peimenkai, the 
half-open gmves outside the North Gate, for next.to l.IS there was 
one of the most amazingly beautiful gardens in Kunming and not 
far away was the Green Lake and twenty minutes' walk away lay 
the University. 

The oddest of all things is that we are going to live in the bouse 
of a Russian vodka-manufacturer, where the smell of vodka hangs 
in the air, where the great brown jars lie in rows d,ownstairs and 
GI' s come roar~ng in at all times of the day and night for their vodka 
poured into gasoline tanks. Nothing could·be .more different from 
the. theatre than this wide-open spacious courtyard, with its pale 
red poinsettias .and the faintly bitter-sweet .smell· of vodka, which 
must surely be among the mostpleasantof all smells. · · 

I haveturned. traitor. It cannot be helped, I did not even fight 
against it. When the offer came, I accepted iJ: eagerly.Ihave spent 
four years with the professors, and of those. four years one. and a 
half were spentin conditions which made the t.b. worse, so that the 
little calcined spots in the lung opened and bled, and IJived too 
long in a state qf tubercular excitement. I confess lam grateful for 
it, There are things 1 would never have dreamed of.withol1t t;b., 
and sinceeveryone around me was suffering from the same disease, 
I learned to understand them better. The spots have healed now, as 
we expected they would-we are six thousand feet abovesea-level, 
the air is cle:ar and there is an enchantment in):'"unnan, .where the 
streets are fllthybeyond words,whichcures all disease. The theatre 
was dangerous: cold, damp,.insufferably oppressive with thehigh 
walls all round it I comfort myself by saying that we can now at 
last entertain guests. 

But. there is the Russian landlord and vodka-manufacturer to 
be dealt with, a huge man with a keen brain: and a ferocious temper. 
He lives in a world which is not unlike my tubercular world last 
year, incessantlystimulated by vast quantities of vodka; a giant who 
has steJ?ped straight out of Dostoievsky, ruthless in his determina
tionto make a fortune, suffering from a disease of the spleen~ impa
tientofallrestraintarid five times larger than life, His father was a 
station~master in Manchuria .. He will ~lk at the flop of a hatof the 
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great forests and the great cold. For him Manchuria is not a part of 
China, but Yellow Russia-Zhelto-Rossiya. He has the utmost con
ceivable contempt for the Chinese when he is drunk, and the great
est admiration for their business abilities when he is sober. He took 
me into a corner of the courtyard this evening. "They're always 
playing tricks with me. Look at that." That was one of the bamboo
covered cases in which crude potato-alcohol is brought to the fac
tory before being distilled. He kicked it. A false bottom fell out. 
"It's always happening. God damn them. They don'tknow what's 
good for them." Then he grinned like a child. "But I always find 
it out." 

He has a peasant delight in life, and the quickest brain I have 
ever known-no nobility of manner, but a kind of desperate good
temper. He puts a whole bottle of vodka on the table. "Drinl< as 
much as you like. You'll have a clear head in the morning. It's not 
like whisky-the crude oils have been taken out. Well, what the 
hell are you waiting for?" He drank down half a bottle, for a mo
ment his face clouded • and he looked tired, then suddenly his face 
resumed its normal appearance of benevolent savagery. "Why don't 
you drink it. It won't hurt you. You're weak. Do you have to give a 
lecture in the morning?" I nodded. "All right, take it easy." There 
is a hammering at the outer gate. "The GI's have come. They can 
bloody well wait. I'm not going to open the door for them. llike 
them, but I am going to have my privacy. I'm a merchant. It's not 
the kind of thing Iwanted to be, but I'm a merchant and even a 
merchant has the right to have sorne time of his own." There are 
moments when he looks almost crafty, when you realize there is 
some deep-seated passion ofremonstration in him. He wanted to be 
a scholar. He has an excellent mechanical brain. He was a White 
Russian, but it was inhumanly difficult for a White Russian to re
ceive any University education. He wanted it beyond anything he 
has ever wanted since, but from the very beginning he was cursed 
with his insecurity and had to struggle for money. For a while he 
managed a third-rate boarding-house in Chungking. He opened a 
restaurant. Then early last year he came down to Kunming on busi
ness.and discovered there was room for a vodka-factory. He bought 
this building from a retired Yunnanese general who lives nearby, 
still retaining his old bodyguard. He refuses to go out at night. He 
has explained very carefully that he must keep his money in Amer
ican dollars under the mattress, and he dare not leave the house. 
He distrusts his servants, flrobably for good reasons. He is su-
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premely dictatorial, and cares less than nothing for the opinions of 
others; but he gives a curious impression of goodness. I realize we 
have fallen from the frying-pan into the fire. He has suggested very 
gently that sometimes there may be a little drunkenness atparties
nothing very special~a little breaking of glasses. Does the profes
sor mind? The professor, looking at the wide space ofthe courtyard, 
is secretly delighted. "And then of course there are my Russian 
friends. They are terribly talkative. They like to pick quarrels, and 
sometimes theGI's are troublesome. You are sure you won't mind?" 
I nod vehemently. ''Like.hell you don't mind. You wait and see," he 
said darkly; All the while the hammering at the door continued. 

It is going to be a game of wits. He cannot "place" me, but it is 
no tin the .least di:fficultto place him, for he comes straight out of .a 
Russian novel. He has the go()dness, ·.the occasional cunning, the 
delight inlosinghimselfin drunkenness, the fierce casual temper of 
one of the characters of Dostoievsky's novel. Above all there is the 
goodness. Tpnight, half an hour ago, he was playing Russian love~ 
songs on his mandolin. It was utterly delightful More and more 
vodka bottles appeared on the tables. The large room downstairs, 
with its t<i;pestries. on the walls, its· invertep paper umbrellas for 
lampshades, its hideous furniture which he designed, the flowers· 
and the tablecloths became a.scene of magic. We were in Russia, 
or rather we were inZhelto-Rossiyain a small house among the 
forests. He sang endlessly. He. needed no audience, and it was a 
good voice, even when hew as hopelessly drunk, and he had a per
fect sense. of time. "I used to play the trumpet at Shanghai," he 
whispered. "Do you know what I would like? To be rich enough to · 
have a large house .and a private orchestra. I could shout to the 
chef d' orchestre and say, 'Play this,' and by God they would play 
it, and then I'd throw some coins at them. I don't want to. be a 
damned merchant. Yes, that's what I'd like." There is nothing in 
the least outrageous in his desire for a private orchestra; it is the 
reverse of all his suffering~>, the dream of his childhood which· has 
almost come true, and yet has .not come true--there is a lurking 
suspicion in hi:5 eyes that it will all fade into nothing and leave him, 
a young poverty-stricken boy somewhere in one of the coastal ports 
of China. 

I have known him now for three weeks, but this is the first time 
they have been singing. I went downstairs again to £nd they had 
grouped themselves perfectly on the floor, their faces were flushed 
and I have never seen people so happ)f, and conscious oftheir hap~ 
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piness. The songs went on, a slow-rising flood, so that as time passed 
you were no longer conscious of people enjoying themselves, only 
of the enjoyment. Song is the only arbiter: It is more powerful than 
vodka, more heady, there is more pure delight in it~and how 
strange that those last dying notes should be so similar to those of 
Chinese scholars reciting their poems. I have read somewhere that 
the Navaho Indians finish all their songs with the words ~'All ends in 
joy and beauty," as we would say "Amen" at the end of a hymn or 
the old Hebrews said "Selah." So it is here, though the joy is dis
guised in sorrow. And so it must. be: for so much joy would be 
unbearable. It was the same in Elizabethan times. The happiest 
songs and ballads are laments. And something of the same sort hap
pens in the greatest epics, which describe the most bitter defeats.in 
terms of victories, yet knowing all the while that the defeats were 
there, turning the conquest of Troy or the Gtail or Rome herself 
into defeats, not so much of nations, but of men's happiness and de
lights. Does Virgil celebrate the. achievements of Rome?· Hardly
the .Aenied is nothing but a series of laments; yet there is joy in 
lamenting: 

Free sufferittg for the truth makes sorrows sing, 
And mourning far more sweet than banquetting. 

It is useless, then, to lament that we lament; this is how we are 
made, and how we have seen the world through all ages. And what 
is consolingisthat the Chinese andthe West, so oftenat odds with 
one another, in their deepest moments of grief and joy, see the 
world in the same way. The weeping has joy in it. I doubt whether 
it could be otherwise. Exceptfor this we could not bear our sor
rows, our griefs and the hideous ways in which we die unless· by 
some transmutations of the mind the horror of it became i!l the end 
something else-a kind of sweetness. So Shakespeare, having seen a 
dead man floating in the Thames, transformed .him into coral and 
pearls. "Full fathom five thy father lies. . . ." And this is what 
makes China so much beyond all our efforts of imagination: there is 
so much starvation and degradation, so much inconceivable horror, 
that in the end we turn away and see only the abiding beauty of the 
landscape and of those who are still living. 

February 2nd, Re-reading yesterday's note . . • I think what 
I have written is true, and in a sense it is the only truth that can be 
said ahout China. But itis ~dangerous truth. Itis necessary to say, 
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as often as possible and as loud as possible, that the degradation, 
the filth and the corruption exist. The landscape is there; the pe
culiar brightness of the a.ir is there; but the suffering is unbeliev
ably horrible, and all of it is unnecessary. It is not only the soldiers 
who come back from the Burma Front to die. There are the chain
gangs, village magistrates who wield powers of life and death over 
villages; there are the endless corrupt officials and officers, who by 
being corrupt are endlessly lowering the standard of the poorest; 
there is the absence of justice, since justice is bought and sold al
most openly; the absence of any democracy. There are the starving 
who are left to starve, the rich who are left to enjoy their riches_.:_ 
the ease in which one can avoid taxation-the horrors of a Chinese 
prison where you starve to death. And there is almost nothing ex
ceptthe incredible patience of the farmers and the scholars to put 
over against these things. Liu Lien says: "We do not deserve to win 
this war, but we do not deserve to perish." 

I have seen farmcboys whipped and sabred for running from the 
chain-gangs. I have seen them led off with ropes round ankles and 
wrists. These things happen. They happen even in England to de
serters, and in a sense these farm-boys were.deserters; but an Eng
lish deserter does not suffer from the caprice of the officers. Caprice 
rules. If you hate a man you arrange that be is arrested on a 
trumped-up charge. It will cost him two million dollars to regain 
his freedom. It is perfectly permissible to share this with the police. 
It is equally permissible to allow him to die of slow starvation. 
There is no law. The Legislative Yuan is utterly ineffective. There 
is habeas corpus on the statute books; it is on the statute books, but 
it is nowhere else. The salaries pa.id to the police and the judges are 
inadequate; bribery follows, corruption follows, the vicious spiral 
is endless and the poorest of all suffer most. And yet all these things 
are unnecessary. It is perfectly conceivable that in China in our 
lifetimes there will be an independent judiciary. The police in Pe
king before the war were renowned. for their fair-mindedness. 
Thefts and murders were punished; they are not punished now, for 
the police themselves are thieves and murderers. 

You may say: "Why does not public opinion put an end to these 
horrors?" Sometimes it does, but public opinion depends upon the 
press. A little while· ago a newspaper was courageous enough to 
point out that the woman who had beaten her slave-girl to 
death hardly deserved acquittal. There were exactly two reasons 
why she should not be acquitted. The •rst reason was that it was il-
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legal to possess slave-girls, the second reason was that it was illegal 
to murder. The case had to be re-tried. The woman was rich, but 
she was not influential. She was shot after a protracted trial notfar 
from the place where I am writing this. But how often can news
papers, where there is no free press, take their courage in their 
hands? 

There is a deep-seated bitterness in nearly all the Chinese I have 
met when they speak of law. The law is a thing that rankles, a 
hideous thing. It gives neither protection nor hope; it is the scene 
o~ their gravest disaster; it is black as the uniforms of the policemen. 

February 5th . . THINKING of England-always the same 
parts of England, Cornwall, Rame • Head, Caws and, the white 
towers of kaolin, the lakes in the north and the mountains of Wales. 
All my moods and vapours come from this-thatl was born on the 
edge of Cornwall, that little tongue of England which juts out 
towards the sunlight and America. The heavy mists, the bright 
beaches, the white cliffs, the consoling greenness of grass. . . . 
The Cornish are proud and insular; dark-skinned often; as swarthy 
as gypsies with their Spanish blood. They are Gaels,. but unlike the 
Welsh they are not tormented by a sense of guilt, and something of 
the legendary grandeur of the past clings still to their mountains, 
where Arthur fought interminable battles, and the air is softer than 
anywhere else in England, .and Rowers grow more abundantly. 
That the Scillies, the ultimate islands of Britain, should have vast 
Rower-beds pleases me enormously. The Americans may not un
derstand us, but we do not welcome them with a metal goddess
we offer them an island of flowers. 

It is odd how one thinks of England, for in all China there is 
hardly a single landscape remotely resembling an English country
side. We do not decorate our mountains with pagodas or ricefield 
terraces; we leave them severely alone,orelse we draw on them in 
chalk a white horse, or hope to find Rowers on them .. we are not 
conscious, as the Chinese are conscious, of scenery as a vast perspec
tive to be dominated quietly, on the highest places, with a spire. 
Our churches are in valleys, and have been always; and in this we 
are unlike the Spanish or the Chinese who love to arrange citadels 
on high hills. Most Chinese temples are half.-way up hills, and from 
there the priests look out upon the world, seeing it at a distance, 
untouched by its ceaseless troubles; but no one in England goes to 
church to look at calm valley~. We are both in love with valleys, but 
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the English prefer to live in them and the Chinese to look down at 
them. 

February 6th, Self-discipline • • . THE unknown,the,unen~ 
viable yet perfect martyrs ofthis war-not to be forgotten, to be 
called to mind often. Lidice, the Jews in Poland,. the soldiers in 
France ... T};le Jesuit·retreats, when the priestscallto mind the 
details of Christ's suffering. But now-today-not with· passionate 
hunger to imitate, hutto have sympathy. To remember when Ire
turn to Europe that a wheatfield may have seen a scene ofmass.c 
suffering. And to remember the roads of China. 

To be free above all;·not to become a part of any machine; never 
tolie, because they. did not lie;. to know that the state is a machine 
for producing human agony or human happiness, andthat·agony 
must be destroyed. To speak to my friends, toM.,. to S. and all others 
without dissembling, because there is no time left for dissembling. 

February 7th . BUTwhy should the martyrs be asked to 
pray for us? It is inco~weivable that they are ap.gels. They a1·e not 
mediators. The hoy in Paris who was thrown from an ice-cold hath 
in mid-winter into an empty cell,. where there was onlyatrap-door, 
cannot pray for us; nor can.the men in the salt'-:mines pray for us; 
nor can the Jews. Prayer like Jove is useless. Better the steel-cold 
brain, the determination that it shall never happen again, but it 
must go with the determination to build something worthy of the 
people who have gone through this hell. No election promises. A 
promise made by all. The end-that people should be humanly 
happy, that 'children should laugh and the young be satisfied with 
each other. 

In all these things our only guide is the greatest art. (The world 
of the politicians and the world of art are no longer contiguous, but 
they· must be brought together.) This alone .. No. other sanctuary, 
unless by accident or cunning we break through the walls; and 
there is art in young children and lovers, for they are unconscious of 
their surroundings, find happiness only in themselves, and need 
nothing to support them except themselves. To worship the perma
nent and to love what is fleeting .... 

And then, too, always to remember the sources from which we 
are sprung .... 

Andbeyondtha.t--nothing, since we know we are not permanent 
and cannot see more than a generation• ahead. 
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What changes willt~ke place!We see the world as it is; not real
izing that the maps will have changed in twenty years time, and we 
also shall have changed, chang~d beyond recognition, as a meteor 
changes colour in its downward flight. 

There is no direction. There is no progress. There is not even a 
sense of direction, a signpost. We .have invented, as our greatest 
treasure, the sense ofmorality,.and when we argue so bitterly about 
east and west we should remember that the highest ideal in China, 
India and the West has been the contemplative scholar. It is from 
him, and not from our suffering, that we have acquired our love for 
peace. 

Beethoven wrote to Bettina von Arnim :. "I have no friend, I must 
live alone. with myself; but God is nearer to. me than others in my 
music, I accompany Him without fear, and always I recognized 
Him and heard Him. I am not anxious for the fate of my musiC, no 
evil can befall it. He who understands itwillbe rid forever .of mis
ery .... " 

The search for the magic spells. . • • 

F ebrttary 8th, A strange story . . . K. TOLD me the story yes
terday evening, while we were sipping brandy. He has been with 
the Americans in Burma, and yet when you lookat him., the pale 
egg-white skin and almost feminine lips, it is impossibletoimagine 
him as a soldier. 

"I was a liaison officer, and so I came to know both sides ofthe 
conflict, for there was· a very real and at times bitter conflict .be
tween the Chinese and the Americans. It was not so at higher levels, 
though there was conflict again at the highest levels of all. The 
Americans were tough. They were the finest soldiers imaginable, 
but they had no patience with our old-fashioned generals, whose 
armies were often paper armies-that is, perhaps a quarter of the 
troops on the roll had no existence at all except to provide lists of 
names, and for each of these names there would be a certain 
amount of payment from the Central Government. And then an
other quarter perhaps were dying or suffering from sickness, and 
of the remaining half perhaps not more than a quarter were active 
combatants-the rest were officers, servants, orderlies, foragers, 
stray boys who had joined because they had nothing else to do. 

"The army in those days was under the direction of General Wei 
Li-huang, but the strategy ~as largely in the hands of the Amer
icans. The final decisions were usually made by the Americans. 
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In general the Chinese were perfectly content that this should be 
so, but among some of the minor generals there was a great deal of 
criticism. 

"One of these generals, who belonged to the old school, believed 
in charms. He gave charms to his officers-it was, of course, unnec
essary to give charms to his soldiers, but occasionally he would 
order the priest who accompanied him to make sacrificial offerings. 
The priest was theoretically· a taoist priest, who wore. an oiled top
knot and a long black gown. He was usually barefoot, and though 
he ate sometimes with the general, it was quite clear thatthe gen
eral despised him. Whenever there were visiting officers, the priest 
was putaway. 

"I was a major in the army commanded by this general. The 
colonel befriended me, and we made various plans by which· the 
soldiers ·could be given better blankets-you ·know· how thin a 
Chinese soldier's • blanket is-and we did everything we could to 
improve their lot, even to the extent of depriving the general of 
some of his proceeds from the War Department. We made it clear 
that we were determined that the soldiers should have a new deal. 
We improved their pay-partly out of our (\Wn pockets, partly out 
of the commanding-general's; and we arranged that their rewards 
for capturing enemy rifles, flags, swords .and so on should be in
creased. The Chinese soldier lives for these things. He will attack 
a redoubt with astonishing bravery simply for the. sake of the rifles 
he captures, and for which we pay a few dollars. He has no final 
loyalty to China; his final loyalty is to his commanding-officer. And 
usually it is the young commanding-.officers on the field who win 
battles and try very often to improve the lot of the soldiers. 

"We had been teaching the. soldiers to read one afternoon-it 
was a few days before the coming battle, we were resting just out
side some farm-houses. Then the general 'came along in a sedan 
chair. There were two sedan chairs, and in the second was the 
taoist priest. The priest stepped out and stood by the general whiie 
he made a speech-the perfectly normal and inevitable speech, 
imitating the Generalissimo's voice and accents, about our duty to 
the country, our passionate desire to rid the country of the Japanese 
and the need for the most implicit discipline. We noticed that the 
taoist priestwas smiling and stroking his beard, and was. behaving 
with unusual familiarity with the general, even occasionally wink
ing at him. The general smiled and asked my soldiers whether they 
were prepared to die for China. The ~oldiers answered in chorus, 
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the general went on with his speech. At the end there was a short 
silence, and suddenly the general repeated in a much graver voice 
whether we were prepared to die for China. All those who were 
prepared to die for China were ordered to step forward. All stepped 
forward. The general smiled to the taoist, and was about to step 
back in the sedan chair when an idea occurred to him. He smiled 
gravely, contemplated the soldiers for a longtime, rubbed his cheek 
and said: 'This is. very interesting, but as . a test· of your •loyalty to 
your general I have one more question to ask. Who will sacrifice his 
life for me?' 

"You would have expected perhaps that an· the soldiers would 
have stepped forward, but in fact there was silence. No onean
swered. If they had known what was aboutto happen, and if there 
had been time for them to discuss the inevitable consequences, 
they would have stepped forward faster than they had ever stepped 
forward before-they would have rushed the general and perhaps 
killed him, and they might even have killed the taoist priest. In
stead; they stayedwheretheywere.After a while a curious flutter~ 
ing movement occurred-there was indecision-there was a kind 
of deep-rooted tantalbing uncertainty--.no one knew what to.do. 
The general----,and this is what made matters worse-continued to 
stroke his chin, looking at them, saying nothing, making curious 
movements of his hands towards the taoist priest. And the uncer
tainty of the soldiers deepened with their increasing boredom, for 
they had no idea what'to do or what was demanded of them, or of 
their consciences, except that they should stay where they were iri 
order to avoid the most terrible catastrophe. 

"Death is not so bad as boredom and uncertainty. A soldier, after 
being asleep all night, lying on the wet ground, covered only with 
his thin cotton uniform and his thinner. blanket, fights because the 
nights and the days are an infinity of boredom. We engage battle at 
dawn, at the moment when boredom has reached its maximum, 
and more•often than not we exchange battle at the moment before 
dawn, when the interminable boredom has reached a pointofex
cruciating intensity. We fight, then, not for our country, but be
cause we are lonely beyond words, because nothing is left to us, 
because it seems to us at that momentthatlife can no longer be en
dured unless we make a noise, run, shout and murder. 

"For perhaps five minutes the soldiers stood there. I assure you 
there are times when five minutes are endless. And then suddenly 
and unaccountably, from va,..ious places, soldiers stepped forward 
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tentatively, not knowing what they were doing, unable tq stand 
quite still, saluting the general, but not in the usual way-they sa
lutedhim.as though they \Vere saluting someone they had seen in 
dreams. They were like people dazed. There. were cries from the 
soldiers at the back: 'Don't move! Come back!' It was like when 
you throw a stone into a pooL You notice the same thing sometimes 
in crowds-an inexplicable uneasiness which. slowly accumulates 
and pervades the whole crowd-not panic, but the hdghts and 
depths. of uneasiness. 

"We knew, I think, what would happen; but we couldn't foresee 
how it would happen. Five had stepped forward from the front 
rank-five people standing alone in deathly stillness; The general 
:::;ked: 'You are prepared to die for me?' There was ·no answer, but 
they threw up their heads .in the manner which means in the E)ast 
either· a deliberate 'yes' or 'no.' Then, walking slowly down the 
line, pausing before.each one, he shot those five who were prepared 
to.die for him. A pause, and then he said: 'Dismiss,' and that 
was all. 

"But in a sense it was only the beginning. Tht:)re was no sign of 
revolt; there were not even the faintestmutt-eringso Th,e generalre
turned to his sedan. chair accompanied· by the taoist priest, and 
smiled atthe soldiers, showing his teeth, Perhaps he would be alive 
now if he hadn't siniled at them; but there was so much triumph in 
his smile that the soldiers immediately und~rstood .that .he had 
scored a victory over them and they had lost 'face.' The most ex
traordinary thing was. the way he remained·~here,. offering no re
sistance at all when they suddenly rushed towards him. I could not 
see the general. I had no (iesire to seethe general. I remember won: 
dering how he would die, and what would happen to the soldiers 
who were responsible, and·. whether we would all be court
martialled and shot out of ha:nd.But we were notcourt-martialled, 
and the general died because they trampled him underfoot, tram
pled to death by these young farm-boys who wore only the Ugh test 
of cotton slippers." 

Feh,?:!HJt;.y.)O.th, .. The •. l3gayty .Q.f Qb.i.1}f}§J(:.Yf./11JJC.1l • • . T:H.E.B.E 
are' many reasons why one stays in China; the best of all is the 
V~§.~9?}J~f. g.~~3!;tg,.~h!sh ... ~t:l . .b,glq .P:y,fq~.E) l.Jllf~S!J:ltiPH§l.lly, .)Ve cannot 
live without this vision, and probably we have all coloured it so 
heavily that we shall never be able to recognize the image we have 
created out of the despair of war. Wt!are people of instinct; and 
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our instinct is to return to Peking for the same reason that the lem
mings leave the coast of Norway and wander into the North Sea. 

Who are we? Where do we come from? Where do we go? For us 
all these questions are answered simply, with an almost intoxicat
ing lack of chiaroscuro. We see ourselves clearly, and we know we 
are wanderers who have come from nowhere and will eventually 
reach Peking. The yellow-tiled roofs, the broad smooth streets, the 
monuments beyond the earthwork walls, the quietness and dignity 
and composure of an imperial city-these are the things which keep 
us alive, though some of the students dream of their native villages, 
the mulberry-trees, the quiet evenings beside the village pool with 
the caged birds andthe girls beneath the evergreens. For foreigners 
it is the same-the disease of Peking is contagious, and we wonder 
how long it will be before the famous poet Wen Yi-tuo leads the 
long march of students and professors to the north, just as he led 
them south seven years ago. One year? Two years? No one knows. 

But there is still another thing that keeps us. here-the beauty 
of the women, the sloe eyes, the small waists, the smooth skin and 
those mouths which have the sharp edges ofpetals. Above all-the 
eyes, and the extraonHnary grace with which they walk. They do 
not carry pitchers on their heads, yet when they walk you remem
ber their ancestors who carried them. They sway very slightly-the 
skirts are tight, and it is necessary to sway----:and they do. not seem 
to be entirely of this world: And so many of them look like young 
Florentine princes or like the youths who lean negligently on their 
spears in Giorgione's paintings. And yet by some odd al)d malevo.
lent destiny the girl-students are far less handsome than the girls 
from the tribes who come down fromthe hills. 

You can rarely tell a man's age in China; it is infinitely more diffi
cult to tell a woman's. M. is sixteen. She has all the maturity and 
grace of a woman of thirty. K. is thirteen, and may well be a witch 
a thousand years old, riding on broomstick and bucket, for her face 
is so changeable, so many ages are contained in her, so many lan
terns glow behind her eyes, that I am at a loss how to speak to her, 
and blush sometimes as though she was at an age when one could 
fall in love with her. She knows this-the Chinese child is at least 
conscious of the moment when a man looks at her with something 
more than curiosity-and how perfectly absorbed she is in the con
templation of her own beauty! how delighted she is when you 
speak to her! how quickly she perceives the moment when you are 
abso.rbed in contemplatior! of her, and how smoothly (as with a 
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tum of the wrist) she perceives that she perceives! 
One day I must try to paint her at the moment of her complete 

self-absorption, the moment when she admires herself and laughs 
at herself, and by laughing sees herself more plainly than ever. She 
is beginning to read The Dream of theBed Chamber, a book which 
describes with infinite grace and malice every possible intoxication 
which occurs· in romantic love. She identifies herself with all the 
characteristics of those lovers, and at the same tirrie she sees. herself 
magnified like someone on a screen. Meanwhile we wonde)-'; with a 
half terrified sense of our own inadequacy, how beautifulshe·will 
be when she grows. 

And perhaps this is what is consoling and at the same time be
wildering~Chinese women never go through adolesc~nce and 
they remain like children, with a child's tantrums and a child's 
clean-cut beauty. The shar.p edges remain, as sharp as the edges of 
petals .... 

Febroory 15th . , •THERE, on the edge ()f the Green Neck 
Lake, bathing afterthe rain, were the children. They. were perfectly 
content. The plum-trees are still in flower: and all over the lake 
floats the frosted crystal light of the small buds in the rain. Ther.e 
was even a rainbow, a great band of vermilion and blue-green, and 
all the white rocks and all the pathways were shimmering, and in 
this acqueous light, which islike the light of coming storm, the 
duckweed was bright and purple. 

It could not have been better. They splashed a11d hyittered like 
birds, and sometimes they ran back to the small huddled pile of 
clothes they had left on the shore, and then again they would re
turn, because it was more pleasant to break up those long plains of 
duckweed than to flounder through the streets at sunset. It was like 
a Yuan Dynasty painting; one even regretted the. absence of the 
solitary heron or the pony which is usually to be found in those 
paintings; and there should have been beetling cliffs above, and a 
river winding milk-white below. It was not to be, but afterwards 
when I thought about them the cliffs and the ponies appeared from 
nowhere, and for hours afterwards 1 heard the twittering of the 
children. And last night, when I was in bed and thinking of them, 
it was exactly like turning slowly over a long Chinese scroll. 

February 16th . , To REME:MJ3ER always the things the 
Taoists worshipped: clouds, floating duckweed, the moss at the 
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foot of rocks, the valleys .whore no one ever enters, the peach
blossom gardens and the short stalk of a rose. . . . 

To remember their three greatest desires of the Chinese: to live 
long, to be unhindered and to see the light at the bottom. of the 
well. 

But how in God's name, and at this hour of the world's history, to 
follow those counsels when we are faced with such despair? 

February 17th • . . HE CAME out of the rain, the thin small 
rain which has been falling all afternoon. His blue Clothes were 
smoking with the damp, and he looked, as he always looks, like 
someone who has stepped out of .a painting. He brought a:p. essay 
on early Elizabethan poetry? \i\[()uldl look at it?! did, and it was 
incredibly bad and wrong-headed, and. half of it had been copied 
from a miserable text-book~a list of names and dates, and a profes
sional text-book inn competence overlaid everything he had writ
ten~ "Where the devil did you get it from?" 1 shouted at him. He 
lied delightfully-the essay is three weeks late, and he was at his 
wit's end to produce it. "But surely it is not like this? You write 
poetry yourself. Why n'l.ust you write this nonsense?" He sat down 
and gazed out of the window. "There is so much to read," he com
plained. There was a long argument. What had he read? He had 
struggled with some early plays. They meant nothing to him. He 
had found some lyrical poems, and been lost in admiration of them. 

"Which one did you like best?" 
"There's a very short one. It's indecent, but! liked it." 
"How does it go?" 
"I don'tthink I oughtto recite it~it's about the rain, and some

thing else." 
And then. at last, after half an hour of special pleading, there 

came from him the most innocuous and delightful . of all songs, 
a song with so much ancestral innocence and modesty, so much 
understanding· and youthful desire that it was almost like· the last 
act of a tragedy: 

Owestern wind, when wiltthou blow? 
The smaU rain down can rain. 
Cryst,if mylove were in my arms, 
And Tin my bed again! 

February18th, The SecretPj>lice . . . THERE seems to be ~o 
way out. We live, in this age of nightmare, with the. secret police all 
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round us. A student .has .disappeared. No one ],mows where he has 
gone, or whether he will ever· return; no one doubts that he has 
been spirited away by the secret. police. There can. have been 
no trialj there are even very good grounds for believing that the 
student who has disappeared has been mistaken for someone 
else. 

You can see them sometimes hovering round the University 
gates, men with lawless and broken faces, the excreta of prisons, the 
refuse of this civilization whiCh is in danger of making us all refuse, 
men with American guns in their pockets and a price on their heads. 
It is easy enough to understand why they are there. Of all places in 
China this University is the most glorious, because it is dedicated to 
democratic government, and believes in democracy, not knowing 
what democracy will bring China, because it has never been, prac
tised. One of the presidents of this· University has called it "the 
bulwark of democracy." Probably he was wrong to usethesewords, 
for ever since then we have been conscious of being disliked. Uni
versities, democracy-the two words.most disliked by.the soldiers 
who are in power. And what is so ghastly is that one can do nothing, 
absolutely nothing, to convince anyone odtside China that this is 
true, that we live from hand to mouth, not knowing wha.t further 
onslaughts onfreedom are in store for us. I said once, and still be
lieve, that whateveris good and new in China will come from the 
Universities, and whatever is badwill always come from the.sol
diers; the longer I stay, the. more evidently true it becomes, for the 
soldiers have no understanding of the problems of the country, the 
merchants have even less and least of all in the future government 
of this country will the officials have any sense of what is due, since 
they more than any others have grown to despise the peasants. The 
peasants and the scholars can be despised, yet they remain; 

The voice of the Chinese people is not yet heard abroad. We are 
confused and shamed by the picture that has been drawn of heroic 
China. No one speaks authoritativ~ly for China abroad. The chaos 
is all round us. By the barest margin the Japanese failed to capture 
Kweichow and Szechuan, and no one is blamed, and no one will 
ever be blamed, because history will be written by the official his
torians. But at least there must be a footnote to describe the misery 
under which one lives with secret police and racketeers in power. 
And perhaps there should be another footnote which will say that 
in spite of all this, there was a heroism vaster than anything we can . . . 
1magme. 
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February 19th . • . A FEw weeks ago the great scholar Wen 
Yi-tuo travelled with some students to see the prehistoric foresttwo 
hundred :miles to the south. He has come back with his drawings, 
but he is thin and pale, suffer:ing from typhus. 

. We know he will recover, but itis impossible to describe the fear 
which overwhelmed us. We cannot-dare not-think of what will 
happen without him. 1 know no one else who is so perfectly repre
sentative of Chinese culture. Liu Lien reverences him, and some
times when I pass the mud-hut in the campus where helectures, 
seeingthe crowds of students who stand outside listening at the 
windows, I am more than ever conscious of my inadequacy. I think 
of his red-gold beard, the young stocky body in the blue gown, the 
amazingly sharp eyes, the fire and depth of his voice. I remember 
the first day I met him, a muddy cloudy day in September when it 
seemed that the whole street was falling into decay,· and yet sud
denly made living by his presence. At least three professors have 
died since I have been here, and there is no reason why, on his 
pitifully small income, he should be able to resist the disease. 

I do not know anyone else in this University who carries such 
quiet authority. There are moments when his voice becomes deeply 
passionate, his anger ripens, the grim relentless smile becomes al
most terrifyingly cold, and he will talk quietly o£ the corruption in 
the country andthe responsibility of the students in the face. of cor
ruption. One thinks ofpeople who are pure flame; he is the purest 
I have ever known .. And everything has fitted in: the years when he 
half starved in Chicago, learning to paint, the years of the civil 
wars, when he said he became almost insane, seeing the burnt vil
lages. and the. dead peasants, and knowing that he was powerless 
to help them. The years when he took part in the renaissant move
ment of poetry, and those other years when he decided to re
examine with all the artifices of modern scholarship the basic in
terpretation of the Chinese classics .. The years of study over the 
Chou dynasty bronzes, and early inscriptions, seeing the vigorous 
life in these ancient testimonies of an earlier and better China, and 
being puzzled by them, and trying desperately to understand the 
impulses that brought themto the light. The years of suffering and 
near-starvation when he carved seals at night and taught in middle
schools for a few extra dollars, and always the quietness and no
bility of a prince among men. I asked him once whether he would 
ever go into Parliament, if th~re was a Parliament in thiscountry. 
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"Yes, but it's better to live like tpis. We are nearer the hear~ of the 
people.lhavetaughta fewmiddle-schoolstudents to loveChinese 
literature and adore freedom.'' 

This afternoon, seeing him pale-faced and sad, leaning. on a 
stick, shivering a little with the memory of how nearly typh11shad 
stricken him down, I wondered how much reserve of strength there 
was in him, and in the others. Surely there must come a time when 
they will have no reserves left at alll And this saddens me more 
than anything else, because I cannot conceive that China will be 
worth living in when the best scholars have perished in the cold. 

February 25th . STEPHEN SPENDER'sRuins andVisions has 
at last arrived; It was the one work which Bergery wanted to see 
above all others before he died, perhaps because the title delighted 
him, though once heobjected that any gr~atbookof poetry on this 
war should be called Ruins and Splendours. 

I met Spender only once, but the memory of the lacquer-red face 
in Paris, the strident eyes, the heavy curve of the lips, the almost 
Jewish profile, the contemptuous way he carried his six foot oflean 
muscle and the extpordinary animation of the face remains so vivid 
a~d so perfectly in keeping with the poetry that it is unforgettable. 
I. have forgotten Dreiser's appearance, though I dined with him 
often, and it is difficult sometimes to recall Malraux whom I saw 
nearly every day in Spain. Remembering the high forehead; the 
flabby handshake, the clean cold brain, he seems still the dimmest 
of all the portraits I brought back, and perhaps this was due to his 
weariness,. a kind of elem.ental exhaustion that had descended on 
him after his last aeroplane had been shot·down. He was working 
on a film; complained bitterly of the difficulties; spoke precisely 
and delicately of the heroism of the anarchists; and I remember 
now that there was in him a curious sense of uneasy admiration, as 
though he wondered whether one needed greater courage to fly 
over the enemy lines tha~ to bre::J.k through the lines with thin
armoured tanks. Now as I grow older, and the memory of Spain 
dims, I remember only the burning buildings at Tarragona, Mo, 
desto's handsome features, Lister's smile, one or two ghastly bom
bardments in Barcelona, and a Spanish girl called Aminta. And 
then, much closer and somehow more disturbing, the picture of 
Spender who had just returned from Spain, sunburnt, with fiery 
eyes, and how incredibly the man's face was symbolic of the times. 
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February 26th . . . Lro LIEN was thumping the table: "Hu~ 
man dignity. demands that men should not live in fear of the secret 
police. This above all! Those who employ the secret police ar.e the 
traitors-there are no other traitors compared with these. We can
not breathe this air. The police .should he open and undisguised, 
unarmed. We are fighting for our liberties. Must we have them poi
soned at the source?" 

I am afraid it is only too true. The secret police is everywhere 
among the students, even perhaps among the professors there are 
oneor two, and though we know their names and they have been 
persuaded into silence, how can we be sure that others will not 
appear? And what is far more worrying is that every Chinese officer 
I have spoken to has nothing but the mostbitter contempt for the 
universities. . . . 

February 28th, Khalifa ·• • • I HAVE no idea how it arose; we 
were not even discussing magic; suddenly I found myself talking of 
the Khalifa ceremony which I saw near Capetown. Perhaps it was 
the air as we sat in the garden this afternoon, which was so much 
like the air in South Ahica; or perhaps there was no reason at all 
except that it was pleasing to tellthe story. 

The Chinese have no great love for the Mahometans, and find 
the Arabs more difficult to understand than the English. Fanaticism 
is not their forte. But .it was odd how rapt they were when I spoke 
of Humudi, a young man, less than fol'ty, with a swarthy dark face 
and a short trimmed beard who gashed himself with knives one 
evening years ago for the pleasure of Allah. 

There was a small stage near the dockyard of Simonstown, and 
on thefestival day the young Mahornetans gathered, bare to the 
waist, singing songs, throwing incense sticks into the air and beat
ing drums. I remember how immediately the curtain rose Humudi 
was standing in the centre of the stage, fingering a long sword; his 
love locks curled and his chest gleaming; and behind him there was 
some delapidated scenery painted thirty or forty years previously
a waterfall, a garden, stone urns. The singing went on, Humudi 
fingered his sword, there were flowers on a small altar and two 
yellow footlights shone up at Hurnudi, still chanting; still fingering 
his sword. 

It must have been some time later that the men came from be
hind the scenery, beating cymbals and tom-toms. Humudi smiled 
and rolled his eyes, and he wa\ no longer the Humudii had known 
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in the dockyard when he held the 'sword over the smoke oHhe cen
sers; and while. the hammering of the gongs continued, he lifted 
the sword above his head and suddenly plunged it,in a single reck
less sweep, into. the pit of his stomach. We could see the skin part
ing,. the· knife edging its way in, the muscles inflexibly controlled, 
the sword quivering. Still holding the sword into his. stomach, he 
began to dance a little. The dance may have beentaken for a. sign of 
weakness. The singers sang louder, the beating of the drums be
came more somnolent and more scented herbs were thrown into the 
censer. 

Some time afterwards Humudi took thesword out of his stomach, 
and someone tossed him a few short, sharp daggers. These, too, .he 
held over the censers; then, holding one dagger in•each hand, he 
plunged them both with a single movement into his cheeks. Later 
he plunged them into his throatandthrough his tongue; it was a 
thick tongue, but the dagger penetrated right through.· Humudi 
would sniile at us with the daggers still hanging all over his face, 
though he was sweating and his eyes were rolling. Others came to 
perform the same miracles. A fitter in the naval yard stuck rows of 
skewers into his chest and then seized a lo_ng curved sword, lifted 
one of his legs and brought the sword with all his strength against 
the knee. You couldhear the sword shivering on the impact1 and 
the knee shivering, but there was no blood, only a wedge-shaped 
wound .. So it goes on-boys and old men running swords and dag
gers into themselves, while the smoke rises from tl:J.e censers. and the 
singing is endless. Nothing is so magnificent as the sweep of the 
long silver sword with the gold etched line drawn through it. The 
sword sings and does not bring death; it brings to birth a kind of 
subterranean fleeting life, the flicker of instinctive rejoicing, the 
certainty that if they praise Allah nothing can wound. There are 
faint red marks on their arms and faces where the swords have 
been. To show us that no harm had been dohe, one of the boys 
brought a candle close to Humudi's face; there was a faint scar, al
ready thickening. Humudi had carved through his stomach, now he 
put out his tongue, and began slicing through it, till we could see 
that half the tongue was cut and soon it would fall from his mouth. 
He was about to carve.the lingering fragment of flesh when some
one took the sword from his hand. There was no blood in his mouth. 
The teeth shone~ A small boy climbs onto the stage, his body white 
and delicate, 110t sunburnt like Humudi's. He rips off his shirt, one 
of those faintly blue transparent shir~ of silk which the Mahometan 
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boys we~rthe moment they leave work in the dockyard. He holds 
the·· smaller sword at arm~s length, and when. the· time comes to 
slice open his stomach, he does this negligently, smiling, with the 
expression of a sleepwalker, and also with something of the expres
sion of a St. Sebastian ringed with thorny arrows. And soit goes on, 
with sudden pauses, exotic silences, the steam of smoke rising from 
the censers, the wailing ofthe drums, and. all the time there is the 
patched and discoloured garden scene behind. The sword does not 
go deep in the stomach. He cuts across the sn:tooth flesh, almost as a 
violinist cuts across the strings with his bow. Sweat, which has gath
ered on his heavy eyebrows, suddenly falls through them and n1o
mentarily· blinds him, and. at that moment he mistakes his aim, 
carves deeper into himself, a drop of blood forms, grows bigger, till 
it is as though thepetal ofa scarlet poppy had suddenly come out 
of his flesh. Later he will carve across his neck and face till there 
are thousands of thin entangled scorings qf red .upon him. He has 
failed. The moment of blindness has brought into being recollec
tions of an earlier existence, when it was unnecessary to carve one
self for the glory of Allah. Humudi comes on the stage again. ·It is 
his performance. He is perfectly conscious of his mastery, smiling 
and exhibiting his unsullied flesh, putting out his unbroken and 
miraculously healed tongue, rolling his eyes, quivering with pleas
urable emotion; and suddenly noticing a single drop of blood on the 
bare boards, looking up aghast, as though he was shocked to the 
core. But he is not shocked: a sword far greater than any we have 
seen hitherto is brought to him. What will he do? We amuse our
selves happily: We wonder whether he will cut off his own head, 
andreplace it with the same sleep-walking gesture of defiance. I tis 
possible. Anything is possible. '}"'he drums beat louder, the young 
boy has slipped once again into his silken shirt, the audience is cran
ing forward, the sword is at least three inches wide and four feet 
long, curved and tapered. What will he do? But inevitably there 
is a sense. of anti"climax when he performs a feat he has already 
performed before, bringing it down with all his strength into the 
stomach. We ask ourselves why he should trouble, even. for the 
glory ofAllah,to perform again-and then you notice that the thick 
edge of thesword has penetrated deep in the stomach, far deeper 
than before, and hejs quivering there, shoulders hunched, the mus~ 
cles cojled, and the drum-beats are growing louder and they are 
coming from behind the altar, throwing flowers on him, surround
ing him, acclaiming him, in th•same wayperhapsthata matador is 
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acclaimed when he has killed his· hull; but this time· it is Humudi, 
th~e fitter's mate, the man 1 am accustomed to see in 'the main street 
of this small SouthAfricantown every day, a ma11 who smiles de
lightfully and wears a little red. fez, since he has never been to 
Mec9a and is therefore nev~er allowed to wear the green turban. 
Somehow he had brought himselfto thepitch where eveni])sertiJ:lg 
a sword five inches deep in his belly was a possibility .• The .silver 
sweep of the sword as it flashed down, the way he grinds his.teeth 
in agony of exp~ctancy, the sullen brooding and shaking shoulders, 
all. these are ·witness of his accomplishment. He smiles painfully. 
He has hurt himself. Ever so gently the edge of the sword~blade is 
removed, and still, as we had almost eX]?ected there. is no wound, 
only the cur led pink lips of a wound .. There is. applmJ.se-thunder
ous applause, the curtain falls,• someone rattles a little bronze.chest 
alreadyhalf full of silver coins, and shortly afterwards we went out 
into th~ night, with the Southern Cross spreadover the sky. 

And I went on to say, 1 remember, that it was not unpleasing, 
they had demonstrated by theidanaticism the subservience of the 
body and shown by theirenergy a .cwious sublimated beauty, the 
skin ravaged and torn, then instantaneously. healed; and perhaps I 
said something of the alteration in their eyes, how the eyes smonl
dered with.a kind of longing to escape from the encompassing body, 
to be only eyes worshipping Allah in the desert; and I was not in the 
least smprised by the Chinese who said they saw- no beauty in 
fanaticism, for I knew long ago that they weretoo disinterested to 
worship. in this way. Bl1t l· confess I was delighted by the young 
student who remarked: "It is a very uneducated ki11d of thing to 
do. The perfect taoistcan leap out of his body just by looking at a 
knotin wood or a blade of grass, or anything you please,'' 

~~~FfF~g .. :The .•. dre~~·~r£~~~~r1;~r~f~~~~1~~\~~~:~··~~~~ 
l§Lgsli,~. ~11R9R5~.~iy~pl~he~e; \V~ .hay~ f()p:r; .~:l~s!p. t.fl'ycJ'~,~~ gfic~-cold 
winter, the sun shines on all the other days of the year.Jtis vnfair, 
of course. It means that we fall miserably ilL as soon a.s .W"te .. go to 
Gb,y.ngking. We .are so.accustomed to.·spring.weatl;l,y:r all th@.year 
.~oundJhatwe ar~e th(;}pamp~ered darlings.q£.tll,e.earth. 

?~~ Ther.e.J~.,b~.tt~;~;.;weathe:riP.J):,lWming,Jh~JJ,~.W.,:.{#.!i\lifg;~;pig ..••. r have 
ki'rown an American pilot to come off an aerol?lane during a. rain
storm, when there was mud everywhere. TbGy;;had told him that 
Kugrr~ing•.had.the .b~~,w-eatherJn.tb.e~orld, P!lt.he ,;w.ent~wayJln-
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bylieying~.A pity ... lf.ltxJ!?:£! .. ~t~y~qhalf an hour longer, he would 
have seen a sunset over the Green Lake of pure blue and silver. 

Yet we long for winter, hornbeam fires, the leafless trees of an 
English autumn, with the rooks crowing and the· cracked. earth 
white with frost. The English winter is like the Arab's desert: so 
hopeless and bitter thatit uplifts the spirit in revenge. When every· 
thing else is vain of promise, the winter blood sings and hope floods 
the veins. But !know nowthatas I grow older ldread the change of 
seasons, preferring Yunnan with its continual spring and Malaya 
with its eternal summer than anywhere else. Is there anywhere 
where it is continual autumn? Perhaps there is, for Dante talks of a 
place where the leaves are eternally dropping from the trees. 

As we grow older, the seasons become our enemies. The young 
delight in change and do their best to contrive a thousand seasons in 
each year, being simple enough to absorb all that life. offers them; 
but we who have absorbed too much prefer the comfort of an un~ 
changing pattern, waiting for another winter, the clear outlines, the 
wholeness of the known in the snow and the icy fields. Who was it 
who said the snow was an indication of our immortality? But surely 
to live in Ktmming, i:n.eternal sprfng, is a greater foretaste of the 
gardens we have promised ourselves! 

March 2nd . • . WHY the devil does one write? Beethoven 
said: "My art must be consecrated for the good of the poor." (Dann 
soll meine Kunst sich nur zum Best en der Armen zeigen.) But what 
does he mean by the poor? Not the poor of spirit only, nor the .poor 
of pocket, but all men, since all were poor compared with Bee~ 
thoven. 

And then let us set beside the words of Beethoven those others 
of Juliana of Norwich: "Full glad and merry is our Lord of our 
prayer." 

March 3rd . • • WALKING over to the University this morn~ 
ing, the earth crisp and moist after a dawn-rain, the blue haze of 
mountains in the distance, the road rough and uneven and yet lit 
with I know not what blinding green reflections from the trees, I 
watched the beggars in rags walking towards the lake. They must 
have been desperately poor, for their clothes were hung onto them 
with string and there were a hundred patches; they were uns}laven, 
and they had beards like porcupines. They were not like our Eng~ 
lish beggars. They did not sffUnter as thoughthey owned the earth. 
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They were afraid of the police--so much was evident when they 
came to the great red poles near the west station, where taxes are 
collected and men suffer the indignity of being gazed upon by po
licemen who an~ accustomed to the utmost licence jn dealing with 
their fellow-men. Would they pass freely? On() could almostimag
ine them being taken to the .graveyard. a little way away, forced 
down on their knees and shot. 

They were searched roughly, the shreds of their clothing were 
torn and the policemen deliberately ripped up the cloth over their 
chests, half-expecting, I suppose, to find something hidden just 
above the belt-a coil of stolen wire, gold bars, anything'you please. 
I .have seen beggars· clubbed and beaten, knocked to the. ground 
and kicked • dangerously even though the police wore only cotton 
slippers; butthese were luckier. But what was more revealing than 
anything else was that they did not skip away afterwards, they did 
not laugh, they made no gestures, they did not once speak in pro
test ·to the police-they shrugged their shoulders .and walked on 
with the same deliberate tread with which they had corne to those 
red poles. 

Bu.Lth~tmi,.~~~X. ~~:n;:t.~i.~;J~.~¥:ecUJn. this continual springtide we are 
frightened and angered. There ·are the bqys,who, come:past the 
U n.iv{lrsity ··to die, wrapp€ld ·• ip t])ei.~;, ~gldi€l:J:'~. J.;~g~,, .. w.P.it:Y>•·ppnes 
breakipgthrough flesh; . thyre aJ;'y. hyaps ofbeggars. in .J;Py qqorways 
in the early morning; there are the young women who starve to 
deathin our streets, and we are so accustomed to their starving that 
we hardly pay any attention to them, though sometimes ,the anger 
will flare up and we wonder how it will end, We know how it will 
end, or rather we know that it will never. end, unless there are rad
ical changes in this country, and the most necessary change of all 
is that the gove:mmentshould enter more sober hands. We cannot 
live in this whirlpool. The beggars can shrug their shoulders-they 
have won their victory, but the Universities have won no victory at 

""'~ll except the victory pftheir continuingexistence. 
rA .. Ther~ is terrqri11 Q~.ina..Justbefore- he·diet:l<~~,,~;S\kn,,.M~Jiote a 

l ' s~,&Ss.~y; .calle.d. ~''the ... :Ql1r~·J::Njght.:~ .. · T4~~ .. ~c!iirlL~BJZ!f[relE-.~ins, 
th()~t;Jgb . .1U..tJit~.it.P. .. J.!ghtJ?i.~$~ lie wrote:- "There was a time not 
very Jong fl:g() .• .'Ylw.~ ·. a J;>;fiS()I1.~t con.cl~WI1e~l t() .death. . . ~as led 
through tl:l.e .l:>usy hi~l}ro~d, ... ~I1d ···h.~ '\Vas\ a.l~o'\V~cl ~?. protyst in the· 
loudest voice against his -condemnation,. he .could say the vilest 
things against his judg{ls, he could tejl the story of his bravwdeeds 
and demonstrate his courage in the face of death. At the moment 
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when he was about to be executed, the spectators would applaud. 
WhenlW?:~YQ.l!P,g,JJI+o.ll.ghtJb~. rr~st!sr;; .)V?S RW q~rol)S. ~nd sruel. 
.t:s.I•·grow older, itseerns.t<;> rnetb.~t.therl)ler~ 9fthe past .. \Vere 
~?t1rageot1~ ~~d ~\lP{~lll(ll)'.. confident of their po\Ver in permitting 

~~6~i~~1~~:£Nlri1fn~~~~~ ~~::l:e~::ci::~et~~\~:e ~~~e;;;::a 
~an. ~.II,t .. 2?\V~~~n.!.h!J:.I~.2:.!9.B,g~Lh~xm~ns." 

March 4th . . . lKNQWC.thewar ... will corn~;~.tON!·end so()n, but 
I am appal17d byt~epr~-ipe~ts f()f ghin~~ Ica:pr{ot see any hope of 
peace,. nm- is there. any ~ign that the social revolution. wilL be 
brol1g]ltabo9t by those wh9are nowjn power. There are scholars 
here who will say: "It is not their fault-they are soldiers~" as 
though that explained anything, and others who will say, with the 
same shrug of their shoulders that the beggars employed when 
they passed through the gates, "What can you expect of them?They 
have had power all their lives. Can you expect them to give it up 
for the good of the people?" 

I.cannotexpect.it,J:mtlhad.hopedforbeW~r .. things, forawider 
distribution of wealth .ttnd a greater con~ciousness .. of the evil of 
centralization, The .Chinese soldiers have .. not kn()Wn such power 
before; it has gone to their heads now, for they. can kill more 
people and grow richer far more efficiently than before. . . . 

March 6th . . . I THINK it was Liu Lien . .who. first astonished 
me by saying that the Greek anthology. had so much in common 
with Chinese poetry that he was occasionany bewildered, wonder
ing what influence could have come from Athensto affect the wan
dering Chinese poets. Some influence had penetrated certainly, at 
second hand through India, where the Buddhas of. the Gandhara 
epoch have the elegance and suavity of Apollos; and these Buddhas, 
subtly changed, elongated, made more tragic and infinitely less 
robust, barely recognizable descendants of athletes, were wor
shipped in the Liang dynasty and even into the T'ang. Alexander 
is known throughout Malaya, but only the barest mention of him 
has ever occurred in Chinese records. Greece .. touched ·China 
briefly; Apollo became Buddha, and Buddha ·himself becar:ne a 
wandering Chinese monk in a red robe, more taoist than buddhist, 
a gaunt benevolent spectre who promised men who had no belief 
in rebirth, that if they beha¥ed tmthfully they would never be 
reborn. 
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But the Greek Anthology touches T'ang Dynasty poetry inti
mately: the same weariness, the same de.cadence, the same sim
plicity of emotion expressed with disarming brevity. English lyrical 
poetry· has one facet in .common with Chinese poetry, the Greek 
anthology has another, and between them they almost express the 
whole. These Greek poets of"the Alexandrian declension saw viv
idly and worshipped small things---grasshoppers they particularly 
delighted in, they spoke of curled lettuces and loved to describe 
flowers, but loved most of all to be drunk among companions. 
"Xenophon the wine-qibber dedicates an empty jar to Bacchus: 
receive it gracefully, for it is all he has." So had Li Po spoken on 
autumn nights in the mountains of Shensi, substituting for Bacchus 
whatever god he worshipped at the moment. Lucilius wrote: "Little 
Macron was found asleep on a hot summer's day by a mouse, .who 
pulled him gently by his small foot into a hole • in the wall; • there
upon Little Macron strangled the mouse with his tiny hands and 
cried, 'Father Zeus, thou hast a second Hercules.' " It is the kind of 
thing that would have appealed to Chuang-tzu, the hoary old phi
losopher who fold better anecdotes than anyone else in China~ 

But the similarities go deeper. The Gr~ks detested death and 
loved life; saw no hope in death, and infinite hopes in life. They 
were obsessed by the transience of life, for it seemed to them that 
no sooner had the bridal bed been strewn with saffron than they 
were at the gates of old age. "Philip his father laid here his child, 
who ·was twelve years old, his high hope, Nikoteles." We cannot 
write like that any longer, but the Chinese could write with an even 
greater brevity. For ·the Greeks· also death· is "the laughterless 
abyss," "the place of dust," "the house where there is no wine.'' 
Death would be bearable if there were wine-pots in Hades, andthe 
ghosts of women and friends, They faced death and life at their 
sharpest points, and neither were afraid. "Let us drink an unmixed 
draught of wine; dawn is a hand~breadth; are we waiting to see the 
bed-time lamp again? Let us drink, 0 luckless one, for we shall 
sleep through the long night." Dawn is a hand-breadth. I do not 
know why it is, but this seems to be written in Chinese, by the poet 
Li Po, the two gigantic characters leaping from the page. 

March 8th . ONE day in the year 353 A.D. the great callig
rapher Wang Hsi-chih, accompanied by his friends, with four red-· 
maned ponies carrying food, wandered out of the gates of the city. 
No day could have been finer. Itwas!lpring, with high clouds; they 
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were accompanied by singing girls and many pots of wine. The 
songs of birds echoed from the.diffs above them, and they wou'd 
pause. sometimes over.small bridges, and sometimes they would 
drop tufts· of grass or flowers into the water, watching • them sail 
downstream. As they left the gates and drum-towers behind them, 
they were talking eagerly; the singing girls smiled and wreathed 
themselves in blossoms, and not far from the city they asked their 
bearers to lift them to the ground, so. that they could admire the 
scenery. Perhaps this was a rnistake, for the men complained that 
the songs of the bells they carried in their ear-rings were too loud
they sounded better when they.were muted by the silk curtains·of 
the sedan chairs. And besides, they were distracted by the presence 
of the girls; and sometime afterwards, on some pretext or other, the 
girls were sent home. 

There had been invasions and many wars recently, but the enemy 
had · been flung back from the gates; they could breathe in.peace. 
So they walked along the narrow pathways, the men in their cotton 
caps and their red shoes, the horses with the panniers following 
behind them. They were conscious of an inexplicable unrest. "Per
haps," suggested Wang Hsi•chih, "it is the noise of the ponies' 
hooves. Let us. send the ponies back to the city." This, they did, 
ordering only that some of the bearers should carry the pots of wine. 
But even then they were. conscious that the unrest continued; and 
by the afternoon it was so deep that it could be felt. 

Wang Hsi-chih paid his respects to the men who accompanied 
him, and said: "Let us stay here near these plum-trees. Nothing 
could be more beautiful. And let us drink wine till the moon rises." 
For he saw that the moon would soon be risen, and he thought their 
happiness would return if they waited patiently. And then, as they 
sat down, and fires were lit, and the wine :was poured into little 
bronze •cups, at• some moment before twilight he was overcome 
with grief and took his brush and wrote: ''There were no clouds in 
the sky; the wind blew softly where we were sitting. Above us the 
vast compass of· the Heavens stretched from pole to pole, and 
around us were all the green things. of Spring. There was music 
which pleased us, and there were all the colou.rs of the earth to de
light us. Yet we were sad. And so it is with all men; for a little while 
they sit by fires with their companions, or perhaps their hearts are 

·uplifted when they are alone by some inexplicable mystery of , 
flowers, and so for a while they are easy andforget their doom .. But 
then the wind impetuously ~anders; they grow dull and afraid, 
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and they fall to thinking of how these things that please them will, 
in the moment it takes to beckon to someone, be things of 
yesterday." 

March9th,Amurder .. : . MYSTEPSONtoldmeaboutittoday, 
an~ I believe he invented nothing, but so well did he describe it, 
even imitating perfectly the thump-thump of- the body falling 
dowmtairs in the ill-lit house; thatmy respect for him increased 
immeasurably. It is the kind of thing that.happens rarely-a mur
der among students. 

"It was over agirl student. She was. lodging only a little way 
away from where 1 am staying, and he was keeping her. There are 
quite a lot of girl students who are being kept by boys, and oftyn 
it is not at all what you think. He was keeping her only because he 
liked her, and because .she had never been able to receive her 
money from the north. And then she fell in love with another stu
dent, and she told the boy she could no ·longer see him, and re
turned his letters, and the watch he lent her, and she knew he was 
heart~broken. He said.nothing. He wandered away into the coun
try, rarely attended lectures and fell to brooding. He found a 
revolver somewhere. He knew where the other boy lived, and last 
night he went to see the boy. He was quite mad. He shouted that 
he .was going to kill the boy, and no one believed him, and it was 
so dark and everyone was so frightened that they failed to>recog
nizehim. He went up the stairs. He hammered at the door and said: 
'Tm going to kill you," and .still no ope took it' seriously. And then 
whenthe door was opened and the boyfacedhimhe suddenly be
came quiet, and said very softly: "You must let me have her back," 
and he took the boy's arm and led him to the head of the stairs, and 
took out the revolver and shot him, straight in the heart, sothat he 
fell over very slowly and rolled-thump-thump down the stairs. By 
this time quite a number of students had come out in the passage
way. It was dark. They could not see exactly what was happening. 
The)' saw the smoke from the revolver, and they saw the boy stand
ing at the head of the stairs make a sudden leap right down the 
stairs, so that he fell on the body oftheboy he had killed. He was 
obviously mad. He started battering the dead boy over the head, 
with the revolver, and then he looked up, saw that people were 
looking at him, pushed his way through them and rushed out into 
the street. They haven't found him yet. I don't suppose they ever 
will find him." • 
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I said: ''Why not? It oughtto be easy." 
"It's not easy~ He can change his name and disappear. Perhaps 

they will never find him." 
'I am writing this by ca1'1dle1ight, . and remember now that the 

story acquired itsprodigious effect fromtwo causes: the electric 
light has been cut off and the story was told only an hour aftm; it 
had happened. I askedwhat kind. of student he was. He was not an 
unusual kind,ratherquiet, good at basket-ball, and my stepson had 
seen him every day in the tea:-hm.tse in the Wen LinKai. There was 
nothing at all unusual in him; but whatwa~ puzzling was not that 
he had mt~rdered the boy, but the tremendous leap down the stairs 
onto the body of the person he had killed. What frightens m~ now 
is not that this thing has h;:tppened; what frightens me is the un
expected banked fires which must lie in all these students who are 
impoverished still and cut off from their homes. 

A night of nightmares. An American soldier came in later: "I 
went into a back street trying to find a pro. !found one all right. She 
was mad. Ripped up her skirt and kept throwing herself at me. But 
that wasn't so bad as what happened later. I was still in one ofthose 
back-streets. A door opened and something was flung out: I thought 
it was slops, it was so small and made such a wet sound whenitfell 
to the ground. And then I saw it was a man, and someone had 
buggared about with him, and smashed his face in, and .then a 
policeman came out of the dark and told me to move on. . .. " 

March lOth, A Painting . . T. sHOWED me a Sung Dynasty 
painting which he says is a copy of a famous T' ang painting. He 
has carried it all the way from Peiping, and hides it tinder his bed. 
There were high cliffs and horses and a smallbridge, and there was 
almost nothing else; butwhat was surprising was that'the paint
ing came to immediate life, it was not necessa1;y to wander in it and 
feelthe texture of the rocks and the texture of the sleek skins of the 
horses; they came immediately to life, and yet it was a. life entirely 
unlike anything we.have known on earth. There was a heraldic 
quality, not only in the horses, but in· the. mountains. The colours 
were very pale, but the total effect was alrriost blinding, and as al
ways there were no shadows, high noon among mountains. 

What is. the yxplanation of their total success in conveying a 
landscape? Partly it must be th~ insistence on noonday, the un
shadowed country of the mind, the eye's quickness in catching the 
thing in flight and letting it c~ntinue its journey. Nothing is turned 
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to stone; everything becomes living, just as the scrolls of characters 
I hang on my wall are stilLliving with a frenzied life of their own. 
Su Tung-po's famous bamboos have this quality; they are caught, 
but so deftly has the huntsman imitated the motion of the object 
he is pursuing that he has become identified with it. The artist, at 
the moment of crisis when the brush becomes no more than a pro~ 
jection of his own vision, draws rapidly and silently, with half
closed eyes, and there flows through him the green sap that flows 
through bamboos; and the wind flows through him; and his roots 
are in the earth, a fathom deep. So it is with Ma Yuan's more famous 
Bare Willows, where one is almost conscious of the painter's three 
separate leaps into the known-the leap into the willow, into the 
lake and into the bare mountains in the distance. 

I have no patience with the Chinese theories of painting, which 
depend on indefinable definitions of terms, which can be translated 
a hundred ways. Hsieh Ho's famous six principles defeatanalysis; 
I have seen six different translations, and none of them convey more 
of the nature of Chinese painting than we can learn if we set a 
painting of Chinese mountains against a painting of apples by 
Cezanne. vVe learn more by sudden contra~ts than by voluminous 
footnotes. I have tried to translate the six principles with Liu Lien's 
help: 

(a) the spiritual essence creates the living movement, 
(b) the bones obey the laws ofthe brush, 
(c) there is identity between forms seen and forms portrayed, 
(d) colouring obeys texture, 
(e) the composition must convey orders of space, 
(f) the classical forms are created from the past. 
But how close are we, reading the classic footnotes to a classic 

text, to. the moment of exaltation which occurred when Ma Yuan 
saw a bare willow in the depths of winter and made his sudden leap 
into the known? Or when, looking at my friend's painting, one is 
conscious that. the moment you have turned away these heraldic 
horses will climb to the tops of the heraldic mountains? 

The stone-carver cannot make mistakes; the painter with the un
glazed paper before him dare not erase a line. They live, as lovers 
do, on the edge where every false move is a catastrophe, even the 
slightest deviation is fraught with danger. And how much we have 
lost in the West, working with clay and painting with thick oils on 
canvas, having never cared to study a single bamboo leaf and catch 
itonthewing! • 
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March. 11th . . • IT V\"As odd, coming round. the. lake this 
evening, our summer over and the blossoms fading from the trees, 
to see how much of it was snowbound.There was no snow,. but the 
sunwas . white, and the trees and the. duckweedi.turned UJ? their 
leaves to the. white sun. One expected sleighs, and. alrtmstwe heard 
the sleighbells. 

And then .at night, when the searchlights shot up like thin 
splinters of ice, and the shapeless clouds turned into icebergs. In ' 
this light even the airplanes coming over the Hump, caught in the 
glare, were icefloes. 

March 12th . • . REMEMBERING the. plains of Hungary, the 
white bridges over the Danube, the peasants in their Sunday 
clothes and the quietness of the sun over the land, the two gypsy 
girls in the camp at Vac and the gold and scarlet clouds; and realiz~ 
ing now thati went to the East perhaps because! saw Arabians in 
Spain and Chinese in Budapest. 

There are signs of the East all over Europe-in the towers and 
minarets, in Saracenic embroidered walls, .in crusaders' castles 
everywhere. From the ~ible we have derived hints of the East; our 
medirevalliterature brims over with the imagined glory of coun~ 
tries which are not Persia or China, but remembered opium-dreams 
of fountains and flowers once seen by travellers. I kriew in Spain 
two sisters, one dark and Arabian, the other with flaxen hair. In 
Budapest there are girls with high cheekbones and slanting eyes, 
and nothing was so wonderful· as to see them bathing on the shores 
of St. Margit's island in the summer. But the gypsies, who sing their 
Romany way through the plains of Hungary, dark urgent people in 
coloured rags and silks, sultry and graceful and adoring, covered 
with thick dirt, with burning eyes, these, I suppose, were the first 
intimations of the East, the first sparks of that tinder which burns 
once you have passed the cedars of Lebanon, for they were as 
graceful as the Malays and still there was something hooded in 
their Chinese eyes. 

I can never express my admiration for the East withollt a sense 
of shame for never having learned an Eastern language lSefore I 
was twenty-seven. What are Greek and Latin irregular vetbs com~ 
pared with the clear energy of a Chinese character? There is 
shamanism in the East. You say a word, andthe thing is there; and 
poetry lives, as a river lives.~?here is an old Hungarian song, sung 
by the priests of the plains: 
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My hiding-place is an old law, 
HollaN hide in songs!, 

So itwas n~arBudapest,one sultry autumn, when.we came,t).pOn 
the two gypsy girls, MargitandLulugyi, whiehmeans "flower,"~I1d 
asked them to sing for us besideth~road. They had ribbons intheir 
hair, and the dust flashed over them, and the broken cooking-pots 
lay all round· them, but they "hid insongs." I have seenthe same 
thing in China, along the Chialing river, when the naked haulers 
rest for a while and sing in the shelter of rocks. The most primitive 
instinct of all is to sing, and one can sing as well along the plains 
of Hungary as among the cliffs of China. 

As I remember her, Hungary was made for grief. Though the 
plains were dazzling, they were longer than anything conceivable. 
They call the plains puszta, meaningthe desert, and turn their eyes 
to the Easf the desert stretches from Hungaryto the China Sea, 
the same world, the same horsemen in bondage to her. You see the 
desert again near Cracow, overlooking the Vistula, gre~ plains 
vanishing to eternity; and there too, though they pretend to fear 
the East • and point to the • Hunnish and Ttxkish ·swords they have 
captured, and of how Attila was drivenbask~.yet alreadythe East 
is there. We pretend that European civilization has its roots in 
Greece, but since Greece hasjts roots in Asia, and our religion 
comes from Lebanon, it is. hardly more than a protest which will 
grow fainter as time passes. 

March 13th . I HAVE been looking again, with .. a sense of 
curious bewilderment, ·at the. small sandstone statue of Buddha 
with his attendants which stands in myroom. It"Yas modelled by 
some priestly craftsman. in the Liang Dynasty nearly fifteen hun
dred years ago. Less than a foot square, it has a cool concentrated 
devotion in its archaic forms; we could not carve like this today, 
because we could not believe in the depths of meaning which are 
contrived in the folds of the gown, in the aureoles, and in the kneel
ing boys. The faces are not Chinese, but they have about them an 
expression so nearly Chinese that it is easy enough to believe they 
were modelled on the faces of me11 from Central Asia who had 
come for many years into contact with Chine~e power .. The attend
ants wear the same· slippers which we wear today, but their gowns 
are simpler than modern Chinese gowns and more like those worn 
in Japan. There is the bodhi tree spri~ging from the lotos leaf, and 
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.Huddha holds in his hands a giftof fruit-=perhaps Buddha is al
ready the goddess Kwan-yin and the fruit is a peach. Here, fash
ioned in Chinese Turkestan or somewhere in the south, Buddha 
has been caught and photographed at one of the moments of his 
pilgrimage and change. Once he was Apollo. He travelled through 
India, wearing many disguises, and when at last the portrait of him 
reached the later T'ang Dynasty, he was already a princess from 
the west-in his long pilgrimage he had changed even his sex, so 
that today my barber still has on his walls a portrait of a willowy 
girl holding peaches and wearing the silks of earlier dynasties. But 
what is most amazing is that I noticed for the first time today, on 
this Buddha carved so long ago, there is incised on the bare chest 
the sign of the swastika, the wheel turning as the sun turns, the sign 
of the Nazis, which the Buddhists employed as a sign of blessed
ness. 

So the thing has suddenly sprung into the light and become con
temporary. The small carved votive tablet is still fulfilling the pur
pose which was announced in the inscription, an inscription which 
never fails to move me because the floods and calamities of the 
Great Liang Dynasty a.rethe same as ours. Here it is: 

In the fourth year, and on the third day of the second moon, 
in the reign period Tien Chien, of the Great Liang DyMsty, 
the one who believes, Meng Chi-kung and his sons, Chen.Chi 
and Chen Y eh, on behalf of the whole family who have so of
ten met with calamities, faithfully promised this votive offer
ing. They have now completed their task. They hope that the 
dead (members of the family) will enter the Three Orders, and 
that the living will soon abandon the Eight Calamities and 
pass through the gate of bitterness. 

Almost it has the brevity of the Greek Anthology; in their own 
terms, and using the necessary words, nothing could be simpler; 
and in our own day how many echoes there are to the hope that we 
shall "pass through the gate of bitterness.'' 

March 17th, The Dream of the Red Chamber . . . SoME day 
this book must be translated in full. It is a long novel, over a thou
sand pages, and yet.how deftly there is expressed in it the whole 
of a world! Though Dr. Hu Shih, .who was once Ambassador to 
America, has maqe some imrortant discoveries, we know even now 
almost nothing of the au tho~ who lived in the Ch'ing Dynasty and 
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clearly described himself in the hero, subtly changing himself into 
the young and most sensual dreamer Pao Yu. There are perhaps 
only three great novels in the world..;_,.The Dream of the Red 
Chamber, The Tale of Genfi and Marcel Proust's In Search of Lost 
Time. The first has been translated only in an abbreviated version, 
the second has been admirably translated by Arthur Waley and the 
third has been translated even more admirably byScott-Moncrieff. 
But how extxaordinary it is that this long Chinese novel, in which 
a whole dynasty appears by implications, in which the most pro· 
digious tenderness and understanding and compassion have be
come the tools of the author, so that he is enabled to describe 
everything that passes in the minds of adolescents-everything 
without exception, has never been translated in full. 

It is impossible• to ••quote •from the book. •There are splendid 
passages, but so much splendour is lost in detaching them from 
their contextthattheyare better left alone. We had hoped so often 
to translate it here, but it must wait now .till we return to Peking. 
And this is what is so desperately annoying-this most perfect of 
all Chinese novels could have been translated in the relative quiet 
of our exile, and given to the world at the moment when it enjoys 
peace. 

March 18th . . J., WHO lived for a long time in Manchuria, 
told me this afternoon tge story of Kornilev. He told it well, for 
evidently he admired the young bandit; and as he described the 
robberies in winter, the murders, the long chase through the 
forests, it was almost as though J. had known him intimately; and 
perhaps he did know him, for more than once he suggested details 
that could only have been known to one of Kornilev's compan
ions. 

"It was when I was a student in Harbin. It was a long time ago, 
but I can remember many details of this boy's life, and I often think 
of him. He was young a~d handsome,. and he had declared war on 
the world; or rather he had· declared war on the rich, and all the 
money he ever tookfrom them he gave to the poor. He had a gold 
medal from his school, and afterwards they said one ofhis uncles 
had promised to send him to Belgium, butthe uncle died, or per
haps there were other reasons, he did not go to Belgium and 
suddenly he disappeared from school. 

"I think we were perturbed even ;:hen, because we all knew 
Kornilev would do great things, butwe did not know the kind of 
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things he would do. We did not imagine he had gone out into the 
mountains alone. There were bandits in those days. He tried to find 
them, and soon he found a girl and another man, and the storywas 
that they lived together, sharing their lives, and they made plans 
to capture Harbin. 

"That wasin the ·days when there wereRussian military garri
sons in Harbin, and nearly all the merchants were Jews. Most of 
the wealth .of the place was in the hands of two men called Soskin 
and Nevaroff. They were fur-sellers, jewellers, wine-merchants, 
land-owners; They obeyedthe ordersgfthe1lli!J.t.arygarrison~hut 
theywerethemselves more important than the garrison;· Gradually 
we began to hear of high -way robberies, and a little later we heard 
that one of the highwaymen had been recognized as Kornilev; We 
could make nothing of it. We thought ofthe handsome yqung man 
whom all the young girl-students adored, and we wished him luck 
But the highway robberies increased; at first nearly every week 
and then nearly every day there • were stories of these robberies, 
which were sometimes accompanied by murder.· We noticed that 
he never murdered the poor camel-drovers, but always the mer
chants. And. then graoually we heard that the robberies were 
coming closer-there was a. robbery less than five miles away from 
the centre of the city, and then later there was. a robbery at the 
gates, and then a little later Kornilev had entered the. city itself, 
disguised as a peasant, and he had put up in the. market-square a 
notice saying that he had come, defying the police to arrest him. 
The police could do nothing. They arrested everyone in the square, 
but they could not recognize Kornilev. 

"Then-I do not know how it was-we began to hear more of 
Kornilev; we heard the names of his accomplices, and both were 
students from the technical school-the girl was extraordinarily 
beautiful, and the man was known as a clever mathematician. We 
heard that he was organizing a small band, . perhaps a: hundred 
disinherited peasants were living with him in the mountains. They 
sent soldiers after him, but they never found him. The long convoys 
of merchandise coming from China and Russia were now well
armed, yet he attacked them with impunity, and it was noticed 
that he behaved well·to the women of·.the merchants .and rarely 
removed their jewels. There must have .been millions of roubles in 
his hide-out. And now he began to announce that on such and 
such a day he would center Jhe building of such and such· a • mer~ 
chant, right in the heart of Harbin; and though they did every~ 
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thing to prevent it, on the day he mentioned he would appear and 
disappear with a haul offurs, or diamonds, or silks. 

"The garrison commander put a price on Kornilev's head, and a 
week later announced that he was prepared to offer Kornilev safe
conduct into the city. He would parley with Kornilev. as one 
commander to another. It was a trap, of course~ Kornilev very 
nearly fell for it. Shortly afterwards. some small. time bandits were· 
arrested and publiCly garotted. In reply Kornilev announced 
publicly--in the great market-square,inletters two foot high-that 
the garrison commander was receiving bribes from the merchants 
and that he had tolerated thislong enough. He proposed to capture 
the garrison commander and the two merchants Soskin and 
Nevaroff who had offered the greatest bribes .. The whole military 
force was advised that Kornilev was the enemy, to be shot at sight. 
Great columns of sbldiers went out after him, drums beat all night, 
vast rewards were offered; still the diamonds, the furs, the • great 
wooden cases of tea, even delicate machinery, even whole con
signm~nts of guns and ammunition disappeared. One night there 
wasa ball at the house of the garrison commander. Kornilev came, 
disguised as a merchant, with two of his men, and with the girLdis
guised as a you!lg debutante, wearing ropes of pearls and a dia
mond tiara. It was marvellous. At the height of the ball the lights 
went out, • and Kornilev stood among the famous generals and ad· 
ministrators with a revolver in his hand; and he loohd more hand
some than ever, clean-jawed, beautifully. built, lithe as a tiger. He 
said nothing. Therewereflashlamps~ and we saw by their light, and 
Kornilev made. a little speech, asking the. ugly women tolay down 
their jewels and the young pretty W()men would be unharmed. He 
collect.ed the jewels andthendis~ppeared. 

"But this time he had made a mistake, for once hehad gone the 
garrison commander ordered. that the gates of the city should be 
closed, and a watch kept. No one was. allowed to move. The whole 
city ..vas kept under observation. • By • now· so many photographs. of 
Kornilev had been publ1shed,.that everyone knew what he looked 
like; But even then we thought h(:) would escape. 

"At. school we prayed • before the ikons that he would escape. 
Hours. passed. We knew that at the moment of his capture, the 
whole city would know. about it. We heard that on the Saturday 
the curfew would be lifted; we prayed that if he was still in the. city, 
he would last out till the Saturday, and then he could hide himself 
among the villagers and make his wa)'to the hills. Butit was on the 
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Saturday that they captured him. He had escaped into a neigh
bouring village, but someone had squealed, seven thousand 
soldiers were sent out after him-seven thousand!-and at last 
they found him hiding in a lavatory with his girl. 

"This was what was terrible-that he shouldhave so undignified 
an end. We would have not minded so much if he had died among 
his hills, or if he had charged the soldiers on horseback with a 
sabre. But to capture himin a lavatory! It was like death for us-we 
went to school almost crying. There was a trial, of course. He ad~ 
mitted nothing. The trial went on for a long time, and at last the 
sentence was pronounced-garotting seven times. 

"Perhaps you do. not know what garotting means. A seven times 
garotting means that you are strangled seven times, and each time 
except the last you are brought back to life. 

"We hoped hehad poison, but he seems to have believed that 
his army in the hills would come and -rescue him. It was a winter 
morning, with snow on the great market-place. He was· sobbing 
like a child. Soskin and Nevaroff paid ten thousand gold to the 
Chinese who performed the garotting, to make sure they would 
not kill him before the.seventh. He was twenty-six, and the execu
tion lasted two hours and a quarter." 

March 25th, The Saint . . THERE are still times when con
versation veers round to him. We have all known him, or seen him, 
or heard the legend of the young Cambridge scholar who came to 
China before the war, before the disease set in. His highest aim 
was to imHate the old Chinese scholars, to live only for scholarship, 
living quietly and undisturbed by the things of the world. He was 
brilliant in everything he touched. He had written nothing, but 
gave promise of writing so profoundly that people felt an instinc
tive sense of homage towards him. They said he had been the 
Generalissimo's English secretary; he had translated the speeches 
delivered at the beginning of the war. into perfect J ohnsonian 
English. It was the time • when the Genentlissimo still represented 
the best of China. Then he disappeared. He was next heard of in 
Kweilin, and then he returned to give broadcasts in Chungking, 
and then he disappeared again and we heard he was teaching 
English at a miserable salary, living in the house of a workman, 
with a box of books, a bed, a table and a chair. We have been try
ing to invite him to the University, but he has never answered our 
letters. And this evening K., ~n Englishman, said: "He is quite the 
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filthiest man alive .. Lives with the Chinks. Lowering our .. prestige. 
Just going ,downhill." 

It was odd, because I remember seeing him once in Chungking. 
It was after the rains, when the streetS were running with blue 
water reflecting the sky. He was wearing a blue Chinese gown and 
a great yellow beard, and he was lifting theskirts.of his gown ashe 
walked barefoot in the rain. His prominent blue eyes were staring 
up at the skyand his great chest was inhaling the warm smoky-blue 
air. The children loved him and followed. him and splashed him, 
and as he walked down theroad, there was simply a man enjoying 
the wholeness of earth and sky. It was as simple as that. He wa.s 
powerfully built, nearly six foot high, and. he must hav() had 
immense reserves of resistance to .have lived as he did, eating the 
coarsest of Chinese food. 

"The mad Irishman," my companion murmured, and turned 
away with a look of hostility in his eyes. 

"Are you.sure he is mad?" 
"Oh yes. It's quite certain. Look at his eyes.~ 
He was coming past us, and )'OU could see the protuberant eye

balls, but there was no madness in them-oiilly a great delight. He 
must have had the str~ngth of a lion, for I could see his great brown 
calves as he splashed through the muddy water; his· hair. flowed 
back like a lion's mane, and his beard was thrust forward like an 
offering to the sun; but 1 noticed that he had a nervous smile, a 
quick repetitive flashing smile directed at nothing in particular, 
the smile thatyou see on the faces of people who have starved or 
on the faces bf those who. are so nervous that smiling comes too 

easily to them. • .. ···••• •. 
A motor-bus passed, with its churning blue vapour)' smbke, 

hiding him from view. And then instead of those mirror-pure pools 
of blue water, there. were cesspools of mud, and he was covered 
with mud, dripping all over. Yeti do not think he noticed the mud, 
he walked straight on and the children followed him screaming 
with joy, .and above • him was the . blue sky of Chungking and his 
white teeth glittered. 

He gave the impression then of being a prince among men, and 
the closest I have ever seen to a saint. It was like a god walking to 
his appointed destiny. We watched him till he was outofsight, and 
I hoped I would meet him again, for so had Ulysses walked to the 
bronze gates of the palace of Alkinous and so should one walk 
through life. • 
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March 26th . . .• THE howling of dogs at ~ight, just after sun
set; thesph.ttter of fire-crackers; the girlsfrpm the tribes riding 
down from the. mountains in the dawn; the mud-huts.on the cam
pus with their broken paper windows; the professors who are still 
starving and.the students who are no longer starving, because many 
of them have got jobs with the Am,ericans who are now in Kun
ming; the utter. sadness and joy of China: these are the things we 
contemplate while the war goes on. 

We are cut ofHromthe war, though aeroplanes fly over our heads 
all day, and though we are nearer to. America than we have ever 
been before. Every five minutes. another aeroplane comes over the 
Hump and lands on the great airstrip near .the Jake, so heavily 
laden that the wheels throw up an explosion of white powder the 
moment they touch earth, Even now, though less than before, our 
nights are made luminous with.wing-tip lights. And sometimes, on 
the rare occasions when there is a storm, we hear the moaning of 
the aeroplanGs which are not allowed to land, Six aeroplanes have 
crashed against the Western Hills; no one knows how many have 
overshot the landing markers and been burnt on the field. Warsaw, 
Poland, Berlin,. Budapest and all France are broken, but in these 
backwaters nothing is harmed, or rather everything is harmed by 
the slow, desiccating, tormenting. inflation, which is responsible 
for all the dead bodies one sees, and all the misery. Whose fault? 
The merchants .and the bureaucracy· above ·all, and the idiot· irre
sponsibility which has settled on the country like a plague of lo
custs. There is no "treason of the clerk(' for the.greater part..of the 
clerks are innocent. Nor is it in any sense treason, when the whole 
government of a nation has become irresponsible. The General~ 
issimo says: "For the sake of the Party and the Nation." Hitler 
ordered crosses to be put up on the bodies of those .who were slain 
in Russia, and on the crosses there were inscribed the words: "For 
Hitler and Fatherland." When the country becomes the second 
thing in men's minds, then we have the beginning of treason. 

I still have hope for China, but lessnowthan before. !thought 
there would be peace; I know now there will be civil war. With 
the war against Japan still being fought, there.is mounting evidence 
that the Kuomintang is planning for a three years' war against the 
Communists; planning deliberately and desperately, against the 
better advice of theirmost responsible advisers; planning·for.the 
sake ofplanning, .and for the sake of war. And this leaves us chilled 
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beyond oelief, b()eause we know that China has·suffered.foo much, 
and dare not suffer. more. 

March 27th . MoDERN China has nothing to teach us, but 
surely 'Ye have everything to lear11 from the old! The old sacra
mental life • of the rituals and the seasons, of the scholars devoted 
to scholarship, of imperial examinations through which the. most 
hum Ole. could rise to position~ . of power, but only through ,their 
scholarship, the dances and .the festivals and the games, surely 
these are important; and perhaps it is oecause we no longer have 
any sacramc=ntalbeliefs that we are atthe mercy of war. 

"The way of Heaven," wrote Confucius, "is ruthless: no leaf is 
spared because of its beauty, no flower because of its fragrance." 
BuUhough the Heaven of the ancient Chinese was ruthless, it \Vas 
not arbitrary; it obeyed its own Ja\Vs, .and those ·laws were pre
dominantly the laws of ritual. and the seasons. The. broodi11g 
immensity of Thomas Hardy's world is alien to the ancient Chinese 
spirit which sees the visible heavens constantly changing, and from 
this constant change has evolved a11 austere worship of its powers. 
Heaven was impersonal and passionless; it was not just; it was not 
unjust; and men were .imagined to have contact with Heaven only 
through the mediation of the Emperor. In this simple cosmology 
the Emperor claimed no power except that which was vouchsafed 
to him by the people and by H~aven. 

So the Emperor wore the twelve emblems~the sun, the moon, 
the dragon, the phoenix and the.mountain on the upper garment, 
andon thelower garment there was an embroidered sacrificial cup, 
a reed, a flame, a sheaf of grain, a battle-axe and some other sign 
whose meaning remains unknown. So deeply were these emblems 
engraved on the minds and hearts of the Chinese that even today 
the Great Seal of the Republic bears the twelve emblems. 

But the Emperor himself was in theory powerless, claiming no 
powers except those which· Heaven allowed. him. Repeatedly in 
Chinese history he is made to refer to himself as "the only one," 
"the abandoned," "the lost one." Jf. the people are discontented, he 
must be dethroned-by force,· if necessary. In the commentary to 
the Bamboo Books it is stated that when Yaohad been Emperor for 
seventy years, a brilliant star was seen and phoenixes wandered in 
the courtyard .of the palace, and grain was abundant; sweet dew 
moistened the ground and crystal springs sprang from the hills. 
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This was the good augury. But when the Hsia Empire was de
clining in luxury severalhundreds of years later,i the. usurper in
voked the evil auguries-the blackbirds and the crows and the late 
harves.t-and the Emperor was dethroned. So, too; in the Book of 
Songs we have some of the original curses which·may have helped 
to dethrone the Emperors: 

I look despairingly to Heaven, 
But find no p-ity there. 
For years we have been without peace: 
Heaven grinds me on a whetstone. 

The Emperor, then, was the mediator, but of equal value was 
the Great Sage, who wore no regat and embroidered gowns, and 
often . starved as he wandered among the conflicting tribes. You 
recognize him by his evident authority. "Like a fathomless fountain 
he springs forth and waters the plains. Being all~embracing like 
Heaven and deep as a spring from the abyss, when he appears, the 
people all reverence him; when he speaks they all trust him; when 
he acts, they take delight in him. So his fame spreads through the 
Kingdom and even among the barbarians. Wherever ships and 
carriages go, wherever the strength of man penetrates, wherever 
the canopy of Heaven is overhead, on whatever spot the sun and 
the moon shine, this delight in him comes forth." There are other 
signs. There are auguries at his birth, and auguries announce his 
death; and in himself he is a man who suffers the suffering of the 
people. In this he is like the European hero-Christ and Prome
theus and a million others-but what is important to the Chinese 
is not his suffering, but the peace he brings to the people. The 
Chinese are obsessed with the thought of a land at peace. The land
scape they paint is the landscape of their dreams-a landscape 
without war; there are no recorded Chinese paintings of war 
(though there are a thousand Japanese paintings of war) and 
hardly any poems in which the poets delight in war. The unending 
dream is recorded in the Ta Tung: "When the great Tao was prac
ticed, the world was common to all. Men of great talents were 
selected: virtue was respected, and brotherhood was cultivated. 
Therefore they did not only love their. parents, nor did they love 
only their sons. The aged were provided for, all able-bodied men 
found employment, the young were cared for, kindness and com
passion were shown to widows and orphans, and all were served. 
Men had the work proper t~them and women had their homes; and 
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all hated to see their fields untilled, yet none hoarded. tillage .. They 
hated themselves if they did not exert themselves; they did 
not ~xert themselves only for themselves. Thieves, robbers and 
traitors did not show themselves, and the doors were left qpen 
always." 

To the Chinese scholars, reading these words now, knowing that 
"thieves,. robbers and traitors" are abroad, that nothing they can do 
will · aHect the situation as it is now; no words could be more 
ironical. In this most tragic of all lands, there is alrn,ost no hope that 
we shall come soon to a time when "the doors are left open." 

March 28th I HAVE heard better ghost stories in China 
than anywhere else. There are stories of fox-spirits and of stones 
that came to life; and there is the story which R. told Il;le one eve
ning when the wind was coming through the paper windows and 
rats were scuttling behind the mortar walls. "There was nothing 
strange. It was like every other day at Peking, and the sky was 
glittering. It was in the afternoon towards twilight when I went out 
into the courtyard, and then I noticed on the roof there were twenty 
or thirty blue figures walking, and I could notimderstand why they 
were there, and just watched them. They talked animatedly and 
walked along the roof, and the heavy blue gowns. had heavy 
folds, and I remember I thought: 'There is wind, and it is surprising 
that the gowns do not change their folds.' I was disturbed by their 
appearance · and watched them for a long time, and when 1 went 
into the house a telegram came to say that my uncle was dead." 

But the best of all the stories I know is recorded in Feng Yu
hsiang's autobiography: 

"My father was a very religious man.On the first and fifteenth 
day of each moon he would put on his full uniform and prostrate 
himself ~efore a painting of Kwan-yin; and afterwards he would 
sit in meditation with his feet crossed, counting his beads. One 
afternoon, after he had returned from camp, a snake crawled into 
the room where he was praying; It was a bright yellow snake, seven 
or·eight.feet long, and it.was crawling•along the south wall. My 
mother was frightened out of her wits, and rushed with me out of 
the room. 

"My father, entirely worthy of his buddhist training, showed 
perfect self-control; he was not in the least disturbed by my 
mother's panic-stricken cries. He sat th~·e as calmly as ever, look
ing at the yellow snake, which he believed to be the god of wealth, 
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and then he began to kowtow to the snake, and all the while he was 
repeating: 'Amida Buddha, Amida Buddha .... .'" 

It is not, of oourse, a ghost story, but I know nothing so ghostly 
as .the moment when this harassed old soldier kow-towed to the 
immensely long yellow snake. 

April 2nd • . . THE conversation turned to Tsao Yu, the 
greatest, I believe, of all contemporary ·Chinese playwrights. I 
remembered him well, for I had taught in the same University; 
lean, well-formed, along sensitive sunburned face, with impatient 
long hair that fell over his forehead, quiet and short, yet given to 
furious bursts of energy, a hater of dictatorship and a lover of 
beauty. I temember most the dark eyes, in which the love and the 
hatred were most pronounced, and the stentorian actor's voice 
which would call to me across the caiUpus; and then too there were 
the legends of the women he had adored, and his terrible impul
siveness, the sweetness of his smile and his moments of despair. 
He was the first to bring the western stage, with all its complexities, 
to China. In his play Peking Man he confronted the first inhabitant 
of China with the feud.al and degenerate descendants of old Peking 
families; Peking Man himself, in all his primitive vigour, leaps onto 
the stage. The title of Tsao Yu's plays indicate his main strength
Thunder and Rain, Sunrise, Th~ Wild Plain, Peking Man, The New 
Birth-in the same way thatLu Hsun's titles-Crying, Hesitating, 
and there were many more-were indicative of his country's weak~ 
ness. Nearly all Tsao Yu's plays take place at night and end with 
the dawn. An immense, desolating and over-riding pity for all help
less things informs everything he has done,. but 1 did not know till 
this evening that he wrote in the introduction to Sunrise: "So many 
terrible things oppress me. I shall never forget these evils till my 
death. . . . One after another these errors have penetrated my 
heart, and I must seek some means of revenge." 

April 3rd . . . THE stars came out white and clear, so many 
that the sky was like an immense bridal veil, not silver but pure 
white sheets flowing in waves across the sky, and softly undulating, 
a night so unlike other nights that it seemed as though it had come 
upon the earth for the first time. And the trees. were smaller than 
ever, and the lake was dead .black, having no existence because only 
the sky was alive. In this clfiamess, with the end of the wars insight, 
what auguries are foretold? 
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According to the Egyptians, the stars werethehodyofawoman 
arched acrossth~,sky, and I confess this pleases me more than all 
the mythologieswhi~h give to star-shapes the names ofl:wroes and 
animals. The night is feminine; the day belongs to man. Looking at 
the sky tonight, no other explanation was required, and all our 
complex mythologies seemed fruitless. Chinahas never possessed 
complex mythologies; the mythologies of China are tenuous things, 
ever changing, the tribes came togethcprand just as the two crowns 
of Egypt were made into a single double crown, so the mythology 
of one tribe was incorporated into the mythology of another; there. 
are the great Emperors Shun and Yao, and before them there was 
Pan Ku, whose hairs became the forests. and whose breath the 
winds; but nothing is more certain that these mythologies come 
from different tribes. What is deligptfulin Greek mythology is that 
it seems tq stem from a single gift of feeling. There are no two
headed Iambs, no monsters except the Cyclopeans, there are tombs 
of golden masks, there is Dodona and the unchanging sea .• Men 
live near the shore, between the desert and the town, the gods and 
goddesses careless of their divinity and. having the size of men, 
fighting among men and suffering from men's sins. Our western 
gods do not carve through mountains so that rivers .can flow; they 
are more accustomed to small streams, they lift their skirts and 
wade across, and almost they have no magic powers. And then it 
occurred to me, looking at the great black deserted lake in the 
distance, that the Chinese • gods can • only have sprung from long 
wanderings in desert places, huge, magnificent in kindness, and 
always old. 

April ,7th • • • I MET him first.half an hour after .he had 
jumped by parachute from an aeroplane over Kunming, a huge 
young American, larger than life, with dose-cropped hair and a 
German name. He said: "The thing you haveto do is just golilUp. 
Don't fight against it. Just let yourself fall." H.e was so heavy that 
they had to give him an outsize parachute; his clothes fitted tight on 
him, and you thought he would burst out of them; he smiled gently, 
and looking at these powerful shoulders, you understood why he 
was afraid of his own strength.! saw him. rarely. He disappeared 
for months on end, mysteriously travelling behind ChineseJines or 
through the heart of Japanese country. He came back yesterday. 
He had been on two missions, one in Burma and another in Fukien. 
On each of the missions he went with•millions of. Chinese dolla:rs, 
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with tommy-guns and high explosives. and an interpreter, forJ.1e 
knows no Qhinese,. and he woJ1ld tell the story of his adventut(:JS 
very quietly, without quite be]ie~ing what had happened, think
ing of his wife ami his ranch, .or? of the gangsters he had once known 
in Cleveland. "The worst moment was in Kachin country. I was 
going alone-nearly alone, and we knew the Kachinswere near.us. 
We felt them. We were walking. down a.forest path in single"file, 
and sometimes we saw the glint of their knives, but there was no 
sound. We had gone on for a long time, and then we came upon 
three Chinese soldiers-'-but the soldiers were headless. W ~ knew 
what had happened. The Kachins had cut off each head with a 
single blow of their long daos. 

"There was nothing we could do. We went on more carefully
that's all; and then sometime in the evening we came upon a Kachin 
village. It was clear that they distrusted us, b11t they knew I was an 
American, and this puzzled them-they did not know whether 
they were allowed to kill the Chinese. who were. with me. They 
stood there, with their arms folded, the long knives attheir sides, 
and they said they were pleased to see us, and they looked up and 
down at me, and they could not make me. out-they are small 
fellows, though very proud. They kept on looking at me like that. 
I didn't like it. They came and felt my muscles, and I wondered 
whether they had decided to put me in a cauldron and see whether 
I was worth eating. :But they didn't boil me alive-they asked me 
instead whether I was prepared to fight with their three strongest 
men. I nodded. There wasn't much else I could do. So they took us 
into their tribal temple, and all over the rafters· there were heads 
stuck on nails, and some of them looked very new. 1 knew a lot 
about the head-hunters by this time; I was beginning to be afraid. 
They have· guns and they are good at firing. them.If I won: the fight 
over their three strongest men, they would probably killme;.an.d if 
Ilosti would be killed anyway. It was six of one and haifa dozen 
of the other. 

"It was getting dark, and we stripped and fought, and all the 
while I was expecting a dao to cut off my head, or perhaps they 
would simply fire at me. I was unprotected, and I liked them. They 
must have sensed it. lknew they were cowards. They don't fear 
gu11s,. but they fear hand-grenades, and they can'ct make. out 
'stringers,' which are small things like.pencils that shoot about 
fifteen yards .. Well, 1 won. It was a near thing, but the three 
~trongest men were down o!l the ground, and for some reason they 
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did not. kill me,. they gave me embroidered cloth and showed me 
the path to • the next village. I· was. frightened as hell. It was dark. 
I set off with the others, and we had gone fifty yards down the 
road when there was a burst of machine-guns firing at us. Odd 
kind of freaks. I suppose they had a passion. for changing their 
minds." 

He spoke about other things: how nearly all the mayors in the 
Japanese-occupied villages were pro-Chungking. He would go 
there, and find that they knew he was coming, and everything was 
prepared. There would be feasts for him, the mayor would some
times present him with one of the mayoral concubines, and once 
he had helped some Chinese to capture a company of Japanese. 
The Japanese had plundered and raped; mercy towards others had 
never occurred to them, but when they saw the American they 
threw themselves down on their knees. "It was indescribably 
squalid. They were weeping and shivering with fear. The Chinese · 
pointed out the man who had done most harm, the man who .had 
murdered and raped his way through this small backwater of 
China. It was this man who was kneeling before me; I lifted. him up 
by the neck and slowly squeezed the life out.of him. . , ." 

April 9th . . . THOUGH we dream of America, we know that 
China will outlive all we have produced in the West. The dream of 
America is very real; but we do not dream of Pittsburgh or New 
York or Chicago-the things that are closes no us are the golden
rod in Maine, the persimmons falling; the lean hogs rooting. for 
them, the snow falling in the woods of Minnesota and the loveli
ness of the Hudson River; we dream of juleps, fried chicken and 
corn-pudding, of Negro spirituals and the long • evenings of the 
south. The redwoods of the coast appeal to us like the tidewater 
in Virginia, and sometimes, reading a Chinese book, we find our
selves involuntarily thinking of the groves of firs and cedars in 
Oregon--we call them groves because in this treeless land we 
cannot even imagine forests. The apple-blossoms and apples of 
Shenandoah, the woods and sheepwalks of Maryland, burr oak 
and shag bark, the rustling of fieldmice in the shucked corn of 
Illinois. And we, who are in such desperate need for mythologies, 
may find at last that there is no need for mythology: ·it will be 
enough if we simply come.into contact with such simple peaceful 
things. And perhaps this is the strength of the Chinese in the pres
ent-day, who suffer viciously as non~ have ever suffered before, 
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because they have their simple. peaceful things all round them and 
have grown through the habit of mythologies, have forgotten once 
and. for all the necessity .of demanding explanations. 

April 13th • . . THE war drags to its end, Berlin on fi;re, Buda
pest in ruins, Cracow a shell, Paris alone unharmed. I have asked 
the Chinese professors and students what they think of this: there 
are two answers. The professors say: Perhaps in a year we shall 
reach Peking. The students say: Perhaps in six months we shall re
turn to our villages, We shall sp~nd a week there, perhaps two 
weeks, then we shall have the immense task of putting China on 
her feet again. 

The horror has been mounting so long that the capitulation of 
Germany becomes only another horror, different in degree but not 
in kind. The horror cannot cease, cannot suddenly be changed 
into darkness; In the history of nations no curtain falls unless every 
person in that nation has left the stage. And for. the same reason no 
curtain rises unless every person is present. 

And in China they are not present; for many weary months the 
audience will be facE'Jl with the curtain, and from behind the 
curtain we shall hear the three parties howling at each other. There 
is no conceivable identity between the Kuomintang, the Com
munists and those who have lived under Japanese control. It is not 
only that they have no community of interest, but hll have suffered 
in different ways, and the suffering must be exorcised in different 
ways. There arethreediseaS!')S demanding three separate cures. We 
shall be in danger of forgetting the extentofth~L<iisease if we for
get that a third of the Chinese race lived under the Japanese. 

It is not entirely their fault, though it will be Worth while to 
remember that there has been more treason in China than else
where. These last five years have taught me little except that much 
of that treason was justified, and will remain justified, until the 
Chinese • peasant has. an .elementary chance to survive. They grew 
up under militarism, their villages at the mercy of warlords no 
betterthan the Japanese. They have seen their brothers starving, 
and they have no deep"rooted consciousness of being Chinese. 
Th((ir loyalties are to their families, only because in these vast wars 
only the families have power to act together; afterwards comes 
their loyalty to the village, a long way afterwards comes their 
loyalty to the hsien, andinfh;dtely distant is their loyalty to the state. 
It was not always like this. Sun Yat"sen spoke of the Chinese as "a 
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sheet ofscattering sand." It is. true, but • there are virtues in sand
if a bomb falls, the sand rises and floats down again, and is almost 
the same. 

B.ut .how in a world so broken can those three elements of the 
Chinese race come together? It would. be a mistake to under-esti~ 
mate the power of those who have lived under the Japanese. It was 
not that they were treacherous, but· they grew accustomed to 
treason. It is the greatest w<mnd, but who shall say itis more poi
sonous than the wound that has overtaken Chungking? The 
bureaucracy is out of touch with the people, the military organi
zations are out-of-date, there is so much of modem China which is 
hardly more than a survival of the Chou Dynasty three thousand 
years ago. It was said that General· Ho Ying-chin offered the 
Generalissimo three tripods, thell;lgendary offering which is made 
to the great leader of the people. The Generalissimo refused. I tis 
to his credit that.he refused, butit is hardly to the credit of the 
General Staff that it should have thought in the terms that w~re 
applicable in the reigns of the Emperors Shao and Yu .some five 
thousand or more years ago. There are too many anachronisms, 
too many .anachronistic minds. There is a .broken people, starving, · 
with almost no hospitals in the country and few trained minds. 
The brilliance of some scientists and teachers must not be allowed 
to blind us that China is on the. verge of self-discovery. It is true 
that she is awake at last, but at what a cost have these blood
rimmed eyes been opened! Better almost would have been to sleep 
this western nightmare away. 

In the history of a nation no curtain rises till every person is 
present, u~til there is some unity of purpose and desire. Nation
alism. has been achieved .. It was not won by the Kuo111intang, a 
party which made its greatest error when it placed nationalism 
first of the sacred three principles. It is neither the Kuomintang nor 
the Communists who are responsible for the scattered successes 
which have been won in China during the. war-those successes 
were won by farm-boys, who fought (to their credit) for things 
they hardly believed in, since to them a village was greater than an 
Empire. And so it must be repeated, again and again, till the belief 
penetrates our western. rninds, that the government of China is 
nothing, and the people are everything. And this is as it should be, 
according to the most ancient Chinese traditions, since the Em
peror was nothing but the mediator between the people and 
Heaven, the unmoving pipe-line, whtse power was at the mercy 
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of a single flight ofcrows or the revolt ()f the people. But now that 
they are revolting, will the Emperor delegate his powers? 

The greatest single obstacle to. the peace of China is the GeJ1er
alissiriw. His virtues are only too well-known. No one,least of all 
the Communists, believe him to be in love·with power. This bald, 
overworked, Confucian scholar with the training of a second-class 
private in Japan and the sympathies of a parade-ground sergeant, 
who has modelled himself on the most reactionary and scholarly 
of all generals, Tseng Kuo-fan, who loves China passionately with 
the orphan's love of the surviving mother, a man who is notin the 
least a mediocrity but one who has obeyed the hardest impulses of 
his heart, an ascetic and a mystic who every mornirtg stands in 
silence and listens to the clear voices of dawn, an old Testament 
Christian who believes in a.morallaw, yet governs by means ofthe 
secret J?6lice, the most forgiving of men, since some .of his greatest 
enemies have been put in positions of high power; this man, for 
whom I have the greatest respect and admiration, seems to be the 
most dangerous for the peace of China because his amazingvil'tues 
are no longer those that are required. What is wanted is the deli
cacy of the surgeon's lrand; this Chinese wound will not .heal with 
a knife . .And he . will insist on using the knife, because no ()ther 
weapon is known to him. We can no longer afford to have warlords, 
but still less can we have this unwieldy milita1y government, where 
everything is done in secret, by secret diques, and where power 
goes wandering whenever the Generalissimo wanders. This is what 
fills me with horror at this war's end-I cannot believe that the 
man I respect most will have the courage to relinquish his power. 

Does it matter who. takes the power?. I would prefer a govern
ment of mediocrities than a government of military saints, and have 
no hope that we shall be able to persuade one to improve on the 
other. The war is won, bl1t notby China. Zhukov and Eisenhower 
near Berlin will sweep the Japanese from China, but they have 
been able to do this only because the Chinese armies kept the 
Japanese from Szechuan. I thought once that the final battles of 
this war would be .fought in Vienna and Szechuan. It was nearly 
true,Jor itis certain that the end is coming hot far from Vienna arid 
on the borders of Szechuan the Japanese at last .began their slow 
retreat. But the cost has been too great everywhere, and not least 
in China, where the wounds of war take longer to heaL 

It is best to be detached-'-neither pessimist nor optimist. I have 
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great hopes for China; butitis permissible to observethat though 
China. is awake and the eyes are opened, the eyelids are dogged 
wit:h toomuch blood. The bestwasthepast, buttheChouDynasty 
only existed in legend and the T' ang was· a mess .. of wars; the 
scholars and the artists were greater than their governments even 
then. It is permissible to see in those young students, who are more 
handsome and cleaHighted than any .students I have ever seen, 
a more compassionate future;· but I ·know now their weaknesses. 
They live, as we lived when we were students, in a ·glittering 
romantic world. They, too, have read their Shelley and Blake, they 
can still. see . the flames which announced the French . Revolution, 
andfeelin.their bones theglory·of the new dispensation, before 
Napoleon's whiff of grapeshot broke the fine. impat~ence of the 
people and turned them all to.soldiers, I have. no fear of a march 
on Moscow, but I fear the whiffs of grapeshot and the disillusioned 
eyes. Over thirty~ we are all disillusioned in China. The ilhtsions 
will come again when we are a little older, and often they return, 
and they return most of all in schools and Universities; but th~ war 
has chastened us beyond measure, as it has chastened and killed so 
many. Will they keep their promises? The)' desire nothing better 
than to serve China? Will the· government allow them to serve? 
Will they be able to give as freely as they desire? We need some 
ghost of a thing to attach ourselvesto, something we can admire so 
stringently that we can give everything we have to its purpose. 
But where is the thing? With China split into three and a military 
dictatorship, I see no signs of the China for which men can give 
without reserve. 

This is certain: they will give as much as they can, treading the 
dangerous line where east and west will meet. China is not perhaps 
the important thing. A social revolution will sweep over the whole 
of Asia, and Asia itself will come into its own. An Asiatic bloc is not 
improbable. There are signs of its coming-stray signs, like the 
Indian student here who is translating Confuciusinto Hindustani; 
and it. may be that the coveted nationalism of the East will be 
thrown overboard once acquired. Asia forthe Asiatics? Power will 
come to the east, buti think it will be peaceful power-they have 
suffered too much to play with war again. To imagine that America 
and Russia are· the great colossi is ·Jike thinking one move ahead in 
chess; the greatest colossus of all is the babe with the bloody eyes. 

I have more. than hope, but I know that the way is untried and 
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desperately unsafe. If the Chinese students and professors were in 
power; I should have greater hope. I should have more hope still if 
1 could see clearly through the murk of the three diseases which 
inflict such terrible injuries--,.,dise<tses which may grow when they 
come into contact with one another, as a man is weakened more 
than thrice if he suffers thrice. The best way was the legendary 
way; that has passed. The new way is harder. than anything that 
was performed when the. Emperor ordered the progress·· of the 
people with something of the instinct of . Heaven ordering the 
prog1;ess of the stars. I repeat: the East can never be. the enemy of 
the west-it owes too . much in· technical knowlepge and in the 
technique of education ever to come into conflict with us. B.ut the 
gravest danger .of all is incessant, incestuous conflict with herself, 
not knowing the way out and tl:;lerefore swinging her arms wildly. 
Aslsee it, what will be wanted more than ever is foreignteachers 
who are skilled in inventing techniques. What is. wanted is young 
people, who have respect ·for the deep .resources ... of Asia;· the 
financiers and military advisers are wanted least of all. In the be
ginnings of our contact with Asia Rome sent Jesuit missionaries, 
V erbiest, Schall and athers, who were wisest when they showed 
their respect for ancient canons,.andmost ill-advised when dogma 
entered into their plans. We should have no dogmas in Asia, and no 
armies. Best, too, to have no more missionaries unless they. are 
medicalmissionaries. We are faced with the greatest ofallproblems 
-not the greatness of Rus~ia and America, but the towering emer
gence of Asia with its untapped resources of power .... 

April 14th. . • . 1 SLEPT late, and when !awoke M. carne in, 
crying. Why? Roosevelt is dead. I have never kriown such grief. It is 
on everyone's faces. It is like stumbling in snow-not knowing~ 
The worst of it is that we knew he was frail, but we had made an im
age of him in which there was no place for frailty; The old char
woman has bought some spills to light before his photograph which 
hangs on her broken wall. The students looked apathetic, wearing 
their "Roosevelt issue," saying very littl~. J. said: "It will be. dehtyed 
shock..We willrealize itmore deeply next week." 'fhesoldiers have 
gone· into mourning; There are black arm-bands, ·One wonders 
when they will be taken off. Crowds round the Q.W.I., juststanding 
there, as the English stand round Buckingham Palace on days of 
national mourning. The. misery of it goes deeper than we shall ever 
know. • 
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Aprill5th . . . THE failing !ight over Europe and the other 
light risi~gpve.r. Asia, which fails and seems to burp out, flickering 
horribly in the.wind, but like the Chinese candlewb.ell blown out, 
suddenly andinexplicably reviving, There aresome<of us.'Yhohave 
come to this J?Oint: our greatest.hope lies in something which, at 
the momen~ when we gaze at it, shows no light. 

Above all, to keep faith with this, not blindly, but because de
monstrabletruthsare there. The Chinese and the Indians hav.e no 
needfor this faith: for them it is not a faith, but an elementary need, 
like bread. 

The maj()r task facing the West is the patient understanding of 
the East; We shall never understand wholly these II1en whoip. a 
most complete sense are our enemies, for they will take from.us 
without ever believing in ·it the things. we prize most in mechanical 
civili:z;ation. There. are. places • in China which. have julllped from 
theStoneAge to theage of radial engines and blockbusters; They 
knownotlJ.ingofthe longjourney we have taken towards mechani
zation; of how our impulses spran~ from Mesopotamia, Egypt, 
Athens and Crete and so through Rome and the Holy Roman Em
pire. They cannot believe that we have a history as they have a 
history, nor are they taught, in any of the schools I know, more than 
a brief .summary of our ancient history, yet ourc ancient history is 
more contemporary with modern China than anything recorded 
in· medireval times. The great movements of Egypt, Athens ·and 
Rome. are nearer to us tha:n • the wars of succession. They do not 
know this, and perhaps will never know. it; they will take alL we 
have to offer in their stride, and yetwe, • who have so II1tiCh to take 
from them, are in the same case-with the greatest imaginable 
difficulty we must discover the springs oftheir behaviotu. And 
these we can only find in their past. 

More and more I feel that government shouldbetaken outofthe 
hands of la'YYers and placed in the hands. of historians, even of 
journalists. Or perhaps more particularly itshould.be placed in the 
hands of men who have been journalists a:nd studied history. The 
game of words at conference tables nmst remain, but the highest 
powers must never be given to sleepwalkers, soldiers orlawyers
the three most dang~rous races of all the races of men. 

But now, with the death of Roosevelt,' the task has become in
conceivably difficult. In the East they trusted him. They believed 
he was simple· and horiest, they threw • around him the. mantle of 
Lincoln, he became in the purest se~se. the image ofprevaili:ng 
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justice. It maybe. thatth~ydid not trl1st him ~lways for the .right 
reasons; put at least their trust was justj{ied, because it was neces
sary thatthere should be .bust in the West. W~ pray that an image 
as great as his will take his place, and knowthere is none. 

May 3n) . . . To FORGET the war, one has onlyto step outin 
the direction of the lake with its tumblingarch-ways, its gold~fish, 
its camel-back bridges and wooden pavilionsJying above the reeds. 
There are small flat-bottomed .boats which float on the still water 
like boats in dreams. This is.not the picture which Chines~ artists 
have painted for you-no solitary fisherman . among mists, .nor are 
there egrets: only a few yellow.gold hoopoes with stiff yellow 
brushes on their pert heads, and occasional crows. There is a·legend 
that a fabulous battle took place not far from here in a valley be
yond the red-gashed hills: the crows and the hoopoes fought a 
battle, and hardly a single hoopoe survived, and all over the field 
there was. blood. I tis a better legend, and probably more true than 
the legend of the Indian Prince who came during the Han Dynasty 
in search of a green horse and agoldcock;for we livein the kindof 
world where aerial bal!tles take place. A wing with a star has drifted 
to the surface of the ·lake-more than. thirty American airplanes 
have been broken on these hills. But it was the lake that attracted 
our attention, so inconceivab~y still, so full of drowsy colours, an 
opium-dream come to life. And there was nothing in the least sur
prising, even in the opium dream, to find thatthe lake was covered 
with· boats with their cargo of lovers. 

May 4th . . SCREAMS at night, and then a long silence. It 
happens often; we shudder in bed, because we live outside the wall, 
in the bad-lands where until recently there were murders so often 
they were past counting. It was a girl!s voice, and she sounded as 
though she w::~,s very yourig. I inquired about itthis morning. Noth
ing. No one else had heard it; and I shall never know whether she 
was dead when she reached. our. door, for there they were-:the 
tarnished red evidences of unknown horrorslast night, two inches 
away from the great black gates which are bolted and fastened with 
a heavy wooden stake each night; and the dogs of the place were 
licking the red stains. • 

May 5th • • . L. WAS complaining for the ten thousandth time 
oftheinfluence ofthe Frenc!'t in Yunnan. The garrison soldiers wear 
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French helmets, the shop signs are still occasionally in French, there 
are even Annamit~ girls whose skirts are slit higher than the skirts 
of Chinese. girls; and.it seemed strange .. that he should object to 
these things .. A· poilu's helmet is irretr~evably femi11ine,. and these 
handsomeyoung soldiers, with white Iegcbands an~darkuniforms, 
plump as English chickens, were at least plea~ing tothe eye. Then 
what did he object to? Was it.that half the Communist leaders in 
Yenan are returned students from France? Was itthat in the house 
of a general we know there are.tasteless French embroideries.and 
alarm-clocks, and in the gardens ofthe A!J1erican consulate there 
are nudes of .stone which have seen better days. It turned out that 
it was non,e of these things. The thing that hurthim•most was tosee 
in the hands of all the middleschool children and nearly all the 
shop-clerks a book by Pa Chin, which has the simple. titleH ome. I 
askedwhatthis had to do with his temporary horror of France. Be 
explained thatPa Chip.. (a pseudonym which derives from the first 
syllable ofBakunin and the last ofLenin}was a retur11ed st1ldent 
from France, where he had inherited his anarchism. "And the devil 
of it," L. went on, "is that he is not entirely a bad writer. He says 
things which are fundamentally true, and his account. of the decay 
ofthe old families in Chengtu !know to M accurate, because my 
own family decayedin the same way~ But there it is! He offers, in 
very simple sentimental Ia11gua gea picture of decay, and he has put 
nothing in its place. They lap it up. They are indescribably affected 
by the picture he draws of a society which nolonger owes respect 
to the fathers.offamilies,.but he leaves his young men with head
aches and mistresses and a kind of vague belief in Shelley-for 
Shelley is his favourite poet. It is easily the most popular novel in 
present-day China. It is good, but how muchbetteritwould have 
been if he had had the courage to draw a picture of society as he 
wants it. We know that the old was bad; we have no idea where to 
findthe good!' 

Soon the film ofHomeis COrning to Kunming; we shall all flockto 
it, and we shall sympathize withthe young anarchist hero and we 
shall hate the old patriarch. who orders the· servant girl to drown 
herself, because she is his son's lover; and however bad the film, we 
shall find ourselves in deep sympathy with the young and with a 
horror of the old. I agree that it is not fair, but I am inclined to be
lieve that it is inevitable ... Home will probably never be translated. 
It demands ofthereadettoo great a knowledge of the complexities 
of the old Chinese family system, the loyalties and the fierce dy-
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namic which ruled over the ancestors. But sometimes even the dons 
will admit that he writes well. I .had written years ago a novel 
which began in a snow-scene, and somehow it seemed perfectthat 
we should be presented first with the white page of snow, from 
which slowly and delicately the characters of the story are made 
known. And though it may be true as L. says, that llike in novels 
only the drama, and have less care in the slow elaboration of char
acter, I know few things better than the opening scene of Horne: 

"The wind blew relentlessly, and the air was alive with 
flakes of snow, torn cotton-reels aimlessly dancing and falling 
to the ground. On both sides of the road, beneath the walls, 
the snow was piled high,. so that the road seemed to he lined 
with two trips of white braid; in between the strips of white 
braid lay the muddy road. 

"There they were-the people walking down the road and 
the sedan chairs, all fighting against the fleecy wind, all losing 
their courage in the effort. ·Incessantly and increasingly the 
snow fell filling the air with misty whiteness. Snow settled on 
everything, on umbrellas, on covered tops of sedan chairs, on 
the straw hats of the sedan chair carriers and on the faces of 
the young. 

"Whirled by the wind, the umbrellas were bent to all angles; 
more than once they were wrested away from their possessors; 
Mingled with the footfalls on the snowy paths came the wail of 
the wind, forming. a kind of ancient music, which grated on 
people's ears, arousing in them a sense of terror and distress. 
It was as though the wind said: This snow and this wind will 
govern the world forever-there will never be a spring. 

"Dusk was gathering, clouds sagged, and in the streets you 
saw only the disjointed outlines of men and things, for the 
street-lamps were still unlit and what other lights there were 
had altogether disappeared in the increasing dark. Streets 
drowned in wa:terand mud, air chilling the reluctant flesh; and 
the walkers thought only of the brightness and warmth of their 
homes. 

"'Oh, hurry, hurry!' said the boy with the gold-rimmed 
spectacles, which shone above his round frozen face. . . .'' 

May 9th . THERE was a cold wind in the air this morning, 
and· most of the students ':ere wearing gowns. It· was time. I 
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thought there would he no more gowns on the campus, for half of 
the students seemed .to have taken to the blue Sun Yat-sen uniform, 
which resembles a bus conductor's uniform, and the other halfwere 
wearing "Roosevelt issue" which gives them the appearance of 
GI's. 

The gown has evident advantages. It is graceful, it is warmer 
than an overcoat, it has heavy sleeves which serve as places where 
one can conceal frosted hands, it is cheap, it lasts longer, it can eas
ily be washed-but it.has .one drawback, it is so long that you are 
continually tripping over it. The Athenian chiton reached to the 
knees; the Chinese gown demonstrates the. greater modesty of the 
Chinese male, who prefers his feet to be concealed. Wearing a Chi
nese gown, it is impossible to walk quickly, or rather it was impos
sible once, and now the young students think nothing of striding in 
their long gowns, till you can hear the crackle of seams and see the 
thickset knees jerking againstthe cloth. The 1lpperparfofthe gown 
is narrow, becoming fuller towards the base; and this too is func
tional, since until recently all Chinese scholars had narrow shoul
ders. Times are changing. The student who greeted me this morn
ing had over his "Rooseveltissue" a gown which was slit to the 
waist-he kept warm, and at the same time . he· had freedom to 
move his knees. 

May 1Oth • • HE wAs an old rentier with a grey face, a stub
bly beard, a .faded gown with the white dribble from his. opium
pipe staining it to the waist, and he moved ponderously and slowly 
when he came into our room. His secretary came with hi1U. I have 
noticed that the secretaries of old rentiers have a curious depravity 
of feature; they seem, even when you meet them on the most law
abiding occasions, to ·he looking ·for opportunities of murdering 
their employers .. This young man was dark"skinned and sly, with 
high curving eyebrows, an·inch long mole on his chin fromwhich 
three hairs sprung like a moth's antennae. Ldid not like him. He 
leered as he . translated the old man's words, and he told us a story 
about a young Chinese giant from the north, from Hupeh, who was 
arrested for murder .. He was put to jail and told that he would be 
executed .. Theyoung giant took his fate meekly till the next after
noon when the gendarmerie. came to take him to the burial mound. 
He hid behindthe door, he hung to the bars, he refused to be moved 
away, and even when they had struck him over the head with 
rifle-butts, there was so much life in +tim that he clung to his cell, 
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completely silent, throwing himself down when they lifted him up, 
somehow . escaping from them even. when they had bound his 
wrists with yellow cord; completely defenceless except for the 
strength he derived from fear, a man, said the young secretary, who 
was inspired withthe passion of living. What was strange was that 
he never spoke. Like an animal at bay, he reserv:ed his strength .for 
the fight; and it was. half an hour before they could get him, still 
struggling wildly, out of the cell. And as he told us all this the young 
secretary's face quivered with remembered excitement-it was 
clear that he had been in charge of the execution and perhaps also 
of the trial. Only once did this incredible giant raise his voice and 
that was when they were a few paces away from the prison gates, 
and he said: "I am innocent." 

"Well, then, we had to carry him to the execution groung. He 
had no dignity; He struggled~this immense giant-all' the way to 
the burial ground, and once he even slipped away, the gendarmerie 
fired after him, he was unwounded and he was only captured when 
he was cornered again in a pastry-shop. A tremendous man, seven 
foot high at least. And he said nothing. We carried him outside the 
Srnall West Gate, eigh~ .of us, all tl~gging and pulling, and when at 
last we had reached the. place where he was to be executed, more 
and more strength surged in hirn, and we were afraid we would.fail 
to execute him; we were all throwing ourselves upon him, beating 
him over the head with our rifle-butts, he was covered in blood, we 
had broken some of his bones and we heard the grinding noise, and 
still he fought blindly, and then at last we were able to step away, 
and he was lying on the ground, we took aim· and at that moment 
he rose, he almost shot up, facing us, and he said quietly, his face 
covered with blood: 'Give me the sun.' Arid then we all fired at 
once, and altogether it was necessary to fire nearly forty shots be· 
fore he was dead, and then we buried him.'' And while he was tell
ing ·the terrible story, the young secretary leaned forward with 
excitement, his face quivering, and the three long hairs sticking to 
the mole were trembling 'fith indignation. 

We had forgotte11the old rentier. Perhaps the sto~y was too much 
with him, he complained ofpains, his grey face became greyer, he 
leaned backin the chair breathing heavily. We suggested aspirins, 
or whiskytorevive him, but he waved us away weakly. I thought 
he ·Would·· die there, and in ·fact.nothing would have pleased me 
better, but ins~ead. of dying he began to demand loudly a copper 
coin. We found a copper coif!. The secretary took it, undress,ed the 
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old rentier to the waist [\nd began to rub the copper coin over the 
chest and the stomach. Bright red patches.appeared, His breathing 
became more regular. For.h1\lf an hour he. lay there, purring like a 
cat while the red patches increased in siz(:) and ceaselessly. the 
young evil-looking secretary, with the trembling hairs on his mole, 
revived the old man by rubbing him with a copper coin. 

May 15th . So THE war is over; Europe lies broken like a 
wound; the last blockbusters and thelastV-2's havefallen; but the 
shock remains. ·It was a long war-longer than the Thirty • Years' 
War .. It ended with ·men fighting with pitchforks irr sewers,. and 
began with the Polishcavalryridingagainst phalanxes of ta?ks.We 
have expectedit, and we must have realized dimly thatin the very 
beginning it would have some of the qualities of thelastwar, and in 
its very ending it would be entirely new-the massed searchlights 
of the Russians blinding the defenders, so thatthey were compelled 
to flght underground, in the places where there was no light at all; 
and dying there, like sewer-rats,remaining unburied, the last strata• 
gem of the defeated being to leap into his own grave. And some
how it was not related in anyway to the.war in Spain, which was 
the last war where those who were mechanically untrained were 
able to resist invasion. From now on it is war without passion, the 
war not of bayonets or knives but of the whirling electric scissors. 
The war in China is child's playeompared with theirs. We fight 
with Mausers still. The impersonal electricallycdriven warfare of 
the West has not reached these shores. 

There will be American landings on the coast, the Japanese will 
use their tanks, and . the landing-craft will appear in the bays of 
Fukien or K wangtung. It matters little. They may fight for another 
year, for two years, or only for a single week, but they have lost their 
Empire already and still they will have won the obscure cause they 
fought for-which was Asia for those who live in Asia, the fertility 
of the soil for those who tend the soil. Now, in these lastdays of the 
war, we come to the critical time, when the shifting forces of the 
East are about to take up their positions. The magnet is attracting 
into alignment a million ··little spores .of iron. In which way will 
they turn? 

Every Chinese I know looks forward to the day when there will 
be no more armed foreigners on Chinese soil. I suspect it is the 
same with other countries bordering on China. It is not national
ism; it is simply that the people are w~ary ofthe incalculable diffi-
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culties inherent in the strain of behaving normally under. the eyes .()f 
foreigners, who are. still strange to them. The Chinese are not yet 
accustomed to. our manners, .our brusqueness and discourtesy. I 
went with a Chinese professor to a consulate where the consul was 
swearing at one of his servants; and the Chinese professor's face 
drained white in silent protest. It is the same with the American 
army-the Chinese cannot understand our outbursts of rage and 
dissatisfaction, our incapacity to think of "face." They are tolerant 
and lazy. They cannot understand why we are intolerant and think 
laziness a crime. They will.learn later, but it will take longer than 
we imagine to teach them for their own good a sense of time; .for 
nothing can be more important than a sense of time when you are 
dealing with generators. 

We have to learn from the Chinese that time means nothing, and 
they will have to learn that time means nearly everything. There 
are other things we shall have to learn. The oriental knows that the 
road of life does not pass through grief,. or sin; he has no sense of 
guilt, as we have a sense of guilt, no sense of things eternally un
done. Therefore his wounds heal more rapidly. He can laugh off 
tragedy, when we are sick with savage misery: he has seen it before, 
and knows there is no price for suffering. They are wounded and 
diseased, but not as we. are wounded. and diseased. How to bridge 
these things? This is the important thing. With the. wars so nearly 
over, more and morel feel the desperate urgency of an understand
ing between East and West. 

June 1st . . FRoM the beginning of time the stones in the 
rocks, the colours in the earth, the seeds of trees and the running 
waters have been waiting for the moment. when some artist will 
make out of stones a statue, out of colours paintings, out of trees 
paper and out of water ink and poetry, and after millions of years, 
and as a result of the most fortuitous circumstances, these things 
are made. There comes a moment when the earth has accomplished 
its purpose, the artist sits back and exclaims: "Behold!" This is the 
supreme moment . of accomplishment, the moment for which all 
things have striven-music, the stones, colours and the printed 
page. And yet, I thought, gazing at all those. books on aesthetics 
which my step-daughter has brought back from the University, 
with their ridiculous fine-spun theories of.the natureofart by phi
losophers who have nevermade .. anything of any artistic worth, the 
wholeworld offers us at ev~ry moment the command: "Behold!" 
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Every yellow tree, every bud of camelli~, every glint of flesh and 
cloth and sweat, they are all crying out:. "Behold!" Some things cry 
louder than others, some shriek at you, some whisper, some com
plain almost with ·a dying voice,· some even threaten, but all are 
crying: "Behold!" and in this sense life itself at the regarded mo
ment is the. artist, his task finished, leaning back from the easel and 
shouting that one word which now.seemstomethe most beautiful 
of all words, because it has about it an airofdetachment-behold, 
but do not hold--and because somehow,in this desert of the war, 
the word is a magic spell, so brief and commanding that it puts to 
rout all the devils ofthe imagination. There are incantations to be 
pronounced at the beginning of every work of art, butthereis only 
one incantation to be pronounced at its completion-Behold! The 
child comes running up to its mother, certain ofits own charm, and 
says: "Behold!" The gnarled trees say "Behold" and the stunted 
rocks in the garden· and the shining green of the Chinese tiles on 
the roof, they are.all saying the same word, all desire to be seen and 
admired and understood and upheld, and all are quivering there, 
afraid that you may not notice them. There jre voices crying in the 
wilderness-trees that may never be seen, women who may never 
be loved, shapes ofshadows and colours that may never come to 
pass; and I believe now thatit is not enough, as Be.rgson said, that 
the universe should be fashioned irito a machine for the making of 
gods-itis a machine in which every living and dead thing is cry
ing out to be beheld. 

June 2nd, The Japanese Prisoners . . THEY came last night 
in lorries down the Burma Road, but I have only just seen them. It 
was dusk when we went along to the school and found them there 
in that huge walled garden more than half a mile long; In the dusk 
they looked ragged and miserable, grey.shapes huddled over bun
dles, sitting cross-legged on the earth, with the Chinese guards 
standing over them with Rxedbayonetsgleaming in the faint light. 
Gradually it was possible to distinguish the inen from the women, 
but only because the women had more clothes. They said nothing. 
They did not complain. Someone was knocking in a post, and soon 
there were ten or twelve posts round that small huddled group in 
the dark, and then the barbed-wire was uncoiled, and bent nails 
were hammered into the wood to support the barbed wire, and still 
the prisoners huddled there, paying 1\P attention to what was hap
pening, not lost in their thoughts, but riumbed by the darkness and 
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the encroaching circle of people who were watching them, Then 
sorneone lit a light, and the barbed wire shone silver-two. silver 
rings· surrounding the faces. of the prisoners, wl;lich were no longer 
grey in the darkness butbright crimson. And what was so extraor
dinary and delightful was that in that moment they did notlook 
like prisoners, they came to life, they sprang out of the earth fully 
armed with the colours of sunlight, and though they were encircled 
with silver chains, they had escaped from their prison. 

June 3rd • • • THINKING of the prisoners, the lorry waiting, 
the knife-gleam ofthe bayonets, the throbbing of the engine wl;lich 
somehow suggested the throb bing lorries I used to hear O);l tside the 
Gestapo headquarters in Munich, the beardless faces of the boys 
and the prim fleshy faces of the dancing-girls who were captured 
months. ago in south-west Yunnan, and then the silent guards in 
their heavy blue botton-padded uniforms and the school-building 
looking so grey and desolate half a mile away, and the guards at the 
entrance of the school who would not allow us to come in until we 
bribed them with cig~rettes, the awful loneliness of it, and how 
those thirty or forty prisoners huddled on the grass in: the darkness 
seemed to concentrate in themselves all. the half-dead horror and 
boredom of war as I have known itin Spain and China, it occurred 
to me that we could put an end to the war just as easily-yoU: have 
only to strike a match and· see people's faces as they really are, in 
the bright flames. 

What was awful was that they did not move or moa,n or speak to 
one another; they were utterly obedient; they . must have been 
cowed until the moment when someone struck a match to light a 
cigarette. They did not know what their fate.was. The dancing
girls, according to the guard, were not even Japanese, butKoreans. 
They sat there, huddled in the greyness, hidden behind invisible 
strands of barbed-wire, so dead with fear· already that all life 
seemed to have shrunken from them, I have never known anything 
like the loneliness of those people: they were beyond pity. J., who 
was once a prisoner of the Japanese, said he knew whattheywere 
thinking. "They were wondering on which part of this field tonight 
will I be shot, and in which part willl be buried; It becomes ter
ribly important. You stand there in the prison courtyard, and you 
wonder which is the way out, and you realize there is no way out, 
and then you wonder at w~ch precise spot near the wall you will 
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he stood up to be shot. You always think you will be shot. You don't 
imagine for one instant that you will be tortured to death .. You just 
say over and over again: 'That 'Vall over there.' You know exactly 
where you will be shot, but in fact you are never shot there, and 
sometimes you escape.'' 

But the n1ostimportant, the most momentous thing of all is to dis
cover at which point in the history of the world someone is going to 
strike a match which will allow us to see each other as we really are. 

June 5th . . I AM sure there is nothing quite like the Chinese 
lavatory .. On those bare smeared .boards with small round holes in 
them,. you crouch with your trousers round yol!r ankles over a green 
cesspool which is slowly crawlingwith fat sluggish-silver worm.s. 
It is not entirely unpleasant; the difficulty for the foreigner is to 
keep your balance, because the board is very narrow and there is 
danger that you will fall into a ten-foot depth of that green moiling 
stuff, and you will never come out of it. I suspect that there are 
three or four bodies in the cesspool where Igo every day. I know 
there are dead tats, for they sometimes float to the surface; by the 
time they reach the surface they are very b1i.ghtly coloured indeed. 
The wonder lies in the colour of the pool, green and silver~the 
brown miraculously obliterated. There are bubbles onthe surface 
and rats, very dark rats, with bodies as long as your forearm, come 
prowling round. the edges of the pool; and so we squat there, look
ing for all the world like Buddhas, while the hoard creaks and only 
a half-inch thickness of wood separates us from the worms waiting 
below. 

There is, of course, no sanitation in these backwoods of China; 
we live by virtue ofthe anti-toxinsin our bodies, and we only just 
live. The precarious balance between health and disease is main
tained by luck: every day I see rickshas passing down the streets 
with some dead body or someone ~idden in wrapped counterpanes 
on his way to hospital. These beautifully bright, silver-encrusted 
latrines are the home of a devil even more forbidding. than the 
Japanese, and far more long-lived; and what is terrifying is that the 
Chinese seem to have come to terms with the devil, vast numbers of 
them possess the required anti~ toxins in their bodies and somehow 
manage to survive. But inacounfry where deadrats lie festering in 
every street, and the· drains· are. cloggt;ld, and in the very best. of 
hous.es the latrine opens into a stream which is no more than ten 
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yards from the house-welt the miracle is that anyone survives at all. 
When the war is· over,. China will need first, I suppose, railrpa.d 
engineers; but secondly, and of more lasting importance, will be 
good sanitary engineers. 

June 6th . . . LJU LIEN was roaring round his library this 
morning and puffing at his pipe; "We will have to go to the roots of 
things. Do you hear, we are blowing civilizationt?pieces! J)o.you 
hear, we will have to go to thet·o?ts oft11ings!"lqid notkn()"\Vwhat 
waspesponsible forthis <.mtburst,hut shortly afterwards he became 
quieter-the thing that had enraged him was probably some report 
of the bombing of Tokyo-and then he said: ''I would have all poli
ticians read the. earliest books of all, so that they will be shamed. 
Our civilizations started in bursts of glory; they are no longer glo
rious. It would be easy, and. not· at all unprofitable, to spend the 
rest of one's life reading the Indian Rig-Veda, the Chinese Book of 
Songs and the Hebrew Bible. They !;l.re fresh,. with the wetness of 
birth still on them, and we are all old now, andthere is no dew on 
us. Read the Iliad-ev~rything is shining, glearning wet, blazing in 
the·sun.." 

I wanted him to talk about these things because he is the only 
man I know who understands the three civilizations which! am be
ginning to think are the most important of all-the Hebrew-Greek
Christian, the Indian and the Chinese. 

"One thing you· might notice is th<( extraordinary similarity be
tween India and the West. The Greek gods were borrowed from 
India-Varuna becomes Ouranos, and there are a hundred others. 
But please notice that the earliest surviving fragments from India 
and the West-the first chapter of Genesis, the Iliad and the Rig
Veda are about gods, while the earliest Chinese poems are· about 
lovers: very human lovers. This is important. The Chinese have al
ways been human, while the west has. always attempted to be 
super-human; and the worst thing about the westis that it has suc
ceeded ever so efficiently in being super-human. I assure you, you 
are really gods with your airplanes and your skysc~apers. What is 
even worse is that the earliest Indhm god~, the gods of the Bible_;_ 
Moses and Abraham~and the gods of the Iliad are all conquerors. 
'I amthe conqueror, supreme in conquest,' sayslndra; The Indians 
have a legend that one day the. ~tandard of Indra will be split into a 
thousand . pieces, and perhl:\PS. they saw the • advance· of power 
which their earliest philosophers prophesied. for the West ... It has 
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COJ:Ile now. With:thevery bestwilJ in theworldTpreferthe ancient
estwriting~ when they, are about lovers." 

I objected that ther~ were love-poems in the Bible; tlj.ere is 
Hesiod' s ,Theogeny which largely describes the love-affairs ofZeus; 
there are, for brief m()ments, evep love scenes in the Iliad. But he 
shookhishea~. !'In India, in Babylonia, onthe Nile, in Greece there 
were always theseterrible gods of power,brooding and malevolent, 
filled with ideas of conquest. They were the seeds t)latwerepl~uted 
in thewest, and the seeds have come.toflower in thepresel1twars. 
. . . .Ifow can you escape it'[ There is only one way, and already it 
maybe too late. Let all your thoughts, allyour poetry, allyour phi
losophy be concerned with love:' 

June 7th . I CANNOTbelievethis story, butl know it must 
be true. J. tells me th:;ttlast Sunday he waswalking in the neigh
bourhood ofa pure lake near Chenggung, about fifteen miles from 
here. It was late in the .afternoon. He had seen the lake, w)lichis a 
kind of crystalline··green in coio'ur, transparent, very cold and, 
though small, infinitely more to his liking .than the Green Neck 
~ake in the city or the vastlake which lie~ beneath the Western 
Hills outside. "And then I saw two soldiers carrying a l'annier. They 
were walking against the sunlight, and I noticed that in the pannier 
there was a soldier. I hardly paid any attention to them. Th~re are 
so many sick soldiers in China, and they are so often carried in 
panniers. Thesun was going, and they looked huge againstthesky
line. I forgot about them for a while, but when Ilookedagainthey 
were not· far from \\'here they were before, . and the pannier was 
being set down, and the soldier was·screaming-not very loudly, 
but at least he was screaming. Then, and this \\'as worse,J saw the 
two soldiers take spades from the pannier and they began to dig a 
grave. lthoyght: 'They are going to execute him, butthe stJ,:ange 
thing is that I have seen many soldiers and many men bei11gled ()Ut 
to execution, buttheynever scream.'Sol wenta little closer- The 
grave was being dug slowly, and the voice of the soldier iu the 
pannier was growing louder. It was like a girl screarrti!lg softly: 
probably he was half-gagged. And then the most extraordinary, the 
most terrible thing happened. They took the soldieroutandlaid 
him i11 the grave, and ~11 the time he was screami11g in that faint, 
weak voice of his. There was nothing I could do. The grave was 
stamped d()wn, perhaps it hadt~ken altogether hardly ten minutes, 
for the earth is soft in these places ~nd the soldier's. hands· must 
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have been tied behind his back. And th~n, walking very quickly, 
the two soldiers returned with the empty pannier swinging be
tween them. 

"I spoke to them a little later; they. told me th~ ·soldier was ill 
and dying, and their captain hacl ordered them. totake 'hi).Il.·to the 
hills. This was the expression they used.:....'take himtothe hills.' 
They obeyed. They could only obey, though they said they deeply 
regretted it, and. perhaps if there had been ~ood doctors pe might 
have recovered." I had it on the tip of my tongue to askJ. why he 
did not hurry to the soldier's rescue, though 1 must have known that 
the grave-diggers were armed. As he told the story his.face was 
dead white. "There was nothing," he said, "there was absolutely 
nothing th~t could be done!" 

June 9th . . . ALMOST nothing during the .last year has de
lighted rne so much as the letter I have just received froma student. 
It.is a badletter; I am afraid.it shows only too well that I have. only 
barely succeeded in teaching him idiomatic Englh;h, but Tfindit 
absurdly exciting. :tv{oreover, there are timeswhen !become. weary 
of idiomatic English,• weary of journalistic English, . weary of 
English~English; there are moments when Chinese-English or 
Doughty's Arabian-English or .Conrad's Polish-English make life 
more enjoyable than one could have imagined: 

Honoured Sir, 
I feel I could hardlyspeak out anywordstosupport the rea

son why I was absent last week and yesterday, exceptthe rea
son of my wretched tooth. My tooth, indeed, was welLtreated 
the week before last week. But it ached again last week. I went 
to the dentist and asked for reason. He said my teeth .were 
somewhat particular, not so normal as the common people, and 
his medicine still had done its duty. What a ridiculous answer 
is that! I suspect thatl am being cheated by the dentist.Topay 
one thousandandtwohundred dollars for the .treatment seems 
to me not too heavy bearing, although my monthly salary' one 
thousand and five hundred dollars, still is poor,yet thewaste of 
my time really is my. greatest loss. The loss of my time also 
means the looseness of my lessons and the uneasiness of my 
health. Such losses a1~e lossesfar beyond the loss ohny money, 
even l:>eyond the unbearably abr,u pt toothache in my • dream. 
What can I do now? He s~id the orily wax to treat my tooth 
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well is to go to his hospital everyday afternoon regularly. 
When mytoothwill get well, he did not tell. So I am afraid. that 
I still could not attend your lectures this week. But anyhow I 
will let this devil treatment over within this. week. The final 
way to cairn· myself is to pull the wretched tooth off. 

My novel report on Joseph Conrad's "Almayer's.Folly" will 
be handed in on Thursday. 

I am quite sure the novel report will be handed in, but unfor
tunately it will not be nearly as good as his letter. 

June lOth . . I HAVE been to see the Japanese prisoners. 
They live now right at the end of that immense half-rnile long 
walled field which includes the Kung'-hwa Middle School, and 
some very small crumbling cement houses which. are now occupied 
by a few professors and teachers. The field is in flood, though the 
prisoners are camping in a cluster of tents on raised ground, and 
their tents are infinitely preferable to the drab humid cells where 
the professors, their wives and their children are living. The tents 
are ringed mund with barbed-wire, but noo matter-already they 
have planted flowers. and there are small whitewashed· rockeries 
with inscriptions on them which no one can read and they have put 
up incense burners inside the tents. One of the prisoners is a .grad
uate from a Tokyo art college, he paints admirably in water-colours 
and spends nearly the whole day sitting an inch away from the 
barbed wire, sketching a tree or a child running or one ofthe gro
tesque houses where the professors live. He is quiet and terribly 
withdrawn into himself, wears tapagata sandals with a big wooden 
screw between the big toe and the next and seems hardly to be 
conscious that he is in prison. The Chinese guards treat him with 
the respect which is due to people who can paint-it is a miracle
they look over his shoulder-they ask to be painted, and the pres
ence of the painter has changed the camp entirely; Except for the 
painter and one young Japanese who seems to be his particular 
friend, the Japanese prison~rs seem squat and ugly, stocky, broad
chested;. thick-lipped, without waists, the bodies like chunks of 
wood; what is surprising is that the painter and his friend do not 
look Japanese at all, they look exactly like students at the Univer
sity, they have the same grace, the same awareness and simplicity, 
the sarne fine ivory profiles. The painter was planting seeds when 
I came. God knows where he found th~. Did he carry them all the 
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way from Japan, or did he exchangethemfor a painting? He sits 
there, painting slowly, glancing up occal';ionally with pursed lips 
and the faintest offaintfrowns; and simply because he is painting, 
he is no longer imprisoned. K., a professor living in one of these 
houses, has had long conversations with him in Japanese. He asked 
him what he missed most. He answered: l'Cher;ry-trees." 

The Korean girls were in separate tents, young and husky, not 
handsome but hardly distinguishable from Chinese peasant-girls, 
with strong legs and arms. They are forever running up and down 
the field outside the barbed~wire in search of pails of water; four or 
five ofthem are pregnant; one is dying. They are rich. The Chinese 
guards are particularly solicitous about thern, but it is difficult. to 
imagine, in the strong sunlight falling on the iiJ1mense . field 
yesterday, that they were geisha girls who danced to the orders of 
senior Japanese generals who are long since dead. They say they 
wer<;J peasants, and therefore they are permanent; arid against this 
landscape they are as happy as against any others. But not far away 
from them the majority of the Japanese prisoners in their dull white 
singlets and ragged trousers pace up and down, up.and down, up 
and down, incapable ~f finding like the Japanese painter who is 
now painting imaginary flowers any release from their prisonment. 
In the hot sunlight blue bayonets gleam. 

June 12th . • . THE floods .have come. All over the field out
side my window there is the cloud-reflecting mirror. Yesterday it 
was messy with pools and ruts of water; today, entirely submerged, 
it is a brighter blue than the sky. Going along the Burma road this 
morning, I saw a cabbage-field under water. There was nothing 
surprising in this, but what was surprising was that three naked 
children were running through the lanes between the cabbage 
fields, kicking up showers of silver water. This· was not surprising 
either. What was surprising was their fat father, with a belly like a 
bronze bell, wearing a pair of green drawers, who was swimming 
in the cabbage-field on his back and at the same time towing a kite 
which was the same colour of his drawers and was probablymade 
ofthe same material. He looked perfectly, idiotically happy. 

June 13th . . • . ONE of the Japanese prisoners was shot dead 
last night as he crawled out from under the barbed-wire in search 
of-:--cabbages; I. am· not sure that 1 believe he was searching for 
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cabbages, though there is a bed of vitriol-gre¢n cabbages· nearby, 
b11tit see.ms unnecessar:y}oshoot him dead. He had not one chance 
in ten millio11 of escaping. 

I discussed this. with Big Bill later,. He has been on. at Iea,stten 
secret missio)J.s behind. the. Japanese .• lines, he has jumped from 
aeroplanes more times.than he can .remember, he can hardly be ac-· 
cused of cowardice; but .he says he fears his own sentries most. 
Once • when he was at a training -camp in India, he. forgot the pass
word and decided .it was best to stay away from the.camp,. though 
he realized perfectly that he might be eaten by tigers. He had good 
reason to, for a week before one of his buddies returned .drunk to 
the camp, had no idea what th,e password was and walked up to 
the .sentry. The sentry was a Gurkha armed with a kukri, a yard
long evilly-curved sword. The sentry said: "Halt!" The buddy went 
lumbering on, and apparently didn't notice the sword which curved. 
round and cut off his head, for there was the same happy drunken 
smile on his face when his head was picked up. "J?robably fifty 
thou.sand people have been killed already in this war by their own 
sentries, and sometimes, damn them, justforthe devil of it, sentries 
will fire.whentheyknow damned well who you are!" 

June 14th . . . THE soldiers were placing great baulks of tim
ber across the flooded field. They looked happy in the sun, br:onzed 
and clean-limbed, bare-legged and bare~chested .. They splashed in 
the water like children and arranged that some of the baulks of tim
ber should. be so carefully balanced that when he stepped on one 
end, the other end would come up like a. seesaw. They were amaz~ 
irigly happy until an old professor came along, tottering with a stick, 
prodding each baulk oftimber until he was sure it was safe, the 
long blue gown wrapped round his waist, so that he looked ridic
ulous with his thin legs in the flapping pyjama trousers. They were 
hoping-they were despemtely hoping the.Iogwould come up 
when he stepped on it, and theywatched breathlessly, secretly 
their dark eyes looking malevolently and happily at each other; 
and then in that breathless and heavenly moment which occurred 
just before he stepped on the .forbidden plank, there was sudde11ly 
the sound of an outrageous cry,. tile professor looked round, waving 
his stick and one of the soldiers lurched forward to his assistance. 
And then. in the distance we saw the professor squatting on the 
broad bronze back of a soldier wading knee-deep .in the mud. 
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June 15th . . . Lm LIEN was talking of Chinesepoetry again. 
I suspectthat he hates talking of Chinese poetry, but is sufficiently 
aware of my ignorance to allow me to suggce~.t impossiblesolutions 
for the problems that .torment both of us. He insists that the~e are 
two kinds of knowledge, which he calls ''elemental" and ''mechan
ical." "The sun is a great re in the heavens which swings in a vast 
semi-circle around the earth, and then mysteriously:--ever so mys
teriously-appears again the next morning in the .last place where 
you could imagine it to appear. IUs infinitely large1: and brighter 
than any stars, and by some perfect miracle of celestial achieve
ment is exactly the same size as the moon." I. nodded, forl (!ould 
raise no objections to the statement .. "This is what I call elemental 
knowledge-the sun as it appears, its fi~st fresh impact on our eyes. 
You know, or you think you knowthaUhis is nonsense. It may be 
nonsense, .but we cannot make poetry ofthe Copernican system of 
the heavens, or else we see the sky as 'a patient etherized upon a 
table.' The sun according to the old Indian philosophers was a 
horse. The Chinese do not see the sun-there are no early poems to 
the sun, for the good and simple reason thattheir whole lan~scape 
is bathed in it. Thent~ere is the 'mechanical' way. of regarding the 
universe, the way of knowledge, of complex understanding-! do 
not see how we can make poetry out of this, or even how we can 
live according to the laws of a mechanical universe. There is dark
ness there, no poetry. . . ." 

I left him, leaning on his stick, looking out across the tangled gar
den rich in convolvulus and bamboos. Birds came, the sun shone, 
the flagstone path was gleaming wet from the water slopped from 
the wooden pails; and . assuredly for • him there is no mechanical 
universe, and the sun rises every day from the place where. you 
would least .expect it to rise. 

June 17th . . • . THE rains had cleared, and Kunming today was 
splendid. I have been out to the lake, past the woodenbarges filled 
mast-highwith ·green vegetables, past the great· gleaming· white
ness of rockcsalt which lies scattered on the shore, and there were 
the tribespeople who had come down over the mountains and over 
the lake, the men hardly distinguishable from the Chinese but the 
girls .. arrayed with golden headdresses.and.redwaistbands,. with 
silver pearls hanging from their ears and embroidery everywhere~ 
There they .were, tumbling the-vegetables from.the boats,.lifting 
the gleaming rock-salt to the waiting carts, dark-faced, silent, and 
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yet with an air of gayety and dancing. They looked splendid, but 
perhaps th.atwas because there was whipped cream in the air, and 
beyond them lay the clean sharp sculpture of the western moun
tains, which are naked but for their clumps of cedars hiding the 
distant temples. Wherever there are woods in China, there are 
temples. 'I:he hard and splendid line of the mountains, and the 
clear-cutimages of these. girls ... 

Now thatlhave lived so long in the sun,J cannotthinkof going 
to lands less ~idowed by her, There is such splendour on the shores 
of this lake that the mind reels, so· clear-cut, so. full of trembling 
thorns the air. In Peking the sun shines all the year round, and I am 
amazed that in this country where the sun is so continually bright 
that there are not more temples, not more works of great art. The 
prime condition of artis the clarity of the air-so did Egypt and 
Greece and Crete and northern France produce their great sculp
tures and greater temples. Wandering round Kunming, I find my
self a thousand times in Greece. Here are the spectral asphodels, 
here are the vales of Lebadeia, here in the lonely rock-strewn path 
to Parnassus. There are little temples to the earth-gods which are 
not unlike the same temples in Greece; here tooth~ blue of the sky 
at dawn and sunset is bitten into the hilltops, and the old ceremony 
of throwin;g a kiss to the sun in the morning is not forgotten, and 
the tribespeople still walk with grace, accustomed to running up 
mountains and balancing pitchers on their shoulders. Socrates and 
Alcibiades wander round· the University, and perhaps neither 
would have complained of this University built on gravemounds. 

June 19th . HERMES had entered the room. It was one of 
those curious moments when silence descends like a heart-throb. 
We used to call it angels' wings in England, and say the clockchour 
pointed always to ten minutes past nine, till welearned that there 
were other silences than bedtime. You will come across. such. si
lences in a Chinese market; the babble and shouting all inexplicably 
cease, and there is not even some harried young man being led out, 
with thumbs tied, to execution. 

We had b,een talking-there·were perhaps twenty professors in 
the room-of the approaching end of the war. It cannot last-it 
cannot-so we have been telling ourselves, and all the while we are 
conscious that something even more dreadful than war hangs over 
our heads. Civil war is a profanation of all the temples, somehow 
infinitely worse than war; perhaps be@ause we are no longer killing 
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strangeness, but ourselves. There are pnmmve excu:;e:s wr Awm0 
the things you cannotunderstand; there are no excuses at all, primi-
tive or civilized, for killing your own children. . 

There are rumours that as soon as the present war is. over, civil 
war will break out like a spring.which has gathered momentum by 
long waiting. The plans are all there; The heavyAmedcan equip
ment has not been. used; it will be. used for other. purposes than 
smashing the Kwangtung Army in Manchuria. The lorries, the 
jeeps; the ammunition, which have been looted from Arnl:lrican 
headquarters have gone-where? C. says: "It has gone to kill the 
Chinese," and he tells a terrible story about his son who in the civil 
war of 1927 was compelled to drop bombs on hi.s native village. 
"We found out afterwards that one of the bombs had landed on the 
family cemetery just outside the village. How does.one report such 
things to the ancestors?" He is a social scientist, has little enough 
faith in the ancient rituals and has .. not reported anything to the 
ancestor since his father died forty years ago. "It was not a big 
bomb, but it spoiled the cemetery, and when the rains came, where 
the cemetery had been, there was only a dirty pond. We found part 
of my father's body at•the bottom of the pond-hooked it up and 
buried it again-it was still just recognizable. I told my son about it. 
He didn't care very much, and· kept on saying: 'We lllust unite 
China even if all the graveyards become ponds.' But this was by no 
means the worst ofit1for we could not find ·my mother for some 
weeks later. The village headman told me that he had done every
thing he could, but the dogs broke in to the place and they found 
her about three miles away, m· all that was left of her.'' It was some
time after this that Hermes entered with his wings. 

But the civil war is a stark reality: we have known the moment 
when all Chungking and all Kunming was prepared to flee, when 
the Japanese came so close that the big bankers raided the petrol 
pools with armed thugs, so that they could get away. We have seen 
the bandits on the road, and we know, or think we know that the 
Communists can come down from Sikong~they have gone on even 
longer marches. We are not afraid of the Communists or the Kuo
mintang. We are afraid of bandits, of endless marching, of the 
things that Tu Fu was afraid of-barren countryside, the riCe 
black and burning, the festering and the misery of being. aban
doned on. a Chinese road :with armies all round us. We have read it 
in Chinese poetry, and wehaveseenit, or guessed alit; and though 
we know that the Japanese-are on the verge of supreme punish
ment, it may be the turn of China soon. And there is nothing we can 
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do; there is not even as there wasdn the pastanyfaith inthe sha
mans who couJd exorcise the deviLof war. Orratherwe havti faith 
in them, the shamans are people who ?Orne to tea with us, profes
sors oflaw and political science and jurisprudence, butthey have 
lost their powers. C. says: "The students are afraid, desperately 
afraid of only one thing-civil war. Th.ey talk about it all the thne. 
It is nonsense t() say that they are listening to Yenanradio, which 
is already proclaiming against the civilwar.··They.are not listening 
to Yenan-they are listening to their own hearts." There are strange 
rumoursin this country, and strangest of all are the rumours which 
insist thatthe Government is deliberately heading fpr a civil war. 
What then? Another twenty million killed for the sake of a political 
theory? But fascism was not killed by the armed forqes oLBritain; 
America and the Russians; politiool belief remains Hll itis laughed 
into noth.ingness, and it is only nqw that we.are·sufficientlyremote 
from the curious senile gibbering figure of Hitler that we can laugh 
at it. We couldn't before, fol" no one can laugh at clawed fingers at 
the throat. Nowthat.the claws are clipped we can; but more and 
morel ai1l begirmingto believe. that we won. the war by our own 
courage, and also by some benefit of providence. 

!remember now the essays I haveread by the students-so marty 
essays proclaiming the end of the war. There were essays filled 
wl.th the continual ringing of bells of brotherhood, of .a great 
chastity vvhich descended upon the world, a spiritual and effortless 
shnplicity which would follow the end of the war. All the radio 
stations would be singing hyrnns. Sometimes I·listento anAmeri• 
can radio and we twist the dial and<reach San Francisco; and there 
are no hymns; •and there is no rejoicing; there is only the moaning 
of Frank Sinatra portending ,the end of the world. 

Perhaps we might have guessed as much; We put too high a 
price on our victory; we spoil too much of ourselves in these relent
less bombardments, in copying the enemy's abuse oflaws. We are 
creatures of the midnight sometimes, as black as Hitler's ganged 
hordes, and perhaps 'Ne shall have to pay for it, and God knows 
where againweshall obtain our mental balance; Force has come 
into the world sharper than it was in the first world war, and more 
obliterating. Perhaps too we have suffered too rnuch to be able to 
rebel against our suffering. We shall wear this suffering to the. end 
of time, our children will wake up at night, dreaming of the strange 
man with the uplifted arms who led us all to the pond where we 
swimwiththe Gadarene swine. Best oi allif we could washout. this 
page of history, and begin again at the place where we began, for 
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wehave lostour certainty and are all wanderers in the desert, and 
neither Christ nor Buddha nor Confucius can 'tempt us any 
more. 

But is this hue? I suspect that Christianity and Buddhism, with 
their. solemnity. and ceremonial,. with. their otherness and strength 
and confiding belief in striving will return. I suspect. that like the 
Wandervogeln in Germany at the end of thelastwar we shall seek 
out a faith in ourselves from mot~nta,ins and rocks, and all that 
grow on them. I suspect that people will no longer·be content,in 
their.£ ear of another war, to take the 8:15 to Water Iocr and bury 
themselves coffin-wise in offices .for the greater glory of someone 
else's deposits. It may be in my life-time that the thing I dream 
of most will come about-we shall all be wanderers1 . believing 
the whole earth our own, belonging to no nation, lovers . of each 
other and even of ourselves. There may come a tiwe when the 
frontiers will vanish, and then there will benomorewars and civil 
wars will become still more ridiculous. It was the wrath of God 
that drove Adam and Eve from the garden into a str::l.!lgeland; .it 
may be by the wrath of war that we may turn the unploughedinto 
the sown. We must love one another, or perish. The old truth be
comes more certain now when we have seen so many perishing. 
The block-busters that tear down whole streets, gut out the burning 
hearts .of vast cities have shown us that the old nationalism, which 
began only six hundred years ago, for previously in Europe at least 
there was a theoretical Holy Roman Empire from Portugal to 
Jerusalem, must go. We are not Americans, we are not Britons, we 
are not Russians: such things do not exist: they are malicious theo
ries invented for the purpose of easy thinking: we are only people, 
who are born, love, fall ill and die miserably. And few ofus have 
any delight in killing, and all of us are squeamish of blood, .and 
there is not one who has seen a battle who hasn't felt a sinking sen
sation in the pit of his stomach which makes him hope that the 
earth will open and devour him. Then why go on? Politicaltheo
ries? Necessity? Theeternal wavering balance of forces? ltis easy 
enough to show that these things have no validity-one has only to 
point to a child new-born, which turns its face blindly to the sun
light, so helpless a. thing that our· own. present helplessness in the 
face of war seems strength in comparison. 

"My grandmother said that.the worldshould be governed ·by 
women," C. was saying, after Hermes had left the room, ."till 1 
pointed to. the example of th•Empress Dowager, and then she. said 
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it was better to give itto the young. It is no use giving it to the old, 
she said, because the old are so close to death that they hardly care 
what happens. Give it to those who enjoy life, and then there will 
~m~~w~ . 

June 20th . A. sOLDIER ~n the peaked cap was sitting on 
the kerb. He was about nineteen. He. had a full brown face, 
thick ropes of veins at his neck and he looked like a prince among 
those crowds of washed-out office~boys and shopkeepers who 
passed him, very handsome, crouching. against the side-walk with 
his sprung knife and the green bambOOii over his knee, very deli
cately whittling slender little strips,. out of which he made birds, 
grasshoppers; eVen camels. 

There are street-stalls where these things are made out of blown 
sugar, highly coloured and very messy. The children like them, 
because it is pleasant to lick the strange creatures with your tongue, 
watching it change·its shape until the blue fins of a fish become 
something.els~ altogether. But the soldier's birds and grasshoppers 
have a greater validity: the weaving of the .slender bamboos into 
the shape of a grasshopper's body is not easy, but the final grass
hopper possesses an existence of its own, an almost startling 
vraisemblance, especially at the moment when he takes out of his 
pocket the coloured sunflower seeds which he threads together on 
a splinter and makes into· eyes. They are grasshoppers like those 
in greenjade which are found in Han Dynasty tombs. While 
the bamboo is still moist and the little springy strips out of which 
the grasshopper is woven retain their life, ..• furious life flows still 
throughthe bamboo. But after! had bought one, L. told me, watch· 
ing it dangling on its long silky stalk,. quivering with life, tha~ in a 
day or ~wo .it would be shrunken,.the moisture. would go out of it, 
there would be nothing left of it except some dried-up stalks of 
leaves. "How did you know?" I asked. "Of course I know-we all 
made. them. when we were· children.· They were made exactly like 
that. But now they no longer. teach children how to make these 
things. The soldier must have come from the country~there is no 
doubt of it!" He told me that he could still remember his grand
father putting on ceremonial robes to ride out to the hunting
ground, but the hunting-ground was only a long field among the 
gravemoundswhere the archery contests were fought to the bang
ing of muted drums. He had seen, as hjve millions of Chinese, the 
midnight ceremonials for Confucius, tfie. burning braziers and the 
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incense burners and the curious dulled echoing sound as the priests 
prostrated themselves and dmmmed theirforeheads on the ground. 
He had • seen the Empress Dowager retur11ing from Sian . and a 
thousand other things of the past,,and there was nothing tq replace 
them except the Monday morning ceremonial of reciting the last 
will and testament of Dr. Sun Yat-sen. "It had grandeur," he said 
reflectively, "and there was something to live for, and there was 
g1~eat excitement when. we cut off our pigtails and tied false pigtails 
to our heads, but we were probably wrong in abandoning the 
monarchy. The Russians dethronedtheTsars and made Stalin even 
more regal, infinitely morli! powerful, with statues of him in every 
market-place; and his utterances are the utterances of a god. Well, 
we have dethroned the Emperor, and there is a terrible vacuityin 
our lives." And then· all the way hqme he took the little jade" green 
grasshopper which quivered with its immemorial bamboo-life, and 
gazed at it sadly. The past was r'eflected in this little galloping 
thing with the heady red eyes, more perfect than any grasshopper 
that has ever flown, so real that if you held it in your hand it seemed 
to peck at it. 

June 25th . • . THERE are mornings when you wa.k~ up, sur
prised that you can have been born to such beauty, when the bird 
hopping on the bough seems to have been dipped'in quicksilver 
and the air is a blue veil gently moving, warm and like silk; golden 
mornings of misty dawns, so ripe' that you wonder why the fruit
trees are not bursting into instantaneous blossom, when even the 
mountains quiver and dance with life. I did not know before I came 
to Yunnan how mountains could romp and skip a.s they do in the 
Songs of Solomon, but they were skipping this morning through the 
misty veils of pulsating blue air. There is .no other place in the 
world like this except perhaps California, though there are wet 
mists there and sometimes scudding clouds. Every year there are 
twenty days of cold weather in Kunming; on every other day the 
sun shines. Perhaps fortydays of the year there are vast arching 
minbows, when it rains over the distant hills; but though this is 
the rainy season, and the aeroplanes were grounded two days ago, 
today was a shimmering brightness so bright that it hurt the eyes. 

In a Szechuan spring there are mornings like this, b:ut only 
rarely:. when there· are. glittering thorns and petals of Jight hang
ing in the air,thesunrays glanCing from them. Thenthe mist rolled 
away from the gorges, fro:h every uncarved mountain slope daz-
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zling colours appeared and there was fruitfulness in the air. They . 
were notmar~y, and you knew when they would come by the thick 
mist that fell at night: butinKum:ning.you never know when they 
will come, and<there seems to be no reason for those sudden bursts 
ofeffiorescencethatcome from the sky. Itwouldpe easy to liv.ethe 
rest of one's days ~n this cool-burning sunlight. I know a German 
who is so delighted with the place that he thanks. God. daily the 
Chinese .·army has taken over ·the only commendable· hotel, and 
will probably keep itfor perpetuity. "And.thankHeaventhe Indo
Chinese railway is broken, and will take a year to repair; and thank 
Heaven.Kunming is becoming less and less an importantair-base; 
and thank Heaven everyone will soon be going back to the coast." 
He assumes that the war will end soon. He may be right, but I fear 
that aeroplanes will soon be coming .from every direction to spoil 
his contentment with holiday-makers. Butthe roads. are bad, the 
Burma road .is a monstrositywhich will probably soon fall into de
cay, there is no sign that the Yunnanese ·\Vill welcome foreigners 
in the future-they have hardly welcomed the "down-river" Chi
nese in. the past. There are rich mines. south . of Kunming. There is 
a.fantastic medley of tribes fromThibet, Burma, India, Siam and 
IndocChina living in this forgotten corner . of China. There are 
camellias as large as a girl's face, and there are a million opium
smokers. • There are Tali· and · Lichiang-two most • ·unbelievably 
beautiful places, in the shadow qf snow-mountains. And why in 
the name of all miracles should .one ever. desire to leave this 
miraculous place? And if you answer that the drains are bad, there 
are too many dead beggars and dead ratslying on the road, that 
plague. may break out at any moment, that everything manmade is 
shoddy and everything made by nat~Ire is unbelievably glorious; 
it makes little difference; for the drains. are bad everywhere else 
in China, and there is not one square inch of China where a beggar 
has notiaid down to die, and the Chinese themselves are perfectly 
delighted at the thought that their own creations are insignificant 
in. comparison with the creations ofnature-one might as well. 
die of the plague, they say, as of a •surfeit of canned goods, and 
what does it matter aslong as one dies in the sunlight? There is no 
sun in Hangchow or Suchqw ,for a quarter of the year. It is miser
ably cold there in winter. Peking is foul wi~h dust storms in summer 
and hideously cold in winter. There is a grey slimy cloud bank over 
Chungking for two thirds of the year. Then why leave Kunming? 
they will ask, where at least we have te!nples and lakes, and ify()u 
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, like hunting, there. are. wild~geese and mouse-deer, leopards and 
tigers and even elephants somewhere. And you half believe them 
untilyou start dreaming ofthewet miserable splendourofaLon
don winter, the fug of the subways, the plate-glass gleaming, the 
books and the theatres. The absence of books is.theworst. Eutifthe 
books should some after the war, I do not see any reason forever 
leaving this place. 

June 28th . "THE standard," he said regretfully, "has gone 
down." I .nodded. I hear<f it before, and there· was nothipg one 
could d() about it. The Chinese war has produced few goodhooks, 
the students are underfed and provided with p()Or living quarters 
and can hardly be expected to produce of their best. They work 
hard, butthey are too excitable in this age of excitements to delve 
deep into things. Th~y are lookiilg healthier than when I .first came 
to China, they suffer less. frot:n diseases, but the explanation lies 
more perhaps in the good fortune of the weather than in their 
physical resistance; also there are more tinned goods hom Amer
icain this city than anywhere else in China. The standard has gone 
down, because there ~reno up to date books, because.the Chinese 
University system, depending upon an incredibly inefficient·credit
system which plays into the hands of the mediocre, is apparently 
unchangeable, because the.professors are underpaidandhave to 
seek other jobs, because there is corruption everywhe:re and we 
spend half our lives prodigiously attempting to avoid its influence. 
Power corrupts .. Mercifully we have neither power nor money, 
though some of the professors exert a farcreaching influence in 
their self-sacrificing devotion to scholarship, afraid of nothing, 
sublimely unaware of the threats which sometimes reach them. I 
know·a p•rofessor who has been threatened by the secret police for 
advancing his views on government; but he remains indomitably 
cheerful. Not all. have his calm; a few have surrendered to the 
greatestvice of all,subservience to the powers which bring them 
money. Itis difficult and unnecessary to blame them: against the 
forces arraigned againstthem, at.a time of starvation and mounting 
infl~tion whiCh ·no longer 1yaves us surprised but dumb-founded, 
against childbi:t·thand death and sickness they have no remedy ex
cept •. surrender. It is easy enough in this modern China to . obtain 
mo11ey: the difficultthing is td refuse the bait,though dangled ever 
so close. So .we go on, shado~s in the· sunlight,. accus.ed by .some of 
being communists and by t»thim of being lackeys to the most cor-
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rupt governmenton eartlJ.,and in reality being neither. There is de
votion to scholarship still, and this must remain, for the beauty of 
the Chinese countryside and the beauty of herscholars are the best 
things in this bitter power-ridden country. 

July 2nd . . THERE is something a little bewildering in the 
teaching of English. You realize, after a few years of teaching 
English, how very little you know. You realize that all the rules of 
grammar are there to be broken; that the studious young student 
who never makes grammatical mistakes is somehow always wrong; 
that there is· such. a thing as Chinese-English which adds·. to the 
richness of our tongue, and which cannot be corrected, because you 
can never perceive exactly where it is wrong, for it is not wrong. 
Yon cannot·· translate Ch!nese . directly and literally into English, 
yet the Chinese way of thought can go most delicately into an 
English dress; and it would be a pity to put red pencils through all 
those amazingly subtle Chinese idioms, however un-English they 
are. I used to put a peculiar kind o£ scrawl against all those places 
where. it seemed ·the students were delighting iJ1 sheer senti
mentality. I am not so sure that they are sentimental now .. Though 
they delight in the pathetic fallacy, they know itis a fallacy and 
enjoy it, as one enjoys the conventions of a play; and there is a 
tough brilliance and resilience in their imagery. 

It seems just possible thatin five thousand years nine-tenths of 
the population ofthe world willpeChinese, and they will speak a 
debased kind of English. It is a frightening. thought, for English is 
already' so debased that I dread to think of the literature that may 
be produced in the future. We have been going downhill since the 
Elizabethans. Must we.reach the stage-audit seems that we shall 
soon reach the stage-when English is one of those odd, brief, 
childish languages like Danish, where the words.look morelike 
pellets flung haphazard on the page than living voices? I used to 
admire the clipped languages of Life and Ti1ne, but they have 
grown dull with age;. their forced conventions are fossilized al
ready, music has vanished and what is left is only the strident 
adjective wand~ring lost over the page. But there are still Ameri
can writers who have taken over the heritagethat the English have 
almost lost through dullness; one can comfort oneself with the best 
Hemingway, Katharine Anne• Porter,. Muriel Ruykeyser, Stephen 
Vincent Benet and a hundred others, and at the worst moments of 
crisis, when it seems that the English ltnguage is losing its powers 
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already, there is always the amazing George BernardShaw,whose 
name should be pronounced with reverence,. because he wrote 
English rhythmically and with skill-so skilfully that he introduced 
into the language an element which had never appeared before: 
the momentum of sheer skill. 

July 3rd . . Now that the war is coming to its final and 
catastrophic end, I am beginning to believe, like Liu Lien, that in 
spite of all these years of incommensurable hardship, we are un
prepared for so fatal a thing as the end of a war. We need know I· 
edge and understanding more than ever, we need a technique of 
brotherhood as efficient as .the technique we have created for de
stroying cmr brothers. Christianity has lost its power; ConfuCianism 
is dead; Buddhism is a forgotten sect which exists faintly inNepal, 
Cey Ion, and in a few mountain monasteries· in China. We have no . 
guides any more; holiness has been blasted out of us. We shall have 
to begin from the beginning. 

Bergerfused to say that we had more to learn from the Balinese 
than from anyone else, but I am beginning to believe that we have 
more to .learn from some tribes of the Pueblo Indians, who .have 
discovered how life may be lived .harmoniously. There is in Ruth 
Benedict's admirable Patterns of Culture· an .accouut of the Zuni 
Indians which reads almost like an account ·of ancient China. The 
word "zuni" ·means "middle"; so too do the Chinese people call 
themselves citizens of the Middle Kingdom--Chung Kuo. They 
have for rainwater the same magical respect which the. Chinese 
possessed until recently, and sometimes still possess, for their 
rivers; water, indeed, is the most holy of all things, for they·· are 
agricultural people, and "to bless with water" is the synonym for 
all blessings. They regard the rain-clouds. as their grandfathers, 
signs of coming fertility, and see themselves in some way like plants 
made fruitful by the rains. They .have the Chinese scholars' abhor
rence of alL violence, artd they have so ·ordered their. society that 
there is no room for viole]]t emotions, either of jealousy or revenge, 
or. of any attachments which refuse to. accept dismissat Life for 
them is a fleeting thing made valuable by the glory'of the perpetual 
processions of the seasons, and their own accompaniment to the 
seasons' progress . in their dances. • The Zuni. Illdians are so gentle 
that they are surprised that white men should whip their chilpren; 
they whip their own children in the ceremonies of initiation, but 
only in mockery, causing ~o bloodshed or hurt. They show no 
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anger. Their priests .are at all times utterly sober. They gather 
willow-shoots for·· prayer-sticks and ··adorn. themselves in their 
dances with· eagle's feathers and ears of com and :wave plume 
:wands-,'all organically beautiful things. They· ask for· orderly life, 
pleasant days, shelter from violence, fertility of the earth. "In their 
strict regard for the Apollonian ethos," says •• Ruth Benedict, "the 
Pueblos distrust and reject those experiences which take. the in
dividual in any :way out ofbQunds and forfeit his sobriety." They 
have no usefor the peyote or the mescal bean, nor do they use fast
ing, torture, drugs or alcohol to induce.dionysiac. sensations of 
power, preferring to be unashamedly .themselves than beholden to 
their. O\Vll extre111e sensations; and unlike the westerners they. are 
notdrugged by speed and have no craze for violence. . . 

They have even cons.tructed .a. system bywhich crime becomes 
almost impossible; adultery is not a crim~, and in any case hardly 
eve~ .occurs, for their marriages are held lightly, without those 
depths of romantic and possessive passion which have affiicted us 
since the days of the troubadours .. There is almost no thieving, be
cause .everyone. has enough to eat and property is not so much 
despised as held to be ahindrance in lift).. There are murders 
occasionally, but they are rare. Those who thirst£ or authority are 
disparaged, and sometimes prosecuted for sorcery. "The ideal man 
in Zuni is a person of dignity and affability who has never tried to 
lead and .has never called forth comment from his neighbours. Any 
conflict, even though all right is. on his side, is held against him. 
Even in contests of skill, like theidootraces, if a man wins habit
. ually he is debarred hom running. They ate· interested in a game 
that a number can play with even chances, and an outstanding 
runner spoils the gam~.:. they· will. have none of him.'f And then 
again: "Agoodmanavoidsoffice. He may have it thrust upon him, 
.but he does not St!ek it. The folk-tales always relate of good men 
their unwillingness to take office-though. they .always take. it. 
A man must avoid the appearance . of leadership." What is 
strange, and delightful here,. is. that all these qualities are those 
which we associate with the Chinese. scholar, the same qualities 
which Confucius desired his disciples to possess and inculcated 
into generations ofChinese. The Zuni f~mily system· is matrilineal 
""-SO to a very large extentis the Chinese family system. They love 
painting themselves and wearing masks and have a peculiarly 
intimate sense of brotherhood with animals, and they are not afraid 
of the gods; and itwould seem now, aUhis moment when our own 
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civilization is in such mortal danger, that we have everything to 
learn from the Zuni and the ancient Chinese, and nothing to .offer 
them: 

Tao YumHning relates a famous story of a fisherman who. wan
dered down a forgotten creek to its source, which was a mountain 
cave. Through the cave he saw a small light shining, and passed 
through it into another landscape inhabited by .men who had es
caped many· hundreds of years befo,re from the Ch'in Dynasty. 
They lived here perfectly content, with no desire at all to b~long 
to the greater world· outside, though they. asked .• the. fisherrnen ·for 
the name of the reigning dynasty; they were handsome and given 
to fanning and wore their hair according to age-old fash~ons; and 
though the fisherman attempted afterwards to return, he.copld not 
find the landmarks,. and no one ever found them again. The story is 
called, from the place where the fisherman saw • the. gap of light 
leading to these forgotten people, "The Pea.ch-blossom Fountain." 
He noticed particularly that for hundreds of paces along the source 
ofthe stream there were peach-blossoms; a;n? it was strange, read
ing Ruth Benedicfs delightful book, to find that the Zuni Indians 
particularly delighted' in their vastpeach-gardens; and their silver
mines embedded in the slopes of mountains. 

July 5th, Sukiyaki . UNACCOUNTABLY, there was. a slight 
frost in the air, or perhaps it was no more than the shqrpn(JSS of the 
SUI1light which gave the curious impression that the. sparkling drops 
of light in the air would congeal and turn into hailstqnes. But the 
sm~ was shining, and the students had.come in their bluego'Wns, 
and the great stove lay on the balconyin the full glare ofthe sun, 
which was so bright that even when. th~ stove was burni!lg you 
could not see the charcoal flames. Allround the stove were baskets, 
some containing meat cut into small strips, others contain:ingrice, 
others vegetable oils, others all kinds of greenstuff, ~nd still an
other contained bottles of wine. Lard was poured into the copper 
bowl, and then the huddled little strips of red meat were poured: 
the sukiyaki party was on. It is the easiest of all parties· to prepare. 
From • time to time one of the students would pour· into the bowl 
more lar.d or vegetable oil or t()mato sauce, and all the time ·the 
meat was turning into a dark golden brown. The smell was intox
icatingwhen.thewine wasadded: there seems to be no endtothe 
thingsthat can be added if one.pleases.A mountai11of green vege
tables is mixed with the m~t, arid stirred; there is the pleasant est 
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of sizzling sounds. The blue-gowned students sit round the glisten
ing copper bowl as though they were attending a sacred rite, they 
fill their bowls with colourless rice, they sprinkle wine into the meat 
at every opportunity and they seem almost to be reciting their 
prayers. And so it went on for nearly two hours this afternoon in 
the sparkling frozen sunlight which made all colours quiver like 
flames. 

They have such things in Japan, with geisha girls proffering the 
dishes, but it is pleasanter to have it on a sunlight balcony with a 
crowd of students all taking partin the magical rite; The heat-haze 
dances over the copper bowl, the wine throws up puffs of cloud 
and we are all ministers to the flame. 

July lOth . . THERE was some urgent business to discuss 
with Liu Lien, and I found him in the courtyard reading St. 
Thomas's Summa contra Gentiles and surrounded by young sol
diers playing shuttlecock. He had a brown horse-hair fly-whisk in 
one hand, and for some reason which I never discovered one of 
those curved ivory batons which appear in ancient Chinese paint
ings in the other-probably a heirloom dedved across many cen
turies of scholars, and useful now as a rather elaborate bookmark. 
He complained that St. Thomas was ridiculous, but absolutely 
marvellous. There it was, all cut and dried into a waterproof sys
tem, but it was impossible for him to believe that sin was like that, 
or virtue was like that, and the Holy Ghost was altogether too pat. 
"There is one thing they have all forgotten, and that is that men 
hiccough. Life isn't-life can't be so resolutely systematised." He 
complained that a Jesuit had called upon him in the morning and 
asked him to believe that. Jesus Christ created the world .. He had 
thought about it for a long time, rejecting as inconclusive the ex
isting • data that there was • a world before. Christ's existence, but 
finding it intolerable that the Jesuit should have accused him of 
blasphemy when he suggested that there might at least have been 
two creators-Christ and Pan Ku. "Why not?" Liu Lien asked 
maliciously. "Pan Ku at leastlooks the part. His breath became 
the wind, his voice the thunder; his left eye the sun; his right eye 
the moon; his blood flowed in rivers; his hair grew into trees and 
plants; his flesh became the soil; his sweat descended as rain; while 
the parasites which infested his body were the human race. And 
really I do not see why they should be so exclusive. There are Mexi
can gods, and Hawaiian gods, and Iadian gods who created the 
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earth-there should be a special pantheon marked 'gods whb cre
ated the earth.' I assure you there is nothing amu~ing in this. It is 
the exclusiveness of the westwhich I find so demoralizing, the 'one
ness' of things which is only a convenient way of summarizing a fan
tastic complexity; Who created the earth? The sun shrugged off a 
little red-hot island, but whatmade it shrug. off the littlered~hot 
isll\nd, and so on, and so on, till you findthat a star a million mil
lion million mtllion.light-years .away caught a fever and set the sun 
shaking, but what made the star catch a fever-untilyou are dizzy: 
it is so much easier to say 'one.' Thereis no such thing as 'one.'" 

He was very amused with us in the little enclosed garden, shak· 
ing his horse-hair whisk, "which does no damag~ to the flies-they 
are caught for a moment in the horse-hairs butthey fly away again 
after having had their little lesson," and though he bas a deep
sealed· passion for the.· west, I notice sometimes that he treats .us 
like small .children. It . is . not fair .• It .is almost too easy, from. the 
heights of another planet and with a mind trained to scholarship, 
to pick holes in our delightful craziness; Sky-scrapers make him 
roar with laughter; aeroplanes of course are infernally dangerous, 
and therefore he does BOt laugh at them, though he likes to remem
ber that when. the aeroplane was .invented in China the reigning 
Emperor murdered the inventor; he likes to relate the story of the 
Revolution of 1911 which began in Szechuan because some 
peasants mightily objected to railroads, and their small uprising 
somehow coincided with other uprisings, equally unimportant and 
accidental, till someone remembered that Dr. Sun YaV-sen was in 
America and someone else thought it would be.a good idea to get 
rid of the Ch'ingDynasty; "railroads are.crazy things," he will say, 
"it is much better to walk," but the next moment he will be pray~ng 
that some book or otherwillcomeby air-mail. It ~ever does, andhe 
begins to calculate how long they will come by pack-mule through 
India and Thibet. 

But this afternoon, perhaps as the result of reading St. Thomas, 
he was in a curiously light-heartedmood. "I hope you have noticed 
that all the great men in the West have been either homosexuals or 
men who were harried by their wives." 

"I haven't noticed it.'' 
"Well then, Pla.to, Dante, Sophocles, Michelangelo, Shakespeare, 

Andre .Gide--'' 
I objected that Andre •Gide·· could hardly be compared with 

Shakesp~are. • 
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"It doesn't matter-the very best .men were homosexuals, and 
all the second best men were J:iarried by their wives. Let me in
stance Socrates,Dickens,Thackeray, Goethe, W. H. Hudson--.oh, 
there •are hundreds ·of.· others'--all had termagants·.for wives. You 
know. this as well as I do. The implications are obvious-everyone 
is frightened by their wives." 

I objected that Confucius was also frightened by his wife. 
"Nonsense, ·it depends. upon the interpretation of.~· text which 

was inserted into the canon .four hundred years after ConfuciU:s 
died. The texfis. a forgery.'' 

"Oh well, there must be a lot of Chinese writers who were fright
ened oftheirwives.;" 

"Absolutely 11one. We. love our wives; • or· else like Li Po we have 
four or five of them,. and just forget them. It's all a sign of disease--
homosexuality, being frightened by your wives. It's absurdllt's 
the kind of thing that never happens in China." He raised the fly
whisk and. neatly swatted a .fly. 

We discussed the sukiyaki party, the brown meat, the crackling 
of eggs, the smell.of lardandwine and the blue-gowned students 
all round it, and how delightful it was in ~he glare of the frozen 
sunlight. 

"Sukiyaki! Good heavens, it's not sukiyaki at all-it's a Chinese 
invention. Everyone used to haveitin the T'angDynasty." 

1 said: "You are in one·ofthose moods where you see everything 
through Chinese eyes; and when you attack the west, it is. justpure 
nationalism." 

''Nonsense, I never attack the west, 1 have the most. unfathom
able ,worship for everything that comes out .of the west,. but it's 
crazy, and so are we,and it's much better that way--only your 
craziness leads to block-busters, ours to an.old m.an swatting Hies." 

July 13th . ·. I HAD not noticed before in the house of the 
President of the University a scroll hanging on the wall which is an 
ink-rubbing from a stone erected on the shores of the Yellow River 
in the Han Dynasty. It means simply "stone gate," the character at 
the top being a stone and the character below a double folding 
gate, not unlike the gates you find in some Chinese houses; but 
whatwas extraordinary was the dignity of the carving and the way 
in which the rubbing perfectly reflected. the handwriting of some
one dead more than two thousand years ago, so that you could feel 
the moment when he twisted his ~ist, feel the strength of the 
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long"dead hand, the amazing virility ofthe man \Vho is otherwise 
up.known, There were also acci~ent~l accretions to the original 
beauty; the ink-rubbing mirror.ed the braken surface of the rock, 
which .was faintly split in several places,.and thy places where.the 
splitting of the rock broke the shape of the. letters were. perfectly 
appropriate to the design-impossible to imagine where else the 
splitting could reinforce the original beauty of the carving. No one 
seems to know why the unknown calligrapher should have written 
these characters; it may have been part of .a larger inscription, or 
perhaps there was a village called ''stone gate" or perhaps he simply 
wrote the words to amuse himself.ltmay have beena river-marker, 
and it is even possible that. it comes from a graveyard. ·But wh~t 
remains is the uttersimplicity and strength of the man, whose writ• 
ing with a brush had been copied by a stone-mason.. . 

Modern stone-carving is almost worthless; the carvers do not 
follow the calligraphy, with the result that the inscriptions you see 
arebastard entirely, born of debased handwriting and careless 
imitation on stone. Moreover, it is extremely difficult. to foll()w the 
pattern on stone even when th£1 written page is paste(l over it,Jor 
the slightest slip of the chisel will lead to a shal?ewhieh inevitably 
alters the complete pattern.· Every day on my way to the University 
I see a stone"mason laboriously inscribing inscriptions on stone, 
and perhaps it is emblematic of our times that he is half·plind and 
allows the chisel to splutter over the edges of words. He pas chosen 
a peculiarly friable.rock; the inscriptions will have disappeared in 
fifty years~ and no one will worry overmuch. It would be best per
haps, since modet·n resources .are at hand, to burn out the letters 
electrically, but the qhinese scholar.· with whom. I. discussed this 
fears· that the life will go out of the inscription if copied .too me
chanically. The joy of these rl}bbings lies i!l. the. perfect marriage 
between the writer and the stone'-mason; ifhe errs atall, if heal
lows the chisel to slip for one moment, he.will err in the right direc
tionand knowhow to recreate the momentary balance. It is then, 
when calligraphy is printed on stone, that the fragile and enduring 
beauty of these things is demonstrated: when a split-~econd swe<:lp 
of a lightbrush on softrice~paperismade toendureforthousands 
ofyears.A!ldjust as the ruhpingincludes as the result ofthe texture 
of the rock many accidental beauties, so too thestone.-mason should 
payheed to the qualities ofthe rock .in the samewaythatthe callig
raphist pays heed to the qualities of ink· and paper;J::~e should .be 
able to visualize the appearance of the engraving across the years, 
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digging less deep in the corner which will receive the winds, cal
culating the effects of sandstorms and rains and dews. 

I am more and more convinced that in the heart of everything 
Chinese there is the art of calligraphy. The rest-the habits, the 
customs, the peculiar serenity and charm of the very best ofthe 
Chinese-springs from it. All Chinese are bornto be painters. You 
can tell more of a man by watching him writing than by watching 
him play mah-jong: you know his virtues from his writing; and 
some of his vices, while from watching him play mah-jong you 
know all his vices, and some of his virtues. And perhaps it is in this 
effortless delight in revealing themselves that they obtain· their 
serenity. 

July 15th . . AT LAST, after months of torture and medita
tion, I have come to the end of the first version of Vision ofEngc 
land. It began many years ago when I was reading Beowulfand 
noticed with some surprise that the epic begins with the death of 
Scaef, the father of Beowulf, and his burial by sea in the dead of 
winter, an account made glorious by the roughness of the old An
glo-Saxon syllables; you see the ice'-floes and .the darkness and the 
ring-stakes and Scaef's body taken on the ship and the blue smoke 
of the funeral pyres, and you hear the lamenting. There is hardly 
anything in our early English tongue so fine as this,. perhaps the 
first and oldest of all recorded English. And·then, ever so mysteri
ously, the poem begins with Beowulf. 

I suspect that there \Vas a much older. epic which ended with the 
death of Scaef, an epic which contained his whole life and explained 
how he brought the corn to England. There are brief accounts of 
him in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, he is men.tioned in passing by 
Saxo Grammaticus and William of Malmesbury an9. one or· two 
others, but all we know for certainty is that he drifted alone on a 
rudderless boat towards the shores of Schleswig, lying in the boat 
asleep, surrounded by armour, his head resting on the sheaf of corn 
from which he derived his name. "At the age.of fifteen," says Saxo 
Crammaticus, "he possessed physical perfection, and the strength 
which enabled him to excel all others: the ripeness of this Skjold's 
spifitwas such that he o1,1tstripped his strength and fought battles 
at which one of his tender years could not look on." William of 
Malmesbury describes his beauty; and this is all, or almost all we 
knowofhim. So I have imagined him coming from Jerusalem, bear
ing the corn from Christ, floating. wit~ut mast or oars down the 
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Nile and across the Mediterranean, staying for a while iri Greece 
and Crete, planting vines in the south of France, coming to Corn
wall and entering into the abode of heroes in Snowdon, whence he 
is summoned to take pa.rt in our present wars. Then he dies, accord
ing to the account given in the opening verses of Beowulf. 

But there are flaws in the poem; It is too long, and modern poetry 
can hardly sustain poems of great length; and what is worse for my 
present purpose is that the figure of Scaef remains almost unchange
able, he is always the handsome Apollonianyouth who brings the 
corn. He does not grow old. His. heroism is almost past belief. There 
are no tragedies except the final tragedy of his death; and though 
he remains in a sense the embodiment of England, the journey 
through the Mediterranean from Jerusalem has made him alto~ 
gether too European, too saturated in the peculiar ethos. of the 
Mediterranean, to be perfectly English, for the English are no more 
European than theicelanders, to whom they bear the closest 
resemblance. I think I like best· the concluding speeches .of fare
wen; when• Scaef takes leave for the last time of the English 
coast: 

Therefore I command that all the Heroes 
Be rememberedbyadoring lovers. 
0 heap upon their graves no wreathes of stone, 
Nor of white lilies nor of sorrowing yews, 
Nor lilies nor the scented palms ofEaster, 
But flowering crocus from the hands of children 
And all the country flowers-let these be laid 
In silent meditation and no grief. 
Though they are dead there is no need for tears: 
God plucks the heroes as he culls sweet flowers. 
And listen now, a pure wind comes from the East, 
The doves from Hebron announce thepresence of Christ, 
And in his merciful whirlwind let the dust 
Fall from our faces, and the silver dew 
Sleep on our eyelids; and when the evening comes 
Like footprints ofblossomswhen the broken boughs 
Are tossed by the ·March winds, then let the sleeping child 
Still think of blossoms. Soon, full soon 
The· silver ghosts. depart, and winter comes 
Bearing the blossoms on the lifted boughs. 
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Let the dew come not softly, but in showers, 
To wake the parched earth, let the violets dim, 
The hyacinths and the sweet bleeding d0grose 
With swift ethereal gaze lift up their blind eyes. 
As flowers in st-tmmer clothe our solemn faces 
And with unmly fingers pluck our heart,strings, 
These flowers shall grow through aU rem,emberedwinters. 
Then let the wind blow softly on the rose, and let the catkins 
Swing on the spring,time boughs, and let the dogrose 
Set fire to briars, and where the winter m.eadows 
Are swept with ice, let the proud naked boys 
Make paper boats and dive from heaven, and let them swim 
Among the flowers of Spring, and let thei.r limbs pe ·clean. 
As the white wings of birds, and let the birds sing 
Trill, trill, trill over oyr shadowed lives. 

Let there be no stain, neitherlet there be rust upon them, 
Let the prightshieldsbe burnished and made clean 
With solemn promises and holy covenants 
Of mercy like the mercy ofthe flowers, 
Such mercy as the silver ghostly narcissus 
Sings in delight of. heaven, or as the purple hyacinth, 
Remembering Adonis among the unhewn cedars 
Of Lebanon and the misty plains ofSyria, 
Weeps for his youthful beauty: let us weep likf:! flowf:!rs 
When filled with dew at sunrise, and let us pray 
That no flowers close their. sweet eyes, 
No evening falls, no starlight beckons us, 
But out ofbrightness we may see the Sun. 

0 God save England, may the da1.vn come soon 
When over the unploughed oceanwe. see the folding star, 
Which shone unruly, fade into the firmament, 
And like that Easter flower which grew in Syria 
Among the golden tares, and wandered lowly 
Along the pathways where astonished strangers 
Gazed upon his limbs and would have touched them, 
But he was flame already and the burning candles 
Were lit hf:!neath his feet to bear him upward: 
So like this Easter flower shall England shine. 
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England and freedom second. 0 honour these-· -
And let us give full freedom to our. children. 
Then the battlemented walls of our dear London 
Will shine like diadems in the twilit evening, 
And all our songs rejoicing shall be }113ard 
Rising from Westminster. There shall be carillons, 
Girls shall walk barefoot, men shall love them, 
Their sons shall be the image of .their fathers, 
Firm~footed, strong and tender to their wives, 
And from their slender bod_ies there shall come 
Such prayers for peace as in the tide of Spring 
The flowers cry out for mercy in the wind. 
Not even Canaan nor any golden mountain 
Were lilw this vision of my jWtive Englat;td 
When peace falls thick as leaves upon the land. 

July 17th . . . ALL day students have b~en coming.into con
gratulate me on theLabourVictory.I do notknow whythey come, 
for I have never spoken to them about politics, and care absolutely 
nothil}g for politics; and· yet it is· impossible not ta be moved. by 
their emotion. For them the Labour Government means the begin
ning ofa new world, India will be freed, the colonies will go under 
international mandate, there will be socialism throughout the 
world, and none shall starve . .It seems, at this catastrophic point in 
the history of the world, too much to hope that peace will come by 
a change of government in England, which is no longer a world 
power; . but what was moving· beyond words was their· youthful 
trustin a new Britain. 

There must come out of the flames of this war some kind of 
shining. The eight million dead are .already being forgotten, ex
cept· by the widows and the lamenting mothers and peace· may 
be less precarious now that we can destroy whole cities; aban
doning them to the rubble from whiCh they -vyere formed by 
blockcbusters. I remember the students who said: "Never in the 
whole course of this war have we had to face such things as 
V~weapons." There was another student who said: "1 suppose 
they will forget that Britain. stood alone, but I will n<;>t forget." 
There was a third student who. said: "Freedom was invented 
by the English, and this must not be forgotten, even though 
th~ British have been coiJ.querors. Let India be. free, and we 
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shall know that we shall. always have faith in Britain." These 
things are moving, and the heart warms to them; butwhat is so 
painful is that so few among the best Britons come to China, though 
when they come, they are remembered f1nd grow into legends. So 
did Bertrand Russell's arrival in Peking introduce a new tolerance 
to the country, and so did Clarke-Kerr's arrivalin bombed Chung
king introduce a new faith in Britons, I have. no jingoistic belief in 
Britons as such, and nationalism and the' patriotism which is ex
clusive seem to me the. rottenest l:hings ever invented, as filthy as 
fascism, which has fed itself£ at on these evils, and made us fat by 
the reflected glory of having conquered them. Will the nationaliza
tion of the Bank of England save us? There are good things in 
capitalism, there is the desperate evil of bureaucracy in socialis!TI, 
there are vices in capitalists that cry out to the heavens. I prefer the 
faith for which Sacco and Vanzetti died-.:.:.that all men should walk 
free on a free earth, and neitherc:-"apitalism nor socialism give prom
ise of that freedom, most desirable ofall things. Sol said, and per
haps there is some excuse for it,thatthough Iwas profoundly glad 
that Churchill was no longer in power,! hoped that there would 
come abouta government by the peoplefor the people, and saw no 
signs of it. 

July 18th . . AN INDIAN student came today to say goodbye. 
He is returning tomorrow to Benares, where the dust is six inches 
thick and the. blue smoke from the burning ghats shines all night. 
I complained a little, saying that I had brought up nearly a hundred 
books in Sanscrit to the University, hoping that the Chine~e would 
pay more attention to the arts of their great neighbour, the antipo
dean rival of the Chinese through all the centuries, yet the Chinese 
seemed to have no aptitude for understanding India. K., who has 
come to study Confucius, hoping to make the first translation of the ( 
Analects into Hindi, said: "Thev are in love with the West, but 
India has more to teach them. They will never learn from India, be
cause they have such terrible powers of absorption. In the Han dy
nasty, Buddhism entered China from India, but Chinese Buddhism 
was never Indian-they took it over so completely, making it so 
much their own, that we can hardly recognize the source. They are 
the greatest eclectics in the world. They will take over the West, 
and make it their own, and already what they have made of the 
West is so predominantly Chinese that it is almost unrecognizable." 

He is not in the least hitter. He kn~ws that Iridian culture will 
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u~ver reach China-there are impassible barriers of the spirit as 
well as impassible geographicalbarriers. 

"And your own country," 1 asked, "what will you take from the 
West?" · • 

"Almost nothing, because we are too impractical to be eclectic. 
We shall take all and nothing. TheW est has. seeped into China. Eor 
us, since we believe so frantically in spiritualthings, it will come as 
a sickness comes-'-and we shall recover. we know in our hearts that 
only spiritual values have any mo.aning, and .though we have the 
greatest respect for western philosophers they do not touch us at 
our nerve-points. The West will• come-has already come-but 
there will still be wandermgmendicants. The rich manufacturers. 
will retire and go penniless on their wanderings, for we know that 
life is short and there is no satisfaction in building skyscrapers." 

I said: "In the West we will make life longer----in fifty years, it 
will be possible for your grandchildren to live to a hundred." 

"But a hundred years is .still too short to read allindian litera
ture," he answered. 

He complained gently that be .found in Chinese scholars less of 
the burning compulsive intensity which he found inlndia. There 
was dedication to scholarship, but, no Chinese believed that he 
could find the secret truth beyond the veils of m~aning; they we!e 
wise in their generations; they knew the limits of the possible; But 
the Indians were born with the instinct of tearing through the veils, 
and though the secretheart ofthings was perhaps never reached, 
they went on remorsefl111y, compelled by no known compulsion, 
like the lemmings who were. drowned. every year in the sea. And 
they found. an inhe~· satisfaction in performing impossible feats of 
spiritual valour .. The Chinese had a conception of the universe 
which they called the Way of Heaven. He had been surprised to 
find how analogous it was to the Indian conception of Rita, which 
also means the Way; b1.1t in China the Way of Heavenhadbeentoo 
closely allied to the Way of the Ernpetor, the celebr;:tted Wang Tao, 
and had entered into government to such an extentthat kings were 
able to modify the original ordinances ofthe prophets.>And what 
then? The Chinese was essentially eclectic, honest,. rooted in the 
soil, The Indians were essentially non-eclectic,. dishonest in the 
sense that they will gamble with spiritual truths-the ancient writ
ings are full of gamblers-and rooted in the heavens andthe Hima
layas, without attachment to soil. And ultimately the Chinese were 
attached, while the Indian! were incurably detached. And the 
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West? Neither detached or attached, but floating in an imaginary 
world of. its own creation. He said once: "I know an Indian sun
yasis who could blow down a skyscraper by breathing•lightly on 
it." And then a little later, just as he was going: ''The Indian and 
the Chinese civilizations are the most secure,. because one has its 
foundation in the heaven and the other has its foundation in earth, 
butthe West' is not secure-I dread what will happen. There is no 
sheet-anchor." 1 said: "At their bestthey have a sheet anchor in a 
manwhoishalf-way between heaven and earth, and. lying on a 
cross." He thought of this.veryseriously for awhile, and then said: 
.. Then perhaps the three civilizations make a perfect whole..-:..but 
the wind might blow down the cross." I am still not sure what he 
meant by this. 

After he had gone, I remembered a story he had told me which 
pleased'memore than any of the many stories he has told me from 
Indian mythology. We had been speakingabout adoration, and I 
told him how the great German poet Rilke came at the end of his 
life, knowing nothing oflndia, having seen the war and suffered.all 
the inevitable hardships which came to perplex his lonely life, to 
the conclusion.that the world was as itis, and everything within 
th~world.must bepraised-dennoch preise11. He was a little star
tled, and said that every Indian child was born with the .knowledge 
that such praise was necessary, that praise had been the singular 
prerogative ofall Indians since the days of the vetliJS ancl thatwith
out this effortless andall-embracing sense of the necessity .of praise, 
there would have been no India. And then he went on to tell the 
story .ofVyaghrapada,which.means··Tiger-foot, a pure youth who 
was the. scm of. alea~·ned Brahman dwelling beside the Ganges.·.The 
son wa,ndered over. India in search of spmething so beautiful that 
he could praise it with all his heart, andat last he found "the lingam 
of pure light" in a forest of banyan trees dedicated to Shiva .. Near 
the lingam were lotos-pools. and many small flower-bearing shrubs. 
For days he. fell on his face in adoration before the ling~m, which 
was blood-red, beautifully marked and veined, and. then it occurred 
to him that his greatest service in the act of perpetual adoration 
was to heap .flowers. on it; but not content with the flowers of the 
pools,he desired to make daily offerings of the most perfect buds 
from.the highestbranches, but though he would start early in the 
ll}Orning the. sun's • fierce rays withered half of the buds .before he 
could gather them, and. in the dark hours of night he could not 
choose the mostperfect buds. Then tl!.ere came a great despair on 
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him,. and he)mplored Shiva to help him, begging .that he might 
have the hands and feet of a tiger, armed with strong claws, so tll.at 
he might quickly climb the highest trees and find thernostperfept 
buds for his shrine. Thereafter he was known as the Tiger-footed 
One, for the desire was granted to him. 

July 20th . . . lHAVE been browsing through a book of trans
lations ofthe vedaswhich the Indian student K. left with me. 
There are .two passages, on~ from the Atharvaveda and the other 
from the Krishna Y a;urveda, which seems to have a perfect rele
vance to these times: 

Peace earth, Peace atmosphere, Peace heavens, Peace 
waters, Peace herbs, Peace trees, Peace may the All-gods beto 
me; Peace, Peace through all this Peace. With all this feace, 
may we bring to peace whatever here is terrible, is cruel; is 
sinful. May all that be to us tranquil, benevolent, peaceful. 

The other reads: 

0 eye-like Sun; blessing the gods and rising each day bright 
in the east, may we see thee for a hundred autumns, may 
we live a hundred autumns, may we delight and rejoice for a 
hundred autumns, may we hear and speak for a hundred au
tumns, may we be unvanquished for a hundred autumns, may 
we be able to see this Sun for a long time. 

July 21st . NEARLY ail Chinese houses. are surrounded by 
high walls, and living in them you feel like a blue-bottlecontin
ually buzzing at the panes, or else you feel like a p1·isoner sentenced 
to eternal banishment. And somehow, though the Chinese have a 
passion for space and are never happier. than when conter;npla:ting 
the vast regions of their land, they are content in their houses where 
the stone courtyard, the rockeries, the stunted plants in the marble 
urns give no impression of space at all, but only a kind ofmechan
ical imitation, very artificial, like a dress which preserves them from 
the nakedness of their land. Sometimes I feel that the Chinese who 
have wandered over their northern deserts for so many centuries 
delight in this self-imposed imprisonment, feeling that at lastthey, 
the most insecure of people, are secure: they have builtthese high 
walls and artificial gardens to protectthemselves, and also perhaps 
their sensibilities have bet!l sharpened to the point where they 
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must take refuge in themselves. There, behind monstrous cliff-like 
walls, the sounds and smells of the countryside and the market
place disappear, and you walk in perennial quiet. 

But this afternoon the quietness was broken by two beggars who 
carne into the courtyard and loudly demanded money. There was 
nothing complaining about their voices. They stood therein the 
courtyard stridently demanding money, and refusing to leave; and 
this has never llappened before. There are beggars who sit in the 
roadway creeping with lice, with festering wounds, hag-ridden by 
sores. that burst open with a pressure of the fingers as you approach, 
but though the beggars looked weak, they were whole. I gave them 
some money, though R. objected strongly, saying that they are well 
organized and would come again and again, but it was impossible 
to read while they were there, and I noticed for the first time (since 
in this courtyard everything had seemed muted) that the high 
walls. echoed and reechoed their sharp menacing voices. After 
they had gone, R. said: "It is even worse than you can imagine, be
cause the beggars' . and the thieves' guilds are inseparable; they 
have seen that you are prepared to give, and now they will watch 
the house carefully." I thought it nonsense till I went out later in 
the evening and saw one of the beggars crouched just outside the 
gate, and there was the second one, surrounded by three or four 
more, on the opposite side of the road facing us. They were waiting. 

July 23rd . . .· WHILE we were out, an oldwoman carne to the 
house, and for a longtime she seems to have wandered along the 
balcony till one ofthe servants asked her what she was doing, and 
she replied: "I am seeking the foreign priest." But there is no for
eign priest in the house, and when we returned a watch in the bed
room was missing. And now, though I hate them, I have more re
spect than ever for the beggars who are still crouching by the gates. 

July 25th . THERE was a famous Chinese scholar so poor 
that 4e could not afford oil, and worked by the light coming from 
his ne,ighbour's room through a pin-hole, reading one letter at a 
time. Sometimes it seems that all our scholars are like this; and we 
dread what will happen when one of them dies-we cannot·afford 
coffins. Only very occasionally can we afford a feast; we save up for 
it like maniacs, forgetting to buy shoes for our. children and. for 
ourselves. There is a dreariness .in this povertywhich defeats us all: 
the University has managed to bohow enough money to buy a 
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small·• group of houses, has even designed them. and built th~m. 
The walls are paper-thin: you can hearthe man thinking next door, 
and it is impossible to work. Or rather, one can work, but • rarely 
give of one's best, because there are only two rooms in these cot
tages and a small kitchen. There are some professors with five or 
six children; they existin these two rooms, but I have never under
stood how they manage to live. ' 

La~t week the wife of one of the professors diei: students and 
friends and professors came together and provided the fantastic 
sml1which will allow her to be buried decently. And what of the 
rest-the soldiers, the beggars, the peddlars? It is inconceivable 
that they canraise enough to buy coffins. Yet this week I have seen 
a funeral that must have cost millions. There was a carved lacquer 
cofRn, there were multitudes of flowers, the place where he died 
was decorated from the street to the roof with enormous coloured 
ribbons and paper flowers, and at least five hundred n1~1_1k~.~22~ 
part in the fune~·al pr?c~.ssi()J?· The costliest candles were lit, tlie 
wourners did-not'wear white sackcloth but white silk, and when 
the funeraL procession at last came into vievv, it was as though a 
fairground was suddenly displayed. before our eyes. It was mon
strous, and yet it was perfectly understandable-the cost·was•de
frayed by the local government for a deceased official. 

l uly 26th . . HE wAS beautifully built, with broad shoulders 
and a high angular face, and he was almost handsome· as. he lay 
there beneath the prison wall, where at night I have often heard 
screams. He was nearly naked, with three or four young and quite 
remarkably handsome children, also naked, round his feet. He was 
begging, and it was impossible to understand why he was begging 
--perhaps his leg was paralysed, perhaps in spite of his beauty he 
was dying of tuberculosis and therefore could do no heavy work. 
He whirled, and kept on whining until we had passed Ol}t of ear
shot, and then I asked N ., who seemed just as surprised as I was, 
why he was begging and whythe children were so beautiful. "Have 
you heard of the Indian sttrtyasis who spend their livc:ls wapdering 
in the su,ntowards the Ganges orthe Himalayas? So forus,' in our 
fear ofstarvation, we have come to the stage where begging seems 
the only solution." 

I rarely see anyone giving money to beggars; sometimes a pro
fessor's wife witha tendency to Buddhism will give a beggar a ten 
dollar note,c_a sum which is :Imost worthless, yet ten of them may 
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be able to provide a bowl of rice. But the thing that always puzzles 
and delights me is that the givers are nearly always children; They 
stand a little a,side. They discuss in whispers how much they will 
give; and at last, having examined their coins and. their rubbed 
brown notes and compared them with . all the luxuries ·they can 
bring, they go secretlytowards the. beggar, almost as though led on 
invisible strings, and. then go hurriedly past, ashamed of the little 
they haye givep .. B1,1t what remains-.r.emains • above· all things.,--is 
the curious passivity,.the expressions of meditation on the faces of 
some of the beggar's .children. "They hire them by the day," N. • 
sports .. Itmay be true, buttheir quietness is desperately enviable. 

July 27th . . . I no not know why they were there: itwas not 
a funeral, there was no coffin, and the children were laughing. They 
laugh at.funerals, but this. was a. different kind of laughter. And 
there, in their long darkgowns, in the opening ofthe shop from 
which everything had been cleared exceptthe bronze censers and 
the new taoist scrolls showing the King of Heaven.riding on a white 
horse in the. Abode of ·• the. Blessed, were the taoist priests with 
oiled • black hair raised. into .. top-knots transfixed·· by• jade·. hair-pins. 
They wore the litde black folding hats which were common in the 
T'ang I)ynasty, and they carried curved jade batons like the ancient 
magistrates .. One rang a little steel pestle a.gainst an iron bowl, an
other clapped cymbals, a. third was kneeling and .intoning a chant~ 
Fumes of scent camefromthe brass braziers, and all round the en
trance to the -shop were small children gazing idly. One of the 

.priests got up .. suddenly .and began to. paste on the walls long 
slender strips of yellow paper, but the paste was. bad and they kept 
on slipping do\Vn, and he .was too blind to notice it .. The priests 
looked underfed. (So do the buddhist priests who live by thy lake 
in a dil~pidated monast(lry, but much money passes through their 
hands:) The chanting went on; it had a curio1,1s soporific quality 
which derived from the fact that the monks.were half unconscious 
as they played, drowsy with sleep.or hunger, and every note ofthe 
cymbals, every note of the •· bells and. the. triangles was exactly the 
same in tone, so crn:efully measured. are our responses in drowsi
ness. The fat red candles burned with a brilliant yellow flame, the 
scents. swung out into the road and there was all the reverence in 
the· world· in that quiet chanting. 

I do notknow what had happened, and do.not car~ very much-,. 
probably ·it was, a sickness~ The shop• was old: they were not cele-
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prayers .and the firing off of firecrackers. Perhaps there was. a dead 
body hidden behind the screens; and it is odd how in China the 
only brightly colo~ued splashes of silk appear at funerals. Mar
riages are dull things. There .is a car with· a few green and red 
streamers, or else a small gilt and beribboned.sedan-chair which is 
musty .with age, and carelessly carried. But, thank heaven, there 
are still cer~monies, there are still the tribesmen con:ring down from 
the hills, the girls with. their pearl-ornamented head-dresses and 
slippers made of five hundred different colours of silk, there are 
festivals like Ching Ming, when the children wear willow~garlands 
round their heads, there is all the joy of a thumping good funeral 
procession. 

July 28th o o o GREAT tides of blue shadows. wheel over the 
city in the evening, and at that moment the gold sparkles from the 
roofs of the temples and the air is filledwithravening hawks. There 
are moments at twilightofmagical intensity, moments when the 
yellow is exuded from the high walls, when the lotoses in the lake 
seem suddenly to acquire a colour they never had before,neither 
pure blue nor green, a colour compounded of all the disappearing 
colours of the lake. But you must not go near the temples, or near 
the walls, or even near the !otoses. Everything appears shabby at 
close contact; but when twilight softens the air and seems indeed to 
wash the air with silver, all shabbiness disappears, apd you realize 
once more why you are in China. There is the misty golden glitter 
of morning, there are the silent brooding shadows of evening, and 
then China is at its best. 

In Szechuan I learnt that there were mornings so golden, so fresh 
with dew and the singing of birds in the orange fields that the mind 
reeled-the gorges were cataracts leading to heaven, the mist-blue 
mountains coming silently out of the clouds were apparitions of 
consummate tenderness. Brit in Kunming it is the evenings, when 
the last rays of the yellow sun are being· peeled from high walls, 
that the city is at its best. Somewhere in the distance soldiers are 
at their bugles. Every tree is black with hawks, every road is sud
denly stilled. There are dark lanes to be avoided: moisture seems 
to exude from all the walls at twilight, but near the lake or outside 
the. city walls among the farmlands and the high-prowed boats or 
in some places ofthe city, whe•e a market place is becoming slowly 
deserted and the last laggards are on their way home, having closed 
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up the stalls, the sun will brighten for the last time some square of 
plaster, a b;dck, a coil of orange-peel, a child crouching, or even a 
hoof-mark, and at such moments you seem to be present at the be
ginning ofthe end of the world. 

July 29th, Opium .• • •. I HAVE. taken opium five times, and for 
some ridiculous reason it has never had the slightest e:£Iect-not 
even a headache, I am hopelessly ashamed of this. There are so 
many visions which are denied to me, so many colours I have 
never· seen, so many houris and· devadasis and ··golden mountains 
and vast landscapes which will always be concealed from me. The 
Ill,iln who smokes opium downstairs, lying on a bare wooden board, 
with the long jade pipe and the oil:.flame which seems to be burn
ing in a glass ink-well-does he have visions? I doubt it. He is fat 
and greasy, and hoards sewing machines-there are perhaps a 
hundred in the house; and it is impossible to imagine that he has 
enough imagin~tion to have anything more than the drifting con
tentment of the opium-smoker. I have seen him at night as lpass 
through the main gate; his eyes closed, his lips pursed together, his 
bleary face in no contentment whatsoever, butseems only to be 
angry. Little clouds of blue smoke come from the pipe, he fidgets 
with the ivory bowl, he sometimes speaks to himself. Dogssnap 
in the· courtyard .. He does not hear them, .. and when his children 
start yelling in their perpetual nightmares, he .doesn't hear.them 
either. Deafness perhaps, • a delightful waving contentment; as of 
one riding a boatin a calm sea, but not visions. Opium costs.afor" 
tune even here; perhaps he spends ten thousand dollars .a day for 
three or four hours of opium dreaming. It might be worth ~t if 
there were really visions, ifEzekiel and Revelations could descend 
in a whiff ()f pipe-smoke, if one could see-really•see-the vision 
that Andre Malraux describes in La Condition Humaine of the 
grey lotos pond and ·.the boat drifting through it, the. two waves 
coming from the boat seeming to enclose the whole .universe. 

July 31st . . WE HAVE learnt from the war many things; we 
have learnt that nothing is so tenuous as our hold on life, that the 
accidental and. the corrupt enter everywhere, and though we may 
be able to defeat corruption in time (that corruption of the spirit 
which is infinitely worse than fear, because nothing naked is r,e
vealed, only a continuous rotting), we may never he able to defeat 
the accidental. The laws of probability do not apply to war, and 
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war itselfis in sorrie curious way outside life, taking no part in life, 
itself the contrary of .life; therefore, unlike R.ilke, we cannot praise 
the •• murderer, for. by· praising • the .murderer • we praise· something 
that is already outside life. There. are some things that/cannot be 
praised. (Death is a part of life, but war is not a part oflife, for war 
is the impact by which life is shivered, the expression on the man's 
face before the jagged knifedescends.) 

We shall• need more. and more a philosophy of 'life which pro
claims that life itself is the ultimate aim; and from life comes the 
enjoyment.of life. We .cannot go much further than this except to 
presume that life entails within itself the enjoyment of the most 
perfect freedom; for. without freedom life approximates ·to w~r. 
War is the enemy: it is not, as Heracleitus . (who . saw no wars) 
thought, a part of life, one of thepoles between whi<::h life swings 
and oscillates interminably. This then: that there must be an end of 
war, not because war is terrible for its own sake; but.because.human 
courage has at last been eliminated from it, hecaus~ the nerves can 
no longer withstand the shock of bombardment, becausejn future 
the wars will be much, much longer when they occur than· they 
have ever been in. the past (Our wars are so destructive that; i£ 
there is another war, the last ten years of it will be fought out with 
knives:· all indus trial• resources elirnina ted, all. ships . sunk,· only. the 
human animal remaining.) Not the survival of the .fittest, .. but of a 
few scientists, a few tribesmen, a few generals and statesmen, a few 
children. Because the horror has gone beyond allimaginableexperi
ence, and therefore can no longer be described, but is felt over the 
whole world, there remafns the hope that there will· be no more: 
the extremes of horror and the extremes. of the accid€mtaLmeeting 
at this point. We can no longer calculate in war. Not the mathema
tician but the psychologist, not the gun but the winged word, not 
the deaths but the rotting of the spirit, not the defined but the ac
cidental, not the .fear but the dumbness which goesbeyond all fear, 
not the sword {which was human.) but the .block-buster coming 
through the clouds (which is neither human nor inhuman, but 
beyond the range of felt experience, a part of the accidental). The 
finaltask: to' conquer the accidental, so that tll,e pl~nt may grow 
~ithout. a stone fro~ some neighbouring. mountain falling acci
dentally. on the • small shoot. The ·final achievement: having • de
stroyed. the accidental, to live. in freedom, and to enjoy·. all things, 
. having come to a time 'Nhen .all things without exception may be 
prai~ed. · • 
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Au,gust 1st . . .. . Bu'I' when we came out, no one .was 'Y~iting 
fov us. The air ,Was very green and pure, the . gravelfiou~ds were 
little green hills among the flooded cloud-reflecting fields a)1d there 
were no dogs barking. over buried bones. The storm had swept 
everything clean, the white pagoda in the distance shone with a 
ghostly luminousness, and there was no sign of anybody else. Now~ 
late at night, thinking of it, it seems to me that this is the landsc:ape 
I shall remember, a landscape which has become apart ohne, bare 
and green,' stripped almost to the bone, leaving onlythe faint green 
paint which you.could scratch off with a finger-nail. And then Ire~ 
member that a little while later someone came across.the.fieldsin 
the light of the setting sun, a girl with a green bodice and a grea.t 
red skirt, her hair smoothed till it shone silver, with pearl ear-rings, 
and she wore red shoes with little. tongues that rose up over. the 
heels; and walked like a queen. She was not Chinese. She 'belonged 
to one of the primitive tribes who live in the mountains, suff.er from 
goitre,. burn. wood into charcoal and fight tenaciol.lslyagainstthe 
revenue .. officers. They are unconquered still; and sometimes you 
will see a girl who has the bearing of the unconql1ered: so clean, so 
much a part of landscape, so continually there; And at night, think
ing of these things, China becomes ever stranger: you .think of the 
faces you· see, which are· not· Chinese, the faces of men who have 
come down from .. the Tibetan·. mountains,. from Lichiang and else
where; the faces ofthe Burmese; the boy in the bath-house who has 
a negro strain in his blood~ the students from the north who walk 
like heroes out of a medireval tapestry, Thereis not one China, and 
Chinais noteven a. geographical expression, but always a state qf 
mind; I have lived .among Chinese for more than six . .years, .and I 
knqw now .no more than I knew when I was a child. It is still a 
country· of pagodas, of women who are fqrmed unlike the wo111en 
of· other countries, with slim shoulders, slim waists and small feet 
whosesound you can recognize•so easily.on the cobble-stones;•a 
country .of poets a~d wanderers; of drunkards and deyils; of im
mense wealth and intolerable. beauty and terrible depravity. And it 
does not exist,. itis notreal-1 have only to dose my eyes in the 
small bedroom with the .night-light burning a.way the ghosts, and I 
am again eight years old, andlamagain dreaming ofmarryingthe 
daughter of the Prime Minister of China, or atleast of a Duke. And 
if you say, "It is re;1l enough; there. are statistics; there are Chinese 
Industrial Co"operatives," 1 can re}?ly easily enough by taking you 
down a smallnarrowstreet,where.y~ can smell opium. and where 
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youwill see surrounded by children of all ages, a ~an with matted 
black hair falling down to his waist, holding a tremendous bronze
shaftfd spear shaped like a trident, with cabalistic signs woven into 
his helmft, weal-ing a· patched gown. of beaver skins and waving a 
human thigh-bone in tune with his songs. And ifyou do not believe 
this,. I can take you to the emerald.lake where the came1-back 
bridge is perfectly reflected in the still. green water and sparrows 
hop on the lotus leaves, and there is a silence like the silence of 
dreams. And Ltell you that China is haunted with her own beauty, 
which is reckless, as her people are reckless, and at the same time 
I will tell you that China does not exist, it is something out of a 
fairy-tale. 

August 2nd • • • THE young poet was speaking very gently, in 
a voice so slow that I could hardly hear him. "CapitaH~m entered 
China fox:· the firsttime as a powerful and deepcseated forcein the 
political economy of the country in 1942. It was a product of the 
inflation. The merGhants, who thieved and .rooted their way into 
positions of power, have.taken advantage of the inflation, they have 
grown rich, and if nothing is done to prevent them, they will retain 
their power. I am not talking of merchimts in the Government
they are few enough-and their power is being whittled away, but 
you will find them everywhere else. This is why the present polit
ical situation cannot continue: the merchants have power over the 
inflation, and everybody depends on the inflati(:)n." 

The young lawyer sitting in the corner blew out a cloud of to
bacco smoke. "They talk about the degeneracy of China," he.said, 
"but we could save the country easily enough. First, an understand
ing with the communists . (but the communists must understand 
us), then an absolutely incorruptible income~ tax .system, with 
power to sequester all fortunes made illegally. There has never 
been a time whenfortunes .. could·be made so easily. And now it 
must stop, for every fortune means the death by slow starvation of 
hundreds of others." 

The poet objected to the income-tax bureau. There wyre not 
enough pe~ple in the country who were incorruptible."You would 
haveto be a god to avoid the kind of bribery. and corruption they 
would be faced with; I know income-tax inspectors who are paid 
enormous sums by the merchants." 

The lawyer laughed: "Then we shall have to belike .gqds. There 
are enough gods in this counvy, surely. There are students-there 
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are professors-there are· soldiers. I tell you! it is easy enough to 
changethe whole spirit of the country: We could changeifina year 
or two years. The revolution did not take place in 1912. It is taking 
place now. I prophesy tha~ in three years we shallhave .made brib
ery and corruption as dangerous as it is in England. We shall dean 
the country up, we shall make it so clean that it will beunrecog
nizable. In one year, two years . . ." 

So it goes on, day after day, night after night, the slow-rising tide 
which will sweep over the country and make it pure. But pure it 
must be: the foreigners wh9-love China love it less than the Chi
nese; They are proud of their country, which is so beautiful that it 
must be left without stain. 

August 3rd . • . Ta;E _ c)lildhood visions of China always re
tt1rJ:1---;il}, c()l<:mrs, in people dying,. in the heady wind.s, ,~n .Jhe tqwer
iil'g Clouas; in the grace of the green-clothed women working in the 
rice~ fields in the rain. But this morning it came with a sudden star
tling vividness: an old gnarled peasant woman sittingon the kerb 
with the golden jawbone of a dragon on her knees, and allroundher 
baskets heaped high with flowers.Itwas the kind of thingonesees 
in dreams, 

J., who flew over the Himalayas last night, complained of the 
bitter cold; but he said the mountains were gleaming· blue-white 
under moonlight, and the great plains of snow gleamed like shelv
ing white sand. 

"There was the shadow of the airplane beneath us, and really it 
was beautiful. The airplane went in a straight line; but the shadow 
leaped up the cliffs of the mountains and down again." He paused 
for a while., "It is so odd. From the beginning China seems to have 
been geographicallyset apart from the world. The Gobi desert, the 
Tien-shan mountains in the ·north-west, the forests of Burma and 
then the Himalayas. As though, even now, she was not part of the 
world, but another planet altogether." He had been: running across 
the airfield, and he was breathing with difficulty, for the air is rare 
on these heights a mile above sea~level. "Butthe shaqowof the air
plane. You ought to have seen that. The shadow didn't give a damn 
for the mountains. It just went up and down." 

Attgust 4th . • . RE-READING yesterday's note: I remembered 
M. telling me that theYunnan ,plain as a geologiCalformation came 
into existence at the same time as the Alps and the Himalayas were 
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lifted out of the earth, and once .odwice during the pasUenyears 
the. rust ·coloured •.. bones of .. previously. unknown dinosaurs. have 
emerged from their matrix of purplish rockun<fer .. the careful 
chisels ofthe archaeologists, and perhaps it is this which gives Yun
nan, with its bare blood-red scarps,. the impression of being a more 
ancient land than any I have been to. There are times when some 
remote archaeological past seems to seep into the present, times 
when you wander over the fields and feel with a curious. sense of 
certainty that all this has been, will be and will never change, a 
strange permanence. I. did not feel this in Szechuan, thol1gh t})e 
known history of Szechuan is far older than the known history of 
Yunnan. Once ortwice I have felt it in Cornwall, but never any
where else. And perhaps. it is not strange, but something to be ex
pected, that. the tribespeople should seem to belong. to another age 
altogether. A.s•they come down from the mountains, in their·bro
caded coats, with their jewelled ear-rings and curiol).s peaked caps, 
they seem to intrude on the drab greyness of the city in the rain. I 
saw a girl riding in on horseback this evening, she was no more 
than seven, but with her ear-rings swinging and with ·the jewels 
embroidered on her coat, she looked like a princess coming into 
the captured city. 

· The more I hear of the Miaos and Lolos, the more excited I be
come. Last year I translated a whole book of short stm:ies by Shen 
Ts'ung-wen about the. Miaos of l{unan.lle loves them, apd he is 
himself part Miao, but he dare not return to them: he prefers to 
write of them as he remembers them in childhood, ·afraid that all 
the glory will have vanished if he sees them againin mature years. 
And yet there is no reason why he should be afraid:. you have only 
to see them here, riding down from the mountains, walking grace
fully and swiftly through the city, to know. that theirlives are full 
of legends. And surely they have more legends than the Chinese, 
for they have lost their inheritance. 

August 5th . . . THE strain of being.a professorin war-time 
China. I have known .professors who ,have sttffered a kind of mad
ness, a sudden blackout, a terrible dark hopelessness resulting from 
eight years of war. There are moments when the bare mud-floored 
cowsheds on the campus where we teach fill me with an ungovern
able'horror, andlwant to tear them down, for they seem to cry out: 
"This is a degradation .so, great that only the Chinese would accept 
it." And seeing the black ~ilfl.ousines passing with the wives of gen-
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erals on their way to ~ahjong parties, the horror returns, But after
wards I know that it is best to accept them as they are, and surely 
there is something symbolical in .this great University fashioned out 
of a few mud huts on a levelled graveyard, within a stone's throw 
of the place where the last Emperor of the Mings was garotted and 
tor~ured to death. For with the death ofthe last Emperor of the 
Mings the. old China died, and from this burial mound· the new 
China will be born. 

August 6th . . . . I AM sickto deathofheari!il.g thi;Lt Gl:l~na is an 
enili~u.p.Qwer •.. S.l:leis .. a ... power ,inhe:(ng,.1'1J.ougl:l .. h.ex .. ~9lAt§rS.·•·s.tarve 
stUl,,,tQ.Q~gJ:l, .her.armies. areout-gel1eralleq;· thoggJ:l.w.e.Jqq)<: down 
into the abyss of a civil war: she is a great and enduring powe~. It is 
not necessary to listen to h~r politicians to knowhow great she can 
be= .. ~tis enougl1to read her poetry and look at the map. I do not 
knowhow often there have been wars in China, or how often the 
wars will return, but I know that no country so sincerely desires 
peace. And with what terribll::: earnestness the students talk of 
avoiding the civil war. 

C. has been helping rne to compile an anthology of Ch~nese 
poetry from the beginning to the presenttime. I had asked him to 
translate the poems of Li Ho,. the •. "ghostly poet" of· the T' ang d)'
nasty. He is almost unknown abroad, but in those last. days of the 
T' ang dynasty he was one ofthe poets who brought new life into a 
dying technique. I like particularly C.'s version of"The Song of the 
Arrowhead": 

An arrowhead mingled with black ash, brown powdered bones and 
red stains: 

Tipped· with ancient. blood, • p;hich is cold· and resembles green 
flowers: 

The white feathers and the shaft have grown rotten in the rains, 
And there is only the triangular arrowhead like a wolf's tooth. 

Ihave wanderefl over the ptain with my two ponies: 
To the east of the travelling post, along stony ricefields, among 

· .. ~(3ed-riqdgn, hills:. . . . .· · 
Th(3long wind blew; the da!J was short; the stars.few and solitary, 
The da.mp clouds flapped in the night air like black flags. 

~he hungry ghosts to the left and the ·lean spirits to the right cried. 
aloud. • 
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I poured out a flask of wine, I dedicated and roasted a sheep. 
The insects were at rest; the wild geese made piteous sounds; the 

red reeds glowed. 
The wind tossed the will-o'·the-wisps to bid the parting guest fare

well. 

Once, years ago, I found this arrowhead, and my eyes melted with 
tears. 

The triangular 1·ed head had once pierced human flesh. 
In the south village east of the city I met a boy on horseback 
Who begged me to buy bamboo to furnish a shaft for this arrow

head. 

August 7th . • . I HAVE been amusing myself aU day translat
ing The Book of Odes, where all thatis finest in Chinese poetry 
reaches a kind of.perfection which I know in no other poetry. There 
is anintensityinthisearly poetry which defies analysis, a freshness 
which. is like morning light and a sense of· gracefulness and piety 
which comes. strangely on our sophisticated senses .. Sometimes I 
have the feeling thatthis is the only real poetry, and that everything 
that has been written since then is only a variatioa on the same 
themes. What is curious is the tremendous and I think conscious 
use of sexual symbols. The white ponies, the white towers, the 
rocks and the muddy streams are the necessary implements of 
their imagination, the prerequisites of all poetry which demands 
from life the symbols of the purest forms of life. Poetry in The Book 
of Odes is stripped to the skin: it is not stripped to the bone. There 
is a nakedness about it which is purely sensuous: no hardness; nor 
any luxuriance, only the rhythmical statement so keenly expressed 
that it seems to hurl itself from the printed page and assume the 
form of singing. It is not folk poetry, but the poetry of enchanted 
experience. And always against the background of the Earthly 
Paradise. You can see those paintings of the Earthly Paradise in 
nearly every book of Chinese paintings: a few russet-coloured 
mountains, a few clouds, a temple in the background, and in the 
foreground there are the lovers walking sedately along enchanted 
pathways overlooking a river where children are playing and old 
men are drinking. In a corner an old man in blue robes is playing 
on his pipe, and somewhere in the remote distance thyre is always 
a white horse or a white heron. It is the landscape of the earliest 
Gobelins tapestries: quiet, ~uffused withthe light of a sun which 
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casts no · shadows, · and strangely familiar. There is one love-poem 
particularly which pleased nie, and l inClude it here because I am 
not satisfied with Waley's version: 

Pure is the whitepony, 
Feeding ·on the young · shoots in my stackyard. 
Keep him hob!Jl~d, ~eep him bridled. 
Let him stay through all mornings; 
So may:my lover 
H f.31'e take his ease. 

Pure is the white pony; 
Feeding on th¢ bed,n-spro.uts dn .mY stackyard. 
Keep him hobbled, keep him bridled. 
Let him stay through all evenings. 
So may my lover 
Here have his peac;e. 

Pure is the wbite pony 
Who comes to me swiftly, 
Likl!J a duke, like am(lrqu.is. 
Let us enfoy ourselvf!S ytterly. 
£,-et us pmlong our love~makrng, 
Let us take our ease. 

Pure is the white pony · .. 
Who Ues in the empty valley 
With a bundle of freshhay. 
He is like a piece of jade; 
But do not be as rare as gold or jade. 
Do not go from my hem·t. 

August 8th • • . THE amazing spiritual grac~ of Chinese 
students .... 

It is worth repeating that until recently China lived in l:lfi age of 
magic and ceremonial, and is now entering tlw age of steel. It is. an 
astonishing' and perhaps terrifying picture-the sudden emergence 
of mechanicaldvilization in a province where there are still head
hunters, where the latest aeroplanes fly directly over the heads of 
t~e tribesmen, and where the tribesmen themselves are becoming 
skilled mechanics. There is the immense airfield, and only a little 
way away there are the Taqist temples high up on the ted cliffs. 
'{here is a legend that any ·fish whi<!l is able to leap up to the 
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·Dragon Cliff Gate ·on the rocks will·become •a·· Dtagon,. and surely 
something like thiS is happening now-millions upon millions of 
fishes are becoming Dragons. 

August 9th ~ . • . ·• THE great. woundeclhawk came slowly out of 
the skies and settled onthe roof of tl1e American Consulate. It was 
greyandblue, with enormous stretched wings and a great hooked 
golden beak. And then the ravens and the crows came out of their 
nests in the silver euc:alyptus trees, and they perched there, watch
ing the hawk, waiting for itto die. Butthe hawk remained still, the 
fine head lmried in. the shoulders, the feathers unmoving in the 
strong sunlight, heavy .an<;l wearywith its. coming death. 

It was a magnificent hawk-magnificent in the spread ofits limp 
grey feathers, magnificent in its silence and seclusion, its uninter
rupted contemplation of itself, utterly careless of the. presence of 
the ravens .. There they were-,-twenty or thirty of the!U-cawing 
loudly, hopping along the roof-tree, stmttingas though thl;ly owned 
the beautiful· green-tilyd •. roof, llnd. they craned • their short ugly 
necks and puffed out their black chests and waited pitilessly for 
the moment when the dying hawk would be too weak to attack 
them. And when the hawk made a faint flapping movement of 
wings, as though weary of sunlight and the incessantscreaming 
chatter of the ravens, utterly weary, they noticed the weariness and 
stiffened, and I knew they would only wait a little while longer. 
They knew the hawk was alive: they knew it was sick and dying: 
they knew its strength was. slowly ebbing .a.way. And so they 
watched, preening themselves, standing against the sunlight, 
sharpening their eyil black beaks and filling the. air with their 
screams. 

And then it came-a single desperately slow movement by the 
hawk, but it was a sign of weakened strength,, of an· attempt to fly 
which had failed; and so they came down, flying one after another, 
screaming;. clapping their. wings, pecking at the wounded hawk, 
pecking at the head and the eyes and the soft places among the 
featl-ters, .flying low, terribly low, so that t}:leir black feathers 
touched the beautiful blue feathers of the hawk, and they were.so 
ungE(inly that even in flight they seemed to be. hopping in the air. 
And still the hawk rem~ined .silent amicLalLtheir screaming, silent 
bl.lt twitcbi1;1g,. flinging its little gold head rouncl and then quickly 
·buryingit ::l.gain, erlClos.ed.within itselhintolerably still and tranquil 
now .that they were passin~:tover it. The.hawkwas still, cl~mped to 
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the roof, trying to penetrate deep in the roof, with the small proud 
gold head buried in the feathers. And then the ravens were silent. 
They seemed to be afraid. They hardly dared to scream. The sun
light turned the blue feathers gold, and we•could see it quivering, 
tense, waiting for the shock on exposed nerves, edging silently and 
quietly towards the edge of the roof, so that it could fly away more 
easily, and already certain of death. 

It went on for nearly half an hour. There were long breathless 
intervals when nothing happened: the ravens strutting on the roof, 
the hawk weakening, and sometimes, as though at a given signal, 
the sudden screaming and pecking,· the black wings opening like 
fans. Three times.they attacked, not bravely, but fearfully, always 
in groups, digging their beaks deep among the feathers, so that the 
hawk moved with frightful spasmodic movements, and was as sud
denly still again, quietly contemplating its fate. 

And then at last, having gathered all its strength and edged over 
to the very precipice of the roof, it slowly unfolded its wings and 
flapped away like a slow-moving sheet of gold in the sunlight. The 
ravens held a long parliament. They chattered excitedly, they 
pointed their beaks in the direction of the hawk, and. they began to 
fly after it shrilly and evilly, knowing thatin the neighbouring 
grove of eucalyptus trees other ravens were waiting for them. And· 
soon, in the distance, the whole tree was black with death. 

At Maymyo also, that gaunt red-breasted eagle who perched on 
the milestone and seemed to be counting the steps of the sun .•• 

August lOth . . . I WAS working at night, and there was a 
tremendous roar of splutteri~g fire-crackers outside, and M. said: 
"Some poor fool getting married." But the fire-crackers went on and 
on, and the smell came over the high wall ofthe house-an astrin
gent smell like ammonia and rotten wood. But itwasthe end of the 
war. 

It was raining, but nobody cared. The streets were filled with 
people shouting, singing "Ting Hao" at the top of their voices, the 
wet red flags of the Republic hung from the houses, the jeep head:.. 
lights swayed across the narrow streets and fell'-now on a child 
cowering in the rain, now on an old scholar who was busily trying 
to. mend his umbrella, now on two lovers in one of the dank alley
ways, and it seemed perfectly right that the silver gleam of the 
headlights should pick out these three people sheltering from the 
rain. Children were crying. The fire-cr!ckers were exploding in.all 
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directions. People • threw them dowl,l from upper . windows, and 
from door-ways: they were scattered from jeeps,. a11d always after 
the explosions there was a dull thud of feet as people triedto avoid 
them. And then we huddled through the dark streets in a jeep to 
the British Military Mission. The young lieutenant said: "I told the 
Colonel the bloody war was over. 1 kicked at his door. I said, 'The 
bloody war's over,' buthe only gruntec;l and snored like a pig." 

And then the ride home with the radio we had got from the 
Mission, and someone throwing . a string of crackers into. the jeep 
which. exploded allround us, blinding us, and the rain shining on 
the Hooded river, and the people still milling and singing and shout
ing "Ting H ao" and not quite sure why they were shouting, and the 
older shopkeepers looking sorrowfully from their door-ways, 
knowing that the Army would go away and they would be ruined, 
and the youngstill throwing crackers and sobbing, and the rain 
falling steadily like a warning. And late at night, waiting for the 
news to come through and thinking of the long trek home to the 
coast .... 

August 14th • • . TnE salt carts came racing along the Burma 
Road in the perfect sunshine .. They are small and squat, with two 
rubber-tyred wheels and a square flat board resting on them, and 
usually there are two small Tibetan ponies with bright yellow Hags 
standing up from their collars. The sun-bronzed rider stands bare
foot and bare-chested with the reins in his hand on the very edge 
of the cart which is piled with crags of white salt, and all the time 
he is singing and shouting and racing the other carts, entirely un
conscious of the great eight-wheeled lorries which drive pasthim. 
They are all peasant boys; and they look bronzed and happy, the 
sweat running off their faces and their hair blowing in the wind. As 
they come racing up the road, three or four abreast, you have a 
sudden vision of Achilles riding across the plains of Troy in. the 
days before the atomic bomb. 

August 15th, Under the Shadow of the Atomic Bomb . • • It 
SEEMS now that the end of the war is not important, and certainly it 
is less important than the discovery which has given us the means 
to end the world. And surely we are unprepared for these things, 
utterly unprepared: we are unprepared for the end of the war, and 
infinitely less prepared for this invention, which alters everything 
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without exception-our relation to the world, our relation to each 
other, the value of literature, the values we have set on our own 
lives and on those who are dear to us. And at the time when we 
most need to think clearly and sincerely, we find ourselves at the 
end of a war in which all our passions have been aroused, when in 
fact it is impossible to think at all. 

But this much is certain: from now onwe are dedicated to peace. 
The world is smaller than ever, and every grain of dust has power 
to destroy us. A whole cycle of civilizations ended with the inven
tion of gunpowder, and perhaps we shall date the new civilizations 
that arise·. (if· they ever arise) from the morning of August 5th, 
1945, whentheAmerican airmen set but to bomb Hiroshima. And 
now more than ever we must live in peace-we must be humble
we must go to the Pueblo Indians, to the Balinese, and perhaps to 
the Chinese philosophers in order to learn how to live in peace. 
And we must go humbly, not as the proud inheritors of western 
civilization, but as supplicants: for we have given ourselves power 
to destroy ourselves, and it is from others that we must learn to live. 

From now on every book, every temple, everything we Cl'eate 
with our hands and our hearts is in mortal danger. And with what 
heartfelt relief, with what rejoicing we should welcqme thisfatal 
knife, which has brought us once more to the garden of Eden, 
where the flaming angels stand guard at the gates. 

August 16th . READ with horror Bryussov's Republic of the 
Southern Cross. I read it years ago, without understanding its im· 
plications, in the same way that I read Wells' earlier. stories. But 
this book, written in 1919 and describing a kingdom in the Ant
arctic in which there is a purely mechanical and totalitarian civili
zation, where the people are treated like sheep and everyone is in 
some way less than a cog in the state machine, seems now to have 
caught up with the times. It is immensely real, and important. This 
prophylactic civilization in the Antarctic, where all the desires and 
all the vices of the people are carefully regulated by the dictator, 
where the cities are covered over with. immense vaults and where 
the people live in an artificial electrically-controlled world, this 
world is so close to us that we can almost breathe the atmosphere 
which reigns in these vaulted cities-a smell of deodorants, forma
line and crumbling biscuits. And how well Bryussov insists on the 
validity of the strange mania of contradiction-mania contradic-
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tens-'which suddenly • and inexplicably captures the dispossessed 
people. of the ReJ?ublic, and there is one passage which reads sur
prisingly like contemporary history: 

It must be added that on the twenty-first of July the mob 
took the City Hall by storm, and the defenders were all either 
killed or scattered. The body of Deville has not yet been found, 
and there is no reliable evidence available as to what took 
place in the City after thetwenty-first.lt must be conjectured 
that anarchy had reached its limits. Hordes of madmen and 
drunkards danced wildly about bonfires. With songs, with in
coherent outcries, withidiotic laughter, mingled the cries of 
those who· had lost the power to exl?ress in words their own 
delirious dreams; mingled with these were the moans of the 
dying. Dancing gave way to fighting-for a cask of wine, for a 
woman, or simply for no reason at all, in a fit of madness 
brought on by the emotion. of contradiction. There was no
where to flee. 

August 17th . . . PAUL VALERY died a few days ago. I have 
no idea on what day, and the day is notimportant. What is im
portant is that he is dead. In an address which he delivered to the 
French Academy in January 1941, when France was at the time of 
its greatest suffering, he said: "In a periocl when the world thinks 
and meditates less and less, when civilization seems to reduce it
self from day to day to nothing more than the memories and traces 
we preserve of its many-sided richness and its free and exuberant 
intellectual production; while miseries, anxieties and constraints of 
every kind suppress and discourage the undertakings of the mind
in such a period Bergson seems already to belong to a bygone age, 
and his name to be the last great name in the history of the Euro
pean intelligence." And surely this is still more true of Valery 
himself. 

Lknewhim very slightly, and had only one talk with him, though 
I would see him often walking through the Jardin du Luxembourg 
or in the Shakespeare Bookshop in the Rue d'Odeon. I was studying 
the manuscripts of Evariste Galois in the library of the Biblio
theque Mazarin. It was the winter of 1931; the Seine covered with 
fog, the Quai Voltaire exactly as it was fifty years before, and I 
remember how the mist came through the windows of the library, 
though the windows wen! tightly closed; and how the statue of 
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Voltaire, seated and naked, shone down at us. I was tired ofreading 
the closely-written mathen1atical manuscripts, and begged the 
librarian to allow me to take down Valery's poems. The librarian 
smiled grimly, pointed out that though I had.indeed authorization 
to read the manuscripts, the books in the library ofthe academi· 
cians were not for.students; and·then the little·man in the brown 
lounge suit, who resembled. the· Rabbit· in· Alice in Wonder land, 
turned to. the librarian and said: "Eh, voih\!-.-pourquoi pas?'' and 
the Rabbit himself went to the shelves and produced threebooks
Charmesand the Ebauche aune Serpente was another; I have for
gotten the third. He asl,<ed me why I read his poems, and I an
swered lamely enough that I considered that they were the greatest 
ever produced<in France. He smiled as grimly as the librarian: "I 
am Monsieur. Valery." I said that! had recognized him. He turned 
to the manuscripts on the green beige table and said, withextraor
dinary simplicity, "You are studying Evariste Galois-certainement 
un de nos plus grands poetes." I was immensely plea~ed, for this 
mathematician who died before he was twenty and who produced 
only two lines of .poetry, was indeed among the greatest. And then 
Vale1y disappeared through the fog of winter. 

Au.gust,J.8th . . . THE.waris .. .o::ver.::fbey.~gy.it..i~. 9Y¥X?··l:>t1t so 
farthereis.no signoFit.Kunming.,istlJ.~:Js:;~rne) .Jhe.stre.ets·.@cre•. the 
same •.. the.shgpl<e.ep~:Jrs.a.ry.stiiliy.he@ctipg,,t.hl~J:.eJs C.Qntip.IJ&\f,.Min, the 
pr!.9e.~o.U.o.odst.q,jis .~§ ..•. ggrl~:J.gp, ... t.h.esl9U.;c-p; .. ,t\:lte·i:!i'l:scstl~l$1sJt~P.enly 
and inexplicably to a quarter of what it was last week, the censor
ship is stillimposed, the soldiers still look hungry, and it is all foul 
and· miserable until you think of the University, the scholars, the 
painters and the poets and the writers who seem to live in another 
world: a world of infinite gentleness and compassion, and so little 
power. 

J. is trying to leave for Peking immediately. Last night I walked 
with him through the dark streets to the airport. Arat scuttled 
aQross the road, a girl scrt:Jamed,the gteen andredtail-lights of an 
aeroplane broke through the overcast sky, and suddenly-it was 
four o'clock in the morning-the great white pillar of a searchlight 
spmng up from one of the airfields and all over the city ther:e was 
a white flower of winter frost reflected from the clouds .. 

It was amazing then how the city sprang into life, the dust and 
dirtpeeled away, the darkness evaporated. Under this thin coating 
of ice everything looked supernatural. Caught in this winter glare, 
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the city seemed made of frozen glass. Nothing moved. Th~re were 
no more screams. In this dazzling whiteness; the city took on.the 
shape of a Chinese palace in a fairy -tale; And then. the. ~earchlight 
went out, withdrawn into the earth; su.cked out of the clouds, and 
nothing remained but the blackdamp walls toweri~g above us. 

There, in the early morning, the beggars slept limply under sod
den mats, motionless, heaped upon one another like logs. All the 
way down to the centre of the city there were these beggars, eower
ing in door-ways, young boys and old men; theirski.ns not brown or 
white, but the colour of brown paper which has.been.soaked in 
mud. We stepped over them carefully, and came outatlastinto the 
main street, which was silent and deserted, and thenr 0. God, sud
denly tlfe sun came through,. the beggars awoke and rubbed their 
eyes, a mist rose, the creekwas jade-green and the birds began to 
sing from the boughs of the plum-trees. 

August 22nd . . . "TERRIBLE things are abroad," L. was say~ 
ing, and we nodded our heads and saidwe knew perfectly well that 
the rich were always corrupt. "No, 1 am speaking of depravity
sexual depravity. We are . so sophisticated that the·· simple animal 
passions no longer amuse us. There are so many tricks, so many 
perversions, there are. so many opportunities,· so much· self-abase
ment that the coup.try is being weakened. We .cannot afford the 
puritanical outlook ofthe New Life Movement, but we canafford 
even less this continual· drain on our physical· resources. ·I coiild 
take you to bath~houses where small rooms are set aside, 'notfor the 
ordinary perversions-God knows there are perversions which are 
ordinary enough-but for the most complex and singular perver
sions imaginable." 

I have kno'Yn that • for some time he has been sketching out a 
book on the Cliinese character. There were chapters on the Chinese 
family system, which he damned wholesale, chapters on Chinese 
business morality, which he regardy,devenin these times of cut
throat competition as being as healthy as anywhere in the world, 
there. were innumerable notes and • observations which he would 
weave. into a collycted whole, but he was always coming back to 
the perversions ()f the great cities. There was so much poverty, but 
poverty did not explain everything• There were th~ perversions of 
Peking which are more civilized and perhaps even more dangerous 
than the rabbit-'Y::\rren perversions of Shanghai; and the Japanese 
had deliberately encouragetltbemto weaken the people. "A nation 
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cannot endure with its sex tarnished. I am not talking about the 
fishing-boys or the soldiers-it is the same all over the world, and 
does not last. But the careful cold-blooded elaboration of perver
sion, which we have learned partlyfrom the Japanese, partly from 
the Ch'ing Dynasty, partly-and perhaps most of. all-:-from our 
own inexhaustible delight in sophistication, this is worse." 

August 28th • • • FRoM the Street of the Snail-skin down to 
the Street of the Flowery Mountain the three American soldiers 
came lurching through the night, followed by the most delighted 
horde of snot-nosed children I have ever seen. They were no more 
than happily drunk. They took off their hats, they bowed, they 
made incredible speeches, they clapped.their hands, they leaned 
languorously. on one another, and then after a few moments they 
would tire of the happy, screaming children and pretend to be 
chasing them. A pretty· girl passed. They bowed very ceremo
niously; A beggar looked at them wonderingly until they removed 
all the banknotes from their pockets and threw themin the air; then 
the beggar was lost in the miHee of screaming children. 

And so they went on, right down to the heart of the city, sing
ing and dancing a little and pausing outside the shops to bow their 
acknowledgments to the customers, holding up the traffic and 
sometimes bawling at the top of theh· voices. "Disgusting," said the 
American colonel. Liu Lien was . there, beaming and stuttering 
with excitement. "Please tell me, colonel, how can they be disgust
ing when theymake the hearts of the children glad?" And all night 
he has been talking about this new American invasion of China 
which is far, far more important than the Flying Fortresses over
head. 

September 1st, Obiter Dicta . . . I no not know why one 
should do anything except for the sweet hell's delight of doing it. 
The sun shines for sweet hell's delight, or if you prefer it, because it 
must, as a lion must wear its red mane or a cock its red comb; the 
moon shines for the same reason, and .just as absurdly. For sweet 
hell's delight things are born, for sweet hell's delight Christ was 
crucified. 

I wo~ld prefer a religion. which brought "sweet hell's delight" 
into things; I would prefer to see people flinging themselves about 
for no particular reason except that they delighted in flinging 
themselves about. There is "sweet hell'• delight" in Pantagruel, in 
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Chuang -chou, and I susp~ct that the girlwho was sacrificed in1he 
sacred pool of Chichen-Itza flung herself down with the same de
light as Tse-yu who, ·asked whether he feared death, replied: 
"Good Heavens, why should I fear? Very soon I shall be decom
posed. My left shoulder will become a cock and will herald the 
morning sun. My right shoulder wil become a cross-bow and I 
shall be able to get duck. My buttocks will become wheels, and · 
with my soulfor a horse I shall be able to ride in my own chariot." 
For the sake of sweet hell's delight, one should be conscious . of 
death-the Taoists. were supreJ:.l1~ly consqio11s ·of deatli, butAor 
them itwasa.sourceofstrength-arid surely1.10 generation of men 
have seen death so close to them as our own? 

1 should like to see the flowering of"sweet hell's delight." I .do 
not mean that there should be 'a religion of doing what one pleases: 
the spectacle is too frightening. But I do mean that at certain times 
of the year, all the accumulated restraints of civilizatjon: should be 
put off and people should do things, not because it pleases them to 
do things (nothing could be more dull}, but with the supreme aim 
of dediCating oneself to sweet hell's delight. One should do the 
most amazing, the mostimpossible, the most delightful things sim
ply as an expression oflife; for since a flower does the·most amaz
ing, the most delightful.and the most impossible thlngs, it is ex
traordinary that men should do them so rarely;The Pueblo Indians, 
the Balinese, the Chinese peasants all have their rituals which are 
designed, l suspect, for the purpose of encouraging the little shoots 
of life to flower prodigiously according to the seasons. There. is 
somewhere or other a vague god to whom the offerings are made, 
but the. god was long ago forgotten and. the rituals are n:ow per
formed for no other reason than that life, the most precious thing 
on the planet, should be vindicated. And life has no reason-only 
"sweet hell's delight." 

I confess 1 prefer it like this. I like the Iridian conception of the 
whole universe dancing the dance of Shiva, who is creator and de
stroyer. Hike those odd and febrile passages in the Vedas where 
the whole universe is conceived as a galloping horse, the moun
tains its droppings, the seas its piss, the mane is the sun and the 
stars and we are all rumbling things ih its belly: there are passages 
in the Upanishads which light up the world with a bright and mo
mentary flame, tillwe remember that we live ina world where men 
live in cells and taxes have to he paid' and children have to be fed 
with little bits ofpaperprix«:ed by the national banks. At the begin-
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ning of civilizations there is nearly al""ays a time when everything 
is conceivedsubsp~cie.flamma.e. Youwill find it in the Ved(Js,you 
will find it ·in . the earliest Chinese. poetry ·and in the ·portrait· of 
Achilles in the Iliad,-a gre~t shining, as though the whole earth 
was bathed in the light of fire and men were seeing the flames for 
the first time. And are we not flames, and dor1ot flames fling them
selves about outrageously, COl}Surning themselves, delightingin 
consuming themselves, restless anclJ.mstable and assuming incor
ruptible and never~ending shilf>es?lsuspect sometimes that we are 
all uncons~iously modelling ourselves upon. the dullest things ip. 
creation-t;lpe-worms and.amoebae: Nationalism-this little bit of 
world is mine. But is it? It would be better to be like gypsies, to 
dress as we .please, to sleep :where and withwhom we please, to fly 
over the Andes, to take ship to the Antarctic, to splash ourselves 
in the muddy waters of the Ganges and spend a year in fl. lamasery 
in 'fhibet, and ride races on. Thibetan ponies, and smoke opium, 
and roar dow11 the Yangtse gorges, and stick flowers in our hair, 
and-then, then, when it is all over and we have had our .fling and 
done the. most outrageous flame.-like things, there will. always • be 
some Chinese philosopher with a wart on his nose, wearing a little 
backpearl-buttoned cap and strolling about in an untidy tobacco
spotted gown t<:)amuse.us with the consolations of old age~ We 
must have both worlds-the worldofShiva and the world of the 
Chinese poets; and having these, there is no reason why we should 
pay any attention to our own world. 

In the last of all his. books Bergson sh.tted that ''the universe is a 
machine for the making of gods." I suspect that it was, but it is now 
running down. In the idiotic philosophies ofthe West we premiss 
the existence of gods more handsome and more delightful th;m any 
that have been imagined elsewhere; thereupon, bound by a fatal 
urge towards self-c1estruction, we crucify them or.nail them to rocks 
or • they commit incest. and are punished for· it, or murder their 
mothers and are punished for it. The fates occupy an excessive 
place in the W est-:-they are unthinkable to the Chinese, and only 
barely conceivable to the Indians. Our minds are cluttered up with 
Medusaes, who will turn us to stone if we look on their brightness. 
The angels at the gates had swords which have cut us off from. the 
garden; so, too, if we enter the gates of a Chinese temple, we see the 
Four Heavenly Kings ( sze t(J tien yu) who .are equipped with men~ 
acing swords and.fi.erce aspects, but the swords are of pC1pier-mache 
and they have the fierceness only of ch:ijdren who pretend they are 
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strong; .and we can enter the garden, where • the chrysanthelllums 
are blosspming .and the camellias .are· whiter than. snow against the 
indigo-blue of the sky. Here in these gardens there a1·e no tr\':)es of 
good and evil, only a few stunted pines and perhaps a magnolia· 
tree which has shrivelled with age and bears the inscription that it 
was planted more than a thousari<l years ago in theT'angDynasty. 
We have taken the angels at the gates too seriously. It may even be 
permissible to. believe thatthey do riot exist. 

Wehave.bombed Nagasaki and Hiroshima. It may be a crime..-I 
cannot judge, buti am sure that this bo!llbing is only one more 
aspect of ourfatal preoccupation with death. It is an old story that 
the Chinese invented gun-powder .only in order to amus.e them· 
selves with fire-crackers, to find some thousands of years later that 
the English were shelling their coasts with the same powder. The 
Chinese.stillamuse themselves with guncpowder, andit will not be 
long before they can amuse themselvei) with atomic bombs; but I 
would suggestthat they will employ th(:l atomic bomb reverently 
and sensibly f9r the making of lakes and. altering the shapes of dis· 
reputable looking mountains. I .suspect that we are taking science 
too seriously: the first thoughts of the atomic experts should be to 
find whatdelight we can take in it. When we are tired ofrockets, we 
may amuse ourselves by seeing what .can be don(:) with different 
coloured explosions. Certainly nothing out of this warhas been so 
beautifulas the coloured photographs of tracer b~1llets taken from 
aeroplanes. If we are to fling ourselves abo:ut and take sweet hell's 
delight in life, we shall have to start soon, before the deadly serious· 
ness ofthe scientists has deadened us for ever. 

I insist: the world was made for sweet hell's delight, and there is 
no other purpose than that we should take delight in it. One should 
approach the gods of life without restraint, saying like Tung Feng 
Su: ''I am twenty-two years old. I am nine foot three inches in 
height. My eyes are like swinging pearls,. my· teeth.like a row of 
cowrie-shells. I am brave like Meng Pen, assiduous like Ch'ing Chi, 
pure like Pao Shu and as full of devotion as Wei Shengd consider 
myself fit to be the ~ighest officer of the state; and with my life in 
my hands,lawait Y.~ur Majesty's reply." And for the sweet hell of 
the thing, His Majesty will certainly reply. 

September 2nd . . K. IS wri~ing a. thesis on modern Amer· 
ican literature under my direction. Unfortunately there are almost 
nobooks of modern Amejican literature available. There are, of 
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course, heaps of dog-eared armed services editions; there are tpe 
complete works of 0. Henry and Mark Twain; there are the 
speeches of Roosevelt and some odd volumes ofSantayana and far 
too much of John Dewey and a little of AllenTate, and there is the 
whole of Muriel Rukeyser's amazingly beautiful life of Gibbs; but 
there is none of her poetry, nothing of R. P. Blackmur, nothing of 
Katharine Anne Porter,. and this is perhaps. the worst omission .of 
all. I do not see how he can writeat all of modern American litera
ture without mentioning Flowering Judas, or Pale Horse, Pale 
Rider. I have tried to explain patiently and as unobtrusively as pos
sible the· sources of Hart Crane-his granite indifference, the me
tallic sound of his prose, the richness of his colouring and the pas
sion of his adoration for Poe and Whitman; l have tried to convey 
humbly and sincerely thathe seems to be the greatest poet of my 
generation, a man with the eyes of Baudelaire andthe self-mockery 
of Chuang -chou, possessed like Shakespeare with a desperate fear 
and attraction for the sea; a man whose mind rocketted and blazed 
during the brief fever of his life more brilliantly than that ofany 
other man of his time; the man who destroyed the waste-land and 
built a bridge as enduring as the bridge he described; l have said 
that Crane was trying to make poetry sing again and at the same 
time he was trying to give vei·se the quality of a claw which will 
scratch the skin till blood appears; and all the time K. has listened 
politely, nodding his head slowly and wisely, without comprehen
sion, without for a momentmoving away from his habitual delicate 
precise. calm. l am almost angry. "But don't you see," I complain 
wearily, "the excitement-the colours-the pure spirit of the man-,
pumping into ,America a new life, his own life-attempting to make 
out of colours and sounds and his memories of the Pueblo dances a 
new culture, a new feeling, a whole new orientation of the spirit." 
He is still very calm, but the faintest flicker of enthusiasm begins to 
show in his eyes. "Yes, I can see now-it is something like our own 
poetry at the beginning of the T'ang Dynasty." 

The world weariness of the Chinese, who have see.n everything, 
is continually surprising me. In China everything.has. happened, 
and all that happens again is only a repetition. They have written 
in every kind of prose imaginable, they have tried aH formS' of 
poetry, they have passed through and gone beyond all the atts of 
civilization till they are left breathless with despair, having no new 
worlds to conquer. And at the end of this interminable long journey 
when they, and not we, have come to.a waste-land of the spirit, 
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whatremains? To begin all over again, to watch silently and with 
as much comprehension as possible the curious evolutions of the 
passing ages, where there is so,Jittle invention that everything is a 
reduplication of what has happened. before. "But Shakespeare~ 
Hart Crane-surely they haven't happened in China?" "Of course 
not, but the same emotions can be seen in our poetry, because we 
too have possessed our Elizabethan age, and we too---" The op
portunity has come. "At least you haven't possessed a Brooklyn 
Bridge?" He smiles delightfully. "Yes, but wecalled it the Great 
Wall of China-it crumbled a.fter a time, and we don't look at it 
as a Great Wall any longer. You know, these things crumble. They 
always do. I try to write modern Chinese poetry,butit's probably 
best to write about peach-blossoms-they come again each spring 
and they don't crumble. You see, we have gone through it all.".His 
eyes smile like a benevolentfish through the enormous lenses of his 
spectacles, and once more we return to · modern American .litera· 
ture and Hart Crane, who is as old as the ages. 

September 4th • • · • His feet were bare, full of stone bruises, 
and the toe-nails were bleeding, and he came up the long dusty 
road pastthe University like any one of those ghosts of soldiers re
turning along the Burma Road who have been.tormenting us sim
ply by their terrible presence~ He had the thin little red cross sewn 
to his padded blue coat which .has been bleached to the lightest 
cerulean blue by the sun, and a face like a brown • skull. God knows 
how many miles he has travelled! He has probablyhad malignant 
malaria; he has slept in ditches with the thinnest of army blankets; 
he has been press-ganged from his farm; he has been to hospital; 
the army has now forgotten him,. and in a few days he will· die and 
no onewill care very much,for his letters never reached home and 
perhaps he has forgotten that he ever had a home. 

His home now is a little cave in the clay by the side of the banked 
road. He has put up some shreds of matting to protect him from the 
rain, he has a ragged paper umbrella and a: straw hat; he has made 
a fire~there are smears of black ashes, and something that may be 
a kettle; there are some more shreds of bamboo matting on which 
he probably sleeps; there is nothing else. It is almost a grave. And 
he js monstrously thin and dying, his eyes sunk so deep in the sock
ets that he seems already to be retreating fromthe world which has 
used him so hardly. It was all unnecessary. He could have stayed 
on his farm, he.could have.grown tall and possessed a family and 
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seen the rice grow, but he will not raise a family and he will11ever 
see the rice grow again. I try to think of how he. looks at the world 
from the vantage· point of his cave. He has long since passed 
through disillusion and despair. He knows, as we do not know, that 
there comes a time \Vhen the sun fades fromthesky, when allthis 
monstrous business of trying to feed oneself in a.sparse ~orld·is a 
terrible weight on the spirit, when there is nothing but cold moon
light and fields. He hates being \Vatched. When you die, it is best to 
die alone and invisible.Then very carefully he squats in theshelter 
of his cave, collects a few sticks togethet, lights a fire and warms his 
hands, though the sun is shining outside; 

I remember th1.7 way the flames glowed on his face and the way 
he thrustouthis bony hands and thesmileas hewarmed himself: 
the last comfort of all men is a flame. I remembet lmw he sank 
wearily back on his heels with his shoulders ag51inst the clay,and 
the delightful idiot siT1ile of contentment as he rubbed his hand~ 
together, I remember the small leaping flame. And I know that he 
will not be there tomorrow, they will have found his body and 
thrown it il} a ditch; but tomorrow, and the day after that, andthe 
day.after that, .and. perhaps for ever, therewillcome from Burma 
thes~ sallow-cheeked boys with gaping wounds . and faces like 
skulls who will see the city of Kunming and not dare to penetrate 
through the gates. 

Death haunts the north gate. There are these grey-green burial 
mounds right up to the first range of hills. The ur1iversity campus 
is only a srnall square stamped and flattened oufofthese mounds, 
which have sometimes fallen in. Here and there are a few pillars, 
commemorating people whose names have .long since vanished; 
the crows perch on them, and sharpen their beaks. on the plinths, 
and ponies wander among them, and not far from here an Emperor 
was murdered and almost il1 the same place executions take place 
today, and there are the skulls of horses and dogs and men in the 
open graves. 

September 5th 1 THINKING of how I grew-always in the 
sun-the first time I felt conscious of the sheer intoxicating beauty 
of being alive. was in a South African garden where tremendousred 
peonies were glowing in the sun-the first time I was acutely 
conscious of literature was reading Katharine Mansfield in the sun
light overlooking False Bay. Always the sun. The awful feeling of 
being cut off at dusk, the rope tighooning round the throat, the 
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snake gliding out of the oleandertrees and my father beating at it 
frantically with a golf-stick. Insisting on a night-light. Screwing my 
knuckles into my eyes at night until at lastthere were bright .~ol
ours, spinning and whirling, but at least they were colours. A.nd 
then when I had t.b. in Chungking ah:nost crazily worshipping the 
sun, the glitter of dust, the cascading rice-fields, the heart-brelj.king 
glory of the sunlight flooding everytl!ing, everything without ex
ception, so that even the shadows were bathed in sunlight. 

The fear of • moonless nights, like the fear of dogs, this and the 
still more intimidating fear of starless nights, when. there . was 
blackness entirely: walking alone somewhe1·e: the·sudden.clatter 
of a stone: a bark: a leaf ',Vaying across my face: the blackness 
shaping itself into horrors like Pushkin"s vision of the nyedoti
chomka..,.....an animal which possessed only a mouth and two slits 
for the nose. The never-endingness of the dark, in. which you could 
fall for ever, flapping your hands. and coat-tails like wings; but 
even if you could guide your flight, it wouldn't matter, there. was 
no sense of direction, you were. still falling, and .if you turned left 
it was the same as. turning right, or turning upside down. Hardly 
being· able, to breathe for fear-not•of the dark or of the monsters 
whichmightcome out of.thedark, but for the absence of the sun, 
in exactlythe same way that the lover can hardly breathe for the 
absence of the beloved. 

My earliest memories are dimly-lit nights in Englan<:}; coal-fires 
burning, but earlier than the earliest memories I seem to remerp.ber 
greatsheets.of.yellowwhe~t-fields.and burning corn and a Greek
blue sky, and then the blue crenellated walls of a fortress on a hill 
against a lowering sky. This may be the .castle of the Polignacs, 
where they say my mother's family comes from, pear Le Puy, but 
it may not be; but what is certain is that somewherethere·isthe 
burning com and a blUe fortress standing out against a darkening 
sky. 

I am dubious of ancestral memories: I cannot remember ever 
having been born before:I can remember only a fewincopsequent 
details of my childhood, .but my wife swears blindly that she can 
remember perfectly ap incident which happened vvhen she was 
less than three weeks old, and perhaps if one can remember things 
so early, there are peoplewho can rem~mber what happenedin the 
womb, and even before one entered the womb. It is nofimpossible 
to conceive that memory, like the structure of the bones and cer-
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tain inherited characteristics, is carried by the little spinning tad~ 
pole out of which we are half-formed. Why not? There are greater 
miracles. But where, and under what conditions, and in what lives, 
did I see the burning corn and first fear the image of a fortress in 
the dying sun? 

September 9th . THIS afternoon I came upon these words 
from Franz Kafka's notebook: "You do not need to leave your room. 
Remain sitting at your table and listen. Do not even listen, simply 
wait. Do not even wait, be quite still and solitary, The world will 
freely offer itself to you and be unmasked, it has no choice, it will 
roll in ecstasy at your feet." 

What is surprising is that the statement is in no sense European: 
it is purely and perfectly Chinese, though the Chinese would 
change the word "table" for "fields," and he would hardly see the 
world. "rolling in ecstasy" -it would be· there, ·in all ecstasy, but 
not like a pekinese dog at his feet. This waiting, this patience,. this 
knowledge that no moment is lost, this certainty of the final flower
ing--this is something that one learns instinctively on looking at 
Chinese paintings. There were painters who would gaze for a 
whole morning, or perhaps a week, at a single stem of bamboo; and 
then suddenly. and capriciously-for caprice enters into all art
they would find themselves caught upin a spiritual ecstasy, know
ing exactly what it was like to be a bamboo leaf brushed by the 
wind; and imitating the flying shapes of the petals of thebamboos, 
they would become them~elves the bamboos. A few dark lines. on 
brown silk-and between the dark lines and the barren spaces all 
the quivering joy of the bamboo in the wind! 

It would be well sometimes if we imitated them, while we wait 
earnestly for the flowering of our peace. 

September lOth . • . IT occURRED to me suddenly that three 
of the greatest poems ever written were about drowned things. 
There is Ariel's song in The Tempest, there is the lovely H alfte des 
Lebe~ of Hoelderlin and there is the short poem by Li Po which 
contains the lines: The peach-blossom follows the movirtg water. 
Hoelderlin's poem cannot be adequately translated. I have tried 
many times, but the movement of the original is always lost-so 
fruitful and delicate a thing defies the sea-change to another 
language: • 
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Full of yellow pears 
And wild roses 
Hangs the land in the lake; 
0 noble swans, 
Drunk with kisses, 
Steep your heads 
In holy sobering water. 

Alas, where shall I find, 
When winter comes, the flowers, 
And where the s-Unshine 
And the shadows of the earth? 
The walls stand 
Speechless and cold, in the wind 
Clatter the storm-vanes. 

No Chinese would.have dared to write.those last li11es; but all 
that has gone before, the sudden changes of metaphor and feeling, 
the sensuous delight in all fading ·and blossoming things, the 
mirrored and unmoving swans-surely they have come· from a 
Chinese painting? Here are those rich autumnal colours we see in 
Yuan Dynasty paintings, and here too there ~re the scents of spring; 
for the Chinese see nothing absurd in spring and autumn. coming 
together-Wang Wei once painted a banana tree blossoming in 
winter snows. But what is so particularly Chinese is the starkness, 
and at the same time the sensuousness of the statement, the tender
ness, the intimations of mortality which is only another kind of 
eternity, the ripeness in the fall of leaves. You will see it at all times 
in Chinese poetry-not only in the T' ang Dynasty. In the German 
the resemblanceis still more remarkable: the words are so heavily 
weighted. that they come to possess the astonishing solidity of 
Chinese ideograms. 

But why do these three poems, which are so certainly among the 
greatest, all describe a submarine universe? 

September 13th · . , . DREAMING again of. peace, I remem
bered Bergery saying: "When the war ends, there will be such joy 
that we shall hardly be ableto breathe. There willbeanthems and 
processions, and everyone will be wreathed with flowers...,.-such 
peace as no one has ever dre~med of. And how shall we avoid being 
consecrated? The mere endj[lg of the war will be a kind ofholiness. 
For the first time relief will become a positive emotion. Perhaps 
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out of our relief, out of the suddenreleasing of the spring, we will 
be able to compose our peace.'' 

I am not surE). that I. have rememberedhis exact words, but these 
are near enough. He would talk about the tremendous spirituality 
of the Fujiwara epoch in Japan, when .Buddhism came in and the 
country was at peace; of similar periods in India and Persia; of the 
long peace following the wars of Augustus C:1e~ar; of the pax 
Britannica and the coming.pax Americana; and of the great flower~ 
ing of art which occurs • in times of. settled peace. I think he half 
imagined that this was the last of all wars. He .had no .belief in a 
dialectic.of peace and war: the poles did not swingthat way1 war 
was never inevitable, the old Heracleitan ·myth ·failed before 
Anaxagoras' "Man is the measure of all things;'' Andfor him, too, 
peace was not the result of a process of evolution so much as a gra.ce 
from heaven, an undeliberate flowering-you could .1wt explain 
the great peaceful epochs in history by any rule of thumb or any 
concatenation of cattses. Buddhismmayhave helped theJapanese 
in the Fujiwara epoch to enjoy their peace: it did not describe the 
basis of theirpeace. War was a monstrosity, a fungoid growth 
which .flourished with the animal spirit of ma:p; but man was 
naturally peaceful, and a little craven, delighting less in power than 
the cultivation of his natural animalinstincts, \Vhich were mostly 
peaceful. "After thelong weariness of war, we shall settle down to 
look at our toe-nails." And he said once: "In the silence after the 
bombing, we shall be able to hear ourselves speak and it will be 
extraordinary to us that we shall be like Paul, continually marvel
ling. The people of London and· Moscow will not let their street
lights go out. Why should they? They will have discovered that 
light is the source of all being." Bergery may be right, but bur peace 
is as delicate as a flower and from all. directions come. winds. 

There is companionship in war; there is little enough in peace. 
The front7line soldier knows a companionship which transcends 
the ·love ·between man and woman; and what is . necessary. in . our 
peace is thatthe companionshipshould remain. Neither Bergery 
nor Lin Lien have talked of companionship; and because in their 
different ways they were scholars neither have any need of it
their companions an'l books, paintings, the things they see so di
rectly with their sharpened senses. But the rest of us are in des
perate need of it; and once more last night, wondering at the im
permanence of this thing we have called peace in the absenc;:e of 
any more suitable name, I· thought of~he plan we tried to bring 
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into operation early in the 1930's. 
It was a very simple plan, though it was e:lipensive. I was work

ing as a shipyard apprentice in Birkenhead. A French cousin had 
asked me to join him in a camp he was establishing somewhere in 
the south of France for young apprentices .from Paris.· I wrote an<). 
asked him whether I could bting some of the engineering appren
tices £,rom the shipyard-say, three or four, who knew no Fr~n~h, 
but were sensible people, knew how to play games anjQ: were pre
pared to meet the French apprentices on equal ter1ns .. He agreed; 
and very soon afterwards we were.living in a smallvillage.on the 
Drome which was once famous because the Comtesse de Die lived 
there in the time of the troubadours. It was a heavenly month; 
there were mountains to be climbed; there was th~ great b11bbling 
blue sheet of the river, and the air was heady, and. the white t.ents 
·in the fields and the bronzed youths swimming naked in the shallow 
river, the sounds of singing at night and sometimes an accordion 
playing: the companionship of youth springing up in the touch of 
bodies and minds: all these things, and the curiousimpression that 
it was all pe1manent~they had come here to stay. Afterwards they 
said they had never enjoyed themselves so. much: they had rattled 
away in broken French and broken English, but they had enjoyed 
everythingther.e. They enjoyed the sun,thc:;yenjoyed the sharpness 
of the impact with the young French boys, and theykept on corre
sponding with them long afterwards. Then there was a financial 
crash, and the plans for the next year went awry~we were going 
~o invite a hundred German and a hundred English apprentices to 
the south of France. But it came to nothing. 

I regrem~dthis more thanJregretted most thingsin those early 
and fatal thirties. There seemed some hope of peace in a sc.heme 
which would allow young workmen to travel abroad and stay for 
. a while in camps with boys of their own age. At ·least, if there • was 
war~ they would take less delight in lobbing hand-grenades at each 
other and twisting each others' guts with bayonets; they .. would 
know that the others were so little different from themselves, and 
they would learn in time that political differences are rarely caused 
by some . empirical political necessity, but are manufactured by 
men. There might even come a time when war. would be im
possible, since so many youngboys ·were not in a position to. fight: 
they would be. enjoying th~mselves in another country. There 
might even come a time when war would be prevented for the 
siniple reason that the bo~s who would take part in it would im-
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mediately become hostages in some other country. There was hope 
in this companionship for other reasons-there would be more 
inter-marriages, if the numbers of travelling workmen were large 
enough we might at least have to consider an international lan
guage, since broken French and broken English become .wearisome 
in time, There was hope that out of this meeting cultures would 
flower-the greatest periods in the world's art have always been 
those when cultures met. The T'ang Dynasty did not derive its 
greatness from treacherous wars; it was great because there was 
peaceunderthe Emperor T'ai Tsung, and because he encouraged 
the Mahometans and the Buddhists and the Christians to settle in 
his capitals: because trade was flourishing: because a Persian 
enameller would find himself speaking to a Copt, or an Arab trader 
would exchange carpets from Mekka with a Turkic tribesman from 
Bokhara: because a great painter called Godoshi met an Indian 
monk who possessed a Buddha carved in the Gupta period three 
hundred years before; because a great poet called Li Po once 
overheard the songs of some tribesmen near the Thibetan bor
der and learned to write a more vigorous and more sensual 
verse. 

Bergson's universe was "a machine for producing gods"; lwould 
prefer to regard this earth as a machine for producing great art 
and as much companionship as anyone should ever want. We have 
cultural exchange-professors are whisked from obscure Univer
sities in China to fellowships in Harvard· and Yale; it is a good be
ginning, but. I look forward to a time when a young shepherd. in 
Greece will, if it so pleases him and if he should take delight in it, 
decide to live for. six months with the shepherds in the New Eng
land states and see with his own eyes another world: he will notre
turn poorer for the experience; But above. all, I would like to see 
this· done on a scale which would embrace all men and women of 
the earth: let them go where they please: instead of performing 
dreary years of military service, let them be bundled off on ships 
to the farthest corners of the earth; let them all be travellers. The 
world is so beautiful that they will miss nothing by leaving their 
own lands; they may even add to the beauty of the world; they will 
certainly return wiser. More and more I suspect that if we are to 
have peace, the old Father-myth ofthe dictatorships must give way 
to the kameradschaft of the young. There is companionship in war, 
but let us so arrange things that there is a greater companionship 
in peace. • 
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September 14th · . . . . HE WAS well-built,. and he had a face 
like cool veined marble, the pallor of some northern .Chinese. His 
lips were as red as fresh meat and his eyes were glowing,. soft and 
golden; and he was as handsome a young animal as you would care 
to meet. 

We were drinking tea in a pavilion in the lake near the Garrison 
Headquarters, and I said something about the shape of the whirl
ing tea-leaves in the boiling tea reminding me of some Chinese 
paintings of fishes· and crabs and birds; and he nodded, and said 
"Yes, the Chinese painters quite often studied tea-leaves, but 
ther<;J was. something better-the shadows of flying birds in a cage." 
And then 1 began to wonder where this amazing • art of callig
raphy began. Did it really arise from the scratchings on tortoise
shell oracle bones after theyhave been burn tin a fire, and split into 
curious shapes, or did it arise when the first wanderers over the 
northern. desert, deciding that the time had come to write down 
their thoughts, saw the shad~ws ofbirds on the sand? 

The Chinese brush-stroke is full of life; the grey or black line has 
deepening shadows. Looking at Chinese calligraphy,.you feel the 
emotions of the artist who may have written a thousand years, or 
two thousand years ago-they are still preserved· in stone copies 
of the calligraphy ofthe Han dynasty. You feel the point where he 
exerted pressure, where he twisted his wrist a little, where he 
plunged recklessly into the unknown. This is not shadow-play
this is the art of life expressed in all its simplicities. And then we 
watched, for nothing could be simpler, not the sparrow hopping 
on the lotos leaves but the shadows thrown by the sparrow's wings, 
and it· was impossible not to agree with him that the shadows 
seemed ·a concentration of the young bird's life, ·more.·amazingly 
complex and supple than the bird itself. 

It became ridiculous. A fat general sauntered out of the Garrison 
Headquarters-that delightful plump shadow caricatured . him, 
swung round him, played with him unmercifully; it rolled plumply 
along, taking :;t sharp turn here, a twist there, becoming nothing one 
moment and swelling out at the next; and it was impossible not to 
believe that his calligraphy was like this. Then a girl came past, 
and though she was beautiful and swung her hips delightfully and 
showed a clean pair of legs, how outrageotrsly the shadow cari
catured her! She pranced a little, all the little buds were swelling 
out, and the shadow slithered along, bobbed up and down, the 
curves were monstrously euiarged, the black scissors of her legs 
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were continually snipping; but no one would ever have been able 
to invent an art of calligraphy after watc:hing her shadow. A beggar 
slouched along the path under the unflowering peach-trees-his 
calligraphy. was a mountainous shambles; it was not until a child 
came rullning with her hoop and her skirts flying that we entered 
calligraphy again. It must have been alittlewhile later, when the 
sun was going down, that my friend got excited again and 
screamed:· "My God, _look at that elephant!" There was-:-1 had 
never seen. it before--an enormous shaggy blue elephant with 
flapping ears like dishcloths soaked in water, which had come up 
from Burma· with the Chinese army, lumbering a111:ong the peach" 
trees and the small gilt pavilions; but he was not looking at the 
elephant, he was looking at the shadow of the elephant's trunk on 
the grass; ''It's--notfirst,rate calHgraphy," he said solemnly, "but do 
look at the shadow--,--you can feel thelife inthe trunk, andT like the 
way it swings. I don't think anyone has ever done it before, but it 
might be worth trying 'elephant's trunk calligraphy.'" 

September 16th· . . T~!l -"Wfl.J.:., ~~\9.¥@;!.1 ,l,,tgJfl,,rf.lX&¥Jf~,,.Q2ffiing 
through. the· dusty.streets, where a. few beggars were whining,_ a 
fewsnot,nosed children.were playingwith adead rat, whose soft 
grey belly was slashed with the most yivid and most beautiful red, 
but is it over? ~peq.ple,, .hap.p.i@J.;("~.h¥t:~;,,al:.e" . .t;l;!,~,,p,£g~,¥~~~()ns 
ancl~th<il·anthems which l3ergery spe>:k:e .aQ.()J.It.~ .Where :;rr:ethe-.girls 
with flowers in their hair? Where are the singers? Where are the 
hymns of thanksgiving? 

I ·~~J+btvery much, .. ;whether ·anythinghas·•changed.in,,J<;,J,l!ll):ling. 
The fireworks fizzled out on the night of the murder. Tlle .. same 
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there'kthe same heart,rending cornlption, the same misery, the 
same unease. The streets are a little dirtier and shabbier than when 
the Americans were here in full force; the Banks are a little more 
flourishing; there are more canned goods on the market than ever. 
A merchant told me this morning: "Well, this is the beginJJ.ing of 
the end-we made a pack of money while the war lasted, but now 
we are ruined." I hope heis ruined. We payfprthese things too 
much in sweat and.weariness to care very much about the fate of 
the Chinese merchants. 

There were shoddy enough things during thewarin this lovely 
land. There were officers who kept b~ck the food of their soldiers, 
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there were. the hoarding merchants who stored up immense re
serves of rice, waiting for the day when want was so great that men 
would desire it at any price, forgetting that in this country rice is 
only another name for blood; thet·e were offici:ods who looked on; 
there were screams of torture from the police stations; there were 
bodies in ditches; there were soldiers dying on the roads. Kunming 
will live for a little while longer on its inflated paper currency, but 
soon the merchants and the bankers will have to look elsewhere
they will follow the whores to the coast. The whores have gone al
ready. I went down the Chin Pi :Lu this evening, and only one little 
brazen tart came out of the shadows, lifting her skirt and saying: 
;,'One push-how much?" 

;::;.,.. I ·confess. ~he.l'e .?-l'e·tl::li!lgs.in. this> country.lwouldpref~r.not to 
' ''look at. ThereaFetetrible.diseas(i)s: someofJl:1em spiritual diseases 

-an.d..P.hi§,!~·~-91:.~@· There .has a,lwaysl?eenthisstarV;ation in China, 
but .is ,thereauya:easo.n ,why.it .sh.o.uld .. . cQnt~!lu.e? The land i~ rich 
et1.8't~!¢1,,~,9.5l.~n9~~;.The people.hav:e.•.!he .• l'~.Shest.·()l11tvr.a,J. h.¢.l'itage 
of the .. ~Q:d£!· ... Tnere are all the graces and. refinements· of life im
aginable, andyet the art of government is forgotten, l:).nd thefamily 
still remains-that hard-bitten ~ymbol of ~he desire to keep every
thing within the narrow precincts of a single house. So corruption 
mounts· up, since theJamily .gJ,:qws.bigger a,nd .. more• exacting,.as 
wealth·inccr.eases; Seventh Cousin must have his job, in. spite ofthe 
fact that heis incompetent and has learned a few vice.s from abroad 
-"'h~ must have his. girls, his cigarettes, his cinemas, his opillm-pipe, 
his nights in the dancing-halls. We'll put him in the Bank. Excel
lent. A vice-presidency? No, not good enough for that; we1llgive 
him a stool, and asJongas l}e puts in an appearance for a .few hours 
inthe morning; we'll give him a fatmonthly pay-cheque,forafter 
all, is he not in the family? And so it goes on, the vicious and ever
e){panding cin::les .. qf.nepqtisUJ,, .. :\MJ}J9B· .~E)E).trlS to. affect. all·business, 
all goveiJ"l.1llE)ntiu,thil>,d,espe:r;;1tet¥,J;>e#Mti£4l.land. 

Up to the battle of Nanking, there wasthe most tremendous en
thusiasm forthe war and for the government~aspirih!al fireswept 
over the country, China would arise, the real.revolufion wo~rld be 
formed on the comradeship ofwar; men starvE)cla{ld w;alked thread
bare th,e whole length of China and cheered t~el1J,selves with the 
thought oftheir sufferings, for out of their suffedngs and the dead 
bodies in the Yangtse they thought they wollld make a new king
dom of their own~ Butyoucannotinakekingdoms out of~ufferings. 
There .comes a time when su~rings become so long-drawn that the 
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body cries out for opiates, and the opiates were all there-a fortune, 
a job in the government, a sinecure somewhere. You could squeeze 
in if you tried hard enough, and if you were merciless enough. The 
Japanese were a long way a.way. It didn't matter much, and you 
could salve your soul on Monday mornings by bowing three times 
to the pmtrait of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, who said: "The Revolution is not 
yet accomplished." The Revolution could wait for another day. It 
was raining, they were utterly miserable, they were cut off from 
the outside world, life was short and thethings you wanted most 
were ·still coming in from Shanghai, but at exorbitant prices. It's 
pretty rotten for the. soldiers, they said, but we ha.ve got to make 
hay while the sun shines. 

Of course history repeats itself. During these last four years we 
ha.ve lived through the T'angDynasty, and we can even recognize 
the portraits of the conspirators. An Lu-shan rebelled again in the 
north, the Nan-chao came in from the south-west-ifis not exactly 
the same, but we could see Yang Kwei-fei, the consortof the Em
peror Ming Huang (but she was not hanged at Ma Wei); we can 
see the Prime Minister Yang. Kuo-chung, who was the cousin of 
Yang Kwei-fei, devoted to gambling and wine, devoted to his 
cousins and the great fortune he acquired until that day in the 
winter of 756 when the soldiersfell upon him and gnawed his flesh. 
And yet something of the splendour ofthe T~ang Dynasty was lack
ing-the sufferings were too long drawn out and the criminals were 
never punished, and there were no cheap goods coming in .from 
Shanghai while the disconsolate emperor Ming Huang was roam
ing about Szechuan. There wereth~schqlax~::t!J<ith<1P9S!t§J!,!,1d the 
p§aA;;t.:gJ§k!h~E<1~YE~~hy.•pr<J~c:}?fa,peg~q~gi<:Jr~ .. a.IJ<iJh(:J.P{:J8,~::t!l~-girls 
-.andJh~s~h?c9c,n<?t .. 9ll::tJ:lg<:J4· .. 1'l:l{:JY.were §.~a,rcYJ,qg.L~.tHh •• MH§t..they 
starve to th. e .. e. nd o.f .... t.im. e.? .. 

"""""'""'"'"-'"'"'""""''-'"''""'""'~~:;~.<,i~' .... ~*''<i',-;j<';•,;~;,,,.,.:;',>.:<'---- ---

September 11th . Lm LIEN was sick in bed, lying under 
the heavy silk embroidered. quilt-'-the bed too big for him, so 
that his little brown face seemed lost in it. 

·j{i':" "T~e •.. tr.o.ubl~? :i$;itlt<,~-.t ..••. Y\':'(1 •• ba,Y~lJ.:t .. wo.n. the .... Wali,;:.Jae .. sai.d. ... "Th~ 
•·· \p.en~a.n& .. w~n·J.t.£or,us.,.-.,px ... J;;;J.\hef .. ;J. .• fe:w~;Q,e~a,n,"E.r~·~·Sc;a.ndi

nayian, British and American scientists with .all. .the .. wealth of 
Americ~.bebjpq.tP,em. The wealth of America! The old Portuguese 
and Spanish kings thought it lay in the gold of the Indies and in 
China; they said there was wealth beyond the vision·ofmen.to im, 
agine; but there is no wealth inthe In~ies now and China is poor. 
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Wealth lay in a virgin land-tlley J.night have known it; anc!1~QW 
there is only Russia left which is virgin." He was digressing,but he 
came back a moment later: "We haven't won the war-the Amer
icans won it with the Manhattan Project, but the Chinese will kick 
the Japanese in the shins and puff out their chests, yet they know, 
and we know, that we have done nothing to deserve the end of the 
war. The tactics were wrong from the begi.nning-itis always dan
gerous to take flight to Szechuan. And now we dare hardly face the 
Japanese for shame of our imaginary conquest.'' He paused and 
sipped the mulberry-coloured water on the table. "This is what I 
thought a moment ago," he. went on, "but all conquests are imag
inary, so there is perhaps ·little harm in it. We destroy nothing by 
desb.;oying. The Japanese are beaten to their knees, but never has 
any nation been soterriblybeaten as. the Chinese. Welearned our 
weaknesses-pray God we may profit by them." 

He was feverish-it is the month of fevers, the rains .. are com
ing to an end, but the air isstillwet and the rains at least sweep 
the garbage away; he tried to get up inthe bed but. I begged him 
to keep quiet. Through the ba.mboo-curtained window we could 
see the swallows spinning among the leaves, yet th.~ room was cu
riously silent: the shaggy dog asleep on· the floor, the curtains rus
tling so faintly thattheit rustling only awakened the silence. 

I began to. tell him how every time I see soldiers now I • bridle. 
Anachronisms, meaninglessnowthat we.wagt) w~r with invisible 
weapons, a little tiresome in that they stillremained.wi!h.' ~ll~~eir 
privileges, bearing weapons-rifles slung over shoulders;. detest
able little green hand-grenades swinging from their belts-all the 
nonsense of uniforms and salutes and the hint of death all round 
them. "I see them every morning," I complained, "outside my win
dow-drilling, marching, running round in circles, scaling moun
tains-the mountains are perhaps ten feet high and the officer 
wields a white. baton and orders them to. charge up the mountain 
at the peril of their lives. What are they trainingfor? Civil war? I 
doubt whether we will fight national wars with • soldiers any more. 
Ifs all so damnedlyabsurd_:_why can't they go back to their farms?" 

He sighed: "There is civil war in ChinaJ:lOW, isn'tthere?" 
·'Yes." 
"How long do yoU. think it willlast?~' he askedc• 
"Just a few m<mths--until the Americ<lns. crackdown on them. 

It's too monstrous-it is so shameful to fight a .civil war after the 
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conclusion of this war. Really civil war is unimaginable-too great 
a shame." ·. . . .• . · 

«Yes/' he said, "it's too great a shame, it's unimaginable, butit 
exists-the merchants •. have madetheir.nioney and ·they want to 
hold their power, and the soldiers want something to do--the offi
cers don~twantto feel'useless. Oh, this pride; You are qui:te,Jight, of 
course. They have no feeling of shame. Tll.e military profession is 
an honourable profession..,-or rather, it would be honourable if it 
did not dealwith murder. An American soldier came to say good
bye to me. He was going home. He said he was sick ofthe war
every tin1e he sees a man he is unconsciouslyJookingfor ways to 
murder him: a jab in thegroin,an elpow round his neck, someway 
of killing him-you did it automatically, just as when·you ·were 
tn,welling youwe~~· tmcol'l.sciously seeking all' the time•some place 
to hidei~1, lie said he. wanted to go,,home and .get bgckto af(irm. 
'That's where Tbelong. Never been on a farm: befo~e, hut Iknow 
that's the only pliwe left for me! ,{\nd he said: ~Have a girl and some 
kids and ·get away from it all.' It's ·easier to killthan to get a ·girl. 
It's so irmch mtsi~r to throw a hand-grenade than to care for chil-

. dren a1.1d watch after them. We need women in the government 
now-by· God we. need women now. We need people who can 

· smack the faces of the soldierso~1nd tell them they. belong to a dis
honourable trade,.even though their trade.is sometimes necessary . 

. There is no diffemnce between a soldier and .a hangman-a hang
man is necessary,' and so is a solclier, but_thereis no honour hi it, 
though there is bra,very. We can Iearnfrom worrien and children 
~see how terribly children recoil from death, yet we are hardened 
to it." . 

A little while later hesaid: ."!realized after Roosevelfs death that 
Lhad been thinking· for years of a .great white Father .. Therewas 
Stalin, Churchill, de GauHe, . ChiapgKai~shekand Ro9sevelL 1.'h~y 
were the great white fathers) but we don't need-them any more. 
They are dangerous. There comes even a time wll.en they are poi
sonous; We need no Moses who'o/illleadus to the promised land, 
for historically Moses never achieves his mission+-heremains, as 
you remember; on the plains of Raphidim. Wenmst'learn to be 
self-reliant and alone,and abbyeall we must leariitb .be brothers." 

lwas going to say that I had been thinking along these lines, but 
I could see no Bruderschaft arising on the ruiris of thisw~r; we were 
too penetrated with obedience and discipline; there was · too little 
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imaginative life, too little understanding of whatever lives we might 
obtain if we struggled hard enough. I said: '.'Let the .great white 
father go hang; but what is there left? The fathei has pis . place in 
the world, thoughit· was perhaps, one ofthe greatest advantages to . 
Chinese civilization that Confucius:never hadafather;it left a gap 
somewhere which was never filledevenbyConfucius' reverenr.efor 
fatherhood. That immense father of Confucius, who· could lift a 
portcullis with hidist and smash a man's face with a single blow, 
died when Confucius was three:. if he had lived longer;it might 
have been more terrible." He nodded.affirst, and 1 could almost -see 
his brain moiling. "No," he said, "it would have been better if 
Confucius' father had lived .. He was over seventy when Confucius 
knew· him. Think if he -had lasted another ten .years-Confucius 
would have seen him shrivelling into old age, -senile and gasping. 
All Chinese history might have been changed. We n~ed Jo know 
that the great white-fathers are mortal-and remerribef that Con~ 
fucius .had no brothers. He had seven sisters! We tried to build a 
civilization on a man's reverence . for a father he had hardly ever 
seen, and on his liking for his sisters, and now you in the West are 
doing the same. There must be no criticism o£ Stalin, Roosevelt, 
Chiang Kai-shek or Churchill. Why not? Fathers are mortal. We 
did .not respect the kings so much in ancient times--'-there was no 
propaganda to make us respect them. Then why this desire for 
reverencing the great white fathers? ·Are we all · adolescents or 
children? To have self-respect, to have brothe,rs, and to be 
alone-" It was getting dark. Against the doc~ot'sorders he be
gan to light a pipe andJ saw the brown walnut"face glowing above 
the coloured quilts, 'Tve told my children they m!.lst argue with me 
if 1 tell them I have reasons for doing things, so they argue and we 
waste a lot of time, but the important thing is that they are often 
right and I am wrong far more often than I expect. It's good for 
them. They won't have this damned instinct of obedience." 

The dinner was brought in, and I was allowed to have a. glass of 
his mulberry-coloured medicine, which turned out to be wine. 
There were huge pillows-:-Chinese pillows are sometimes as huge 
as those you see on Hungarian bridal.beds-and he half .lifted him
self from the bed, stroked his untiqy beard and gazed out of the 
windows, for the bamboo curtains had been lifted and he could 
gaze out across the darkening garden, full of bamboos and con
volvulus. There were a few stars, though the moon was down. At 
the end of the garden some soldiers were playing shuttlecock in 
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the light coming from an open window.It was dear that he wanted 
to go on with the argument,. but I wondered whether h~ was well 
enough-and besides, it was no longer .an argument, we agreed 
with each other too often, so that it was· difficult sometimes to 
sharpen our minds •• on differences. 

"Let us go a little further," he said after a.while. "Let us destroy 
the father. Was Christ a father? No,bqthe had a profound rever
ence for the Father in Heaven, and this reverence was perfectly 
appropriate to his own place an(l time, but it is no longer appro
priate now. Was Buddha a father? Yes; he had a son called Rahula, 
which means a 'hindrance' or 'obstacle.' He took no delight in fa
therhood, or in being called 'father'-! remember that somewhere 
he ordered that no one should call him by this name, which the 
Christian pfiests so delight in. Bhikkhu, the name for a buddhist 
rnonk, means 'fighter,' for Buddha said: 'We fight, 0 Bpikkhus, 
therefore we are called fighters,' and among themselves they called 
themselves 'brethren.' The communists, of course, have taken the 
word 'comrade' over, and the Quakers call each other 'brothers' or 
'friends'--at least we have that much to learn from them. Like the 
wandering mop.ks on the plains oflndia, we rnust learn to he broth
ers. Karneradschaft-it is the only thing .left." 

When I left the house the· soldiers. were still playing, stripped to 
the waist; they were laughing and the shuttlecock. was flying, and 
I admired how they ~ould kick it up with their heels.and how the 
arms, which are not used in the game, would assume the most 
delightful postures; and then, all the way home, I thought I could 
delight in soldiers if they were stripped naked like the dead soldiers 
by the Liuyang river, or if they were half-stripped or if they were 
disguised; but l hated still with an ungovernable hatred those uni
forms spangled with rnedals and ·decorated. with gold rings, the 
wide-flaring cavalry breeches of officers who never rode on horse
back except during reviews; and when the. inevitable prostitute 
leapt out of the shadowsin her tight-fitting red dress, I remember I 
thought al first it was an officer in uniform--so gaudy she was, and 
so death-dealing. And L thought, because I was tired and some
times the mind rocks into indecency out of sheer weariness: ''The 
officers have their revolvers, and she has something which .is not 
very different--there is death in those little black holes, and· it is 
better to avoid both, and have a world where there are no such 
obvious symbols of death. Let us put an end to prostitutes and sol
diers and the great white fathers w~o have never led us to the 
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promisedJand; and let us all he lil<e St. Francis among our brothers 
and sisters." 

September 23rd, Ezra Pound .. . . WE WERE talking about 
translations from Chines~, and the hideous difficulties that arise in 
transferring alanguage of9lear-cut ideograms into the alphabetical 
monstJ;osities we have in the West. I have been attempting to mal<e 
an anthology of Chinese poetry from the beginning to the present 
time, and with the help of the Chinese scholars here we shall prob
ably succeed in giving for the first time a bird's-eye view of the 
whole of that immense landscape. But troubles arise from all sides 
-a Chinese character never means exactly the same as anEriglish 
word. Its associations, its music, its colour, its sound, its place in a 
sentence,. the peculiar effect of shadowing, by which one word 
throws its accent andshape on another, all these are different; and 
beyond all these differences is the essential difference betwe~nthe 
two cultures-English and Chinese. We do not think as they do, 
our values are different, our feelingfor life and for the forms of life, 
the things that are demanded of us and the things that we demand 
of others~ none of these· are the same. The differences are becom
ing smaller now, as the Chinese drift. away from their· own culture 
and enter our own, but there remain even now wide gaps of feeling 
and sensibility: we are almost like people from different planyts. 

Then how to get over this? One certain wayis to ask Chinese 
scholars to do the translations themselves, and I have done this 
wherever possible; but they complain that their knowledge of Eng
lishis inadequate, I am ask~d to revise, and I am in desperatefear 
lest the least alteration • will change something of the original, so 
that sometimes it is best to leave them. as they are with their slight 
faults of English, but with the certain knowledge that no foreign 
translator could translate as well. Foreign tr.anslations of Chinese 
poetry are full of mistakes .. Even the translations of great sinologues 
like Arthur Waley have errors. FlorenceAyscough's versions ofTu 
Fu,which she composed with Amy Lowell and with the assistance 
of a Chinese scholar, are sometimes incredibly muddle-headed. 
There is a translation of some of The Three Hundred Poems ofthe 
T'ang Dynasty by a curator of.the British Museum which accord
ing to a Chinese scholar I know is almost childish in their simple
minded delightin making errors. But is this true? They .have made 
mistakes certainly, because it is. impossible for. a westeriJ. mind to 
realize allthe associations implied in the Chinese. They have done 
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their best. Too often they were not poets, ancl possessed little 
enough feeling for poetry, delighting only in the chinoiserie which 
sometimes appears .even in Chinese verse. Their be~t was some
times very good .indeed. There is Waley's translation of The Book 
of Songs and there are the translations of Tu Fu andLi Po by the 
Marquis Hervey de St. Denis, but there is little else. There were the 
idiotic pullulations of retired consuls and ambassadors, who should 
never have been allowed near Chinese poetry;therewas Giles turn
ing the bright sunlight of the earliest odes into murky Victorian 
rhymed verse; there were others whom one dare hardly mention for 
wonder that they could so misinterpret so much greatness. 

I have been plagued with this business of translation for a long 
time, and this afternoon I discussed it for the thousandth time with 
Liu Lien, who is helping me to translate these. poems. "There are 
two. things which. I demand of a translator," he said. "The first is 
scholarship and the second is a sense of poetry. There are a great 
number of foreign sinologues of the first rank-Waley, Pelliot, per
haps a hundred others-but there are almost none of them who can 
penetrate into the spirit of poetry. Waley does sometimes, but not 
always; in any case he has chosen for the greater part of his transla
tions the least poetical of our great poets, Po Chu-i. He is an ex
cellent ~cholar; he is even at times an e:xcellent poet, but how 
rarely!" A little later he said: "The real trouble is that scholars are so 
rarely poets. Scholarship demands qualities which areabsentfrom 
the poets. But there is one very great American poet, whoknewas 
far as I know no Chinese at all, yet he is by far the best of all the 
translators of Chinese poetry. He made mistakes, but at least/he 
gave the sense and the fiery spirit of the original. He writes cleanly, 
as we wrote cleanly, I believe they are going to shoot him, because 
like. many poets he lost his bearings in .the war and found himself 
flirting with M ussolini-a great pity, he had no business to be there, 
but he was a poet and one of our greatest poets, Wang Wei, once 
found himselfin the same perilous situation." 

He went to the shelves and took down a small green-covered 
book. 

"I suppose you know Ezra Pound?" 
~'Yes." 

"Have you read Cathay? I assure you the West has produced 
nothing greater in interpretations of Chinese. Oh, there are mis
takes. I want to take him by the scruff of the neck,. I want to ask 
him where he got those fantastic notes.of Ernest Fenollosa and the 
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decjpherings of the Professors Mori and Ariga. Who the devil are 
the Professors Mori and Ariga? It doesn't matter, probably; he has 
had someone to write outfrom a J apanse translation another trans
lation into Italian-it's ·like one of our famous· translations .from 
Tolstoy which are made in Chinese on the basis of a Japanese trans
lation of the German translation of the Russian-but somehow 
Pound has performed the magic ceremonial, he has said the appro
priate abracadabras, he has breathed life into the little wax image 
and not stuck pins into it like so many of the other translators. 
Take, for it is worth taking, Li Po's little academy piece, which was 
once a very great poem indeed but had so many imitators that we 
have almost forgotten how it was ever great: 

The jewelled steps are already white with dew, 
It is so .late that the dew soaks my gauze stockings, 
And Ilet down. the crystal cmtain 
And watch the moon through the clear autumn, 

Let us begin from the .beginning. The first line reads literally: A 
white dew grows on the jade staircase. The .beauty of the phrase 
comes from the word sheng-grows. The .dew is like a flower; He 
has left that out. He has said 'gauze' when it might be more accu
rate to say 'silk' and there is nothing at all about stockings-it 
should be shoes. He says 'I let down the crystal curtain,' but there 
is nothing about 'I'-no great matter, for his 'I' is impersonal 
enough. There are at least five mistakes, but none ofthe1n are of 
any importance, but how magnificently he conveys the spirit of the 
original! It is not great poetry .ih English, but reading it in English 
I feel that he has conveyed tJ:w Chinese with the most perfect pre
cision; Precision. Take the poem which he entitles wrongly The 
City of Choan: 
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The.phoenix are at play on their terrace, 
The phoenix are gone, the river fiows on alone. 
Flowers and grass . 
Cover over the darkpath 

where lay the dynastic; house ofthe Go. 
The bright cloths and brigM caps of Shin 
Are now the base of old hi.lls. 

The Three Mountains fall throy,gh the· far· heavens, 
The isle of White Heron • 



splits the two .streams apart. 
Now the high Clouds cover the sun 
And I cannot see Choan afar 
And! am sad. 

Oh, I want to tear my·hair out atthe •• thought of the mistakes he 
makes, they are such little mistakes; they are notterribly important, 
but why is it that he could not spend three .or fiveyears ii1 China 
and really render our poems into English? The Three Mountains do 
notfaU through the far heaven. What exactly happens is that half 
of the three mountains stretches into the blue sky-the other half is 
covered in mist. Tpere is, I am afraid, nothing at ~11 about the 
'bright caps' and the 'bright clothes.' High clouds do not cover the 
sun-floating clouds shade the sun. 'Far' is a blemish, buthowper
fect at this place and in this rhythm is the word 'splits' and howper
fect is.the short last line which exactly mirrors the shortlast line of 
the original. There are seven words in each line, but there is a pause 
after the fourth syllable and he has. conveyed that pause. He has 
conveyed the freshness of the original. We can see the landscape 
seen by Li Po. We feel the freshness and the immediacy of the 
vision:. I assure you Pound's translations of Chinese give me more 
pleasure (and considerably more annoyance) than all the other 
translations put together.'' 

September .26th . . WriT, when, where. and· how I shall 
leave China, I do not know; but I am beginning to suspect that it 
will be soon.The rumours-they are surely more su.bstantial than 
rumours--of the civil war sicken me. That there should be civil 
war at such a time and under such desperate conditions as we are 
living in terrifies me. Liu Lien talks of his shame, the students and 
the more daring pr()ft;ssors (for not all professors are daring) 
openly proclaim their horror. Who is responsible-the Kuomin
tang or the Communists? There are rumours that Mr. Chiang is 
quietly preparing with American support. for a .five-year war 
against the Communists. Chiim has not covered herself in glory in 
this war, but that she should· follow the path of the Gadarene 
swine is sickenil1g beyond words. 

September 27th .. K. CAME,. very mouse-like, wea~ing a 
loose blue gown, not yery clean. He looked as though he had • not 
slept, and he was unshaved. He said h• had to go away, one of his 
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friends was in prison11nd solllehow he would have to get enough 
money to .feed him. I asked: why?-don~t they feed prisoners? He 
shook his head. His friend was a democrat who sometimes bit:teriy 
assailed • the dictatorial policies of the Kuomintang. Well; they h<1;d 
arrested him in some remote country village, where he was. un
known, where no law has ever penetrated since the end• of the 
Ch'ing. Dynasty, where the village magistrate wi(llded absolute 
power. Probably the boy had been followed by the secret police, 
and there he was--a stone cell, a few village louts with Mausers 
to guard him, and he would have to pay for his food, othe,rwise 
they would forget about him. He had managed to smuggle a letter 
out, God knows how, and he \¥anted fabulous sums ofmcney for 
his bare existencei he wa11ted someone to invoke habeas ·corpus 
and he wanted to have a fair triaL "Will he get them?" "Noc_:_he 
will get the mo,ney, some. ofit, as much as I can raise-\Ve'll try to 
bribe the guards or the village magistrate, and see what happens. 
It's difficult. If you offer too nmch, they'll keep him there and tor
ture him· so that we shall offer more;· They know all the tricks
they have had t:hree thousand .years of this miserable village dic
tatorship with some illiterate fool acting as magistrate, possessing 
powers of life and death over the young boys, and sometimes over 
the young girls.'}'he village magistrate is. god, first because he is 
the magistrate and secondly because he is the recruiting agent. He 
can send boys to the front. He can be· bribed not to send them. I 
wish we could have some villag~ government-all power to the 
farmers and the farm-labourers, not this damned illiterate dictator
ship." 

It would take him probably a week to getto the village; he had 
written a letter-it might get through, or it mi~ht make things 
worse, he .didn't know: There were blue rings r.ound his· eyes and a 
kin(! of popelessne~s, for he \Vould do everything to save his friend 
and fri~ndship between these boys goes deeper thaJ1 it does in the 
west~the unbreakable bond is not brokeri .even in death. 1 gave 
him some money. fie looked shabby and sick as he went out into 
the stone courtyard under the poinsettias, but when.we came .out 
into thy su11light he braced up. ''I'll get him out soli).ehow,'' he said. 
"One sh()uldn't be allowed to die on that stonefl.oor simply for 
being a dem0qat." 

It must have been a coincidence,Jorthat sam~ evening another 
boy. came and sa ton the edge of· the bed, the chairs and tables so 
lit;~:ered up with books thaUhere was no other place· for him. We 
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talked desultorily about. Chinese poetry, fo~ he has written many 
good poems and sometimes even in English he writes with a star
tling sense ofour imagery. And then suddenly, when it was getting 
dark and the· hooks were beginning. to be swallowed up in the 
shadows, their presence 110 longer so dangerous, he showed me a 
poem of four lines which he said his prather had written. They were 
terrible lines. They could only have been written by somebody in 
mort~l fear .and.terrible longing.for death,. so cold and knife-like 
they were. I remember reading in some Paris newspaper the lines 
written by a boy on the night before. he was guillotined for murder~ 
ing his sweet-heart, and I told Il1Y friend how similar they were: 
the same poignancy which went beyond the limits of all human 
feeling .. You will see the same thing; too,in some of the. last poems 
of the German poet Friedrich Hoelderlin, and sometimes it occurs 
in Shakespeare; and once or twice it breaks through the gold and 
silver-greens of the T'ang poets, the wet.red open mouth of the 
beast. 

We talked then for a little while about poetry and how sorne
tirnes it will seize upon the 11ltimate blood-red things of the uni, 
verse: when the stars crack: when loneliness becomes a skull: the 
poet describing simply how the abyss yawns, The boy smiled wea
rily. He was .not handsome, but he had a high northern forehead, 
and his mother had come from the tribes; he was unstable, like all 
those who have the mixed blood of. south and•north, but he pos
sessed quite extraordinary intelligence. And just aswe were leaving, 
he said quietly: "The poem was written by my brother on the night 
before his execution at Hanko"". They executed him as a commu~ 
nist, but he wasn't a communist." 

September 28th . . THis evening,· while the flooded field 
outside my window was jet-black, reflecting the stars, a jeep came 
ploughing through the mud and slime, throwing all the stars into 
confusion; but what was most singular was that the headlights were 
like the Milky Way, and I didn't know whether I was looking down 
at the lake or at the stars. And then very slowly, as the great black 
star-shotwaves lapped away, the headlamps went out, and the stars 
were still there, rocking on the waves .... 

Septemb~r 29th . . . J SAID this evening that he wished he 
had abandoned literature years ago and studied economics. I asked 
him why. "The world's in a mess, we'llehave to get the money into 
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the hands.of the people who need it. No, I am not talking about pro
fessors-itdoesn'tmatter very much about the professors. I heard 
a little while ago about a farm~boy in a village who invented a new 
kind ofsHk-loorn. He took his invention everywhere,sorneoneeven 
introduced him to the manager of a bank in Kunming, but they 
wouldn't look at his invention, and yet with a little capital it might 
have helped the village to get out of its misery.'' He went on to talk 
about silk-worms and mulberry-trees. "The:i·e was a time wh(:m the 
walls of Kunming were. covered with m'ulberry-trees, and there 
were mulberries in every village. The silk of Yunnan was not fa
mous, but people took pride in it, and the girls would wander 
among the trees· and it was like rice--a settled basis of ·living,. with 
its own ritual, its own delicate chemistry giving life anaddedr.ich
ness; and the wails of Kunming looked good, and you would al
ways see the mulberries' at the entrance of every village.'' 

"What happened to the trees?" I asked. 
"Oh, the soldiers cut them .down for firewood.'' 

October 1st . . • LECTURING on Elizabethan poetry and seeing 
everywhere the same kind of feverish excitement as I see in T' ang 
poetry. I have noticed that in all the great periods of literature 
clothes are described at great length-c-in the Iliad, in the .Mabino
gian, in The Tale of Genji, in Shakespeare who is so full of images of 
gold silk. and silver thread-.,-perhaps bedmse ·he .. spenf so many 
years with Mountjoy, who was the comt-dressmaker. Why .this in
sistence on clothes, this delight in·adorning oneself like a peacock? 
We see the court maid~ns ofthe T' ang Dynasty with kingfishers'. 
feathers plastered . along their cheeks, wearing brightly coloured 
silk gowns whose sleeves reach to their feet, and we are not so very 
far from thos~ maidens of thirteenth centtuy Wales, or the Medicis. 
Those descriptions in the Song of Roland, pages upon pages of 
complex arrangements of clothes. in The Dream of the Red Cham
her, and there are perhaps forty poems.altogether in the Chinese 
Book of Songs which contain sorne .detail of the clothes men wore 
in those days which must be nearly three thousand years ago, a 
blue collar here, a green skirt ther.e, till the whole landscape of 
colours. suddenly appears. 

I came across at random in· the Song of Rollznd:. "The helmets 
shone with stones set in gold, and the shields also, and the blue
(ldged coats of mail." There· is· nothing like this in the Bible except 
in Ezekiel and· Revelations.-the Hebrews had no eyes until they 
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were drunk with visions. They did not see things with the imme
diacy and freshness of the Greeks and the Chinese, they were 
cursed with emotions which arose from contemplation of a heav
enly and uncoloured landscape, in which no peach-blossozns 
flowered. The Hebrews left the garden behind them~ the Greeks 
lived perpetually within the garden, continually nourishing their 
senses, the Chinese saw the garden a little ahead of them-you 
could reach it in a day's walk, it was behind the blue mountains. 

And thinking of our own drab discoloured· blue gowns; or the 
terribl€) pipe-rack western clothes we wear, the ruinedwalls of the 
city, the decay of calligraphy, the smoke discolouring the sky from 
the factory chimneys, it would seem that we are not living in one 
of those glorious epochs of history in which men took· delight in 
pure colours and adorned themselves, believing that they were 
kings. 

October 2nd • • • YESTERDAY the American soldiers were kept 
in barracks; there are rumours that Chinese soldiers have been at
tacking the hostels. A few jeeps go round the city bristling with 
guns, and wherever an American soldier appears he has a tommy
gun at his belt or a rifle slung over his shoulder. And yet there seems 
to be no reason for it. It seems impossible to imagine that the local 
Yunnanese forces could ,attack the Americans. Banditry? Yes, the 
country still has bandits, but will bandits attack the Americans? I 
doubt it. 

We live on the edge of an earthquake, The stay of the Americans 
in Kunminghas hadone curious result-as they pull out, thousands 
of Chinese will find themselves without jobs. The better. and luckier 
ones will probably follow the Americans to the coast; the others, 
accustomed to high wages, will be foot"loose in this city where you 
cannot live unless you are paid in millions. A municipal officer told 
me there have been more murders since the end of the war than at 
any time in human memory. Life is cheaper no:w. God knows how 
many jeeps, how many tommy~guns have been stolen from the 
American depots-a colonel told me that eighty-nine jeeps disap
peared in a single year. Everyone knows who has them, they even 
know where they are, but the new possessors are so highly placed 
that they are beyond the judgement of the courts; and the judges 
can be bribed, so it would be useless to bring them to court. 

A nasty story. A Glfound a Chinese trying to steal the chain
guard of his jeep. "So I socked him on !he cheek and smashed his 
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jaw and kicked him a bit, but. Christ Almighty, it's better than 
sending him to the Chinese police_._they' d • have killed him. And 
they don't try the water treatment either." 

October 3rd . • , A GREY dusk-one of· those. evenings when 
time stands still, smoke rises so slowly from the cooking fires, and 
suddenly and for no reason at all everything is qui~t. The birds, 
even the birds were silent, the shops seemed to lean backwards into 
the grey mist, there was no creaking sound of axle stavt;s from the 
little salt-carts driving down to the quay. And then suddenly a child 
in a red dress came running down the street, setting the whole earth 
alight. 

I find more and more tha.t I like wandering through the streets at 
night, and best of all are those nights when the electric light goes 
out, the fumbling acetylepe flares are lit and the huge shadows 
lounge at street corners. I am so accustomed to electric light thatl 
have almost forgotten the beauty of candlelight, and I hunger 
sometimes for those moments in Chungking when, stepping off the 
ferryboat at midnight, I would be greeted by a small boy with a 
bamboo flare which turned the rocks red. In this light the boy's 
skin was like thefruit of some tropical plant, running with juice. It 
was dark and cold, and there was often frost on the ground; the 
steps quarried .out of the rock. were treacherous; above us were 
harsh slopes, invisible houses clinging to the dark. But those bam
boo flares gave more light than our sickly pellets of electricity. It 
brought out thetexture of skin and rock and mur;l; there.were leap
ing shadows. from these brushes of fire. Electricity stands still. In 
electric light we are apt to regard the world as safe and unchang-. 
ing; but I prefer the dangers of the bamboo or pinewood flares, 
when a rock will suddenly leap out at you, when the steps will 
suddenly seem to be running with blood, when monstrous dark
nesses appear, and there are bears and tigers in those leaping 
flames. 

And so tonight, coming down the street where the sweet smell of 
opium drowsed from the open doors, I recaptured once more those 
moments in Chungking. The electric light had been turned off-'
perhaps thatwasthereasonfor the rqysteriotis silence.J.h[id gone 
out to buy· a newspaper; · anclj. then coming through a .d~rk street 
near the walls, which have always frighten~d me,for darkness al
ways seems to be more intense beneath those thirty-foot high slopes 
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of mud, an old man came plodding along with a bamboo flare 
which sent his shadow rocketting over those immense black sloping 
walls. A moment later, when the lights came on again and from 
every house there came idiotic white unchanging squares of • elec
tricity, the old man was almost swallowed up in the brightness. 
But what was delightful beyond words was that he tried frantically 
to blow out the bamboo flare, and swung it around and dashedit 
against the wall of· a house, but it wouldn't go out,. and a moment 
later the electricity went out again and he looked as proud as Luci
fer as he went down the street, carrying shoulder-high that blazing 
bamboo flame. 

I am angry when the electricity goes out while I am working. I 
can't afford the snow-white American candles; there are only the 
little threecinch high Chinese candles made of pig's fat, which burn 
weakly and sputter with a small orange and blue flame. Some of 
them have no wicks, some melt in three minutes, some suffer from 
varicose veins. It should not be difficult to make good candles, but 
at least these wretched candles are better than the sulphurous 
green glare of rapeseed oil or the cheap acetylene cans which ex
plode in your face. Best to rise with the sun and sleep at sunset
but how, when there are so many books around me and so many 
million Chinese poems still to be read? 

October 4th, Civil War . . . IT wn.L take some time to see 
this day in its proper perspective. It might even be better to leave 
it out-I can no longer trust myself to speak calmly of. bloodshed. 
I have such a horror of violence now that I can hardly bear the 
sight of soldiers, and now they are everywhere. They are swarm· 
ing all over the city with their V armbands, their sleepy faces, their 
trigger-hungry fingers, their idiotic blank obedient faces. 

This morning I was awakened by the sound of fire-crackers. I 
thought they were fire-crackers. It was a lovely day, blue sky, small 
puffs of blue cloud. Something ~as wrong, and I must have realized 
unconsciously that they were not fire-crackers, and there was no 
subdued murmur of people and lorries and funeral processions in 
the streets-that murmur which comes through the high walls of 
my courtyard and gives a faint quivering life to everything. Then 
the fire-crackers stopped, then they went onagain. One ofmy win
dows looks out over an immense field, and a:t the end of the field 
there is the· Burma Road. There. was no traffic on the road. A few 
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soldiers in the field were 'busily digging a grave. 
I have said·before that I do not like soldiers; and so I try n.ot to 

look out of the window in the early morning when they do their 
idiotic exercises. I prefer this field later in the morning, when the 
mist has lifted and the ponies are rolling in the grass and small 
boys play tag and the shopgirls slip away from their counters an.d 
saunter beside the muddy pool; or when for some reason which I 
have never attempted to discover some women come with bales of 
blue cloth and slowly unroll them and let them dry in the sun. But 
now there were only the soldiers with their short-handled picks 
digging a grave in the sun. 

The machine-gun was brought out· later. A very beautiful 
machine-gun,. nicely oiled and glinting, with three little legs and a 
nasty snout pointing in the direction of the great west gate. You can 
see the gate from here with its scalloped Raring roof above the 
trees, the small machine-gun and the great gate in the distance. 
The soldiers lay down behind the machine-gun. They were waiting 
for something to happen, but nothing happened, there were no 
more fireworks. I went out into the street, and there was another 
very beautiful machine-gun at the corner, though for some reason 
it was hooded withwhite sackcloth. There was dead silence. There 
were some soldiers huddled in the doorways. They looked tired, 
and they carried sub-machine-guns, and the street was empty ex
cept for the soldiers. 

I went back and asked the amah whether there was enough food 
in the house-it might last for a few days, and we seemed to be in 
the line of fire. There was almost no food, but she did not complain 
of this. She said bitterly: "If it's civil war,. then the peddlars will 
starve." I asked why. "They can only just live on their earnings, and 
they must get about in the streets." She spoke very simply: she had 
seen many civil wars, It was absurd to stay in the house, and so I 
took a young student who .is also staying here and we went in 
s.earch of an officer. The fire-crack~rs had begun again, but they 
were a long way away, and there was a sudden crackling of 
a mortar, but that was nearer. We ,ducked into shelter. Seeing 
us, the broad-faced soldiers were smiling and rubbing their 
hands. 

I asked them what they were doing. Fifth Army. They had been 
there since two o'clock in the morning. Much fighting? They didn't 
know. Could we go into the city? No, they had their orders, no one 
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was to pass, no one at all. And if we did pass? They were very sorry, 
but they would have to shoot. And then someone came running up 
to say that an officer was expected soon, and perhaps we would be 
allowed to go into the city under escort. 

The streets looked so curiously bare. A shutter would open, a 
face would appear, very drawn and tense, and then the shutter 
would be closed again. There was no traffic from the East Gate in 
spite of the fact that it was one of the main arteries into the city. 
It was this silence that hurt most, and the shutters opening, and the 
presence ofthose soldiers with their rolled grey-blue blankets, their 
pistols, their hand-grenades, rifles and trenching tools, just waiting 
there in the doorways. By now we had counted three jeeps moving 
along the Burma Road. The soldiers looked very tired. They said 
there had been fighting at the North Gate, and more fighting still 
at the Great East Gate. 

And then it began to grow clear: the city was under some kind of 
siege .... 

It will be difficult to catch up with this diary. Things are moving 
so very fast, and it is all so very mysterious. There is a siege. This 
much is certain. The Governor is still in the great ochre-coloured 
palace overlooking the lake, and the soldiers of the FifthArmy are 
all round the lake firing at the r>alace with machine-guns, and there 
is a Mitchell bomber circling over the palace. American aeroplanes 
are still landing on the airstrip and taking off again, there are no 
American soldiers on the streets, but in all the alleyways and in all 
the shop doorways there are the drab-clothed trigger-hungry 
soldiers of the Fifth Army. But I musttryto begin from the be
ginning. 

We waited for about half an hour till the escort arrived, two 
young Hunanese with red cheeks and with. four green hand
grenades hanging from their belts. I gathered that they did not rel
ish the idea oftaking us to the Little East Gate: there were snipers 
somewhere, and there were crackling sounds coming from inside 
the city. There is a wide road which leads down to the quays with 
shops on each side of the road, and for some reason we did not 
walk along the pavement but marched down the centre of the 
road, and I remember I kept on looking up at the windows for 
snipers. It was like Changsha; the shutters closed, the people in
side pretending not to exist, the dead silence and the echoes of our 
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shoes on the cobble-stones. "It's all over now," the Hunanese boy 
said, laughingnervously, but just as he spoke there was the sound 
oHiring inside the city. 

There were a few people on the streets, and we thought it might 
be true that the war was over. There were these young soldiers 
from Hunan and Honan at all the street corners, anned with hand~ 
grenades, Mausers and rifles; and all wore a white bandage with a 
badly-printed V in red on their arms. We noticed they were look
ing towards the end of the long street; they looked sullen and deter
mined; but there was no firing. We walked up the street past the 
stone pill-boxes; and then we noticed that the machine-guns were 
pointed directly towards the centre ofthe city. What was surprising 
was that when we came to the end of the street there was another 
pill-box filled with young Yunnanese soldiers wearing French 
helmets, and their machine-guns were pointed towards the. gate 
we had come from. 

We knew then that the resistance was continuing; that .the Fifth 
Army was a Nationalist army sent to gemand the surrender ofthe 
Yunnanese guards who remained: though there cannot be many, 
since most of the Yunnanese armies are in Indo-China. We tried 
to get round the lake, but they refused to let us pass. It was odd to 
be stopped everywhere in this bright autumn sunshine, odd to see 
the silhouettes of soldiers on the rising banks beside the lake,· and 
odder still to hear the crackle of Bren guns directed at the Gov
ernors palace. 

Later in the afternoon we managed to get to the North Gate by 
taking shelter along the city wall. There were soldiers everywhere, 
small groups of people heatedly discussing what had happened; 
once, there were bloodstains. The Hunanese boys are trigger
happy, but pasted on the walls a.re notices saying that. if they kill 
a foreigner, they and their whole families will be wiped out by 
military order-so, for the moment at least we are safe. 

There is a curfew. They said it was at nine, but apparently it was 
at six, for when we came through the streets in the dusk we were 
stopped. We went on a little while later. On the Street of the Forest 
of Learning a mortar exploded just as we reached the house of the 
President of the University; and. then there was rifle fire down the 
whole length of the street. ItJooked like those. photographs of St. 
Petersburg taken in 1917 -the grey dusk, the people staggering to 
shelter, the way men hug the walls when there is street-fighting. 
Heaven knows where the fring came from-probably from the 
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drum-tower. of the gate. And. then allnightthere were sounds of 
firing,. not occasionally, but continuously, sometimes so· close that 
we heard the bullets nipping through the trees, 

October 5th • . . SoME students have been slightly wounded 
by stray bullets. There seems to have been a short hea"Y engage
ment in the hills behind the University. Fourteen mortars were 
thrown at the North Gate yesterday morning. This is not comic
opera: there .is too much fear, and there has been fighting all night 
along the Street of the Forest of Learning, and along the Street of 
the Flowery .Mountain. J. said he counted eleven bodies early this 
morning. I·a,sked him what the devil he was doing counting them. 
"There is a daylight truce," he said. "There is only firing at night
and that'sbetter. You can throw off a hello£ a number of rounds 
without hitting anything."· But a· child was wounded seriously in
side the Great East Gate this morning. 

There are rumours that Lu Shen-tzu, the second son ofthe 
Governor Yung Lun, is coming from Chaotung, about two hundred 
miles to the north-west, to relieve the city. But the Yunnanese troops 
in the province are miserably small, though well-disciplined. There 
is only one regiment of gendarmerie, one brigade of field artillery 
and one or two regiments of soldiers. It seems improbable that they 
will be able to hold out. 

October 6th IN THEstill bright air the sound of rifle shots 
like the dull patter of cricket-bats at the nets: no smoke, nor any 
explosions, but at night they whine and roar and crackle among the 
trees. What is odd is that the streets look so normal during the day. 
There are the soldiers with the arm-bands, which had a great 
blood-red W today-those who did not change them soon enough 
were shot out of hand, so that the Fifth Anny lost apparently over 
eighty soldiers this morning. 

Last night we again· mistook the time of the curfew: everyone 
was so certain that it was nine o'clock. So we wandered down by 
the wall in the pitch darkness, and when we came to the Little East 
Gate someone lunged out of the shadows and said "Putyourhands 
up," and searched my pockets. He was tired and trigger-happy and 
carried a sub-machine-gun .. It was ·not· pleasant, and· it became 
worse later when we were told that we could pass unhindered out 
of the Little East Gate and found ourselves stopped by shadows 
at every· turn, the road deserted and seeming in the faint light so 
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broad that we were lost in it. We walked down the centre of the 
road, afraid they would shoot at shadows creeping along the wall. 

October 7th • • • I WALKED all over the north partof the city, 
and found tanks in the great field outside the North Gate. The 
tanks have machine-guns mounted on the roof, and some small 
guns which are shelling the Governor's palace over the walls. 
There are bullet-marks on the British Consulate, there arewires on 
the ground all leading to Heilungtang where General Tu Li-ming 
has his headquarters and from where he is operating against the 
Governor, who is still preparing to hold out in his palace. Shops 
are open all day, but at the first faint approach of dusk, every
thing .is shuttered, for the soldiers of the Fifth Army are ordered 
to shoot anything thatmoves after curfew. What is oddisthatthis 
is perhaps the last of the Chinese wars againstthe barbarians, for 
the Governor of Yunnan is a tribesman; ifthe Fifth Army succeed 
in taking over the province, it will also be the first time that any 
central government has possessed complete power here; for this 
province has always possessed, even under the Ch'ing Dynasty, a 
kind of autonomy. 

October 8th . . I HAVE been to the American Red Cross, 
where L. tells me that in the long courtyard outside the Military 
Hospital, perhaps a quarter of a million bullets have been fired 
without anyone being hurt: they have been firing backwards and 
forwards between the street and the hospital for three nights, and 
only the statue of the former Governor has been chipped. Yet 
hundreds have been killed, and according to all reports I have 
read, prisoners are executed without mercy. 

October 9th . , . T. V. SooNG has arrived, and the Governor 
Lung Yun has surrendered and emplaned for Chungking, The war 
is over, butis it over? The. Yunnanese have fled to the hills or gone 
into disguise. Lu Shen-tzu's forces never reached the city: they 
were decimated some forty miles away, and it was apparently when 
Lung Yun heard of the fate of the relief column that he decided to 
surrender. He might have fought it outfrom the palace indefinitely, 
or .at least until the bombers came, but he can have had little hope 
of being successful. If it is over, I shall remember the hollow tock
tock of bullet-echoes among the gravemounds, the long dreary 
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nights returning home, seeing.shadows and being stoppedevery
where; I shall remember the bloodstains and the chips of plaster 
and a green lake ringed round with Bren guns while the nationalist 
soldiers fired at a castle on a yellow hill. 

October 15th, History . . . I HAVE been thinking of the his~ 
tory that may some day be written of our civil war. It may not be a 
long history, perhaps only a few paragraphs will be wrong. Be
cause we were professors, we collected the rumours anQ. soine of 
the facts, but most of the rumours turned out later to be inven
tions and hardly any of us have any idea of the facts: yet we were 
there, we were shot at, we saw the dead, we read the press releases, 
we were completely neutral in the sense that we took no part in 
the fighting and could not conceive any great advantages in either 
side winning-we were passengers here and would soon return to 
Peking. 

Mercifully, the Chinese have never envisaged any philosophies 
of history. For them it is simply a serious account of things that 
happened in the past, many of them unrelated to each other, a 
series of rather lugubrious and sometimes delightful anecdotes. 
Things happen, they say; there is perhaps cause and effect; there 
are good men and bad men; most curiously, there are men of good
ness. But the ancient histories, though they hint at goodness, are no 
more than anecdotes, some of them evidently spiteful, some ill
conceived, all coloured by the emotions of the writer. 

And so the Chinese will record to the end oftime such odd and 
unnecessary things as that Yuan Te-hsiu went for whole days with
out eating during times of famine, solacing himself on his flute; 
that Mi Fei called a curiously shaped rock "his brother"; that Mao 
Ch'iang, the concubine of the Prince of Yueh, was so beautiful that 
when fishes saw her they dived deep 'in the water, birds soared 
high in the air and the deer scurried away to the woods; that Tao 
Hung-ching, the hermit of Hua-yang, lived in a three-storied tower, 
himself in the top story, while his visitors lodged on the ground 
floor and his disciples below him; and that Chen. Tsun loved his 
guests. so much that to keep them with him he threw the linch-pins 
of their carriages into his well. I confess I prefer it this way. History 
as cause and effect, as the rise and decline of social movements, of 
prevailing necessities and leaps to freedom-! think I can half
understand them, but I understand better those histories which are 
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concerned with the curious evolutions ofmen.'We are inclined to 
despise anecdotes; and this may. he partly because we live in urban 
societies and no longer amuse ourselves by telling stories to each 
other. The novelist remains.the only historian: we shall never kriow 
or guess what happened during the invasion of Rqssia in 1812, but 
we are more certainly closer to the conspirators .on both sides when 
we read War andPeace than when we read the history-books. 

October 25th, A Chinese Hand . . THE . post-office was 
horribly dirty. There was a little tin of rice-paste attached to a 
string, and everyone was dipping his fingers in it to stick the stamps 
on the envelopes. We were crowded and huddled there, a sweating
hot mass ofsilent.humanity, and the little window through which. 
we peered had a shutter which threatened to bang down at any 
moment, for the people inside were hard-pressed. I hated it. !.hated 
the soldiers dressed in ragged cotton-lined uniforms who were all 
crowding so urgently, so preposterously urgently, against the 
window; they were suffocating the girl by my side; they had prob
ably already killed the baby who was wrapped in a red silk shawl 
on her back; they were evil-smelling, drab and unhealthy, and I 
didn't want to look at them. And then suddenly, on the little counter 
made foetid with traces of rice-paste, I saw the hand. It was so 
perfect that you wanted to take a knife, cut it off and keep itfor 
ever. The fingers were finely tapered, delica~e and intense, quiver
ing with life, dark brown, shining a little and though they were 
quivering, they were in repose. It was like a little brown sleek 
animal sitting there: somewhere in its shadow there were eyes, and 
there was a heart beating in the palms, and perhaps-why not?
it had lungs, sexual organs, mouth and nostrils. And so it remained 
there, almost; a small brown animal curled up and waiting patiently 
for the moment when food would be dropped in its mouth, so 
delicate and fragile a thing that you wanted to stroke it, or evenput 
it in a cage. There were faint blue veins and curious whorled 
knuckles: the silky brown fingers were longer than any I have ever 
seen. And then I looked up and saw the snot-nosed, ragged
mouthed soldier, with the clipped hair and the eczema and the 
unshaved beard, as uncouth and horrible a spectacle as any in the 
army; and yet itis not in. the least puzzling that this lice-infested 
descendant.of coolies and princes should have been the owner of 
these .hands, for nearly all Chinese hands seem to possess this deli
cacy and intensity, this quivering life of their own. 
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October 27th, Deus absconditus , . . , THE fear of Pascal.and 
of the saints-is at last realized. But it may be that the God, who 
has escaped, may yet return not through our fear of destruction, 
but because our shuddering on the edge of the abyss may call forth 
the mediator. The world is not wicked: there is no Sodom and 
Gomorrah to be destroyed. We have climbed Mount Moriah, we 
have taken the fire in our hands, and a knife, and we are still wait
ing for the ang~l to call out from heaven, Here I am. And it may be, 
though it is perhaps necessary to look for it very carefully, that we 
shall open our eyes and see a ram caught up in a thicket which can 
be sacrificed instead. 

I confess that though I fear the· atomic bomb, I delight in it. 
There must be something to be said for a machine that turns 
whole cities to powder. I have seen bodies on a battlefield. which 
looked, in the visionary whiteness of. evening~ so young and clean 
in their. nakedness, for they had been stripped by the peasants, 
like young gods sleeping; but their beauty was. disquietening, an 
error, • only a temporary. heightening of the ·human dignity they 
must once have possessed and were so soon to be dispossessed of. 
Usually the crumbling remains of war are not pleasing: the hu
man agony is only too evidently stated in the twisted wires, the 
gutted and continually bleeding· horses, the blood-soaked clothes 
and the unholy attitudes of the dead, whose • open· eyes. among the 
grass are treacherously imploring, since there is no one who can 
answer their requests. It is better that we should become powder 
than that we should become gobs of disused :flesh. Now that we 
know that Prometheus has come into his own, that the fire he 
stole from Heaven and concealed in a fennel-shi.lk has power to 
tum his Caucasian rock into powder, we need a new legend. Dust 
to dust: ashes to ashes: it was usually a lie, for we tum into mud 
and worms. But the new paradise of coloured dust in which we 
shall all soon be floating (unless we disband our armies and have 
an international government· at· once) is at cleast more· bearable. 
The Chinese buddhists call the world "the red (lust," and it may 
be that they were prophesying, though they can hardly have ex
pected that we should make the transition so painlessly. Mean
while where is the ram caught in a thicket by his horns? 

October 28th , , , HE WAS. probal:>ly a survivor of the Yun
nanese guards who fought against the Fifth Army, butit was im
possible to think of this as he was bro~ght out of the Great West 
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Gate on his way to the burial mounds. He was tall and wore , mili
tary uniform; his hands were tied behind his back with a ridicu
lously thin piece of string which trailed behind him, caught up 
in the hands. of a young soldier who carried a rifle on his shoulder. 
There were three other soldiers similarly armed, and there was 
also an officer with a long black coat which dragge~ at his heels. 
It was evident that he was being led out to die; his face was des
perately grey, without life, already remote froll1 the world, the 
eyes unseeing and the lips set in a broken quivering line. And he 
walked on, very fast, as though to make up forlost time, -leading 
this procession on the end of a string, going down an old alleyway 
where there is· an empty shrine to the forgotten gods of the place: 
and it was impossible to believe that he was not leading them, for 
he walked in front of them and possessed the utterly passionless 
and exhausted expression of a man who has seen everything and 
knows everything, and is therefore appointed to be a leader of 
men. Five minutes later he knelt on the ground and ·the top of 
his head wasblown off, and now at night the crows are screaming 
over him and the dogs are drinking his blood. 

November 3rd . • WE WERE speaking of the desperate pov
erty which remains in China, that poverty which explains every
thing, for it explains why the rich desire so desperately to be 
richer, it explains murder, it explains the dying soldiers coming 
up the Burma Road to die. And not so much fear of poverty as fear 
of starvation. When you are travelling, everyone tries . to bring 
with him enough food for a life-time. The buses £rom Kunming to 
the south are crowded with Yunnan hams, tinned foods, a pig's 
head here and some tripe there-everyone is seCl·e~ly afraid of 
dying of hunger in this country where so many have died of 
hunger. J. told me that last week he was waiting for a bus in 
Kweiyang. There were some mongrel dogs playing in the road, and 
the bus came and ran over two of them. "And then the beggars 
leaped .out of nowhere and we saw them tearing the dogs apart 
and eating them alive." A little later he said:. "The Chinese do 
not share our fear of the atomic bomb .. They have lived so close 
to insecurity all their lives that our new-found insecurity is almost 
strange to them.''· 

November 4th.. . • . NOTES for a sermon on the atomic bomb. 
No man may deliver his brother, nor make agreement unto God 
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for him. The crisis of the spirit: whenever power is given into 
our hands, whenever power is so great that we are compelled by 
a kind of gravitational attraction to imitate the recklessness of the 
bomb. It is not inconceivable that whole civilizations may become 
reckless, not through fear but because we. unconsciously imitate 
the manifestations of power, as the poets a few years ago·imitated 
the rhythms of the petrol engine. The new jet-propelled world 
which has finally abandoned all sense of rhythm. Power becomes 
silent and invisible, and in this respect like the sun at night. But 
how to live in this new lunar lands.cape? 

. Rilke lamented duting the last war that the world had come 
into the hands of men and left the hands of God. The ultimate 
fever: when it leaves the hands even' of men, and becomes purely 
fortuitous, whole civilizations at the mercy of a madman. Ghenghiz 
Khan redivivus, but leaving no trace, no history behind him-the 
end of history as we have known it, and the end of man as we 
have known him, and of all love. After writing Green Jade, Shen 
Ts' eng-wen, wrote in his autobiography: "Though aU men perish 
from the earth, I have left in this book evidence of how men loved." 
This above all-that there should be the evidence whatever hap
pens, the evidences which are supplied by great art. The greatest 
task: to hollow out remote mountains and bury in them, as the 
Egyptians buried their kings, the greatness we have inherited, so 
that if by some chance some of us survive we can create a civiliza
tion on the basis of what is good in ours. And asking, as always, 
the heroes-Beethoven ·and others-what they would do, and 
knowing only too well that they would . ask us to preserve, not 
their memory, but the works they have. accomplished. 

I have realized recently more profoundly than before the des
perate straits of aU art, remembering the lurking fear in Epstein's 
face in 1939 when it seemed likely, and even possible, that bombs 
would either destroy his work or his bronzes would be melted 
down into bombs. What is left to us, as a kind of correlative to the 
powers we have created (and which we cannot control), is to 
make art so powerful that it will survive even the greatest shocks. 
To draw in gigantic patterns in the most enduring metals, to cre
ate like the Assyrians, who were also conscious of tremendous and 
unforgiveable powers, on so huge a scale that they could outwit 
their own deaths. To find the still centre beyond the whirling cir
cumferences-but one must first pass through the circumference. 
And will those things which are most delicate, books and music 
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and paintings, survive in the caves we shaU have to make for them? 
Of the greatest things we are most careless, but in. the .. history of 
civilization it is war that always destroys most~the poems ofSap
pho survived until the Crusaders burnt them. And to beware also, 
in preserving our treasures, of the puritanical bonfires of Savona
rola, and the more dreadful, because still more puritanical bonfires 
of the last Emperor of the Liang Dynasty who, when at last 
forced to abdicate, heaped together 200,000 books and pictures, 
and setting fire to them exclaimed: "The culture of the Liang 
Dynasty perishes with me," and to remember that something 
very similar happened at the end of the Nazi dynasty in Ger
many. 

November 5th . • . I LIKE Franz Kafka's apothegm in The 
Great Wall of China: 

Leopards break . into the temple and drink the sacrificial 
chalices dry; this occurs repeatedly, again and again; finally 
it can be reckoned upon beforehand and becomes a part of 
the ceremony. 

It is just conceivable, but not entirely probable, that the atomic 
bomb may 'become part of the ceremony." 

November 6th . • . IT MAY be that I am growing older and 
more cynical,. but I am becoming more and more puzzled by the 
foreig~ers who conle to China. Why do they come? To exorcise a 
childhood dream (which is perhaps excusable, though · it· will 
never be exorcised), or because servants are cheaper here (which 
is no longer true), or because they are moved to r?scue the heathen 
(but the heathen are so often more civilized than they ar€l) .. l.re
member a professor of English from some remote University in 
England who mumbled love lyrics so passionlessly that half the 
audience wanted to scream and the other half wanted to vomit, 
and then came back at night to our senior common room in a 
deserted and rat-infested theatre and told dirty stories to Chinese 
professors who knew better ones, but would not care to tell them; 
and I remember how this desiccated professor pecked and fiddled 
with Pound's translation of Propertius, saying that it was. full of 
mistakes, he had checked all of them and it was beyond doubt 
the most miserable fabrication ever invented, and it was useless 
to tell him that Pound's tra~lation was among the greatest things 
in our literature. "But my dear fellow, the man was a traitor-! 
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hope they shoot him." I hope they shoot the professor for murder
ing the English love-lyrics, and lam sure Pound was the most in
effectual of all traitors. (Li Po was a murderer, Marlowe a \Vhore
mongerer and blasphemer, Raleigh a cut~throat, Shelley a seducer, 
Rim baud an opium-smuggler, Villon a gangster,. Hart Crane a per
vert, but who cares?) 

There were others. There was the fat lady and the thin man in 
the Red Cross who gave parties and sighed for Peking and cared 
not a damn for the miseries of the people he was sent here to heal; 
there was the insufferably patronizing and distinguished professor 
who read out to the assembled faculty a letter he had received 
from .his child aged seven in proof of·. the sympathy which his 
country possessed for China, while the watch-chain trembled on 
his .fat waistcoat and the professors wilted into themselves; the 
colonels who pawed at girl-students; the generals followed. by 
their hordes of Shanghai mistresses; the ambassadors who knew 
only that they were ambassadors and obeyed their wives; the first
secretaries who delighted in nothing more. than drinking distin
guished scholars under the table; the plug-uglies; the millionaires. 
But there were good and great men too who came to China when 
she was cut off from the world--Willkie and Fairbanks, Dodds 
and Hughes, Needham and Clark-Kerr and Eliseeff, and a host of 
others; and at times of greatest stress, when one felt that all that 
was worst in the west was crawling into China, there was always 
the memory of Eggleston. 0 Cod, God, God, why must China so 
often be the place of the remittance-man? 

November 7th . • Nor well. The worrying thing is that 
when the body drops, the. spirit drops too .. The world cannot pos
sibly be as bad as I painted it this afternoon-going • down the 
street where the mud is a slimy three-inch thick black jelly· for 
£fty yards, though the sun was shining, and the jelly remains for
ever, because the sanitation in this city is almost non-existent. I 
do not know how people survive among these unrunning drains, 
squelching cesspools, dead rats, dead bodies everywhere. Because 
I have a headache, and probably typhus, it seem~ worse: the dead 
rat gnawed by the dogs assumes elephantine proportions-it 
would have been a dead rat yesterday, and rather beautiful, but 
today it is a mountainous suppuration of diseased and running 
flesh. A headache is a magnifying-glass. Must one always be at 
the mercy of the knife-edge balance of the brain-cells? 

And then the night-mare, the prof&sor turning into a rat with 
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wet red lips mouthing something about Propertius. Exorcised the 
demon at 3A.:M. by writing out the whole of Pound's wonderful 
translation of "0 nox mihi candida": 

Me, happy night, night full of brightness; 
Oh couch .made happy by my long delectations; 
How many words talked out withabtmdant candles; 
Struggles when the lights. were takenaway; 
Now with bared breasts she wrestles against.me, 

' Tunic spread in delay; 
And she then opening my eyelids fallen insleep., 
If er lips upon them; and it was her mouth saying: Sluggard! 

But the couch is. not made happy by long delectations, and the 
red-faced rat will probably return. 

November 8th • SICK. 

November 9th • SICK. 

November lOth • SICK. 

November 11th . • . HEAJ)ACHE. Lying in bed, drinking wa
ter. The headache quite remarkable: little green wedges trying 
to split the skull open. If I could see them, it would make no dif
ference. Sometimes they get bigger, and then they are like piston 
hammers. I am absolutely· determined to regard this as a clinical 
experiment. The pain doesn't matter-too drowsy with fever
but the headache does matter. 

November 12th . . . GREEN wedges all night, butthey turned 
to gold this morning, and worse still they became sharper. They 
are like arrowheads, and probably poisoned. Thefever got worse, 
but the fever is infinitely less important than the green hammers. 
The idiotic thing is that it is completely impossible to think. . The 
world is muffled and muzzled. I have been reading, hut the words 
don't sink in; if I didn't read, the. hammers would be louder, and 
I would start screaming. If I screamed, I could dmwn the sound 
of the hammers. Imagining conversations with R. "Poor darling, 
you've probably got a brain-lesion.~' But though there are conver
sations with H., I remember nothing of them. 
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November 14th . . . I SUPPOSE it is a brain-lesion, and that's 
the end,. and it doesn't matter. There are no consolations-this I 
knew before, The poinsettia tree when 1 stumbled· out onto the 
balcony was a consolation, but not for long. Best to worship in 
spite of everything, and no( care too much whether the poems are 
printed.,-that ·hurts most. Dust· hath· closed Helen's eye. If I .live, 
to work for peace, beauty and learning. in that order. 

November 20th . . . CoNVALESCENCE is also a fever; but so 
much quieter. Almost impossible toimaginethati·have ever been 
happier. Lying in bed and<looking at the sunlight on the great 
twisted eucalyptus tree in the garden, and the hawks wheeling; 
even when J~ey. shoot the anti-typhus • serum into my f!.rm, even 
the great snaky green faeces after constipation, even the. sudden 
screams at night echoing along intenninable corridors,· the·· pure 
physical sensation of just being alive. Everything is received. 

Illness is a kind of blessing. The motor was wound up, al)dit 
would have gone on at the sameterrific pace and burnt itself out. 
The real trouble was that I had not the faintest idea what typhus 
was like,. did not suspectthat it began with that shatt(Jring sicken
ing headache, and in any case too drowsy to know what was hap
pening. The temperature mounts up, but you are completely un
conscious of having a high temperature-the human body can 
live only within such narrowranges of temperature. R. says the 
doctor came and said: "You'll have to rush him to hospital-it 
looks very serious/' But it never looked serious to the patient. He 
was too weak and drowsy to care· and he 'Yas mechanically im
mune frop1 fear.,-something happens that blots out fear, there is 
none of the sterilized excitement I remember with tuberculosis, 
when you do. fear,. fear terribly, simply because life· bec01:nes so 
amazingly beautifuL (The lungs rather than the heart are the 
source of life: the biologists say that life began at the sea's margin 
-the waves of air beating against the lungs' shore.) And tl"len, too, 
mercifully and for some reason which must spring from the same 
causes as sleep, absolutely no sense of the passing of time. The 
days were continuous, not broken up by hours and minutes..-the 
sunwheeling round, not pausing at nightfall, the sense ofthe most 
perfect and delicate continuity. 

There was the .eucalyptus tree and the changing shadows on the 
wall and for some reason which l shall probably never discover, a 
girl skiing in Norway and moving tr;mendously fast down the 
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snowplains and the Malay girl who was dark and walked very 
slowly in a gold head~dress. What surprises me now is that they 
were somehow interchangeable, and must have come from the 
same source. No desire for them, only delight in watching them; 
and being. ableto summon them at any time I pleased, just as the 
branches of the tree could assume any shape I pleased-a horse
man on the topmost bough, a grinning old taoist monk somewhere 
below. And it was so easy to colour those shadows on the walls 
with small villages, boys playing leap-frog, old mountains. 

On the night after reaching hospital, I thought it was over and 
didn't care; I might not have thought it was over if they hadn't 
carried me on a stretcher. That was the worst, and the small white
washed bedroom looked so shuttered; and soaking .with fever that 
night. But in the morning the sun came through the window, the 
leaves of the eucalyptus tree were jade, and some birds hopped 
on the windowsill-it was as simple as that. And then slowly, in 
little spurts, the strength coming back, though the food was appall
ing, and the sensation that something in the air around was flood
ing my body: not healing: simply this incessant quiet receiving. 

Convalescence. is the best. The little spurts become more numer
ous, and for some reason they feel terribly like the liquefaction of 
blood-the solid core melting. Sun-bathing is dangerous. The 
clouds come so very suddenly, and then it becomes bitterly cold 
for a few minutes until the clouds pass away. I do not know how 
these thin clouds can suck so .much heat from the sky, but they 
do. And going to bed early and waking early, things I shall never 
do unless mercifully I become ill again. 

November 23rd . • • ·A LETTER from Bohumil Janda from 
Prague. Exactly like the appearance of a ghost, for I have long 
ago been forced to wipe my memories of people in Europe off the 
map. Unbearable to think that my friends were in prison camps, 
and yet knowing perfectly well they were there and being unable 
to do anything. It is the custom now to regard the horrors as un
believable, but they were only too believable; nothing is easier 
than to imagine these horrors. The mind does not break down be
fore them, at a certain point it even acquiesces to them, as some
times the brain will acquiesce to a nightmare and allow it to go on. 
Worst was the breaking of human flesh and dignity: the dead sol
dier, unless he is unrecognizable, looks calm, but the expressions 
of11gon:y on the faces of thj tortured are notthe .faces .. of. men but 
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of animals: so Picasso in Guernica seems to have modelled his 
martyrs on dead dogs and horses. 

But the indescribable joy of receiving a letter from a ghost-
this must be remembered. · 

November 25th . . . 'WELL enough to get up and give a party. 
The electric light went out again, and I waspleasedinspiteof the 
impossible cost of candles. There were two yo~ng poets and. a 
philologist, their faces ruddy in candlelight, sitting below. the 
Chinese painting of Tien Kuan, which they detested; it is. a bad 
painting, but there is. so much crimson, so much jade-green and 
gold that 1 shall never part with it; and against this backg;ropnd, 
with the smoking. candleflames drawing the health. onto the sur"' 
face of their faces, they looked bronzed and. much younger. Liu 
Lien came later with a small bunch of flowers, but the candlelight 
withered them away--I must try to find out why flowers lose their 
colours in candlelight, while everything else grows richer. The 
texture and sheen of his blue silk patterned gown was perfect. 
And then, afterwards in another room, interminable discussions 
on politics. R's story ofthe cook in a Pekinghouse who absented 
himself each night and uncoupled some Japanese railway lines, 
which the Japanese always r.eplaced in the morning. Liu Lien said: 
"If only the Chinese could employ their skill in destruction to 
purposes of reconstruction, but we. are the ~reatest destroyers in 
the world: thereis probably no other race so .. efficient at sapping 
the spi:t:it of its enemies. The Japanese possessed mechanical skill; 
but they possessed almost nothing at all of our sophistication. So 
young, and we are so old." He has a real pity for the Japanese, 
whom he regards as children; and at the same time he has the 
greatest reverence for some Japanese scholars. "I hope they are 
protected-so many of them understand us, and they are the only 
race that does." I asked him how this squared with his fanner 
statement that the Japanese were young and theChinese old. He 
smiled and answered: "My grandson understands me better than 
my wife." 

The hair-raising stories of corruption and the. activities .of the 
secret police cannot all be untrue. ':Surely," said Liu Lien, ''the 
people should have power to investigate the private fortunes of 
the members of the Government. We know the private fortunes of 
the Communist leaders-probably five dollars each." He has never 
been so bitter, and he is especially bitter against some of the pro-
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fessors.who applaud the Kuomintang.Party, saying that it is the 
duty of the scholars at all times to refrain from political action, I 
objected: "To say nothing may be treason." ".No," he answered. 
"To say nothing at such a time and place is to applaud the good 
and condemn the evil." And again later: "The scholars must be 
above politics at this time. The people may invite them into the 
government, but at least, when we are showing ourselves so inept, 
they should remain pure. I am ashamed that in this victory, which 
we have done nothing to deserve, we are both feudal and.fascfst-
nothing has change·d." I objected again: "The Chinese do deserve 
this victory." "Yes," he answered, "the Chinese people do deserve 
this victory, but no party deserves this victory, no millionaire de
serves this victory, no official deserves this victory. The peasants, 
yes, butnotthe officials!' He is not well. He spoke so bitterly some
times, and with such passion, that I was half afraid; yet there 
is never any contempt in his • voice, he speaks quietly afl.d some
times puts jn French words, or simply bows his head, and at 
such moments in the candlelight he was more eloquent than 
ever. 

At nine o'clock we heard a burst of gunfire from the direction 
of the University. I said: "It is probably someone throwing crack
ers," though I was almost certain that it was small anns fire. Liu 
Lien said: "How long have you been inChina? Four years, and 
you do not know the sound of gunfire?" There were a few more 
bursts later. I was pretty sure they were gunfire by this time, and 
it seemed puzzling till the poet said that there were hundreds of 
Yunnanese troops in the mountains. "They a'J:e living on the land," 
he said. "They dare not come into the city-they will be executed. 
The worst of it is that the new government has photographs and 
details about every member of the Yunnanese forces, and it may 
be years before the last man is exterminated." Liu Lien said: "We 
are manufacturing bandits because we show men no mercy," and 
told aterrible story of having seen about a hundred bound Yun
nanese soldiers taken out of the North Gate to die. "I didn't care a 
fig for the Yunnanese Government-it was as corrupt as the oth
ers, but I do care for these boys, there was no reason why they 
should die. Some of them were tribesmen. They were loyal to Lung 
Yun, because Lung Yun was a tribesman himself, but their loyalty 
was not a crime." And just as he was going he said: "A student has 
told me that he has overheard General I:Io, the new commander of 
the Garrison Headquarters, saying that nothing would please him 
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more than that I should suffer an accident. Well, let them do their 
worst. If. they kill young boys· for no reason at all, boys who· are 
not dangerous, because they are the wealth and strength. of our 
country, · there . is • no reason ·why they. should not also kill the 
scholars, who have no wealth and little enough strength to offer." 
He said this sadly, without vainglory . 
. The electric light was still off when they left, and I led them 

to the corner of the street with three candles in a candelabra, and 
remember the light on Liu Lien's gown. He refused to take a rick~ 
shaw, though there were a few rickshaws about; and now I do not 
know whether he will ever reach· home. 

November 26th . THE sounds of firing last night came 
from soldiers of the Fifth Army shooting over the heads of the 
stt1dents. This does not make sense. It is intolerable and unbeliev
able that the students should be fired on in this way by the orders 
of the Garrison Commander and with theintention-the very clear 
intention-of terrorizing the students in the greatest University of 
China. Have they gone mad? 

I am writing this in' bed, because I caught a cold when I went 
<>ut into the street last night and I have not yet recovered from 
typhus. I cursed this weakness all. morning; I could not go out. No 
one knows what will happen next. There are rumours that the 
great clash between the militarists and the civilians will come at 
any moment-have the militarists decided to liquidate the Univer
sity? It looks very much like it. 

Later in the afternoon some students came, and two professors. 
They are aghast at what has happened, and yet they are perfectly 
unafraid, they know they have no weapons against the militarists, 
they know that they are completely at the mercy of the militarists, 
and if the militarists liquidate the University, it may be months 
before the outside world ever hears of it. What was strange was 
that they spoke very quietly about the events last night, and so 

• veq simply. This happened, they said; someone has· evidently 
gone mad, but madness is epidemic in this country-we are still 
fighting the Communists-haven't they the sense to realize that 
we must have peace?-above everything else, peace, a breathing
space, a few hours and days and months of rest, the country so 
terribly weary and all except the very few are so terribly poor. 
Peace-peace-it was only when they mentioned this beloved 
word that they raised their voices a little. 
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During· the last month. I. have been too ill to understand what 
was happening; and I was • so sick of the thought of the civil war 
thatLJ?aid little attention to it, hoping it would pass; but it has 
not flassed; it is still here, and the students are tormented by the 
thought that they have responsibilities towards their country. 
There was very little theycould do, but they could call a mass 
meeting: the sounds of firing last night were directed at the mass
meeting they had called in the Lienta campus; The student spoke 
very quietly, in a hushed voice, exactly as though he was describ
ing a murder, though no one has .been murdered. "It was a. per
fectly orderly meeting," he said. ''We had asked four professors 
to address us on the subject of the civil war, and we invited the 
students of the middle schools to listen. It was a dark cold night, 
and the campus was lit by electric lights from inside the school
buildings. There is a plinth just in front of the library, and it was 
from there that the professors spoke. They had a microphone, so 
that all the students could listen to them-there were perhaps 
three thousand students altogether sitting on the grass round the 
stone plinth, perhaps more, I don't know; it was impossible to 
count them because it was so dark We had very carefully chosen 
the professors who would·speak to·us:-c-two were members ofthe 
Kuomintang, one belonged to the Democratic League and the 
fourth was independent.· Not one of the professors was a Com
munist: all of them were famous and responsible people, who 
would weigh their words carefully. 

"It was dark. The first speaker,. Dr. Chen Tuan-shen, spoke in 
a very low voice, saying that the time was ripe for a coalition gov
ernment. He said it was the greatest mistake, the greatest imagi
nable mistake, for China at this time to embark on a civil war, the 
danger of the civil war extending over the whole length and 
breadth of China was so great, the elfects on the life and econ
omy of the nation. so unpredictable, the losses in man-power and 
natural wealth so terrible, that every effort must be made to stop 
this war at once-a war which could only bring shame on China. 
He spoke like this for half an· hour;. it was about seven o'clock; 
and then the first shots were heard comingfromthe gravemounds 
behind·the University. No one was frightened. A few shots could 
be explained. A soldier playing the fool, or an execution-though 
an execution would be unlikely at night. Dr. Chen. Tuan-shen is 
a member ofthe Kuomintang Party and a member ofthe People's 
Political Council-it was. inconceivable that anyone would·· dare 
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to interrupt his speech by firing. And then a little while later it 
came again, closer this time, and lower; what was strange was that 
the £ring now seemed to be deliberately punctuating those pas
sages in his speech where he attacked the governmentformaking 
no efforts towards peace with the Communists. Whenever he men
tioned the coalition government there was firing. And then grad
ually the firing died down, and we thought perhaps that someone 
was playing the fool and the meeting would be allowed to carry 
on without further interruption. 

"And it did carry on without further interruption for some time. 
Dr. Chen finished his speech, and he was followed by Dr. Wu Chi
yuan, who isa right-wing member of theKuomintang. No shots 
were fired during his speech. It must have been about eight ~:>'clock 
when Dr. Fei Shao-tung, who is. an internationally-known sociol
ogist, mounted the platform and began in a voice so low that we 
could hardly hear him. He began by saying: 'I have been wonder
ing why 1 should come to ~speak to. you in the darkness tonight, 
but above everything else I want peace ---' At the word 'peace' 
firing began again. This time there was no doubt that the firing 
was intentional. They were firing from beyond the walls of the 
University, and we could see the bullets streaking above us, and 
sometimes they clattered against. the slate-roof of the library-,.
theywere coming lower and lower, and "'educked our heads. The 
electric lights went out, and the microphone became dea&Dr. Fei 
then raised his voice and said: 'I beg you to • have no fear~I must 
raise my voice above the sound .ofthe bullets.' We clapped when 
he said this, and then the firing· became louder than ever, some
where in the di;~rkness a trench mortar went off,· and the machine
guns opened out at full burst. But he went on. They were firing 
only a few inches above his head, but he went on. Sometimes there 
would be a little wave of fear among the students, but we realized 
we were trapped, we could not move, we had to keep our heads 
down, if we stood up we would probably be shot, and Dr. Fei kept 
on speaking, in spite of the fact that his microphone was dead and 
sometimes we could hardly hear what he was saying. A loud• 
speaker from somewhere outside ordered in the name of the pro
vincial government an immediate cessation of the meeting-this, 
in spite of the fact that free speech and free assembly were sol
emnly granted to the nation some weeks before. We paid no at
tention to the loud-speaker. Someone found an acetylene lamp, 
and the meeting continued. 
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"Then . an extraordinary thing happened. Out of the darkness 
there suddenly emerged a man wearing dark glasses and a blue 
gown escorted by thirty or forty young men. He came up to the 
rostrum and shouted: 'I am just an ordinary man-a lao pai hsing 
-and I have heard that this University is the horne of democ~;acy 
in China, and I want to speak to you.' There was some discussion 
about whether he should be heard-he looked so much like a 
secret service agent, and it was curious that when he appeared 
there were no more sounds of firing. It was decided to let him 
speak for ten minutes. He mounted the rostrum and delivered a 
savage attack on the Communists whom he described as bandits 
and cut-throats. He said that China had fought the Japanese for 
eight years; now we must have a united country; and the way to 
have a united country was to destroy utterly the bandits and cut
throats in our midst-in his opinion, as a common man, it was 
nonsense to call this a civil war-it was simply an attempt by a 
legally constituted government to put an end to a few scattered 
bandits who were of no importance whatsoever. He finished his 
statement, came off the rostrum and was immediately set upon 
by the thirty or forty people who had accompanied him, all cry
ing: 'Beat him!· Beat him!' 

"This was really extraordinary! His own aides were beating him, 
pretending in the darkness to be students, and the students had to 
rescue him. For a few moments the place was in an uproar, for 
the students now saw perfectly well what was happening and 
knew that at any moment the firing would begin again, but this 
time lower. A few students took the man who called himself Mr. 
Wang to.the main gates of the University and left him there; and 
theywere.careful not to hurt him. And one by one the others who 
had accompanied him went out. 

"That's all. There was one more speaker-Or. Pan Pa-kwei, of 
the Democratic League. There was another wave of shooting, and 
though he spoke forsome time, about nine o'clock it was decided 
to abandon the meeting. The continual bursts of machine-gun fire 
and mortars was getting on our nerves; it was coming from all di
rections, and no .one knew when the angle of fire .would be low
ered-we could hear the bullets whistling over our heads. In any 
case, the main purpose of the meeting had been accomplished. We 
had heard whattheyhad to say, and we were in general agree
ment thatthe civil.war must.come to an end, arid we had decided 
to telegraph to the Generalissimo and to Mr .. Mao Tse-tung urging 
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them to put a stop to thE:J civil war for the sake of the nation.Then 
we slowly went out through the great gates, only.to find that a· 
machine-gun was directed against us in the road and the gates 
of the city .were shut. 

"That was perhaps the worst moment, because the thirty or forty 
men who accompanied Mr. Wang were waiting for usin the street 
and trying to create trouble. Only a very few students had torches. 
It was dark, there was no moon, and there were soldiers all along 
the road leading down·from·the North Gate. We could. see them 
in the darkness, we knew they had been firing at us and there was 
nothing we could do. They told us the city gates were. closed~no 
one knew why-and many of us were compelled to stay outside 
the walls all through the bitterly cold night. There were hundreds 
of girl-students, and we were desperately afraid of what might 
happen to them if they stayed out among all those soldiers. Some 
of us manag~d to get through a small gate. A professor in Yun
nan University was knifed on his way home-not a deep wound, 
but still he· was knifed, and he was probably only saved from 
death by the fact thatit was so dark that the man who wanted. to 
kill him could not see . him. And in any case he was a perfectly 
innocent and respectable professor, who had taken rio part in the 
meeting, and was probably mistaken for soweone. else." 

This is the story: it seems perfectly incredible, but it happened. 
It may be happening in every University and high school in China. 
This is the greatest University in the country, a huge complex com
prising Peking,Tsinghua and Nankai Universities, and free speech 
is at the mercy of soldiers and no one knows what will happen 
next. 

November 27th, The Strike . • . THE students came out on 
strikethis afternoon; I am not surprised,·though I told K .. this eve
ning when he came to tell me that he couldno longer attend my 
classes that I was dubious aboutthe validity of a strike, since every 
moment of study was necessmy. "What else can we do? You say 
W'e cannot afford to waste one moment from. our studies when 
China needs us so much, but how else can we protest?" 

The local newspapers announced that shooting occurred out
side the North Gate "because a group of bandits were known to 
be in the vicinity." K. says: "They insulted us by firing over our 
heads and by trying to intimidate us, and now they insult us by 
calling us bandits.'' 
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November 28th . • • THE strike continues in spite of the pleas 
ofthe professors)':who have told the students again and again that 
their studies are so important to the nation that not a momen.t must 
be lost. The students are very respectful, but they say that the 
name • of the University has been maligned by the .local govern
ment, that intelligence has been wantonly assailed, that it is im
possible to stop the strike until they have received the apologies 
of the local government; and K. tells me that some students are 
determined to keep on strike till the civil war is brought to an end. 

He told me, looking very pale and serious, that ( 1) the city is 
honeycombed with secret police who have only just been brought 
into the city, (2) he hopes all the Universities andschoqls in China 
will support the strike, and believes that they will, ( 3) the strict
est censorship has been imposed, the censorship office has been 
enlarged, but there remains one way---,.he will not tell me what 
way-by which messages can be taken to thf;'l outside world, and 
( 4) the students are taking advantage of the strike to educate the 
people in democracy, sending small groups into remote villages, 
putting posters on the walls in favour of free speech, free assem
bly and habeas corpus, making speeches in the city and. editing 
their own newspaper. There is a strike fund, and they have re
ceived gifts of paper and even of food from sympathetic mer
chants. The strike has attracted the attention of the military gov
ernor who is determined to suppress it. K. says that they have re
ceived orders from ~hungking to suppress it at whatever the cost, 
because there is the danger that it will spread to all the other cities 
of China. I am dubious about this, but I am still in bed-I am not 
allowed out, and it is impossible to visualize what is happening. 
Apparently the streets are crowded with young students from the 
high schools and even from the middle. schools busily scratching 
in chalk on the walls slogans like: "Down with dictatorship," "End 
the civil war," "Ask the American troops to leave China," or just 
simply: "Democracy" and "Freedom."·He says:."Therewas a boy 
of about twelve years old. He chalked out the two characters for 
'Democracy' and the secret police came and clubbed him on the 
head." He believes this, though he admits he has not seen it. He 
says: "They are deliberately attempting to intimidate us. We go 
round quietly putting up posters, and if they left us alone, every
thing would be all right-but they have daggersand knives and 
revolvers and.even hand-grenades." Another student told me that 
girl-students have been beaten up and taken to prison. A procla-
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mation has been issued by. Lie:( pta, .three other Universities and 
twenty-seven middle schools sayinKthat the aims of the strike are: 

1. ·The· war must be stopped at once: we demand eternal peace. 
2. No foreign intervention inthe civil war. 
3. There must be complete assurances of freedom ofassernbly, 

freedom of speech, freedom of the press. 

In the same proclamation they have called upon the localgovem
mentto: 

l. Assume .. the responsibility for· shooting. over the •· heads of the 
students on the evening of November 25th. 

2. Cancel the order prohibiting all meetings without the sanc
tion of the Military Governor given on , November 25th. 

3 .. Assure the saJety of students from illegal arrest. 
4. Demand from the Central News an apology for their stuJ?id 

criticisms, and they· are asked to apologize to the students 
who attended the meeting. 

Itappearsthatthe CentralNews made some remarks about the 
communist character ofthe meeting, and said that a certain Mr. 
Wang attempted to make a speech but was shouted down and 
mane handled • by the students, thus proving that the University 
was not.the bulwark of democracy that some students claimed 
it to be. The final words of the proclamation read: "For the sake 
of peace, for the sake of democracy, for. the sake of the Th~ee Prin
ciples of the People we demand now the freedom whichthe gov
ernment has promised us! Let every man's consciencebethe final 
judge-neither .with your money nor with your strength support 
the civil war!" There have been more efforts by the faculty to make 
the students return to work: so far their efforts have failed. 

December 1st, Murder of the Students , • • FoUR students 
are dead. 

I do not know theirnames, and perhaps their narnes donotmat
~er. Theywere young, and they committed no crime; they were 
killed by. hand-grenades; not one of them died outright-they 
lingeredfor a few hours, but by six o'clock this evening they were 
all dead. 

It is difficult to understand.whathappened-there are so many 
conflicting rumours, and there may be· many things we shall never 
understand. I shall try to describe this !fing simply, as it has been 
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v _ --- ~v .v.u, oecause it affects all the schools and 

all the Universities in the. world. Students have died like this in 
Germany and Japan; I did not expect that they would die like this 
in China. There have been far greater crimes in history: millions 
upon millions of people have been murdered in cold blood in re
cent years: butthis has happened in China where scholarship is 
so deeply respected that until recently only scholars were given 
posts in the government. There has occurred today an incident of 
such small importance to the world that hardly anyone outside 
Kunming will ever hear of it. It was so small a. thing, so indescrib
ably small a thing, that a quarter of an hour after it happened the 
passers-by could see no sign of it-tl:J.e splinters of the hand
grenade thrown into a college courtyard had been removed, the 
bloodstains had been washed away, the bodies.had been taken to 
hospital, and the whole incident disappeared into thill air. But 
in the long history of Chinese education there can have been few 
so terrifying. 

Many things happened this morning. Between eleven and 
twelve o'clock three Universities-the Sino-French University, 
Yunnan University and. Lienta-were. attacked. The Engineering 
College atthe centre of the city was also attacked, but no details 
of the attack have come through except that some thugs beat up 
a professor who was experimenting with a galvanometer and ac
cused him of communicating to Y enan . with the galvanometer, 
which they smashed with their fists. There may be more dead in 
the city: there are certainly abouttwenty wounded, some of them 
seriously. The attacks appear to have been careful and concerted, 
and this time the thugs were armed. 

First, all the furniture in the Sino-French University was 
smashed; then an effort was made to break through the gates of 
Yunnan University which is only a few hundred yards away. They 
succeeded in breaking through the gates, but they did not suc
ceed in entering the. University, which must. be reached by steep 
flights of steps,. and therefore can be· defended. They then went 
along the long road which leads to the Great West Gate-a road 
which is known as the Street of the Forest of LE;arning, They en
tered a middle school and smashed. up the furniture there. They 
went out through the Great West Gate and stormed the Teachers' 
Training College, and when they had finished storming the col-
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lege three students were dying from the splinters of a hand
grenade two .of them had thrown .. One was a girl. At. about the 
same time, between.twoand three hundred soldierscame.down 
the road past the Univyrsity of Lienta. They marched .up and 
down outside the campus, and one of them was aboutto throw a 
hand~grenade, when one of the professorsinterfered; the hand
grenade was thrown wild, and instead of killing. the hundreds of 
students inside the campus, killed a. young music teacher who 
had come to have a haircut at the University. 

"They had clubs and sticks and stones in ··their pockets, and 
some had hand-grenades,'' S. told. me. "I was· there-we could 
see them coming, and we knew what they we~e coming for. They 
tore down the notices on the walls-notices in praise of democ
racy-and they began to try to gefinto the University by forcing 
the gates. One or two did getin, and we held them prisoner. The 
battle went on for nearly two hours,.· and we never knew if rein
forcements were coming up, and we never knew how long the 
battle wouldlast. Three times they attacked the gates, and each 
time an officer blew his whistle-it was all so military. And then, 
when we were taking the wounded to hospital, the soldiers were 
still there. with dubs and carrying-poles, and sometimes they 
rohbe(i the .people. who were·•carrying the·. wounded Jo hospital; 
and. what was worse than anything was that they frightened the 
doctors .and nurses away from the hospital, so that there was no 
one who could care for the wounded." 

He does not know how ·long it will last, or whether it will ever 
end. Is this the climax, or just the beginning? He has the .long 
narrow face of a northerner, and he came into my room while I 
was in bed, saying: "They've ~tarted killing! Now we know where 
we are!" And now in the University library, late atnight, some of 
the dead are lying on camp-beds, and candles are.l:mrning, and 
young students are crying, and they will remain awake all night. 
"We're going to guard the University. We'll have guards .at the 
gate with baseball clubs, and we'll examine everyone who enters. 
They've killed a girl and three boys-do they expect they can do 
that with impunity? This afternoon GeneraLKuan I,in-seng, the 
Garrison Commander, came along in his car and spoke to us. We 
were· completely silent.· He said he would punish the criminals, 
but who were the criminals? Gangs of soldiers are marching 
through the city assaulting all the schools and all the people in 
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the. schools-does he think. he can do that with impunity?" He 
was livid with rage and excitement, and kept mixing 11P Chinese 
and English. 

December 2nd • • ·• .lTWOULD hardly be possible to imagine 
a more beautiful day: the campus flooded with young people in 
blue gowns, the sky blue, the blue.flag flying at half mast. The li
brary has changed beyond recognition. Where there were tables 
and stools and catalogues there is nothing: they.have heen swept 
away, and in their place there are only the two camp-beds,. the two 
dead boys covered up to the chest with blankets, their heads band
aged and their faces like wax. There are heaped flowers on the 
blankets and a terrible sullen silence reigns over the library, which 
has never looked so hare. 

Coffins have arrived. The doors of the library are flanked.with 
those immense red-wood coffin$; and already on the campus there 
are evergreen arches bearing the four characters for "Freedom" 
and "Democracy"-nothing more. 

Later . . . THE ceremony this afternoon was frightening, 
and perhaps most frightening because it was simple. There were 
no longer the tremendous blue skies of the morning: mist, grey 
mist, and scurrying clouds. came. from over the burial mounds, and 
there was a wind like a knife. I have never known a day so full of 
foreboding. The students came, not only from the University but 
from allthemiddle schools around, and they stayed there, singing 
songs or mostly silent: while the preparations were made. 

The Jour. dead lay. on the camp-beds in .the library .. The girl 
looked incredibly beautiful, all hint of sorrow and pain had dis
appeared. There were oranges and flowers on the blankets. There 
were young students cleaning up. the wounds and bandaging the 
heads of the dead; and all soquietlyand with such desperate ear
nestness, as though·almost they were accustomed to these things. 
Thegid students from the middle .schools sang songs with a heart
breaking·slowmournfulness, songs which never seemed .to end; 
and meanwhile it grew colder .. The. coffins. were laid beneath. the 
evergreen arches:. the coffins were red and gaping like wounds. 
Till perhaps four o'clock the bodies remained .in the library, so 
we waited outside in an endless monotony of expectancy, the air 
grovying ·colder every moment. All. the stUdents wore small black 
oblongs on their arms or on their coats;. There were rumours that 
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even the encoffining ce~emony would he considered by the local 
authorities as an assembly which must be broken up; but though 
we half expected the so~diers, none came. There was the mother 
of Li Liu-lien, one of the students who has been killed; there were 
students who had known the dead and whose lips . were quivering. 
Inside . the library the air was thick with blood and death, but on 
the campus there was only this waiting expectancy. 

And then they . came out; one by one, the camp-beds with the 
bodies lying on ·them carried by young stretch~r-bearers with 
white lint bandaged over. their nostrils. They came very slowly. 
There was wh.llnpering, but· only once. was there screaming, and 
that was when the boy's mother recognized him at the moment 
when he was being lifted into the coffin; and she ran wildly across 
the campus towards him. Her screaming turned us all into ice, 
•but the ice grew harder when we noticed the wet red . stains on 
the camp-bed so thick that it was as though all the blood had been 
drained out of him, and ·gleaming in the faint light. Quilts were 
first thrown carefully into the coffins; the bodies were laid in 
them. And then there was singing, and firecrackers exploded, and 
the sky grew greyer. 

December 3rd . . THE dead were Pan Yen, a girl student of 
the Teachers' Training College attached to Lienta, Yu Tsai, a 
young music-teacher at the Nanching Normal School, a boy from 
the Teachers' Training College and another from an engineering 
school. The students say now that they are determined to take the 
coffins through the · city; · they are ·determined to·be avenged; •. they 
are determined that ther~ shall· be democracy and freedom in this 
co.un:try; "You have the ~ightt?free assembly," General Kuan Lin
sengisreportedtohavesaid; "and I have the right to shoot." These 
may not be his (lxact words;·but something very similar has been 
said, and these murders have been committed. The students are 
heart-broken, and hardly care what happensto them. 

I have been reading the stUdent proclamations: 'We have no 
weapons but the righteousness of our cause." "The civil war must 
end-we have eightyears :of war to recover from." "We are drift
ing into fascism, intothe rule of the mob, into the rule of the secret 
police with hand-gtenades." "Men of good will all over the world, 
help us to end the civil war, help us to have democracy and free
dom." 

We have been to see the Garrison Commander in the hope that 
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we can find some solution to the affair: he has promised to see us 
tomorrow. Meanwhile there are rumours that two-some say, 
three-have been arrested for the murder and will be immediately 
put on trial by the military authorities; but if, as the students say, 
it was the military who condoned and even effected these crimes, 
there is not much hope that we shall find anything from the trial. 

December 4th ·· • . Tms morning, between 10:30 and 1 
o'clock, an American professor and myself have been to see Gen
eral Kuan Lin-seng, the garrison commander, in the desperate 
hope that some method may be found to. get the secret police off 
the streets during the funeral procession. I think we have failed. 
He has told us nothing that we did not know before, but there are 
places where he has clarified the issue and once he admitted bru" 
tally, and in a kind of terror for the consequences, that he pos
sessed no power. 

The interview took place in a small room upstairs, with a blue 
tablecloth and a few wooden chairs. There were scrolls on the wall 
and little tables for the tea"glasses: he sat at the end of the long 
table facing the door opening on the. courtyard. The garrison com
mander has a bull-dog face, heavy eyebrows, a thickset squat man 
with large hands which he placed on the tablecloth. When his ad
jutants carrie in, he told them gruffiy: "Go away-can't you see I 
am talking with foreigners?" He has met Americans in south-west 
Yunnan, and it is necessary to insist that he treated us with the 
greatest respect. · 

He began by opening the Central Daily News and pointing to 
an article by his chief-of-staff which appeared in this morning's 
edition. This in itself was not surprising, but he insisted that the 
account given by his chief-of-staff contained the whole truth of 
the events which led up to the tragedy, and seemed in some way 
so dependent upon the chief-of-staff's views that it was impossible 
to resist the fear that the chief-of-staff may have known far more 
of the truth ofthe situation than the garrison-commander himself. 
General Kuan Lin-seng said: "I will speak from the heart-the 
whole truth," and said. he was glad we had come so that foreigners 
might learn the truth rather than the garbled versions which have 
apparently already appeared abroad. He .said he had the greatest 
respect for the students, he had been a student at WhamP,oa Acad
emy himself, he would never allow his soldiers to commit any 
crimes against the students and he had done everything in his 
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power to prevent the murders, but at that moment his voice 
dropped and he seemed confused. He then went on to describe the 
events leading up to. the murders. He said-we • had not heard 
this, for we had. not read the • newspaper~that Y enan broadcast 
at 6:30 on the night of November 23rd the statement that the 
University would come out on strike and that a Univ~rsity strike 
committee had already been formed. fie .was. extremely bitter 
against the Communists, and said that everyone knew there .were 
Communists in the University; at this point J(. interrupted him 
and. asked how many. "No~ many, but they are very powerful and 
have weapons. We have learned this from our own agents inside 
the University." He then accused some ofthe professors of being 
behind the movement and several times mentioned l)r. Chen 
Tuan-shen, saying once that Dr. Chen was a Communist in 
Kuomintang clothing, a statement that was surprising, for this 
distinguished economist was a friend of ex-Vice-President Wal
lace, a member of the People's Political Council and had often 
represented China abroad. And then he went on to say in the most 
matter of fact voice .that something like a revolution had been 
imminent, and only by great good fortune had disaster been 
avoided. "We knew that after the meeting there would be proces
sions through the city, public buildings would be attacked and 
foreigners would be assaulted." This was surprising, and the state
ment became more surprising a few minutes latenvhenhe added 
to the first statement: "They wanted .the cover. of a dark night 
for their evil deeds." We were asked to believe that the. students 
were intending to use hidden stores of ammunition; th~y would 
burn the public buildings: they would create disorder every
where. 

What was strange was that· in spite of. his knowledge he had 
taken no measures to prevent these disorders apart from sending 
tenorfifteen plain-clothesmen to attend the meeting. He insisted 
that the shooting was against bandits, and not atthe students .. The 
students had stated that they heard tl!e • bullets whining .. over 
their heads. General Kuan laughed a little, and said: ."I have been 
a soldier long enough to know that you cannot hear bullets whin
ing over your head-they make no sound at all." This did not, of 
course, explain the explosion of the mortars, and I have heard bul
lets whining over my head in Spain, though they may have been 
small shells. "When 1 heard that there was .firing against bandits 
in the neighborhood of the U niversity.z I ordered my soldiers. to 
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withdraw/' "Where• were you?" "Here." 
It was at this point that General J<uan spoke ofthe. disorders. 

amop.g the stUdents~ They were Communists, they were armed 
and they were dfson;lerly. A certain .Mr. Wang had entered the 
meeting and asked for the privilege of • speaking to the students. 
After. some delay he was allowed to speak, but afterwards he was 
beaten up py the students-this was shocking, for it proved. that 
the University was not a democratic body-, The. son of his chid
of~staff had 'been beaten at the same time. One of us, I have for
gotten which, thereupon asked Genera.!• I}uan. whether the ·man 
who. had attended the meeting could be· traced,· since the students 
had published their belief that. he • was. a secret agent sent either 
by General Kuan himself or by the .Kuomintang Chairman Li 
Chting-huang. General Kuan dismissed the matter briefly by say
ing.that it would be too difficultto find him. But a moment later 
he said that the firing the students. heard carne from blank shots 
fired by a student.called Ho Ch1.mg in an effo1t to create disorder; 
and it was not possible to ask hilll how, in a crowd of perhaps 
4,000 students, his secret agents had recognized a solitary student 
in the darkness. We were npt there to probe his story, even though 
the· story appeared at all times incredible: we were there to dis
cover whether something could be done to prevent further 
murders. 

A, little while later he went on to say how frightened he had 
been at the thought ()f the disorders fRllowing the meeting-he 
had referred to this already, but the.fu1lhorror of the event was 
so disturbing that he repeated: "They wanted it to be dark, so 
that they .could use fire and handcgrenades)~ There was nothing 
we could say.· The thought of the University students proclaiming 
a revolution from Kunming was not one which we could. accept: 
the.nightwas bitterly cold, and by aU accounts the meetingwas 
perfectly orderly. General Kuan said bitterly: "On the 26th No
vember, the day following the deaths of the students, the students 
posted up on the walls of the city proclamations against the civil 
war and asking for · a coalition government, and various · other 
'things-the withdrawal of Hurley and Wedermeyer, freedom ··of 
speech and freedom of assembly. These proclamations wen;J.an 
incitement to the people---" 

K.. said: "!understand that freedom of speech al}d freedom 
of a~sembly have already been granted by the central govern
ment." 
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"This is true, but we were faced with terrible responsibilities, 
and it was necessary f'or us to act in • order to safeguard the peace. 
Remember, we knew from our agents that the students were 
armed. We knew that they were asking the factories to come out 
on strike, asking the farmers not to pay taxes, asking the other 
schools to come out on strike .. They were disturbing the social 
order. Anyone who criticized their proclamations and speeches 
was immediately set upon and beaten. The headmasters of some 
middle schools asked me to send soldiers to protect their schools. 
I have not dared to send them. It might create disorder. Even of
ficers have been beaten by the studeilts. There are pamphlets 
actually insulting the Generalissimo. The students set upon one 
officer and beat him with stones,. but the good students still want 
to return to their classes, and they have organized an anti-strike 
committee to help young people .to return to their classes." 

About the attack on Lienta he said: 
"Three hundred officer cadets were simply marching to bar

J;acks down the .road outside the University. They were unarmed 
-even their. banacks are unarmed. A hand-grenade was thrown 
out of the school, over the wall, and it was thrown by somebody 
who didn't know how to throw it-the pin wasn't pulled out; One 
of the cadets picked it up, . but was prevented from throwing it 
back into the school by an officer." This was all: no mention was 
made of the young school-teacher who had been killed. 

It seemed that the Gen~ral had no desire to discuss immediately 
the attack on the Teachers' Training College, for at this point he 
referred to the trial which had taken place on the previous day. 
He said sadly that he had invited the students to send representa
tives, but the students refused; he had . also sent invitations to 
Dr. Yeh Chih-sing and Professor Tsa Liang-tsao, but neither of 
them had attended, . and the two jurists were present from the 
University on their own responsibility. He said bitterly: "Dr. Yeh 
and Professor Tsa must have known they would be found in the 
wrong. There was much evidence to prove that the hand~grenade 
was thrown from inside tlw University, and they were afraid to 
face the evidence." We said that the students claimed that the 
soldiers passed up and down outside the University, deliberately 
provoking the students with insults and striking down the posters 
on the walls outside. "This is a mistake-they simply passed down 
the road, and .the students flung mud at them, and stones, and 
one of them threw a hand-grenade. Why should these soldiers 
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say that the soldiers threw a hand-grenade? If I wanted to attack 
the students, would I use only one hand-grenade?" 

It was getting late. A servant came and brought more tea, 
visitors were being dismissed peremptorily and the General was 
getting into his stride. The introduction was over, and soon we 
should come to the main incident of that tragic day,. but before he 
came to that, the General said: "You must believe that we have 
never had the slightest intention of hurting the students~all this 
has happened because there are dissident elements in the Uni
versity who have nothing to lose by the deaths of some of the 
students." 

He explained the murders very brieRy. It was true that some 
officers had taken .·part in the scramble outside the Teachers' 
Training College on the previous day, November 30th. It was 
bue that some of them returned the following day for revenge. 
It was true that the men who were arrested and put up for trial 
were ex-soldiers, but it was a long time since they were dismissed 
from the Army and at the time they were wearing plain clothes. 
He said that the men who threw the hand-grenades .had been ar
rested and already condemned~they had received the hand
grenades from a certain Mr. Chiang Kai whom the police were 
now searching for. And this was all-he could throw no more 
light on the murders, but asked us to read the official report of 
the trial and to pay particular attention to the statement written 
by his chief-of-staff. 

He then went on to explain that after the murders he had done· 
everything possible to safeguard the place; he had himself gone 
to the University. "The students welcomed and surrounded me, 
and asked me questions and I promised that the students who be
haved need fear no more occurrences of this .kind, and I said that 
the criminals would be punished according to law. I did not sleep 
that night. I was in constant conference with my advisers. I ad
dressed the school authorities and told them that it was not a 
student strike, but an effort to create as much bloodshed as pos
sible. I went to the University again the next morning, but this 
time the students did not treat me as well as before: it was evident 
that dissident elements had aroused them against me: the day 
before they greeted me with their hearts, but now they were or
dered to attack me": and then he went on to attack the students 
for allowing the dead bodies to remain unburied-"This is being 
done deliberately by the students: they leave .the bodies there, 
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with the evil smell, and this is done just to inflame the students." 
This last statement was incorrect, for I had seen the bodies being 
nailed into the • coffins. 

I said: "Did you know that the murder of the girl took place 
under particularly revolting circumstances~she was wounded by 
hand-grenades, then knifed or bayoneted in the stomach and 
breasts, and then jumped upon." 

"No, I didn't know this," he answered, but did not seem very 
shocked. 

All this had been introductory to the main purpose, which was 
to devise some· method by which the. murders · (for it was impos
sible to believe that they were not deliberate murders} should 
be stopped, We had no power. We were not delegated by the 
University, and the delegates sent by the University had failed 
to find him three·days before; the students refused to see him, or 
to send messages to him, believing that he was the murd<;ln~r. We 
were not convinced that he was the murderer. He was a soldier, 
and he said repeatedly that he would never allow his soldiers to 
attack students: in this he was convincing, or nearly convincing. 
He hated Communists furiously, and it was. curious that he should 
pointedly have stated that one of the crimes committed. by the 
students was that they insulted the Generalissimo. They had not 
insulted the Generalissimo:. they had called for an endto the civil 
war which the Generalissimo was pursuing. Jhey were not loyal, 
as he was loyal, to the Generalissimo, and I believe that in his 
eyes this was their greatest crime-he had not fired onth~.stu
dents, but he had allowed his . soldiers to be used ·by others, by 
Kuomintang Chairman Li Chung -huang or by the agents of Gen
eral Tai Li, the head of the secret police. The more we spoke to 
him, the more innocent he appeared;. but there were. moments 
when the innocence was almost too childlike to be credible. We 
asked him whether, if the students held the funeral procession, 
he would personally protect them. 

He said: "If they hold a procession, tragic things may happen, 
but I guarantee that my secret agents and my soldiers will not be 
on the streets. The soldiers would be afraid to go near a proces
sion.ofthis kind." 

"Are there any other secret police?" 
"Yes-the secret police of the former Governor Li Chung-

huang7 They are not under my control." . 
This was sufficiently startling, since he was the direct military 
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representative of Chungking. There are rumours (which! am. in
clined tobelieve) that General Kuan and Chairman Li Chung
huang are not on good terms. There is a story that on the day 
before the murders General Kuan had promised· one· of the pro
fessors that soldiers would take no part in the attacks on the stu· 
dents, but at some time during the afternoo11 Mr. Li called on 
the general and pointed out that jhey possessed instructions to 
put down the strik_e by force, and it was necessary to use s~ld~ers. 
It looked very likely that General Kuan had allowed himself to be 
involved in the affair,. for though he is reported to hf!.ve said: "I 
refuse to be a murderer" to Mr. Li, he had condoned the use of 
his own military forces in the attack on November 25th, .and may 
even have condoned the murder of the students as long as the 
responsibility did not lie directly in his hands. 

He said: "I am in contact.withChungking continually. I inform 
the Generalissimo about these matters three times a. day, and .re
ceive his orders. He has said .that everything must be settled 
peacefully." 

"This means that the responsibility and blame are all yours?" 
He looked hurt and miserable, banged his fist on the table and 

almost shouted: "Yes;. no one understands the terrible position I 
am in. All the blame falls on me:' Shortly after this outburst he 
said: 'Tam out-numbered. There are others aswellas me. For my 
part I will ·do everything I can to prevent further · disturbance, 
but--" . 

The implications were growing clearer. There were others be
hind the scenes, more powerful. Who were they? There was the 
Governor Lu Han, who was installed in office on the day of the 
murder, a general. who. had only recently returned from Indo
China, a man who was known to share some ofthe liberal views 
of his half.:brother, General Yung Lun, who had been. recalled 
to Chungking as a result of the civil war. General• Lu Han was 
in a delicate situation, and it was difficult to believe · that he 
wantedto see bloodshed with all its unavoidable and unpredicta
ble consequences so early during his tenure ·Of office. There was 
Chairman Li Chung-huang, who retained the office of municipal 
affairs and wielded enonnous powers by reason of his connection 
with the Party .. There mayhave been others. 

But if General Kuan Lin-seng was, as he· said, out-numbered, 
there remained some hope. that a person of high ministerial rank 
could be brought down from Chungking, a man with such power 
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that he could order the secret police off the streets and allow the 
procession to move unhindered. T. V. Soong had flown down 
when Lung Yun was removed. Why could not some responsible 
Minister be invited down? The matter was serious, and involved 
public feeling in America and England, where sooner or later 
men would be aghast that soldiers had thrown hand-grenades at 
students for. no other reason than that they disagreed with the 
government's desire for• a civil war. 

I asked whether I could fly up to Chungking on a Chinese army 
plane: I knew Dr. Sun Fo, the son of Dr. SunY at-sen, and Marshal 
Feng Yu-hsiang, and thought I could induce them to use influence 
in the highest quarters to. send down an emissary with complete 
powers. "But they are not powerful," he objected. "They are not 
powerful enough." He looked frightened. We discussed the pos
sibility at some length, but it seemed that only the Generalissimo 
had power to settle the matter, and since it was only too certain 
that the Generalissimo had been misinformed, it was too late to 
ask him to send down someone with plenipotentiary powers ·to 
overrule any decisions which might be made by the Governor, 
the former Governor or the dark shadow, whoever he was and 
whoever he represented, who might order the throwing of the 
next bomb. General Kuan had almost acquiesced to this solution, 
when the telephone bell rang: when he returned, he said: "Itis 
impossible-! am the representative of Chungking. This cannot 
be done." 

By this time I was feeling feverish and exhausted. There 
seemed to be nothing, nothing at all, that could be done; and 
there was no assurance that the secret police. could be removed 
from the streets, for. though we believed, or half believed that 
General Kuan was in mortal terror of further incidents, there 
remained the former Governor and the invisible prosence of per
haps some other power .. He asked us to convey to the students 
a request that he .should be told when the procession would take 
place and offered to provide a guard of honour. And then we 
went out .into the blazing sunshine, across the lake towards the 
arched stone gate leading to the city. His green car followed us, 
and he jumped out and begged my companions not to reveal 
anything he had said. · 

December 5th . YESTERDAY some members of the Yunnan 
People's Political Council came to pay their respects to the dead. 
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Today, outside the Nortn v-ate, Luv '-"'"'"~ .. ~~- ________ _ 

Little West Gate I noticed crossed timbers woven with barbed 
wire. J. says: "The soldiers have been given orders to prevent 
the procession from entering the city by closing the gates." K\ told 
me this evening that it was. accounted bad luck to allow bodies 
to enter the gates-it brought misfortune to the city; this may be 
true, but it happens occasionally, and the students. are so deter
mined on the procession that I doubt. whether they can be pre~ 
vented. They do not care if they are killed, as long as the civil war 
comes to an end and constitutional government can be brought 
into force. I have. been dowri to the library again. There is no 
longer the great grief of Sunday; the students look hard and more 
responsible than ever. One student said: "The professors have 
taught us to be democratic, then why are they not behind us?" I 
tty to explain that the funeral procession through the streets of 
Kunming is interpreted by some as deliberate provocation. "But 
what else can we do? So silently to bury them in the campus? We 
cannot return to our studies until the murderers· are punished, 
and we know who the murderers are." I am beginning to doubt 
whether they do know--there are darker forces than they imagine 
in this land. He said: "Dr. Fu Ssu-nien, the acting Chancellor of 
Peking University, has asked us to return to our· studies and to 
put thematter in his hands. He promises us that the murders will 
be avenged, but can we be sure that he will avenge them? Is he 
powerful enough? He is utterly sincere, but we. can hardly trust 
anybody except ourselves." 

I have been to see Liu Lien. He is so shocked by the murders 
that he can hardly speak, stutters abominaply and says over and 
over again: "Why clid they kill students? Why didn't they kill us?" 
He said: "There are some professors who put it down to the il
literate soldiers-this is being unfair to the illiterate soldiers." And 
then again, just before I left: "Out of this grief, there may come 
life. Even in our corrupt government there are members from 
the three Universities comprising Lienta. If the students can dem
onstrate the strength of the human intelligence they may yet save 
China." 

I do not know what to think of these events: the mind is 
numbed continually by the possibility of mote murders. 

December 7th • . . IT Is useless to go on rumours, ancl there 
are so many. I can understand why the students are wild with 
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horror and determined to take the coffins through the city; and 
they hardly care what happens to them. The Garrison Colil
roander has insisted that there must be 110 more meetings, the local 
press is still gagged, there is absolutely no evidence that a factual 
report of the murders hal' reached (;hungking. 

I am so sick to death.of fl,lLthis bloo.$lshed. At any moment the 
students may take the coffins through the streets; and th.ere is 
nothing on earth that will prevent an agenFprovqcateur from 
throwing another grenade. I have been to see the strike commit
tee. 1 have begged them to postpone the procession for. at least 
a few more days, and they listen very politely,. but they say the 
students. are determined. This is the greatest University in Chin~: 
if they do not assert their rights for freedom now, no other Uni
versity in China will achieve them. They have their martyrs still. 

There is <t. curious sullen temper among them. Th~y are still half
dazed with. shock. There are still blood-red posters on the wall 
openly attacking General Kuan Lin-seng and Chairman Li Chung
hoang of a deliberate murder~ There are student guards at the gates 
of all the Universities wit}t baseball bats in their hands, there are 
notices on every wall shouting out for freedom of assembly, for 
freedom of publication, for habeas corpus, fora coalition govern
ment, for democracy; there is still a strike; there is still the feeling 
that we are on the edge of. the abyss. A minor official has come 
down from the Minishy of Education, but he has • no power over 
the local garrison command or the provincial government. There 
are rumours, which may be true, that GeneraLKuan is prepared 
to hand in his resignation. Fu Ssn-nien, the Chancellor of Peking 
University, has arrivec!. He saw General Kuan three days .ago and 
said bluntly: "I was your friend up to this moment, bu~ now you 
are.no longer my friend~these.students•are like myown children 
to roe," and walked out in a towering hatred for this· military 
despotism, for though General Kuan may not be responsible for 
the murders, he is responsible for peace and order and could 
probably have prevented. them. 

Worse than anything else is the statement I have heard from 
oneofthe professors that on the day after the strike, Chairman 
Li Chung-huang invited the headmasters of middle-schools and 
the President of Yunnan University to a tea-party, at which Gen
eral Kuan was present. Chairman Li is reported to have said that 
he was determined . to break the strike, and there were exactly 
three methods by which it could be broken. First, it could. be· 
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broken by organizing some students into ananti~strike committee 
which would be given the supp01;t of the rrovincial government. 
Secondly, it could be broken by using thugs to break up demon
strations. Thirdly, it could be. broken· by armed force ... He did not 
use the word "thugs." He used the words "Plain clothes police," but 
the difference is of little account. Then why were Chen Chi-ta 
and Chen Yun~lu arrested? Were they armed thugs, paid by the 
pro~incial go.vernment to throw the grenades? Chiang Kai has not 
yet been found. Is Chiang Kai only another name for someone in 
the provincial government? Who possesses hapdcgrenades in this 
city? It is true that some have been stolen from the American 
armed forces, but it would be considera})ly easi~rt<{ .2B.i~J!}i-th.~rn 
from General Kuan • hirnsc:Jlf, .peneral-Ifuarrcsaid tlle~studen,ts were 
armed. There is no evidence that they were. He said that there 
were communists in the University, but he has produced no evi
dence of the e:dstence of any. I have asked one of the students 
whether he believes the rumours that the murders were ordered 
from Chungking "as an example to others." "Nq, hut there is noth
ing to pPove the. opposite. There is a tremendous struggle • going 
on, in which we are pawns. The Kuomi:ntang wants to maintain 
its dictatorship and fight the civil war. We were the first. to ob
ject, and they want to know how strong we are. They do not 
realize that we are desperately weak, but all thestronger for our 
weakness. We are the greatest University in China, we represent 
the only intellectual force in the country which is respected 
abroad, and we are determined to do everything in our power to 
prevent the war. We might con9eivably have done nothing if the 
military had been so foolish as to shoot over qur heads .• we were 
enraged; and we were. determined to. • shout for political democ
racy and a coalition government, and. it didn't matter to us that 
the Communists were shouting for the same thing . .So we came· on 
strike. There were probably .orders from Chungking saying that 
the provincial government had complete power to prevent the 
strike-in time all the schools. in the country. would come out on 
our side. So they used .their complete power, J don't think they 
intended tokill us,.but we were killed: Some idiot in the provincial 
government thought .he would make a show of force,<and it must 
have hee11 someone very high up-but no one knows who it was, 
though there is mounting evidence that it was Chairma:n Li 
Chu11g~huang himself. He has killed students })efore. Like all 
qriminals, h(:l can on1y follow the tracks over which he. has gone 
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before. He detests and fears the rising intelligence of the schools, 
which will put an end to the corruption in the Kuomintang Party 
in time. We worship Sun Yat-sen, but he died poor. How many 
of th~ leading officials in the KuomintangParty are poor? Not 
many, and Chairman Li is among the richest of all." 

I do not know how much credence to put to this story, but I 
have an increasing· suspicion that the murders were committed 
only indirectly by the two ex-soldiers who are under arrest and 
who are going to be shot tomorrow. 

December 8th • . . Fon some odd reason 1 carried the 
Analects of Confucius ar(')und with me during the Civil War. They 
are hardly more than anecdotes; no one knows how many of the 
recorded statements were really made by Confucius; there must 
be some truth in the story that some passages were forged for 
political reasons, or because it was thought .afterwards that Con
fucius would have sa.id something of the sort, or because a legend 
had grown up and it was • necessary. to give substance to the 
legend. There are few· things so delightful as these obiter dicta. 
Here there are no Socratic arguments. Confucius has all Dr. John
son's delight in apothegm; and since the disciples listen indus~ 
triously and .are only too pleased to receive the master's advice, 
we can almost see them craning their necks and solemnly bowing 
at the words which hit their hearts. There is a great deal of non
sense in the Analects. I am sometimes wearied beyond endurance 
by the Chinese delight in anecdotage. It does not seem . tq m:e 
necessary that we should know Confucius's habits in detail, how 
he would walk before the Emperor, how he arranged his sleep
ing quarters. "We are the greatest gossips in the world," LiuLien 
said once; and reading Confucius and the Spring and Autumn An
nals I am half prepared to believe him; 

But this morning I came upon this from the Analects: 

The Master .said, Be of unwavering good faith, love learn
ing, if you are thrown back on the defensive be ready to die 
for the good way. Avoid those countries where dangerous 
courses are pursued; avoid those also where the people rebel; 
but show yourselves openly when the good way prevails un
der Heaven. When there is no good way, . the scholar must 
seek solitude. And if it should happen that the good way pre
vails in the land, then it is a disgrace for the scholar to.live 
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in poverty and obscurity. But when the good way does not 
prevail over the land, how disgraceful it is to receive honour 
and riches! 

December 9th . . • I wAs. very moved when H. asked 
whether Iwould like to read the biographies of the four people 
who were killed. I did not want to read ~pem-there were times 
when it was better to imagine martyrs living anonymous lives. 
They. seemed, when they were lying on the camp-beds in the 
library, so very much like other students, a little frail and thin 
and not very well fed. In death they had reached a stature which 
no other students had reached, and what did it matter that they 
had lived like all the rest of us such obscure lives? 

I said something to this effect to H., who was almost angry. He 
said bitterly: "If they had wanted to kill the best, they have suc
ceeded. A girl from one of the oldest families in China, a young 
music teacher passionately in love with music, the only son of a 
poor peasant and a boy who was so representative that no one can 
say more .of him than that he liked sports and worked hard. Is it 
fate? If you threw a hand-grenade at random among the students 
on the campus, would you find you had killed susb good people? 
All four of them were poor. Not one was a radical. I have spoken 
to people who knew them, and they always say: 'It is better if 
they had killed us-we are not so good.' " 

When he was gone, he still seemed to be in my room, the young 
Honanese with the hair falling. across his forehead. He looked ill 
and pale. I doubt whether he has slept much or eaten much since 
the murder; and there was so much decision on .. his young face 
that I am beginning to have greater hope for China. The miracle 
may happen. The pressure of the schools may prevent the two 
governments from carrying out the civil war, for even now the 
scholars of China wield invisible powers. The Master said: "It 
may be that one has to give one's life in order to achieve good
ness." He has translated for me the biographies of the dead 
students. 

PAN YEN 

She was born twenry-eight years ago in the small feudal 
city ofSuichow. She belonged to an old family thathad been 
declining for some time, yet it still retained a position of im-
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portance. She was. brought up according to the old-fashioned 
custom of her family, and so for .seventeen years she passed 
her life inside the house. At that time modern thoughts. were 
beginning to fill people's minds, and Pan Yen recogniztrd the 
deep importance of being well educated in order to achieve 
a responsible positionin society. She was determined to be 
educated,'but coming from such a family itwasalmost im~ 
possible. for her to • enter sc.hool. ·She was learning her lessons 
privately from. her cousin, and in the \Vinter of 1934, as a result 
of her hard work, she entered a junior middle school. I must 
point out that for a girl to enter a middle schoolafter never 
having studied in a primary school was. no easy thing .. She 
requested her parents for permission to join the school, and 
in the end she succeeded~ Meanwhile she employed all her 
influence to allow otheFgirls from herfamily.to enter school. 
So, with her help, I too was allowed to join the schoolthe 
next year. 

She finished thethreeyear course of junior high in two and 
a half years; then she took the entrance examination for the 
Girls' Normal School. It was very unfortunate that war swept 
over the country before she could enter • the sch0ol. She was 
not the· kind of person who would willingly submit to fate 
and remain enslaved at home; and so, being deprived of her 
chance to study, she entered the army. 

One cold nightin winter I came across her at a railway sta
tion. She had joined the Eleventh Army .. Fully equipped, she 
stood there waiting for the train to go to Suichow, where a 
battle was about to take place. Except for . .the journey frorn 
Suichow to Su in Anhuei,she went onfoot alLthe way from Su 
to Huangch'uan ·in Honan,. passing through Hankow and 
I chang, fighting against· sickness and. disease :;rs well as the 
enemy, alw,ays going by night. She had joined the. army, and 
she was determined to be always the last to retreat. She was 
undaunted by danger, and fmmd comfort in it. 

In the winter of 1938 she arrived at I chang with no other 
belongings but the·thln uniform she was wearing. I .do ·not 
know what happened to her during that winter. The next 
time I heard of her she had joined a girl's middle school, but 
she stayed there only a year-not because she did.11ot want 
to study, but becauseshe wanted to study too much, and this 
was not a school where studying could· be done profitably .. 
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~he arrived in Chungking i.n.the winter of 1940 .. She en
tered school, but in the encl moqths of poverty and misfor
tune. made her give up. Then for four ·years . she kept .. on 
struggling, and at last she gained her aim . and j()ined,the 
Teachers' Training College. Once again she could study
but now she has gone. She has gone before us all .. 

HSUN CHI-CHUNG 

He . was a boy of only seventeen, a student of Kunghua 
Technical School, and strongly built, fond of sport and writ
ing. He had considerable ability at these things, and was very 
good-natured and)iked by his teachers. and schoolmates. 

His parents were deeply· grieved ·by . the loss of their son, 
yet they plainly understand th(? significance of their loss.liis 
elder br.other, also a student, he~rd of the death ofthe boy 
while he was making speeches in the street. He rushed to. the 
side of his dead brother and swore to take vengeance on the 
murderers, 

His death indeed was glorious. When the Teachers' Train
ing College was being attacked, and the students there were 
outnumbered, they were forced to retrea~ to the Technical 
College and summon aid. He at once gathered some of his 
schoolmates . together,. and with a large· club ·in. his hand led 
the party against the: thugs. The shrapnel from the grenade 
pierced his skull; he died four hours laterin hospital. 

LI. LIU -LIEN 

Li Liu-lien was eighteen years old, a native of Chekiang. I · 
methim firstin 1942 in the Provincial Sichung,Middle Schqol 
in Sikong Province. He was studying in the school because 
his father had some· business there. He was well-known for 
being an assiduous student. · 

Some time later he left Sichung and wandered over the 
country with his father. He was born in Shantung. Since the 
beginning of the war, he,was always travelling· from place· to 
place, yet he remaine<l an innocent boy. He entered the 
Teachers' Training College of Lienfa in 1945; it was there 
that we met again. We lived in . the same room, studied to
gether and played together. He. only lived for his studies, 
and had almost no feeling for politics. 
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The shooting on the night of November 25th aroused his 
deepest anguish. He spent all his. time working with-the strike 
committee, About 'noon, on December 1st; sixty or seventy 
armed ruffians broke into the Teachers' Training College; 
The ~tudents all took refuge hltheadjoining Kunghua Tech~ 
nical School by forcing their way through the windows. They 
were provoked by _ the sight of the ruffians wantonly destroy~ 
ing the school furniture. Five or six students immediately 
rushed to prevent them. Li>Liu-lien was among them. After 
the hand-grenade exploded, he fell at the gate, all covered 
with blood. He was carried to hospital by the other students, -
but he died on the way. , , 

YU TSAI 

He was so gentle, so kind-hearted and so quiet, yet his 
body was sturdy. I met him for the first time three months 
ago at Nanching Middle School. He was fond of weeping, 
but never for his own sake. Once he wept for a whole night 
after talkingwith a friend who had given up all hope. He did 
not behave like this out of cowardice, b1lt because he loved 
men. 

He was born into a wealthy family in Shanghai-a fam
ily without warmth or liveliness. When the war broke out, he 
left his home and went to Chungking with a small sum of 
money which he secured. by selling the only-thing he pos
sessed-a bicycle. On his way he:tookpart in all kinds of war~ 
work, being especiallyattachedtothe work which concerned 
refugee"children. In Chungking he joined the army, for a 
while he was conductor of a feny. He refused to receive any 
money from home, but provided money for his friends when 
they were badly in i1eed. _ -

Six months before he died, he returned from India. His 
father sent for him: to take care of the family property. He 
refused, and advised his father not to worry about money. 

He was twenty-four, and he was born in Hanyuan, in Che~ 
kiang. He had graduated from .a -normal school in Chung- _ 
king, .majoring in music. He was a member of the Kuomih
tang. Party. When he died, he was a music~teacher in Nan
ching Middle Scho()l. 

He praised the passionate spU'it of Beethoven .but deeply 
regretted the silence of · .Goethe. , 227 



December lOth • • . l . HAVE been to see Rob(ltt Winter. He 
sits disconsolately on the edge of his bed, wondt)ring, like every
one else, what will happeri next . . He has kept .aloof from _the 
tragedy, but even· here, in that remote eyrie perched up above 
the stage of a warlord's , crumblin~ .private theatr·e,· the impact 
of it has ~eached him and .hurt him. He has spent nearly thirty 
years in China, but nothing like this has happel!ed before; .and at 
first he was very quiet, not caring to discuss it. 

It was very quiet up there. The hawks beat against the tiled 
roof next door, but you can see the lake through the eucalyptus 
trees. Where does one go from there? The sleeping- beauty is 
kissed, suddenly a)Vakes, but what does she do then? · Probably 
like the Malays, she runs amok. All the pent-up Confucian rigid
ity of the Chinese mind disappears, and you hear the coarse laugh
ter of some Taoist priest with an oiled topknot who knows that 
the rigid ritual is a waste of effort-men die, their deaths more 
important than . the ceremonies which surround their deatp.s. And 
the students? Numbed with grief still, but the numbness will pass. 
Already I have seen that terrible desire for martyrdom which I 
saw among the Spanish soldiers in Barcelona, when the Germans 
and the Moors were approaching the gates. 

"They want to die," 1 said. "They believe there is a conspiracy 
against them, and they are determined on death." 

"It is not so very strange," he said. "It has happened before. I 
do not know whether it is true of . the students, but it is true of 
the Chinese, in the same way that it was true · of the Balinese in 
1908, when they hurled themselves against the Dutch. You re
member how they dressed in their ceremonial robes, with gar
lands and jewels on their heads, and begged the Dutch soldiers 
to fire on them. The women were worse than the · men. When the 
soldiers stopped firing out of sheer weariness of so much blood
shed, the women threw handfuls 9f gold coins as payment for 
their own deaths; and · if the bullets did not come soon enough, 
they stabbed themselves with thejr krises, and they were all 
killed in that shambles of Den Pasar. And I remember reading 
that the ))ext morning a . young ' headman came to · see the Dutch 
commander and said that he had been away the day before and 
missed being killed with the . others, and asked to be shot. They 
refused, .of course. So he stabbed himself in front of them alL 
He pa,used andhegan searchingfor ArthurWaleis The Way an 
the Power. "I don't understand this desire for martyrdom," l 
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went on. 'T .have never felt it, but I can sympathize with it-it 
springs from very deep roots in the human consciousness. When 
a civilization is doomed, as the civilization of the Balinese was 
doomed by foreign· invasion, what else could they do?· Salvador 
de Madariaga says of his own countrymen: 'Nature, allied with 
reason in the Englishman, bowing to reason in the Frenchman, 
triumphs here over reason.' Itis unreasonable to se~krnartyrdom 
---,it may even be stupid, but surely it is splendid? Some of the 
students have never felt their responsibilities so deeply before. 
Emotion-this terrible emotion of martyrdom-comes ·in, and 
they are .side-tracked from their purpose, just as the Balinese in 
a sense were side-tracked from their emotion-their desire was 
only another form of a desire for life." 

I could not always follow this argument: there were overtones 
which impinged too hardily on the living. Were these quiet grief
stricken students really overcome with a· desire • for·· martyrdom 
when th?y insisted on holding the funeral procession in spite of 
the threats of the local government; It was something more com- . 
plex than martyrdom. There was envy in it-envy for the dead, 
and there was also pride~pride that out of all the Universities 
in China they alone had been visited by death; pride that they 
were. the spearhead of· scholarship;, pride that they more, than 
any others held the destiny of China in their hands. For they were 
very conscious of this. They desired martyrdom, but they desired 
also to live .. By some miracle, though Lienta was bombed during 
the war, no students had.been killed; but in Fuhtan University 
in Szechuan a great scholar and three or four students died dur
ing a s.avage.bombardment, and I remembered how dearly they 
held the dead to their hearts; One loves the dead more than the liv
ing. They are closer than the living, for though a man is dead and 
buried underground, he is also everywhere. . . . . 

I was trying to think in this way when Winter returned from 
the shelves with The Way and the Power, where after describing 
Chuang Tzu drumming on a bowl and singing after his wife's 
death, explaining that death is not something unpatural, but 
something that flows out of life itself, Waley comments: "This 
attitude towards death; exemplified again and again in· Chuang 
Tzu, is but part of the general attitude towards the universal laws 
of nature, which is not one merely of resignation or even of ac
quiescence, but a lyrical, almost ecstatic acceptance which has 
inspired some of the most moving passages· in Taoist literature." 
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And it seemed right and proper, when Winter closed the book,. 
that he should remark: "They are in love with death, because· 
they are in love with life," 

December 11th . . . THE Vice-Minister of Education came 
two days ago, a tall man with buck-teeth, wearing a dark blue 
patterned gown and a black makua. We went to see him last night 
to see whether he could throw any light on what is happening, 
but though he has been in C<mferen~{) Wi!ht~~ (]oy~;l1or,<. yyl)dis 
at ·last.forll1a~lyinstatedin office, so••·that 'Ye)I1o·.Ionger•·.l1ayf)to 
depend entirely on t~~ goverl}ment of LiGhung"huang; he s~erris 
to know even. less about the affair than we do, He complained 
that the Communist newspapers. in Chungking ~ontained com
plete reports of the murder, but no other newspapers contained 
them. ~'It proves that the Communists are behind it," he said. But 
does it? Doesn't it prove rather that no other newspapers will 
print it? · . 

He.has seen the Generalissimo, who said: "Something is wrong 
-very wrong. I give you complete powers to settle the ·matter~" 
The Vice-Minister.insists thathe has plenipotentiary powers, but 
do these powers. extend over the local military or ~;wen the local 
Kuomintang office? Kuan Lin-seng has been recalled; a n.ew gen
eral.has taken his place. The Vice-Minister said: "Our attitude 
towards the. matter is very cold-cold." We asked him what he 
meant by this, for surely the seriousness of the attacks was realized 
in Chungking, but he evaded the issue by saying that he was sent 
down only to find· facts·• .·What was strange was his continual 
denial about the censorship.· Theoretically free speech and free 
assembly had been granted by the. government, but he insisted 
that the local government had over-riding powers. "So the pro
vincial government. can over-dde the central government when 
it pleases?'' But to this he only .answered: "There are conditions 
in China which cannot be compared with conditions abroad." He 
admitted that it was likely that the provincial government had 
used its over-riding powers to prevent. messages being· sent out, 
but the messages had come . out all the same-the news was 
printedin Chungking, Chengtu and Shanghai, and very probably 
it has already reached Amtlrica and Hongkong; "But the im
portant thing is to keep cold-keep cold." 

It seemed odd. We were very cold .indeed: impossible to tell 
whether he has power, or has' been .sent only. on a fact-finding 
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commission. He seemed not to understand the seriousness of the 
situation which tolerated these murders, and said: "General Kuan 
Lin-seng talks too much~he is a· good soldier, but not a .good 
diplomat." But we do not need diplomats, and General Kuan did 
at least speak openly according of the things he knew; though he 
seemed to know le~s than anyone else. 

"Thefuneralprocessionmay be held by the students," K. said. "Is 
there any way in which bloodshed can be avoided?" and he spoke 
for a while on the terrible effect further bloodshed would have 
in foreign academic circles. "Such. things have happened in Nazi 
Germany-inconceivable that they should ~e allowed to. happen 
in China." The thrust hit home. The Vice-Minister began to growl 
about the enemies of China. "They try to hit us with everything 
they have-there are enemies everywhere," and since he evi.: 
qently included us among the enemies, this seemed the strangest 
of all. He had spent the first night of his arrival with a general 
connected with the garrison command: there had been objec
tions: he thought tonight it might be possible to stay in a bank. 
And so we left· him, two hours later in the deserted· courtyard, a 
tall man who seemed not to know which way the world was going, 
who possessed power of a kind and yet hesitated to use it, afraid 
of his responsibilities, afraid of the deaths of the students, the 
only man connected with the Universities who had access to the 
highest quarters; and it seemed impossible to believe that he 
would be able to add anything or take anything from a situation 
which had grown above our heads and enclosed us all. 

December 12th . . . IT IS a ti:me of rumours, of strange whis
pered threats, of stillstranger silences. The students and the pro
vincial government are fighting a war of nerves. The censorship 
is stronger than ever; three hundred more censors have suddenly 
been enrolled. On the surface everything is quiet, the students 
are no longer molested, they even make speeches in the centre of 
the city calling for an end to the civiL war. Yet you are conscious 
all the while that there is terror in the silence, though the silence 
in the University library where all the coffins are is deeper. 

December 13.th . THE true knight must have broad shoul
ders and a stout heart, for his burden is heavy and he has a long 
journey to go. For Goodness is the burden he has taken upon him
self. Only with death does this journey end: then must we not 
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grant that he has far to go. CONFUCIUs. 
And surely the students are doin~ no more than echoing these 

words when they announced so . courageously in their proclama
tions: Death we are.not afraid of, for we are assisting a new China 
to come to birth. · 

December 19th . • . THE weight of this murder. is like lead. 
We forget it for a while, but the memory of it returns, obliterating 
the memories of other murders. Even now Liu Lien is grief
stricken~ He speaks so humbly of the students that one almost 
forgets his own goodness. There, in the tangled garden, where the 
convolvulus were dying, he leaned on his stick and spoke about 
the students he has known in the past. "They are still among the 
most complex animals in creation .. I remember the time when 
every student wore long silk gowns and carried a fan and even 
the· boys wore jade bracelets-less than twenty years ago. They 
played football in those days so delicately that it was like watch
ing a slow-motion film. They have grown taller and sturdier; they 
have cut themselves adrift from the past, and because they are 
even now saturated in Confucian. doctrines they are still drifting. 
We could combine Buddhism, Taoism and Confucianism-it 
made the whole man. But mechanistic opportunism as well---" 
At that moment a boy student and a girl passed through the gar
den arm in arm. "What will save them is that no one in China is 
more than four generations removed from a farmer. In spite of 
the three curious religions which have formed their ancestors for 
two thousand years at least, they will always be practical." 

December 24th . . . THE strike goes on, the faculty meetings 
go on, there have been interviews between the Student Council 
and Governor Lu Han, there has been a message from the. Gen
eralissimo calling upon the students to return to their classes, but 
no one knows whether the students will return. 

The campus was Hooded with sunshine and has never looked 
lovelier. There can be no campus ·like this. The mud-huts shone 
this morning like honey in the sun,. and the small green lakes 
among the vegetable gardens were thick with duckweed; but it 
is not the campus which is beautiful-'-what is beautiful beyond 
all words· at this moment· is still the library.· which stands like a 
great crumbling cowshed beyond the small lakes. The archway 
of .evergreens has been removed, and there are no longer any 
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guards at the University gates with baseball bats to prevent the 
entrance pf agents-provocateurs. There is the immense cowshed, 
andthe girls in blue gowns from the middle schools who are mak
ing their way there. Inside the library there must be at least two 
thousand funeral scrolls hanging· from the rafters, some ·on white 
silk, some on paper, ·and many of them composed with great 
heavy black brush-strokes; and· you wander through this forest 
of scrolls until you come to the four black coffins covered with the 
red and blue national flag, and on the way you pass. the altar 
where the enlarged photographs of the dead students gaze down 
at you. There is Yu Tsai looking a little like a young prince, with 
a small mouth and dreaming ey(:)s; there is Pan Yen who gazes 
out of her frame, more mature than the two youngsters beside 
her, already a woman, with such stores of character and forth
rightness on her gentle face that one would have thought her 
worth preserving for the future of China; there is Li Liu-lien who 
looks for all the world like a young footballer; there is Hsun Chi
chungwho looks almost like a child. Before the photographs red 
candles . are smoking; oranges and apples and • bottles of wine are 
heaped on the white table-cloth; there are josNticks burning in 
urns· and wreathes of evergreens. And then you walk on for a 
little space, and suddenly on the walls you come across small 
photographs of Pan Yen: .there are. photographs of her in military 
uniform, photographs. of her playing with children, at picnics, 
climbing mountains, the inevitable posed photographs of her in 
a long student's gown, and then there are the other photographs 
showing her body being placed in a great iron cauldron with the 
head still showing and. the fires burning; and you remember that 
this happened only two or three hundred yards away, and that 
the air you breathe contains more of her than you can guess. And 
somehow it is not terrible-it is as you expect it to be-and those 
photographs which were taken from her purse contain her whole 
life, you can understand everything, and she is young China still 
in all the glory of her young womanhood. So you go slowly round 
the library, where the· funeral scrolls swing gently in the wind 
and the blue gowns move silently among them, here in the library 
where there is no longer the musty smell of books: there is only 
the scent of flowers and of blood. For there on a table against 
the wall are the clothes they wore when they died, and a camp
bed with a great oval rust-red stain on it. They were put here 
deliberately: the students were probably wrong to have done 
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this, for the middle-school children come and gaze at them and 
even touch them, as others touch holy .relics, and go away afraid, 
realizing that they wear the same kind of clothes and simply by 
realizing this, they. come into so close a contact · with the dead 
that they are like people who have seen visions. 

Thereis no place in China so hallowed as this University library, 
and there is no greater quietness anywhere else. 

December 80th . . . I WROTE this poem for · Pan Yen last 
night. It is not finished, and may neverbe finished. 
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THE MARTYR 

She lived in storm and stress, 
Yet quietly she wore 
Youth like a shining dress, 
As though her nothingness 
Would let herpass throughlife 
And take. what comes, before 
The tempest rose like a knife 
And cut her from this war . . 
They come, the. falling .leaves: 
Earth weighs. upon her breast. 
Still in the night she grieves. 
No farmer has such rest: 
Would God that there were more 
To turn so straight afurrow, 
And I who grieve in peace 
Turned, turned into such. sorrow, 
Must take this candle soon 
And lift itto her face 
To see from her grey eyes 
What light will shine tomorrow. 

0 eyes that burn and bleed, 
Gold now, and broken head, 
And silent too she is 
With childish wistfulness, 
Turn now and shine that we 
Cqught in these deadly toils 
Can count. our hidden souls--
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Make. bread, drink wine with me. 
, Let death take from you now 

No thoughtof life laid low 
But dream of utter snow-.-. 
Make now this grace and peace, 
0 child in the shining dress! 

God knowsfrom where they come 
Who fought your beauty there. 
The lean mole hM his home 
Far from the sunlit air; 
They have their creeping trade, 
Who threw the hand-grenade? 
I know, but shall no~ say: 
Here in this t.ime and place 
I seek ainystery, 
For secrets must be held 
And shielded must they be 
Who live like the falling leaf, 
So tender and so swift, 
Boys, girls, all these shall fall 
Unless we save their soul 
And utter bitter ·truth 
With red wide-open mouth. 

"Democracy is a name, 
Freedom is .filled with lU!s," 
They said, but to their . shame 
The· bitter mouth replies: 
"The heart is filled with grief, 
The· broken head that bleeds, 
The fruit they laid beneath 
Her breast when she was dead, 
All these. cry out at night 
With leaden eyes like fires. 
The youth in the shining dress 
Must ·live, lest nothingness 
Descend descending years."' 

0 hear her voice which sings 
Upon this night of pain: 
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"Though they denied our youth, 
We died; we come again; 
We fought, but not with. arms, 
We made our purpose plain 
And thought not of the storms, 
The bitter fall of rain, 
The bitter fall of· blood. 
These things we understood: 
Democracy is a truth, 
Freedom is filled with flowers-
We died, and the coming hottrs 
Are now forever ours. 

We draw a deeper breath~ 
We are not afraid. of death. 
We speak through darkness now 
But soon our . .eyes will break, 
'!'hough tempest. fills the air, 
With light, and the burning wake 
Will scorch thisyellow land 
Now broken everywhere, 
Till it shines white as snow. 
My dress I leave behind: 
My body shines like sand. 
The sun shall flower indeed 
Upon my broken head 
And you shall see the flames, 
Democracy's. bright names-.-. 
0 joy among the deadf' . • • 
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January 1st . • . • WE BREAK our bread apd sleep and wander 
in the sun, and those are the three best things'-a!ld all these we 
do to perfection in Kunming. If we I)}_ust add ~·. fourth, there is 
scholarship; and if there Is ~fifth, there is loye~making; and. the 
sixth is adoring th~ perfection ofthis lak~ a mileaboyethe sea. 

So. I wrote when I first came to Kunmin but all of it has 
change . n t ose ays, w1t a. in o grim se s ness, we .could 
forget the war, content to live in this cleansingair, to study and to 
breathe. But things changed so deeply, .there is so much terror 
abroad, and life is held so cheaply, that we are beghming to look 
at this mountain valley with something of the attitudes of sol
diers caught up ip a citad~l and determined not to surrender, 
though they starve. We have lost faith completely in Chungking. 
We hadJittle e11ough}§1ith, but now it has gone completely. We 
have not. much more faith in Y enan, tho~gh we admire much of 
their program for agrarian refmm. What is important ·js .that 
until October there was freedom in Kunming. No man was .killed 
for uttering "dangerous thoughts." The prisons were 11early empty. 
There were no arrnecl thugs on the streets. There were desperate 
ventures-no ope knows how many guns, how many jeeps and 
how much ammunition have been stolen. from the Americans,but 
none of thesetoqkon the scale of a. relentless civil war .. There was 
a time when I first came hel'e when Lienta was among the most 
glorious things in China; it is. glorious still, but something, is lack
ing among the professors, their spirits have been triedtoo hardly, 
their suffering has rea.ched breaking-point and itis no longer true 
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that Lienta is "the last bulwark oHreedom in China." The last bul
wark has fallen. The students have not changed; they are as de
termined as ever that the principles of democracy should sur
vive, but with the exception of a handful• of professors, the faculty 
has thrown iri its hand. The students will be forced back to work, 
are already forced back to work, and the faculty has promised 
that the murderers will be brought to justice; but everyone knows 
that the promise is worthless, and the faculty has no power. We 
must go on from here, but the way seems darker than ever now. 

January 2nd . . . I MET Liu Lien walking gravely through 
the gardens near the lake. There are goldfish and small temples, 
and places where you can drink tea under bamboo shelters, and 
great hawks wheeling overhead. His newspaper has been sus
pended indefinitely; he will be arrested the moment it appears, 
if it appears illegally .. He has been from one printing-press to 
another, always trailed; he said: "It's the most idiotic thing of all 
-to know that you are being trailed. It gives you the most: damn
able impression of your own self-importance." He laughed. "We 
haven't deserved this-the ~tudents haven't deserved it-they 
will still fight, but somehow tJ;tey have, goti]ftO their p~ads. that 
they must fight in the ancient Chinese way-dramatically, as one 
fights for lost causes. But these causes arenot.lost, They say they 
are going to take the coffins through the city whatever the cost; a 
hundred thousand children believe this, but it would be better 
if we had just • one good man in the government, or one bad man 
less." With bent back, walking slowly, he disappeared among the 
silver trees. 

January 4th . . . I SHOULD like to set in order, carefully and 
consistently, in their own atmosphere and in their proper clothes 
those things which have most moved me in China, seeing them 
at a time when the wars are nearly over. How generous was China . ' 
to the eye that had been trained in Malaya only to distinguish the 
heaviest and most elementary colours! All Malaya was a flame-of
the-forest tree seen against a liquid· gold sky. It was too rich, the 
glory so great that it was always incommunicable even to oneself. 
And then this other glory, quieter, more desperately earnest, of 
shadow.s and calligraphy-gold cliffs lost in the mist, the boy 
crouching by· the river bank and one colour after another spill
ing over his shoulders and thighs, and even the wicker basket by 
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his side brimming with the suffused reflected· colours of the earth. 
The world is made . of coloured stones . . Imagine any stone of !\ny 
shape, and then colour it, or letit alone .in the sun-we need no 
mqrethan this; at.most we needa handful of these stones. 

Where. is the end? One must watch colours unceasingly, be
cause c.olour is a greater enchantment than music .. In music we 
drown, but colours are ourselves floating to the surface, the most 
living of all things because we see the living movement of the 
sun in all that is around. And see how delicately we live-with 
six inches •of soil we plant our ·iice, and with a millimetre of .re
flected Jight,. that millimetre which clings to everything, we see 
the .world .amund us. And th~n t()o, this afternoon, thinking how 
all colours are point§,d towards the sun. · 

January 5th ••. . •· > THE nakedness of China. Not only the 
ragged .beggar whose do the$ • are broken, but the .· hills which . are 
also unclothed, and the women who . seem to . have assumed de
liberately the garment which is most revealing. The nakedness, 
and the elaborate. decoration, so elaborate that you know that 
it is no more than decoration, the barrenness of a .Chinese court
yard made more barren still by the gold ornaments of the roof 
and the gold-studded doors. So it is' in my garden, day after day, 
the poinsettias shedding their pale red light over one quarter of 
the yard and the rest seems to be nothing more than pebbles 
thrown haphazard on a seashore. They say that the Chinese lived 
in tents once, but 1 have known nothing which confirms the state
ment; but of one thing I am sure, and that is that they have lived 
for a-long space of time on the sea or facing vastrivers. And per
haps .in the end this is why they have so much in common with 
the English, who.like their fields . best when they have waves like 
the sea, and are coloured deep green. What is delightful about / 
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January 7th . . . THIS was not the place we had hoped to 
come to, because we had lost our way, and the dust was getting 
into our shoes, and there was nowhere to rest. I rememberJ was 
frightened .because we -might have to walk all night, and l feared 
the yapping . of the dogs more . than the bandits in the villages, 
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and besides, all the comforting • things of evening-the smell of 
woodsmoke, the colours of the .fields, the sense of being sur'" 
rounded by friendly people-all these die away at night. Nothing 
is so unfriendly as a. Chinese night when there is no moon. Night 
the enemy, and the houses all shuttered, and you couldn't see 
the pathway, and we were utterly tired of crossing fields, and 
someti~es L. would stop and say he heard the sound of a pheas
ant or a barking deer, and 1 heard nothing, the night enclosing us 
both so that we were doubly afraid. 

There ill a shuttered horror at night in China, and I remember 
that Tu Fu complained about it, and God knows in his wanderings 
he must ·have seen these landscapes under a black moon, the 
dogs like avenging and invisible furies and. all the houses dark
ened so that they look like unfriendly stones. The Chinese are 
callous-it is better to admit it-they say they must be callous 
to survive, but the night is more callous still, and we couldn't go 
on much further. I suppose a rise in the ground hid us from Kun
ming, but the most extraordinary thing was that there was a heavy 
mist,. and we were not conscious of it, and. only knew of it after
wards. And then, quite suddenly, we came to a small village near 
the gates, where there were dim lights a.nd the smell of dogs and 
children were playing. Those last moments before wereachedthe 
village were almost as terrible as the night .last year when we 
were coming home after curfew and someone with a submachine
gun pushed it into my stomach and told me to put my hands up; 
the night was as calculated and bestial as that. 

And then the sudden recovery, the sense that the world was 
safe, because there was the smt:)ll of woodsmoke and sleepy chil
dren were playing, and there were rapeseed oil-lamps, and money 
in our. pockets to pay for food-sweetened eggs in milk, juicy .figs 
which are called "dragons' eyes" and whole loaves of unleavened 
bread. And afterwards, coming to Kunming at last, seeing the 
gate opening like a great white horn leading to the world of 
dreams. 

January lOth • • • I,AM continually amazed bythe ambiguity 
of the novel, the sudden changes and evolutions of. the matter, the 
inevitable lack of any central eye which can look upon the scene 
wholly. The eye.and the sensibility are continually changing, and 
there is no unchanging lever between myself and the novel I am 
writing. Archimedes could support the whole world with a single 
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lever, hut the world I am trying to support in the novel is but
tressed with eight. or nine different levers, of different lengths 
and different colours, simply because there are·eight or nine char
acters, and I must see it all tb.rough their eyes or fail completely. 
And so there is not one novel, but at least eight novels, eight ways 
of loo~ing at.life,. eight ch::nacters to be presented to the sunlight, 
to be given lungs and breath and flesh and bones and appetites 
and emotions. 

I can see no escape from it: there must be these levers, there 
cannot be a central lever, I seem to remember from applied mathe
matics that all forces affiicting .an organism can be resolved into 
a single force, It is not true of the novel. In A Bear Coughs at the 
North Pole a single event-the bombing of Chungking on May 
3rd, 1939-is seen by nine people, and yet there is a sense by 
which all these nine people become one person, because they see 
the same thin~. They are at odds with one another. There is conflict 
between them, and tb.e most unimportant things in their relation
ships are made to have superlative importance; and this is de
liberate, . and at the . same time it • arises from the nature of the 
novel, .. and also ftom the nature of the Chinese climate and the 
Chinese scene. A bear coughs at the North Pole, a flower fades 
in Burma, a girl wanders .down to a river, and each ofthesethings 
can be.shown to have widening circles of significance, and .there 
is no end whatsoever to the immeasurable growth of.the smallest 
things. This is the theme of the novel, but also there is another 
theme, half hidden in the angry shadows which play over ·the 
whole novel, the theme of adoration against all our growing de
spairs. And though the form of. the novel still seems to me to be 
insufficient, because it isnot strict enough, I know no other form 
which can so prodigiously reflect our own civilization.· I suspect 
that the diary as a literary form may come into greaterfavour, 
for though it lacks· .form it gives arrangement and shado'iv to the 
naked impressions of life seen daily. In the diary there is the single 
lever, the personal eye which never leaves the subject; in the novel 
there are.so many subjects that the eye must.be always wander
ing, taking details here and there, imposing them within the 
arbitrary scheme. of the novelist's invention. Richardson's novels 
were letters-two diaries confronting one another, and both writ
ten in a formwhich possessed at least some kind of balance, like 
mirrors perpetually reflecting one another and perpetuqlly still, 
because every question is answered. But for · the novelists of our 
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day no questions are answered, and we must simply state the 
things as we see them, in their nakedness, beauty and ferocity. 

January 12th • • . I HEARD today, looking over the lake in 
full afternoon, when all the trees were swinging in a gale, a single 
line of music which has haunted me for more than eighteen years, 
and will, I believe, haunt me forever. There are months when I 
never. hear it, I think I once forgot it for a whole year, but like 
the phrase of Vinteuil it. continually recurs. Buried somewhere 
among the coral reefs of my mind is a musician who plays unbid
den this thirteenth century phrase of a Jubilate first sung in 
France-or is it unbidden? I suspect it comes only when an au
thentic joy of landscape is seen through eyes made joyful by that 
other landscape inside the mind. 

February 1st • . . WHAT is Taoism? One hears so much, and 
one knows that it is characteristically Chinese, and we can: learn 
much by studying those an<;:ient fragmentary texts written more 
than two thousand years ago; There is a strange sense of irrespon
sibility in the Chinese, a sense which derives perhaps more from 
the continual hungers of the ·people than something intrinsic in 
their character. They are the world's anarchists, who know that 
responsibility is often ridiculous and obedience is a shallow sim
plicity, for they know only too well that laws are man-made and 
are used by judges to incriminate others. There is no law in China. 
Habeas corpus goes regularly on the statute book; the imprison
ments. and the arrests and the political assassinations. continue. 
But this evening I came upon my friend, Dr. Lin Tung-chi's de
scription of the Taoist, which is so important that I shallwriteit 
down here: 

"Taoism may be defined as romantic individualism. It is the 
natural and necessary counterpart to the. complacent and 
yielding gregariousness of Confucianism. Come what may, 
the first prompting of a Taoist is to "debunk," so much folly 
and bad taste does he see in this all too human world. 

"One can best . describe· the workings of this mentality in 
terms of a curve. 

"It begins with an ascending movernent, whereby the dis
charging energy of debunking is directed outward to the ex
ternal world untilit reaches a point where the fire of debunk-
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ing turns into a white flame of defiance. It is the moment most 
supercharged with. possibility of adion,. the. juncture at which 
a Chinese intellectual may most.readily turn into •a revolu
tionary if eyer his. defying .mood finds· its way to· combine 
with the popular discontent ofthe age. 

"A typical Taoist natur~ does not, however, become a revo
lutionary as a rule. He does·· not actually mix with the popu
lace. A. proud a,rtist, he stands alone, contemplating no com
rades. He, predestinedly, sees a war of one against all and one 
against everything. And. a more. exalted and tense frame· of 
mind cannot be imagined. 

"Yetthere . .is novent. Totally unable to view the impend
ing battle in terms of practifalinterests and concrete issues, 
he is at a loss as to where and to whom to deal his blows. The 
intensity. of his charged feeling, thus blocked, soon·· recoils 
upon itself. A mental. crisis develops when an involuntary 
repression compresses the rising temper, which, foundering 
at this tremulous height, quickly turns intoa state of Diony
sian drunkenrwss. The Taoist revolt at this stage takes on the 
character of emotional. self-abandonment. He gives himself 
up to himself. He .no. longer defies, .he simply disregards. A 
sort of ecstasy takes place, in which the half-conscious bitter
ness and the half-felt rapture combine. to produce a vent 
peculiarly Taoist--;-the d~yastating laug1f of the intoxicated. 
But this blessed stage cannot last long. A mental numbness 
born of helpless desperation is foredoomed to come to a 
denouement-the beginning of the descending curve. 

"As the effects of intoxication clear away, the last possibil
ity of action disappears. He. cannot but question now the 
worth of it all. 'Why excitement and f11ry?' asks the erstwhile 
rebel. And he begins to debunk himself. With a chuckle he 
drqps the gauntlet and retires into the mountains. The boise 
terous rebel becomes the saintly recluse. After the tempest 
the serene sunset." 

I do not know any description of the Chinese mind so honest 
as this. It says much that has been on my mind for many years, 
and though not all Chinese are implicated, there is a Taoist ir
responsibility in all· of them to some smaller or greater extent. 
There. is a sense in which the whole of the Confucian ritual was 
simply an effort. to invent order .and stability where there was 
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none before. Starvation and wars have worked so much havoc in 
China that it would. be folly to minimize the irresponsibility and 
detachment of so many C}linese. The ":orld goes ·On-it.·is .their 
world_:but so great are the forces arraig~ed a~ainst them· that 
they realized in the past how little they could do. Could the small 
man in a gown, who. wandersbeneath the craggy mountains in 
the paintings, do anything to change the world he sees? And now, 
when the power of change has come into the hagds of.their young 
engineers, can we expect the officials,. brought up on an earlier 
code, to understand them? China is divided. It must be that the 
division will be healed, but until the last officials have been swept 
away and the engineers take their place, I see no hope that it 
will come about. And this is thejmportance of the Communists 
in China, those mildly revolutionary agrarian reformers----they 
have cast away .for ever the ritual and the verdicts of the Chou 
Dynasty philosophers, and have none of the obsessions of the 
Generalissimo. In China, as elsewhere, we have nothin~ to lose 
if we begin from the beginning. History is meaningless now that 
atomic bombs can sweep .us all away. What is needed is the new 
blood of the west; and this will come, and we in our turn ·are the 
only ones who will bene:(lt by . the ancient qetachment of the 
Chinese. But from now on, in this long and hazatdous · process 
of healing which is the only essential task of the generations im
mediately ahead of us, we must learn that it is safer to make a 
clean sweep of the past and begin again. 

The more I think of this world with its suppurating and increas
ing wounds, the more I believe that we need the patience and 
incisiveness of doctors. The wounds are there. What are needed 
are swabs, ointment, a long and peaceful convalescence. And just 
as a doctor needs to know the complete history of the patient, 
so we need to know all that has happened in the minds of coun
tries in the past: But once the wound has healed, or is healing, 
the mind of the patient is no longer so important, for he will be
gin his life again lik"e a man new-born. I like the statement of Lieh 
Tzu: "The joy of travelling lies in. its purposelessness. Others 
travel to see what they want to see, but I travel simply to see 
the whole earth perp~tuallychanging. Travels, travels, none can 
see my travels." Though I like it, I know that it is wrong·headed. 
We must know where. we are going. We. cannot afford this de
tachment and irresponsibility, • even in our private lives; and na
tions can afford it still less. The Chinese puzzle is like a game of 
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their promoters have forgotten that they are Chinese and have 
lost their learned respect for China and fail to apply their,learn
ing to .the Chinese situation." 

I can think of nothin so brutal as this statement which de
roan s o e Chinese that their ancient s stems and virtues should 

e resuscitate rom the uJJ na~):,,,Qtn~.i!!:,.YS ... ~~ .. Lgilsand 

. e~":~~"'-, ;~1 ll• ~., •....•.. !l)l(,•~'P<MW)¥;;»<1 \mal.Wahl)<cin
ge.l!c:~Q.):>y, the West .. 'J;'he. Gen§ralissiV:lO knows no more of the 

west than the smallest Chinese peasant, though he uses its meth
ods m his secret pohce, m h1s boml'5mg planes ,and his war fac'" 
tories. The limited, obsolescent mind of a second-class private in 

1 the Japanese Army is as • d:=tngerous for· China as the detachment 
and the irresponsib.ility of the Taoists. There must cmpe an end 
some time .. It is better that it come soon, otherwise all will be lost 
and the war will go on forever. 

I had .hopes when I came to Chinil' t after the Pacific War 
broke. out, but the hopes grow smalle . Qht!J\l.J*· .. ,.~JY.~l<.e. It is not 
wholly bad that the war should be o ht between · the feudal 
landlords and those who insist on agrarian reforms; it is a sign of 
the awakening; the struggle has purpose·and direction, and some
how a synthesis will be formed. But must we go on forever in this 
grimly irresponsible mood, with inflated currency and vast for
tunes being made from the sufferings of others? There may come 
a time rather sooner than we expect when those who do not serve 
the people will be swept from power. If that time comes it will 
not be because "various political parties" reflect the differences 
between Moscow and Washington; it will be pecause China has 
accepteq what is common to Moscow and Washington-the sense 
of efficiency, the refusal• to believe in legends, the values which 
are placed on human lives and the. belief that the 'world can be 
made safer by hard work. And still, and for many years to come, 
though her eyes are wide open and for the first time. the Chinese 
lion is awake, there is no rofound b lie that the simplicities of 

es ern c1v1 1za 10n can e ·moulded to the Chinese pattern._Qn 
the highest levels of the Kuornintan there is the most rofound 
ignorance. e oo s o 1- u an en Kuo-f - first. 

e na ur o t e secon on education-are shallow, 
·per aps the shallowest documents . a ave appeared from high 

.¢ government officials in China. The . .,.GenCJ;ali.ssimQ;,s ... Ckina:s. Des-
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;<(C£i,1J~,,,i~,§l,~fl,~~' Of thil),,,,;fu~x.,e,,,Gfl,J;!,,J;u;;,,,JlQ,,dQ1l-,Qt,at,alL,•But what 
a ,29E!J;!Jy,~ ~":Y~tS~:r:lil¢gLAfter so many years of slumber, intoxi
catedly dreaming of the Celestial Empire, she wakes to find her
self at war, her .face covered with blood and, her eyes still unac
customed to the light. 'I'i,m~;:_j~,tJ;j,@,,,,Q;QJ)§'"~;ure. Gradually the old 
dreams will be forgotten, the old rituals and chronicles will 

Z ~~' ,t:,c;~~g c~~~ci~=~tb:.:::J,::.~'1!::~J'~r!:~: C 
I~· \£/ 

February 5th . THE almost German obedience of the 
Japanese. J. told me today a story which is well-known in China 
of a certain Captain Hagekavva who was capturedbythe Chinese 
at the battle of Shanghai in 1932. After being imprisoned, he was 
at last released and made his way to the Japanese Consulate, 
where he was informedlhathe was officially dead, and his ashes 
had been removed to Tokyo. Captain Hagekawa loved his young 
wife, and was determined to live. All this he explained to t}le 
Consul-General, who replied: "Your ashes have been taken to 
Tokyo and the clothes in which you died have been buried in 
your coffin a little way ,outside Shanghai. I suggest that you go to 
your grave." Captain Hagekawa listened politely, bowed towards 
the portrait of the Emperor and immediately went to his grave, 
where he shot himself, in order, as the Chinese say, "to rejoin his 
clothes." 

February I~~h . . . "I HATE this place," he said. "Lhate it 
morei :il'!i'i't"any place I know. I hate the sights and the sounds of 
it, and the police in black and the young fat-bottomed soldiers 
with the little green handcgrenades hanging from their belts, and 
the lake, and the vile smell of flowers which is like dead bodies, 
and the poverty, and the way we kowtow to the Americans,, be
cause we are starving, and the way the Americans will support 
the centraLgovernment, however bad it is, and the way it is all 
becoming clear now~there is peace, but it won't last long, and 
on both sides they will fight, and the peasants won't care, they 
only want peace, and they are not prepared- to die for Mao Tse
tung or. the Generalissimo. It's all such a mess. We deserve it, prob
ably. I'm not whining, but we_ can't go on like this-we must have 
peace .. We go to the Central Government and say we want peace, 
anq they say we ,fi1Ust_ h.ave __ 'u11ific:atiqn' ;1nd 'nll,tiqnali;z;atior{ and 
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\democ;raoy' •. and •... 'livelihpgg.;.M;y .••• •Codi···what· .· wereally. ... wapt .. is 
peJ!.~, •. t®,JtJ:.~t. o£.thf:l ... pr.inc;;j,ple~ .. 9f .. Jhe..,rlitt!s>n•.Tbe g.t,h~H .. 9-9n't 
S2Y.l?:!• .P<\Y9M pn<;l.e.r,~.tlitnd that£. They gqn't·.·gpqnt." 

·. l{~~wt.~ . .ali~~Jer: "Put it all in. Put the smell of the dead 
soldiers who come. up the Burma Road, put in the four students 
and how the blood was so thick that there was· a red jell;y on the 
stretcher, and the fat~arsed generals, and the little boys they kiss, 
and the lack of sanitation in Kunming, where after all there have 
been Americans and the authorities should know better. Put in 
the political murders and the other murders-the men who have 
lo~t their jobs when the Americans left, and had no otherjoh ex
cept murder.. Put in the. continual thieving of Ame1'ican guns and 
jeeps and ammunition, so that the;y could have their civil war. Put 
in the gangsters and the secret societies, and the wa;y we are run-

.,,-r;,ning to ruin, becaqse we ha:veno.principle$-::7not·.(:lventhe .three 
' .AJ?rincipJespf.thep~;gple· YYe.le.S~tf.J,(:lYt;l"Y Mop <:lay Jl1Qrnip.g, bowing 

I' befor(:l. tht; phptograph . .gf the .perpetugl l;>resi<:l('lnt • of. the 11.epul:>lic, 
tF-~~iJl~hic:;hwa.s.w+:gte.n.kxJh~•gre~~e.st~;rd!().rpfl:\ll,.a)YJJl.»:hich ;x;. s~y~, 'Jhe.,~e..YPJMt~q,q ~~,:QPt .. xe.tfini~he<;l.,' .. apd.<iP ... YQW ... thtnk .. ~.~X of 
the ... government.pf!icial~,who.bow.•are. t;evoJutionaries. in anysepse 
wh<:~Jspeyer? Do realize that it is dangerous even to paint the Chi
nese scenery, it is dangerous to say anything at all which will make 
people think we are charming-we are not charming, we are suffer
ing from a disease, we are the most dislocated people on the face of 
the earth. The.peoplewho,ha.ve. <:lone.JnPstharmto.~,arethemis
sionaries an<;l. .. others .whq .PP.llJe. Jq q~ :with • kind intentions-how 
brave we are, how courageous and~elf~sacrificingandnoble under 
our rags, how cultured even the dirtiest snot-nosed peasanfis, and 
then those tremendous collections of money they have made for the 
starving Chinese! Oh better a thousand times that not one penny 
was ever collected, because then we should have. to solve our own 
problems, and we should never be forced to rely on the assistance 
of others. It.has .. .l:>ep.p:m,t; ~.<:li~ea,se, We pretend we are what they 
thinkwe are, and we do this with the utmost subtlety, as a child 
does exactly the same. thing in his relations to his parents. Tell them 
to let us alone. Tell them we want no more missionaries, no more 
foreign assistance, no more Christian charity---if we continue to 

~"''' have these things, we shall lose our self-reliance completely. T.h.ere 
j(, ... i~Q!1l¥"2!1.©.tl1~.ug . .frqlll·~aR.J:9.ad .. tbat.;is.JJ,~ce~.s.aJ;ytq .. .Qhma, •• mo,dern 

"S£i©.!1S§.,, G!.Y:~:t. !J~Jhi~" .SJ:n<;l.~b~u fwglilt a bout us · completely, .ancllet 
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F~~14J,,2l2t,lJ~,:L!).f("~flfllJ?ral . • •. I MET him first ata party 
last year, a small man, with a ~hite moustache and beady eyes,· 
whosaid he was working with the American Intelligence and in~ 
deed was often seen in the company of the American navaLofficers 
who ·are the intelligence advisers to the government. He was a 
man who had. taken part. in the old civil wars, had possessed a 
command and. had shifted unaccountably from one side to the 
other; He had been at West Point, and he would say openly that 
they gave him a good • grade because he was Chinese, and though 
he had worked hard he had not deserved the grade. And soii1e
times he would tell you thatthe present hush-hush job wot1ld soon 
be over, .. he would be given a comma!ld again and he looked. for
ward to nothing better th11n the life of the camp. I asked hiin who 
he would fight against. "Oh well, against the Communists;! sup
pose, butyou don't think I'll fight against the Communists-;-they 
are Chinese. No, what I'll do,': and here his voice lowered to a 
whisper, "what I'll doisto hold.mytroops in reserve, Lwon't.at
tack the Communists, I've got close relations with importantmell1-
bers of the government and I'll be able to bring a liberalattitude 
to bear .. Maybe,.I'll be abletosolve .. the.whole problemif I have 
a command• and use my political influence." 

He was not impressive, and L 111et him very rarely, onc:e at a 
party.at which the President of the University was invited and 
everyone. played mahjong. Iqid.notplay; but he came downstairs 
into the cold tomb"li~e antichaml:J~r of a house near the railway 
station, and insisted that I shoul().leam the rudirnc:mts of the 
game. "Ws part of the tactiCs, A Chinese general will invite his 
opposing general to a game of mahjong. He. will learn l1)0re from 
the way he plays the game than from anything else." But the game 
was so complicated and it was· impossible to learn what was on 
hismindfromthe,way he played. 

He • said he· had con!}ections · with the War Ministry, and what 
did I think of such-and-such a professor? I said thatl knew noth
ing,bl1thewasprobably starving-a safe enough reply, since they 
were nearly all starving. And then he mentioned other names, the 
names· ofliberals and opponents of the present government, the 
names which were most respected byscholars abroad, and I could 
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s0e him watching closely, the small beady eyes exactly .like those 
of a small rat hiding in the darkness of his rat-hole. "''d like to 
help the professors. I've got a lot of money tucked away, and I 
could get more from my political associates. Tell me how I could 
help them." I told him. I explained there were a hundred books 
which needed writing, but there vyas no time to write them-the 
professors were starving and had to take jobs in primary and sec
ondary schools to make ends meet. 

"Well, tell me where we ought to begin." 
"We could begin with a history of China written by Chinese 

scholars. It would help the west to understand China, and these 
professors• write perfect English. We could begin• there." 

"And can you tell me their names?" 
"I could discuss it and let you know ... ." 
He became very friendly. He clapped me .on. the shoulder and 

held my hand. 
"It's nice ofyou. You have come to help China. Yes, I respect 

you. Come and have dinner with me on Friday. I want to. helpthe 
professors, you understand. I'm only a soldier, a mercenary, as 
they say, but I have been to West Point." 

I learned something about him in the intervening days. He had 
changed sides so often during the civil wars that men had lost 
count of his broken allegiances. He was famous for gun-running, 
and there was considerable evidence that he had traded in opium. 
He was an agent of the Chinese Gestapo as well as being an agent 
of the American intelligence; he had a pretty and well-born wife 
in Peking, whom he had not seen for fifteen years, not daring to 
come into her presence. Why had he wanted to help the Univer
sity? It was true that.at one time he had been an eurythmics teacher 
in the University, but eurythmics are hardly criminal, and the 
University had very little interest in eurythmics, f,or shortly after
wards he disappeared-a war-lord was coming close to Peking, or 
perhaps there were more guns to be unloaded in a barren creek 
of Formosa. 

He was perfect civility when I went to see him last night. He 
had changed his civilian clothes for an embroidered blue gown, 
and over the sherry we exchanged the inevitable civilities. A room 
had been set aside for us. He told stories .of his life in America, told 
them extremelywell and there was I know not what nostalgia in 
his voice for the youth he .had spent abroad. "You know," he said, 
"Chinese politics is a dirty • game-'-the dirtiest of all games. I want 
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to go into it and clean it up." It sounded delightful, even though 
incredible. "I know Ho Ying-chin well. Why, he was once one of 
my subordinates. We are even related to one another~ An extraor
dinarily gifted man, or .he. would be if he had gone in for anything 
else except war-mongering. The Generalissimo detests. him. They 
made him war-minister because he was dangerous anywhere else. 
As war-minister he would.be directly under the Generalissimo's 
thumb, and do you think the Generalissimo has ever forgotten that 
Ho Ying-chin was prepared to bomb Sian when the Generalissimo 
was imprisoned there by the Young Marshal? No, we must dean it 
up. We must use some of our professors. I have a complete re.
spect for the professors. It's shameful that they should be starving. 
If there is any way in which I can help them ; . ." 

I said: "They want help badly, but I can't even beg them to do 
anything unless we know the source ofthe money.I'm aforeig11er. 
They won't take assistance from me or through me. But if the 
money was purely for purposes of scholarship; and for nothing 
else, they would take it, I think." 

He said: "All money is tainted,'' and sighed, and lifted up the 
small porcelain cup of hsiao-hsing wine. And then a little later he 
said: "Please introduce me to some of the most liberal, the most 
honest. It would give me a great deal of pleasure to give them 
money." 

I said nothing more on this subject, and the conversation be
came desultory. !wanted to watch him. He was an extraordinary 
man. If only • half of what I had learnt of him and his associates 
was true, it was. worthwhile watching him closely. He liked talk
ing about West Point. He liked drawing his hand down his smooth 
face, and he liked pouring out wine, not only because the effort
less. gesture was perfect but because he knew he had beautiful 
hands. Long after the dinner was over, we were still talking. He 
talked about his house in Suchow, which was unharmed. There 
was wine from the early days of the Ch'ing Dynasty buried in the 
cellars; and looking Very. straight at me and putting his hand on 
IllY knee, he said: "I would enjoy it immensely if you could come 
and stay with me in Such ow. I have the best pornographic library 
in the whole of China. And not only my pornographic library, but 
the little figurines-they are the best too-and surely you have 
heard of my paintings. No one can compare with my collection. 
Ho Ying-chin tried to buy them off me, but I refused, and I sup
pose that is why he refuses to give me a command." 
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February 23rd . . . SUDDENLY out ofthe mist ancl heat over 
thell,lke this afternoon, we came upon the ptowof a sunken boat, 
andK. was at once in ecstacies, saying that the way the green 
tendrils curved over the prow was one of the most beautiful thihgs 
he had ever seen; and the ripe bro)Vn swollen colour ofthe wood
this too pleased him---,it was a colour, he explained, that yo'U. see 
sometimes in deserted and sunken rafters, and· it .did not belong 
to this world.! could not follow him when he was discussing these 
diseased colours, but when he. went on to describe the reeds lap~ 
ping· against the boat, their·. colours ·as fresh as . spring fl6wers,. he 
began to use a language which was communicable: "They have 
been doing this perhaps for a hundred years-the boatlooks very 
old..:._and do you see how the leaves and the boat have formed a 
perfect equation. They exist for one another, they subtly explore 
one another,they form a continuing pattern, as all oldthingsjuxta~ 
posed together formin the end a continuing pattern,. and this is 
what makes it so beautifuLThink of the scratches on bones which 
fanned the basis of Chinese h~mdwriting. The bones alone are 
nothing, but the scratches or the places where marks appear when 
theyareburnt-:-this is what gives them character and art . .So itis 
with the boat. By.itself, it is only a crumbling thing, and with these 
weeds softly waving over it .and making faint incisions in it, it be
comes real, it has purpose and direction, and the purpose is ·art." 

He went on: "Ha.ve you been to the Gold Temple? It is not gold, 
but made. of brass and the brass has .turned black with .golden 
lights in it. But how much more beautiful it .is now thanwhenthere 
were those brass panels on a hilltop shining in the.sun. I think 
this is one of the things we feel so deeply that it has become a part 
of ourselves. We are conscious, no one more than the Chinese, 
that time.makes things more beautiful. So f:Wen now we reverence 
old people instinctively, and have a desperate desire to cherish 
our old civilization, though in fact itis hardly to be compared in 
age with the civilization of Egypt." And once later, very softly~ he 
said: "We call landscape painting 'mountains and rivers.' The 
mountainsstand firm, andtherivers are eternally moving. When 
the rivers frighten us, because they are so evidently telling us that 
all things pass away, we look to the mountains for composure." 

February . 27th, Conversation between two students . . . . 
"WHAT is the best thing thatthe Americans ever brought to China?" 
"'fhe Declaration of Independence.'' "And what is the worst?" 
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"That no one ever definep sufficiently what is meant by govern
ment for the people arid by the people." 

March'lst . . . .. DURING allthese years I have enjoyedmost 
ofallteaching Shakespeare, roaring out the verses ofthe last plays 
till atiastl think the flint has strqck bone anp ignited within their 
skulls; •. The ·last three . acts of Pericles, the. whole of. Lear, Antony 
and Cleopatra. and Romeo and Juliet, the sonnets;, The. Phoenix 
andtheT.urtle and above allTheTempesthavemade those days 
memorable .• The long summery afternoons; the black widows in 
the sky, the lazy green pool where the. soldiers bathe notJar<from 
the class-room, the • Chinese flag fluttering lazily oqtside the li
brary, and. thenShakespear~'s voice !~aping from the page. ''Did 
younotname atell1pesta birth and a death?" "BeholdDivinenesse 
no older than aHoy." "1 dedicate myself toymli\SW(:)et pleasure." 
"Though the seas threaten they are mercifull." i"It is the stars., the 
stars above qs governe our conditions~" These plays~ and our EJ1g
lish lyrics, and t~e best music, Palestrina, Mozart.an<:J. Beethoven, 
surely these are the. things that must be taught together with our 
engineering, naval architecture and calculus and theory of flux
ions. We cannot go to the East without these,. the music anc:l the 
poems. They are Ol}r. passports; and whim our. Il1echanics and sci
encesfail, andthe orieJ1tals.become weary. of them, there will· be 
these other things by which we will earn their forgiveness. 

M,arch 6th • . .. HE WAS talking quietly aboutthe revolution 
of Asia and yet. there was. enormous deh~rll1ination iJ1 his voice. H;e 
is a Chinese from. Siam; very sparse, sallow-skinned, with eyes as 
fine asthe.eyes ofMahiys. . . .• , 

"And so itcomestothis.: whenthe war is. over, and.soon eventhe 
scattere<:J.little. renwants of the war will be • over---,-the wars that 
are.being fought in In~o~China, Java and in SOIJ1e pla9es of Burma 
--""hen this is. a11finishe,d, the West will find itself at a loss to' un
derstand th(OJ transfqrmation. Up to this mol1lent, you have· under
stood us well enough. You hav('l. known something of our suffering, 
something of the econoroic problems which occur w]Jen an ancient 
f¢1.ld!llism.is·•confrontedwith modern ihgustry;.·buthasit.ever·oc
curred to you thf!.t henceforward you will find us far more diffic11lt 
to tmderstand? You can understand us now because we are weak 
Our 'Weakness reveals,J:mt,what if we.become strong, whatif. there 
is no weakness, what if we have our own stock~exchanges, wha~ if 
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we refuse to allow our labour to be exploited except for .our own 
purposes?" 

I said something to the effect that even this was known to the 
people of the West, who at least possessed enough imagination to 
realize that Asia was in a state of revolution, and that this revolu
tion was probably the greatest single event in the world's history 
-Asia coming to her feet, obeying the injunction of the Japanese, 
Asia for the Asiatics, Asia in command of her own finances and her 
own trade, her own engineering, her own schools. I said: "We 
have counted on that. We know the way the wind is blowing, In
dependence, economic security. It's the same story. We went 
through it in the fourteenth century. Now you'll go through·. it 
with all the advantages of not being in the fourteenth .century, but 
in the twentieth." 

He •looked thoughtful. 
"Is it an advantage?" he said. "You may think it is, but we have 

no traditions. What shall we put in the place of religion? There will 
be a gap somewhere, a vacuum, and there's nothing to fill it yet. 
I think I can see what is going to happen-our loyalty will be 
towards Asia. Asia as a whole. Asia-not against the West, but 
simply Asia. Our brethren in India and Java and Sumatra and 
the Malay peninsula and in a thousand other places. We can jump 
very easily from independence to a state of federation. We shall 
acquire our independence simply in order to throw it away-the 
greater loyalty will be towards all the countries of the east. I can 
see this happening in my lifetime. Loose, but extremely close~knit 
federations. We shall have a Parliament of the Asias, and with this 
Parliament.-! imagine it will be meeting continually--we shall 
rule ourselves. We shall discover Asia for ourselves, and having 
discovered it, I doubt whether we shall have much time to think 
of the West. There's no Yellow Peril. There is just Asia for the 
Asiatics, and the West for the Westerners and Russia for the Rus
sians-the world split up into three. I think that's how we'll have 
to regard the world of the future." 

What was delightful, even though disturbing, was his insistence 
that the picture was already coming into being. There would be 
soon enough a loosl') federation of the smaller states in the Far 
East--Siam, Burma, Indo-China. Who would be the leader of the 
federation? Perhaps; after all, it would not be Ind:ia, and certainly 
China was in too desperate case to have any leadership over other 
nations. "Do you know:," he said quietly, "it sel')ms to me very 
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possible that the most important of all the states in the Far East 
may become Indonesia. There are no communal problems there; 
no political problems which cannot be easily solved; no deep
seated legacy of hatred against the West, though thereis hatred 
here and there. Think of the virgin wealth of Sumatra! Think of 
the ease with which the revolutionary movement has come to the 
fore! I am a Chinese from Siam, butit seems to me thatthe leader
ship will come from nearer the Equator,. and it will not be leader
ship as we have known it in the past. Simply because within ten 
years the Indonesians may have a higher standard of education 
and production than any other countryin the Far East-even 
more than the .Philippines-we may see the Indonesians leading 
the way. And I am bitterly ashamed of. this. Here in China we 
carry on our fratricidal wars, forgetting that if we had peace the 
whole of Asia might be looking to us for advice." 

March 9th . WE .. SHALL .. never .. understand. China unless 
weunderstandTaoism; InthisaloneChina·hasleamt nothing from 
lpQ.i~~,.J?yt)g .Qqpfuqj~J,piswhasqwiou$.r.elics.ofTaoisrn .. . the search 
for the way differs among· the Confucianists and Taoists, but often 
their roads. overlap! There are passages of Mencius and Confucius 
which could not have been written without some knowledge of 
the principles of the Taoists, or perhaps (and this is more likely) 
both stem from the same root. 

I suppose it was inevitable that one. should use the word."root," 
which comes so often into the literature of the Taoists. "The gate 
of the dark emptiness is the root of Heaven and Ear~h." "Every
thing blooms, then returns to its root which is quietness." "The re
turn," "the root," "the entrance of the mysterious female," "the 
quiet valley"-these were their ~bsessions: the root, the unmov
ing cause of things. Arthur W aley has detected in the earliest frag
ments of Taoism the influence of India, and particularly of the 
concept of samadhi. It is difficult to understand how in these early 
times there can have been communication between these two 
countries. I cannot remember anything like this obsession for the 
"root," the sources from which all things flow, in Indian literature. 
It is wholly Chinese, and I am not sure that even now it does not 
tell us much about the Chinese mind, which has no concern on 
how things • behave, but has every concern for origins. The first 
question one Chinese asks of another is: "Where have you come 
from?" He is not concerned, as we are, as to where you are going. 
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The future does not disturb them as It OlStUros us. J.uey ate men 
who look to their childhood and .. their youth, kno'\Ying J;hat they 
were happiest then; the old men in their paintings have the inno
cence of children. 

I tis all dying now. There will be nothing Chinese left soon; the 
last great scholars belong to our, time-after th~7m "there will prob
ably be. none who can afford .the time to study . the voluminous 
papers of the past, the mountains of state documents still u.nex· 
plored. The· best Chinese.· are. those • who have • found.· an equation 
with the West. But whathappens afterwards? The West will come 

<"~~.like a flood the moment the first tractors arrive. 
>···~~ ...... \£gf,Xirtupnwhg.J~~.th~,g;r.~~t~~,t.q£,.pg! •. .Qhi,q~~e. §Q}lolat.s,J;u')lieves 

Jll::tt .. t ..... ~ .. ·f():o,g.hJstQl'Y> of the.Ghip~se.race, as.a.rape .in\ts.elf,.is fin
ishe.d· ':[ht;l West has .come. to stay, . w:ith.allc. its. intapgible .and far
te.fl..Sh!Bg,mq(:]Jfisatipns of the .G.hinese. <:ha~fl_cter. One begins. to 
wonder what will remain of the Chinese character? There may 
be only a primitive strength, the unyielding· resolution. which has 
supported so many Chinese in this time of war. The drum-beat 
has come back at last to Chinese poetry. Speaking of a new poet, 
Weq :Xkt\!9·· }Yt:()te :. "Her~ .. i~ 119 S()l.l11cl pf l1.1tes, 110 ,half;cnotes, no 
delicate arpeggios. Each sentence is carved, simply and P?\Ver
fully. Those short steady sentences move with the sound of drums, 
they penetrate into the ears and beat with the sound of heart
beats. You may say that it is not poetry, but if you do, it is because 
your ears are habituated to lute-strings and have become too deli
cate." So it is, I think, with all the new music that is coming out of 
China. But what is so. strange and so beautiful. is. that this •. ~.cholar 
is .himself one .of the last who. will e)i:plore .p·iti<:ally the,.,gpqgments 

,., that. have been handed gown from .the. remote. Chinese .. past; he 
)( .. reveres them; his .·whole life .. is. degicated. to their • interpretation; 

,.,,. .j and pecause he st)es the new..Chi.pa,. ani! isinJove. w-ith .v:igq1,1r,. he 
h~$ll,Q r~IJ;lQJ:$e . at the .thqgght .. th~t ~t:ma,y. all. di~<!ppear. . 

M.arch.15th . . QUITE suddenly and almost witho.ut any ex
planation the atmosphere of Vienna came into the classroomthis 
afternoon. I supposeit was a trick of light, a momentary thicken
ing of. the • shadows. or the appearance of some unfamiliar. colour 
which brought me backto. those days in March, now eight years 
ago; andlthink it was .because the sun ~hining on the wooden 
desks was blood-red and I remembered the blood-red flags in 
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the Ringstrasse the day after Hitler announced the invasion of 
Aust:J:ia. 

Eight years, during which red has been the ·dominant colour. 
That was the worst of it. The unfurling of theblood-red flag with 
the swastika, the sudden spasm of red outside the We,stbah11hof, 
the terror in the hearts ofthe people struggling to board the train, 
knowingthat Hitler had arrived but seeing in the evidence of the 
sudden unfurling of the flag a proof more positive than if he had 
stood menacingly before them. The worst was not thei.nmrder but 
the terror, the terror which came at any moment, which was de
liberate and at the .same time unconscious, becavse it· canw not 
only lrom .men but from the atmosphere around us. You could not 
breathe in that .atmospher¢. You choked. If a stoihHfot'l}Jet came 
alongand spat at a girl's face, you would make an effort, you 
would bridle, you would almo?t throw .. yourself· a.t the storm
trooper, but in fact you would do nothing; I remember 'Wander~ 
ing through a station~yard when the. swastika was unfurled; Across 
puffs of steam and sr~wke we saw the people trying to. board the 
train, Darkness swallowed them, and sometimes S.S: men leapt 
onto the runningboard, and.the. shouts from the engiries were 
exactly like the • shouts in the. inner city. "Sieg H eil, Sieg H eil, Sieg 
H eil . . .'' The tom,toms were beating in the station"yard! 

So. it went on· for days, the terror growing closer, the despair 
growing· increasingly visible; and. you/ would· notice the despair 
even on the faces of thosew]:10 supportedHitler; The soldiers· ca1lle 
into the Ringstra,sse with flowers in their helmets. They smiled 
broadly; they did not look in the leastJike SS; meJ],they were 
young peasantswho had no idea what they were doing or how 
soon. they would· be dead. 

The1.1 it comes back: Schuschnigg's·yoice over the radJo saying 
thatthe .. Germans had .manufactured all the evidence which made 
the invasion necessary from.Ato Z, every single scrap ofitwas 
invented, . and then 'Yhen the • quiet speech was almost af qh end, 
the words: "!take leave· ofthe Austrian people·.witha German 
word and a wish that springs from the heart: 'May God protet;t 
Austria.' " The words. were not ignoble, yet the man himself had 
never shown .any depth of feeling for the people---he was asrec 
mote from his people as Franco or Salazar. A11d those last days in 
Vienna when the streets were still crowded and the hysteriq.al 
cries of "Sieg Heil!" were stilLbeing repeated, but the blood-red 
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flags from the windows of the Mariahilferstrasse looked tawdry 
beyond words, and then the pale-faced boy shouting: "Hitler ist 
hier!" and. then for the first time we saw mass conversion, in an 
atmosphere of relief and hysteria, taking place before our 
eyes ... 

March 17th , WE HAD almost forgotten the four bodies of 
the students lying in the library of the University. Gradually,im
perceptibly, we had become accustomed to our library as a mauso
leum. The dead were there, in the lacquered red coffins, amid the 
forest of scrolls, but a new and much smaller library had been 
formed behind the main library, and so we allowed them to stay 
there in peace. For weeks past peasants have been coming to the 
University on pilgrimage. They came from all the villages around, 
they wandered among the scrolls, they watched the nuns chanting 
and the candles gl~aming on the altar, and sometimes they bowed, 
but more often they simply gazed at the immense portraits of the 
youngsters who were killed. 1 believe this is what the students 
liked-the simplicity of these peasants who came in their coarse 
blue cloth, shambling and quietly reverential, not so much pay
ing tribute as coming to see the place where democracy had been 
fought for, and where students had been killed. 

For some months now a stone tomb has been in process of being 
built near the foreign languages department. At. first there were 
only heavy cubes of glistening white stone, the masons continu
ally chipping them into shape, so that it was dangerous to pass by 
them for the flying splinters. Now at last it is ready. There is a 
great stone wall, six or seven feet high, steps leading up to it, an 
avenue of saplings, stone railings, and at some future time there 
will be a stone carving behind it. The University will leave for the 
north, butthe tomb will remain. And they have done it well, very 
simply, with only the names of the students engraved in the stone 
and the date of their death. 

Late last night they chose today to march through the whole city 
with the coffins. 

I have rarely seen anything so moving as this long procession 
which seemed to .comprise all the students of Kunming. There 
were school-children, there were boys and girls from the. technical 
schools and there were representatives from all the Universities, 
with banners and muffied drums. The police had disappeared 
from the streets. The procession started out from the University 
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early in the morning. The whole. procession must .. have been at 
least two miles ·long, and it went very slowly, the banners were 
slit, so thatthey wouldn't flutter in the wind, and the drums some
times gave place to muffied trumpets, and there was a tremendous 
gravity on the faces of the students. 

Now, hearing the nmffied drums, the tinkling of smalLbells and 
the • soft deliberate • padding of their shoes on the ground, • seeing 
still in the mind's eye the banners with the portraits of the four 
dead students, 1 remember odd details here and there. A white 
flower was a sign of the mourners, and under the blazing sky there 
was the sea of calm faces and the sea ofwhite flowers. I saw a 
schoolboy wearing a white flower, and when the procession came 
past, his father, wearing a mottled blue gown, noticed the boy's 
white Hower for the first time, seized it and crushed it underfoot; 
and the small boy's hands were jerking uncontrollably; Every two 
hundred yards tables were· set out, with oranges and bottles of 
wine and incense sticks; and at.these tables the processions would 
pause, the incense sticks were waved over the coffins, but the bot
tles of wine, the oranges and all the other fruits remained on the 
tables. I did not take part in the procession. I saw it only towards 
the end, when it was. coming .out of the Small· East Gate, and al
ready they were weary, and the coffins were no longer being car
ried by the students, but were hoisted on small carts with rubber 
tires. The bloodsoaked clothes were carried on rickshaws. Hun
dreds of the long scrolls which have hung for three months in the 
University library were being held by the students, but the wind 
had torn them to ribbons by the time I saw them; And always the 
sound of the muffied drums and the tinkling of bells~ 

They started out at seven this morning; it was five when they 
returned· to the campus, more weary than they expected to be. 
They told me that they were never frightened: one obtained an 
extraordinary sense of security-the.saine illusory sense of secu
ritywhich accompanies an army on the march. 

1 went into the library, the immense .tiled library under which 
we have all worked for so many years; there was nothing now 
except a great emptiness, the floorboards dirty and here and there 
were mountains of torn and littered scrolls. Once they had been 
like aforest~these long, carefully inscribed scrolls hanging down 
from the ceiling, so close to one • another that it was difficult to 
move among them. Now gradually and slowly the students were 
surging into the campus, very silent, the weariness showing on 
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their faces, the last sunlight falling on the green mounds. Jt was 
a long time before the. ceremony began. The crowd stood round 
the white grave with its enormous black holes carved out ofit, 
and one by one the coffins were brought up the steps and laid 
besidethegrave. Not all the· coffins possessed relics of the dead .. 
One possessed only the books and some of the· clothes of a. girl 
student, for her body had been burnt notfar from here; and this 
is am;ording to an immemorial Chinese custom which decrees that 
the things nearest to a dea.d man may be conserved in his tomb. 
Unlike the Greeks the Chinese have no reverence for empty 
tombs. 

Wine was sprinkled on the steps; and red incense sticks were 
waved by a professor, and already the sun was going down and 
it was beginning to be cold. Bell~ rang, a song was sung, and then 
three professors climbed the sters and made short speeches, say" 
ing that the students had not died in vain,. though afterwards we 
might think they had ·.died i11 vain, and. freedmn. and democracy 
were things worth fighting for, The professors were Wen Yi:-tuo, 
Chen Tuan-sen and· Wu Han. They spoke very simply; there was 
no rhetoric, and only Wen Yi-tuo seemed to be desperately .con
scious of the importance of this moment in the history of China. 
Then the names of the students. were called out, as though we 
half expected them to answerfrom among those present; and then 
the relatives of the dead students, and some of those who had 
been close to them, came up the steps and walked round the 
coffins. Then lime was. brought, and the ·Coffins were lowered with 
ropes, and it grew darker. Acetylene lamps began to shine, and 
we began to see that the coffins had entirely disappearedinto the 
ten foot holes, and then there was the sodden sound of the lime 
trickling and later falling heavily on the lacqueredwood~ It was 
over·. now .. The .. workmen would· cover the four red· coffins with 
cement, and there would be marble facing, and meanwhile the 
dusk was growing stronger· and we could hardly see one another. 
Afterwards, I remember in the streets outside the University, how 
grey the. shadows were as. we drove home in little carts. 

It is over, but we have no certainty that this will not happen 
again; we are atthe mercy of men with hand~grenades,.and until 
the students find out. thqse who are responsible we shall pave no 
peace.· We shall he hal!nted by this evening and th~ grey shadows. 
Not far from here, under nameless graves, lie two Kuomintang ex-
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officers who have been put on triala,nd e~ecuted for these mur
ders; but they were not responsible. The search for the murderers 
must begin again. 

March 18th . IN HuNAN they are selling their children, 
there is almost no food, men. are living on grass roots; The respon
sibility lies where?It is.easy enough to say that it lies on the war~ 
mongers and the inefficiency of the transport system, and · cer
tainlyit doesJie heavily on the. government which appears to be 
increasingly. detached from the. people; But· K said this evening 
something so frightening and true that I have been disturbed ever 
since. "In the old days when there were floods, the men who were 
sent to safegl.wrd the lives of the people were those who were 
known to have high standards oFmorality. The Emperor Yu 
became Emperor only because he was known to be good. The 
stories of· the. old Emperors are well-known; When • the floods 
came, or when there were ravages in the country, they dedicated 
themselves. to theirtask; they. never visited their wives; they took 
no c(l.re for .. themselves. Nowadays, when the Hoods come, we qpen 
asubscription and collect money and thinkthatby doingthis.our 
consciences can be absolved, and even when some wretched offi
cialruns away with themoney, westillthink our consciences are 
absolved.The ravages that come over China are more terriblethan 
the ravages of atomic bombs." 

March 20th . • WE s-riLL dream ofthe day when the long 
pilgrimage will be over and we canreturn to Peking. Thebooks 
are being packed. There is even a.provisional.datefor ·our depar
hue~May 4th, But how shall.we go? The railway to M~ngtzu 
has. been broken bythe Japanese. We have discovered that we 
shallhave to walkfor seven days through malaria infestedeo!ln
trybefor~ we can reachthelndo-Chinese railway. We can11ot all 
fly to Peking. Ifwe. go by truck; at least a tenth of them will over
turn on the ro(l.ds, and heaven knows how many students· and pro
fessors will never arrive. Safest is probably to walk across. the 
whole breadth of China. 

But the worst is over. The long exile of thesethree Chinese Uni
versities from Peking is nearly over. We pretend we are ~'workin~ 
as usual," but. how can you work when nearly all the books are 
no longer available, and when every time. we cross the. campus 
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we see it as it will be next year-abandoned and forgotten, with its 
stone tombs and its fifty cattlesheds in which we have taught for 
so long. 

March 22nd . . . THEY were crushing rice. The heavybeam 
hung above them, and then it would be let loose, the wooden 
hammer fell into the ground and· the rice was pounded into small 
square cakes. They sang as they worked, and they wbre their 
coloured trousers, which are all patches of bright reds and greens, 
and the,sun came through the overhanging trees, and near the 
!ake there were great blocks of white stone like ice. 

Impossible tb imagine they could be happier. In the hard sun
light,. their faces red, chanting as the beam swung, the voices ex
ploding atthe moment when the hammer hit the rice, they seemed, 
as so many things seem in this clear-cut atmosphere, hardly to be 
people; they had stepped out of a painting. There was a warmth 
in their bodies which is not like the seething warmth of the market
place . .Sturdy, with huge shoulders, they sang with all their at
tention concentrated on the small cake of rice which was gradually 
growing whiter. 

It must have been some special kind of rice, or perhaps some 
special cake which is only eaten when it is pounded till it is as 
hard as rock. They were oblivious of everything else, and in the 
sunshine they had assumed the simplicity of the white cake of rice 
in the same way that the poet Blake, gazing at wood, would find 
himself becoming the wood. They were sunyasis, devoted to the 
act of concentration, and at the same time they were lords of the 
earth and all it contains. 

March 23rd . . HE wAs looking .slighter than ever, hardly 
more than bone and a few shreds of skin beneath the faded blue 
gown, He had come from hospital, there were blue. bruises over 
his eyes, he was still weak with typhus and he was laughing his 
head off. It was a long and complicated story, which he told hesi
tantly at first and then in spate. 

"I was ill, and of course it meant living in a crowded hospital 
ward,on camp-beds, and there was hardly any food, and the doc
tors were bad-sometimes dangerous. We were not wealthy 
enough to deserve their attention. We lay there, dying more of 
hunger than anything else. One of the people in the hospital, in 
the bed next to mine, was an old man, the most miserable of old 
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men, brown-faced like a beggar, repulsive to look at, who wore a 
white cloth coat and white pyjamas, and sometimes he would get 
up and carefully look through the bundle he carried with him-
and we noticed that there was a silk gown, and perfectly preserved 
white underwear. We thought he. was a little mad. If you are old 
in China, you must he a little mad. We would watch him and pass 
comments on him, and he seemed to be dying, and we wondered 
what would happen to the bundle when he died. Then he died, 
and the nurse took away the little bundle and everything went on 
as before. And then an extraordinary thing happened~they. be
gan to come into the ward and. offer us private rooms, and they 
brought in good food and swept the floors. We. thought we were 
dreaming. The doctor came and spoke to us very gently, saying he 
had. done his best for us, and we were recovering now, and we 
would get better treatment infllture. But why? No one dared ask 
him. Great yellow bowls of white rice arrived, and there were 
flowers in our small rooms, and the doctor came in again, very 
red-faced and apologetic, to say that our treatment in the past 
had been scandalous and would never occur again, and begged 
us almost on his knees to forgive him. And so we pretended to for
give him and wondered. what would happen. 

"It was some days before we were able.to put all the details. to
gether. The old man was a distant .relation of the governor of the 
province-very distant, perhaps te.n cousins removed .. He .wore a 
ring which was a family ring, the ring was. stolen by one of the 
hospital attendants when he died, and it came on the market. Now 
the market for gold is controlled by someone who has very good 
relations with the governor, and this. man noticed the resemblance 
between the ring the .governor carried and the ring worn by the 
old man in the hospital, and brought it to the attention of the gov
ernor; and so they found where it had come from, and the doctors 
were in desperate fear of an examination by the governor's .staff. 
The old man's coffin was taken to a distant village-a village of 
tribespeople, for much of the power in this. province still remains 
with the descendants of the tribal princes. But this time he was 
buried with the ring." 

The student laughed: "In the end, of course, there was an ex
amination, not. by the governor but by his secretary and his mili
tary chief-of-staff. From the hospital's point of view this was much 
worse than an examination by the governor himself, for the hos
pital attendant was executed and the doctors were severely 
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warned, and during the examination many of their own rings were 
stolen by the soldiers." 

March 24th . • • MY owN .experience in hospital had been 
bad;· the doctor was good, indeed. excellent, but after a while 
the first nurse left, and another nurse took her place-a frail 
toothy thing whopossessedno talent for nursing, crafty and cyni
cal and never in the place where I wanted her, always chatting 
and gambling just outside the door or disappearing on mysterious 
errands. Convalescence was so delightful that I was hardly con
scious of her absence; it was her presence that was disturbing, for 
when everything else seemed beautiful she was a purposeless in
terruption on the ·life. around me. The gold tree outside the . win
dow, the curious sensation that snow was falling through· bright 
sunlight, the. dragons and.horsemen who appeared in the mark
ings oftrees, the shape of a commonplace rice-bowl or the blue 
porcelain spoons-these were .the things· that occupied my atten
tion, and 1 thought of them all this evening when L. told· me of 
how when she was twelve she went to hospital. · 

"It was the time of the civil wars, and I think the enemy were 
coming to our town. The family was frightened. I was too ill to be 
moved, and they had decided to escape. So I was left in the lbcal 
missionary hospital where the nuns looked after me, and they told 
me afterwards they had hung huge red cross flags outside the hos
pital and the Communists had left them in peace .. I. was very ill, 
and I remember the sounds of firing and then for a long while the 
room where Twas il} the hospital was deserted.,-the patients had 
disappeared under the beds, and none of the nuns dared to come 
to us;! was so sick that I hardly knew what was happening, and I 
remember all day watching a· corner of the grey bedsheet on 
which, perhaps many years before; a drop of blood had fallen
there was. a dark brown .stain on • a . thin. cotton blanket. 

"That was ail. Nothing else. All that day and all the next day I 
gazed at the brown stain; and the sunlight came through' the torn 
paper-cover window, and there was dead silence except for the 
rats. And then, 1 think it was less than a. week later, the Commu
nists .passed through ihe village again and disappeared, .. and my 
pare~ts returned, and,they took me out. of the hospital, and I re
member how I stmggled to keep. the blanket. I· wanted. it:. It. was 
the most beautiful thing I knew. I screamed and.screamed,and at 
lastthey.gave me the blanket, and I tookit home, and made a 
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doll .out of it and three. weeks ago l found it again.-,-it was eaten 
by moths, but there was still the corner with the bloodstaip.; and 
I rememberwondering how strange itwas thatfora weekor.more 
mylifehad hung, notona-thread, but on an old•stain.of blood 
shining in the sun which had seemed to me the most beautiful 
thing in the world." 

March ·25th I WENT with my studentJ. to a hospital
for some reason all ne'Ys recently has been news frorn hospital
and we wentto the children's ward, where the plaster was falling 
from the walls and the floor was covered in dust, though it is true 
that at the moment whep. we entered a nur~e, in. a ragged blue 
shirt and blue trousers, began to sweep it up. The doctor explained 
how the inflation was IJJ.ak:ing it impossible to operate the hospital; 
how drugs now. could no longer be bought; how hope had long 
ago vanished that they would ever be able. to keep up • with the 
mass ofpatients who should go to hospital. ':There are things that 
are beyond us,'' he complained, the smalL face made dark with 
weariness. "We are at the mercy of too many different things and 
too many different people; We must struggle on." I· think he was 
sincere, but the heart had gone from•his-wor~, and it was difficult 
to think that.he had :.my emotionsieft. or that he could care. 

He complained. about some soldiers vvho · entered .the hospital 
the J?revious week. They. were young. officers,. [i!ld they brought 
'Yith them four wounded ofncers,. all unconscious, all heavily 
bleeding; . and very tactfully. he had attempted to fi11d out how 
these wounds were made. They said· they were drinking: One 
ofthem had obtained a large sum of money, and so they were 
gambling, and then one of them drew his revolver and soon tpere 
was a fight, The young offic.ers came from well-to-do families 
and gave orders to the whole hospital staff: ''If.you do. not 
heal . them; .. we will kill you."· The . doctor shrugged ·his .. shoul
ders. He had done his best for them. The soldiers mounted guard 
over the hospital; theirown four wounded comrades took preced
ence over everything else. They were uneducated, they were de
termined anc1 they showed no signs of obeying authority, for they 
were authority; "Two of them are still here;' the doctor said, "and 
later I'll show you them." 

But we had come to see the children, wholay in their unpainted 
wooden cots, looking up at the sky, for the paper windows Wt:re 
torn and some-of the tiles had fallen through the roof. What was 
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amazing was their pale starved incandescent beauty, the white
ness qf the thin faces, the bright eyes, the slow tenderness with 
which they regarded the world. J. brought them some toys, which 
they regarded gravely, almost as I imagine those who are deeply 
religious regard holy wafers, and put out their hands for them, 
and did not smile. I went into another room where.their food was 
prepared-it was the bad rice which we used to have among the 
professors, greyish in colour, filled with stones, with hardly any 
vegetables. One child was receiving milk, but the others received 
none unless they were exceptionally weak; and it was not the fault 
of the doctor, who hardly expected more than a few of the chil
dren to survive. They lay back in the cots and talked quietly to 
one another, conserving their energy. The nurse was young, hardly 
more than sixteen, and you felt that she was doing her. best and 
hated the sight of children dying around her, but could do noth
ing-it was beyond her powers-she took her orders from others, 
and received little enough herself. 

So we went away, remembering those quiet hungry eyes, to the 
place where the officers were lying in beds surrounded by their 
guards with Mausers hanging at their waist-bands, with food 
brought in from a neighbouring restaurant and clean sheets every
where. It was the cleanliness of the place that was astonishing, 
and the sleekness and beauty of the young nurses; and it was the 
oddest thing to see a bottle of whiskey on the table. The doctor 
shook his head-one of those nods which could be taken by the 
soldiers as assent, and perhaps by others as perturbed dissent. 
And then we went out into the busy streets where all was colour 
and hunger for life, and you wondered how it was that the people 
you saw in the streets had survived. With what strength, what 
compassion and what treachery had they fought for their survival, 
here where the battle is waged with the keenest edge! 

March 30th . . AT NIGHT the whole of Cornwall seemed to 
flicker into life, the grass was phosphorescent, and as I remember 
this most beloved of all counties, the moon is eternally full on 
the white rocks and the still whiter pyramids of kaolin. So it was 
tonight, the fullness of the ·sky and the fullness of the earth, and 
the· lake like parchment. There was nothing eerie at all, even 
though the roofs shone with the same green light as they have in 
Cornwall after rain, so that it seems sometimes that there are no 
roofs, but innumerable small green waterfalls hanging in the air. 
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And this green and parchment white world was full of the noise 
of youngsters and lovers near the lake. I thought of Versailles, and 
ofhow the buildings there seemed to be made for the ripeness 
of an afternoon in late summer; and of Paris, which is grey-white 
andtherefore·most beautiful in chilly mornings of spring;. of au
tumnal London and wintry Greece, with snow on the Acropolis; 
and of how all places. are made for the appropriate season, and 
how this lake is best in full moonlight or ·in the early morning 
when the mist is rising. The Chinese have planned their archi
tecture to the lay of the earth and the appointment with the sea
sons, and the sun and the moon. So have we all, butT can think of 
nothing more magnificent than the half-ruined archway leading 
to the lake, which glittered this evening like the purest moon
beams. 

April 4th • • . HER pure face has like the moon its increases 
and decreases, its periods of fullness and absences; she is always 
changing, and some subtle trick of light or dress makes her change 
always for the better. And this young student;.who looks almost 
Spanish, her cheeks and lips as red .as apples, who hurries about 
with books under her arm and .looks after a baby in the intervals 
of studying philosophy,· seems to me in many ways an epitome of 
the modern Chinese student. 

She wrote once in an essay: "I am like. a dark glass in a dark 
room, and the glass is covered with dark cloth. I do not know what 
is inside." In this she was exactly like all the other students, caught 
up in the Chinese crisis and· hovering between East and West. 
She belongs, like nearly all Chinese students, to a lost generation 
which may yet find itself. I say .. lost," because they are so con
vinced that they are lost; but to know that you are lost is the first 
step to being "found." These students know the odds against them. 
They know that under present circumstances they can obtain use
ful employment only if they have friends in the government, that 
nepotism goes on unchecked, that their resources are small in com
parison with the resources of the men who have no love for the 
things they love. They see.the wall round them coming ever closer, 
and itis only very rarely that they can break through. Where shall 
we go~ What shall we do? What shall we fight for? They know 
wh~tthey want to do, and where they want to go, but simply be· 
cause this University has the reputation ofbelieving in democracy 
and a freer system of government, they are made to hesitate-the 
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forces arraigned against them are too great, and thoug;h they have 
not yet lost heart, the time may come whenthey will be compelled 
either to silence or to a part in a government which represents 
none of their ideals. 

I think of the girl who looks so Spanish, . who reads and sings 
and teaches in a middle school arid attends lectures and tries to 
bring up her baby and says little, because there is little now that 
can be .said, though she struggles with her books and feels a kind 
of assurance when she remembers that she has married a mechan
ical engineer from the University:-tlie hope of China. lies perhaps 
more in her young mechanicsthan in the. others. I think of.the 
young chemist I know; whose darksensitive facelshall remember 
always, and he too wonders how he can ever fit into the pattern 
which is being made by the government .. Or the young students 
of foreign languages, the boy who plays the violin alone to. him
self among the gravemounds because there is nowhere else to 
play and whose writipg in English shows more signs of promise 
than that of anyone l have ever known. They conie from the ter
ritories once occupied by the Japanese. It may be a year before 
they go back, and before they reach their native villages bureau
crats and time-servers will be there already. The young were not 
sent to occupy the places recaptured from the Japanese. The old 
generals, the old time-servers were sent instead; The lists appeared 
-hundreds upon hundreds of men who had taken. part in .the 
prodigious civil wars and whose names were almost forgotten 
have suddenly come into the limelight again. Youth is.cold shoul
dered and not trusted with responsibilities, yet it is only the young 
who could inake China habitable again. 

I think of these things with dread, knowing that the students 
must batter for a few more years a~ainst the walls; bufwhen they 
breakthrough, what a flood of enerzy and fine simplicities will 
be released! What hopes there will be for the country which 
seems so often eternally at war with itself; the north fighting 
againstthe south thy same battle which has been foughtthrough 
China's history, though now the battle is bloodier than ever. We 
had hoped for· a sunburst; we. dread the continual thunderstorm. 
If the battle must be· fought, surely. it is. better that the. Chinese 
should fight it alone. American aid will only exasperate the Chi
nese. on both sid{;ls;tl;te Americans will receive no gratitude .. for 
their L.S.T.s, their aeroplanes and their donations of grain. Gradu
ally andimperceptihly, as the result of a decaying regime, the 
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Cl:linese have lost a sens~. of responsibility, • they h~ve ·Josf some
thin~ of .their self-relianct), it is govemm~nt . by diGt!ltorship or 
by ruse .. What-is.·needed is that the great .names shall· go, and 
that we shall be left with the smaller and more representative 
people. I love this _country too much to have any f::\ith in its tor
ture chambers, its black-clothed police, •• its undisCiplined soldiers, 
the air of treachery· and treason which s.urrounds us alL This is 
not how it should have been. I came to Chinaj11st after the out
break of the Pacific War-there were ·still high hopes~the. Gen
eralissi.mo was still beloved-the governfilent was notyet inca
pabltl. But during these last five years they have allowed the 
inflation to continue~ .allowed trading. with the· enemy, allowe.d 
power to drift into the hands of those who were least likely to 
use power profitably, e)(cept to themselves; and now we know, 
better than we knew before, that there will cornea time when. all 
that the Kuomintang stands for will be questiOI}ed. It was not for 
this that the northern flXpedition was fanned. Dr. Sun Yitt-sen 
never allowed that the Principle of Liyelihood should be forgot
ten, nor did he regard the period of rnilita1y tutelage as more than 
~ short term experiment. The threads have become l~st, or they 
have rusted to nothing. The fine frenzy has gone. Whatis left is 
only the desire of the people for peace; and in this desire is the 
greatest hope of the futu1'e. 

These are the things that batter on the brain while you look at 
the young girl reading her -books .beside the small bamboo cradle 
in the sun. 

April 5th . . . HE HAP tales to tell ofViet-N"am which.made 
our hair stand on end~ He had con1e from Indo-China almost alone, 
he had been left for dead by Chinese bandits on the frontier and 
when he reached Kunming he. went at once to the Frenqh hospital. 
"It was the strangest impression. There was the srpall French for
tress, we lived very. quietly,. each day was exactly the same as 
every other day; and then suddenly the Japanese carne and asked 
us to surrender our ammunition within twenty-four hours. We de
cided to fight; And really if was • exactly like. a film, the sun very 
hot, and the smaii fortress in the forest, and theJapanese send~ng 
wave upon wave. of 1llen against us, and the. In.do-Chinese .held 
aloof~hating both. of us, and yet you felt that.they were there, 
somewhere in the forest. 

"They were loyal to us sometimes; these Indo-Chinese, but 
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neither the French nor the Japanese could. trustthem. They 
wanted their own liberty and talked mysteriously of an old Chi
nese scholar called Ho Chi-minh, of whom we had never heard. I 
was in the customs. I took refuge in the fortress with my wife and 
child, because we knew what would happen to ·French citizens 
caught in the town. I locked the door of my house-there was no 
time to do anything more than just lock the door, though my wife 
took a pair of gloves and two dolls for the child. And then we hid 
in the fortress, and the 'Japanese breached the walls, and ordered 
us all to dig trenches, and we knew the. trenches were graves. But 
they did not shoot us because a thunderstorm occurred, and the 
graves were notready-some hadfallen in. We waited. They gave 
us something to .eat. Shortly after the thunderstorm had cleared, 
they ordered us all outside the broken wall of the fortress . and 

· we saw the Indo-Chinese standing on the cliffs ·above us. They 
were silent-and there were hundreds of them. The Japanese did 
not know what to db. They feared, not that the Indo-Chinese 
would come to rescue us, but that they would remember the mur-
ders and fear for themselves. · 

"I felt entirely unchanged. That was the extraordinary thing. 
No emotion, or only the slightest quiver of emotion-it was like 
those small stirrings of emotion that come with convalescence. 
The women and children were ordered to watch us. We were 
barefoot. We stood there, in the wet red clay, the sun burning 
down on us, and we just waited, and then after. a while the Indo
Chinese on the cliffs went away, and we knew that we would soon 
fill the. graves. 

"I swear there is a difference between being executed in sun
light and being executed in a cell, or in winter. Dostoievsky went 
mad after he was blindfolded, but we were not blindfolded, We 
could see everything so clearly, and though I could not see my 
wife I knew she was somewhere there. What was strange and odd 
was that the Japanese were not concerned only with bayoneting 
us, but they must strike our faces-one tnan· began to piss, and 
his face was struck, and another man started screaming, and he 
fell to the ground, and they lifted him up inthe air and bayoneted 
him when he fell, and somehow it seemed unreal, we could 
hardly. believe it and we were relieved when the screams came to 
an end and he was kicked into the red ditch. And the11 the captain 
of the fort, an old grey hard-bitten legionary, seeing that the end 
was near, began to make a short speech, telling us to have courage 
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and to love France, and they let him speak, and then they cut his 
head open with a blow from a rifle-butt, and he too fell into the 
grave, and still there was a long pause, and nothing happened, and 
the sun fell down on the red grave, and we just waited. 

"There. was a whole company of Japanese divided into two 
groups, one immediately behind us and another immediately in 
front of us, on the other side of the ditch. They had bayonets, 
hand~grenades, rifles, they even had short dubs. But I swear to 
God I felt no fear .. I knew they were waiting for someone, the 
general perhaps, or some high official, and then at last-it must 
havebeen breakfast time-the general arrived in a jeep, and what 
was disturbing was that he brought with him a beautiful girl, taller 
than an average Japanese, probably his Korean mistress, and she 
wore a long yellow gown and carried some flowers. We waited. 
He did not expect us to be there. I think he must have thought 
we.were already killed. He was angry, and he walked with angry 
little prancing steps up to the Japanese commander, and shortly 
afterwards he walked down our lines and stood facing the place 
where our captain lay in the ditch, and then he saluted, and or
dered the execution. 

"It lasted much longer than any of us thought it wouldlast-a 
sudden screaming scurry of Japanese who began to shoot us from 
one side of the ditch and bayonet usfromthe other. I fell into the 
ditch. I knew I wasn't dead because I could hear the screams all 
round me, and yet I wasn't screaming, and I felt no pain. And 
then there were the excited voices of the Japanese, and I knew by 
the shadows that they ·were jumping into the. grave and bayonet
ing us. It was ridiculous. It was ridiculous in the first place be
cause the Japanese themselves were in danger of killing each 
other-they had been firing at each other with ·us as a thin veil 
between them. The screams died down and began again, and this 
time they were much louder and seemed to come from our women, 
and then for the first time I felt sorry and ashamed. 

"I stayed there all day. No one came to cover up the grave, and 
the worst thing of all was the knowledge that people were moving 
in the grave near me, moving quietly, alive but pretending to be 
dead, and sometimes the screams of pain were muffied; and worst 
of all, for I was conscious of it all the long afternoon, was the sen
sation of thirst. 

"The Japanese were so sure of themselves that when night came 
they left no guards. Out of about sixty legionaries and twenty 
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officials who had taken refuge in the fort, more than twenty sur
vived. We waited until it was· dark, then some of us slipped quietly 
in .the direction of the cliffs, and others remained to look after 
the wounded. There were no signs of our wives: 

"We lived in the cliffs. for three weeks. The Indo-Chinese hated 
us perhaps as much as they hated the Japanese, but they werewill
ing to help us to leave for China. They said that our wives and 
children were not killed-this we owed to the girl who accom
panied the Japanese general. They had been given as concubines 
to the .officers. What was even more surprising was that the chil
dren were unharmed, though it is true there were only six children 
who had taken refuge in the fort. Through the Indo-Chinese we 
maintained contact with the camp, we even received letters .from 
our wives, and we also receivedcompasses. I was lucky. As in
spector of customs, I knew many of the. bandits. in this area, and 
I had never pressed them too hard-a reasonable amount of smug
gling seemed unavoidable, and once or .twice when a smuggler 
was imprisoned I had helped his family. The smugglers knew all 
the tracks, and they were prepared to help us escape. It was not 
easy, even then. There were so many Indo-Chinese who still 
hated us. Somehow or other the women escaped, and then we 
began to make our way to China, but the worst thing happened 
when we reached the frontier-the Chinese bandits came· and 
stole everything we possessed, our rings artd most of our clothes, 
our passports and papers-for the most surprising thing of all was 
that the Japanese had not taken them from us. The bandits even 
stole my children's dolls." 

/Z-AfJl 6th, Chungking . . . FoR a year, for two years I have 
to d myseif thatl:;hungking is pleasant in spring. Why not go? It 
is two hours by air. 

I remembered thy. sterp white cliffs.· the flooding river, the 
caves in the rocks the hardness of the lace, the mud the filth, 

e mevita iii of corru Hon in such a soi remembered . the 
ong winter ni ts w en a e ow m1st comes an t . e loveliness 

~6 . · . e . ialing river at dawn-sure y there is no other .riVer so 
l9:Jeautiful, and it was all I . had expected it to· he, though sterner 

and mo. re miserable than ever. Chun~kirtg was not unrecogniza
ble, though at moments it seemea to . e another town altogether. 
I had forgotten the scream of the automobiles, the greyness of the 
shop fronts, the dreary white eohorts of the dead, for here in 
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Kunmi:pg-now that I am in Chun~king I stillfeelthati am see
ing everything from a window in Kunming-the funerals are bril
liantly coloured, the shop fronts are painted yellow and blue and 
for. some. reason the .. automobiles seem quieter. 

There can rarely have been am?re bumpy passage. We flew 
low over flooded K weichow and dropped a parachute .with mil
lions .ofdollars of national currency, apparently so that the flooded 
farmers should be. able to propitiate the dragons of the rain, and 
as we sank slowly .down to sea-level from th,e. 6,000 foot heights 
ofKunming, youwere conscious of another atmosphere: Kunming 
is heady wine. You feel all the time you are living on top of a 
mountain. Under the mat-sheds in the. small sand-strip at Chung
king, you feel you are at the bottom of.the sea. 

Then the long climb up the steep cliffs, the greyn~ss ofthe air 
--all greens and blues washed away, Chungking the colour of 
granite, the roads muddy; the people wearing black, the motor
cars with their following plumes of purple wood-oil exhaust, the 
sense of treachery in the air, of a city from which the life has 
slowly crumbled away. This is not the true picture, but this is how 
it seems tonight. ,Kunmin has colour the . atterns and shapes 
vibrate wi their own mte ra ife but in Chun kin the sun 
never shines. lt. shone once. ran fat ers remember the sun but 
no one else remembers .. Artd all of it i.s below the sea . 
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This cannot • o on. We cannot afford any longer to all fascism 
to o unc ec e . 

e 1as m · · · · e and his ass ranee i ewilderin ly 
evi ent. One has the im ressionthat he rows stron er with the 
' , ore ro us ven more. un erstan 111 • · ey say he still 
wants power. I doubt it. He issixty- ve and power can me~n al

ost nothin to him and his s athies are witl owerless. 
eta ·e or half an hour of the ship he 1as asked the Govern
ent to give him; it must be a big ship, sufficiently large anyway 

o allow him to take under his protection the writers and artists 
f Chungking who want so desperately to go to the coast. "If they 
tay here," he said, "they will be at the mercy of every little gov

ernment-paid cut-throat. We must take them down safely. It 
must be done," Very gently he dropped his huge fist on the table, 
not banging the table but bringing it down with so much force 
that it was as though a giant was demonstrating strength. 

He told a lonO' stor of his native villa e. In the reign of the 
Emperor 1en ung, t e Emperors avourite concubine. was 
dying. All over China imperiaLemissaries were sent to demand 
that those with power of healing her should c~me to the capital. 
Orders were given to the country magistrates to send the men 
who seemed most promising. One day a young meat-ball seller 
called Liu-yeh-yeh was picking his teeth outside the walls of 
Peking, absent-mindedly looking at the imperial rescript on the 
walls. He seemed to be reading the rescript, and he was nodding 
his head from side to side. Militia-men saw him, and asked pim 
whether he could cure the concubine. Liu-yeh-yeh was suddenly 
struck with nervousness. He could not read, he did not know what 
was happening, he began to stammer, and the militia-men began 
to think of the reward that would be theirs if they could find the 
man who would cure the imperial concubine. He was taken· to 
the palace, and given into the hands of the Emperor's doctors, 
and at last he was presented to the Emperor, and then he was too 
nervous to speak, he merely shook his head from side to side. On 
the afternoon of the same day he was taken into the room where 
the imperial concubine was lying. . ' 

Liu-yeh-yeh only knew that she was ill, and that unless he cured 
her, his life would be forfeit. 

He said: "I must think about this. Give rne a room where I can 
think." 

They gave hirn a room, and they gave him young attendants, 
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and new clothes. He could not think what to do. He meditated. 
He strode up and down the room, .and he knew that his head was 
in daJ]-ger, and he thought: "I must thin~. of something.". He 
thought of his feet, and the little balls of dirt between his toes. 
He ordered the attendants to go away.' He collected the dirt from 
his toes, rolled it all into a large ball, placed it in a cup of hot tea 
and summoned the attendimts. "The medicine is ready," he said, 
giving them the tea. The tea was taken to the imperial concubine, 
who drank it. Next morning she was bette~. 

No one was so surprised as Liu-yeh-yeh. More medicine was re
quired. Unfortunately he had no more medicine. He walked into 
the garden,. trying to make his feet dirty. The Emperor sent him 
a scroll. He could not understand what was happening.· He was 
promised a bride from the imperial family if he could cure the 
concubine. Guards followed him. Panic-stricken, at· a moment 
when the guards were not watching, he leapt over the wall. 

Then all over China there was a hue and cry for Liu-yeh-yeh. 
The Emperor sent new imperial rescripts in all directions. Large 
rewards were offered .for the mysterious doctor who had so suc
cessfully cured the imperial concubine; but the concubine was 
sinking again. All matters of state were held up. He was rumoured 
to be going in the direction of Paotingfu. Soldiers were sent after 
him. They were waving immense embroidered flags and calling 
on him to stop. He was coming to the river near a village, he saw 
them creeping up to him and in utter desperation he threw him
self into the . river and was drowned. The concubine was dying. 
A report was sent back to the Emperor, who ordered that the 
body of the magician should receive a state burial and that a large 
temple should be raised in the Buddhist faith on the bank over
looking the place where the man was drowned. The temple was 
to be named the Temple of the Magician, but today it is called 
more properly: "The ·Temple of the Balls of Dirt which appear 
between your toes when you>have been walking for a long time." 

And saying this, Feng Yu-hsiang roared with laughter, the im
mense face dark with wrinkles and the great plump hands making 
staggering blows on his knees; and never had he seemed more 
likeable. 

Aptil9th, The Control Yuan . . . WE SAW him this morning in 
a house close to Marshal Feng's, a man nearly seventy. He wore an 
emerald gown, the long white beard like a cloud flying in mid-
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heavens; the room was bare, the chairs creaking, and yet somehow 
tl!e room seemed verfectly appropriate .. He stood very silently irt 
the middle of the room, bowing and smiling, the face deeply lined. 
Heis the greatest ca1Hgraphist in China, writing with tremendous 
short sweevs which half-destroy the original character of the letter, 
yet the sb'ength is overwhelming. 

We talked of the murder of the students and the decay of law 
in this country. The smile had frozen on his face. He shook his 
hea<l from side to side, and once he opened wide his hapds and 
said: "Lam ashamed-evet'y day more. asham,ed. I am the.Minister 
of.the Control Yuan, but I have no power/' 

I said: ·~Who can we go to so that .justice will be done?" 
He answered: "You can go :to the Generalissimo." 
"Will he listen to us?" 
There was no reply. 
We spoke of calligraphy; and he offered to write some char

acters for us. He has written on calligraphy, and gave us some 
of his. writings and his recent poems. 

He said: "I do what I can that justice should survive, butthe 
ControL Yuan has no powers. Dr. Sun Yat-sen desired , that it 
should have powers-yes, the widest possible powers." He sug
gested that we see Dr. Sun Fo. In theory the Legislative Yuan 
also has wide powers. 

"Then who has power?" 
He refused to answer, but when I said: ''One man?" he nodded 

his head. 
A little later he said: "The President of the University has sent 

in his report. It will go through the usual channels." 
He said. he. was over"weighed with grief and terror for the fu

ture of the country. As a young man he had fought side by side 
with Dr. Sun Yat-sen; he was almost the oldest surviving member 
of the original Kuomintang. · He had entered many Ministries; 
taken part in many wars, made m,any visits to many parts of 
China, conferred for many days with Dr. Sun Yat-sen, but there 
was little to show for it . exc~pt the tremendous dignity of the 
man and the wor~hip in which he was heH He said: "lam old
in a few days I shall spend. my. seventieth birthday .... I· have seen 
m~ny things;" He shook his head sadly again, for so few of those 
things except calligraphy and the beauty of the Chinese scene 
had been pleasant. 
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He. said:. "I am old, and FengYu-hsiang is old. We.helong to 
the same generation, and we are happy together. We m:e broth" 
ers;' and! think it was then th~t for the first time I realized th~t 
deep, fervent and unchanging desire of the Qhinese ·to form • small 
bands of brothers. among. themselves. In China· everything·is .so 
insecme, and•the brothers who are.dedicated to· eflcl).;otherhave 
gteater powers to survive .. So the Generalissimo had formed his 
small band, which wielded great power; therE) was no power 
except death .whkh ·could·. dissolve that haQd. Brotherhood of a 
kind unknown to the West there was; and often it has dangerous 
roots going beyond a.ll reason. 

He came mit ofthe house and.stood.for a.moment attheJop 
of the steps, bowing gracefully; th.ewhite beard against the blue, 
sky of his gown; an old man whose memory was failing, who 
knew that power had been taken from him yet remained upright, 
and would remain·sotodeath. 

April lOth . . NoTHING Sl!rprisesme anr more in Chung
kil2,g. Isawamanwalking.sta,rk.·:o,akedthroughthe Street,of .the 
Sevc:Jn Stars this morning, and hardly anyone turned to • watch him; 
I. saw a mad girlreelingand singinggrunkensongs, and no one 
paid. attention· to her except a few children· who followed after 
her, whisperingamong themselves;. I saw starved dogs fighting 
over a bone till the blood sprang. But worse than the things one 
sees are. the rumours one hears~of the civil Wflr· 

This afternoon, in the rain, J went to see Dr. Sun· Fo. in his 
strange. circular house overlooking the Chialing river; and on the 
wayl was responsible for the death of .a man.·I am appalled by 
what I. haye, done, but I cannot • see what I· should have i done, 
yet merely by my presence at a cert(!.inplace and a certain.mo
ment of time, the l!lan died, and another }ias been wounded. 

NearDr. Sun Fo's house a huge annylorrywasbacking ir1to 
the hillside. Here the road winds steeply above the .Chialing river; 
maize grows on the slopes, and in the rain the rol).d was slipper~. 
I had passed the lorry. The driver waved and shouted "ting-hao" 
and I remember I turned hack and grinned at. him, and caught 
his eye. He was young, with a full round face; a forage cap and 
his coatwas open at the. neck. He slipped the gears .~ith one hand, 
and with the oth~r waved again, and the armyJorry began to 
back against the hill-side, and then therewas a sound like a sub-
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clued sob, the wheels began to race and the lorry overturned and 
began to bounce, very slowly, down the hillside, with all kinds 
of things being thrown from it-clothes, boxes, great strips of tent
cloth. It happened as in slow motion, and one moment you would 
see the wheels and the soft underbelly of the lorry, gleaming black 
and silky, and the next moment you saw the torn hood; and then 
a soldier was thrown clear, to crumple in the red mud of the 
sloping fields, but there was no sign of the boy who had waved to 
me. I ran down. It took at least ten minutes to make my way down 
the slope, and one boy was dead, his back broken, and the boy 
who had been thrown clear was moaning, his face covered with 
blood. I tried to stop the blood flowing. Five minutes later some 
officers came down. Ten minutes later I was in Dr. Sun Fo's draw
ing-room. He had sfii4 to friends of . mine that he had Eeen 
puzzled the last time I had seen him because I wore muddy 
sfiorts; now the shorts were more mua'ay tfian ever, ana blood
stained. 

We talked of the the students. H id: "What can 
I do? We have no power. We pass aws, ut the government pays 
no attention to the laws we pass. They invent new laws. They have 
invented a law relating to the duties to be paid on incoming mer
chandise. This is a law which the Legislative Yuan has never 
passed. The government has increased the duty. On what 
grounds?" 

I said: "If there is no law, then there is no nation and there is 
no revolution. If this kind of anarchy prevails, then everything 
your father fought for will be lost." 

He nodded and said: "We have done our best. We are up 
against forces over which we ·have no control. Have you seen the 
Minister of the Control Yuan?" 

"Yes, he suggested I should come to see you. Can anything be 
done to safeguard the lives of the students?" 

He answered: "There are laws on the statute book against mur
derers. If we could have protection for the law-. -" 

He did not go on. The rain poured outside. Fifty yards away 
they were taking the body of the soldier up the slope. He talked 
of a book I had written, and very kindly lent me a copy of his 
own book. I have been reading it all evening, and do not know 
which to admire more-the logic of the man, or the passion be
hind the words. He has grown immeasurably since the war; his 
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hates have grown too, and his loves. He shook. his fist this. after
noon and said: "Must we be saddled with T.V. Soong? He knows 
nothing~nothing whatsoever~about banking, and he knows 
nothing of economics. The whole country depends upon him, he 
orders our whole economy-and look where we have come to!" 

April 11th . . . . . EATING cherries, I went to Feng Yu-hsiang's 
house in the countr miles ou · o alon the motor-road north 
o Chun king. Here there are no mountains, onl reat rice-lakes, 
a sense o eso a Ion, crum mg ruins o mat-shed houses. And 
then quite suddenly the car stops, guards appem' from some
where, and you ·find yourself walking in the evening mist along 
the raised mounds between the fields, the sun sinking, the sky 

-::::J.ike a wound; there is something ill and cheerless about the 
/\Chungking evenings. 

I can never associate Feng Yu-hsiang with any ordinary back
ground. Twice as large as most men, he seems to demand vast 
mountains and immense rivers to be his accompanists through 
life; and so it was this evening when the rice-lakes seemed to go on 
forever, and huge shadows of clouds leaped across our paths. 
Steaming bullocks wound their way slowly through the fields; 
there was no sound this evening, and no sign of a house. 

One should have expected it. The house was in a great gulley 
hollowed out from the. fields, and you reached it by steps carved 
out of the livid rock. We could see guides coming, with lanterns; 
and then more guides, and thenthe lights of the house went on~ 
a giant's palace, not large, but giving in this evening light an im
pression ofirnmensity. On the rocks beside the path he had or
dered his poems to be carved in characters six inches high-he 
had left his mark on Szechuan which would remain for genera
tions. 

I have forgotten how we spent the time; he talked of Chinese 
characters, and he refused to talk about the condition of the .coun
try~he was en pantoufjles, happy with his brush, with the sense 
of security which came from the immense overhanging rocks, 
this hollow dug out of the earth, the sound of a river somewhere, 
and the rustling of bamboos. 

"Do you like it?" he asked. 
"Yes, but it's not real-l've always seen you either on top of 

mountains, or somewhere in the bowels of the earth." 
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I went back by car after supper, but nothing was so good as 
the long journey across the dark mist-laden fields, and the journey 
back across the same fields, turned black and silver in the moon. 

April 12th , , • STILL in search of murderers, we went to see 
Dr; Chiang Mon-lin, secretary of the Executive Council. Years ago 
I had met him in Chungking, and liked him for his courtesy and 
his gentle devotion to a China which no ·longE)r existed. fu. a 
while, while I was in Kunmin he was President of Pei in Uni
vers , 1c was one of the t ree assocm e nivers1ties in 
t~enfa; and I would see him at annual meetings, and sometimes 
he would pass in his car. For many years he has been head of 
the Chinese Red Cross. I expected to find him unchanged, help
ful, hating murder, but he said nothing that would put our minds 
at rest. 

"I have nothing to do with the Universities now," he said, the 
voice clipped and dry, the life gone from it. "''m getting old-I 
can't do more than one thing at a time." .. 

"Is there any way in which we can safeguard the lives of the 
students?" 

"I can't do anything--" 
"But people tell meyou can. Can't something be done to getthe 

secret police away from Universities, away from everything-al
together away?" 

He said, the voice like a whipleash: "We musthave the.secret 
police, otherwise there is no safety for government officials. I 
might be shot on my way home by car." 

I spoke of the danger in which the democratic professors found 
themselves. They were good men, but the military clique of the 
Kuomintang had threatened them. 

He said: "There are men in Kunming whom I dislike intensely 

N
-it is no affidr of mine what they do. The Democratic Lea me is 
he tailoftheCommunist Party." He smiled: "A large dog wagging 
little tail-. --" 
I could hardly believe that in his position he could believe such 

innocent nonsense. 
"They are good men, and they are democrats, and they are in 

d " . ~ 
ang~r-...• --.. 
He said: "They are not good men, they are not democrats." 
It was useless to go on. The telephone bell rang. Someone was 

telephoning to ask whether dollars could be exchanged at a better 
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rate than seemed appropriate according to .government rules. He 
answered: "I wi61 e what can be done." Q 
April 13th . • WE KNOW him as the Honourable K P. S. 
Mellon; wh;cl, 'oun s ffitimidatin ; .but not '" ;ntim;datin "'ibj' ' 
tlle: . • e Indian Agent~General. But neither the man. nor t e 
fi"tle should be· iqtimidating, and of him one thing is certain-:,2f 
all the forei n. re resentatives to China, he is the most beloved. 

en loved and admired Eggleston, t e ustra. 1an 
in the same way that they .love and admire Menon. 

We had lunch with him toda . His wife wore. a scarlet sari and 
on erforehead there was t§e re circle; his children .were there, 
in saris also,. and there was Wen Yuan-ning, the editor ·of Tien 
H sia. The sunlight kept bursting .into the large room on the shores 
of the Chialing river. . 

Wen Yuancnin told a story of Mme Kuncr Hsian -hsi, the 
wifeo e rime m1s er. e a a great a miration or • me 
Kun who is the richest woman in China. He admired her for her 

ignity, her strength of mind, her immense interest in the financial 
dealings of the country; and this was strange, because M_m_e 
Kung's fortune has been amassed. at the time when the . eo .le ~ 
of China have starved on an unprece ente · sea e. . ost o all 
he admired her stren th ofcharacter and related a stor of Mme 

ung's visitto Signor Muss.olini. "In t e a. azzo ecc ia Signor 
Mussolini .lived and worked in an enormous room, hi1; desk two 
hundred yards away from the bronze doors. The carbonieri. led 
you to the doors, opened them and you wereleft alone to.walk 
across the marble floor with Signor Musso~ini glowering at you 
from. his . desk, his face becoming larger ·• and larger as. you ap
proached. But Mme Kung was made of ~terner stuff. She refused 
to walk across the marble floors. Was she not the wife of Mr. 
Kung? She .stood there and held. her groUJ}d, and Signor Mussolini 
was compelled· to . "Valk the full two ·hundred yards towards her. 
What a> triumph for Mme Kung!" · 

The • tril1mph, .hpwe\'er, . was short-lived; someone ·asked who 
were the people who had observed the scene. 

Wen Yuan-ning answered: "Signor Mussolini and Mme Kung." 
"His-impossible,'; a young Chinese answered. "Signor Mussolini 

is dead, and therefore we can have no verification of the story, 
and are we expected to believe about Mme Kung a story told by 
herself?" 
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time. \Ve were working all last night on plans. The Kuornintang 
threate11s to .Qc;cupy a. town in Manchuria by force: The Com
munists· refuse. to surrender. it. 1 have begged. them both to. settle 
the issue in pea.ce~andlet there be no occupation in the ordinary 
sense, let the city be occupied by a Committee which will. include 
one American, one Communist ;1nd one rnernber of the Kuornin
tang. This is reasonable, surely. We have almost convinced them. 
Later we shall know whether we have . succ;eeded." 

We s oke about the student murders. He said: "If.onl we 
cou d form a coa itioh governmen , t en we wou ave guaran
tees that.the law would be just. This above all. We rnusthave a 
sense of law, or perish." 

Of GeneraLMarshalll::te said: "There is nothing so exciting as 
working with h~m .• He has a rnind like. a clasp-knife. He knows 
nothing whatsoever about the problems which concern .us all
the prob1erns •. of personalities.,-but on the. subject of peace I have 
never rnet a rnore persuasive advocate. What is· certain is that if 
he fails, no one else will ever .. succeed. And perhaps he is right
the personalities are not permanent, and the Chinese pay too 
much attention to them, and see even this terrible war in terms 
of the prestige of generals. General Marshall should a.t least be 
able to teach the Chinese militarists that their personalities have 
no weight against the suffering the civil war produces. He should 

w-he is the. urea test general of thetn .alL" 
1.. ater . tne arson an w 1s e ead of the National 

ialist Part -a art which has nothin w atsoever to do with 
ascisrn. He lives · o se near the Genera issirno s surroun ed 

by woods, t e furniture unbelievably Victorian, and English, so 
that it is almost impossible to believe that you are in China. There 
are ebony elephants on the mantel-piece, antimacassars, ormolu 
clocks; and outside the bow windows children were . playing 
tennis. Even Carson Chan himself, in his brown business suit, 
looks lil<e an ng 1s wtorian · ith 
a great ... re ea an an o - ashi not hesitant manner .. As 
lea er of the Socia IS , as probably rnore power than any 
other leader within the Democratic League. 

He said; "Wbat we are witnessing is the birth not of·. a new 
China, but a very old China indeed. We re stru lin slowly, 
an not a ways s y, o rna e people realize that t ey ave 
responsibilities. Our members are students, university professors, 
school-teachers, technicians. We simply do not know how rnany 
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members there are in the .. Democratic League,· hut • of one thing 
we are s1ue-we represent a large body of moderate optniol1/ \;ve 
hav:e worked closely on the boards which have been brou~ht into 
being in an effort towards media:tion. We stand for certain very 
simple, principles, and the most simJ>le of all-lwbeas corpus." 

It was .odd how the Victorian seemed to grow visibly in stature 
and power. 

He went on: 'We have our representatives in various towns, 
and as you knmy they are constantly being attacked and th/eat
ened. We know the names of the people who threaten them, but 
we can do nothing-theyare in positions ofpower. But.at least 
we are struggling, we know .that in the er1d the diffi<:ulfies may 
be insuperable, but someone will have to .take the moderate path 
-we cannot simply watch China being tom between two ex
tre:rnes. Outside China,. they know very little. about us. We are 
supposed to be an infinitesimal party, without power or infl:ilence. 
Partly true. But W<:J do represent great untapped forces, for the 
Chinese are naturally moderate and this new passion for ex
tremism will pass. Meanwhile we need all the help we can get, 
and we hope to have constitutional government-then, and then 
only can the moderates exert their power." 

April 18th, General Marshall . . HE ARRIVED back to China 
two da . s a o and ·word · came yest . at· he would see 
me... e ~ive in the ba mg . ea o .. ull summer, the roa s glaring 
white, dust everywhere, the .subdued roar of the city breaking 
on exposed nerves; butin T. V; Soong's house near Liang L'u: Ko 
everything was quiet, the roar ·of the city could riot be heard,. and 
GeneraL Marshall in stern khaki uniform·loo as. though he had 
live all his life in cool weather. 

H:e :»;as taller than I ex;pected the chin firmer, the eyes clearer; 
anCwhen he walked across the room there was<an amazing 
e~ance in his movement. The fans whirled above his head, and 
t e immense painting o a tiger behind him acq:umuhited in the 
dusky shadows a menacing power of revolt and terror; and this 
was as itshould be. After the blinding heat and sunlight outside 
there was something dreamlike in this . room •· which seemed im-
mense, full of whirling shadows and tiger-heads. . 

lcannot.remember everythingh~ said, butlremember a few 
odd phrases thrown out at random, the odd strength i~ the voice, 
the absence of all gestures. This is not strictly tme, for during the 
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cours~ of the conversation he made. one gesture so. overwhelming 
that I ·. was. amazed,. and wondered no' longer at the tho11ght that 
gestures have power. Suddenly, and it seemed for no r(:)ason •· 9-t 
;1ll,looking above my head, heflung out his arm horizontally; the 
fingers following theline ofthe ,arm .• The.strength of thegestu:re, 
for n.o. apparent reason, directed at no visible enemy, the way the 
head shot up and the. eyes gleamed-:-all these werY: confusing; 
and then I heard the scurry offeet, and saw a small Chine~e gen
eral scuttlingaway from the door, where presumably he had,beeu 
listening. The general . was· Yu .· .. Ta~wei, Minister of ·.Munitions. 
With a gesture so perfect that it assumed immediate obedience, 
General Marshall ha:d thrown him out.of the room, 

We talked of the secret police~ the murder of the stu<:lents, the 
intolerable abuses of power by the militarists; and though he s;1id 
little, he • nodded, and sometimes the sharp edge of the words, 
crisp as ste(:)l wedges,.surprisedand delighted me. It is·ill1possible 
to convey the menace and cautious hate whicp appeared .. ~o exist 
behind his use gf the words "the circle. round the· Qent:lralissimo, 
the sibilants of "circle" swingingacross the room like iron shafts. 
He· said:. "W.e ·are doing our·· .• best . under the most trying •• circum
stances: I have not given up hope." I asked>himwheth(:lr there 
was any possibility ofintroducing into China alegisl~ture hl
dependent of the judiciary. He smiled wanly, and seemed to be 
wondering. whether American. justice .. was the·appropriate model 
for China, and passed on to the · affairs· of students, saying: "I 
think all' the time ofthe young. What 1 am trying to do concerns 
less.the.politicalJeaders.of.thiscountry than the young people of 
China." He said again: "I think of the young all the time:_aU.the 
time.· I work for them." 

I cannot explain the nervousness that overcame rne. J was 
tongue-tied; baffiecl by the extraordinary pattern of this room
the .tiger on the ·waiL seeming at every moment to bear down on 
the general, the .symbolism too pe~fect to be credible. I know a 
man who has. been through many battles, but he· never hea,r<:l his 
knees shaking tog()ther until he was decorated by. MarshalL I 
asked him why. ''1 don't know," he answered. "One gets the" most 
damnable impression that he knows everything. It's like that .. It's 
not · hero-wm:ship. The man isn't a hero-I don't· think he's done 
any actual :fighting, but one gets so appalled by the thougpt of 
the responsibilities he has accepted. They were so great, and he 
was so successful." 
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Now, when I think of Marshall, I shall always remember the 
painted and terrible tiger on the wall, with great exploding eye" 
balls and bared fangs, and his own gentleness, and how the tig~r 
nnd the general met on a hot day in Szechuan in the house of the 
richest and most unscrupulous banker in China, and the general 
who disappeared as though he was a bulletshot from an invisible 
rifle, and somehow the pattern becomes one and what is certain 
is that if Marshall cannot succeed in bringing the contestants to
gether; anyone else will· fail. 
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medireval policy was still the best-we spoke quietly, hardly 
above whispers, and tried to get a compromise which inevitably 
made you lose face-but you didn't lose so much face as you do 
now, when you thump tables." 

He was sur rised b the Soviet-Chinese a reement, and putit 
down as so man others have ut it own, to t 1e o rhea and 
di omatic inex erience o . T. . oon . e was surprised that 

rp omats had not een ca e m to me iate in the Chinese civil 
war.c....:_surely, here, if anywhere,' there were reasons for the use of 
settled diplomatic terms. There were rumours that he would be 
appointed foreign minister. Were they true? "You know, I'm not 
terribly popular now," he said, and the shuttered eyes ·opened 
wide, and ·he looked down at his long fingers and stroked his 
moustache. He gave the· impression of a species of animal which 
hardly exists any longer: a man who is superbly civilized . .And I 
suppose it was· for this reason that I dared not ask him the .ques
tion which had been uppermost in my mind. I had been told by 
quarters Very close to the Chin¢se Forei n Minister that Dr. Koo 
had recently joined the dreaded C.C. c 1 ue. as 1 rue. s-
sr as sue a question, for at such a time 1 wo1.1 ave 
seemed to be in repulsive bad taste, worse than the thumping 
of diplomatic tables, worse than head-lines. 

April 20th . . . THE ponies struggled up the slopes bringing 
blocks of salttowards the high hills where, as evening falls, a mul
titude of telegraph poles gives the impression of gallows. Evening 
is the worst in Chungking. Then vapours come from the earth, 
mist swirls, and though the poverty-stricken bamboo huts huddle 
into shadow, and the sores and diseases on people's faces no longer 
show, the solemnity breeds a kind of remorse; in the evening your 
conscience strikes-why should these things be allowed? There 
is the same poverty as when I came here first. A few new streets 
have been built, you no longer need to climb 321 steps to reach 
the ferry-steamer, for they have introduced a funicular railway; 
and you no longer fear Japanese bombs. At night, too, you are 
conscious of the secret police, and even today, though I have only 
spent half an hour in the streets, I .have seen gangs of conscripts 
roped together, walking silently through the dusk. 

Tonight the sun set like an eye closing, so softly that we were 
hardly aware of the coming of darkness, passing from one dark
ness to another. 1 have been wandering round the streets, .where 
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somuchof myJife has passed. It is betterzlot to countone's.]Jfe 
in years, butin towns~the number of the towns, and how they 
changed you, and what they gave you, and how the peoplE} .lived. 
Of Chungking we know that people> 'lived more intensdy :;md 
more terribly than elsewhere, ringed by enemies, with expanding 
rings of enemies in. their midst. The river will flow f()r evet and 
always the white-sailed sampans •. »'ill come c1own .the Yangtse, 
and always there will be the jade-cutters and the coolies drawing 
pails of water up steep stone steps and always these people will 
own this land, though for some years more the wealth of the land 
will be taken from them, One walks throughthese streets ina state 
of blessedness. Candles gleam inside houses. Red lacquer ances
tral. altars shine under the hanging· red pepper-pods. The young 
girl takes the door from its hinges, lays it gently on the earth out
side the hut and sleeps, the light from the ancestral candles burn
ing on her cheeks. 

I shall go back to Kunmin~. and then fly to Pekin. I shall neyer 
again .set ·foot on Chungkin~. and this is for the best. It is pre
sumptuous to bless a city. It is presumptuous to believe that roots 
torn out will ever grow again. Yet how can one leave Chungking 
without blessing it, and how can one believe that the roots are 
wholly torn? Something of all those of us who stayed there will 
remain. And so one blesses it, knowing that it does not n(1ed our 
blessing, knowing too that it will survive all our hopes, our fears, 
our ideologies and torments. The way was grotesquely hard, and 
so it wiil remain, but it was the way they chose Jor themselves: 
to live under clouds in winter, and under the intensest heat of 
the summer sun, children of extremes, and wise because they 
knew life and death. at their sharpest points. But· when I think of 
this city again, I shall not imagine it, as once l did, as a great ship 
about to cast anchor and swinging eastward towards the suri. 

~
shall think of it as rock reater than I t ocks reater 
~n the H<m•layas, because thece hM soal<ed into it !com so many 
11Iwns of suffenng people the strength of th<:<il: heacts. 

pril29th, Kunming • • • THE sun was strong, the rice-fields 
gleamed in their. moon~shapes~ the whole earth flowered in the 
sun. Chungking's heat has gone; we enter a more temperate land, 
where flowers grow allthe year round, and the earth is soft, and 
there is less suffering. . 

The hot glare of the sun remains. I noticed it first when I went 
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to the campus, where the softness of •. the mud-w<].lls contrasted 
with the hard gleam of the sky. Southwest Associated University 
is coming tothelaststage of its life; We shall leave the.mud-huts 
forever on a day chosen to avoiq any demonstrations by the stu
dents, because it was on May 4th?. l919that they rose. in prote5t 
against the versailles Tq::aty. We leave in spring-time, and this 
is as we wanted it to be: .so that we can leave in good heart. 

The students talk of going by lorries, b1owing perfectly well 
that there are dangerous roads and perhaps five per cent :Willdie 
on the way. The roads of China are littered with dead and broken 
machines. The skies are equally unsafe, particularly in Yunnan, 
where the wind currents are dangerous. Some speak of going by 
rail, but all the bridges into Frerich Indo-China are broken .. · The 
journey will be hazardous, but all hazards are worth while as long 
as they can reach Pekin. 

April 30th . . . . lHAVE been to see Professor WenYi-tuo. F£e 
is in ood sha e his face ver red with sunburn, no Ion erdrawn 
with typhus-pallor. ecause e e t e stu ents down from 
Pekin, he is looking eagerly to leading them back again. "But 
they want me to attend the People's Political Conference in Au
gust in Nanking, so I shall go, and then if there are any students 
left here--" Some student internipted atthat moment. Re said 
only: "You ml1st do what your conscience qictates," and. then .the 
student left. Soldiers were bathing in the pool, and the red-winged 
dragonflies were already spinning across the universities' small 
lakes. 

He said: "The students hav wonders· here: They have 
gone t e ard ·.road, •. and they have. accepted • hardness. Do .. you 
ki).OW, people offer me the most extraordinary temptations to leave 
Cliina.The University of California wants me to oint mer 
to Ame:m;a. · · . y. 1 n t in anyone knew of my existence. 
But I • shall have to stay." 

He s oke about his ho es in the Democratic Lea ue. 
e must use whatever pressure we can employ continually 

on both sides to avert this disaster of all disasters..,:...the civ.ilwar. 
I am proud that tfie students of th1s University. were. tfie first to 
realize the danger: And no danger could be greater, for no one 
can win, and the Chinese people will lose." 

I told him of the strange conversation with Chiang Mon-lin, 
secretary of the Executive Council and. former president. of 
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Peiping University. 
"Well if the want to believe we r il of the Communist 

l
ar~, that is their affair. They make up their beiefs as they 
o a on g. M_yself, I believe we are the tail of the Cbiuese peQple, 

~
nd we'll keep on waggling." 
We went across the Wen Lin-kai. I said I was going to fly to 

ekin immediately. 
"Then your dreams will come true?" 
"Yes-palt of the dream." 
"What's the other part?" 
"Oh, peace in China-a hundred things, but peace most of all." 
He held my hand. 
"We must pray for peace, there must be peace. The rest doesn't 

matter." Then he grinned • and said: "I am writing a poem again. 
I shall dedicate it to you-a very satirical poem about China, and 
the way so many people squabble over her." Some peasants were 
passing. "Do you think they want war? There is only one fair 
generalization about China-we are pacific people-:..--.continually 
at wart 

I watc or a lo rr 'le as he went down the narrow 
'?lane, t e long blue gown scurrying in t e wind. I have wore faith 

I "i,n him than in an man · China. There is no limit to the abilities 
~o t 1s qmet sc oat. Nothing pleases me so much as the thought 
r tliat in Pekin we can work together on a new translation of the 

old Chinese philosopher Chuang Tzu. 

May 2nd ... I HAVE been to see Liu Lien, whowillstay 
here for the rest of his life; the hot, sandy summers and the freez
ing cold winters of Pekin are not for him. He strokes his beard 
and looks out across the garden, and looks lost, and sad. Though 
he did not teach in the University, he was a part of it. 

"They were the best years of my life, and the worst," he said. 
"You see, I had always lived in Pekin. There was corruption in 
Pekin-the vicious little circle began there, and went on from 
there until it embraced the whole of China. But this was worse. 
The police were good in Pekin. They hit you with .the flat of " 
their swords; here they torture you, and when they have tortured 
you sufficiently they take you out on a rope and shoot you beyond 
the wall. The best is now-'-the students thinking of the days when 
they will wa.Ik alongthe wide, smooth streets of Pekin. You must 
have faith in China; the war will end some day, and what. then? 
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Then we shall build a state '\Ve can be proud of." 
He talked of his health .. He would like to see Pekin once more, 

but perhaps it was best to imagine it, the cypresses, the yellow 
tiles and the perfection of the architecture. 'Td like to go, but 
how? With the kind of heart 1 have, they.won't let me go by aero
plane. or by lorry, and there's no train from here to Pekin.'' He 
talked of trains, and said he ":'Ondered sometimes whether. it was 
advisable to have railways all over China..-the hinterland. would 
be more than ever drained to serve the coastal ports, and the coun
try would become more rigidly centralized than ever, "Best that 
each province should have the maximum of independence-the 
country is too big to be ruled from a capital.Let it be like America, 
a·country of federated states-then there will be peace.'' 

The convolvulus are still flowering in the garden, and. the bam
boos creakin the wind. He looked older, a little weaker,. and much 
sadder. He will be more lonely than ever now t:ha:t the University 
has gone. 



\

lation of China is. four hundred million-so little qf this country 

is .. u.nder cu.l.tiva .. t.·I··.· .. o·n·· •' y.•ou· .. cant.ra. v.e .. l f.o·t hundr·eds ofmi.les b.y· ... air and see no. villages at all." 
We dream of P~ekin, the gold palaces, the blood-red w~ls, the 

brin<rers of tribute who caine· once alon · .. these hills· but there 
l;te no signs o · wealth here; a ew square-cut · elds and then the 
~esolation begins agaim A great white gash appears. Perhaps it 
is the old bed of. the Yellow River, which now Haws south instead 
of north. We have been Hying for four hours. The air is already 
full of dusk, not menacing green but menacing yellow; and the 
aeroplane ploughs through the dust and throws on dust its amazing 
shadow. And what is surprising is· that through the clouds of dust 
you see other clouds, low-lying, and they are the only soft thh1gs 
travelling over the vast plain; and then,too, above the dust 
there shines the .blue sky, deeper • by far than the. molten gold
blue of Szechuan, an intense silvery white-blue, blinding the 
eyes. 

And then, fl.ve hours after leaving the airport, we come to richer 
fl.elds, the sand~haze darkens, there are villages everywhere; the 
aeroplane swings low-and you have come to fairyland, a place of 
golden bricks and glittering roofs, everything in squares,. an im
mense city ringed by another immense city, the square city in the 
centre all gold and the larger city which frames it dark blue; and 

X the maize ripening to its walls, an<.Lblue lakes everywhere. The 
1 'intoxication of P~kin! The defjht in order, the marble bridges, 

tJOC£lgpth and blueness of fhe aFes, the wide streets with their 
freight of swift-moving traffic-:-gold tiles everywhere. 

The aero lane. swun low over the Altar of Heaven: white mar
ble, ue roo s, t e per ect circle south of the city where offerings 
were made at the winter solstice, and all other things are square 
---the golden imperial city is square, the roads run squarely and 
the parks · and the wallS are square. ·Seen through this summer 
haze, Pekin was unreal, as unreal as a spike of maize bursting with 
life. 

May 7th . . . GRADUALLY over the years one makes one's 
peace with a city, but here there is peace at once: not friable, 
but perfect. It is· better than all our dreaming, all proportions per
fect, all colours disarming .. Over the ~ate leadin~ into the imperial 
ci!,l .. someone in·an :;tccess of hero-worship ·has .placed a canvas 
picture of the Generalissimo, the face blue, the expression sullen, 
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alwost. snarling: You pass the great wall with its .. winged cloud
pillars ofvictoq, the Il:}arble bridges and the moats; and i~ is con
fusing to see this iwmense portrait over-riding .alLthings. Not even 
the Emperor would have dared to. place his portrait there; arid 
thoughthis is bad enoughrthe same face with the same e~pression 
looks down from all the other gates. 

We wander all da ; there are arks avilions smooth as halt
covere streets, sentries with white a anese nose"ba s, . the 
pump an . erh enort ernChinese,t e graceo t e gir s who 
fill the avenues with their bicyclesl the utter sparkle of the sky. 
I have. stood at the centre of the world,. and seen all the kingdoms 
to north. and south, standing in the· midmost xna.rble ·circle. of. the 
Altar of Heaven, and this was perhaps best of all; cmning towards 
it in heavy noon through a forest .of stunted tre~s. The ci seeth
ing With life· fairs ever where and outside. the Le ation uarter 
SO manx kimonos, SO manx Japanese . huntin~~hOJ2.iesthat they 
are past counting. For the first time in seven years I have come 
upon secondchand bookshops. Morrison Street, inthe glaring sun
light; the immense marble halls of the Pekin Union Medical 
College, . wksrs. the · Executiw !leadquarters are; .. the gaudy
painted drum-tower to the north ofthe city; the rocks, the flow
ers, the wei ht and sin ular ro ortion ·· .. · f . · eriaL alace, 
and a t ese are J?er ect, and of them we canon!)' speak in whis
pers. There is no ci that can com are with t · L"fe, with its 
urgent inese .. ow, passes e ore the quietness of spltmdid pal
aces; and it .is all and more than we expected, and we are im
measurably grateful. 

For years .I. h(lve lived· in rat-infested hotel bedrooms; now I 
live in a palace with two hundred rooms, ·great courtyards, marble 
lions guarding the; doors; and thougli the palace is falling into 
ruins, and part of it was burnt, and there are other parts which 
the Japanese have occupied, this too has a perfection of its .own. 
Sand spills everywhere, but the yellow of the sand seems perfectly 
appropriate where all that is best is coloured yellow. And then, 
too, there is a child who is half French and half Chinese who lives 
with me, who has stayed here ina conventthroughoutthe war 
and whose presence is like a blessing, so perfectly isshe endowed 
with all that is best in East and West. So one lives· here, quietly, 
living behind high walls, as secretly as one could desire, and you 
have only to cross. the courtyards to come out into the golden 
city. 
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May 12th . . . AT NIG:S:T the North Lake litters in the moon
li ht and the old im eria ar es oat smooth sur-
ace, and theJovers hide among the cypresses, the dagoba shine5 

ghostly white and everywhere you look there are black flaring 
roofs which will turn gold tomorrow. The whole of this lake, 
all the marble bridges, all the hundreds of buildings around it, 
all the temples once belonged to the Empress Dowager; now 
they belong to the people who crowd everywhere, quietly, with 
good manners, enjoying the spectacle which was reserved less 
than forty years ago only for princess and dignitaries. 

The wind blows over the lake, the lotoses turn up their smooth 
undersides,. and there is so much freshness here that one can 
hardly breathe. There are moats a hundred feet wide brimming 
over with water-lilies which will ripen in a. day· or two; already 
the pink tongues are bursting through. But what is more surpris
ing than anything else is that. the elaborate gold carving of the 
decorated pillars enchants. still, never becomes wearisome; You 
limb the Coal Hill behind the im erial ci and see the whole 
an sea e e ore ou not ri id but s acious or ere ; an em
ire in a oo •re rame of walls, the wealth overflowing. In this 
ity you move and have your being in a haze of gold splendours; 
nd this is as it should be. Painters are regilding the roofs, men 
ear the softest silks and fan themselves continually. Prices are 

1ising. Every day a new concrete block-house is set up against the 
possibility of a Communist incursion;· but we cannot take these 
things seriously, we cannot believe that Pekin will ever change. 

In Bali and Barcelona I have known something of this splen
dour; a sense of continual rejoicing, an accepted way of living, 
a tradition so secure that none could break through it. There are 
secret police, garrison troops march through the dust, sometimes 
you will come upon men marching with ropes bound to. their 
trussed arms. All this is true. The war reaches here; there are 
more andmore block-houses piled upat street-comers-for some 
mysterious reason there is a block-house with a machine-gun 
pointed directly at the Pekin Union Medical College, .where the 
Americans, the Kuomirltang and the Communists are trying to 
make a peace-yet the residual glory remains. There is hardly any 
poverty, for one can grow fat on maize, and maize is still cheap. 
There are no beggars, few prostitutes, a sense of security remains, 
and cigarettes are cheap and food is not yet exorbitantly dear. 
The havoc may come later; but in these early days of summer, 
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wandering alone or with Jacqueline through the city, all tensions 
seem to he· relaxed, and hopes rise like the roofs of these ·build
ings, which twist into the sun, 

May 28th . . A,~To!o-· ..44!~~..w.~.~~~..:.!!!~;;:!!-~+!.!::!!..! 
sacrificed to the Honoured Ones. . reat . el ow palanquin 
came t rough a. s uttere snow- oun city, the imperial guards 
raced forward, the Emperor threw himself down in penitence dur
ing the ceremonies to the unawakened sun and the awakened 
earth and the people who fed from her. A furnace of green porce
lain received the offerings; a white calf, rolls of silk, and hymns 
were sung which descended from the time of Confucius. 

Iconfess that there is no ceremony I would so much like to see 
performed as this. In those days there was some balance between 
men and Heaven, and communication flowed down from one to 
the other. We shall never recapture those days, but at least we 
have no reason to believe that we have made ourselves better, in 
our unritualled lives; there may come a time when Pekin will be 
meaningless, and no one will know that there was an ordered 
way of life which sprung naturally from the soil. The city has been 
built according to . a priestly ·code, mapped out in the shape of a 
god-they will tell you that this part of the city represents a 
man's head, and that part a man's legs opened wide, and that part 
the utter extremities ofhis fingers. Rivers flow underground, and 
this too may be. explained, but nothing explains its beauty so well 
as that in the days when Pekin was being built, men believed in 
their own strength. Strength flows from these palace walls, and 
certainly itis not the strength of feudalism but ofhuman worship 
and endeavour. Wealth flowed here from all the provinces of 
China, but these Emperors cannot have been wholly bad who 
placed their wealth so tenderly and spaciously around them. The 
springs of religious feeling are beginning to be sealed in China, 
but as long as the scholars remain to study the ancient poems, 
we shall know something of the motives that brought this majesty 
about. 

May 30th • . THE heat suffocating, and yet how we be
come accustomed to .it, we even feel that it is necessary, for in this 
heat the colours glow more; and how rich are those reds, greens 
and golds which surround us everywhere. We are willing hostages 
to the heat, and this evening, while the heat continued, the shat-
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tered sky opened a.nd. within three minutes the earth was a foot 
deep .)in water-and this too. seemed appropriate. Lightning 
flashed over the North Lake, stdkingthe white dagoba, and even 
then, in those sudden gleams offrigid blue light, you saw the 
small boats moving across the lake. 

' June 3rd . . • I SHALL fly soon. to Y enan, the Communist 
ca ita!, where the .sa it is 'even hotter. It ma be, though I can
no 1magme a eat greater than this. Yet it becomes cool in the 
evening, almost iceccold. The rain comes again, • drowning whole 
courtyards, but in the morning there is only the freshness of rain
dew and.the clearness of l:he sky. l have been wondering what 
place in the world most re01inded me of Pekin, and at last I have 
found it-an apple-orchard in the south of France, ripening in the 
sun. 

June 4th . . How, when and b what one 
tear oneself awafa from t is c~. There is more beauty than I 

J< thought the wor ~·possessed; tit it is better not to write of it, 
/ \best of all simply to enjoy it quietly, and perhaps even better to 

go away fromit, because in absence it will appear even more 
lovely. 
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a p am etween ellow hills drivin .. strai ht . or a tall a oda. 
ere o owe inevita ly that most delight uL sensation • which 

comes when one wing .shoots straight into the sky,. and au ... the 
yellow hills were above, and the blue sky lay beneath. Above you 
were houses, not many, perhaps five or six, a river, caves in the 
mountains,. dusty roads, and you saw the long yellow valley with 
its loess walls. The pagoda streaked past again. The airfield was 
a green field, and the first thing you noticed when the cabin door 
was opened was ·the sweet smell of dust and grass. This was 
Yenan. 

I never discovered where the sweet smell came from. There 
was mint ~h it, and parsley, a.nd scented .flowers, and clean moun
tain air.Therewasnosign of any flowers, only the longlowplain 
between the .hills. The air was cleaner even. than the air just out
side the walls of Pekin, which is cleaner than anything I have 
knowni~ the south, .a soft sweet glowing air which belongs to 
North China alone.Yet everywhere there was dust. . 

Thevalle was the colo ; the small huts in the 
el s, the stone ridges, the shops, the hills which.· were. some

times covered withscr11b, all were yellow when.seen from ~ dis~ 
t~.nce. There were three valleys, radiating from the broken walls 
of Yenan, which.was bombed•savagely at intervals between 1939 
and 1943, so. that almost nothing remained. There were> almost no 
trees, th~ugh I found peach~trees later in a court-yard; and there 
were pear-trees from which they made an excellentwine .. There 
was date-wine, .too, but there was only one .grove· of ·date-trees 
in the whole valley. F_9I. the rest it was a.hard barren land, the 

~
ver too low atthis season to irii · ate the fields but when a turon 

arne theriver WOU .. 00 ItS anks, Jt ~aS the last P ace 'in~}le 

"f.- ta communis.Lempir.eA · 
odd whe<o_xou would expect t\! fi. nd th. e admin. i.strat.ixe. c~_n_tr. e 

From the airfield you see nothing~no houses, no caves, only 
the soft contours of the yellow mountai[ls· You· find Yen an on Chi
ri,ese maps witb extreme cl@culty. It is P$,lt called Yenan, but 
Fusl:lih, which is an old nam~ now restored; and when you wan
der through the dusty roads where there are mat-shed shops and 
ask 'Where you are, they will answer that yo11 ~rein Tufuchuan, 
which means accm;ding to som~:r the Spring of the Beancurd ·and 
to others· the Spring of Tu Fu, ·after the greatest of Chinese poets 
who wandered disconsolately through these hills. 
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There is ariv~r, butnosampans come down it. Women washed 
cl()thes by the river, small children .paddled in it and old men 
clung desperately to the slippery stepping-stones. It was so small 
a river that you hardly noticed it whe11you fle'Y over it.· What you 
noticed was the steer loess cliffs, • which glowed at all hours ·of 
the day but l:iest of arat sunset: they hemmed you in on all sides, 
and there. were moments when they seemed hard. and menacing, 
and other moments when their soft contours were charming. Their 
colours were always changing. There were depths upon depths 
of yellowin those hills. It was .easy to imagine that men were con
tel)t to stay there. You would .look out for the sunset and • .the 
afterglow; and at dawn again they glowed with an ~ntirely dif
ferent light .. At midday, in the dust and the heat-haze,theyseemed 
not to · be there at all--,-they . were crumbling, or .had already 
crumbled. Soft earth, so softthat you could dig into it with your 
£nger-nails, but sometimes atthe foot of the hills you would come 
upon massedlayers ofhard white rock. . 

The dull blue clothes of.the people £tted in perfectly with the 
land, and· the •. people themselves seemed. to belong there, as the 
Spaniards ·seem to belong to Spain,. the men of Provence belong 
to southern France and the Welsh to Wales. The land looked old 
and overworked: occasionally . you.· came .. upon peasants· who 
looked older even than the land. It was· bare enough • in summer; 
in winter, at the time of frost and Hoods, it would look unendur
ably. barren except for its clear skies. But even so, after \yander
ing round it for a few days, you feltthat it was a place to stay 
in, where l:OU could dig your roots deep and attend quietzy to the 
changing of the seasons. 

Later . I HAVE come to t n ~we are im-
2risoned h ·these . · . · • ve . r . . . . . · ulty 
can we elieve there is• any world other than this. It is the odd-

2est .impre· .. ssion .. ·You fe. e .. I that.y~u have com. e to a. :pia. ce so ancient, 
Amore ancient than apythjng else in China. and .its very ancient-

ness. makes it im ossible to move awa from it. It is very much 
h e t e surrea ist paintings you used to see before the war. And 
everything is in slow motion-the. horsemen ride across the. valley 
and over the river. in slow motion, and peoplewalkslowly. They 
walk slowly in Pekin, because it is a habit there; but here they 
walk slowly because of the heat. Th~ sky is. a deep, ever so deep 
blue. The starlings chatter in the willows, and there is no breath 
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.- June 9th Virtue in the Date Garden . . . CHu. TEH 
came along the path t rough the date-trees, 1mping a little, weaf
ing a dark blue cotton coat, blue cotton trousers and a blue cap. 
It was dusk.· In this light his face had the colour of old bronze, 
very dark, and he was smaller than I had ex ected. He grinned 
and shook hands, and t en you noticed with a s oc that he was 
unlike the early portraits, he had grown much older and you 
could only recognize him by the boyish smile and the broken 
nose. 

We had come a long way from the clustered huts and caves 
which is all that can be .seen of Y enan. In the dusk the starlings 
went wild, the caves disappeared, there was only the dark outline 
of the yellow loess cliffs. The sky was dark, and· sometimes you 
saw a wolf prowling in the distance or a solitary white-turbaned 
horsemancoming along the river bank. They said Chu Teh lived 
in a date garden. There was no sign of a date garden for miles. 
And then suddenly, very blue againstthe sand-coloured hills, you 
saw the date-trees and a longlow earthen wall with two pillars. 
On each there was inscribed the Chinese characters for "Date 
Garden." It was thehead·quarters of the Commander-in-Chi~ of 
all the Qommunistarmles in China . 
-He looked nearly all his sixty-five years, andheresembled none 
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of the photographs taken by Agnes SJ11edley and Edgar Snow. 
He was unshaved; there was no beard, but there were a few faint 
bristles on his chin. You thou ht at first he was an old farmer, who 
had seen man w r n a come a ast into this ate ar en 
in northern Shensi or a Ion rest before he died. He . gave no 
Imgression of power, but e did ive an im ression ohii nity 
an • com osure an •. · • uietness,.You notice telegraph 
wires among the. date-palms, and you wondered what the devil 
they were doing there, and he said nothing but walked slowly 
towards • a cave in the hills. He had small bright eyes-Edgar 
Snow says they are large, but they are small nevertheless-and 
there .• was •• something bird-like even in that slow limpingwalk 
which led up to a terrace near the caves from where you could look 
down on the darkening valley. When he tookofi his cap, you saw 
that his hair was thinning, but it was still jet-black, and when he 
smiled he had the teeth of a young boy in the face of an old peas
ant. He was a good man, a hao fen, and you wondered why he 
kept a few soldiers round the place. 

He s oke ver uietl and confidently, in a husky voice, and 
sometimes t ere was in· it I o not now w a no e o 1stur mg 
sombreness, as of a man who knows that date-palms live for ever 
and all men die young. He was so obviously the good farmer that 
you were amazed by the legends that had grown up around him. 
Was it true that he had led the Long March? Was it truethat he 
assisted Ts'ai Ao to dethrone Yuan Shih-kai? W~s it true that once 
in Yunnan he had lived in great state, with concubines and opium
pipes and immense wealth? Was it true that he had directed the 
Hundred Regiment· attack against the Japanese, and countless 
other attacks? They were all true enough, but itwas hard at first to 
reconcile the old farmer with the legends. 

It was growing dark, the moon was rising and there was only a 
single soldier standing like a shadow against the low wall. The 
battle of Shihpingchieh had come to an end a week before. It was 
a bloody, positional engagement which lasted a month.before the 
Communists. retreated northward. The Kuomintang official news
papers announced that there had been 100,000 casualties on both 
sides. It was positional war with a vengeance. In Red Star Over 
China Ed ar Snow uoted General Pen Teh-huei: "Static war-
are must be avoided. In a len th as 

every a vantage, and in general the chances of partisan success 
diminish in proportion to the duration of the battle." The Kuomin-
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tang were credited with havin~ . thirty tanks and ten bombing 
planes. Up .to that time the Communists. had .never fought posi~ 
tional wars on any large scale, Why did they fight them now? 

Chu Teh answered: "Why not? We had to hold up their ad
vance-they were getting swell-headed. They forgot we are a 
strong army and capable of positional warfare. There were very 
good strategical reasons why we should hold them up. Shihping
chieh is an important nerve-centre. The enemy did not know we 
would· defend it, did not know our strength, was led blindly into 
the trap. It lasted a month,. and stopped quite a lot of their energy. 
The casualties were less than the Kuomintang have recorded. We 
lost 10,000. They lost more." 

Of the fate· of the prisoners he said: ·"They killed the prisoners 
they captured .. We did not need to kill the prisoners we captured. 
There is never any need to kill the prisoners we capture. They are 
fascists." He said "fascists" with a faint note of bitterness, hiding 
the real bitterness. The voice became louder and tougher. "They 
kill and arrest everywhere. They have prisons and secret police 
everywhere. We must have. an end to the secret . police an:d we 
must have a democratic government. If the Kuomintang had .car
ried out the People's Consultative Council's agreements in Febm
ary, there would never have been the civil war. There are three 
agreements-the. reform of the government along democratic 
lines, the.teorganization of the armies and the ·cease-fire agree
ments. The Kuomintang violated these agreements, reject<:Jd dem
ocratic reforms and insisted on maintaining its dictatorship on a 
nationward scale including our liberated areas. There.was a meet
ing called to. congratulate the success of the People's Political 
Consultative. Council's success. They sent in their hired thugs to 
attack the great poet Kuo Mo-jo and half.a dozen others, including 
Li Kung-po.~ Do you like it? Our Chinese Kuo Mo-jo is like your 
Bernard. Shaw.Do you like it?" 

He spoke with energy, but very quietly. It was growing dark. 
An oil-lamp with a· brown paper shade was placed on. the table 
among the cups of tea. A soldier came and threw a thin coat over 
his shoulders, You could see only the darkface in the glow ofthe 
lamp. He went on: "We don't want to fight a civil war, but their 
troops attack us, they dose down all our newspapers in Pekin and 

0 l.iKung-po was murdered by Kuomintang offic~rs in Ju1y.l946; He had 
previously been attacked at the conclusion of the. People's Consultative Con
ference in February. 
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Shanghai,andtheykeepon arrestingandmurdering us and break
ing agreements. What else can we do but resist? I say deliberately 
they are fascists. Under a fascist dictatorship how can> we realize 

?" peace. _ 
I said: "Both sides are stiffening, and as. far as I can see we are 

in danger of a civil war that may lastten years." 
"If there ·is no _democratic government, it may. welllas.t ten 

years. The Kuomintang Iilust ke_ep their politicaL agreements. If 
they would set up · a democratic government according. to the 
Foreign Ministers Conference, the civil war would end at once. 
We cannot-we must not have a fascist goverrnn.ent ruled by one 
man and a small party clique. Whe11 General Marshall £rst came 
to China, there was- great hope fm democracy, but for some rea
son America has not supported. the decisions of the P.C.C. We 
want democracy and nothing else. As forthe help the Americans 
have given the Kuomintang;Jet bygones be bygones-we will not 
quarrel about the past. The Kuomintang couldn't £ght us if they 
didn't get gasoline.for their aeroplanes and troopships.for their 
troops. I cannot understand why America shquld Want to.support 
a dictatorial government. All over the world it is a question ofthe 
realization of democracy----and democracy means a coalition gov
ernment. Democracy doesn't mean secretpolice, dictatorship, tor
tun:~s, murders and the disappearance_ of people everywhere." 

He was still speaking quietly, but when he mentioned the secret 
police his voice rose. He would mention them again and again, 
so that they were like an accompaniment throughout the long 
four-hour conversation at night. 

1 said: "There is an impasse somewhere, and it must be solved." 
"J-Iow would. you solve it?" 
"I do!1't know enough, but I would guess three things are neces

sary. The- whole.· Chinese army reduced immedia,tely to a.tciken 
army. For the momentthe Chinese army cannotHght against any 
of its neighbours-America, Br}tain or Russia; Pt1t it on the. fron
tiers of China, audit cannot £ght. Put it inside China-it can only 
fight Chinese. Wouldyou be.preparedto dissolve the-Communist 
army altogether, or make it a small token army?'' 

He thought for a while, -·grinned and said: "Yes, .if the.Kuomin
tang do the same. I agree. that we cannot £ght foreign powers, 
and the army is only good for fighting between ourselves. Why 
not dissolve the air force and navy-we cannot fight foreign pow
ers with them?" 
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"There are two other things that seem to me necessary," I went 
on. "The leaders on both sides should go. A democracy is best run 
by ordinary people. The leaders have far too much prestige. The 
prestige of Aristides in ancient Greece was too great-so the peo
ple got rid of him. I think it was the same thing with Churchill. 
It was necessary to get rid of him. The country is too small to bear 
the weight of its great men. Would you be prepared to go, if the 
Kuoniintang leaders also went?" 

He answered quickly: "It is not just a question of deposing some 
of the leaders, The Communist Party has 1,200,000 members in 
China. The Kuomintang has a large membership. The leaders are 
not important, the parties are important." 

"There is a very real danger which comes from the .tremendous 
prestige of the leaders ori both sides. Would you and Chairman 
Mao Tse-tung be prepared to go if the leaders on the other side 
also went?" 

"Yes, if there was a real danger, we would be prepared to go." 
"Thirdly, there must be free elections, as there are in America 

and England." 
His face lit up. 
"I agree entirely, but the government should not be a govern

ment which carried out 'false democracy,' and the democratic 
practices of the Kuomintang are all false." 

We had not got very far, because as things were in China none 
of the three propositions seemed workable. They were probably 
necessary: it is possible that there was no other solution, but it 
was improbable that any of these things would be carried out in 
the near future. China is not like France, which had deposed its 
greatest leader and cut down its army and had free elections. 
China was at the mercy of forces over which the people had no 
control. But it was good to see.Chu Teh agreeing with the proposi
tions which had been on my mind for a long time. He rubbed his 
chin, grinned and drank some tea. It was very strong tea. I could 
still see only the dark reddish-brown face behind the oil-lamp. 

More than anything else now he· resembled the old farmer. He 
was an old man, he had seen many wars and he preferred to live 
among his date-palms; he was looking out into the distance, the 
moon had risen over the black cliffs, and the soldier was still 
standing by the low parapet and the wall. 

"Let us go back to what we have been saying," he said. "I agree 
we must dissolve the army, or at least make it much smaller. But 
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how. can w.e dissolve their secret police? We h:we no secret police, 
no torture chambers. We can only get rid of these things with a 
democratic government. How can. we·· get a democratic govern
ment? There are elements in America which are supporting Chi
ang Kai-shek against the people. I have m{)t General .Marshall. He 
came to Y enan. We trust him; but we do not understand why 
Americ~ is supporting the Kuomintang against us. If for one 
month America refusedto support·the·Kuomintang armies, there 
would be an end to the civil war." 

I mentioned the violations which had been committed, accord
ing to Executive Headquarters, on both sides. He said: "I em
phatically deny that there have been violations of the truce_ on our 
side." 

I was surprised by this, and asked whetherthere were not some
times moments when comml1nications ·between the wideswead 
and decentralized communist areas became difficult. Orders from 
headquarters were perhaps not always carried out. 

"There may be delays of two or three days,"he answered, "but 
there is no difficulty of communication. We have radios." 

"What are the possibilities of peace?" 
"If we can extend the truce now or later, there may be peace. 

At some time or other it may be possible to get together and work 
out a peaceful solution." 

It was growing darker andcolder, and we wentinto the cave. 
There was no furniture, no maps and no pictures except at the 
very end, where there was· a small table. and three battered sofas 
whose springs pushed out through the cloth. The oil-lamp was put 
on the table. You could see him more clearly now, for the walls 
were whitewashed and reflected the oil-lamp. He looked older 
than ever, but he looked stronger. He said: 

"We are not an independent government. We are a temporary 
government, without consuls or any official intercourse with for
eign powers. Yet there ·are 130,000,000 people in the .liberated 
areas. We want international intercourse and· we want trade, but 
we have only three ports, Weihaiwei, Chefoo and Lungho. We 
would like foreigners to come here, and we guarantee their free
dom of movement, and we guarantee freedom to all missionaries. 
We want trade-international trade. We will not confiscate and 
we will not break our agree!llents. . . . In our border areas pro
duction is ··continually ·iircreasing/' 

I asked him to define Chinese communism, for it was eVident 
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thatcommunism.in China differed from communism elsewhere. 
Jle said: "Chinese communism is democracy plus capital." 
Ivery n.earlyjumped out of my chair. 
"It is quite e<~,sy to explain," he went on. "The Chinese• <:oll1-

munists do use the Marxist theory in their analysis of social, politi~ 
cal and economic conditions in China; The conclusions they draw 
are those which answer the needs of the people. There is not yet 
any Marxist communist theory in actual.practice-it is still in fact 
largely a capitalist system. In China today we support the capital
ist system, because today the communist system of Marx is no 
more than an ideal. The only prospect of communism lies in the 
distant future. To be communist now would not be realistic; China 
today cannotrealize such. a system. Today, the system which>can 
be carried out and is • needed by the people. is democracy with the 
free development of capital. We must develop our capital-re
sources, and increase the wealth of the people, f!Ud raise their 
livelihood, and we can only do this by industrialization and foreign 
investment .. Our program has always been to find out what reo
pie want and to satisfy their needs--it was only by doing this 
that we could be successful against the Japanese. We will not 
confiscate th~wealth of the capitalists; but we will. not allow big 
trusts to be formed. ·We w:;~.nt democracy, free. elections and· an 
end to the feudal.rule which .the Kuomintang has'inherited from 
the Manchus." 

Saying this, he had put on a pair of horn-rimmed spectacles and 
resembled the old farmer no longer; lie was an elderly professor, 
who spok:e quietly and distinctly and a little wearily, as though 
he knew beforehand that there was so much distrust against Red 
China ·abroad. that it was. impossible to. make them realize.· that 
communism was no .longer · the immediate objective in north 
China. 

He went on: "Hmy can we exist without capital? Our standard 
of living is so low.· We must have the means. of production to raise 
the standardofliving of the.peasants,.andwe cannot have it with" 
out capital. We are not against privf_lte capital, and we cannot.fol
low the Russian model." And then, later: "This is not communism 
-this is the new democracy." · 

It was growing late, the lamp flickered on the rickety table and 
he looked more than. ever the elderly professor who liad returned 
after an exhausting lecture. A soldier, came in and handed him a 
slip of paper. He glanced at it, and in silence handed it back again, 
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and we were still somewhere. at the ep.d of along low whitewashed 
tunnel. He talked about the L?ng March. 

"They keep. on thinking of us at that time as. small guerrilla 
units,'' he complained. "Wewere not small guerrilla units~we 
were acomparativelylarge army, and sp our activities were dif
ferent from. those· of the . Russian guerrillas durii1g. the ·war. • We 
were an army continually jncteasipg in numbers, because more 
andmore villag~:rs cametojoinus,.Through thewhole journey we 
relied for ourintelligen~e on thevill~gers, •. and .. th!3y.gaveus food, 
transport and supplies. We had little time for training; The train
ing came largely on the field. We had some well-trained officers. 
Both Peng T!3h-huei and L were. old Kuomi11tang officers who 
went over to the Comnmnists when we realized that the Kuomin
tang was simply• a·.machine·of.oppr~ssior. ··During the revolution 
of· l911 I. was a .. compaily-commander;When.the.Yunl1anese·re
volted against Yuan. Shih-hii was already in command of a regi
ment/ lwas a member· of DL SunYat~sen's ' Tung Men Flui, a .fore" 
runner of the· Kuomintang. Afterwards W!3 were always fighting 
against the. ware lords. We were regular· soldiers· first and partisan 
leaders afterwards. 

"Our tactics • developed· gradually. Partly they ca111e/from our ex
periences in the regular army, and they carpe too from books. One 
book which impressed usJargelywas abookon the American war 
of independence. But • it. was not books . or tech11ical kno\Vledge 
which were most useful--more useful than anything was the cre
ative ability of the masses. Wefoughtfor politicaJai111s, our tactics 
depended on.politicalaims: ·Puring the~ongMarch . wewauted . 
to get to the north-east as quickly as possible, because it wasfrqm 
there that Jhe greatest dangerJrom the Japapese arose, (l.Hd this . 

·was what the. people. wanted. We had artillery, mountain. g~ms 
and mortars. We were not really guerrillas----we fought positional 
wars in Hunan, Kweichow, Szechuan an~ Kansu. We were a real 
army then, apdwe are a real army no-w." . 

For years I have been obsessed with the beautyandrey!3lation 
of character which comes from Chinese calligraphy, and I was 
glad when he showed me, some. of his handwriting. It was very 
much what might be. expected, good handwriting, ~eavy and 
dark, the characters crowded together, the down-strokes thick and 
determined, each. character over . an. inch high. There. was the 
beauty of ruggedness and heavy deliberation, and U10re than any
thing else of determination. It was his commonplace book He 
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turned over the pages slowly, the thick local-made paper crackling 
under thumb and forefinger. On each page there appeared a char
acter so perfectly in keeping with the man that the revelation. was 
complete. Then very slowly he put down the book, which con
tained heaven knows what s.ecrets of diplomacy and military af
fairs, and we. went out into the garden, past the solitary guard 
on the parapet, the date-trees and the small gate. There were no 
signs of the guards. The stars shone, and some low douds were 
moving up the valley in the west. 

Chu Teh, which means "Red Virtue," has to his achievements a 
march greater than any accomplished by GhenghizKhan. He does 
not look like the great military leader; he has no ties,· no gestures, 
no dramatic flare. Somehow the photographs had never suggested 
the heavy reddish-brown colour of the deeply tanned face; they 
showed neither the smile nor the firmness nor the slow voice. The 
greatness of the man was not apparent, and he remained. the old 
farmer till very slowly the accumulation of so much patience and 
quietness and instinctive strength revealed the man in his direct 
simplicity. This was not Feng Yu-hsiang's simplicity, which is in
finitely complex. He was a farmer who had planted his trees, and 
whatever storms came, he was determined they would grow; 

This was not greatness as we are accustomed to measure great
ness. He was incapable, I think, of turning on suddenly and ca
priciously any personal power. He had no mannerisms-he had 
killed the marionette, or perhaps he was too old, and the mario
nette no longer possessed any validity. When you are sixty-five 
and have spent all your life fighting and see no end to the fighting, 
it would be strange if you continued to think in terms of drama. 
There was no drama-,.only a great impatience and sadness. Once 
he escaped from arrest by throwing a white towel round his waist 
and shouting: "I am the cook. Why kill me, when l can prepare 
such good food for you?" Today, he could no longer disguise him
self as a cook He seemed to have no love for power, and the only 
concession he ever made to his title of commander-in-chief was to 
wear occasionally a drab purple cloak with a ragged fur collar. 
You do not grin like a boy unless you have a good conscience. 
Among the date-palms and in the great silence of the cave-tunnel 
he gave the impression still of an old peasant who was simply say
ing the things that were on his mind. 

A wolf was prowling on the walls of the garden when we went 
out; it stood there, shaggy and thin and black against the moon-
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light, then suddenly jumped away and disappeared in sotne tm
dergrowth. As the jeep wlled through · dust:-clouds towards the 
river, sonie more wolves appeared, but they too scatteted~ A cold 
wind came down th_e valley; the date garden: disapp~ared, there 
was only the moonligl1t; ·the hills and the darkness of the plains 
between the black cliffs. Once a candle gleamed in a cave high 
up the moun.tainside. When the candle went out, the valley looked 
lonelier than ever. · 

June lOth, Temple and Pagoda . . . YENAN is ·dominated by 
its · a oda which has the -same colour as the surroundin · loess, 
very tall and slender. when seen rorn a istance an curiously 
commanding .. Against·· th~t _bright summer air, standing on the 
chalk-coloured buff; nothing could be more perfect. !tis not, like 
the spires of European . cathedrals, • an incitement . to . spiritual 
thip.gs. It is of the earth, earthy, neithertoo high nortoolow, and 
like the other pagod:ct.s you see all over northern China it pro
claims a kind of dignity to . the mountain, and nothing more; for 
nearly all pagodas are set on the heights of mountains,· to attract 
your attention, .to give you a visible poillt of support,_ to II1ake you 
see the mountain contours. more clearly and to show you that men 
are important in the scheme of things, for the man-made pagoda 
makes the mountain more beautifuL 

The said that. the a oda a s ·· · the Sun :p nas . It 
may . e ·true, ut it gives the impression of being considerably· 
older; _and it is impossible to imagine a. tirne when there was no 
pagoda there.It stands on the high buff at the intersection of three 
valleys, facing the old tOW)). whose walls have long ago disap
peared, andthe new townwhieh has been battered into crun1bling 
fragments of stone, only the broken walls left standing, by the 
Japa_nese. For thousands of years there .had been merchandise -in 
these valleys. One ofthe main roads to the capital at Ch' ang-an lay 

~hrough the south. gate of the town . . The T'ang Dynasty. priests 
Nnce carved their 10;000 buddhas in the nei hbourin .cave · ·. · d 

' re are rumourst at ere are. ot ercaves; as: et uno ened, in · 
· . . · ominates e va e ·for miles 
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?kno.w which way to. turn .. I.n Yenan there is one pagoda,· comB let. e 
/ \tnd tterfect in its solitude, 

]3u~ on the opposite side of the river there is a temple whieh 
loo}<s, from eyery angle, like a butcher's shop perched on the bluff. 
It is not a butcher's shop: the temple has fallen into ruins, and has 
be.en rebuilt to accommodate the priests who still remain there, a 
thing.of flat walls and sq11are roofs-the ugliest thin~•in that de
lightful valley; Yet once the temple must have been a fortress; 
ledge upon ledge of stone wall and buttress crane down from the 
summit. From. the valley you. can see the olCI.· pilgrim :Path~, the 
broken gates, the granite steps. Once it was commanding, but it 
no longer commands anything. And when you have climbed up 
the mountain you are bewildered by the massive strength ofthe 
outside walls, ~nd the crumbling idiocy of ,what lies inside them
the buddhas which seem to have been designed and p~inted by a 
country bumpkin, with the l)tuffi.ng falling out of them. In compari
son with the buddhas in the Cave of the Thousand Buddhasthey 
are monstrous, not only made without feeling or devotion, but 
with incredible inexpertise: Itis impossible to imagine them worse, 
and itis difficult to understand why.they have been allowed to 
remain. As they stand there · in disorderly rows. in low rooms that 
resemble cattle-sheds or morgues, some already. fallen to the 
ground, others·. still spHling. the straw stuffing, you feeLthat bud
dhism which has demonstrated its perfect attainments in a c;:tve 
less than a mile away, has here reached the nirvana of idiocy. They 
are not buddhas, nor are they animals, nor are they men. They 
are the crumbling relics of something so outworn that they .have 
lost all meaning. It was delightful to find; written in chalk on the 
wall above one of these disgusting.creatures, the inscription: "0 
God of Heaven, since the aeroplanes are coming, why don't you 
run away?" One wished heartily that they had rushed away as fast 
as their. straw-filled legs would carry them. 

Someone had told me that in the main hall of.the temple there 
was a .perfect buddha in porcelain. It 'Yas true that there was a 
porcelain buddha, and for~.some reason this ·fat Lau~hing Buddha 
in white glazed stone, with red ribboJ?.s tied round its ·neck,. and 
offerings of fruit placed all round it; had become the main object 
of wo~ship. The p:dest, was ,~nxiomtthat no Oiie should.touch it, 
though he. was perfectly prepared to.allow you to touch anything 
else in the ro9J::i:J.• He said .the bnddha was very old and possessed 
magical qualities. WhiCh was odd~ for it could not have. been more 
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thanfortyyearsold and was almost Cf:)rhHillyrnade irrManchester. 
But. as though:Jo co.mpensate for all. th.is inanity. there stood, in 

a dark cor~er oftlw. r()ont, an. earth~gqd of bronze with an. archaic 
srnile.)t rnight.a!rnost have been a @reek Ap()llo, so quiet and dJg
nified, .with the fol<;l~. of the .. long· gown c~refull.Y .spaced1 and the 
face. giving . signs .·of not yet· bei)lg; awakened, thouglj it would 
a waken soon. I.t was odd to find it there, and OJ.le: wondered how 
old it was1 .. fol' certainly no .• one formapy hundteds, .. ofyears. had 
made ~hings in northern Shensi .of such oyerwhehning.·beauty and 
sirnplicity. We took itil1to the sunlight apd watch~d the 'rusted 
brorize El'bsorbii}gthelight,andthen placed it gently in the dark 
corr1ers ofthe>ternple. . . . .... 

There were other· things in those weed -grown g~rd-e~s. 'fh~re 
wa~ . an •• ei}orinmJs rusted bellw}lich dated.frorn the•·~ing:l)ynasty 
and which. had been. used until recently .lis a,n air-raid 'Warning; 
thereiwere.ston,e.monol~ths withincredibly dexterous ear~i~g·.of 
inscriptions. celebrating the virtues • of long~dead .emperors~ Fforn 
these •patdens, overlookipg .low walls,· you· saw the t}lree va,lleys, 
the •. chequered plains a,nd the crumbling forts ·on. all the }lilltops. 
The sun was ~etting. The winter whe(lt was ripening, and sorne
whe~ei1lthe di~tance· a soli:lier; w~s riding through a· cloud otyel
low dust to headq}larters. When the dust settled; you 1.1oticed ·.that 
the saddlecloth wasartE)rial red--,-the only splash ofcolourarnong 
these mountains and valleys of soft yellows and softer greens.· 

Later .. • . . ·.~· TH~ soldie,r cawe_walking up the hill with .a grey 
pack over his shoulders, his blue cottoi} uniform .stained brig~t 
yellow withdust. He had a rouni:l red face, the colot1r of a red 
pippin, .. andhewore the. uniform ofthe·Communist.Army,vyhich 
is exactly the same a.s t}1e,uniformofallthe othersolaiers 'in China 
--;-the same blue ,and white enalY\el badge on his cap; which signi
fies the white.sunin.the.blues~y •. the.·same cut oL the.·coat,tha 
same puttees---,:-buto11 one iHl(lt}lere was a small white square with 
thelege.nd:.JS .. (; .1\; Thy 9ld Eighth Route Army has been•trans
forrnei:lintq the.Eig}lte~;mth. (;roup Army; He. was about eighteen,. 
and hewalked ·up.the hill}ool<ingjn·.no way di~ereritfrom.the 
solriersin.the ~o.uth ex~;pttha.t hel()okecl better fed, .. 

Wewatc]Je,dhirnas he left the road, where the dogs were.11leep
ingiand. the ,horsys w,ere,phmging against the .roc~ to avoid the 
onlymotorccar.that. had passed tha(da~ •.•. He went down· to th:e 
river, took off his wheat~straw ··sandals·. and· bathed. his feeL Then 
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he waded through the river and climbed up the bank towards one 
of the caves in the hills, and for a longwhilewe .heard him sing
ing. And for days afterwards you remembered the clear smile. and 
the sound of the voice coming across the darkening valley. 

June 11th, The Dance in the Peach Orchard . • • THE yangko 
dance has an old history. It may be as old as historical China. 
There are songs in the Book ofOdes which may have been danced 
to these simple steps and simple drum-beats. Usually the dance 
was performed at the time of transplanting, and again at harvest, 
and at wedding festivals, wherever there were great feasts and 
ceremonies. 

It cannot have changed very much through the .centuries, buUt 
was changing now. The dance remained, but the Communists 
were inventing a new kind of. dance-the yangko was played at 
the beginning and the end, but in between there were short plays. 
These plays were occasionally acted separately and had grown up 
with the tremendous new interest in drama. Now the Communists 
were using the yanglw dance and the play in a deliberate effort to 
change the old village customs. There were plays against witch
craft, illiteracy and bad habits; there were plays designed to show 
the necessity of increasing production, co-operatives, medical 
work in villages and sanitation. In the. old yangko the leader held 
an open umbrella and was followed by long dancing lanes of boys 
and girls, heavily painted, in gaudy dresses. They race<i from one 
court-yard to another, sang songs, danced to the sounds of a pig
skin drum, and perhaps to fifes. The love dances were the best. 
In these the two lanes of boys and girls danced facing each other, 
swaying their bodies provocatively, clapping their palms on their 
knees, bending forwards or leaping backwards, while the clown 
buffooned and the audience beat time to the drums. Sometimes 
fi~·eworks were let off. The dance differed slightly from village to 
village, but in . essentials it was simply a slow dance-three steps 
forward and one back-which became more and more furious as 
the dance progressed. There were differe~'lt interweaving patterns 
of the dance, and sometimes. there were competitions between 
the villages. Also, the musical al:!companiment could be changed 
at leisure, and from time to time new songs wereinvented. Essen
tially, it was a robust dance for the young which may have had 
its origin in a fertility cult, a complex interweaving of two lanes 
of. youngsters till finally they appeared once more, lips parted, 
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sweat streaming from them, i11 two formal lines. The drums were 
played loudly and with abandon with the bare knuckles ora. small 
weighted stick; and it was thethumpingofthe drums which.gave 
the theme of. these simple dances. 

When· the· Communists.· came to·. northern Shensi in 1933~ they 
watched the dances but did nothing. to cl:lange thern. They might 
never have changed them if there had been no 'Yar against Japan. 
In 1939 they began to realize that the dance cot,1ld serve as the in
troduction and the. finale of a .new kind of propaganda, .which 
wouldreach all the villages in the areas over which tl:l.ey ruled; for 
the villagers were known to have an extraordinary fondness for 
these dances, which they cultivated on every possibJe occasi<)l),. 
They began. tentatively by replacing the le~der with. an umbrella 
(who may have represented the Emperor) by a fanner carrying 
farming ill1plements> They allowed .the love~dances to continue, 
but th.ey .insisted th::tt there 'Nere•other things as important, and 
they replaced the clown with a Japanese or a traitor. The. first of 
the new yangko danpes were. deliberately desigJ?-ed to increase 
production, and -the fir~t •· of all. was ·called: "Brother and Sister 
Cultivating th~ Virgin. La11d." It was a clever title, . for "brother 
and sister'~ in Chinese folk~song have the. significance of "lover 
and beloved," and increased production had never been so urgent. 

The new play introduced between the old .dances was purely 
experimental. It was to be performed in the open air, by a small 
group selected from the dancers, and it had to be writtep. with 
. extreme simplicity so that· it could be followed · easily. by all the 
villagers.There was·no tradition.Theytookwhatthey could frorn 
the west, and they improvised on the basis of the symbolic tradi
tions of the Chinese stage. A farmer could suggest the presence 
of mountains ~y standing on his toes and shading his 'eyes; the 
crackle of machine~gun fire could be expressed by·cymbals; ani
mals were simply men wearing masks;· but since· the actors 111 the 

· play wore their ordinary blue cotton costumes, how could you 
distinguish betweenthem? You could,of course, make thern an~ 
nounce.to the audience that they were tax-collectors, government 
officials, farmers, labour heroes or people fleeing from the J apa
nese. It was not difficult, but it was a waste of time, and the tra
ditional Chinese stage, by using deliberate artifices of gesture and 
symbolic COi)tumes, had long ago got over this difficulty. But they 
never found a satisfactory solution. 

In the peach orchard near the small house where Mao Tse-tung 
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liv~s, the. yang~o dance was .played. The setting was perfed~d, 
ap.d ·because. it had rained recently, the peach"Ie~tVes gaye off a 
heavy.scent; The audience fmmed a circle roundthe.·dancers. On 
one side there we1·e western violins :elaying together wi~h Chinese 
violins,. on the othor sides there were .cymba.Is and flutes. The 
dancers cm.ne .. rushing in, tall Shensi . boys with white knee
breeches, brightly coloured · waistbands . and green · s~irts, with 
their·. heads in coloured kerchiefs. They danced amazingly well, 
beating both sides of the drums and.singingat·.the sametime·.a 
song of wel~ome,. Which. changed Iat.er, into a so11g in pra,.ise of· de
mocracy and peace, The drum-beats becf.).me loud('lr, the beat more 
insistent, and tl;:tey were followed. by boys and girls •with heavily 
rougedfaces who began to weave within the .magic circle ofthe 
g~rden.incredib~y complex p::ttterns to. the. tune of the fifes,·the 
violins, the cyn;rbals and the drums. You .could recognize the an
cient pattern of the l~ve~dance, though the words had changed, 
for they formed. two lines which came together and parted, and 
raced .and clapped hands and in general followed the pattern of 
the··ancient steps of the·dance; and though the songs .had been 
changed, theimitation.ofthe emotions of love remained. And then 
very .. suddenly, in. a final roar of drum-beats, they departed and 
their places were taken by the protagonists of the interlude. 

There were. two. interludes.· The first. was a comic movement in 
the drive· aga.inst ·illiteracy, showing how a small fanner ·sends a 
letter from the town to his. old father, saying that the pri~e of 
beans had gc)ne up. The old man could not read. He asked help 
from another.farmer, and was told that the price of peas had gone 
up. He knows that if he leaves his fields near harvest-time he .is 
in danger of·losing his·crops, but the price has gone up so much 
and he is so avaricious that he decides to set out with his peas. He 
goes to the town. He cannot find his son, and he discovers that the 
price of peas has not gone up at all. Cursing, he returns to. the 
farm and discovers that his .son has forestalled him, his crops are 
ruined, his daughter-in"law~ who can read; is insulting him apd 
life is no longer worth living. Some of this is spoken, bufmost of it 
is song. The audience is roaring with laughter~the old man is 
near tears, ~nd even towards the end argues bitterly against book
learning. "You can't make children by book-le~rning, you can't 
raise· crops by. book-learning, it's all a waste of: time." He dances 
round the ring in an.agony of remorse, shaking his head, nervously 
lighting his long silver pipe, for. ever bewildered by the magic 
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pow~r. of the words }le h~s. misunderstood, un~il in. the e1ld, with 
the. blissful smile of the initiated, he promises faithfully to Jearn to 
read. 

!twas a morality, and absurdly simple, but it was evidently ef
fective. I twas not· a theoreticalincident; it \¥as an incident that 
had happened· very often,· and)t. was played· dramatically and ef-. 
fectively by • actors who knew how to imita.te the finest gestures of 
the .peasants. They spoke in the local dialect, th~re. were purely 
local jokes and though doors were opened according to the same 
gestures which take place on the Chinese stage and a twelve-hour 
jourpey on foot from the village to the. town was accomplish~d i1l 
two minutes, it was clear that. the audience could identify itself 
with.the actors. 
Thesecondpl~y was shorter and concerned two sddiers return

il1g,to. headquarte:r:swithsome .. pigsthey had boughLat .J.llarket. 
The pigs were. imaginary pigs; but the gestures of the soldiers as 
they pummelled th~ pigs with sticks aloilg th.e dusty. roads· gave. a 
curious air ofrealityto.the scene, Theyr'~sted,. and suddenly disc 
covered thatthey had Oflepigtoo many. T]1ey were nonplussed \lt 
first. Impossible to e)Cplain.the presence of the pig. Tl:i~y argued. 
Probably the pig had joined them of its o\\'n free will. Perhaps it 
was lost, and they were doing ita servic~ bybringingittohead
quarters. They were· also doing,the soldiers )a service. They. dE)c 
cided to proceed on the jo.ur,ney with the additional imaginary pig, 

·but. when t]1eyreached )Jeadquarters questions begarlto be askE)d, 
and worse still one 9f the soldiers, had lost his passport. The moral 
of the play was evidently that soldiers should no,ttake pigs that 
do not belongto them, andsh?uld be very careful about their passe 
ports. Accordingto the kind of lives which soldiers live all over 
China, the m,oral. seemed welL worth insistin~ • upon .. 

AI1dthen·the danoe.rs came•i1l ~gairl;theillterl~de was, over and 
the pure dance,. hardly modified at all, .took}heplace ofinsist~nt 
propaganda. Once again ~here \\'as the beatof the drums;tpe heav
ily painted faces, thes"Yirlofskitts and waistcbands, and th~ clear 
voices ofthe singers. The th1.1mping oft]Jeir feet on the. earth, the 
small clouds of dust, the tremendous force·· of the drums~ they 
were things that you. remembered. for long afterwards, because 
they seellled so appropriate to these thickset sturdy people, J:here 
was nothing pro~essional in their dancing; th~y · danced Wit}'} a 
kind of natural abandon, and because they liked dancing, and be7 
cause theywere young. So. had they danced in the time of Cofl~ 
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fucius, and so too would they dance when all ourpresent quarrels 
are over. 

·.t,. )un~}$~h!Th€! f{o1J1:r'1JJ]Ji~~. Gft':[Jral . . . HE was Vice-Com-
. ma~Cler;in-C:hiefot the Boi;der Armies, not tall, though he gave 

ti impression of height, but dark and swarthy, and like nearly 
veryone else in Y enan he grinned like a boy. He had been ill of a 

stomach complaint for a .long time, but looked healthy and even 
vigorous, and he wore the usual wheat-straw sandals and faded 
blue cotton coat without insignia. He walked heavily and. deter
minedly; his hands were fine and covered with innumerable dark 
wrinkles, and ··sometimes·whenhhe,,.sp'*-e .. tb:e,.eyes .. s¥.ern.J~.\il.Jo·· fill 

··~·.· ... :ith.pain. ·lle.•:@~~J~~~\t~J·~.~e .. Jla? ... R~~!},jghting 
' '\si~te~1tiT~~~;~ :n ~he' Bo:~:~-::~·s '~elong to no special 

type, but among them you notice very soon two doininanttrends 
-t~\?.~MI•rt~~.;"~~.§.~.~.~l¥,,;,,E,!:;,~~~/¢t,~, though sometimes they were 
never peasants, like Cnu Teh, and .. tl:l9~ .. e..,,~.b.9·,,JJ1,~,J;.)W,Qlf;l,.sqholars, 
liJ<:~ .M.~p ... .':l;s.(;]:ty.ug,JJ,,p&],,,Qp.Q,;y,,~p,;Jiq,i,, though they are scholars 
who have never taught or studied for any length of time. P~ng 

*
.~.h71lY!21~I$Js.emh~d,,a,,thiG.ksJ'lt,,.;pJ'!~f\§.~Uk&Yei1, to the he.f!.VY .• curve 
f.the shQJI)~r.s..a;a.d~~bmxu;J,.gJ;:u:~,n.dst .. ,a~.did,.oot.seem, 

~t~~~~~~~··~~~~¥~rif:~~~~~~~~~t~~~~~~~~~i~~k~~io~~~~r;, 
ijut .with· a Clear brain, with. little. eC11ication Eut. immense driving 
fprce. He had led one of the .four. ;:rrmies. which so.mpq~.eQ ~ the * ~March,.a!ldnow, as he spoke of those days which were al
ready disappearing into legend, there was an odd sadness in his 
voice. The.o.ld ygis<39~m~Jm.mtl:l(3Y.QY.B.g~~4Jac.e. So perhaps had 
Napoleon's generals spoken in the years before Waterloo, remem
bering the victories in Italy and the Nile. 
I~~~.toJ;.,mg;;.e,~~wtbr,~~".h9.Mt~ .• · .•. d~ligl:l~ii1g 

iu.,his..r~sceaces. . . .. . .. ... ... · ·· -
"Hyo.u"'"gq.fiast<'• .. ~ JPngway,.yQJ.l ... Gl:'!..t\ ~e.~J~R.~.Jt. all. began. Y~;w 

..•• ~ .. havetp· go.backto the. time ~h-~l::t .. S.),l,.g.,Y.at:;se.n- WliJ.~ .. sU1l.al~y@, gnd 
1" t!,l.e<!_W.hrunpao .. Ac.a.de.m\L~P.S·being- .bol·n,a;n<.\•.frPm .. Gant()n there 

W!ts bemg planned the long march to the north against the war-
.r_.,,1lords. ·lt. .. wa.s1923 .. IJp.q@r,S1W·X~t;.§.¥ . .Q •. tb~J:l(,.,>Yft~.P<3ftS@.PJ?t.ween 
/\the. Communists. and. the K'uomintang;··and'in Wham:poa.Academy 
· \tself there were. important Co.mmunistleaders like<Cfipq :En-lai, 

L.,ill· l)1~l,w.,.!MJ£! ... L~M-~glwn. 318 ..... . 
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~n Chingkansan two re iments were formed-the 28t der 
1 ~u .. 'bh, an· t e st · .ao. I have for~otteu why these 

regtmen s<were given these numbers. Pernaps there was no rea
,,_..~pn, or they wanted the enemy to think they had many regiments. 

wa<,th~.fust ·.:~aQ T>e•luu ,W ''""'· Gl>u T•h~~-- ~---·_·-. it 
as . e,. e u1um -o -t ormi a e com mationwhic -was .. tQ be 
o.wn later as. 1u" . ao. 
"So ttl'ere were . two regim~nts defending- the mountain, and 

several guerrill.a units armed with old spears and swords and 
whatever else they could lay their hands on. It was the winter 
ofl927. Th~Hunan provincial troops and the Kiangsi troops were 
sent againstthem, and there were {)Ven Yunnanese forces under 
Chu. Peh-teh. It ·was the first of the. annihilation campaign~. I 

.,·~:"' wasn't there, but.I;~n.,~~~-~ \V~s there. ~.In ~Jgq,_>wJ:g> J9.0J,tl!t.~- -Jrol11 
/r'~, tl1l-P.~h-, .was a .h~tta:lion. · coimnand{)r, d£X'tite"i28th, regiment un~er 

,,~;.J;'eh; He was u11known then. They were to hear -about,,,b,gn. 
la-ter. ~---~~-- -

"We 'did not stayonthe·mountain.-When we had brokeijlheir 
attacks, we attacked, We destroyed :'five regiments under Cl1U 
Peh-feh at a 'place called Y?I1ghsiri {)!h.Jht ~ ~.f!:~t~E!1l>.?L~~rs of 
K.0~.,£!.~Jlt!H:e\}~.7.r920•_rifles: __ 'fl~is -•.\V-~·s·. ~a~tJ?.~g}];n_i,~g.8f_<>ur 
militerY.§.JXE!ngt.h,_ t\f!{)r,~ar(fS~-]['t!l!:l ~Erii1gp,f_l~.g§, • Cnu Teh led 
his troops to southern Hunan, taking the main forces away from 
the mountain stronghold. Chingkansan was left now weakerthan 
ever-there were only guerrillas and untraine,d troops to defend 
the mountain. The Kiangsi and Hunanese troops heard that the 
mountain was undefended. They brought between 20,000 and 
:30,000troops againstthe mountain, against Mao Tse-tung ard per
haps 400 well-trained guerrillas~ This was all he had, hut he was 
well-entrenched,_ the peasants- on the plains would work for him, 
and they managed to. break up the enemy's supply _lines. 

"Remember that. in those days'there were .no aeroplanes; no 
raH-way$,. .. I1f?Jap:k~,nq'trp<;:k:~ ..•. ':l,'h(;:) .. dyf.e!l-Q~t$ . k:!1eW..the .. terrain· and 
concealed the grain; and it was not impossible for them to putto 
flight armies vastly superior to theirs by sudden, devastating at
tacks. We had an excellent intelligence system, and he!iides Mao 
'Tse-tung,,whose military training_came from the field, there were 
:regular .. officers like Chang Jse-ching, who was,later killed in ac
tiol1· At the -battle of W angyangchiehMao Tse-tungiand his .~uer
rHlas routed atr army of 20,000 men. The victory partly belonged 
to Chang Tse-ching,whowas regimental commander atthe time, 
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but it was • Mao wh() organized the peasants and constructed a 
vast. intelligence system and directed the carnp~ign. ·The moun
tain was still in our hands .. We waited for another annihilation 
call1pa1gn, for we had no strength af this tifue.to attack. 

"I say 'we' didthis, but I was notthere.l kne:'Yverylittle. about 
what washappelling ~mtil the third of the annihilation campaiglls, 
in the wil1terof1928 .• Atthistime MaoTse-tung.and ChuTehleft 
the mountain and went toFukienand. southern.Kiangsito.organ
ize the peasants. I was< left in. charge of the defences of · Ching
kansan. 

''~11 J~M' ·.X~~tJ•.•··.hi.ld,~pr.g%Q,i~~s!.,g/'k.JJPri§.iug, .. Jll,,£ingchian.g .... in. 
noJ:tlJ..-.~f!..$leJ:l1 . .H!.tn.~P·•l.}t~iiJ:d••·.~P()l1t~1l·~····ci~fell~~ ()f. Qhir;tgkansan, 
and after the . upJ:iSin g . failed, . I ··leer aboufa 'tfio'usand men to ·j ()in 
the mountain soldi~~·s.' By. this·· time .. our forces. had grown.· I l1ad 
a thousand men, a11d the peasants \Vere floQking to the mountain, 
so that we had,between 4,000 and 5,000 men altogether, 'Yith a 
considerable number of bayonets· and, rifles, But we were still weak 
in numpers compared with the enemy. They said publicly they 
had 60,000 • well-trained ·and· well-eql1ipped troops.· They •· may 
have.had about45,000. At that time Chu.and Mao were.some~ 
where in western Fukien. The enemy had good ieaders. Their 
officers w~re all regular Kuomintang officers. 'fhey had . three. 
armies, with Chu Peh-teh in command. of the Third Army. But 
we defeated them, first. in .hundreds. of skirmishes and· later in 
battle. It.wasthe first time the Kl1mnintang. used radios: we did 
not even have telephones. ·Nevertheless we drove them away. 
Actually we never had radios at all until after the battle of Chang
sha in 1930; Even if we had had radios;. we would not have known 
how to use them; 
. "We .. occupiedoChangshafor ten .. days> in. ).930\. U>.$~~1"~~.9 .... '\Vith 

the.anniversarymeeting.atPingchiangtheyear.afterthe uprising. 
Ho Chien's troops. arrived, b11t we routed them about. six li away, 
and then decided to follow them. We had nothing to lose, a11d 
they. were very frightened. Changsha was .defended by· five regi
ments-a total strength of about 30;000. To attack Changsha with 
our 10,000 was technically impossible-the city was difficult to at
tack and favours the defender-but our morale 'Yas high, and we 
were bitterly determined to show the war-lords that peasants can 
muster enough force to get through. We. got through. We fought 
a nasty engagement on the Nanling river fifteen li lrom Changsha 
and attackedwith bayonet charges, since our main weapons were 
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bayonets. It was costly. Wehad between 2,000 and 3,000 casual
ties. There was fighting . along the approaches to Changsha the 
whole day and part ofthe night, and even when we had entered 
the city, there was still fighting going on outside. It was a hard 
war, and in .ten days Ho Chien was bringing so large a force 
against us that we evacuated. 

"We.hadsta.J;~.g"fP?I:Q· sm~U. l:>egiqp.ing1! ..• we were .. stillsmall. In 
the Nanchang,.uprisiag.we.wel!.e still .smF~J!eJ:, After · tnSi,d~eat · in 
K:.wlllJ.gtu,p.g, .. ,t4ere , :was., ... left:.on.ly .... Ghu .cT.el:t's. tro.op~ .. ~lYIDbering 
ab,out .a. thousand. an~.~a2 ·.··~.~::~~~~Jc:..Fl~s,~EL~J!~~EW~s ar.~e<\, 
With spears and homemaoe Eayoneh.....:ana: Uierewas the.uprlSlng 
I directed at Pingchiang. Now we had large resources in equip
ment, and we were beginning to think we were a real army. We 
~ithdrew from Changsha to southern Kiangsi. The enemy~,b~gan 
tp·launGh another annihilation campaign under the direct orders 
q£..C:hiang"'Kai-shek.•·We·.defeated.them,..we captured .. their signal 
Officers and,begantoJearnnowtouse.radio. We were 10,000 when 
":e captul·e.q,{;,llangsha. Now we were at least17.,000, for our losses 
were more than made up by ·farmers and workers who joined the 
.army. 

,<_ "The· uprising at Pingchiang:was an entirely.independentpeas
·ant uprising .. L.did..nat;.join.,.the.,C.ommu:IJJ.st,lla~.:ty. till March 1928. I 
had no real military training, though I studied for a while in the 
Hunan Milit!J.rY .College.M~litary. schOols· are useful.£ or giving you 
technicalknowledge, but you learn.more op.the fiel<;l, .auci battles 

···· .. 4relargelyfoughtwith .mor<ll~it:was.l:t<ltred. of imperialism and 
.~f··~':Yarlordism th\lt drqve .. us on. • The. oppressjpg. po-..vers . :;tr~ elvva ys 

, . · ·;:rp.ore powerfulinmilitary equipment; but th.eyJack.tl:te . .mor~le of 
'· j tlw P.PP.Ix§~t:lcl· .'l;'l:te . .6-meriGan. Wa.r of Indt:Jpend(;)nce lasted eight 

years. We modelled ourselves on the Americans, and . were pre
pared. to consider· ourselves luckyjf "Xe qgqld .YY,illjQ .t~e.l}t,Y •.. )'.~\IJS. 

"We have never had. any time to collect .a }:listory of .our wars. 
I am giving you what I remember, and I cannot recollect all the 
details. IQ the, .Long Mi:l-rPhJ. :w:;;ls GO,rnJJJ,fi.P9.S<r .. Pfthe. Tbird ... Croup 
Army, ...• YY"t:J ~}artt:Jd.,fmm. I<japgsj yyith .79~9QQ, ,men, and when we 
reached .. uor.thern.$hen~i.th©re.,.YY©rt:l. ;nQ.,.IQQJe ... tll\lH ,:I.Q,QQQ,.M ostly 
they die .. d{r.prn .. n~tnrel,P<J.JJse.s ... Jn.western.S;z;¥9llHenJbt:J .• ~!r}Xp,s so 
t!J,ip,th_at. .. we, •. qqyJg ... h!.l.r9.ly ... PTe::l.the~. an9. .. in. tile .. g).'assla.nci.~ .. there 
were .almost no villages and no. people, and it was all a kind of 
desert aJ:M!}:Y:e .• 9J.t~:l:l"~tel.'Yecl· Best of .all the battles was the. w.qss
~~~!.~,!~~~.h2:Y· We· were surrounded. We had 
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alreacly crossed the river; but the enemy lay on both sides of us. 
We drove back again across the river; and put half the ene111y. to 
flight, and then drove against those who were onth~ south bank. 
Th~;J KwJmintang forces were led by a good general, Wu Chi-\Vei 
...,..:..he had won many victories in the past, but we destroyed his 
army. 

''The .. xix:e:r .. \Vas .• ••.aboJJ.t, ..... 4QQ •. :m~J:J,;f;:l~.<Wi~te. ,.:J:~rS!., \V~r@,A.l;v,~.·:regi~ 
11l.~n!s,gfcJ<:uom~nJ:rJ,ng tr99iP~·~nJ:r.~,p.r;;}le.d.,on. •. th~~-ll~Pls~,,l,\!).~•--i=1ll the 
fexry.:bo.ats .}Ja.dJ:>eenitaken over:.;to the. oppqsite: ... si.de,We.,silenced 
tlJeir· .. gl!l1s .• wiJ:lJ .• oliJ'o\VP.-Plor.tar.s.,a~d..#JJaC!lJipe,-,g'!JP.s>c .tlAL'll1·•·one ma11 
swal11 across theriverand brought.a.single·boatbacJ< tP qgr shore. 
We sent the boat back under heavy fire with twenty me1~ in it-:-'" 
b-~~k:wards.andJorwards untiL we..had •established•a,brJrJ.gehead 
o{,,§QQ .. ~olc:I~~rs •. They knew we .had Ianded;•but itithe'elarkthey 
coultl nottell how manywewere.Thenwe captured their ferry
boats,,and put all the men we could spare into them; and routed 
them. 

~?~ He cpuld n~t rem~mbertll th~ details· which had taken place in 

l~~~rtWtp~~¥~~~~£i~eg~~~:b~~~f!t~~~6~e;emember all of it .. · There 
were. so. many .rivers-.-.the Gold Sand. river, •. the ·Hs.iang,.:rtvl:lt, •· the 
yY~,,~¥-~p:igt:se,_.l.. remel1lber ,.tiJ:(;}bnicitge,.N\Hil,£ ·ahQ~t,;L4Q .•.111etres 
w.iQ.~ • .with!'.PfPJ: .. §I;}"{I;}rt.~X9P-.rcl:t~.4:t~ ... placl;}d· .• al:)ont,tl:tilit}"•·~~utimftres 
ap..iJ:J:.h It was a shaky bridge at all times, and the current was too 
strong for us to cross by rafts or pontoons. So the soldiers crossed 
one by one, hanging. down from the bridge, hand over hand, their 
only weapons hand-grenades and pistols, for a rifle would be usc
less.The current was terribly fast. The bridge was a hundred rl}e~ 
tres above the level of the water. I cannot remember very much, 
but I remember the people falling into .the water, and there. was 
nothing we could do. to help them." 

We had lunch then. He ate little except milk and porridge; he 
still suffered from stomach ulcers-part of the legacy of the Long 
March. He talked about the recentchanges of tactics in the Com
munist Army. 

"We have been fighting guerrilla wars for twenty years, but we 
have also been fighting positional wars. The Kuomintang still re
gards us as . partisans and guerrillas; but the battle of Shih ping· 
chieh should have taught them better. We have Ameriqan equip~ 
.~~nt now-captured from the Kuomintang. 
,/e,:'Wecannot be defeated,.bnt.itis.pr.qb?.}Jly ti'Uf tl:tat we.qannot 
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, ~(,;i,u~,yY~ Q~fl;:!Zt,~~~.£!~f.~.aJ.~.~.J?~~!Ot.l1s~. ~.~ .. h,l:l:Y.~; .tg~ s11pport .qf the 
\. \peopl~,. ~are.the.s()urce ()(911l' soldwr?, ... ou.r. SU,PI?J~e~ .... ~Pd our 
~ · li11tt~;lJ.ig(:l .. HS.e.·. They can liar ass t]Je enemy and,.J<eep. ~It.int~4Ugence 
\ia~ru:rt.,.the enemy. Then we have another thing wli1chthey 
'f:..~ave not got-the close co-ordination between the officers and the 
•soldiers, and their determination for self-sacrifice. Lastly, we allow 
our commanding officers tremendous .flexibility in command. 

· "There were times in the past when we had heavy equipment, 
or captured it from the Japanese, .and then we had to destroy it, 
because we could not use it. Sometimes the same thing happens 
now. Wl!,?,.t.i.§J~~e use of haying a.Jlin* .. w4~.Q:.YOU. have no gasoline, 
no spare parts, no repair shops? We burn it; beca1J,.se.,Jh.e enemy 
would 1J,~e itp.gainst 1J,S if they rec~:tptt1red it. We llll.V:e.done the 
s~me :withheP.XYgp.p.§ . .S(),.iQ general, we avoid positional war be
cause our troops are not so \Vell equipped as theirs· and .ofte:a we 
find ourselves numeriCally inferior. We have no constant source 
of supplies, as they have. At the very beginning of the battle of 
Shihpingchieh we had only one regiment in the town, reinforce
ments did not arrive till twenty days later. The Kuornintang had 
Americanequipment,buttheir morale was low;. and so we fought 
them without any great difficulty and held up th~ir advance .for 

''-.,,.a month. We can do this whenever we like. We are.ana:n;u.y .. now, 
.¥\n.d hecause weare £gh~ing.~.~or .• deroocra,qy, .:we.l~aV:(:l ne,v.er ... been 

,Jouglaell.•Ol·,.a;n.QrEh.dliltexromed. 
o'f'l~' i<l'l 

.. ~t!'.''>June l3tb .... Ma.Q . X~ff..7tUIJU ,Ji.t:J.ad . • • I WAS beginning to 
' think that, it would ,never .be possible to see Mao Tse-tung. They 

said he was. busy, the threat of . civil war hung more menacingly 
than • ever on China, and he was ·• working through the night on 
papers and despatches. You reminded yourself that Yenan was the 
administrative centre for a population of over a hundred millions: 
on those clear summer mornings, when the air was bright and 
deathly still, it did not look like it, but it was nevertheless true. 
The., .. desti:tl.¥,,4l£,J::;hi;u<J.cwas.,·being .. d.ecided . .i.p. .. ,.Nc,tll.l,<.ing . ap.d.,.,X~nan, 
the small yellow back-water which had been forgctten by the 
world. 

Mao .had. flashed .pas.t in an .ov:erlad.efic,jet;lp .... Rn.th~ ... gay J \:JJ:riv ed . 
. Htl.laoke.d...s.txong .. and .. well.in.his..blue ,ppt.t.oA.clotl:v~1!.,th§.t::lse• .. s:Jark
t~uneslbyJh(:l sun,, a11d•TH<Jtic~d !hath(:l .. lla .. cllarg~ . h\l;I1gs which 
clutched the side of the jeep as it went through pot-holes of yellow 
dust. They shrugged their shoulders and said: "You probably 
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won't see him again." 
Meanwhile there were other people one. could see, and in the 

"")ihtervals there. was-·Mao's .. bgg.J>~ . 'f'b.@ •. Qq(l;li.ti()1J. g(?.1.).(}J::J¥W~~1J;t,. to 
P~q.d ... lt W<lS a ~urio11sly impressive .. hook,.written iDe a dr)'.lY humor

ous style, without bitt<:JJ}J(l§S. It was·. very long, and they said the 
whole book had.been delivered as a speech.in.·a-sin§le.·d~y-,.,n~:J.arly 
200 .. p::J.ges of it. There were moments. when you came. face to face 
with the man, moments of quietly passionate fervour,· without 
rhetoric. Hedidnot grow larger as you-readthe ho.ok,.~hU:tJ:;u~ grew 
rnore ... human .•.•• xotl h.eyjfW,Jo.,$y~4o~,.bJ,~,.micJ:;~.~t;w.Rr:k:ed. 

:~Z;""Qur.starting-point,'~ .• he.wrote, "is··-to .. serve th<:J. Ghin<:Js~ people .. 
/ e.arnestly.andwholeheartedly, ... ::J.nd never to• be severed•from .. the. 

people; to sefout always from .the point of viewofservin,gthe.peo-· 
ple:s...il'lt<:Jr.ests., .not seryingthe interests of a. small. grpqp .()r. opeself: 
and k:> give equalresponsibility to the people and the guiding or· 
ganization. Experience during the last twenty years has taught us 
that all tasks, policies and methods thatwere correct corresponded 
to the demands ofthe people at that definite time- and place, and 
allthatwere incorrect were separate from the people's will." 

Or again: 
·:A;~'Qyx. G.Qmrades . mtlst rot. t};J.ink ~lf:lt .Wh:lt ..is qnigteUig!J?Je .. to us 

./ is)!.lso .. l.rn.intell.igible to. the. masses . . \:ery. often the Wa§ses .stride· 
ahe.ad.-. gf .. us, .. and want urgently to. adva:n.ce .f9rw~.rd,. while·. our 
cOOll.l:ades. dg. ngt .act as leaders. ofJhe ... b:r:.oad .. W;l;J.sS.es1.but. on .the. 
contrary reflect . the opinion .of. some backward interests. Every 
comrade should be· taught to comprehend that the highest cri
terion of all our statements and activities is whether. they corre~ 
spond to the highest interest Of the· broadest masses, and whetller. 
they are supported by the broadest masses. Every comrade should[ 
be· taught t~;,comp1'19h(lp.q.th~t .as.)q!lg· .. l;J.~, . }Y~ ~!1hf,.qp..,thEI":<f~eople,. 
firw,ly .. believing in .the. infi:n~te sr!1~tiY!-!.P~9)Y.e,~,.".g£ . .,th.e.p,!f.R,ple,. th:elli 
we may be able to overcome all difficulties, no matter how seri
ous they are, an:d no enemy will be able to overwhelm us, but wilE 
be overwhelmed by us." 

And then finally, in the only note of passionate protest in the· 
book, which is also a note of passionate faith: 

"They must undet·stand that no matter how tortuous the path 
~ay• be, thf:• .itui;~P€<1JCl(}.fl.Qf{ .. qrJrJ.Ul:u;,mt~anoJ . .fh~ .. ,CJ.bil:J~§?·.P·~ople.' 
~. k~,r.ealiz.ed and th.e: tirn(3 fqt .if is (J,lrRCH}y. at h(J,ni/,.. The great 
' a$.-p.irations of countless rnartyrs. during .thR .. lasf.. lOO .. .years .. must 

befulfilled by .our generation. :Whoever desires to prevent these 
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aspi,t:gt,!Q!J:.§.J!P11!', be.i.1!g .t,rq!!§{gJ§.d ... Luta •.. ,faf<.t, .. tbut .. VJQ-1;1 .•. Y?iftJ,fail." 
·Meanwhile the undeclared war was going on. Chungking and 

Yenan radios were bitterly assailing one another; We sat over the 
radios and wondered which particular incident· would later be 
taken by historians as the beginning of the .war. It was neither 
peace nor war-only a ragged ne~·vous interval, while we held our 
breaths and prayed that the final incident would never take place. 

Three days after my arrival I went to a play based on an inci
dent from All Men are Brothers. In front of me in the audience was 
l\4i'1f?,1,J:'.§~,F~I.l1lg. It was. not difficult to recognize him; he had long 
blue-black hair, fine cheek-bones and an immense sweeping .fore
head. He. was enjoyh1g ,J~~J11~yJf,.s;,s>,~l~.t~Jy. No .. one came in to 
bring telegrams concerning the civil war. At one moment when 
the feudal landlord was abusing the· captain-general of the peas
ants; he became lostjn a horrible fit of giggles, turned to his eom
panion and seemed to be in. danger of sliding under his seat. 

The play was splendid and exceedingly simple. You.knevv that 
the captain-general of the peasant armies would inevitably cap
ture the fortre.ss. of the white-faced feudal chief, and that· the 
feudal lord and all his sons would be scattered to the winds. You 
knew, or you thought you knew, that virtue woJ.Ild be rewarded; 
and it was only a question of waiting four and a half hours before 
the good received their rewards. But four and a half hours, look
ing at the stage whose setting was a gigantic square of bright 
blue cloth seen under arc~lamps, is a long time. It became increas
ingly necessary not to be blinded and to seek some kind of rest by 
lqplgpg~t .. ,~~,RcvJ:,M~;J:l;!,~g'~.J!I,(.i!:<;l, , 

lt,.was .. a.:.go@d .. head;, a'l'ld"unusu:;\lly .. exfl:liessiye •... The shoulders 
looked powerlul, and perhaps bes~m,§,y,.,Jl.~j~.,.ll., .. !f~.H~R~~e he made 
ngfl.ff!?.Lt.t,o..,hid.e.b!§, ©.t!!9:l~9,P;S,, l have seen photographs of a· man's 
back that are more revealing than hisface.Jtmight be possible
the clanging of .the instruments and the high-pitched voices and 
the fantastic richness of the colours of the stage were becoming 
intolerable at times-it might be possible, I told myself, to lectrn 
sqmethingabout him just by considering the head. 

Other reflections occurred to me. The play was a morality, as 
primitive in its calculated simplicity as Everyman. It was also very 
relevant to the times, for there was no doubt in. the minds. of any
one .in the audience that the captain-general of the .peasant.forces 
represented Mao Tse-tung and the white-facedold man with the 
long grey beard represented the Generalissimo. But chiefly it was 
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a morality, and like. all good moralities there was represented· for 
you the whole world: not only peasants and soldiers and chariot
driving generals, but cooks and servants and gatemen and officials. 
They were all there, and though they wore fantastically embroi
dered clothes, they were recognizedly .the same all over the world. 
It was a play describing the passions of the people. and virtue tri
umphant. The heroes wore the finest silk; the finest dragon-painted 
gowns; the evil wore ugly red and black masks which gave them 
the appearance of tigers. It was Shakespearian and impenitently 
romantic; and seeing Mao giggling almost to sickness .itwas pos
sible to .. come to one conclusion about him-he remained . the 
romantic, in spite ofthe hard-headed deliberate speeches which 
are so organized and biting that they read like the works of Mr. 
Sidn~y Webb; 

It was an opinion that was to grow with time; I was glad I had 
seen him first· at the play. I knew that he was Hunanese, I knew 
that he wrote first-rate poetry andThad suspected for a longtime 
that he had deliberately or undeliberately modelled himself on 
the old Chinese heroes, believing that democracy and socialism 
and perhaps communism--though there was little enough. evi
dence in his speeches that he was a Communist according to any 
existing pattern-were things that demanded heroes; could be 
fought for with heroism; were the deliberate and essential aim.s of 
heroism in the twentieth-century world. Impenitently romantic. 
It seemed possible. Or if not the impenitent romantic, then the 
impenitent dreamer who had already peopled the world of his 
imagination with innumerable Chinese peasants who no longer 
feared their feudal lords. 

Meanwhile the Chinese play went on. The scene would change 
instantaneously: a girl vvould come to the front ofthe stage, open 
an imaginary door. with a twist of her fingers and at once you were 
in the honse. A moment later you have gone through three court
yards and have reached the garden; you know. you have reached 
the garden because someone takes up a perfectly imaginaryHower 
from the boards.Then instantaneously a carriageis waiting: there 
aretwoyellowfiags with a cart-wheel drawn in black on each; The 
captain-general appears, lifts his baton and steps into the chariot; 
you know he has entered the chariot because. he lift~ his right leg 
generously and the. two men carrying the flags walk by his side. 
You know he is certain of victory by the extravagant song he makes 
through his black beard, 
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The captains come in with their nodding plumes, their crowns 
of emeralds, their robes of flowing jade and red-gold, with their 
wives and ministers. The handsome youth whom you last saw in 
a gown of ruby enters now in a white gown embroidered with 
yellow racing dragons. With every scene there is a change in cos,
tume for the leading actors, so that you· fail to notice that the 
background is simply a sky-blue sheet wpich burns the. eyes-
other things burn the eyes more effectively. The music is like an 
incantation; it keeps you awake, but it sends you half-asleep, an 
exceedingly repetitious music which possesses neither harmony 
nor melody nor any melodic theme. By this time you have forgot~ 
ten that you have been gazing entranced at the .stage for over 
three hours .. There are no pauses, no entr'actes; You are assailed by 
rich colours, by the blare of trumpets, by the roar of the auqience 
which has by now completely. identified itself with the actors. 
You begin to look again at the back .of Mao Tse-tung's head, or 
some of the other heads in the front row. 

There . .WM·Cll'll -Te}l; ,tlle~~ .. ;w-as.J,.;i.;o.,;Eoc;,Qlll4··the• chairman of the 
government of the border region which extends round Y enan, who 
looked like the manager of a bank; there was Tung Pi-wu, Com
munist delegate to Chungking, who resembled a professor; there 
was vice-chairman Li Ting-ming, an old landlord who sucked con
tinually at a silver-stemmed pipe . and wore a blue cotton cap 
rakishly in spite of his sixty-seven years; there was General Peng 
Teh-huei, who had led one of the four armies which comprised 
the Long March, the only man there who resembled in the .least 
the popular idea of a Communist guerrilla, with his rough laugh
ing brutal peasant face, and his fine hands. Thera.was,;M:;m.eMao 
Tse~tung who was ( thoti.gh.no one will believe. it) more pgggtiful 
than .. Mme;;Qhi.§tng . .K:f!.j;..s.l:wk •• There.was• Mao Tse-tugg, .. in..a .. well
cut. brown Sun Yat::ser:r uni£o;~;m; lopki~_qF :;J.l the. actors .. as he 
leaned forward, planting his elbows on .. his. knees; grinning contin
ually. And behind them, in vast crowds, were soldiers and girls 
and peasants and farmers and government leaders and students. 
In those rare moments when Mao Tse-tung was not about to fall 
from his seat, you noticed that h~ put his palms together in the 
attitude of someone praying and his face· was grave. You wondered 
where you had seen. it all before. Then you remembered that the 
boy at his first party had changed instantly. to the vicar in the 
parish hall who. would make a speech in a moment and call on 
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everyone present not to forget their. subscriptions for the harvest 
offerings. .. 

But he made no speeches. When the· citadel• was attacked . at 
last, when the actors with wooden swords had.capered round the 
stage, when all the feudaUandlords lay dead or wyre supplicating 
mercy on their knees, when the walls disappeared in the smoke of 
blinding saltpetre flames and the dead bodies • had risen and run 
into. the wings, when the ·last procession of virtuous peasants and 
smiling heroes had circledthe stage, everyone got up and walked 
out into the night. I saw only one soldier with a bayonet-the lead
ers of what is known as Red China were not being guarded very 
efficiently; or perhaps there was no need to guard them. Mao 
bowed to several people he knew: he was • still the vicar. A mo
ment later he passed me again outside,1ookinggrey and huddled 
in •he darkness ashe tried to find his place on the waiting lorry. 
He bowed, then disappeared. The headJamps went on from the 
two jeeps, and thenorice again the night was blinding with light. 

The Guerrilla . HE was thin and dark, had a nimble mind 
and spoke English perfectly, or .so nearly perfect that it made no 
difference. He was born in Pal em bang in Sumatra, but for nine 
years he had heard nothing from his· parents,. and he had· studied 
for a while in Hongkong. ·I have forgotten • what. fortunes of· war 
brought him to Y enan. In the early days ofthe war he ha& been 
with the guerrillas in Shantung; now he was in charge ofthe Eng
lish broadcasts. sent .• ou,t.by .Morse·from Yenan radio,.·his 9uick 
wits delighting in .journ,lism as much as he delighted· in the long 
night-marches, the ambushes and the intricacies of the war against 
the Japanese. 

"I was everythingat once-a school-tea~.:;het, and leader of a . 
small group of guerrillas, and a (loctor, and :five or six other things. 
Nothing very important. You know, it's like fighting everywhere 
else-long periods of· boredom and waiting~ and. then you ~ould 
suddenly find .that· a. Japanese column had been announced .. We· 
were badly ~:)quipped sometime~; We fought often with .nine foot 
long spears-you get a great deal of pleasure sharpenin& the edges 
to a razor thinness. And there was no mercy for you iftheJ<~.panese 
got you-they killedyou and· got a great de.al oHun in killing you. 

"It has changed a lot since the .time when Edgar Spow wrote 
Red Star over China. There was no tunnel warfare in those days, 
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and we hadn't built up the technique we have now with land
mines. When the Japanese were bringing their blockhouses closer 
to us-the Chinese peasants were compelled to make the block
houses with the stones from their own walls, so that there are 
places where the villages have been destroyed and in their place 
there are only the blockhouses-then sometimes we !Uined the 
landaU round the blockhouses, and they could !Uove neither in nor 
out. We had rifles, hand-grenades, land-mines, spears and swords 
---,-this was about all. They had mountain artillery. They had can
non. They had ~heir 'nibbling tactics.' The blockhouses were so 
close to one another that the.J apanese could see at l~ast two block
houses on either side of them. It was wasteful, but it was the only 
thing t1.1ey could do to keep us in check. 

"We had armed propaganda groups. This was about the most 
exciting thing we had-small bodies of youngsters. \Vith Ma~ers 
who would go o.ut to make contact with the puppet forces, and if 
they got into difficulties, they would shoot their way o~t. But usn
ally they did not get into difficulties. The puppet troops often only 
needed an excuse not to fight for the Japanese. It was the duty of 
the propaganda groups to find an excuse. They. usually found it. 
The chief job of the puppet troops was to guard the railways. We 
left them to guard the railways, but we took away their arms. 

"This wasn't the only thing they· did. They mobilized the peo
ple's volunteers-the Ming Ping-Ior sudden attacks on block
houses, and they kept up constant communication with the vil
lagers. The Japanese would demand graizt.The propaganda troops 
taughtthe peasants to sabotage the demands. The grain had to be 
kept from the Japanese \vhm'ever possible. Buthow? We would 
teach the peasants to bury it. This worked sometimes, but the Jap
anese began to t~ke hostages and threaten to shoot them unless the 
hiding-place of the grain was revealed. We would wall up the 
grain within false walls. We would ar1;ange with the village head 
to hold out as long as possible, and if the whole village was fined 
-'-Well, we could pay the fine with capturedJapanese money for 
them. We even taught the women and child~·en to cry and beat 
themselves and pretend to be starving when the Japanese came in 
to demand the grain. We had to; Forns, preventing the grain fall
inginto Japanese hands was only secondinimportance to extermi
nating them. 

"It was fun while it lasted. Sometimes itwas hideous. We were 
fighting on our own middens, and for our own lives-a decentral-
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ized warfare; and very . personaf .They -- were getting· desperately 
frightened of us by 1942 . . We_ mined their lines of communication 
and dug man-high trenches along the sides of the main communi
cations-you can stilLs.ee traces of the trenches in'. Yenan, and 
sometimes the trenches were a:rnazingly complex things: Trenches 
would disappear- into tunnels ... The trenches assumed all .• shapes
the Japanese could· :potflre along them. we broke up their roads. 
Th~y 'nibbled,'•buf.we went unqerground, and it was worse than 
mechanized warfare because the hatred was prolong~d arid went 
deeper on bot1I sides. we. fpug}lt ' to. the utmost with incredible 
patienc_e; they fought with incredible despair. . 

"We had four kinds of troops. There was 'the People's .Defen<::e 
Corps; armed with spears · and swm.:ds, who acted ·as sentries and 
spie~ in tbe villages. There \Vere.the People's Soldiers-'-Ming Ping 
means literally. People's Soldiers-who . had guns and< hand-. 
grenades .and land ~mii:tes and were better trained; There -were the 
armed ·· guerrillas • and · the ·· regular army,_ which eomprised the 
Eighteenth _.,Group Army (_the old ·paZ,uchun ·.or. __ Eighth Route 
Army) and tlw :New Fourth Army. Everyone was in .the fighting 
line. It went on for a long time; but the kind of things I remember 
now ar.e not the . days of fighting-I remember walking slowly at 
night, ·and how sometimes we _would suffer from night-blindness; 
and ho-...v quietly we walked.· You liad. a lot of time .to think, and 
chiefly you would think about the end ofthewarand getting ,mar
ried .. There were soldiers :who .had not touched a woman for ten 
year~.· Discipline was · strict. We did not dare to.touch the village 
girls, because we wanted all the peasants on our side.· Sometimes 
there were dances, but t?~y did not often happen; and it was. too 
exciting altogether to: take, part in a dance with a girl when you 
had, not seen one for months on end." 

He wouldcome to my room often; and once! went up the long 
path cut in the cliff-side to his cave in the editorial section of the 
newspaper;'} h~ve never seen a cave so bare. Tht;re,was a book
case withlessthanten books, there was a table, two stools and be
hind the book~case a bed. He said he was given no money, and 
would have no use for it even if it was given to him-everything 
was provided, food, paper, pencils, clothes. The .food-,was 'good, 
but not plentiful. The leaders of the Government got the bestfood, 
hereceivec:lthe "mediu!llmess"and the common soldiers and ad
ministrators were in the third ca:tl:!gory. I said it was not very com
munistic. He answered: cw e have to do that. All the food is ade-
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quate-have you seen a single person looking p~le or starved?
but we agr{)ed long ago that the leaders should have the best. 
After all, it happens everywh~re else, and the difference between 
the three <;ategories is hardly noticeable." I asked \vhat happened 
when he got married. If there was no money, how did. you cele
brate the marriage? He smiled wryly. "It's easy: The Government 
wilLgive you another plank to .put inth(:)bed,andtl:Jere'N"ill})ea 
hell of a good feast. The trouble ts to findtlie girl." JleJooked con
tented, though he wanted a good bookon journalism and as many 
books as possible about the modern world in English. In these 
high cayes overlooking the valley there were1ong poles with sag
ging radio aerials; beneath them were small huts where monitors 
lived and listened on Japanese radios .to the news coming from 
all the radio stations of the world. They had spot news, but they 
had little informed criticism,. few books,. only a few handhils of 
magazines. This was in a veryreal sense th{) capital of a consider
able number of millions of Chinese, they were desperately cutoff 
from the world; ingrown and curiously content to remain in their 
primitive simplicity;Theywere so accustomed to their caves, their 
wooden spinning-wheels-you saw the wooden spinning-\vheels 
everywhere-and their vision of a democratic landlordless China 
that you wondered sometimes how they would behave in vast in· 
dustrial cities. They had almost no experience of heavy industry 
outside Manchuria. "It's different in Kalgan," the guerrilla said. 
"That's a biggish city. In Yenan we're ingrown-.,.that's true, but 
there they are getting down for the first time to the problems of 
industry on a large scale. They've got coal, iron,. asbestos, mica. 
The)"ve got a lot of machinery left by the Japanese." As we sat 
there in the cave, with the shadows playing against the wall, thick 
darkness outside, Kalgan looked eminently delightful and respect
able. He wetted his lips. '~Bathrooms withrunning water, electric 
light, streets which are paved-not just mud-traps like the Y enan 
roads in winter. You have a roof over your head, not a moist drip
ping cave to live in. And the· food: s better. Do you ~now what it is 
like when you have lived eight y~ars, like some of the people here, 
in a vinage cut off from the world, and sudde~ly you go into a big 
city? I haven't been to a city for more .years than 1 que toremem
ber, butl know whatit is like; When you see a comfortable chair 
with good springs, you hardly c1are to sit in it. A tiled bi,lthroom
l!ell, you'd get into the b~th and stay in it all day and all night. We 
don't like thi~ life, but it's worth living it. I want to get married 
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an~ I don't want to live a11 my, life in a' cave::~ _ 
He was_ severely critical -of his own b~·oadcasts, - which ·~ere 

simple and factual, and not very excit~ng. They were ~ofintended 
to. be exciting. l read through hundreds of pages : of them>. zype
written _on good paperT'""'there is an . excellent paper-mill tl1irty 
m.iles from Yenan-andifwas odd to noticehmys.cruptilously all 
-the II1()dern hea_~line tec!lniqueswere avoided. 'Theyweregrave, · 
and .innocent of all Ornl;lm~nt; It was good, clear-cut journalism, 
but: it was _ not the -jop_rnalism that -was goii}gJo make 'Americl:l or 
England _excited.lri Barcelona the, broadcasting -station :had wqn 
its-own- viCtories~ In the end; I · c.aroe to the :conclusion tha~ the 
Cpmmunists in-China were nearly the worst.propagandists in .the 
world. _ -

It 'was not their fault. They had_ neither,_the elechicpower~ .cthe 
tedmicians nor-men trained i1,1 writing for the outside 'Yorl~ : Mao 
Tse~tu,ng had never. been -abroad.-_ Chu Tehha,d studiedin.fra_n~e 
and Germany, but it was long ago; .a_nd neither the Frenchnor,the 
Germans were of any us~ at this crisis. Ther() wa_s an incredible 
lack of knowledge of_ foreign -psychology, and • a very readyhelief 
that this was one of theii· -outstandingJaulj's. In contr:a~t 'to the _ 

_ Kuomintang, whose l:nember_s were often returned stp_de,nts fmrn 
America or England, ,the Communist Jeaders;-were·nearl)'::altre
turned students from France. or Chinese who had ·never>been 
abroad. They had good reason to behitt.eragai~st the ~m~ricans 
for sending troops northward ·in L.S;T.s, for offering military ad
vice .-tothe N_ational Government against the Commu,nists _and for 
the continual lend-lease of materialS which could be-used to fight 
the civil war, but the editorials which appeared in the two,Yerian 
newspE~_pers had a bitterness which was purely Chinese andincorn7 

prehensible to the Americ;~ns or the British .. Unfortunately for 
the Communists, these editorials were latyr transl3:ted by En;I~ 
b~ssy . translators .. Th~y were circulated ·and sometimes rypi inted. 
They were not necessar~ly factual, an~· th~y d~d pothil;ig 'to hyal 
raw wounds, and smnetimes thex gave the impression of-a-despei>; 
ate vindictivenessw}iich .was· fo~eign toallthe Communist leaders 
. I met, who kneW>perfectly well that vindictiveness led. nowhere. 
Yefboth sides werecon}rilitted ·to a war of nerves, played 'up lpe 
real and imaginary crimes of their opponents ad nauseam and de
clared ;that they alone possessed the true faith in their screaming 
editorials. In all this the English Morse-broadcasts were innocent, 
but I would have enjoyed reading them more if they werewritten 
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w:ith more . fire and excitement. · The·· guerrilla shook his head. 
"We're still learning, It's taken usa hello£ a long time to getthis 
far. And there's one thing worth remembering when you say we 
are ingrown-which is true-and this is that we have placed all 
our attention and put all our energies into educating the villages 
of China. Until they are educated, until every villager in China 
can read and write and realize his own strength in a democratic 
community, other things can wait. Theimportantthing.is that the 
villagers should be told what. they are fighting for. We have no 
quarrel with the American people, but they are so far· advanced 
industrially that they can learn nothing from us, and probably 
they can teach us .vei'y little; our problems are our. own, and our 
isolation is a measure of our efforts to grapple with the problems 
of the villagers. We'll carry onJike that. We're rotten propagan
dists to the outside world, but we're pretty good in China. "Wb've 
given the peasants a new dignity and honesty,· an d-oh, hell--there 
are four hundred million of them, more than the whole popula
tions of America; Britain and Soviet Russia combined/' 

I confess I preferr~d it this way. It was honest, and it was inde~ 
pendent; they were standing on· their own feet, not. begging for 
arms and lend-lease supplies. The Kuomintang was • pinning its 
hopes on an industrial recovery which would owe a great deal to 
America .. They. had every reason for this .. The Communists were 
pinning their hopes on the farmers and peasants; and they had 
every .reason for this. The tragedy lay in the fact that they so often 
thought themselves exclusive when they were mutually depend
ent on each other. American know-how, a rise in the standard of 
living of the peasants, the three principles of Dr. Sun Y at-sen and 
the new democracy of Mao Tse-tung-these were the essentials 
of the new China, China had everything to learn from Russia and 
everything to learn from America. ·Then why fight, and delay the 
process of learning and the rebuilding of the country? Why the 
violations of the truce on both sides? Why the L.S.T.s piled with 
American equipment and Chinese crack troops from Burma? Why 
the screaming and misleading editorials oh both sides? Only a 
few weeks before Ta Kung Pao had stated: "The corpses starved 
to death strewthe roads; People eat grass roots and tree-bark. 
Troops are sucking the blood of the villagers. . . . If ambitious 
persons insist on more adventures, \Ve shall all perish." Y enan was 
not entirely guiltless, but you gotthe impression that she was con
siderably more conscious of a responsibility towards the peasants 
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than the·· Kuomintang. · Ghu,~ll..had.,,~,aiq.;;. ,~;Lf)):; .... :Q,ygq:q.,~,§ •. ,.ke •· bye . 
g~~.~s,L~J:l.£L1@.t.:§c,J1~ecl,;~; •. ~!J&.§b.~:. J;.J;!.(( . guerrilla had hope .• ·He, •. too, 
wanted bygones to be bygones. I asked him how it would end. 
"It doesn't look as though it will ever end. There will be negotia
tions,. and when. the negotiations fail or . even before the negotia
tions fail, there will be trials of strength. Neither side can defeat 
the other. There will be more negotiations and more trials of 
strength, and itmay go on for ever and ruin the countr:y completely. 
That's what! thinksometimes. But more often I think it will all 
end. suddenly--th!R .•. JJ~ghtm~;~;.~ •• ~w~!~~.gql,lap5>e::-c-and•we •willc.ga for
\';'a,I;.g w.tt:h .. tbe ... qq~~tiq:q.,gp¥fiffP.r:r:tent.'' 

June 14th, Faces . . ALL were sunburnt,for there is little 
shade in these valleys exqept in the caves and most men spent 
thefr lives in the. fields. Mostly they were northern faces, deeply 
lined; with. square foreheads and handsome features, but some
times and more often. than you expected you saw the aquiline 
features of descendants of theTurkic tribes that came down from 
the north; they were darker, and often the men ,were taller. 

For years the valley of Yenan lay on the frontier .. Tribesmen 
came down from the ·north and intermarried with. the ·original 
stock, and from Sian in the south people fled northward. As in 
Vienna and Okinawa and in all thoseplaces where there have been 
mixtures of widely differing stocks, those who survive seem • often 
the handsomest, and• these ·people ofYenan were handsome and 
sturdy above the average. I never saw a girl who was not delight
ful to look at. On old Chinese tapestries and paintings of the Tang 
Dynasty you will come across girls and women with pear-shaped 
faces. I had thought this kind of beauty had vanished till I. came 
here and. saw a girl ~alking along a road, who resembled one·. of 
the pear-faced goddesses on the taj)estries. They say there are 
hundreds of them in this region, but they seem to be growing rarer. 
They are called .· gua-nien-tzu, and· may. be. descended. from . the 
court beauties who once. decorated Sian, when it was known as 
Ch'ang-an, the capital of the Empire. I never saw a man with one 
of these faces, but I saw at least four girls. And one wonders how 
they can survive when there is so much foreign blood, and always 
new waves of people are coming to these valleys. 

Once I saw a man riding furiously on horseback, and noticed 
that the horse was.one of those heavy-cruppered horses which ap
pear in T'ang Dynasty memorials, a descendant of one of the 
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horses which a famol1s T'ang Emperor captured in Ferghana; as 
he rode through the dust, he resembled a prince, the face very 
red and heavily bearded, the saddle-cloth bright blue and .em
broidered with Persian roses, .and he worehrightyepow sleeves 
and.a red cape fell from his shoulders .. When he had disappeared 
at last, you could have sworn .it was someone you had seen in. a 
dream. · 

Down frornthe hills come the peasants to their markets and co
operatives. They come in thin-wheeled carts, the wheels studded 
with brass, carts which are exactly the same as those you find mod
elled in clay .in Han Dynasty tombs. These people are unusually 
well-built, and you wonder where you have seen them .before. In 
Szechuan they are thinner awl have tighter lips. In Kunming 
they have Burmese. blood and higher cheek-bones. The Hunanese 
are more sombre,. unless .• they smile~.· And then you remember 
theold carvings ofthe LiangDynasty,the princes in flowingrobes~ 
the ministrants and the priests, and you remember that Shensi 
was alwayi) the cradle of China and these men are survivors of the 
earliest beginnings. 

Landscape • . TnE ·heat was terrible. It was the kind of 
landscape that van Gogh would have liked to paint-the dust rose 
like flames: And yet life went on, a small peasant cart with im
mense wheels went down to the river, the few mat-shed shops 
were still open and people· walked slowly down the street, kick
ing up bright yellow fans of dust. 

That motning a Kuomintang aeroplane had flown high over 
Yenan. We went out to watch it, puzzled by its presence. What 
could it find? Only a baking hot valley with· dust-clouds rolling. 
If they drc;>pped bombs, it would only make a few more dust
clouds. There was nothing at all in Yenan except the river, which 
was growing shallower each day, a few. ponies which slminkinto 
the walls of the cliffs anda few peasants. Yetthey kept on send
ing these aeroplanes, and it was always puzzling: . 

And sometimes the earth seemed dead, without life, with noth
ing growing, a lost country which no explorer would ever. find. 
Chu Yuan wrote a story of the Peach-blossom Fountain. He de
scribed a country which he reached through a deft in the rr10un
tain near a spring where peach-trees. were growing; beyond the 
mountain he came upon a race of people. with flaxen hair who 
had escaped from the empire in the Tsin Dynasty, and knew 
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nothing of the coming of the Hans. They tended theip fields .and 
wore their hair .in loops, and tht)ywere content to· live as they 
were, There were peach_-trees in Yenan, and it. was not impos
sible to believe thaJyonhad cmne into this undisccwered country. 
'[he people Iooke~ contented. There .was millet lind wheat •enot~gh 
for everyone, and a littlerice.-Men.dug outofthefriable.soil a 
hard living. They ploughed the slopes, every mountilin was 
crowned with its plain of ripening wheat, but they had not yet 
reclaimed the desert~dams, hydraulic power, eleCtricity would 
make the earth fertile. · 

Though the air was clear• and delightfully transpare11t, the. sur1· 
scorched everything within sight, and you .c!id not feel the full 
forceqf the sun tillyou went out .into the. fields. The caves were 
·cooL .The fielc!s were furnaces during those midsu!llmer days, 
and the hot whirling d11st.g?t und~ryour eyelids al}c1.made the 
• mouth sore. Glaringly, the sultry. indigo-blue sky· made havoc .of_ 
the. shimmering.landscape, which sometimes ~eemed to •-melt as all 
t}lin~s. meltwhen··s,f)en• through the fumes rising .from boiling lead; 
There were days when the· h<1e1twas ,like.a milli()n flaming spear~: 
yet the evenings were cold .. They said' it was bitter in winter,. and, 
1 could well bel!eve it. . . . 

There. was solittle shade. AILthatremainedafter the l:>Ornbing 
of the ol~ city were the walls and the gates; At noonday lllen 
clustered under the walYs shade_, or sat in the dark· shadows of 
the·.gates,.moti?nless, saying nothing, too hot even. to move .their 
legs when jeeps and lorries passed through. It was too hot even to 
fan yomself: The dustrose~'Yhen a car passed quickly it would 
lift a column of dust fiftyfee,t high and half a IllileJong. There was 
nothing .anyone could do about it except to bathe in the muddy 
river. 

1 have forgotten why we went down to the river th_at day, but 
!remember the three boys sleeping on the shore. They had bathed 
andtherew~re stillhubbles of water on. their skins .• There·was no 
shade, but they had spread out their clothes tmder them and. put 
up sticks, near their heads from which h ungitheir. ~mmen$e farm~ 
er's .straw hats; The.hats protected their faces; buttheirhodies.·re
mained in· the. sun; .and what·· was e"traordi~ary was that their 
chests. were· burnt dar}< browf!, .ht1t their thighs ·Wel)'e white, and 
then again below the knees the. brownness emerged. Th(:ly were 
all about sixteen, hut they sl~pt .. soundlessly; . in the heavy · stupor 
of heat, not noticing our approach. They were · farmcboys, a,nd 
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their arms and hands stretched out on the dust were burnt darker 
even than their chests. When I think of those heavy summer days, 
I think of the farm-boys in their heavy slumber, and how difficult 
it was sometimes to move when the sun was vertically. above us. 
But in the early afternoon life flowed back again into these rich, 
desolate valleys. 

June 15th,Yog • . . WHEN the Americans first came toYenan 
in 1944, they had certain disadvantages. They had every intention 
of helping the Communists to open an effective front, they were 
determined to do everything in their power to put an end to the 
military· differences· between· Kuomintang and the Communists, 
butthey were faced with what seemed at first a deliberate apathy 
on the part of the Communists. The Communists were helpful and 
polite, but in some things they were adamant: they would not. re
veal all their military secrets, and they wereindifferentto any at
tempt to seal up the differences between the two parties. Super
ficially, things went welL There was .Colonel David Barrett-this 
meant something considerable, for he knew the character of the 
Chinese better than most Americans and he cow.ld talk with them 
in his curious Mandarin Chinese in a way which gave complet~ 
confidence. In Washington Colonel Yeaton.looked for reports 
about Red China. Nothing was coming in. Something was wrong, 
but what was it? It was·onlywhen he came out many months later, 
when the war was coming to its concl11sion, that they learned they 
had been employing as interpreters durin~ the· whole stay .of the 
Yenan Observer Group agents of the KuomintangSecret Service. 
And the Communists were not pleased by the thought of having 
official secret agents in their midst. 

But the Yenan Observer Group stayed on. It established a 
meteorological station, medical supplies were rushed in, electric 
generators were set up, and they provided first-rate radio facilities 
for the first time in the history of Red China. Michael Lindsay, as 
radio adviser to the Eighth Route Army, had done his work as 
well as possible with inadequate equipment, but now there was a 
real radio station. There were also offices and photographic labora~ 
tories, and there was a large mess-hall and recreation room built 
in memory of a young American called Whittlesey, who was killed 
by the Japanese; It was rumoured that the Japanese had aban
doned a village after a fight and left important documents behind. 
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Whittesley was determined to get the documents. The Commu
nists thought the exploit foolhardy, but consented to. send a small 
team with the youngiAmerican. Meanwhile the Japanese had re~ 
turned, and when Whittlesey and his companions entered the 
village they were cut down; The defences· ofthe Japanese were 
improved, and later when the Communists made an attempt to re
cover the bodies, they too were mown down, It had been .~ nasty 
affair, with some. mil}or recriminations on both sides, but it ended 
amicably with both sides • respecting the heroism of the other. 
There was neither the time nor the need for recriminations at any 
time afterwards. 

Over. the large compound there floated in June the .. American 
fiag, but of the large Observer Group, which at onetime num
bere~ over forty me11, . tJtere remained only a single American 
major. He was the only official represe11tative of a fpreign power in 
Yenan, a Chin(:)secAmerican, born in Hawaii. It was a lonely life. 
In the morning he raised.theAmerican flag, in the eveningitwas. 
taken down; reports· came by radio. from .. Executive headquarters 
and .these were taken by· a· Cpinese interpreter, translated and 
sent across the river to General Yang Shan-k\1~, the acting Chief 
of Staff in the Communist Government. And that'---,offici!llly-was 
nearly all. Unofficially the American rrtajor did considerably more. 
He gave cinema shows which were attended by members of the 
Government and he was the most usefuLmanimaginable \'\'hen 
cars broke down. He was always fretting about the lack of me
cha~ical sense of the men around him, a,nd always and entirely 
at the service of· anyone who wanted assistance. He had. fought 
his way across thePacific and after all the excitement he had come 
at last to the quiet lonely backwater. which is the administrative 
capital of a hund,red million Chinese. 

He was proud of his job as the only officialforeigner there. 
There were two Russians in Yenan, both doctors, and he was cer
tain that theywere no more than doctors. Journalists would come 
occasionally; sometimes they would stay with him and everyten 
days an aeroplane would come from Pekin with supplies. It was 
somything like the life on a small Pacific island: you waited im~ 
patiently for the aeroplane to come with its reels. of film, and there 
would be an opportunity to talk with the pilots, and perhaps they 
would bring some fresh fruit,_there was hardly any fruit at allin. 
Y enan. Yet he was perfectly self-contained; there was always 
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something that could be done and hewas enjoying himself quietly. 
"The best time is when I put up the American flag in the morn
ing. Th~t's good-I ·don't .know why, but it's good." Hy was 
bronzed and well made, and he liked to sit out on the.dusty porch 
in shorts and look across the valley, through the willow-trees, at 
the ripening mountains. He wanted to bring b,is wife to study at 

· Yenching, and perhaps in the holidays she. could live with him in 
Yen an. 'T don't care how long I stay i,n Yenan . ~s long as 1 can 
bringmywife here. The people are good and-'-hell-it's fine to be 
with them,.'' He amused himself sometimes by wondering whether 
he would dare paint an· emblem on tl;le jeeps und.er his contrql
the emblem w·ould be a bearded Bolshevik \Vitp hand-grenades 
and pistols bulging from his pocket. ''Butl'don'tknow. The Ameri
cans would hate it, I suppose, and Mao Tse-tung would thipk .I 
was trying to .be funny.'' And sometimes he was galled because 
the Communists kept on sending the same purely formal military 
reports· as eyer;· he wished there was something • he could bite his 
teeth on. · 

YOG, the Yenan Observer Group, remained. It was good that it 
should .remain in such capable hands butyou felt sad that the ad
ministrative capital of so great a part of China had only one per
manent foreign resident. There was no Kuomintang representa-

, ti:ve, no British, no Indi[ln .. There were rio consuls, no trade repre
sentatives. There was Chou En-lai in Nanking, there was. General 
Yeh Chien-ying in the Executive Headquarters inPekin; the repre
sentation of the Qommunists hardly went further than this. The 
Communists in China. were connected with· the outer wodd of
ficially only by an American.major and the staffsof two or three 
generals in the south and the Morse tapper which broadcast for a 
quarter of an hour a day from Yenan. 

It. was not of course the whole tmth oftheir representation. 
They possessed vast and invisible forces .. They possessed well
trained, well-equipped and well-indoctrinated armies. When they 
spoke ofdemocracy and put it into practice they possessed power
ful allies in the west. They knew that if they waited Jong enough, 
madeJewer and. fewer mistakes and found the will ofthe people, 
not imposing their own will on the people, they would eventually 
win-not perhaps the power in China, but so great a measure of it 
thattheir best efforts and conhibutions to government would pre
vail. And it was the oddest thing in the world to discover that in 
Yenanthere was only one American major. 
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The School in the Capes . . .. . , Hmaup.Q.n the cliff \Valls there 
was all that remained of the Lu Hsun Academy, one. of-the mo~t 
famous universities in all China, Jor ·.the Lu ·· Hsun Academy had 
marched on foot to Kalgan,- a thirty days' journey; .We went there 
on. a baking day and just as we left the jE)ep· before the acade1Ily 
gates, the jeep rolled over the c:;liff-bank aud fell t\Venty feet 
into<a, pig-pen. The _driver was thrown clear.· HE) was dazed .and 
frightened and •. confronted with twenty large black pig;s which 
nm screaming in all directions in the pig-pen. The s11n was star- · 
tlingly bright and you saw the boy with oil smeared all over him, 
wavil1ghishands,while the pigs .tried to lea pat him. ·One pig was 
crusb.ed under the wheeL A peasant came with a. three-foot knife, 
searched for the vein in the neck and dug the .knife in up to·the 
hilt. 

It was not the perfect beginning to a visit to the University; We 
were all shaken and a little dazed. Most of Lu Hsun Academy, 
known .·as Lu"I, .had gone,.but part ofYenan. University, known 
as Y enta, remained. The classrooms and dormitories were in .caves, 
the professors lived in caves and the libraries were placed i11 the 
best caves of all. There remained inits (:)ntirety only the college 
ofadministrati<JU, and most of the books they had ever had. 

Previo11sly. the college possessed an extraordinar)' importance 
as the only large centre of learning in. the Communist areas. Like 
all the other Chinese Universities, it had suffered atrociously dur~ 
ing the war years. Everything was inadequate-books,. scientific 
instruments, even paper.· They lila de crude glass test-t11bes. in the 
factory,. they hammered out scientific equipll1ent in· the local ar
senal. But there was a time when Lu-I had been the advance
guard of most ofth(:) educational work in the north. The inuQva
tions in the yangko dance were developed th(:)re, Drama had been 
g;ivenspecial importance, and it was among these caves that the 
best of the new dramas were written. Best of all these dramas 
was •• The .. White"hair~d Lady which· told •. of the (laughter. of a 
tenant-farmer who failed to pay his rent. The landlord took the 
daughter as his concubine, the farmer died and at last the land
lord. drove her away. She hid in the mountains, going out only 
at nightto find food in the temples, and grad11~lly, because she 
never. lived in the sunlight, her hair turned whit(:). All over the 
district there were legends of ·:1· white-haired lady whom no one 
had seen; For. twenty years she remained there,. until· .the Red 
Army came into the neighbourhood, andthen she returned; It was 
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not unlike the University! was to see later in Kalgan. The. students 
were well-fed, they wore the same blue cotton clothes as the 
peasants and their work in the University was deliberately di
rected towards the final· aim of keeping the students afterwards 
in the closest possible contact with the peasants. The courses were 
short-term courses-accounting lasted one year, law one and a 
half years, education two years. Yet you derived the impression 
that even under these restricted time-limits they had done well. 
The students were husky. The professors were often professors 
who had escaped from Kuomintang areas. 

The fortunes of thewar had brought a strange.collectionof Eng
lish books to the library. There was John Buchan's The ,Three 
Hostages and Mr; Standfast, R W .. Seton-Watson's Munich and 
the Dictators, a collected edition of Walt Whitman, four Bibles, 
H. G. Wells's The Shape ofThings to Come, the poems ofVfrgil, 
Liddell Hart's The War in Outline, Madame Chiang's Messages 
on War and Peace, twenty Penguin Shakespeares and William 
Faulkner's Absalom Absalom. On political science I could see only 
two books by Lenin, Gide' s. Political. Economy and Bernard Shaw's 
Intelligent Woman's Guide to Socialism. There were about sev
enty books in English altogether, and you. wondered where the 
devil they had come from. 

The professors received no salary, but were given everything 
in kind.._even to the carton of cigarettes which arrived on their 
tables on the first of each month. I went into some of the caves 
where the professors lived: theywere as comfortable as anyone 
else in Yenan, the caves whitewashedand gleaming, the furniture 
solid and well-varnished. There was an orchestra, a small clinic, 
a cloth-store where the clothes of the students and the professors 
were supplied. I asked them whether they preferred to live with
out salaries. One of the professors answered: "It saves a lot of time 
if you get all the services free-almost no shopping is needed." I 
did not see one person who did not look vigorously healthy. 

"The best days are over," the president of the University told 
me. "Once we had all the best professors and the best students. 
What is left is only a quarter of what there was •. I£ you had come 
here a year ago, you would have seen the yellow cliffs blue with 
students, but look at it now." But when you looked up the cliffs, 
they were still blue with students, and I suppose they will remain 
there until Yenan once more becomes a forgotten village in north
ern Shensi. 
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June 16th, Yellow River Cantata . . THEY would speak 
about hi1n endlessly, as. one of the great geniuses .produced in war 
and. who owned all the strength of his genius to the people, His 
name. was Hs.u Hsin-hai. He was a Ca11tonese, and he was not 
more than forty when he died-it is the fate of nearly all Chinese 
musiCians to die young, before they .have produced a quarter of 
what they .might have accomplished. He was a tall man, with a 
face· brown like a nut, and beautiful kmg hands which played at 
least twenty instruments .. He. wrote . The . Yellow River Cantata, 
which has now been played all over North China, the flrstpiece 
of serious music employing western instruments to be writtim by 
a Chinese. 

It was a song.dedicatedto the Yellow River, and thepeoplewho 
live. on her; there was no·. sadness in the • song. The song. calls on 
thementostemthetide oftheriver, andto use her,sothatth~y 
themselves shall flourish; . and as you listen to the young voices 
passionately evoking the strength of the river, .and of theidand, 
you are caught up ina vast wave of hope.for the future, so ear~ 
nestly and with such challenging precision do they sing~ "I· wrote 
The Yellow .River Cantata in order to describe the spirit of t}le 
old world," wrotethe composer, "and at the same time I wanted 
to convey the spirit of the new. The Yellow River is the source 
of the five thousand years of Chinese history, and so this river re
veals to us the struggle and creation of allthese years. We sing 
this song, as we sing to eternity and freedom.'' It was inevitable 
that he should have written the cantata: what was extraordinary 
was that it should . have ·been possible • to write in .Y enan,. where 
there were almost no musical. instruments and where almost no 
students were. capable of performing the music, He had to begin 
almost from the beginning; training his. singers and accompanists 
until they could perform the work which he wrote shortly after 
his arrival inYenan inl938, at the heightof the blockade. 

They said he was a man whoworked with infinite method, mak
ing out of old sugar-boxes and catgut the violins which produced 
at least half. the fervour of his cantata, where the strings predomi
nate even above the voices. No musician ever worked with greater 
difficulty, or with greater. ease-for he was •.. highly .. respected, 
everything he needed was given to him, his students were his 
slaves. He did not impress you by his appearance until he mounted 
the conductor's stand. Thep they said-'-they were Chi11ese, and 
they sometimes expressed themselves in this · way-'--it was · as 
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though flames sprang from his baton, and he could conjure out 
of the air the centuries of the Yellow River and the people who 
had lived on her. He was composing his hymn in the old cradle 
of Chinese civilization. Though he was suffering from tuberculosis, 
and lived ina damp cave in the mountains, they said he always 
seemed perfectly content-for the first time in his life he had the 
students he wanted, enough food to eat and the. respect he craved 
for. 

He had lived a hard life. So have a hundred other. musicians 
in China, 13ven the best. There was Nieh Erh, who died of tuber
culosis in Japan, after composing The March ofthe Volunteers, a 
song which is sung by soldiers· all over China: probably in the 
whole world no other song has been sung so often. There was Lm 
Chi, who wrote a cantata on The Defence of Madrid, for therewas 
a time when Yenan and Madrid were close together-he too died 
young. There was Chiang Hsu and Kuang Shih-alLwere good, 
and all died. Hsu Hsin"hai survived• longer than most, composed 
countless songs and two long cantatas, then in 1940 he leftYenan 
and four years later died of tuberculosis of the lungs at a Moscow 
hospital. 

It is easy enough to understand why he died. His contemporary, 
Sitson Ma, who knew him in Paris, wrote after his death: "It must 
have been either in 1928 or 1929 that Imet him for the.first time 
-a Cantonese dressed in a ragged coat walking clown the rue de 
Madrid. I was coming out of the Paris Institute of Music when I 
recognized him-it was Hsu Hsin-hai, who had worked on a 
steamer as a coolie to. obtain passage to France. We talked and 
talked as we walked down the road, and at last we arrived at a 
shop with a glass-paned door, and there we stopped. Hot vapours 
steamed through the door. It was a house for baths and manicures. 
He was the waiter there. . . . . The next morning he took me to his 
attic in a nine-storeyed house. The small room was about the 
height of a grown man, with a desk close to the bed. Above. the 
desk there was an opening, a hull's eye, a glass window with its 
face to the sky. When Hsu Hsin-hai practised the violin, he stood 
on the desk with the upper part of his body stretching outside 
the window towards the sky, playing his music to God," 

He was twenty-five at the time. In 1935 he returned to China 
and composed his hyJ11nS to the people. He was working in 
Hankow quring the early stages ofthe war aga.inst the Japanese, 
and there he wrote songs for the soldiers. The Song of Midnight, 
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The March of Youth, The Song of the Three Thousand Wanderers 
-the titles were symptomatic of the times. He went to thefront 
as a political speaker ·for • the Kuomintang, and then.· something 
happened and he said that the war was being lost ·from Chung
king, and he madehis way secretly to the north. 

I attended a performance ofThe Yellow River Cantata inYenan. 
It was .played with extraordinary skill, butitwas notin any sense 
a professional performance .. The voices were .lusty, and the singers 
abandoned themselves completely to the music, but they were 
.not always singing in time. And 'perhaps it was better that way. 
You felt the urgency of these youngsters; and it was not difficult, 
seeing those red faces under the glare of the arc~ lamps on the 
stage, to 90njure upthe emotions which.possessed Hsu Hs1n-hai 
whep he composed the song. There, before you, yellow, immense, 
feeding the. country·and at .the ·Same time ravaging .the country, 
overwhelming with its portents of suffering and fertility, lay the 
river. 

June 17th, The Dead . • • You do not see any signs ·Of the 
dead .in Y enan; In all other Chinese . towns you see the grave
mounds rising north and. east ofthe city; arid sometimes on all 
sides, and therethe dog~ play and scabbleamong the grasses, and 
therooks come, andinthe old buriaLpits.for areasonl have never 
been able to discoverthey put dead horses. The burial places are 
also the execution grounds, and since sometimes you must wander 
on the outskirts of the city to see your friends, or to go to neigh
bouring villages, you are always in danger of seeing a man with 
his arms tied behind his back, kneeling, and by his side a rough 
pinewood phm~ coffin. But in Yenan tl1cre are no grave-mounds, 
and no dead; · · 

I twas strange at first, for you are so accustomed to these mounds 
that their absence becomes stJ:iking .. In other Chinese towns the 
dead are the·besiegers of the living, waiting .outside the walls. 
Perhaps,. one. wondered, .. people did •• not die in Shensi.. The. chil
dren in their white caps a!ld blue trousers looked ridiculously 
healthy; the old men looked as though· they would live for· ever. 
There were an.incredihle number of monuments to past emperors, 
inscriptions on rock, but there were no dead. 

In these soft, friable loess valleys all the. earth must be ploughed. 
There is no room for the dead. And if the dead are invisible,so 
are the people invisible: there are days when you can walkin the 
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outskirts of Yenan and see almost no one at ali-in the heat thev 
are all hidden in the caves. You would see a man working high 
above you on the mountain, or perhaps a cart would lumber by, 
but the driver was hidden in the bales of hay. All round Yenan, 
on those clear hot summer days, there was a .curious emptiness. 
Nothing stirred. No one came out of the military headquarters, 
and you forgot that inside the mountains men were sitting in shirt
sleeves over telephones, taking down radioed statements from 
aU the stations in the world, giving orders, even in this heat mak
ing plans for the future of China. Something of the future was 
there, hidden in the dark caves. 

But the dead were there, and so were the people. Yotl,noti<;~~<;t 
at intervals, at the foot of thernol1nta.Jns, LWder"juttingledges of 
rock, in the. most barren and uncultivated places, small l!(ad
coloured and pointed plinths. Sometimes they carried a red star, 
more often they carried nothing except the name of a dead peas
ant. "Where are the dead?" 1 asked· once. "We forget them," a 
young soldier answered. "There is no room for them here." 

The Boy. . . . Y:ENAN.w~,haJ.;dl¥,J:U9,,t;~ ,.fu.~n .. ::~, cJJJ.Ilter.of small 
yillag.es .. in .a hr.o<l.cLy~lJey;, .... J'h~¥· . ;w~J.;.~ ... ~g:risvJtural . villages, and 

s .. Pmetim·.· es y .. ou si·gh···· .... •·.e. d .. · •... ··f·o· r;1····.···.s. pl.as:h q£ 99lour. arnong those. baking 
hot yellows .a,nd. {l'l.~:t:\t greeps .. There were few trees; the. women 
wore the same faded blue coats and trousers as the. men,. and 
though you noticed the brightness of their faces, there were mo
ments when you wanted to take a paint-brush and put violent 
reds and purples and magentas on the scene. There were festivals, 
but they occurred rarely. There wete theatres where the actors 
wore the brightest brocades and painted themselves merrily; there 
were marriage ceremonies where the bride came on horseback 
down .the streets dressed in ceremonial· costume; there were the 
yanglw plays where the native genius of these people foryiolently 
contrasting colours came into full play; but on those sweltering 
afternoons you could only lookforward to the moment of sunset 
when the winter wheat on the hill flashed gold. 

Yet sometimes there was colour in the Persian saddle-bows, ot 
in the young girl whose apple-red face gleamed above faded blue 
cotton so brightly that you were startled. You· noticed that the 
yellows and the greens. changed colour. A lorry or a motor-car 
would pass in the distance, throwing up a tower of yellow dust, 
and in the late afternoons, when the tower reached the sun, it 
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blazed splendidly. Or else you noticed on the cliff-walls a soli
tary woven blanket in striped reds and purples,· and this too would 
absorb the sunlight till the eye,.so long accustomed to yellow and 
green, grew dazzled in exactly the same way that you are dazzled 
when, looking at the white walls of a Moorish palace, you see a 
square blue stone inserted at a place where it relieves all monotony 
and gives strength and continuity to the place. 

One evening, when the sunlight fell.on the uplands and the 
valley was already frozen in greyness, a boy came down the dusty 
road leading some pigs. The pigs were blackonce, but now the 
yellow dust had turned·. the111 almost silver. The boy • was. about 
fourteen, but tall and well-formed, and you would have said he 
was older, except for the childishness round.the mouth. Sometimes. 
he played on a flute, and sometimes he shouted at some girls who 
were talking to soldiers on a low wall; and. 'Yh~n he had passed 
down the road and thought there was no one there, he be gap to 
sing .• It was dark in the street,. but he had come at that moment 
into the brazen red light of a forge, and then you noticed that he 
wore a bright blue cap, torn white trousers.and some.bands .. of 
red silk round the waist as bright as a gash. He was bare-chested 
and in the light of the forge his . boyish chest shone like gold. He 
had forgotten about the pigs. He leaned negligently on the staff, 
and continued to sing and play on his flute until someone came to 
attend the forge. Then he went down the road, and you heard the 
boy singing and the grunting of the pigs. · 

June 18th, Chief-of-Staff '· . . I-IE WAS a young Szechuanese, 
hardly more than thirty, who·Hved just outside the·Army Head
quarters, in three tunnels scooped out of a small hillside. He was 
nearly always bursting with tremendous fits of .laughter, and he 
was often (lmused by the world which seemed to be full of de
lightful imbecilities. General Yeh Chien-ying, the former Chief-of" 
Staff, had gone to Pekin as head of the Communist delegation at 
the Executive Headquarters; in his place was the Szechuanese, 
Yang Shan-k'un, who insistes that the rank ofacting Chief-of
Staff did not entitle him to be called "general." He wore the usual 
blue faded. cotton cloth, the usual coarse wheat-straw sandals, and 
I never saw him without his usual grin. There were three things 
he appeared to like above all others-Mao Tse~tung, his wife and 
American cigarettes. American cigarettes were his only vice, and 
he consumed them in monstrous proportions. 
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I saw him many time~; and one afternoon; while his. children 
were playing in the court-yard, he told meas muc;h as he could 
remember of the Sian Incident, which had taken place nearly ten 
years before. The Sian Incident, howev~r, is not yet out of· date. 
It is important because it introduced radical changes iri the pro
gram of the Chinese Communist Party, and because .it set the 
tempo for many things that happened later. Yang Shan-k'un was 
there at the time, and though he was not then a member of the 
Central Executive Committee, he was well-informed about every
thing that had happened. 

"The Communists had only been .in Yenan for just over a year 
when the Sian Incident took place," he said. "It was a time of 
extraordinary stress and strain, we were fighting,~ontiDU<llgt,lC~-r-illa 
wars against. Kuomintangtropps ::mdth~J~J_'iaJilese were.known• .• to 
be about to attack. The!:\. suddenly•we heard that Chang Hstreh
liang, the Young Marshal, had captured the. Generalissimo. Chang 
Hsueh-liang took the responsibility for the c[lpture frorn the begin
ning, .and he was the responsible man. At first we heard nothing 
in Yenan, We were as mystified as everyone else. Some days later 
we sent a commission of threemenat Chang·Hsueh"liang's invi
tation to Sian. These were Chou En-lai, Yeh Chien-ying and one 
other; In view of the urgency. of· the times, they were given wide 
powers, but the Central Executive Committee was to make the 
final decisions. 

"Chou En-lai had many conversations with the Generalissimo. 
The Generalissimo does not mention them in his book F'ortnight 
in Sian, but he does mention in the Chinese edition that at one 
point he met 'a man he hated.' This was Gene:ral Chou E.n-lai. He 
had the hardest of all tasks, for Chang Hsueh-liang had decided 
before the capture that it was necessary to kill the Generalissimo, 
and the Central Executive Committee was determined that. he 
should be kept alive. It was not altruism. We were faced with two 
alternatives-the Generalissimo or Generl;ll • Ho Ying:chin. Ho 
Ying-chin had·. signed the infamous Ho-Umezu agreement,· and 
we regarded hitn-'-we had documentary evidence-as pro-Jap
anese and prepared to surrender to the Japanese. On the other 
hand we wei·e beginning to learn thattlw Generalissimo was de
termined on fighting the Japanese, and if •· he was killed, power 
would fallimmediately into General Ho's hands, $o the Central 
Executiye. Committee insisted · that the Generalissimo be kept 
alive. The decision was made here in Yenan; It was unanimouS-' 
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or rather there was .one dissenting. vote byChang.Kuo.tao, who 
lat¢r wentover to the Kuomintang side! It is odd that the Gen. 
eralissimo should want to kill us when we have done so much to 
save .his life. 

"Itwas•a_timewhen.theimostextraqrdinary thingswerehappen
ing. The Tung-pei (North-East) a,nd Hsi-p~i (North-West) armies 
possessed few, if any Communists in them: It is not true thatthey 
were honeycombed_ with Communists~ But what_ was cle_ar was 
that tht:Jy,vyere preparing uqder the leadersl!ip ofQhang Hsueh" 
liang to take. il1dependent action___:_,.action in<;lependentof the Cen~ 
tral Government. on November • 21st Hu Tsung-nan's army had 
been<;lefeated.bythe Reds. It began to Iookextremely likely that 
the G!3neralissirilo wa11ted the armies of Chang Hsueh~liangto be 
d~stroyed by us, too. !t was more than likely_ that the real cause 
whf he ca111e. ?P to Sian :vyas not to . destroy us, but in the }lope 
that wewoulddestroy thear,mies of-ChangHsueh-liang; •and.be 
left too weak to fight ag:otinst him for some while. If this was his 
plan,. and \Ve l!ave very.good evidence for it, it was rernarkably 
sl:wrt-sighted; fori£ we were destroyed; the Japanes~ would have 
take11 tlie.op!>o~tunity t? sweep through Shensi and. Shansi. 

':At thes~ meetings in Sian when the ·fate of the Generalissimo 
was being .depideq, a great cl!ange of policy was made. We de
cided notto ~tt~1llpt tp, annihilate the Kuomintang; -.We realized 
that the im1lle?iate danger was the invasion og the Japanese, and 
we could not· afford one .ounce of energy in fighting. the_ Ku<3min
tang;" 

lf!.1J:fldJJ;tJ;;.,,'£htJ,.Cqp,_fl ,.et.tlJ~<.JI,~.rJ:,.t£~r1~ff:!J~- !!.-Mfl.~h(l8 . • .. . . _. THE 
waves of honey-coloured suffocating sand came rolling along the 
road, butinsidethe. printing shops everythingwas cool.Tl!e wint
_ing-:wess~s were hig~ up on the __ cliff:-face and. you reached.them 
through an ornamented green-tiled gateway, Gut_ out of the cliffs 
vy13reinspriptions inpraiseofBuddha, and near the gatewaythere 
was._~s1Uall\V??denboardon which.was written: Liberation Daily. 
An old temple had become the headquarters of the most impor
tf).I}t (';()gunullist daily ·_in China. 

In •.• Pekin,• .• 9hangh~i ... a.P.d .Na!lkip.g.ali•· •. Qorru!lunist.l)..ewspC}pers 
w,~r.e b;:m.neq •. None-..yspap~r.wa.s•flllowed to. p~ipt.n(:)'Ysfrom Gom
mun!~ts.PI.lr9es; i!ltl}e ;Yh9Ie C<:)~n.try. th.erewere only seven .. Com
munist newspapers, arioflle'se were produced in the Border Areas. 
These were the newspapers for general circulation, but every 
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army possessed its own printing press. and hundreds of magazines 
were in circulation. Of all .these newspapers the Liberation Daily 
was probably the most influential. 

I had not expected to find modern ma~hinery high up in. these 
caves, hut least of all had I expected to find caves like these; They 
were not cut from loess: they were cut from rock, and from every 
wall there were buddhas gazing down. at you. There were the 
small black printing-presses, some powered by treadle, others by 
steam, roaringand hammering and clicking,.and.hesidethem were 
the great guardian gods, life-size, witll.,the paint still on them~ And 
in another cave, twenty times vaster, made in-the sh~pe of a:great 
square and stacked with ream. upon ream ofbrownpa:per, were 
ten thousand buddhas. . . . ·. -·•·• ·• ••••.• :•.. ··:. ••·•• > / . 

It was curiQm ~pd, epclfantin~; &Pd. aiQ)olig tb§WJ yy!;Ne som~ of 
the best huddhas I have ever seen. There were.•il'ow on •row 
o e , oo '•tO J e •. ce:t ·n and here 
and. there ou saw a mu • . .. · . . a d . . l:l,l.l D nasty, 
almos .. emmme in its elegance of expression-an gesture, reclin
ing or blessing; untouched and unharmed by the centuries. •t.:r.rspite 
of the reams of paper, it was e~sy enough to imagin:e. yclu w~re 
in the temple. On some of the buddhas faint colours remained, 
malachite green, and red and blue •. It was annoying.tp remember 
that at thegreatestperiod ofT'angpynasty artthebud<lhas,were 
all painted, but how well they had survived.l.The paint had ~~ked 
off, but the unchanging stone remained·: Mostly, there vvere the 
rows of. small buddhas, but ther,e were at least eight of these 
larger carvings, and there may have been .more among the. stacks 
of paper,. hidden.· in corners. The: printing-presses, were the new 
prayer-wheels, and the new priests were,these boys in fading blue 
cloth who ministered to them. 

1 have seen in.revolutionary Spain a lq~~ly fift~enth-century 
chapel made into a motor repair-shop, the .Mtar littered with the 
rusted red entrails of engines~ I had hated it at first, u11til at last, 
remembering that there was no other house. standi!lgin, this vil
lage near the.Ebro, it had.seemedlessdesecratioi1tllan •. the .accom
plishment of a good purpose: . a Bed Cross fll:lg Hew over the 
church, and this was a repair shop for ambulan,~es. Andheretoo , 
the change seemed necessary. and inevitable: J'he olg city .had 
been bombed to rubble. There was .no other place where paper 
could be stored. And the buddhas did: not .care and were carefully 
preserved. · 
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Arp.ong them was . at least one which would have melted the 
mouths of the curators of the wo_rld's museums. Buddha lay in a 
half reclining ppsture, fingering his stone necklace with one hand 
and blessing the world with the other. The nose had broken· off, 
but you could still.see the chaplet of flowers in the head-dress and 
the faint Grecian folds of the gown. There were no lights in this 
store-room except oil-lfu:nps, and· when· it grew dark, the stone 

"7 glowed, And perhae~ nothing had changed. through the centuries, 
1\Jor the first eo le in the world to use a er were buddhist riests, 

as· Aure Stein discovered in the Gobi, an more t an a thousand 
years • Eiefore • tlje. Cornmun'i.sts came· here, there· rna ·•· have been 
stacks. o pa.per ap· · t1r:ttin resses in • caves near 

_t.was o 1stur m to n t dhas there. ad never 
seen , ese carvings in t eir,,origina.lsites before. The square tern~ 
ple,>.with its hl,l~~ stone; altar and smoke-blackened ceiling, the 
tens ofthousand..s of buddhas li11ing. the· walls, enforcing by their 
sheer repetition a sense of a~turbing calm, all these were unex; 
pected in YetiaJ1, and ll1ore>tl1an ever unexpected in the printing
press; 

IM...<k>~tu#g, T.: .~. ··P~!!> •. !Jl;~J.mf~i\M!l.L!l••Lgive• no "' 
iLl}pressionof··th~ ma~l·'!itb th-e long streamin~··•·· blue-black. hair, 
th~ .. "f()!J:n<l. silver·~{~J:ll'~~ ~rectac;le~, i the fi.rt~ .. c;h.c;e~)?o1les, .. the 
purseq, ~lmost·feminip~ lips and the :lir .. of, a college professor. 
Usually, you see him in:,.photogra.J?hs wearing. a cloth cap, and 
you notice the round peasant face and the smallnose and the 
heavy eyes---but the m:oment the cap is taken off· the .. peasant dis-
aprears, Itistrue.that he hardly ever remains the same for more 
than a Jew • minutes on end, ' so .. that .one .moment· he. giggles ·like 
a boy, and the next ~omentthe soft voice takes on depth and 

·1~thoWy and .a quit~,:extraordinary resonance. H~~,three 
1 ~!d;,lQ,Ocks.t:PiJ;t)" .. :~(!),\l,.will·.see,him,.anyda_y .. op,. <lcJ:lY~~WPuli .in Eng-

l~B<iJ.Prr··*·ll1·~F.iGa, f •· •·.• ••. · ·• • . •. • . 

'''Partly,':~{ cotll'se,iit. is the. fault of the legend .. If you remember 
·• the Lon& March, if.'.~Q.lJ.,!'w~.m,~,mJ?,~x, .. ~,q,gf.!,J, §.J:lo)}'.:~ , J!,!,Q;1.91J.~ .story of 
1yfao'~'se .• £~~<·J.l*l.®ing; ... his,.trousers .and ..•• • scrabblingfor ,fleas, or 
taking of.f:Jiis ~ousers altogether when he entered Lin Piao's cave 
one sweltering hot day and· gazing at a map on the -yvall, tEen you ~ 
will he perfestly satisfied to regard him. as· part .military genius, 
part peasantJead.er .and .. pa,rt b:nbariaJ1 .. Edgar ·Snow wrote· Red 11 V \ • 
Star. over. China. nearly t~g x.ea.rs .. ~go •. :M:ao has matured and ta~~~~ /'f.3 f 
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on· a deepe,~ ... g~ayity. 9£ !]~l111~f,<.pyt .he,:.wl:ts •· qpyiQ.Y.~Jy ,~~yer the 
u l;>arba~ian. Agnes SIJ:!edle,y qe,sqrik.eil how ~>he .was .• sh()p~e,g,J;>y .his 
,_ .• fl')m~mty. ··It is pede'ctly true that· there is a streak offeminity in 

him, as. there ·•• is in .all (:ll.il1e.s,e ~cholars to. the .extent that their 
ge,~ture,i;.ill'egraceful,theyspeak il) carefully modulated soft voices 
and. sing their ·poems ·falsetto .. There is something of .t.Qe . same· 
feminity in Chu Teh, whose voice has a tenderness which would 
resemble weakness in any 'Western general, thoJJgh)J,o,.generalhas 
been tougher t4l;ln (;hy.;J:.M.llltimat.e,ly, .a wa11is .what he, is with
out his cap. Remove the cap, and Mao .Tse-tung gives all the ap
pearance of a scholar, with all. the' odd chameleon strengths and 

f",'•' weaknesses which come from anintep.se aBsorption in scholarship. 
/ '' \ ,;rhe cours.e' of s.t:udy.he .. l:).l:J.~. ~et l:!im~e,lfj.~ J.he re,volp.tipn of. Ohi:na. 

1 watched him carefully .. fo}: .. JllQX.~ .. tQ.an thtee hours;,in .. a hare 
room which was the Yen an equivalentto the Foreign Office draw
ing-room .. He was·not at first sight impressive. No.Hashes·ofelec
tdc.energy.radiateclfmm.h® •. alldfor .. a.litde.while···l. was not· even 
cqpscioy~ .. of,};xis .presence .. He wore, black cotton s}ippers and a 

rown woollen Sun Yat-sen uniform. When he. shook hands, . he 
ifted his elbow to the height of his . shoulder, an odd gesture, 
hich suggested that his hands had been mauled before by for

~igners. Yet he did noUn the )east give the impression of weak
ness. He had burly shpulders, and his .hands were large, like peas
ant hands. tla.smile,d,d~ligb.tful1:y,.~~l1dwhenhespoke the voic.e 
was very •low and almost inaudible; · He·had".a .high. fo:r13head, .. and 
his face·was .bronzed. 

lt-:w;ls a. party .. given for •. three .professors who ha.d,come •down 
hom .Pekin; amotl,g. th.emthere was .an okl man whoJ1aciL been .. his 
teacher man)'·.· y.e :,1£~. · g~fpre . ..There .• was. Mao· .Tse-t:ung,. ~hu,.l:eh, 
the American major, the. three professors, .an interpreter and:my
self. Mao wa,!l, ye,cy .. my.ch . . the .... hos.t, a~cl-..though · the .• · .. professors 
wanted to. talk about him; he insisted on talking about Chu Teh; 
"It was extraordinary; Ch1l-··•7'eh had the courage to go t}Jrough 

rz. ~he gra~slands .. '~tvice;l. twas pr. ettyda·n·g··e. r·o. ··u·s· •.·.·to g. o.·· .. t···h····.r··.o·u·•·. g .. h··.·it··· on····ce .• , / ~ut tw10e-. T~~ •. ;ili.lih~QRg,.~$i;llretunn~d;,.he.had · 
no desire to side" track it, and answered th~ profess()rs' <:_l~e,stions 
gravely. They wanted the whole history,of the Long !Vfarch. 'J'he: 

\Comnmnists. were old men now. The "Lon~.,~~~~~.,~,tillthe 
'.eg§:llg .. a.:!Q:!J.USL .':Y.h.kl:Uhe.u:J!x~~ .. ;.r,~yglx~J;l.;,!h&};,;w,e,r.e_ahs.o.rbed }JY•·. 
:t}.?..~ii ~~.c ...... ()}.J ... e .. . c. Jio .... r.s··.·.· ...•.. o ... J ...... th.· ..••....... q·~ . .e ... ·.·.·.J.RP .. & ... ,,,1~V¥U.~X~,:a§,,91:h~r$.a+.e ,a'R·s~he,c:l .. by; .. .t.heu:.mernotJ.e~, ... g£.,;.~i~i,.,¥Pufh .. ·He spoke of ·the grasslands 
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on his mind. He.lo.ok,e,d.~~ .... Ihe line of the mouth became 
hard and determined, the voice deeper, the gestures far more re
strained. But I hadn't come to talk about politics-I wanted to find 
more of his poems and translate them. He grinned again. "They're 
really very bad-terribly bad. I just write poetry tq waste time." 

It was useless. Whatever you said about his poetry, .he had one 
Bnal, absolute answer-it was shockingly bad, and he would be 
ashamed to have it seen. It was nonsense, but the kind of nonsense 
th~t gave him pleasure, for he giggled again, knowing only too 
well that the p,oetry was good. He had written a poem called The 
Snow which had become famous all over China. "I gave it to my 
friend, urging him not to let anyone see it, but he published it 

~;~i~~!~:7,~~~d · 
fra1;~~ffi¥t~~~¥t~~t·;~~?!r~~~~'i:~~!i~~~~~;:~n;i~i~: * fonnidable logic. my, og10a y, e spo <e a out he civil war, 
~nd there was nothing at all original in what he said, but in the 
tpanner of it there was a hidden strength and a quiet purpose. I 
:qad said something or other a bout the failure· of the Spanish. Re
publicans during the civil war against the massed artillery of the 
Germans. Ije.said: · .~'ln. the ... fir.~,t,pJg.qe,, .. S.pajp,., is .... not Chi~·,l:here 
W.!:<Ie cmJy $,Q.QQ,QQQ peopl.e .. fighting f!.g.!linst E'ranco, .buL,the"Chi-

~2~~i~*~if~~~bif~e1~~~hfpl~; ··ih~~Pu:;;~~-~~···~~~~~~~~ahtlfo~ 
twen ·' neyears .. g .li'Ql'P ever e mnm u to now, we have 

esire peace an· we o not want t 1s warto be pro onged." 
He went on: "There are some people abroad who are helping 

the Kuomintang to fight with their offerof ~mmunition. These sup
plies should be stopped, and the~emoc~ .• p,~g;p~ . .o.Lother 
c;ptnltries should .. • oppo$.§, .. th~ .... §t;lnQiJ;Lg qf .<J.l:QIJlt,tnttipn ... tQ.,.th,~,.l< uo
rni.::taJ:J.&: T~c;rE)~~·e. PE)Qple abroad, who do not want. or approve 
of democracy in this country: these people are acting with the 
consonance of the reactionaries in China. Let them know that 
whatever happens, if we are faced with mechanized war, we shall 
fight on, if necessary with our hands and feet." 

1 asked him what were the conditions for peace in the civil war. 
He said: "When there is dem e civil war will end. The 
~who are 1g ting reallr, do not ;want to realize democfi?y 
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He.was dubious-or had notread enDugh. abouLsoc:iaJism in 
Ep,gl.and. He thought the socialist. goyernment's. polic:y of taking 
over the heavy industries was partly dictated by the necessity of 
an export trade. He was. glad there were 110 British soldiers in 
China, but said that British intervention in Indonesia was "not 
correct." He liked the phrase "not correct" and used it often. He 
said: "There are some people abroad who. hope to extend the 
civil war in China-they are doing everything they can to extend 
the war. Buton our side we do not want war, and we look for
ward to the time when all democratic elements in all countries 
are united towards the common aim of peace. It is as simple as 
that." And then again; "We are notafraidofheing.defeatecl for 
we .. shaiLuothe .defeated,'~ andthen .• made .. a .gesture .with·hi.s.hands 
and feet to explain that they would fight with their hands and 
feet fo .the last man. It was the second time he had done this. He 
talked for a little while about the aims of his small government, 
saying as Chu Teh had said before that in the civil war neither 
side ,could win,. it was better to have a coalition government and 
that China could not afford a civil war either now or at any other 
time. The voice grew·· deeper;·the··scholarly graces :vanished,· and 
).'0\.l•.notic:ed for .. the first time the inflexil>le tewper. 'Yhichl;;ty be
~Jind.th€ air;, otrefiued .. sc:hplarship. Like Chu .. Teh,. he. wa.s unim
J?l·essiveat .. first sight and• possessed notricks .. of .• expxession .• l).t ·an. 
J?JJ,t •. gradualJy: .. l;J..e ... S,hQ:W.e9,. .• h!.li"'Silt!J~t- ·PRWe!:"·.It was then, <tl1d..•only 
t~n, .. that the peasant, the .. scholar, the,pqlitici4n .. a;J;l.cl.#~e .... :rnili
tary commander· seemed to be fused together. A few moments 
later he left and walked up to his house. All you saw in the dark
ness were the stooped shoulders coloured with the blood-red light 

o~~~1~~;hi,~~-~.6~di::.~~~:sb~1· ~flke~:;t~g~!l~~~~singly ~ 
· · g,..~;~tP.er politi-

•. > ·•• ··•··.···•· .... ··.... . X§ •• ~~~ . .fqpnidable ~ 
t:~J2ptgti~p.fp·~:··i£h§!~iin.I.~.~JJ.'" .• fgr,,p,9J;try,., g ,i§ .~P<>fn that he has .: 
made a selection of his oems which hl).s robabl een ubhshed 
-mformation a out hispoetry is ar to come y, ut the selec
tion called F eng Chien Tze certainly exists. F eng Chien Tze means 
"wind sand oems," and is robabl meant to refer to the1r fleet- " 
ing, ur u ent c aracter. u t e co ecti()n, 1 printed at .all, is 
printed privately. No copies were available in Yenan, and Mab 
said himself that he wanted his poems to be known neither in 
China nor abroad, he was annoyed that some had been published 
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and he frowned on all poetry in the old classical tradition, though 
he wrote it. · 

I give. here thE! only three . .pQ.E!ms .of}li~. I.~~s .ableJQ .. fl,nd. The 
flrstand.. second wer(;l. writtep.. dyring·the Long Ma~PA and.. the 
third was written either just before he went to Chungking in 1945 
or shortly afterwards. 

I 

1'..blf .. sky.i,~,hi~b~Jhqel9Hlf~.lf.t;g,.~pf1JP:911Jing, 
I gaze so1ithtva/ds at the wild geese disappearing over the 

horizon. 
I count on my fingers~a distance of 20,000 li 
I say we are not heroes if we do not reach the Great Wall. 

Standing on the highest peak of Six Mountains, 
The red flag streaming in the west wind, 
Today with a long rope in my hand, 
I wonder how soon before we can bind up the monster. 

II 

None in the Red Army feared the distresses of the Long 
March. 

We looked Ughtly on the thousand peaks and the ten thousand 
rivers, 

The Five Mountains rose and fell like rippling waves, 
The W uliang mountains were no more than small green 

pebbles. 
Warm were the sheer precipices when Gold Sand river dashed 

into them, 
Cold were the iron-chained bridges ov.er the Tatu river, ' 
Delighting in the thousand snowy folds ofthe Min Mountain, 
The last pass vanquished,. the. Three Armies smiled. 

III 

The Snow 

All the scenery of the North 
Is enclosed in a thousand li ofice 
And ten thousand li of whirling snow. 
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Behold bothside.softhe Great Wall-. - 
There is only a vast confusionleft. 
On the upper andlower reaches · of the Yellow River 
y au can no longer see theJlowing water. 
The mountains are dancing silver serpents; 
The hills on the plains are shining eleplwnts. 
I desire to compare myheightwith the skies. 

In clear weather 
The earth is so charming, 
Like a red-faced girl clothed in white. . 
Such is the charm of these rivers and mountains, 
Calling innumerable. heroes to vie with each other in pursuing 

• h.er. · 
The Emperors Shih.HuangandWu Tiwerebarely cultured, 
The Emperors TaiTsung and Tai Tsu were lacking in feeling, 
GhenghizKhan knew only how to bend his boU?at the eagles. 
These all belong to the past-only today are there men . of 

feeling. 

Th~ poems are difficult to :translate. In the Chinese, for example, 
"I desir~ to compare rvy height with· the skies~' -possesses a note 
of grandeur, . bu~ not of personal graQdeur-:-:"he· is speaking of an 
aeroplane. The .. '"rhree Armies" do' not refer to the four armit:)s 
which.topk -partinthe.Long'March,·but refer to a technical .term, 
as ancient as the .Chou Dynasty, to describe the _ ar~ies of- the 
J!:mperor, rvhich he identifies. with the Red Army. "Th~ Red Army" 
itself possesses immense eJ:Uotional force in Chinese, · because one 
is consci(_)US at flrstonly of their colour, which suggests to a Chi
nese _reader on reading itfor tl:le fi.rst time, yOt~th and virility. The 
last poem when published in Ta Kung Pao was hailed as a mas-

. terly summary of aU Chinese history,alllandscapes in China-in 
the shortes~ number of words he hap produce~ the-most complete 
picture 6fthe Chinese scene. Nearly il.Uthe poems he has written, 
I was told~ have a kind. of dag-ger-thrust in • the last line. So it is 

. here. The poet builds up slowly the vivid po:rtrait he desires to 
conv~y, and crowns it in the: last line of all, and this method is 
something altogether new in Chinese poetry, which knows rio 
climaxes comparable with these. · 

This is· all we · could find, but somehow it was satisfying; the 
pattern remained, arid though there were probably many othei· 
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patterns, it would be difficult to imagine that the essence of the 
man's poetry changed. You know more about a man when you 
have read some of his poetry, but ybu knowless when you have 
read too much of it. He said of his poetry that it was a private 
game, it was all ma-1na-hu-hu-a delightful word meaning any
thing you care to imagine between "idiotic" and "useless.'' It was 
not idiotic or useless, and it was horrible to think the poetry might 
never be published when it introduced something so new and so 
long desired. He did not want them published. His calligraphy 
was magnificently bold and sweeping, his best prose was .finer than 
most. And it was sad to reflect that some of the best poetry now 
being written in China might well remain in manuscript. 

,,'fl.''~ 
J~.,, J y;n,r;.2,QJli.,JJQl~._tQiJ;, ,Ma . . . • . HI&" l=fil.aJ,,name,,.~as IJ:t;, p.eorge 

·· Hate;n1, buthe .. ·was .. .l~nown.ln.Xenan as Dr. Ma Hei-,tel;l"l;le .was an 
A,rp.eriq<tcn with fine .dark ·• hands . and he.:;tvy ·eyelids, and you felt 
immediately that he would do everything in his power to heal the 
sick. Years ago, returning from Switzerland, where he graduated, 
to America, he stayed for a while in Shanghai with the intention 
of studying tropical medicine. And then someone told him about 
the Communist experiment in Shensi. He was not a Communist. 
He made his way up through Hongkong and Sian at the time when 
Edgar Snow· was first visiting the Communist areas; and••he has 
stay.e.d_q;g.,.~_Y.er, since. 

He was proud ofhis hospitaLwhich lay on the ra.ad to Chu Teh' s 
date garcl.cn. !Ie lw4 . .seen .. it.in. the. days when Yenan. was cut off 
from the world and entirely forgotten, when everything had to 
be improvised-drugs, stretchers, surgical instruments, even band
ages. There .was no X-ray machine in those days. You used cotton 
gauze boiled in local lye to get the fats out, you made Mayo tables 
of wooden packing-cases, and you made catgut from local sheep 
intestines and you fried to make adhesive tape-it was one of the 
most difficult problems, and never solved satisfactorily-with cot
ton bandages dipped in tree-sap. Surgical instruments were made 
in .the local arsenal; they looked homespun, and they did not glit
ter like surgical instruments in well-equipped hospitals, but they 
were adequate. It wasn't a perfect hospitaL The patients were 
kept in caves on different levels along the cliffs, it was a hard job 
climbing the cliffs, especially in autumn when the lanes would be 
ankJe-deep in mud, you couldn't control flies and there was far 
too much dirt. But they had done their best with their home-made 
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steam sterilizers, their home-made drugs and precipitation tests 
and charts and glass test-tubes, which shone a murky green colour, 
because they were made in Yenan. There was. a time when they 
only had one • microscope, and· the. hand centrifuge . made in the 
arsenal was hopelessly inadequate for their needs. But they had 
learned a lot, and .above ail they had •learned how to improvise. 
Because medicines were withheld by the blockade, many people 
had died and many would have been healed sooner; but on the 
whole they had done their best, and they were almost content with 
what they had done. "We got a tremendous satisfaction out of 
working with nothing," he said. 'Tve been to Pekin. There's a doc" 
tor there, trained in the Pekin Union Medical College, who won't 
operate for less than a million. dollars." The Chinese doctor who 
was a~pompanying us said: ""Okay, I've earned ten milllon dollars 
today. 

Itwas getting better now. The American Red Cross had s~nt in 
1944 a fine X-ray machine and a great deal of gleaming surgical 
apparatus, which made the home-made instruments look incol}
ceivably tawdry in comparison. They had done everything imagi
naple to break the blockade, and at last they had succeeded. It 
was no longer an important hospital. There were far bigger hos. 
pitals in Manchuria and. Chahar under Communist administra
tion, . but the cave-wards · were filled,·· internes. were still being 
trained and there was still a great deal of work to do, 

"It was a difficuJt time, bl1t.we enjoyed it," said Dr. Hatem. ~We 
were· faced with the tfisk of building up a scientific tradition in. a 
province which is 4,000 years old. There were witch-doctors with 
close-fitting ·• black clothes, four-bladed swords and a. host of in
cantations; there were herb-doctors and acupuncturists; there 
were midwives who did not know the rudiments of human physi
ology. This is what we were faced with when we first came here. 

"The witch-doctors we banned. They were dangerous .• We got 
rid of thembyintroducingthem in yangko plays; so.that the peo
ple laughed at. them, and we got them better jobs---cgave them 
farms-anything as long . as they would stop harming the peopl~. 
The herb-doctors, the acupuncturists and. t.ll,e midwives we kept, 
but we gave them training in the essentials of western medicine. 
Chinese herb-doctors have d()ne an enor'rl:lous.JoLof good. They 
have medicines against malaria, and they can cure intestinal, ab
dominal and muscular pains-we don't know how they do it in 
every case, just as we do not know how the acupuncturist, by 
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putting a silver needle through your flesh, manages to effect the 
same cures. Acupuncture can cure malari~ . sometimes. It •· does 
work clinically. So we accepted them, taught themhow necessary 
it was to sterilize. their instruments, gave them elementary train
ing in anatomy, physiology and asepsis. We hadn't enough west
ern-trained doctors and we had to use what there was. 

"From the beginning we never despised Chinese doctors . .Their 
herb-medicines contain an enormous lot of nonsense, but the dis" 
covery of ephedrine, which is an adreniline substitute, is due to 
the factthatthe Chinese have been using for centuries a particular 
herb from which ephedrine is still distilled. That was about 1926 .. 
There haven't been many great discoveries in Chinese herb-medi~ 
cine since, but there is no reason why one should not appear some 
day .. Acupuncture is .another matter. We know almost nothing 
about it, except that it works sometimes. 

"From the beginning, too, everything was improvisation. Sze 
ch'i. tung hsueh:-move your own hands. This was the principle 
under which we worked, and it was the principle which applied 
throughout the Border Areas." We were going through the phar
macy in the caves, and he pointed to the bottles on the shelves. 
"This meant that we made tannic acid and tannic albumen ·from 
bark, glucose from local beet sugar and from the salt•wells in the 
north we made magnesium sulphide, sodium bicarbonate, mag
nesium sulphate and all the other derivatives from salt .. Only it was 
bitter salt, and not very good. We got merchants to smuggle in 
a few things in bales of cotton, we made our own woollen blan
kets and dyed them in our own woollen dyes, we made our own 
dentist's chairs, we invented om· own technique, and though nearly 
everything was home-made we brought the infant mortality down 
to a figure which is fantastically low for China-2.8 per cent." 

He liked to talkofthe witch-doctors, with their swords, whips, 
rattles and .circles of blazing fire which they drew round the • pl:J· 
tients. All that was strange and dappled in the world delighted 
him. In one of the caves he found a patient who wasthoughtto be 
a girl until some curious sexual development occurred, and he be
came a boy. "How the devil could they tell what has happened?" 
he laughed. "There are hardly any secondary sexual characteristics 
among the Chinese. The girls have hardly any breasts, and the 
boys don't have to shave. Well, we've sewed him up, but the poor 
devil probably won't be able 'to do anything with it, even though 
he's got it." He liked talking about the details of the hospital man-
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agement, the days when you climbed the muddy stairs ip a bitter 
wintef, he admired the Chinese doctors and nurses, and he had 
a particular admiration for two doctors who had.·come up in 1938, 
after graduating from the Shantung Christian University, andre
mained ever since. There had been lonely desolate moments· when 
they felt themselves ineffective because th{)y were so completely 
cut off from the world. They had trained over 3,500 doctors .in a 
short-term training course in the Border Areas, but they wished 
they had trained ten times as many. Now nearly every village pos
sessed its doctor. There were co-operatives in everything: .spin
ning and weaving co-operatives, farm co-operatives, teaching· co
operatives and now thero.were medical co-operatives. "We try Jo 
teacl-I thepeas;mts not to live with their animals and to dig their 
latr\nes far from their houses. Ultimately, of coqrse, the problem 
is economic. He will live with his animals, and catch all the. dis
eases that carne from living with his animals, until he. can afford 
to build a separate house for the animals. We can't force them to 
dO these things. We have to train them gradually: 'The tempo is 
slow. We try to educate the primary school children and the sol
diers-especially the soldiers, because they are usually in dose 
contact with the villagers, but we wish sometimes we were going 
faster." 

We came down theslope, and looked up again at the t\.vo hun
dred caves in the cliff-wall and·at.the small grey-tiled building 
which had been built when· the last bombings cameto.an end in 
1943. The winter wheat was shining on the crown of the mountain. 
White-capped nurses with. white blouses and white trousers were 
climbing down the loess paths. It was a good place to be :in. 

Ju11,e.2Jsf,.T]t:([f.()€it . . . HEWORE his blue cotton coat like a 
cape;··and.thot1g11 he mustha\'e .beenfifty, he walked with a swag-

,~~ ger, his • black beard coiling in the wind. H.~.~~(J,s~!£:~. ~~1?;U8;;IIiPg, ;~ 
.r ·~h{) po©t,. ;:t .J:Ua..U. 'YH<:l ... ~l:l.!}K f0r,tll© pe0ple. and' tAoP.g'fit. ~twas·. not 
• ~rth while to. vvrite ppetry .• ppless. the. people .sa,~g ~t, He came 

frO'Ifol .. ?'l1&I?:i1IJ., and may have had .tribl:J.l .. W.ood. in 4i:m,. a.nd when 
he. sanghis own poems or the poems he ~ad learned from the peas
ants in the mountains, .his red, bearded face took on an aspect of 
extraordinary gravity and repose. 

There were.:rn~wy.in Yen an whg regarded him. a~. the gre3:~est of 
the popular. poet~ because. he, 4ad combined with • his political 
opinions a lyric depth of feeling. Years ago, in Shanghai, he wrote 
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a long epic describing the Red Armies. It was before the Lo.p.g 
March, yet the description of the hardships endured by the 
armies until they reached the Wind Fire Mmmtains was like the 
hardships Mao·Tse-tung.and Chu Teh had endured. No copies·. of 
the epic, which had 20,000 lines, have remained; all were confis
cated, and the poet himself was imprisoned three.times, once by 
the war-lord Sun Chuan-fang and twice by the Kuomintiu;~g. "The 
worst of it is that your teeth fall out, and your hair falls out, and 
it is years before you can forget the bite of the manacles on your 
legs. It was worse than Dante's Inferno. The food was bad, and 
mixed with gravel and chaff; the only vegetables I ate were dried 
cabbages." 

He could not remember much of the poem-prison had put an 
almost blank wall betwe.e11 himself and the past. He could remem
ber odd verses, which he was good enough to write down, and the 
verses he liked best he asked permission to sing. He sang them 
superbly, stopping half-way to ask if he was boring his audience; 
but the audience had long ago agreed that they had never known 
a poet who sang his own poetry so well. He. had a great.Jund. of 
follccsongs,. and insisted that the. real poetry of the cou,nt.ry •lay in 
the.fiel<its -an4<v:tllages;·Heliked particularly poems of.Iove or utter 
gr~~f,Jpr gJ.:il')f.. .. d~gs-.qeep. r-QQts-.M:t,Q~a.; .a.nd these he would sing 
as though the griefhad only that mo1n~11t struck him, in arofliercing 
vqiqe, g~() -~Y~~ . clgseQ.,. the . e~pre$sign. agonized. ""fh!i,lrec'Wa.s ~ -.XIln
nanese song he had heard in his native village of Kuang-nang, 
nine days' journey from Kunming. He would begin slowly in a 
deep voice, but the last line he uttered in a grief-strickep falsetto: 

The sunset and the flowers fade, 
The bees come to taste the flowers, 
The bees come, and the flowers are faded. 
The elder brother looks at the sister~s open grave. 

Nothing could be simpler, and nothing could be more complex, 
for the el.der brother and the sister were evidently lovers accord
ing to a Chinese poetic tradition: grief and love were inextricably 
combined. So had Hamlet .. sung qy~.~; .. .Qpheli:§l:;,§ g}:ljl,Y.I'),inthe days 
when English poetry spoke of such. elementary things. 

In_ the long poem Feng Ho Sqn (Wind Fire Mountain) here
membered most the lyrical songs. Like Goethe's Faust the poem 
seems to have contained innumerable short songs interspersed 
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with declamations and descriptions, battle-scenes and songs sung 
round camp-fires while.the soldiers toiled towards t1J.e myst~rious 
mountain where alLtheir hopes would become real.It was signifi
cant that the title itself .should come .. from an old Chinese ballad. 
There was, for example, the song of a drunken goatcherd: 

Drink down the fine sweet wine! 
Seal your hundred flower hearts. 
I am a wandering saint. . . 
May you !pughatth(! third watch ofthe night, 
On.the fifth watch you may have·tears. 

I ride on my blqck-headed horse 
Throughfo.rty li of roads, 
Past fifty 1i. of mountain caves. 
0 pluckthepoppy flower~ 
And be drunk. with sleep! 

I am the saint ofthe south mountain. 
There are witches on the mountain of the north. 
There are dark caves. 
0 brother, go to the noryh mountain. 
0 sister, go to the south .mountain. 
I am the saint from the south! 

As he sung these songs, you had ·an extraordinary impression 
that he was · siflging an Elizabethan love-so~ g. Grief, the lover's 
grief, entered into the songs.su11g .l>y•the soldiers after battle: 

SOme day there will be judgement for the dead! 
We shall know who· killed th~ headless· corpse. 
Have the mountain spirits killed him? 
On the second moon they come to this. boy's grave. 
Brothers and sisters come to look at the dead. 
0 mountains filled with lamentation! 

No one must weep. for the beloved, 
The tea-flowers are beginning to blossom. 
Why weep and destroy your eyes? 
The reeds flower on these white-haired nights::• 
The boy you dream ofis still young . ... 

0 At weddii}gs in China the couples·. drink "white-haired wine" as a sign 
that they will grow old together. 
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It was no wonder that he was regarded as a great poet when 
hecould.turn the simple ballad rhythms and the balladimagery 
into songs that could be still sung by the people. Ai Ching was a 
poet's poet, who knew his craftperfectly, but he did not sing. K'e 
Chung-ping sang because it was the only voice he possessed~he 
had been too lo11g in prison to believe that there was anything else 
worth doing. He sings of his imaginary Red Army coming towards 
the end of its journey, the Wind Fire Mountain before them: 

Now in April, with a thousand. toils, ten. thousand hardships, 
We have come (lt last into our worldly inheritance. 
0 the great sons and· great daughters! 
The road shines with blood, yet we sing the war-song. 
As long as the two ends of a· wheat-stalk are pointed, 
There will be pure springs. on the high mountains; 
0, our stomachs are full of noodles dipped in sauce. 
The. mountain roars, the wave surges. 
Only when you work· hard do you realize the taste of wine 

and meat! 

There was a perfection in his work \\'hich was sometimes star
tling, and you wondered. why, of all the books which have become 
lost, the long revolutionary epic with the glorious title Wind Fire 
Mountain should be among them. 

]tfrJ.e, ,2.Zt/:J,,.,, fSalgan . . I CAME back to. gek,i!l fro.Il1 .. X~nan 
a weekagp .. J:r~roember there .. v,ras sur1 ~vet·y .. day iii, Xenan except 
on the last day. Mao Tse-tung and Chu Teh came down to the air
field in the rain, in their sandals and blue cotton clothes, • while 
the skylookedutterly grey and the valley was lost in the rain-mist. 
For the first time in eleven days there was no sun on the valley; 
and somehow it seemed wrong. There is sun nearly (Otll the year 
round in northern Shensi, a hard glittering baking sunlight, which 
hardly changes in its intensity, though the seasons change. I asked 
Mao again about his poems. He made the same handshake, smiled 
and said he still thought the poems were ma-ma-hu-hu, and mean
while ChuTeh stood a little way away, lost ihthought,thefine old 
face looking graver than ever in the rain. Bu.t...iu..Kalgaa.J.t..is all 
s,~ggght.. . • 

Ye~fri, ·~~~;la:t~~~f~i~~~~~·~r~~a1i~l~iR'~i~i~~::a;h;;~!!~b'u~~ 
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tains. The mountains were not close to you; they did not oppress 
you, and they were magnificently formed, with peaks and promon
tories and huge black buttresses which rose from the plain. There 
were two cities, the. old dark· walled city, tortuous and decaying, 
and the new city of reinforced concrete built l~rgely by tlJ.eJ~pa
nese. They had had eight years to build the place, but they had 
not finished when the three Communist columns came from north, 
east. and south on August 27th, ·•.1945, . and. threw the Japanese . in 
confusion. The Japanese had left athtstfor Japan,.but Kalgan 
was full of. their traces-there were tatamis everywpere, tpere 
were. gaunt grey buildings and factqJ;ies, there was machinery 
in the printing works which was less than three years ol~. What 
was surprising was the newness of the Japanese town, and how in
complete it was; here there would be a building, ~tnd there a 
ve~table patch; and farther on another building. So it must have 
been in the American wesUn the early days. Kalganwasi always 
a fro11tier town; it lay on the great wall; it had existed at least as 
long ago as the !Ian Dynasty, for a famous Han governorhad in
scribed on the city gateway in his own hand: "0 good and great 
country," and the inscription remained. The Empress· Dowager 
had passed through here.on her return from exile ir1 Sian. Feng 
Yu-hsiang had once made the. city his headquarters. On the Nankao 
Pass, between Kalgan and Pekin, innumerable battles had been 
fought, and it was there thatthe last defenders of Pekin in 1937 
had been mown down by the Japanese. But Kalgan had changed 
completely. Among these pepper-coloured plains and sharp
toothed hills, the impact of modern industrialism was being .felt. 
At this time only one otherindustrial city was ownedbythe Com
munists-Harbin. 

The farmers .. came in on their small carts, soldiers marched 
through th~ streets ·and sometimes, seeing those . scattered and 
often half-finished buildings, .you felt you were still in a country 
of farmers; but late at night you heard the roar of machinery. It 
was utterly unlike Y enan. Yenan might be more conscious ofits 
responsibilities as an . administrative centre, but Kalgan at the 
centre of the Chin-Cha-Chi area, was conscious of its· industrial 
potential. The factories were everywhere, and smoke came from 
their ·chimneys .. There· were. coal-mines onthe .. hills, which the 
Japanese had worked savagely, surrounding them with electrified 
barbed wire; if a Chinese labourer fell ill, he was left to die. Iron 
ore was brought by railway, mica and asbestos were mined/there 
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were cinemas and innumerable shops, there were palaces and 
memorials to the. Japanese dead, there were broad paved streets 
which led· out into open country and then continued-they did 
not become mule-tracks. The people walked twice as quickly· as 
they walkin Pekin. And in spite of the Japanese occupation, the 
tatamis and the shri,nes and the constant invasions and civil wars, 
it seemed to belong perfectly to the Chinese, and you realized 
that all over China there would soon be cities like these. This was 
modern industrialism; this was railways and mining and rein
forced concrete. It was a city of peasants and workmen, the shep
herd boys tending their sheep on the sandhills in the shadow of a 
factory and at midday, in the shade of the poplars, the workmen 
in blue cotton were resting. The old Chinese walls were . cmm
bling. From now on it would be concrete, not stone. And you had 
only to shut your eyes to see the same thing in the farthest prov
inces of China. 

It was heady wine for the Chinese Who came here for the first 
time after living in villages and fighting as guerrillas. An industrial 
city, white, clear and shining • in the sun. 

June 28th, The Palace of Prince Teh . . • THE palace lay un
der the shadow of Great Divine Son Mountain, a bleak blue range 
of mountains which straddled east of Kalgan, looking menacing 
enough in the rain. Even when the sun shone these savage cliffs 
looked menacing, and the small pagodas perched on the summits 
of its sheer foot-hills did not look like pleasure houses: they were 
pagodas of iron, starkly etched against the lowering sky, almost 
terrifying. But the palace, with its marble dragons and painted 
eaves and innumerable court-yards folding into one another, was 
completely delightful. Until he fied, it was· occupied by Prince 
Teh, whose. other titles were Prince Demchukdongrob, Lord of 
West Sunid; of the Silingol Banner in the north of Chahar. He had 
occupied the palace on the invitation of the Japanese, with his 
concubines and retainers, a tall man, with a close-cropped skull, 
already ageing; and they said he had the keenest eyes of anyone 
in Mongolia and the greatest ambition. to imitate Genghiz Khan 
and carve out of Asia a new kingdom for the Mongols. Before the 
surrender of theJapanese, he had fled to Pekin and then to Chung
king, where he was received with due ceremony as the leader of 
the Mongol Horde. The Comml1'11ists said: "He lived here under 
theJapanese,therefore he was a traitor, and we would have killed 
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him if he had not fled!' 
The palace was· now occupied. by the Communist Governor of 

the province; a thickset man with fine mobile features and a 
reputation for good calligraphy, hardheaded and earnest. It was 
this man who had most of the responsibility for seeing that Chin
Cha-Chi suffered .as·· few •growing pains ·as possible. He was ob
viously overworked, but what was amazingly attractive was that 
he did not resemble in any way any preconceived idea of a gov
ernor. The mayor of Pekin, Hsiung Ping, looks like a governor
fat, and of course immensely ·wealthy. Governor· Sung of. Chin
Cha-Chi could have been a precision worker in a factory, a pro
fessor or a civil servant or anything you please. He had a heavy 
forehead; you could feel the power behind it; you were conscious 
that he would stand no nonsense; like Mao Tse-tung he had de
vel~ped a curiously flamboyant calligraphy, but he spoke in a 
quiet slow voice which the interpreter found the greatest difficulty 
in understanding. He was amused with the idea of living in.Prince 
Demchukdongrob's palace and sleeping in Prince Demchukdon
grob's bed. He was amused, and he was a little sad, and he always 
looked· slightly lost in the reception-room. with the gilded. pillars 
and the yellow satin embroidery on the chairs and sofas. 

And then others came in, General Nieh, the. military governor 
of the BorderArea, and General Tsai-both had been on theLong 
March, but no two people could be more different. Nieh had 
studied in Paris and Belgium. For a while he studied chemical 
engineering at Charleroi University. He had a keen pale intelli,.. 
gent face, a good forehead, the manners of an eighteenth-century 
cavalier. He.had directed with two others the operation over the 
Tatu Bridge. He laughed easily and splendidly, and he liked tell
ing stories and possessed a .. quiet, mordant humour. (Someone 
asked him why there were so many aged American colonels in 
Executive Headquarters. He replied: "Perhaps the President of 
the United Stateshas heard thatwe Chinese have a deep respect 
for age.") General Tsai looked like a factory worker. He had lost 
an arm in the Long March. The mouth was bitter and indrawn, 
but the eyes were large and transparently clear. He said very little, 
but what he said was alwaysto the point. He was vice-chairman 
of the military-political bureau. 

There were many others, but what was surprising was that they 
could easily be divided into twoo types-those who had returned 
from France or Belgium, and those who had remained in China. 
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You could distinguish the types ·at once. Neither looked like the 
current conception of what a,,Communist leader should 1ook like. 
You would see these people in any American or Engli11h town, you 
would be friendly with them and get to like them. They felt that 
the government of the Kuomintang was a travesty of. a govern
ment, bu.t they knew that they were unprepared to take over the 
power. They were conscious-no one ·could be more. conscious
of their limitations. They did not ·look· sly, and· not one of them 
resembled the pot-bellied compradore type which spills over 
Nanking .. They would not beg for help, they did not care very 
much if they were misunderstood and they were about as ind.e
pendent. as the 1\mericans were during the war of indep~ndence. 
They liked good food,i but they didn't care veq muchif there 
wasn't any. They liked good wine.-there is excellent grape-wine 
produced in Huahsien on the road between Pekin and Kalgft.n
and they drank innumerable toasts for. no particular reason except 
that there were a • considerable number of bottles available. And 
then, when we went out into the court-yard, where it was still 
raining and the marble lions looked more. arrogant than ever, you 
half expected to see Prince Demchukdongrob surrounded by his 
concubines and walking in the rain, for nothing can be more pleas
urable to a Mongolian than to walk in the rain, and nothing fills 
him with a greater love for the vast plains. But instead there were 
Communist delegates in blue cotton suits, looking rather shabby 
except for General Nieh who wore a uniform captured from the 
stores left by the Japanese. 

lt£1}.~ g~~~~ .M8.~~lf.l?,~~V:;f:q,g .. I~J~:f.tt.ng . . . I·cJVi.+s.~~4l,~ll over 

~i~lli~~~ft~~~fh!~~fi~~:~r{ii:Ei:~~~~ir~Jfrw~ff~~sc:S~ 
sary at.thattime: the Long March of the Communist armies was 
unknown, its leaders were unknown,andeven the objects .ofthe 
Long· March were unknown. But at that time Mao had said he 
would never write about himself again, he was. not important,.the 
movement among the peasants, the farmers and the factory
workers was far more important than any single man. Probably he 
meant all 'this. It was infinitely difficult to get any infor1nation 
about him. 

B1l..UlJ,.,Kal~~u ... th~~~,a·m~ .. ~llP,.had),<,ng~p. . .Mil-9'"X§~-tung 
·Clince he was twelve years old. His name was Hsig() §a11, ~~ was 
i'~~A~?J:.s>J~~,.p;.~~~J:?.~l?.~L .. ~.~.S! . l99.ls~sLlik.~ .. !!.l?);R!~§~l>4gtm~.:sqf.l;).9nne . 
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IJ.~ was hom ··like .. Mao .:rs~~tl.lng inUs~ggg7tai}g in.Jlunan, and 
t~ough he had left China for .two long periods. pf .stpcJ,y.jg,frflJlce 
and }lussia, h~ hac.lJ5ept up a correspondence with his childhood 
friend. He lived in a small Japanese house, with the usual pat
terned and uncomfortable. sofas, the usual tatamis and sliding 
panels and rooms which were so small that they resembled wooden 
prisons. We ha.d some friends in common who had taken part in 
the Spanish civil war, an.¢l.J.,gqt.h~t9"tiii-lk:.,.f!,QQJJ.t,M~,g .. J:s~-tung. 

':M.51S?, •... is•.·· the ... IJ:lost •.. ~.Qp;:tpl,w~ · "P~.~~8~ .. }:Y*'"~~;¥~,:~,;t;!~~~g, 0§,~1.1 .. said, 
wben J. spoke··· about .. !:he,,inpx~gJqltLQ~tt~:t:I1B:S~ JYP~SQ }~~i~tyd be
tW.Y.~'m. M:aP ba:r;y-hea.cJ,e¢1 .. <\-J:l..d M<!-.Q., 'YY~Jjp,g,".~ .• .RxaS[l.Qt • cap-the 
scholar .. oould .. sQ.,easily .... turn .•... ,into .. a.peasap.t"·3.t·s.g}l.QqJJ;lgy,,,t]J,y vicar 

,, . .,.a.~a .. hi!-I:.vest. fys~ival, .. !;hy .. poet, .the ... so1c.lie:r; a.Qd .. ~~ .IWH.t!sal.Ieader. 
(Af"N~neof.us .. have .. reallyunderstood.him .... Lha.v:eknowuhimlqnger 

~'th~!1J!.QY9ne ~!sJ'~ .•.. RtJ:tJ ... haX~. P~YtE gp~ Jq .. ,.~Y mqt, of ... him. 
"Whenhe•wa.s .. .s.i,x:t~e.n .. a.A.d.J .. '\\:'a.s .... twelv~ •. J,methimcf9.tJhe first 

time .. He was hurqring doW a road .with a parcelpf b.ool<s under 
hi~ arm. I had.see:n..him g~fqre~he,always.bad..books. A few days 
later I lent him a book aboutthe great heroes of the world. It was 
a book with articles about Peter the Great, Wellington, Washing
ton, Lincoln, Rousseau, Montesquieu and Napoleon ,and perhaps 
twenty others. He read the whole book in one night, and gave 
it back to me, saying: 'We need great people like these in China.' 

"In, .those d<J.ys.•¥:'l1en I.:rerrH~rnJ?er }tim,. itis.~lwa,y~.t}t~<~.?holar. 
There ~a.s a. fi:c:le libra~;y,.ip,; ,!ri,ba.IJgsha. He .. woull;l,§t~, . .tbtJ,!;,¥,,flll day, 
:reading, :reading,. J;~<+<li!_1g·.:srx <1i<l.u'tr~.a.9:,>Y.itl1 . a,py. <l..f:JlJl?.~.J;ilte plan 
-he .. . :read everything,. everything withQl.lt exception,. politics, 
economi£s., )::r~sJ.qry, . 'fhe Dream of the Red Chamber which he ad
mired immensely, tl:le histories of the famous generals like Yueh 
Fei. He noticed that in all the .epics and legends of the past there 
were always victorious emperors and generals, but no victorious 
peasants. He was himself the son of a peasant. His father had been 
in the m·my. When he returned from the wars, he bought twelve 
mou of land and made young Mao work with him in the fields. The 
father was often brutal and cursed him, quoting Confucius and 
saying that the son should obey the father implicitly. In answer, 
Mao quoted another chapter from the Analects where the father 
is enjoined to treat the son mercifully. It was from that time, I 
think, that there dates Mao's implacable opposition to Confu-. . . ClaniSm. 
"Inl.~U l:l~ wa.s eighteen, a.qcJ, had beenfor a shortwhHe con-
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scripteqjp.Jgf) apny. He was still reading furiously, but now he 
was reading chiefly the works of Adam Smith, Darwin and Spen
cer, which had been all translated into classical Chinese by the 
celebrated translator Yen Fu. At this time he read a book by 
Chiang Kan-fu on socialism. If you read it now, you would think 
the book was ridiculous-it was a terribly muddie-headed book, 
but it contained some good quotations and it belonged to the 
school of thought which owed much to the Reform Party in China 
under KangYu-wei and Liang Ch'i~ch'iao, It was half-baked,.like 
so much that was being written by Chinese at.thattime, butit was 
the first time Mao had heard of socialism. All his sympathies, all 

.~is scholarship, all his memories of life in the field and in the army 
,Aseemed to lead to one conclusion~,w,~uld-.he~o:me a.socialis~. 
' "'Later he .read three. "bop~t>; th~ Qpffi,lJl:Y,:J},l~J . .M:ll1~festo, Kautsky s 

T'he. Q.Za~~~.w.a.ril,I1d a • history o£.sqci<'!Ji§W,.)::>y, §ql];leone whose rui'me 
lfY.Y.f2!gqtten. ·H~ was. completely thnp.~~~.t.ruck by ·.thes~. "books. 
, "At that time he wan~ed to he ateach~L .. or rather, he did not 

know what he wanted to be, but he thought that if he was a 
teacher, he would have time for reading, and writing. He wanted 
passionately to be a writer. He still went to the library early in the 
morning, slipped out of the library for lunch and read again until 
the library closed. He had little money, and his parents were com
plaining~ He entered the normal school. He passed through the 
entrance examination with flying colours-the principal of the 
school publicly posted his essay on the wall and commended him. 
At first the principal could hardly believe it could· be written. by 
one so young. At this time he was absorhed.in Chinese history. 

"It -was the time of the .Europtilan.;wAt,,.,t,.&tiU .. saw him nearly 
every day, and now I noticed that he was passionately reading 
every newspaper he could lay his hands on. The war fascinated 
him. He knew all kinds of details, and he could explain during 
our evening walks what it was all about, what important factors 
there were, and where it was leading. In 1920 I went to France. 
Mao himself had· organized some of the groups which . went to 
France-you could study and work for your living at the same 
time. Many of the people who went were his friends, and he 
begged them to go. For himself he preferred to remain in China 
where he could work out his own destiny. He was already con
scious of his leadership. 

"He has won. battles, but. his k~owledge of war came from his 
wide reading, .from his association with the peasants, with the 
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legends of the past and with an incident which occurred at the 
normal school. Soldiers came and wanted to take it over. This is 
the kind of thing that happens .all over China-soldiers try to take 
over schools because they are the largest available buildings. IUs 
happening now in Pekin. Mao organized the defence of the school. 
He drilled the students and the professors, and however unlikely 
it sounds, he gaye orders to thE) senior professors which were in
stantly obeyed. We even bought arms in Changsha to defend the 
school, and medical supplies. We kept the soldiers out and Mao 
Tse-tung remarked: Well, this is the first time lhave taken mili
tary command.' He seemed to know that it wouldn't be the last. 

':ft~~j§ .•. fifty-~h~E\e •.. I11:l"Y1 JU~<:l..J;l,~ h<J.§Q~.~AW!lHY,..tl;l,~.I1g§ i11 J;tjs. time. 
fle .. lias .•led ... armies,. he .... has ..... b.e.eu ... s.ePX.etM.}:: ,JQ.,,the ... aldk.,te<J.Ctionary 
ll:u.Hancmin,.he ... :q:;t,§J~!il~P, ... ~.ditqr•()f, .. an gfflsif!l !\He>W!Bt::tng.·news-
pap$""'C'"tlle.L'.a.Zi#cal,L2a.il.tFWhich was issued in Canton before the 
Northern Expedition, he has beendirector·general of propaganda 
under the Central Comp;;tittee of the Kuomintang;. but it was only 
this year that he assumed for the first time the acknowledged lead· 
ership of the Communist Party. There have been many changes 
within the party, many quarrels. But what he likes to remember 
most is the days· when he wandered round the districts .of Hunan 
in great poverty, wearing a sun-helmet, a white shirt, white trou
s~rs and sandals, a11d organized the peasants. 

~;'"' "Three or ··four .. ,.times he nearly died ... of :weakness.,d!J.ril.lg . the 
t ''bpng.M:;~,rch, which he .. diJ:eGte9. .~ith.,Q:b.\lcJ:.e.h •. They .. ~.el.lt.through 

nine •. provinces.,. K:wang~l11.lg, .. Hupap, •... ~)v:;tpg~i, K:weiphow,.Yun
n~ ... ~ikgpg, .. $zechga11, .. K:ans.u . and · Shensi. .. Many sb;ol,lger . men 
died on the journey. He was· strong-he put tremendous signifi
cance on physical health in his youth, and liked wandering 
through the countryside in all weathers~but he looked m· when 
it was over. He ... still. .. loQk~dl£ter .. his. health ca:refl1lly. He eats. less 
pepper, and smokes Jess cigarettes, and doesn't read lateinto the· 
:gight"l'!.U:)::~ .mJJt:.~ •.. v,q,ll'¥.~·~ lJ~,)J.SJ,s.. to •. His, speaking yoipe••· i~ pot ·good, 
but when he makes speeches he has all the air of an old peasant 
~un sage paysan, and he is loved by them because he say~, only 

.1llore forcibly than they say them, the things that are on their 
·;j;;:, ,;rninds. He is not an actor. He.,Jaas no d:r;am:;~,tip .appeal. .. He t!i.lks 

simply. He delights in being as scientifically accurate as possible, 
but'at the same time he is a dre.amer and a poet .. His pe>etry is a 
kind of secret..:vice. He won't show it to anyone excepthis closest 
intimates like Chu Teh or Lin Po-chu. I spent nearly ten years in 
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Russia, coming back in May, 1939, through Urumchi, Lanchow 
and Sian, and the odd thing was that he seemed hardly to have 
changed. at all." 

June. ~£t~, .. ~~ Y~an; aryl }he. V(qoclfH~/J . . HE WAS well
built lmd thougli he was a Cantonese, he looked like a northerner, 
and there was a curious gentleness in his expression which sug
gested that he had recently been ill. He spoke very little, and then 
always to the point, and he lived like Ai Ching, the poet, and Ting 
Ling, the novelist, in one of those countless Japanese houses which 
are strewn around Kalgan,. with tat am is and ·small. sofas • and low 
walls. The house.was small, but not uncomfortable. There was a 
hedge outside, and you felt that it might be a suburban house in 
the centre of England except that it had shrunk inexplicably. Jle 
was Ku Yuan, the most famous of their woodcutters and almost 
certainly the best. He was thirtycfive, but looked twenty-four. 

From time to time he picked up the woodcutting instruments 
which resembled scalpels; he could not take his hands away from 
them, and when we were talking he would make little incisions 
on the wooden table. Most of his instruments were home-made; 
two had been sent from America recently, but bore German trade
marks. He was grateful for them, but he was even more grateful 
for the promise of some books on modern painting and design in 
Europe and America. "'We've been cut off from books from abroad 
for so long-- When I started, l was influenced by Katte Kolo
witz and then by Grosz. My peasants were always starving or be
ing beaten to death. I drew them with enormous thick-veined 
hands which hung down limply. I drew them. cowering an(! afraid, 
or being raped and beaten, or they were being tortured.· It was 
true that these things were happening, but I left out the other 
truth-that in the war against the Japanese and in the war for 

'production, they were living strenuously and in a sense happily. 
So now most of my drawings .are not about their miseries but 
about their strenuous efforts to make a new world. Why should not 
my drawings glow with health when the world around me is glow
ing with health?" 

He had been trained by Ma Ta and Woo Ch'a, two much older 
woodcutters, at the Lu Hsun Academy, but he had trained him
self long before and soon excellesi his masters. He had a natural 
talent, a natural itch for digging into wood and making patterns 
out of it. Recently he had made designs to replace the gate-gods 
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which appearonall doors on New.Year's Day. Hisgate-godswere 
not the heroes of warrior epics; they .were simple peasants, sur
rounded by their chilQ.ren and Rocks. He found among the peas
ants a delight in making silhouettes and pasting them on paper 
windows. He employed their technique and drew designs like 
theirs, with effortless , mastery of the method: He knew almost 
nothing about ancient .Chinese art, but said that woodcutting in 
China was still in swaddling bands, it would grow up when they 
had learned more from the west and from their own past.i It was 
the easiest art for the peasants to master, since it .needed little 
~ore than a gravel and some wood. His woodcuttings were every
where: you saw them in shops, in villages,in peasants' hut,'>,· in of
ficial residences. Oddly enough, two collections. of his drawings 
were being printed in Pekin. He was a little sorrythey were being 
prmted; because the reproductions were never SO·' good as the 
originals taken from the .woodblock. You looked through . the 
prints, and all of them had that glowing life-ther~ were farm
carts loaded with wheat, peasants -learning to read; there were 
scenes in village squares,. there were the new_ and prouder gate
gods and drawingsofold peasants and children and: soldiers and 
boys and gids. They were clean-cut and he possessed an immense 
and satisfying sense of · space, and afterwards you ·remembered 
them; but you remembered, too, the nervous beautiful· hand on 
the table which was continually digging out new patterns from 
the wood. 

July 1st, The Poet Ai Ching . THEY said in the. south that 
J:re·waS"·a··m::rrr·dfal5btlt''fbl"'ty;very rugged and bearded, who took 
no care of his clothes and wandered over the country singing his 
poems and never so happy as when talking with some otherwan
deringpeasanLltwas all wrong; he was nothing like this, and yet 
it . was· easy to understand from his poetry how . the legend arose. 
The poetry is · robust, hard~ filled· with a · kind of sunlit energy and 
\fefiance, and sometimes the hardness would disappear and in its 
place there was pure .lyric . feeling, a quietness like that which 
descends on ancient_9,l:tl~~s~ pqettj.r, f.l~ )¥(l.SJ<J..(IlOl1s .. for theJong 
poems on soldiers fignti~g agaii1st the Japanese:-'-there was The 
Trumpeter and The Man Who Died a SecondTime, and there 
were a host of others, which reflected the rou.ghness and energy 
of the times. It was ea:syto imCI.gine him tall and. bearded, stalking 
over tlie northern plains, a Chinese Whitman who cared only for 
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the sufferings .of the people. 
Ina sense the legend was true---he was the Chinese. Whitman, 

and he had sung of the sufferings and deaths of the soldiers more 
than any other poet in China; and far better. He did not look like 
Whitman. He. lookedlike a young scholar, perhaps twenty-five, 
with a brown sensitive mobile face, a fine forehead and immense 
eyes. Like almost everyone else in Kalgan ·he wore a thin blue 
cotton suit, and a blue cotton cap. The hair was long and blue
black; in immobility the lips seemed carved from red· sandstone; 
he had almost no. gestures, • and carried. himself with a natural 
grave dignity,. though he often grinned like a schoolboy. You 
would say at first'glance that he was a scholar, .at second glance 
you were certain he was unlike any scholar you had ever seen. 

I saw him nearly every day I was atKalgan, and triedsometimes 
to discover the springs of his poetry, since he alone of all Chinese 
poet,s has sung perfectly of the war. I asked him whether he had 
seen war at close quarters, and he said he had seen it very rarely 
and then only accidentally when he was on some propaganda 
work near the front line. But he had seen drought and famine· and 
the insides of prisons, and he had seen the new China growing up 
in the north; he had lived for years with the villagers and soldiers, 
and watched their sudden fury against the Japanese. '"]:'he best 
thing was the people. That was why I wanted to live among the.rn, 
encouraging them to write and editing their magazines and writ
ing for them-above all for them. We were cut off from. the world. 
There was the blockade in the south, there was the Japanese block
ade in the east, hardly anything came to us from Russia. And in a 
way it was good; for the writers had no other source than the peo
ple." Like others, he would say the word for people-lao pai hsing 
-with a special tenderness. 

Most of the time during the war he had been at Yenan, living 
very quietly in a· cave dug out of the loess mountain cliffs. There 
he had been an elected representative on the Shen-Kan-Ning 
Border Region Congress-hardly anything else in life had pleased 
him so much as his election as representative of a county in this 
parliament. He had written a lot, but not as much as he had hoped 
to write: "You are so damnably busy there, there were so few 
administrators, and sometimes I thought I would never be .able 
to write poetry again-you get snowed under with details. The 
details are important-they have ro be done because they. concern 
the life of the people-but for the poetitis especially difficult: this 
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is one.of the proble1lls •that remain unsolved. You need quiet.Jor 
poetry. We were not living in quiet~:we were living with annihila
tion campaigns directed all round us." 

One morning, when he seemed less occupied than usual,I asked 
him for details of his life,. saying that I had on<:e written a short 
essay on him from the material· that was available, but ri1ost of it 
was hearsay. He was not very worried about. his biography, and 
seemed to think it was almost of no importance at alL "Not very 
much-just prison and painting a little, and working." 

"Why did they send you to prison?" 
"I was arrested ig the French Concession, and they kept me in 

prison for nearly three years.,-dangerous thoughts, I ·suppose." 
And then a little later: "I was born in 1910 in Chinghua hsien in 
Chekiang. My father was a. small landlord, who· had graduated 
fr~:n a middle school and had a little modern .education. I was 
born on the farm. I learned by h~art all the classical things that 
were taught in the schools near the farm,. then when I was fifteen 
I went to a middle school at Chinghua. After that, I thought I 
wanted to be a doctor and .studied medicine for half a year. It was 
no good-I was not made to be a doctor, and by this time I had 
decided I wanted to be a painter. My parents did not want me 
to go abroad~they knew nothing of other countries, and besides 
it was a time when the Chinese still had .little love for foreigners. 
It seemed monstrous to go and study painting in Paris. But still 
I went, and they sent me a little money, and I earned so!Ilemore 
by drawing designs for Chinese porcelain in France. Yet I de
pended on my father's money; and in the end, when he sent an 
ultirnatum-.- no more money if you stay abroad7 I returned, very 
reluctantly, There were other reasons for .returning. 1931 was the 
yearof the Mukden incident and the beginning of theJapanese in
vasion. The French seemed to be in sympathy with the Japanese, 
and you felt as you walked around the streets of Paris. that the 
Chinese were despised. But I had learned something-! knew how 
to paint a little, I had been to Arles,Ihad seen the paintings of van 
Gogh, I had .read a great deal, chiefly in French. I was beginning 
to think I might be a poet and began to write seriously for the first 
time on the boat coming back to China-they were immature 
poems, and all of them are lost now. 

"Ileft Marseilles on January 28th, 1932. I remember the date, 
because it was also the date of"the Shanghai incident-,--the Japa
nese attacked Shanghai. The fighting had ended by the time 1 re• 
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turned home. I went straight to my native home in Chekiang, and 
found that my p<trents still wanted me to become a high official; 
gradually, when they discovered that! had no intention of becom
ing an official, they began to hate me. In May lleft them and went 
to Shanghai-i! was useless to go on in the small vlllage. In Shang
hai I met Lu lisun. I had studied the social revolution in France, 
and was becoming more and more a socialist, so 1 stvdi~d .and 
taught in a. small study group called---for allthese · study •. gioups 
had th~t kind of name-the Chun Ti study group. Chun means 
spring and Ti means earth, and i~ meant <the awakening of the 
earth in spring.' It was a rather mild group, but our thoughts were 
evidently 'dangerous thoughts.' It was banned on July 12th, and 
I was arrested. 

"I had written a very little poetry in Pads, and more on the 
boat, but now in the prison in the French Concession in Shanghai 
I began to write in earnest. The French, mercifully, were not so 
strict as. the· Chinese; There was just enough· food, an~ 1 could 
smuggle the poems out of the prison, and through friends we 
could get good food sometimes and magazines from outside. I 
was released in October, 1935. 

"I. had met Lu Hsun once before going to prison, and now 1 de
cided ifit was humanly possible to be a professionalwri~er. I gave 
up painting altogether; and plunged into poetry and. literary 
magazines. It was a time of peace, though the peace was soon to 
be broken, and literary magazines were growing up like mush
rooms. Now and then they would be suspended, or they wouhl 
change their names; It was a time of awakening. X stayed most 
of the time in Shanghai, and developed a close friendship wit.h 
Ho Feng, the theorist, andTien Ch'ien, the poet, and then at the 
beginning of the war, in July, 1937, I went to Hankow and later 
I bec~me a teacher ill the National Revolutionary University in 
Shansi"-this was an eminentlyrespectable University, in spite of 
its name, sponsored by Marshal Yen Hsi-shan, the war-101·d. of 
Shansi. 

"Meanwhile the war went on, and Marshal Yen Hsi~shan was 
not entirely the '!Jlodel. governor' he pretends to be. Two • months 
later !went to Sian and organized resistance groups against the 
Japanese. It was a time when the writers becameorganizers. They 
were propagandists.......; they had to be .. They. had to tell the pC?.ople 
what they wen~. fighting for, and never to stop fighting till the 
Japanese were out of China. Afterwards I returned to Hankow 
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and then toKweilin, where for a while I edited the literary page 
of a newspaper. 

"We were terribly unsettled in those days~always moving 
about. I stayed in Kweilin for a year, then I went to Hunan and 
taught Chinese in <J. middle school for another year. The school 
was very liberal; I was happy there. But gradu.a1ly it became 
known that the school had liberal tendencies, and the Govern
ment became • alarmed and closed up the school. The times were 
dangerous. We thought of what we should do, and decided to go 
to Chungking~the safest places are. the la;rge cities, where you 
can hide !Uore easily. There, fora while, in Chungking Haught in 
trw Yu Tsai School founded by Tao Hsin-tzu,<l< an. American
returned stuqent who is now a leading member of the Democratic 
League; and there in Chungking I met the great novelist Mao 
Tun~ 

"InJanuary, 1941, there occurred the New Fourth.Arn1y Inci
dent, when this Communist Army south of the Yangtse was ore 
deFed to move north of theYangtse. It obeyed the order, but was 
surrounded by Kuomintang troops and 4,000 were killed. It was in 
this civil war fought in the. midst of the· war against Japan that 
General Yehwas captured~he was imprisoned for five years, and 
died; as you: know, this year in an aeroplane crash not far fr9m 
Yenan. Like hundred~ of thousands of others, I began to wonder 
whether the Kuomintang was prepared to. fight to the utmost 
against the Japanes.e. Partly with the help of General Chou En~lai, 
and partly with the help of one of my students who had become 
an officer in Marshal Yen Hsi~shan's army, I wentto Yenan. The 
journey was dangerous. I was disguised· as a staff-officer in Yen 
Hsi-shan's army. There weFe six or seven ofus, and one famous 
writer was disguised_as our batman. We had the right papers, 
but we didn'tlook very much.like soldiers,.and the worst moment 
came when one of the patrols discovered that we were carrying 
wooden tooth-picks~officers in Yen Hsi-shan's army were prec 
sumably. supposed to carry silver ones. Wepassed altogether 
forty-seven sentries. In March we arrived in Yenan. Since then I 
seem to have lived continually in an atmosphere of annihilation 
campaigns." 

He had shown no bitterness at all during .this long account un
til he came to the end; he said "annihilation campaigns". like a 
rat-trap. dosing. He said nothing "more for a long while. 

"' Died July, 1946. 
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"Itwas.not so had~we got down to the pe<;>ple at last, This was 
the important thing. Youknow, foryears.·we had lived in cities. 
We wrote about the people, but. we did not know the people. 
In Shensi we had time to learn the folk-songs ofthe people, 1 be
gan to realize we were all too mllch influenced by western litera
ture; We read Mayakc;>vsky and the French poets, but they were 
not Chinese, and theywere badly translated. They told us a great 
deal, but they did not tell us the thi11g we wanted to know most. 
Years before, I read Mayakovsky's Cloud in Trousers in a French 
translation. It was a tremendous shock It opened up immense 
possibilities, but most. of us copied the method too literally, and 
we did not realize that he was speaking about a particular Russian 
situation. Our own situation in China had· little enough· to cor
respond with the situation in Russia in 1916. When 1 was younger, 
I read Byron, Heine, Pushkin, Goethe, Whitman, Verhaere'h-I 
translated La Cite; La Plaine, Les Douze. Mois-Mayakovsky, 
Essenin, a hundred others. Some of the influences remain, partic
ularly V erhaeren, but what I wanted in my poetry is that the 
greatest influence of all·should be the Chinese people. 

"I believe that art and the revolution must go together; they 
can never be separated. We are political animals, and sometimes 
we must write as political animals. If the revolution fails, the art 
will fail, but in as far as is possible the artist must be a revolu
tionary. As a revolutionary and as an artist he must represent his 
times. Therefore he must write propaganda. One. writes propa
ganda for the same reason that the Christian • painters painted 
M aclonnas-I write about the people and a particular Social sys
tem, because I have faith in them. It is possible for us to have the 
same faith in democracy as the people in the medireval Church 
had for their· God. 

"Now more than ever I realize that we were wrong in our be
ginnings. The movement of May 4th went too far. It was too icono
clastic. We destroyed the images of the past entirely; now we must 
return to them. We thought we must write something entirely 
new, not knowing that the tradition remains, and we can never 
escape entirely from the tradition. We forgot that there must be 
harmonie/' When he said "harmonie" his face lit up; onederived 
the impression that all problems were resolved in this mysterious 
word, a word which possesses an almost Chinese significance and 
force. "It seems to me that in tl'ie fllture our poetry will change, 
and all our culture will change with our poetry. It will change in 
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three directions. We shall· take the best, the most revolutionary 
poems of the past, we shall take the folk-songs of the people, we 
shall continue to take influences from the west. We need simpler 
tunes-tunes the people can sing. We do not need any longer the 
delicate fragile emotions of the intellectuals. 

"So far in our new poetry· we .have not always succeeded-the 
best things we have produced in North China during the blockade 
were notpoems, but reportages andwoodcuts.These sprung from 
necessity. There had to be reportages, because the soldiers and the 
people wanted pictures. We did produce some illustrated books 
with .photographs, but they wer~ rarely good. We had expert 
cameramen, but we rarely had good materials. And so it was with 
everything-the men were good, but we were being besieged 
and the materials were bad, unless we captured them • from the 
Jap<tnese. 

"We .had at least one good poet- Tien Ch'ien. He has a more 
vigorous style than Mayakovsky's, a succession of rousing ham
mer-beats, and he has a tremendous gift for stating things simply. 
He .is still very young, and unfortunately became famous too early, 
before he had matured. Occasionally he wrote love poems, but 
most of his poems were concerned with the war and problems of 
production-they were two very real things when we were fight· 
ing. Most of us at first tried to write as we had written before: it 
took a long time to realize what were the most important things. 
But Tien Ch'ien saw them at once, and it is only recently that he 
has taken a real interest in folk-songs. They say he is a propaganda 
poet. It is true. And why not? We had to win the war, and there 
were exactly two fundamental things-production, which meant 
our own survival, and our continual attacks against the T apanese. 
But sometimes Tien Ch'ien, using this new hammer-bea(language 
he had invented, made terrible mistakes-he distorted. Chinese 
phrases, and where the tone of a character should be soft, he made 
it hard, and where there might have been easily remembered 
rhythms, he deliberately • distorted the. so~nds into hammer-beats; 
and you cannot remember his poems easily. 

"Thinking about it now, it seems that we did what we could, 
and on the whole we were successful. We subordinated every
thing-our lives, our customs, our traditions-to winning the war. 
It .had to be. We had everything to gain by organization. No • one 
starved, and no one was without weapons. We relied on ourselves, 
and we knew that China would have to rely on herselffor victory. 
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And gradually, over all those long years, we built UJ?in the north 
a • system of democracy· which c~n never fail, because it_represE)nts 
so intimately the demandsof the peasants, .for after all we are a 
nation of peasants and will always be a nation of peasants, and 
this is what is important:' 

He had spoken very quietly, rarely using • gestures, and some
times his eyes would wander to the glass cases placed against the 
wall where there were buddha-heads and black-stained wooden 
goddesses which had come from abandoned temples. He had cut 
himself away from ~he past; now he was busy attempting to find 
the past again. For him most of the old Chinese poets 1 admired 
w~re worse than useless: they had no social message, no sense of 
political responsibility. There remained a Jew poets--Tu Fu and 
Po Chu-1 were among .them-who spoke of the sufferings and 
aspirations of the people. This was what was important. China 
was going through her revolution now, and until the revolution 
was accomplished, there was neither time nor energy left for sheer 
beauty. I said that at first I was shocked in the Communist areas 
by the drabness of the people, who all wore cotton-cloth and 
seemed so like each other. Gradually I noticed that the cotton 
uniform possessed vast advantages: you no longer looked at 
clothes-you looked at faces, and each face was different. It no 
longer became important that a girl should wear a coloured skirt, 
or paint her face. You saw the real face undisguised, and some
how, . with all your attention concentrated on the face, she was 
displayed more nakedly than if she wore. the. close-fitting gowns 
of the Pekin girls. 

"And besides," he went on, "what else can we wear? We have 
our uniforms, as you call them, though they are not uniforms; but 
if we wear the clothes you see in Pekin, how can we go among 
the peasants, how can we. expect the peasants to tolerate us? It 
is important that we should be as like the peasants as possible. 
Thisis nota disguise. We take to it naturally. The body is not im
portant, but the face tells everything-- We must learn once 
again to look directly at people's faces." 

It seemed simple then to understand the strength of these peo
ple of northern China who had fought against the Japanese with
out aid from outside so long that they had developed a kind of in
stinctive pattern of behaviour, which depended only on fighting 
and production. In Kalgan you tlo notfeel hemmed in as you do 
in Yenan: you felt that the future was there, and unconsciously 
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they had mapped out a future so self-reliantthat .it seemed youth
ful in comparison with anytlling !had seen in the south. In the 
north they were young and full of promise; in the south they'Yere 
oldrnen, who had long ago Iosttheir youthful defiance.In KaJgan, 
in Yenan, in a hundred places inN o.rt4 China men had. deep roo~s, 
for alL were peasants or workers; all were brethren. There ~vere 
no vast riches, even though a co~operative cbuld. pay a dividend 
of 70% in four months, and there was no poverty. In this world 
a man like Ai Ching could live at ease. 

He spoke ·of many other things, of writers anp the difficulties 
of printing, of/his extraordinarily beautiful wife and chil~ren, of 
the horrors of living in a house wh,ich had been built by the Japa
nese anp \Vas cluttered with tatamisandslidingpanels andlabour
savil}g devices and little wooden platforms wher~ you placed a 
solitary bowl oLflowers if you were Japanese; Wt he preferred 
to have flowers all round him.·· He ·lived quietly and methodically. 
He was still editing magazines, still teaching, still writing, and 
sometimes he would wander off among the peasants and live with 
them, for fear that literature would claim him too ardently. 
His whole wealth consisted of his bed; some furniture, a chest 
littered with manuscripts, and a .Japanese sword. He had·. killed 
the demon that desires nioney, and had only one beli13f: that at 
this period in China's history it was necessary to serve the people. 

July 2nd, TingLing and the Blind Story Tellers . . . I HAD 

beenwantingto seeTing Ling ever sinceTcameto China, for of all 
the novelists since Lu Hsun she had seemed the best. She could 
describe lovers, the morning mists, the trials and st.rains of the 
young Chine~e before the J apal}ese war with an}mmediacy which 
gave her writing a curious similarity with D. H. Lawren(!e. It was 
allthere. She saw cleanly; and her loverswereas.realasherlimd
scapes. ·Yet during .the.· whole course of the war we heard almost 
nothing about her, and some. wondered whether. she was· dead. 
1t was rumoured that she had published three or four books in 
Chungking .under ·assumed names, that she had died in battle, 
that she had becomethe Red Commissar for something or other 
and lived in a state of free love. I sent a note round to say that 
I would like to see her. We hadmutualfriends. She came. I did 
not interview her; she interviewed me on all the. writers l knew 
in the south. • 

She is hardly more than four feet six inches tall, but when she 
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IS Sittmg down • sne g1ves. an· extraoromary 1mpresswn or ne1g;m. 
She is Hunanese, and like most Hunanese almost expressionless 
until she smiles, and there is a speCial sweetness about tl:le smiles 
of those who are born in Hunan. She spoke in a low voice, very 
feminine, without gestures, wearing the usual blue cotton coat and 
blue baggy trousers; but once again you noticed, in this. country 
where clothes have always possessed such mysterious significance 
that even. now clothes are emblems of rank, that the blue cotton 
sets off the face perfectly; and you are conscious only of face, 
hands, the curve of the shoulders. She looked. thirty, but she is 
over forty. She had fine teeth, . and .. her • black hair. was drawn 
straight qack from the brow; you realized that she 1lll1St have been 
an extraordinarily attractive girl, and that she is herself the heroine 
of most ofher novels. • 

She spoke of the odd fate which her work has received abroad. 
A few of her short stories were published in translation by Edgar 
Snow, a play was translated into English and performed in India. 
The Mother had been translated into Japanese during the occupa
tion, she had read • the book again recently, it did not please her, 
she wanted to revise it, making itthe first of a trilogy dealing with 
the women of North China. She· was proudest of her plays, which 
had been performed close to the front lines, and of one play espe
cially called Wang. Hsiang T'ai Pan, which translated literally 
means: Seeing one's Native Home from beside the Execution 
Grounds, and refers to the ghosts who rise after their execution by 
the Japanese and gaze into the distance. She had published one 
book in Chungking during the war under an assumed name. She 
had never been a Red Commissar,. and she was happily. married 
and had two children. She had spent all her time during the war 
editing magazines, organizing drama groups and writing repor
tages. 

"We didn't have time for other things-there were so few 
writers, and we had to wtite for the people.! wrote a lot, of course; 
but most ofitsomehow got lost during our journeys, and it doesn't 
matter. I wrote several plays, .and in some of them I found myself 
attempting desperately to· try .to understand the • Japanese char
acter. There was a play called H o-nei~yi-lang, which is simply a 
transliteration of a Japanese soldier's name, and there was another 
called The Meeting Place of ~overs, which was largely about 
death and the war. I wrote some short stories called Living in 
Shatsung, which was the name of a perfectly imaginary :place in 
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northern Shensi; and . another ·called Scenes in N ortherr. Shensi, 
but best of all were the reportage~. 

"We had to write for the people, because we were ]iving in a 
time of revolution, and nothing else was. important. Most of my 
early writings are valueless. Those stories of the emotionalcrises 
of young women in Shanghai-they have little enough meaning 
for me now. What is important is to getthe people on paper, to 
find out how they really behave, how they think and acVand love 
one another, and above alL how they fight, and to do this authen
tically, not relying on the imagination-to· do it with•real feeling 
and understanding. You. cannot write about the peasants. unless 
you have liyed with them for years; and because China consists 
so largely of peasants, you cannot write about China at all unless 
you have lived with the peasants. 

"When a writer sits down to write, he does not say: 'I shall write 
for the people or not for the people.' His characters, the people he 
describes, depend on his daily life, on·his observation, on his love 
for them. He can write, if he pleases, about young women suffer
ing emotional and spiritu(tl crises in Shanghai, or (tboutthe habits 
of the· cultured scholars, but the peasants· will not. read. them or 
listento them. We had to develop an understapding of them; to 
go.down among them, to suffer with them; and their crises· are not 
like the • crises in Shanghai. They ·are made of simpler. stuff; but 
how difficult to render them on paper! 

"My early works were a kind of continual Sorrows of Werther. 
Sometimes, too,. I wrote of the peasants, but reading these things 
now !realize how often I misunderstood them. Lu Hsun spoke of 
their faults,. their lack of education; their pitiful obedience to feu~ 
dallaws.lt was true at the time. It is nottrue now. They are matur
ing incredibly quickly, and they know now that they have rights 
and duties, and that they will never again suffer under the old 
feudal forces. They are making a world good enough to•. live. in; 
They are learning to read'-'-every village has its reading classes:-- . 
and they are learning to write. I spent as much Hme as J.could 
trying.· to find young writers among· the peasants. They •. were· not 
many, .buttheywete good. 

"What I wrote about the peasants in the pastlacks life.! had to 
begin to think how to write all over again. In 1942 Mao Tse-tung 
made a. speech calling upon the writers to study the peasants, to 
move among them and to be as ntuch at their service as the gov
ernment administrators. I was doing this long before his speech, . 
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but I stql did not understand them, I.was. stHI• partly the ;roul}g 
woman who wrote about love affairs in Shanghai. I discovered 
some things. I discovered that style was not important; thatit 
was dangerous to invent a style, that one should write in such a 
way that all writing is a mirror of the peoBle. I tried to break my 
old style and create a new style, but even that was· no good
style, too, must come from the people, from the rhythms and 

sounds of the voiqes you. hear .roundyou .. •.• ••.•.• ····••••·· > :••••······•·•••·••••••····•••········· "If you write for the m()ment,it is called propaganda, it cannot 
last long, but even thoughyou call it propaganda, it has its own 
validity. It is created bythe moment. Best of all would be to have 
time to compose a historical novel, trying to bring together all the 
impressions of the tiine, all the moments, all. the heroism and sl!f
fering of the people. But how?. It is not yet .time~we are still 
struggling. • 

"There are other things we learned: that nearly all past. Chinese 
literature was divorced from the people. The Book of Odes con
tains songs sung.by the pe9ple, but we are no longerthesamepeo~ 
ple we were two thousand five hundred years ago; we are changed; 
our feelings have changed; conditions have changed; and only 
the scholars can read and understand the .old terminology. When 
we write the new Book of Odes, it will be utterly differentfrom 
anything that has gone before. We must go back to the songs of 
the people." . . 

Wandering amon~ the. mountains· of Shensi, disappearing for 
months on end.in remote villages, or organizing d:t:amatic groups, 
she had listened to the songs of the people and studied them .until 
she could almost identify herself with the old singers. They had a 
naked, original strength, often sa.tirical, occasionally brutal, :but 
there atleast she had heard the real voice· of.China. Her face lit 
up when she spoke of the blind singers in the villages-this was 
real;this at leastwas the word she had been listening for. 

''And they were not· what we expected at all-they were infi
nitely better than we expected. The songs were unstlldied, nat
ural, springing from the earth and from their lives. In my family 
no one could sing a peasant song-perhaps there was no need. 
But in. northern . Shensi, . everyone,. everyone without exc.eption, 
could sing these songs; There were loV'e-songsand labourers' songs 
and there were songs cursin~ the officials and scholars, and they 
wer~ rpostly anonymous songs."Also, there are story~tellers; who 
are also singers, and L think· most of us learned more from these 
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old blind story-tellersthan we had learned from anything we eyer 
read; 

«In every sma.ll district there were fhese story-tellers. They 
were professional story-tellers, supported .by the viliag~s. Their 
stories are sung to music. They have a pipa, a kind of guitar with 
four. strings, and they have other .instruments which they perform 
all at the. same time. There is a kind • of· flat b?ard laced to the leg 
beneath the •knees--,-they .can tap on it with their fingers to giye an 
accompa11iment to the pipa, · or . else· they can heat on it with . a 
bronze clapper, or else they have a sounding board aoove the 
knee to·. beat on. They ·sing. without gestures, wholly • absorbed 
in their song; and the song is very long,. usually an h1terminable 
story of heroes in the past, of kings and the downfall of dynasties, 
of amazing battles and g'"e.at deaths. 

"'Fhe peopl~;:i knew the stories by heart, and sometimes, but very 
occasiomtlJy, these blind musicians used. to invent new stories. 
There were hundreds ·of stories, and the people knew them all, 
and never tired of listening to them. The stor)Hellers ·would move 
from one family or one village to another~~J.e\V ones, were con
stantly coming in. We invited thesi) • storyctellers to . Y. enan. · We 
took down their stories, and studied them, .. and • we started to ask 
them to tell stories aboutthe resistance of the peasants to the Jap
anese. It was propaganda, if you ·like, bvt ·the resistance had. al
ready led to innumerable good stories. We have sent writers to 
live· with·. them and learn from them. We have·· sent other •• writers 
to get them to sing the 11ew stories. They were men with .fantastic 
memories, and fantastic imaginations, We found after a while 
thatthey could invent stories prodigiously-as !lluch as ten stories 
in half a year: Thentheywentbackto their villages. 

"Nmv, all over Shensi, there are these story-tellers. In the eve
ning, when the farmers have returned from the fiel<.ls, they listen 
to, the blind old me;n with the bronze clappe~s andthe pipas tell
ing stories of the old heroes like Chti-ko Liang or of the young 
soldiers. who fought in tunnels and blew up theJapanese with 
land-mines. It is almost the same world-there is. not so very great 
a distance separatingthe pastandthe present.The stories aretold 
in dialect; they belong to the people; they are. continually growing 
and. budding, and forming new stories. We feel now that the art 
of the story-teller has never been.richer t:llaninthe.places we have 
liberated from. the Japanese, and•the writers frorri the • coast-ports 
are humble before the achievements of the blind meri who wander 
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from village to village. There, at last, is the intimacy between au
thor and audience which we lack, the direct communication, the 
splendour of the legends which belong to the presenttime. 

'We still need to study the West, but in the end we .found the 
best story-tellers among our .own people." 

I sawher many times again in Kalgan, striding down the road 
or coming to the stuffy hotel to discuss the importance of India 
or the places where the most beautiful women were born or what 
had happened to the friends she had not seen for n.early ten years, 
but the impression that remains is of a woman who wanted to 
spend the rest of her life among the peasants, and perhaps even 
wishing that she was a blind musician wandering. among the 
tented hills of ShensL She hated to discuss politics, which.was a 
pity; she had a fine clear-cut mind .. She spoke of the lao pai hsing <) 

as Ai Ching spoke of them, conscious of their enduring greal!ness 
and of all men's ignorance about them until the war made it 
possible for people to. see and write about them clearly for the 
first time. They were there. She was one of them, born on a small 
river in northwestern Hunan.· 

"There are four hundred and fifty million of them," she said. 
"It is time we learned about them." 

lulyStd~,::r;h€;,.Qld .. }J,@:Polu#.crna.ries, I . HE•wAs as ugly as 
sin, and he was PresidentofHua-pei University, which hadcome 
from Fu-ping and Yenan to Kalgan when the Japanese were over
thrown. He looked like a Hapsburg, with an enormous jutting chin 
and a narrow red-veined. nose, and he was so small that he would 
pass easily in a crowd; yet he smiled delightfully, and though he 
was dogmatic in his opinions, and self-assured when he addressed 
the University students,. it was all part of a necessary disguise. 
The· vice-president of the University, Gho;M~,.~ .. ~a~ .. a .. famous 
critic. The President was not famous, he had written very little, 
and you realized that he had been made President because he 
possessed • excellent administrative ability. 

We .talked about the University, which has fine buildings left 
by the Japanese and seven or eight hundred students. I admired 
the students immensely. They were usually tall and well-built, 
they wore their blue cotton uniforms with a swagger and they 
looked as though they were not afraid of anything.· Many of them 
had come from the Kuomintang• areas in the south, either on foot 

">·The old. hundred names, i.e;, the people. 
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or on pony-back, often in disguise to pass the frontier posts, or 
else they had flown from Chungking; Nearly a hundred of them 
had flown secretly, with the help of the American army, in three 
plane-loads to Kalgan in April. There they joined theschool of 
English language-the Communists had. very few students who 
knew English well-and this was a godsend, for now they could 
build up their cadres of interpreters and translators. In general 
the Communists were bad propagandists, and seemed not to care 
very much what happened in other parts of the world, and they 
hadpaid almost no attention to the necessity of telling the outside 
world what they were doing. There was every day a quarter of an 
hour of Morse broadcast from Yenan, and this was about all_..:_in 
Yenan they knew the broadcasts were received in the office of 
Amerasia in America, and also in the Philippines, but they had 
no ielea whether they were received else'\Vhere. Now for the first 
time they wen'l attempting to train interpreters. 

He was a man of about fifty~ and he had good reason to be 
pleased with the progress of his University. At Fu-ping there were 
sometimes three thousand students scattered over neighbouring 
villages. Many, far too many of their students had been killed in 

, the war against the Japanese. There were four faculties-political 
science, education, literature and western languages. In the last 
seven years they had trained over ten thousand students. Some
times the courses were deliberately made as short as possible. The 
first S\3mester was usually given over to political training based 
on Mao Tse-tung's New Democracy, social science and the his
tory· of social· development, and then'! were courses in contem
porary Chinese history, the development of the liberated areas and 
methods of thinking. Marxism was not taught in these courses, 
and from what I saw of their books the teaching was somewhat 
akin to old~fashioned English liberalism. There were no technical 
colleges in the University-there was a science school and a tech
nical college outside the town. This was a University for a purpose 
-to train as quickly as possible administrators and government 
officials, propaganda workers in the army and what they called 
cadres~trained and efficient boys and girls who would go among 
the peasants and organize them and find out what the peasants 
wanted, . 

I have never seen so many students looking so well-fed; all had 
red cheeks, and enjoyed life. Though all, boys and girls, ·wore 
blue cotton coats, blue cotton trousers, and blue cotton peaked 
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caps, there was no impression of uniformity. Therewere ~n infinite 
number of gradations in the blue colour of their clothes, and see
ing them all in the same uniform, you w(3re not aware of.oddities 
of dress and had time to look cl{la~· into their sunburnt faces, , The 
students were expected not to marry while they were attending 
the University, but many of them were. married. Nor were they 
.asked to pay anything. Everything, food, paper, pencils, under
wear, shoes, clothes, beds, blankets, all these were provided bythe 
Government, and the Government guaranteed ·.them jobs· .. after 
graduation. They would get little money from theirjobs, but they 
would be provided with everything they needed. They seemed, 
and were, students who were dedicated to serve the peasants. 

The President complained a little of the students who had 
flocked in from Pekin and Tientsin after the downfall of the Jap
anese. Their morale w.::ts not high; they were ·grossly ignd'l:ant, 
and sometimes did not know who was the President of the. United 
States or when the Boxer Rebellion took place. The'se students had 
an average age of about twenty, yet their mental age was consider
ably less. The time of the Japanese occupation had been sheer loss 
to them. 

"And the worst of it is that their handwriting is mixed up with 
Japanese/' he went on, "and when they first came they were always 
bowing tiresomely and sucking in the air between their teeth, ex
actly like the Japanese. Mostly they came from the senior middle 
schools, and very often we found they were the sons and daughters 
of traitors. They came here because they wanted to get away from 
the atmosphere of treachery which ran throt1gh Pekin and Tientsin 
for eight years. They had heard about our work, they knew we 
would look· after them, but at first we wondered whether. we 
could do anything with such amazingly poor materiaL It took 
three or four months for them to shake down, and now they have 
shaken down, and some of our best students are among. them. 

"They find it difficult, of course, to communicate with their 
parents, but there are ways and means, and we even give them 
the stamps. They have their baths and haircuts free, and they 
don't seem to worry very much about money, though we give them 
in money each month the equivalent of eight catties of millet. This 
pays for the small things they want, which the University doesn't 
provide. But under the prese:ntsystem we. find that we save enor
mous sums of money by this kir1d of University co-operative, and 
enormous amounts of time. We still lack text"books, and have to 
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produce most of our text"books on mimeographing machines. But 
the printing-presses are beginning to turn out books on good 
paper, and we are no longer living in the time of short sixcmonth 
courses. The average length of time the students will now spend 
in the University is three years, but sometimes even now we 
take them from the school and send them out into the field be
fore they have graduated. 

"My feeling .is that they are enjoying themselves. The sense of 
dedication is there, and they know that within a few years or 
months they will be given responsible positions. We have far more 
jobs open for them than we have students. The University was 
founded in 1939-it.is the oldest University in the liberated areas, 
for even Yenan University came afterwards. They like the patterns 

• of bS'haviour which we try to inculcate in them-a pattern based 
on the utmost simplicity. They are to have government positions, 
but they must remain close to the peasants and the farmers, and 
they must live simply like the peasants and farmers . They cannot 
be corrupt, for in this area there are precious few advantages to 
be derived from money; and they are given heavy responsibilities 
so early that they will probably never fight for power. You fight 
for power only if you have .never had it, and it brings advantages; 
but here it brings no advantages, only such vast responsibilities 
that they would quail before them .. Ultimately, the important 
thing is that they learn here to live simply, to be honest and to 
serve the people as teachers or administrators or whatever work 
is given hJ them. 

"They can choose their own work. There are six courses in the 
Department of Literature. Literature itselfhas most, but there 
are courses in drama, woodcutting and painting, music, journalism 
and dancing. Very few are now taking woodcutting or dancing, 
but there will be more later. A good number are taking drama
there is theory of drama, history of drama, methods ofacting, and 
how to write plays. They write like mad, and perform their own 
plays. In Kalganthere are only six theatres but they are filled every 
night. The good actors have tremendous followings, though the 
plays are mostly propaganda plays. What we want them to do is 
to write their own plays, act their own plays, know everything 
about the drama from top to bottom; the best actors come mostly 
from this University." 

I had seen a series of plays given by the University students the 
previous night. They had an almost professional competence, but 
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I had been struck m<:?st of alL bythe way in which the students 
acted peasants. ·There . were two boys ·of seventeen or eighteen, 
and they took the parts of old peasants perfectly; they knew. all 
the manners .and gestures; they spoke as I have seen peasants 
speak; they tapped their long silver~stemmed pipes on the soles 
of their· rice-straw sandals, and· instead of looking seventeen .or 
eighteen, they looked sixty. There. was. a Japanese officer, arid this 
too was playedperfectly; a man in khaki uniform, with a club
foot and an insolent ragged contempt of the Chinese peasants w.ho 
surrounded him on all sides, speaking Chinese with a Japanese 
accent, turning up the cuffs of his coat to • st;rike the peasants and 
behaving with studied and bestial idiocy.•But the effect.wasfan
tastic-it was areal Japanese, no longer acting, a man with atooth
brush moustache and a smalLperplexed mind. The Chinese peas- -
ants had run rings round him; they had almost laughed in his 
face, but every gesture gave the impression of accurate authen
ticity-this. was the Japanese they had studied· at close quarters 
for eight years. I remember, too, a Mongolian dance by two girls 
dressed in red,· green and· yellow silk; the dance· was hieratic and 
essentially buddhist, and more a dance of weaving hands and 
slow-paced movements to the tune of a pipa than an invocation 
to any new age which the Communists were about to usher in; 
but how perfectly they had danced, how expressionless and yet 
full of expression were those silent faces and those gently accom
plished young bodies! They did not sing. They wove, with point
ing hands and with the folds of their silk gowns, a pattern of adora
tion across the stage. 

It was this kind of thing that was so impressive, the way the 
curtain would draw back and you would see, here and there in 
the north, the permanent things revealed so.simply and effort~essly 
that you remembered the greatness of the people who are as great 
as. their land. The colours of mountains, the small Kansu ponies 
riding towards the distant gates between the mountains, the Great 
Wall itself, the odd depths which were sometimes surreptitiously 
displayed in the faces of the people, the white scars of the river 
beds and the curves of men's shoulders-these were permanent, 
and would remain long after the New Democracy of MaoTse-tung 
wasforgotten; but perhaps they were more splendid here, because 
the New Democracy, which has.nothing.to do.with Communism, 
gave men a fervour and delight in life absent in all the other parts 
of China where I have been. 
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There were other·play,s, .and the •President discussed them. pro
fessionally; he knew the actors, their priva,te lives, their difficul
ties-even dw difficulty of finding lipstick and rouge for their 
faces. The ugly face became less ugly after a while: you noticed 
the eyes, and forgot the large stained teeth. and the Hapsburg 
chin. He was small and quiet, and spoke sometimes as though he 
was. reading from a catalogue; but often the catalogue· disap
peared, and his intense pride in the University shone forth. This 
was not a University where scholars could study at their leisure, 
though there is a place for such Universities in. China. It was a 
University of the people, for the people, by the people, and those 
broad northern faces had looked astonishingly pleasant and hope
ful. 

It was then, I think, . that someone told me that the President 
had hken part· in the Long March. I have·· spoken of the Long 
March before, and met at least twenty people who had taken part 
in it, and in Kalgan as elsewhere it was noticeable how the Long 
M;ltChers. were treated with deep respect. The President was de
lighted to have an opportunity of talking about it. llis memory 
was fading. He could not remember· all of it, and besides, in the 
early stages, he had been suffering from malaria-he remembered 
the early nightmare journeys· only through the scorching fever of 
malaria. There were no doctors. He had taken part in the Long 
March because there was no other alternative, and as soon ashe 
came out of the hospital he was placed inone of the two companies 
of sick men which staggered behind the fighters. It was not a 
glorious position; but at least these two companies had fought 
brayely at times. 

"What.I remembex noware certain incidents-the crossing of 
the Tatu Bridge, quick sudden engagements with the enemy, our 
sufferings and our poverty. I remember particularly the weather, 
how it rained during. the first two months in Kiangsi and Hunan, 
and how foggy it was in Kweichow. We started in October, which 
was thewor.St'time for starting a long journey. Whenwecame to 
Kwangsi, it was already hot and we abandoned our padded clothes 
by the roadside. When we passed through the Man-tzu territories 
of Szechuan, it was windy; and in May the snow had never been 
deeper on theTa Hsueh San-the Great Snow Mountain. It is a 
very slow slope, but nothing could be more difficult to cross.,-there 
was almost no air there. We woulctpass the night in ruined tern
pies; andwe could not sleep because we were all crowded together 
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and .our clothing was wet through. We went on. The advance 
guard could notget through to the top. We camped that night 
half-way up, andthen when we dicl reach the topofth~ mountain 
at dawn, it hailed, It was the lastthing we expected~thick lumps 
of hail as large as your finger-nail. 

"Men diedonthe top of the mountain .. They would be standing 
next to you and talking to you, and then their faces took on a sud
den frozen look, they swayed and they were dead; and what was 
extraordinary was that some of the. strongest men died on the 
mountain. In the morning we racedidown to the. valley." 

As he said this his eyes gleamed, and you realized then how 
these men, who have fought the Japanese for so long, still dreamed 
of the Long March, which was so fantastic and unbelievable a 
thing that it assumed the colours of legend. You could hardly be
lieve you had taken part in it .. And gradually, as I collected stories 
from them about the march, .it became evident that there were 
twenty thousand • different stories, for ·every man .. had . seen the 
march through his own emotions. General Peng Teh-huei had 
told me about the crossing of the Tatu Bridge; Chu Teh had said a 
few words; the President and others were to tell me more, but 
though the stories could easily be reconciled, I was s~ruck with 
the essential differences .. Each man had remained himself, and 
saw things which no others had seen. 

"And after we crossed the Great Snow Mountain things grew 
better. We came to the grasslands-it was all plain and swamp, 
the earth soft, with no trees and the grass about a foot. high. There 
were bogs where men died, but not all of us travelled through 
the centre of the grasslands-others travelled in long columns 
along the edge of the grasslands, and that was better. We got milk 
and butter from the tribesmen, and most of us survived; and later 
on we came to the Yi tribespeople. 

"It was the strangest of all journeys. We had seen Kweiyang in 
the distance, at a time when the. Genetalissimo was staying. there. 
Some of us saw Kunming, but we had no time tb stay there .or 
capture it-we had to cross the Golden Sand Riveras quickly as 
possible to avoid the enemy. The Knomintang knew we intended 
to cross the river and took all the ferrycboats to the other sid~. We 
made a forced march in three columns across the plain till we 
reached•the river, trying··to· fipd a place where we could get 
through, . and we . sent another column walking backwards. and 
forwards between Kunming and the river to put the enemy off the 
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scent. The . middle column was the first to reach the river~they 
walked 140 li in one day. We found a single boat tethered to the 
south side of the river, and some of the soldiers boarded it, dis
guised as civilians. The enemy were in no hurry, they thought we 
were still far away. On the other side of the river our soldiers, dis
guised as civilians, found a tax officer. They explained they were 
Kuomintang troops in disguise and wanted the boats sent hur
riedly to the south bank, and they wanted fuel and food, The tax
inspector agreed with alacrity, and invited them to dinner with 
the. local landlords. It was not a trarr-the tax-inspector really 
believed we were Kuomintang troops, and while the dinner went 
on, and our own soldiers cursed the Reds, our troops were being 
ferried over. 

"It was dusk when they • crossed the river. They encamped on 
the"bank, and the next day at dawn they climbed a mountain. By 
this time the .landlords and the tax-inspector were. beginning to 
doubt we Were rea.lly Kuomintang troops; they fired a few ineffec
tive shots at us, and we returned their fire. 

"On the top of the mountain there was a plain. We marched 
along the plain for about thirty li and came to· Tungchow, which 
was guarded by two battalions of Kuomintang ttoops. We found 
them sleeping, with their arms scattered all round them-we took 
all their weapons, and some good machine-guns. It was the. easiest 
of all our victories, and there we waited, while the rest of the Red 
Army, numbering perhaps 60,000, carne up with us-some of them 
had crossed the river at further points down south. 

"Things were getting curiouser and curiouser, for we had had 
to fight stern battles with them in the past, but now they seemed 
to have lost heart. A column of Szechuanese soldiers found our 
,hiding-place and attacked, .but what was surprising was thatthey 
had lost all vestiges of morale, they shouted at us and screamed at 
us, but they weren't very effective soldiers and soon surrendered 
all their equipment. It was as though the gods were beginning to 
favour our side. Later, we destroyed the boats and fortified our 
position. We needed a .rest. There was a long journey ahead. At 
one time General Hsueh Yueh's army was a day's march behind 
us; now we learned that the Kuomintang forces were at least a 
month's journey behind us. This heartened us. We took a long 
rest. We still had the Tatu River to cross. 

"The Tatu River was not easy to cross. General Shih Tai-k'ai 
had been surrounded there during the Taiping Rebellion,· his 
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forces cut up and none left to survive. He lost his armies in a 
place close to the bridge where we crossed. We ·made· forced 
marches to the river-bank, but found no boats there. One Sze
chuanese Kuomintang officer had come to the south side of the river 
by boat to see his father-in-law. We captured the boat. About 
nineteen soldiers crossed overin it, and on the other side of the 
river there were two Kuomintang battalions waiting for us . .These 
nineteen soldiers in turn captured more boats and returned, but 
the river was desperately rapid and dangerous. Yet we got two 
companies across unhurt, and these defeated many of the Kuo
mintang soldiers on the north bank. 

"We heard that the enemy was delighted with their success at 
trapping us at the defiles of the .river. They never calculated worse. 
We had two columns marching along both sides of the river. 
There were no good roads-just stepping-stones and paths 
scratched out of the rock, so that we were for ever jumping from 
rock to rock or putting down planks betweenthem. Then in the 
end, we captured the bridge from both sides, we cut down the 
Kuomintang defenders and the two columns met together at last." 

And then as we rose for dinner, he smiled his quiet Hapsburg 
smile and said: "I can't rernernber all of it, butit was as simple 
as that." 

July 4th, The Old Revolutionaries, II . • . THERE was excel
lent beer, and on the label there was printed in large florid char
acters: Five Star Brand Lager Beer Shinohin Brewery Pekin. It 
was Japanese beer, but it tasted in those hot days in summer like 
good English beer, and we kept drinking it till four o'clock in the 
morning. The building was in the old city, belonged to the Field 
Team and had once belonged to a Japanese general; the sofas were. 
small, and were delicately patterned: the·tall Communist general 
found himself imprisoned within the arm-rests. He looked like a 
peasant, with a close-cropped skull which shone like gold in the 
light of the electric lamps; he possessed an infectious laugh; it 
was only rarely that he showed any signs of bitterness. He had 
been a supply officer during the Long March. He had taken an 
important part in the campaign called the . Hundred Regiments 
Campaign which Chu Teh had organized, all over North China, 
against the Japanese, and you derived the impression that he pre
ferred fighting or farming to doing paper work in the Field Team. 

I asked himwhetherthere was any real hope that the war might 
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be stopped. He grinned and poured out another glass of beer. 
"We're doing our best," he said. "No one wants this war. The lao 
pai hsing don't want the war. We're all so desperately tired of 
war, but we'll fight for democracy against dictatorship. There are 
good people in the Kuomintang, but they don't want democracy 
apparently. We fought against the dictatorship of the Japanese 
under conditions of blockade from the Kuomintang. We were sur
rounded with 'ramparts of copper and iron.' We are bound to be 
bitter against them, and they are bound to want to conserve their 
power. Best of all would be to go back to the agreements already 
made, call a National Assembly and have a real democratic China 
-as democratic as America or England.'' 

But he could see little hope for the moment. The balance was 
weighted for war. American intervention was probably insuffi
cietlt: the issues at stake were so great that it needed the inter
vention bf Soviet Russia and Britain, yet they had kept silent and 
aloof. Both would be immeasurably affected by the decision:s made 
in China. The Americans were mediators, but they were also tech
nically and factually at the service of the Nationalist Government, 
and, the Nationalist Government was no longer representative of 
the people. "It's all dictatorship-a one-man government-and we 
are so tired and sick of it.'' He was violent about the corruption in 
the south and asked whether I had seen any in the north. I said I 
had been there too little. a time to be sure, but it .. seemed in the 
highest degree unlikely that anyone on the Communist side was 
corrupt. There were no advantages that money could bring in the 
northern areas. I said I had read some reports written and broad
cast by the Communists about Kalgan, saying that there were no 
ricksha-pullers, no prostitutes, no beggars in the capital of the Chin
Cha-Chi area. It was untrue. I had seen two prostitutes, one begc 
gar and three ricksha-pullers. He laughed. 

··But you don'tknow what it was like before the war. This was 
a Japanese city--,-there were prostitutes everywhere. How many 
haveyou seen?" 

"Two." 
"When?" 
"At four o'clock this morning." 
"What the devil were you doing .in the sheets at four o'clock in 

the morning?" 
"I had been talking with the Kuomintang general. We came 

back by car. They were standing on a street corner. I can't think 
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who else would be standing at street corners at four .o'clock in 
the morning." 

He agreed that some of the Communist claims were exaggerated, 
though for some reason (it may have been a perfectly good rea
son) he was inclined to thinkthat the beggars were Kuomintang 
agents in disguise. "Half the beggars in China are in the secret 
service. We swept the beggars off the streets and put· them • into 
trade, and two months later they started coming back again from 
the south." A little later he said: "There's nothing worse than these 
exaggerated claims for the Communist areas. We're doing the job 
well, we are organizing administrations and factories, but . we 
haven't got enough trained men. In the war everyone was fight
ing, and fighting with inadequate equipment. In the peace we 
find we have inadequate numbers of trained men." 

It was getting late. He had discussed the ways in which "the 
war might be brought to an end-a coup d'etat, manifestations by 
the students everywhere, the retirement of the leaders of both 
sides from the scene, a prolongation of the truce. For some reason 
all of these seemed unlikely to succeed. We were waiting for the 
miracle; and now, as often, the miracle was simply democracy. He 
was bitter about the Kuomintang as the Kuomintang general had 
been bitter about the Communists the previous night. Was there 
any way in which the bitterness could be bridged? He shook his 
head. "It's a question of waiting and hoping-that's all." 

We had come down to that. There seemed in those days to be 
no hope at all-and within ten hours the truce would end, and the 
war would be aflame all over China. It was two o'clock in the 
morning, and the tmce would end at midday on the last day in 
June. What would happen? There might be general offensives 
everywhere, with the Kuomintang capturing many large towns 
and the Communists growing stronger and stronger in the villages. 
There could be no victory. China would be split, not horizontally 
or vertically, but into urban and rural areas, according to the pat
tern already visible in Shantung, where the Kuomintang possessed 
Tsingtao and Tsinan and the Communists claimed to possess all 
the surrounding areas. This was not civil war like the war in Spain; 
it resembled more than anything else the kind of undeclared war 
which took place in GJrmany after 1918 between the villages and 
the towns, and for some of the same reasons. A kind of utter de
spair settled on us, and it was thoo that I asked him to talk about 
the Long March. In this world, where everything seemed to be 
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failing, where no one was thinking clear-headedly, where the 
stakes were so large that nearly everyone was overwhelmed by 
them, · the epic journey remained. It was perhaps the centre-pole 
round which one could think a little more clearly about the future. 

It was half-past two, and we had been talking since nine o'clock 
-two of the interpreters were asleep, and it would be necessary to 
hurry for fear that the third .would fall asleep, too. Butthe general 
looked fresh and gleaming, the bronze skull caught the light and 
the immensely mobile peasant face, which possessed craft and in
telligence and an extraordinary youthfulness for . one so old-he 
was forty, and he had been fighting continuously since he was 
nineteen-seemed to grow into even greater life as he spoke of the 
past. The magic worked. It was a very potent magic. It was only 
a mpment before he was once more a strippling youth just out of 
military college. 

"It happened very quickly. There was the march to the north, a 
tremendous.democratic fervour in the country and then suddenly, 
so it seemed to us, there was an end to it -the Generalissimo came 
out • on the side of the reaction, and there was the inevitable and 
necessary uprising at N anchang. 

"We fought stubbornly, even though we were small in numbers, 
because we knew that we could save the country from the reaction 
if we succeeded in our aim. I was a supply officer. That meant that 
ammunition, clothing, medicines, everything had somehow to be 
obtained, listed and placed in the proper hands. There are things 
I remember well, but some of it is forgotten-when you have been 
fighting for so long, all the wars and battles seemto have the same 
colour. I remember a forced march near the Gold Sand River, on 
the boundary of Yunnan· and Szechuan. We sent a small army to 
the river. TheKuomintang thought we would fi~ht for passage at 
the place where this army came, but suddenly we nioved away 
secretly and marched for two days and one night without stopping 
towards another crossing. It was the hardest thing we ever did. 
We were worn out. We dared not fail. We had no time to eat, and 
we had to eat as we walked, w:ithout rest, taking our drinking wa
ter from the river. We marched· two or three hundred li, and 
crossed at the. new crossing. 

"I remember many other things, but most of all I remember the 
crossing ofthe Tatu Bridge. We had defeated several armies after 
crossing. the Gold Sand River, we "had climbed over mountains and 
then we saw in the distance the defiles of the Tatu. The current 
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was unbelievably swift. We came to a town called An-shun-ch' an g. 
There we found an old man who told us frankly that the crossing 
was impossible, and a great Taiping general had lost all his forces 
there. We knew nothing of this war. We asked him for details, and 
he said that General Shih Ta-kai's wife had given birth to a child, 
his soldiers were allowed to rest and feast for two days, and then 
it was too late for· the crossing----they were encircled and defeated. 
So we thanked the old man, telling him there was no danger we 
should rest and feast for two days, and we had no· wives on the 
Long March. 

"At Tatu River we could capture only three boats. We tried to 
make a bridge, but failed. With the three boats we sent over 
about 500 men, and then two of the boats overturned and it was 
decided not to send any more. Along both sides of the river .we 
approached Liutingchiao, the Bridge Made by Liu, the only 
bridge lying on the frontier of Sikong and Szechuan. The Kuomin
tang guarded the bridge with one regiment of soldiers. We se
lected about a hundred young soldiers to try to get across the iron 
bridge, and at the same time, to distract their attention, we sent 
bursts of machine-gun fire across the river. Some of our soldiers 
fell a hundred feet below into the river-there was no help for 
them, and there was nothing we could do to save them. In the end 
we wiped out the regiment. At that time those in command were 
Lin Piao, who is now in Manchuria, Liu Pocch' eng, and General 
Nieh. 

"There was a great deal of fighting in north-western Szechuan. 
We fought rivers and we fought marshes and we fought mountains 
-it was more difficult to fight nature than to fight men. On the 
Great Snow Mountain the snow never melts; there is so little air 
that you can hardly breathe. Lin Piao's >~>heart was bad. They car
ried him half-way' up the mountain, and then they had to rest, and 
it was only much later that he reached the summit. The tribes
people here told us that we should cross before noon, because in 
the afternoons there are high winds and the air pressure becomes 
mysteriously changeful. After crossing the Great Snow Mountain 
we found that the troops of Hu Tso-nan, which had come down 
from Shensi and Hunan, were waiting for us. We defeated them, 
and then came to the grasslands-we walked for a whole week 
through mud and grass. The mud-holes were terrible-we had to . 

" In 1946 Commander-in-Chief of the New Democratic Army in Man
churia. 
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rely on the tribespeople to lead .the way. There w~re no houses, 
no villages, where we could pass the night, but sometimes we came 
upon ancient forests-they were so ancient that beneath the trees 
there were layer upon layer of fallen leaves; and these were drier 
than the grasslands, and better than any house. We had eaten up 
all our foodstuffs by this time, and we were starving. The tribes
people raised cattle, but hid them when they saw us approaching. 
We ate hides, searched fpr. mushrooms, anything. 

"This was the worst time, for we felt lost, we did not know the 
language of the tribespeople, the terrain failed us, and many of 
us died. There was only the small straggling columns on the grass 
plains. 

"It all happened a long time ago, and many who took part in it 
are dead. We lost heavily during the. journey. There were orig
inally five commanders of the four armies which took part in the 

~
arch-Lin Piao, Liu Po-ch' en , Pen Teh-huei Lo Pin -huei nd 

_11ng Cneu-taQg. m hao and Peng Teh-huei were the best. Liu 
o-ch'eng later became. Chief-of-Staff, but Tung Chen-tang died 
ome years ago and Lo Ping-huei died recently. Soon,of all that 
ast army, there will be only a. few leaders left, fo.r you could not 
ve through those hardships and come through them unharmed. 

We were an army without a uniform, without marks of rank, living 
on the land, wandering ~hrough nine provinces, always fighting
has it ever happened before that an army has made such a jour
ney?" 

·rherewas no need to answer him, for only Cortes and the Tor
guts had travelled over such vast spaces and with such great diffi
culty surrounded by enemies. The young general had changed 
during the course of the conversation. Tired now, he looked mag
nificent, the smile disappeared, the small mouth was set in a firm 
line and the close-shaven head began to look for the first time com
manding and even forbidding. We went out at last into the court
yard where on the wall there was written in blood-red the Chinese 
cMracter for "happiness." The stars glittered. Somewhere in the 
great hOuse we could hear a Morse tapper. The war was still go
ing on. 

July 5th, Tunnels and Land-Mines . HE WAS tall and 
swarthy, and though he wore impeccable uniform and had spent 
long periods during the war agaiQst the Japanese in the headquar~ 
ters of the Eighth Route Army at Fuping, he looked what he was 
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name,~ for he looked as though he had Mohammedan blOod ana 
Ma is a common name for the descendants of the old Moham
medan invaders. He smiled easily; he spoke English nearly per
fectly; he liked nothing better than telling stories, and above all 
he liked telling stories about land-mines and tunnels. There were 
even moments when it seemed as though Colonel Ma regarded 
the whole eight-year war as a rather delightful pastime in hood
winking the Japanese by burrowing under them or away from 
them, or blowing them up nastily and efficiently. And he would 
roar with laughter at some particularly nasty and efficient trickery. 
Writing this now, I remember him smiling mysteriously, gazing at 
the ceiling, absorbed in a kind of conjuring trick, effortlessly filling 
the room with the vision of the plains of North China where the 
farmers of the small scattered villages were vigorously plotting 
against the three-pronged columns of the Japanese annihilation 
campaigns, and doing this so superbly that you almost forgot the 
legendary terror-burn all, kill all, loot all. 

He had a quiet voice, well modulated, and he would speak very 
slowly as he described the sudden merciless attacks just before 
dawn, or the enemy's amazing delight in murder, and their meth
ods of rape. These things occurred. Their memory could not be 
stamped out. Hatred for the Japanese still burned among these 
people, who were so accustomed to long years of hatred that there 
was almost a vacuum in their lives now that the Japanese had 
gone. Sometimes we would go outside the city and see the for
tresses on the distant hills, and he would talk of the time when the 
Japanese began to build fortresses in every village and on every 
mountain in great rings and circles which became smaller and 
smaller as they advanced towards the centre. 

"It was all they could do," he said. "They had so many enemies 
that they had to exterminate us to survive, and they could only 
exterminate us by drawing a vast circle of blockhouses round us, 
and .then narrowing towards the centre. Tney were desperately 
afraid. They had the railroads and the towns, but every village and 
every field belonged to us, and in every village and every field 
there were traps laid for them. The traps were everywhere-inside 
houses, along the roads, under railroad lines, in. trees, in stones. 
There came a time when they would not even dare to enter our 
houses, even after they had mur@l.ered everyone in the village they 
could lay their hands on-they would send puppet troops into 
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the houses instead. The floors were dangerous, the walls were 
dangerous, the brick bed was dangerous and the roof was danger
ous. A stone on the floor might explode if you stepped on it, 
there might be a false wall and suddenly a brick would move and 
they would be killed by revolver fire from a man hiding behind 
the wall. The brick bed. was dangerous, and they began to learn 
to regard brick beds with horror-people could hide. there, and 
it was very easy to put explosives there .. If they climbed on the 
roof, all the tiles might explode in theidaces. 

"They didn't like it, but they had to take it. They preferred not 
to march or ride along the roads: you would see them going 
through flooded fields or along the slopes of the mountains-it was 
safer there. Or better· still they rode their horses along river~beds. 
But all places were dangerous for them; there were land-mines in 
ri'yeys, and even on the mountains an unsuspected stone might ex
plode and kill them. 

"In this area, Chin-Cha-Chi, we had a land-mine hero called Li 
Yun. He thought about land-mines all day and all night. Hewas 
puzzled by one thing. You could put a land-mine on the road and 
blow up a Japanese motor-car,.but·often the Japanese insidethe 
motor-car survived .. He kept thinking about it. Hqw the devil. to 
kill the Japanese in the car? In the end he decided to put a small 
land-mine in the road, and two large ones on each side of the 
road which exploded when the Japanese came out of the car; 

"Land-mines were the easiest things to make. You could make 
them out of anything. We had the nitre and saltpetre, and we 
had stones in abundance. In the end half of ourland·mines were 
simply stones, bored out, with a cardboard or glass tube like a· 
cartridge inserted in them, and connected by a lanyard or a trip
wire to some hiding-place where a soldier was watching, or just 
simply left there to explode when anything touched it. The Jap
anese might come into a peasant house and pick up some turnips 
-the turnips would explode; or they would lift up the wooden 
cover over the stove, and the cover would explode. When the.Jap· 
anese occupied a village in the early days they always did. two 
things-they held a mass meeting of the villagers in the village 
square, and they took over the best houses; so we put land-mines 
under the village square and arranged that under the beds. of the 
best houses there should be more land-mines. After that they did 
not hold meetings in the village square, and they did nonake over 
the best houses. • 
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"We made their lives miserable with land-mines. We were very 
successful with them, and when we captured their reports, we 
found that they were frightened to the marrow by every stone and 
every blade of grass in North China. We would use land-mines in 
combination with ambush-very effective, and the wounds caused 
by splinters of stone are much worse than shrapnel. They tried 
to use land-mines against us, but it wasn't very effective-we were 
rarely in the places where their land-mines were. But still they 
were powerful, they could build blockhouses and try to narrow us 
down. 

"This is where the tunnels came in. They came in gradually, and 
we learned how to make them and use them only after bitter ex
perience. Generally speaking, there were two kinds of tunnel-a 
tunnel built from village to village underneath the fields for the 
purpqse of saving the lives of the villagers when the Japanese.a~
tacked, and a tunnel built deliberately for fighting in. The tunnels 
did not· necessarily run directly. between the villages. There were 
side-turnings, blank alleys, and in the fighting tunnels all kinds of 
tricks Were employed. We used land-mines in the tunnels; too. 
And some of the most bitter fighting in the war in North China 
took place six or seven feet underneath the earth. 

"We had to excavate the tunnels secretly; we woulq .take the 
earth away to the foot of a mountain and bury it again. When it 
was raining, we would take it to the fields and sprinkle it there. 
We had to be careful-there must be no tell-tale marks of earth, 
and they must never know whether we had tunnels or not. It was a 
game of nerves-we wanted them to believe that there were tun
nels everywhere. It was true in the later stages of the war, but not 
inthe beginning. 

"There were a.ll kinds of problems, and we solved them very, 
very gradually. The entrance to a tunnel might be anywhere
under a bed, behind a false wall, anywhere, and always it was 
carefully concealed, so that if you went into the room you wouldn't 
find it in less than ten minutes. There was. a time when half the 
population of Chin-Cha-Chi was digging tunnels, and the other 
half was trying to. hide the earth. Why not? It had to be done. It 
was the only way we could safeguard our lives. There were some 
beautiful tricks. A tunnel might begin in the side of the well. Ex
cellent, We would drop down on to a wooden board, and make 
our way through the tunnel, but if the Japanese followed us, we 
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would arrange that the wooden board would tip urr-theJapanese 
would fall into the well-water, and just beneath the surface of the 
water there were bayonets and sharp-pointed sticks. This worked 
beautifully. Or else the entrance to the tunnel would be beneath 
the k' ang, and when the Japanese· entered the house they would 
find an old lady sitting on the k'ang. She could communicate with 
the people in the tunnel below by pulling on a string concealed in 
the bed-covers. She could tell them when the Japanese had come, 
and when they were gone, and many other things about them, 

"We had trouble with ventilation, of course. It can be very damp 
and dark in the tunnels-not pleasant. Sometimes the tunnel 
would· pass beneath the wall of a house: ·then we could arrange 
an air-let. Or else it would pass near an old well, and we could 
arrange another air-let. But it was not always easy. Sometimes, too, 
w~ arranged that the tunnels should utilize old wells. Suddenly, 
where the tunnel passed through the well, there would be· a drop 
of twenty or thirty feet. For ourselves we put boards over the 
place where the tunnel passed through the well, but the boards 
were removed if the Japanese were following. Then, too, some
times the tunnel would narrow down till it was so small that only 
one man could worm his way through: at such places, if the Jap
anese were following, we put mill-stones bored through with a 
hole in the centre: through the hole we could fire .at them. In the 
darkness they never knew what hit them. But generally they did 
not ·follow us through the tunnels-they contented themselv~:>s 
with digging outside the village, hoping to cut through the tunnel
lines. It wasn't much use to them. The tunnels were. complicated 
affairs. If they were cut in one place, we still had branch tunnels go
ing to other places. The only way they could stop the peasants using 
tunnels would have been to dig a vast circular trench round the 
village and put sentries at all the tunnel exits. It wouldn't have 
worked. They didn't have enough sentries. 

"The earth is firm in central Hopei, and this is where most of 
the best tunnels were-it is not loess, as in Y enan. We didri't need 
roof supports: six or seven feet under the earth the tunnels were 
firm, and there was no danger of the roof falling in. We Would ar
range little sidings, where we could rest or ambush the Japanese 
or. pass one another. There are a lot of dead Japanese in these 
tunnels still-it saves the trouble of burying them. But mostly 
they did not get into the tunnels-if they tried to, they were 
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blown up with land-mines the moment they dropped into the tun
nel entrance. Sometimes they used poison gas .. It was very effec
tive at first, until we learr~ed to put up cotton quilted blankets 
soaked with water inside the tunnels-it kept the gas. out. We 
were fighting on our own middens, and against all tricks, but the 
tunnel was the best trick we had; the Japanese would come and 
occupy a village, butthe villagers had fled. The Three Alls~Burn 
All, Kill All, Loot All-were excellent in theory, but we hid the 
grain and we hid ourselves, and we could always rebuild our 
houses afterwards. . 

"We hid the grain in the tunnels or in specially prepared pits. 
They rarely found it; and the grain keeps perfectly if you take 
certain precautions. They wanted grain badly-it was the best 
kind of plunder, and there was a time when they thought they 
could starve us out. But the peasants for centuries have learneq to 
hide grain from the tax-inspectors. They usually arranged that 
their annual annihilation campaigns. would take place in the au
tumn, when we were harvesting. They could destroy some of the 
crops, but they could not destroy all of it, and they could always 
kill a few people. They killed a lot of old women, who could not 
run fast enough. They were stupid people, and they did not under
stand us, and we were better organized than they were." 

He had spoken of the tunnels and the land-mines as though 
nothing could be more pleasant than outwitting the Japanese; hut 
evidently it was not all pleasant. There were tragedies, too. A 
tunnel with hundreds of people in it would be blown up with 
dynamite, or poison gas would be thrown in at the right time and 
the right place. There are ghost villages where no one has sur
vived. There are ·areas where they had succeeded in destroying 
every living thing. And there were minor tragedies, more poig:l
ant because they concerned individual people, which he told 
sadly and slowly, as though he could reproduce with his slow, de
liberate voice the tension of the days. of the past. 

"It was two years ago, somewhere in central Hopei. We had 
come to a small village, with our six or seven bodyguards. We 
heard that the Japanese were about to attack a village about ten 
li to the north, but we were desperately weary and slept without 
adequate precautions, though some of the bodyguards remained 
awake. The Japanese did attack the village ten lito the north, but 
they a.lso' attacked us. They came by forced marches suddenly 
from the south, and they reached·us just before dawn. This was. 
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their favourite manreuvre, for just before dawn is the time when 
it is most difficult to resist them. 

"My bodyguard woke me up and told me the Japanese were al
ready in the main street of the village. There was just time to 
throw our documents and ammunition down the tunnel-well, 
and clamber in. They knew we were there. They had spies-mostly 
traitors, and besides they had passed through this village only a 
little while before. Some Japanese soldiers climbed up on the roof 
of a neighbouring house and fired down on us, but by that time 
we were struggling through the entrance of the tunnel, ten or 
twelve of us, and the documents were still in the well, and we had 
no time to hide the entrance. They came into the room. A puppet 
soldier jumped down the well when he saw the documents. We 
wotmded him in the thigh, but not seriously-he climbed • up 
again, bringing some of the documents with him. It didn't matter 
so much-they were in code. 

"The. house where we were staying belonged to an old woman. 
They wentto her,and asked her who we were. She said there were 
no soldiers there. They answered by hacking off one of the fingers 
of her left hand with a meat-axe, and then asked her again. She 
gave the same answer five times, and they cut off all five fingers. 
What made things so difficult was that we were accompanying a 
general who was bringing with him his wife and a six-months-old 
girl-child. We were all making our way through the tunnel. It was 
muddy, the tunnel was small, and we crawled forward on hands 
and knees. We. could hear the Japs just above our heads digging 
trenches. They dug more than ten trenches, and when they came 
to a tunnel they poured in poison gas. The general and his wife 
were slightly poisoned, and the baby began crying. This was dan
gerous. You couldn't ordinarily hear the sounds of a baby crying 
six or seven feet underground, but the sound might be heard near 
an air-let. The Japanese were determined to get us. \Ve could hear 
the horses above us, and sometimes we heard their officers~that 
meant we were near an air-let. And then suddenly the baby 
stopped crying. We went on. It was so dark and so miserable, and 
the air was full of the smell of poison gas, which had soaked into 
our clothes. We had wet cloths over our mouths, and we were 
terribly cramped. We stayed in the tunnel thirteen hours, always 
moving about. Then we heard lihem go away, and climbed out. 
It was night. We discovered then, not before, that the general's 
wife had smothered the baby to death for fear that the Japanese 
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would hear her cries. She said nothing about the killing to the gen
eral. It was just there-the dead child, covered with mud, the face 
blue, and the woman was weeping." 

July 6th, The Desert and the Sown . . . THE aeroplane left 
Kalgan one burning summer day and headed for Mongolia. Once 
again there were the bronze mountains in the sun, no clouds, the 
white scars of the unflowing rivers and here and there on the 
mountain slopes were small temples among green trees. No day 
could have been brighter and nothing could have been smoother 
than the flight of the aeroplane. The pilot said they were going to 
Suiyuan, the most northerly of the provinces of China proper, in 
the direction of the Ordas plains; but when you looked for the 
plains you saw only the sweep .of the mottntains going on for eyer, 
till at last you came to a region of yellow-blue earth which seemed 
even at that height to be barren and uninhabited. We were al
ready in Suiyuan. From the air you saw the railway line, the green 
£elds and nothing else. 

Chi-ning is a small walled town on the railway to Pailingmiao. 
It stands in the middle of a vast plain, dominated by the immense 
power-station and water-tower of white concrete-you can see 
only the walls, the station, the tower and the railway station, and 
for the £rst time it occurs to you that all over Asia there are towns 
like this along all the railway lines. There had been no need to 
make an air-strip; the plain was enough, a plain where there are 
few roads, no animals, the only signs that people once passed by 
here were the hillocks of stone erected for the dead. I· hoped to 
see camels, but none came. The air was pure, and the sky was 
touched with the green grass, which went on for ever. In the dis
tance were the faint blue mountains low on the horizon. The town 
was in the hands of the Communists; the £rst Field Team had 
come here. 

It was comfortable there, lying under the shadow of the plane 
with a great wolf-hound which had appeared from nowhere, or 
talking to a girl student who had walked from Yen an two weeks 
before, a bad journey, without compass or maps, always a little 
afraid of straying into enemy territory. She had come with three 
or four others. It had rained often. Kweihua, the capital of the 
province, was in Kuomintang hands. There was still the possibility 
that Kuomintang troops might attack Chi~ling. Even while we 
were there two P-88s came high over the city and circled round. 
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One of the Americans in the Field Team shook his fist at them. 
"Jesus, they look as though they're going to strafe our plane." He 
ducked when they came lower. They were Kuominfang planes 
out on a mission of observation. It had happened before, it would 
probably happen many times again, and always there were com
plaints sent into Executive Headquarters. "The goddam bitches," 
he said, and the smile broadened on his face when they disap
peared at last in the direction of Kweihua. 

It was poor country, growing only sheep-grass and.yu mei, and 
it was deathly still during that long morning of full sunlight. The 
girl said: "In winter it is desperately cold. There is snow on the 
ground, but the skies will clear." And you wondered whether the 
Field Team would still be there,. and what fortunes of war there 
were. for this small brown city on the plains.<~ 

Later . . THE plains • came to an end, and the russet-red 
mountains. with their green• shadows returned again. There were 
no rivers, almost no farmsteads, there were a few trees near the 
monasteries, but the whole earth seemed broken up with the white 
cracked fissures of rivers which have long ago been forgotten. It 
is one of . the dominant impressions .. which remain . of northern 
China-the. rivers have gone, and they have left in their places 
only the salt-white tracks where they once rode. It was midsum
mer. They would flow again in autumn, but they would not flow 
as they did. once before desiccation had affected those great but
tressed plains. 

It was wild, and it was sad. The chequered fields, with their 
millet, their winter wheat and corn and vegetables-there was no 
sign of them. Perhaps there were farmsteads huddled at the foot 
of the mountains in the shadows, but you could not see them, 
though we were flying low, perhaps not more than 5,000 fe.eL 
China is a hard-bitten land. She never looked so hard-bit(en as 
when we flew south-east from the beginning of the Ordas plain. 

And then suddenly-it was the last thing you expected, for your 
eyes were so accustomed to the yellow mountains and the cracked 
earth that you forgot there were other mountains-you come to 
the foot-hills and see before you, covered in cloud, the great blue 
hills that guard Pekin. They are sharp-peaked, wild, and they rise 

'"Chi•ning was captured by Kl1~Wiintang • forces in September, 1946. 
Kalgan fell, after a brief and fierce battle, early in October, 1946. The Field 
Teams were dissolved in February, 1947, under Secretary Marshall's orders. 
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up like the serrated teeth of some mythological animal to guard 
the Pekin plain. In this light they were cobalt blue~ and sometimes 
resembled waves, though here and there green pines covered the 
lower reaches of the mountains. The white and broken waterways 
were no longer visible. The. faint greenness was . pleasing. You 
saw no roads. Flying low over the mountains, it seemed that there 
were mountains for ever, no end to them, and some were white
capped, not with snow, but with some glancing light from the sun. 
And there in the distance, like a mysterious thin white thread 
colouring the peaks of the mountains was the Great Wall. I had 
not.seen it before. I must have dozed or slept when we were cross
ing it before, or perhaps there were mists. But now, as it grew 
larger and more definite-the thin cotton thread taking on the 
texture of a thin fine-spun rope-yqu noticed how closely it kept 
to the highest peaks, and how often there were precipitous slopes 
to the north of it. From the air it looked perfect. They could not 
have chosen better. The small white square guard-houses were 
perfectly spaced. You could make out the inner and outer walls, 
and you could follow the line of the wall to the horizon, so that 
even when the mountains disappeared in haze, you thought you 
could see the thin stretch of white walled road going beyond. But 
from the air the wall gave no impression of power. On the con
trary it looked fragile, delicate as lace, powerless to stem invaders, 
a deliberate and artificial colouring of the peaks, as artificial in
deed as the marble bridges in Pekin. 

They say the wall is crumbling, and perhaps in five hundred 
years' time the bricks will all have been washed away by the 
rains and shrivelled by the frosts. It may be true. But like the 
tumuli and the cities whose outlines can still be seen from the 
ail' though wheat-fields ride ovet them, the walls will remain; and 
probably as long as men live on the planet there will be seen this 
thin delicate white lace which was once powerful enough to resist 
all invaders. They will not be walls any longer, but the whiteness 
of the bricks will have left its trace on the blue mountains, and 
men will remember, uncomfortably and vaguely, that battles were 
fought there. 

There are only a few more mountains till you come to the plain. 
The plain shone like beaten bronze that afternoon all the way 
up to the gates of Pekin. The pronze was chequered al)d pat
terned, but dead level; there were farmsteads, clusters of dark
J."Oofed villages, there were roads and railway lines. We flew low 
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over the West Field, over the pagodas and temples which cluster 
the western hills, over the curving lake of the Summer Palace 
dominated by yellow-roofed temples squatting in grottoes and 
hills, but the lake was empty and the marble bridge looked like 
one of those miniature Japanese toys and the palaces were dying 
for lack of gold paint. Then, perhaps because there were so many 
aeroplanes in the air, the pilot decided to fly low over Pekin. 

It was all over. Yenan, Kalgan, Chi-ning, the vast experiments, 
Mao Tse-tung leaning forward heavily, Chu Teh's red face in the 
light of the oil-lamp, the soldiers riding up the valley in clouds 
of dust w,ith the Persian patterns on their saddle-bows, the loess 
caves and the pagodas and the ten thousand buddhas and the in
tensity and seriousness of these people-these you could remem
ber, as you remember legends; but like all legends they belonged 
to the past. Once there was the legend of the Long March. Later 
there was the legend of the Border Areas, when farmers and sol
diers fought off the Japanese for eight barren years. New legends 
would come-men prayed . and hoped so much for a coalition 
government that when this happens it will become as legendary as 
the rest, and still later there will be the legend which will come 
when the Chinese have understood themselves and how to be
have among all the conflicting values of the modern world. But 
to possess legends at all, a country must be active, its people physi
cally strong, its aim defined as sharply as the contours of the Great 
Wall. What was astonishing in Yenan and Kalgan-I felt the same 
thing in Barcelona during the civil war-was that you believed 
you were living in a legendary present, and when the present be
comes legendary, it is worth living in. It is worth living in Pekin, 
for there the legends of the past are insistent and without the 
slightest difficulty you can believe yourself a part of the old Ming 
conquerors, and slide easily into a life where legend is dominant; 
but this was a new legend-this legend which was being ham
mered out in caves, in industrial cities, on battlefields by these 
men who call themselves Communists and hope perhaps to realize 
Communism in ten thousand years. 

As the aeroplane flew low over Pekin, throwing its shadow on 
the vast square golden-tiled roofs of the palaces, on the budding 
lotuses in the ponds and into the depths of the green lake, you 
reaHzed that it was part of the same splendour-the imperial city 
reflected the colour of the • people in tiles and stone. The people 
were changing, but they were still the same. Somewhere in the 
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north of China an upheaval was taking place, comparable with 
the upheavals at the end of the Han and Sung Dynasties, and no 
one could foretell its .. end, except that one could say that China 
was atlast coming into its own, conscious of herself, and superbly 
contemptuous of her past. The experiment was being made. For 
the first time in known history the peasants, the farmers and the 
soldiers were learning to read and to think, and to exert power. 
The feudal age was passing before your eyes. For a few more 
years the tide could be stemmed, but sooner than most of us be
lieve she will grow. into maturity. There was inexperience in Red 
China, they had made many blunders, they were hardly at all 
aware of the existence ofan outside world because they had been 
hemmed in for so long and possessed at times an ingrown char
acter, so that they seemed content to be withdrawn into th~m
selves, but they were educating. the peasants and they were on 
the side of the people. The KuomintaW would..remaia, shorn or---··· 
its unn_t:£_essary cmelties, but betWe~ em it was in their power 
to make a China worth living in-a China where the dying sol
diers did not rot on the wayside, and no one needed to starve any 
more, and there were no requisitions by bandit armies, and no cor
ruption. It was not a dream. It had been done. And because it had 
been done in one part of China, it could be done in other parts. 
And as the aeroplane circled over Pekin in the gold sunlight, and 
the hammered yellow of the imperial roofs shone so splendidly, 
there seemed no reason why its splendours should not be shared 
by all China. For this was at least certain-China was coming into 
her own. 

Ju,ly 15th, P~k!n. . • . THERE are no wise old women in Chi
nesemyfnOfogy; I cannot understand why, because there are no 
women so wise as old Chinese women. When I stumble at night 
through all the immense courtyards of this house and grope my 
way through the dark to the small grass-covered shop· where a 
woman sells me cigarettes, and suddenly see her there, detached 
from everything else, the face red and deeply wrinkled, the loose 
blue gown reflecting the light from all the strange bottles and 
paper packets on the wooden tray, I am convinced that she is 
three thousand years old and has her place in all men's dreams, so 
unchanging she is. The shop stands under an immense banyan 
~ree; from one of the branches th•ere descends, as a sign that she 
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owns the place, a circle of red hair and a gold trinket shaped like 
a fish. , 

July 16th . EvERY night I must tell Jacqueline a fairy story 
about the princesses of Persia. I do not know why it must be Persia, 
though she insists upon it, though she knows perfectly well that 
the Persia I have to describe for her is her own Pekin. She comes 
in her pyjamas and snuggles into my arms, fantastically certain of 
her place, even though I am working or reading; and then we 
must argue about the names of the princesses, and she will insist 
on the most ridiculous names of all, and then go to sleep~or so 
I t;hink, until she wakes up when 1 am gazing down at her, quite 
silent before her beauty, the faintly Chinese eyes, the faintly yel
low skin, the mouth and cheekbones which are wholly European. 
I know sometimes that I love her more than I love anyone, and 
love her most because her father was French and her mother Chi
nese, so that she has been brought to life in the best of both worlds, 
and has the gaiety of the French and the intolerable wisdom of the 
Chinese. 

In this old ruined palace there are so many courtyards that I 
am· continually losing myself. To enter the house at all one must 
step through mountains of debris, for the great gates and porticos 
were burnt this January; over the high walls you can see the brick 
pillars. still supporting the charred nanmu wood, and I have such 
a horror of this stupid destruction that I cannot enter the palace 
without a sense of revolt. K., who stayed here throughout the war, 
says that when the front courtyard went up in Hames because the 
electrical connections were out of order, there was a most bril
liant scarlet flame and even better than the flame was the scent of 
the wood, which was first placed here when the palace was built 
to the glory of one of the eight iron·capped princes, who were the 
sons of the Emperor Chien Lung. I confess I envy him. I should 
have liked to see the moment when these things happened, but it 
seems absurdly unfair that after all this 'Naiting in exile in the 
south of China, this. amazingly beautiful entrance should be de
nied to us. And now the whole palace is crumbling to ruins, and 
the Japanese have littered some of the smaller courtyards with 
their tatamis and the boll weevil is at work and the plaster ceil
ings are falling down on us, and there is so much corruption among 
the estate officers that we dream only of having a small house 
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'"} -:--- -_.~ ........... ..u. ...... vvv L'.u.cul 11ve, nKe the 
author of The Dream of the Red Chamber, in a place where "all 
order is perishing and only vice survives." The strangest people 
live here. Old women peer out of gnarled courtyards, among the 
wistaria trees. At night I have come across immense stores of 
UNRAA Hour which are being .sent-heaven knows where. The 
ancestral altar .. has . lost its glor)'; ?~~E~ .. a.0.e. .Ji:ffi~~ 'tYhen ~l:J.e. gld 
grandfatherly face which peers down •• at .us has a look of feverish 
disgust, and those immense window-cases inthE) room, .filledwith 
the costumes of the Ch'ing Dynasty, seem, alrea.dy in decay .. This 
palace could tell many things if it spoke, and I suspect that it 
would speak most often of the terror it feels at its own decay. Once 
through all these courtyards officers of state came to lay their peti
tions before the Prime Minister of China, who worked in a room 
which is now haunted by crumbling chairs and an untuned piano 
and the relics of a children's playroom. Once, too, there was vast 
wealth here, but that has been stolen by the same estate officers 
who now hide their stores of flour in the darkest alleyways. There 
seems to be no hope for the palace of the iron-capped princes. It 
will go on decaying, the tiles will continue to fall from the roof, 
the servants will continue to steal and the old relatives of the 
Prime Minister will continue to make their living by cheating at 
mah-jong parties and by taking service with corrupt officials. So it 
is perhaps with everything in Pekin. There are only a few places 
where the glory remains, but how prodigious a glory it must have 
been before the speculators and the usurers and the officials took 
pride in defeating one of the loveliest works of men! 

July 18th . . YELLOW dust, the roofs sparkling yellow, the 
pure intoxication of walking alone for the last time through the 
courtyards of the Tai Miao, the old ancestral buildings of the 
Ch'ing Emperors. There were lovers on the marble balustrades, 
and a great falcon was hovering among the trees. I have never seen 
it so beautiful, or so quiet. The trees were greener than ever, the 
proportions of the great gables were (as always) astonishing in 
their perfection, in their solidity of line; and I remember now not 
the horror of walking through those immense halls where the 
yellow silk and the halberds and the armour are all crumbling, 
but the enduring pleasure of the :~ummer-the deep green of the 
ilex trees against the gold bosses of imperial roofs, and the still 
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greater pleasure of coming through the last of the halls into a 
small courtyard with a door which opened out on the green moat 
and the huge walls of· the Imperial City. And every way you 
turned there were lovers on the grass or on the marble balustrades, 
and the birds were singing. 

Here there are moments when the dream comes singularly to 
life, when the illusion gives place to a more tangible reality. Sud
denly, like a girl's face coming across a room, the heart of Pekin 
is seen-a gesture of a beggar, the curve of a coolie's naked back 
between rickshas as he turns into a. sidestreet with yellow roofs 
flashing, the sudden perfection of music and vision which comes 
when you hear the fluted doves playing in some deserted court
yard, or best of all those moments when you wander alone in the 
hot sunlight around the Altar of Heaven, knowing that the marble 
altE\,1" has no relevance to our present mechanical life, though it 
reflects our desires and belongs to all our legends. I shall never go 
again to the tawdry Legation Quarter, but I know now that I could 
spend my life wandering through these dusty streets, waiting for 
winter and spring. 

July 19th, The Hunting Park . . . . THERE are some cities whose 
light comes to us like the light of the stars-it takes a long time to 
reach us and is faint when it· arrives; but Pekin is like a meteor 
which comes swimming into our consciousness, blazing with its tail 
of lights: Leningrad, London, Vienna and Paris have the colour and 
the texture of stone, uncoloured except by the seasons; Pekin is the 
colour of yellow porcelain, and the seasons can hardly change 
it, though the trees wither, and there are snows. But when we 
drove out to the Hunting Park this morning, the knee-high maize 
on both sides of the road, the blue hills and the white statues of 
ministers and tortoises and the deep green of the yews and 
tamarisks. all these possessed their own colours, but you saw them 
so blinded. by the predominant yellow tones of P~kin that • they 
were unlike any colours you have ever seen. The yellow of Pekin 
is not gold, nor bronze, nor the colour of the sun, though it is 
nearest to those yellows van Gogh discovered in the south of 
France; it is all these, and more, and most of all it is like the yellow 
you can imagine if a gold plate were seen in a stream with the 
water foaming over it, a yellow so rich and deep that it seems to 
possess many depths, and all ar~ changing. And so it was this 
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morning when, coming through the abandoned Belds, we saw the 
yellow roofs of the Empress Dowager's summer palace above the 
mist. , 

When you travel outside Pekin, you are at once at the. mercy of 
ghosts. There is nothing in Pekin as old as the.Tower of London, 
but the past is more visible here than in any city I have ever 
known; for six hundred years there has been a settled condition 
of living, an unchanging ritual of life comparable only with the 
unchanging ritual of the Balinese. But the Chinese are wanderers; 
whole villages and towns have been built on the great plain which 
stretches to the western hills, they have been allowed to fall into 
ruin, nothing remains except the broken walls or the pillars of 
temples. We passed animmense fortress, with moat, drawbridge 
and gates, with grass growing all over it. They say it was there 
that the .Emperors inspected their personal guards. We pass~d a 
mausoleum built by the Japanese in honour of one of the Chinese 
collaborators. It was all bright red and gold, with flaring. roofs 
and marble steps, but the ruins showed the graver taste of men 
who lived before collaboration had become an art, and what was 
strange was that you could see at once, from the shape of the 
guardian lions and the shape of the roofs, how much had been 
lost. "We shall not recapture it again, we are no longer an im
perial power." It may be true, but I do not see why, with so much 
wealth of architecture still available, we should not discover those 
old proportions. Certainly they were present at the entrance to 
the Hunting Park, the great studded gates and bronze dragons 
protecting it as majestically as the Imperial City is protected by 
its cloud-pillars. Nothing had. been lost. Skill, proportion, the sense 
of Btness-they were all there, though no huntsmen ride through 
the park and the old pleasure-palaces are covered with weeds. 

peYofis~-~~il;f~-~·~~~~~r·tt;~~~t~~·~d~~t~~r~fht~:~~~t:~: :a~k 
to build an orphanage. There were famines in Honan, and great 
floods. He was a poor man, but he collected three hundred thou
sand taels from his friends and built an orphanage here with his 
own architects, and made· it one of the best in the Far East. The 
children were well cared-for. The most modern equipment was 
installed. There were workshops, porcelain kilns, a printing-shop, 
three churches; he sent the supervisors to America, and himself 
studied during all his journeys .to America and Europe how best 
to create an orphanage. Under the Empress Dowager, before he 
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became Governor-General of Jehol, he was sent on a mission to 
the west, with the humble aim oflea.rning what would be of most 
use to China, and though his days as Prime Minister have been 
forgotten, and the wild scheming of his friends, the Reformers, 
is old history, he made this orphanage, which remains. He was 
evidently proud of his work, for here and there you will come 
upon the scrolls he wrote, or his own calligraphy outlined in 
stone above the lintels, and sometimes there is his photograph, an 
old man with a small white beard and heavy eyelids, not frail, not 
determined, not even conscious of his dignity as Prime Minister, 
not weary or broken, though he was broken many times by af
fections which were never returned, a man who gives an impres
sion of abiding honesty and simplicity, himself the last of the 
rulersof China to have believed faithfully in the past. Hewas a 
buddhist scholar with a deep reverence for the imperia.ltradition 
and with a great loathing for the. Empress Dowager, who ordered 
his execution, so that he was compelled to go into exile in Japan. 
He hid the Reformers.o£1898 in.his .. own.ho11se,.and accepted no 
bribes, and died poor, having given everything he possessed. to the 
orphanage except a part of his old house in Pekin. In his will he 
says that he bought his palace out of his hard-earned savings and 
only once received a gift from Yuan Shih-kai; and it is dear 
that he loved nothing except that the orphanage should sur
vive. 

It had survived well enough, through wars and civil wars, but 
when we reached it this morning, we wondered whether he would 
have· approved of the changes. At the entrance to the. Hunting 
Park there were Kuomintang soldiers, trigger-happy. It was not 
difficult to believe that somewhere in the Hunting Park there were 
also communist soldiers, for the western hills mark the frontiers 
of Kuomintang control and fierce battles have been waged here 
at night against the Japanese. But the Hunting Park was un
changed. There were the forests of white pines, the acacias and 
the pears, the small lakes, the stone plinths from which palaces 
once arose, a. confusion of brambles and arching trees, all sweet
scented. The orphanage looks new, though the children have 
scabies and are not well cared for. Hsiung Hsi-ling built houses 
on the sloping shores of the forest at a time when houses cost 
hardly more than a labourer's monthly hire; he could get away 
from the fret of his palace in Pekin and gaze at the goldfish in the 
pool or dig for buried treasure-there was one superb green vase 
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which had come from some princess's grave he found in. the park. 
He set it beside a pool full of reeds and fishes, and ~haded by 
acacia trees, near a small one-storied hunting lodge where he 
often stayed. • I shall never forget this place for the quiet and the 
gleam of gold in the pool and the serenity ofthe forest, and most 
of all I shall remember it for the exquisite good taste of this man 
who was almost the last cultured ruler of the Chinese Empire. 
One can see him .so perfectly ·in this setting, . an old man in a 
maroon gown, who came here as often as. possible to drink the 
spring water which bubbles from a black cave. The orphanage 
is corrupt now; there seems to be no one with power to put it on 
its feet again; there are far too many teachers for far too few 
orphans; too much of the food brought from America is going to 
the supervisors; the flour for the children is mixed with bran, as 
we discovered when we entered unannounced in one of the s!llall 
buildings, while the flour for the supervisors is clean and white. 
Worse was to come later when the old Prime Minister's servant 
confessed that he had let the hunting-lodge on his own authority 
and taken the money for himself and wept and knelt at thy feet of 
the Prime Minister's daughter, and at that moment we were con
scious, not only of the depths of corruption but also of its in
evitability whenever there is no strong government in control and 
no settled behaviour of living. 

Among these lakes and mountain streams,. the· enchantment re
mains, an enchantment which is not overpowering like the gold 
tiles and the proportions of Pekin, but shadowy and insubstantial 
as a dream. Once, near the shaded hunting lodge, a shadow cam.e 
from behind the trees and walked in the direction of the green 
bronze vase which is set on a square stone, and. suddenly the 
whole place came to life, and there was the sound of singing, and 
my step-daughter was skipping beside the lake in slacks, but she 
looked like a princess who has returned to her accustomed lake. 
The old boat quivered in the wind as it lodged among reeds. The 
tall green pillars engraved with buddhist sutras gleamed in the 
sun. The ice-cold bubbling spring was boiling over. A shadow 
darkened the sun, and as we wandered down the steps to the car 
and saw.the great plain stretching yellow to the walls of Pekin, 
we knew we were determined to come again and live here and 
try to make the orphanage once again the perfect thing it was in 
the past. • 
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· . ,~Q,..,l¥igb!JPJJX~~· .. • • DREA1.1Il'fG ofQI-ly~~If!ll1g:p'o, who 
was ~.){ecuted last month. We have all been dreaming aoout it, be
cause the details in the Chinese newspapers were so completely 
authentic. The strange intolerable. disease of the Chinese for the 

\ facts of death, which they know only too well. Everything about 
\the last hours of the traitor was re.corded-.,.--how he stayed awake on 
\his last night and wrote one more letter to the Generalissimo, and 
;then when they came in the morning, he asked that the letter 
should be sent, though it was unfinished, and arranged to pay the 
executioner for a speedy death and went in .his stockinged feet 
to see some others who were awaiting trial, saying nothing, but 
holding their hands and looking into their faces, while the tears 
fell endlessly .from .his .. eyes. He desired that his body should not 
be. allowed to putrefy, and he requested that after his de.ath his 
bo<iyshould be enclosedinice. The way he walked slowly across 
the prison yard, and how he was shot by a single bullet from a 
Mauser Which killed him before he reached the wall. We know 
these things only· too well, for too many people knew Chen 
Kung-p'o and there is still some doubt whether Wang Ching-wei 
was any worse than many members of the government who made 
fortunes during the war. ~~~.J.:Ji!.~~~Jt~i~~"poor . 
. !t,W.<!YJ>.Y. P~1le,. Q~f:i.i;t.:\l~~ •. b.~.,~~JQ3i\g.¥~~;l,,t~J. .. !;b,t;J, ,QJ~l,gl'flrer,,.<!U.c:l·· ·qtg ... his 
l?.es.t.l'J.~.cPXQiiJ.g.JQ",~'bjftj,Q,g.Jjg,h,t§~;eQt:what is intolerable is that his 
death }}as suddenly broughtus face to face with one of the in
solubleproblems of the Chinese scene: we see in him a small man, 
caught up in the stupid miseries of the war, a man without will, 
with a perverted sense of patriotism, and though we shall shed 
no tears for him at all, his execution has shown us inevitably that 

.. weare living in an age of calm and controlled violence. The field of 
· ~ye.nts.ip.Chinajs so vastthp.twe canpqt think of.it:without sym- ·#\. 

bol,s •... :w.e. need .. C!ur ... witless .. ,solclier-heroes a,s ... fo.cC1L.f!qint.~.,, s.p .•• thq,t~lc 
;we can, take,ppr beari~gs. Ancl S() we .have ad.ded.q~f1ll1(!{y focal . .,, 

.·.··PS?.iHtJn ... tb.e·· 9y£L~e,~t"w~s ... ,s.Rf+Pl<'!or· 

. }~Y£. g .. ~~ ... ,.~~,._.,;.~,?.;r/,?,.•·.~ ... s.,; .. ~~.··.·.~.-gtj~.!.~ .... 2,·~.-.· ... ·~.n1. ··.g ..... >, •.•• ~I-1~. ·.~~! .. ~ ........ ;"" .. n .... .,_?.·.•·•.Aa. bstthracft 
YlQJ,@Il.C£,u.~>.,\.;Lle. •• ~u.omlp~aP . . .. ;J.'Il.J,.L).,~-~~X -. G. ~q~.~ .. ,-\-.!1<\J.c4~ .. ,,~-;Y~ c~:t~~ ... •· •· o 
anot~~L~shol~.~ •• .':Y!¢2. ~~~ .WJ:'...f.~1¥.~s!:,,.l ..• g~t:¥.11Q1.$l,J;¥,~f .. him; if 

•,.>"'u~. [9,. ~?,Jl,clJ'y.l;lffis. Jgr~y~r. ~Pl-'9-x .. ~hes!P~eg ... B¥ ~,!m:~.he.Y.~.1~W.t~rit· 
·· ~n,JJ.bo.vt.his, cl~athJ.>e£cu:e,..'be.cavse,J.c;,gp.ld . .l}.g~"''J;~~ ~,~~ ,f!ie gr~at-

~"Jner\.,.!. .. ~Y~r B?:rt.~H .9.hfH[Ir!. th~me.st .~~rpp~I9l.l~,sTI~; W8~Elie~1_~ 
"'·· l 



)\,l'in ... hi,~"'~~s,t..papulal1•,.o£,,a,]J .. ,,t}le ..... P)."9~(;)§§9J."~.,.~~~~i~!lta, tlte 
• m~!lw~Jh~ey~¥.¥!~t~m.!!!l ... ~w;l,!h~¥!Q.~t ... m.~!2~~J:~r.~!!1:.!f}s pame 
!FaJ ~~~.Y~.t~~h 'NlNcl~ meauns ~th~ ~P~n,l~,.t~s,.~~,l}X~~~g," 
~I1 ............. ,~HQ§, , ... XJJll,P J9!\tl9~, l:J:. . ..t .... ~t .. c.:;J.n ....... !'J ... ],1J.\ .. J;l.~lt9J1i.R.J;:...,~,ea.txung. 
pe started• life with an intense desire to paint, went to America, 
Ji'eturned with. his mind full of colours, helped to build up the 
architectonics . of modern Chinese verse and having written two 
slim books of poems, d~ci?ed l<,>..,5!~<;lic~,~~!!f£.,r¥~l.,\?l,,his l~!t,,S2 an 

6i:t~~£~f;~~~~~·~:~~t~g4~i~f*~F¥i~t1r~i~~{ti~g¥J·-~_;::~ 
. ·,· ;;;;s·,··.:•·~r•?'"~'·~"'••'"'·'"'"""~ -~ •...• ,g~•~··"·"'' ''"''"""''""''"' '' ' ~'"'"''' ''·"!:,WJll..~~-

r;;~!;~~·J~~~~~~~~l~i~T;~t£~iiir:~j~O~eac~t~~; 
>";';''1i"of his hair, that he thought he was descended from tribesmen. 

/\~;tij.~~~~.""~~.f~:~~l,.,,,:U~ ... b,l)l;~l.~_· t~~~,1f_."y.,e_._ , gt_ .•.. _.'.*P._ •. _,u_._._I_i_ P_._·_·.g_·. '·'_._ .~.lt(;). ,..~9:J, , .. a_li1_ g .... ..tak(;)n 
w.o,j,j,e,ll.~,.o£,t.he,,.C.~g.~.,g£ .... ~u!i~§,~ .. J.A~~~:~tuJ."(;), .so m,~ny. ya~ous 
Qdd-jo.bs. iu Middle.S~~.~.t,,b~Jl.Jl.d.nR.,!i~~J9.r,.h!m~,~lf.,_~P,en 
the §tJ.J..g~ttt§.,Ji1',f1~.~,WMJ.:d~~.{':s:\. ~!;J,.,P~~e-JP,bl;M;,.,,Ae,,,PJA .. his, .. Qe~.t tg make 
sure that justice would be done, .and . in doing this incuned . so 
much enmity that we knew even then that his life was at stake. He 
l;t:;J.S!.JbAll~ .• ~P.~f:\king ,;xs;liA~ .. wlU~:w;quld .. ,eS-<lmetim~.~ •. h.~s;:om.e .. dark 
W~th .·H~~i.glJ€!,t¥ .~~mQ~~~~J!e.,GBJ;ednoth.ing;;~;fiiS'-<@W1lt·life, 

, n .. . ... ,llJi,~~'~}li~J;·~#Ii<Ael;l.~t.tP.e.hc;:~<:Lgf,tl}§ ~11n~~f!.l pro-
\ __ · ession ~~.~~J~~~S~~~I£,}t~4,~h§~:~~S,~·~B.t~Jt.f\r,pip,g .aA. ll_ ... tave 
·! e s . t,,Qf,·~~.~~JN~~.~- . . · ~:aye. ...~."~£~ .. ~~"~"' orn 

·.~riS!ft~~~t~~~te~~t~tt·;·~;i~~f:a~1t~~~~£~~f!!~sy~~: 
was pul:e tyranny. &:»r9JJJ&Lsgy: "'I'he,£~~.~tl:9Yed 

.;, · -,:\£~,J1¥!il,.~JJ_gll'·JhtLW.e~.& .. Bg though these, words have none 
of the overtb!ie'S~nmg in English which they possess in 
China, and though he .. YY~tlb~'¥i.S~~.§i~~ .• ~~sQW,.J:A¥.~~J knew 

r-·~~ in his discrimination b'e'tW'een'the"g0od and ba{rthings of the west, 

l\~tr~~ti:¥ljt~~fi}~~··gtij~5··c~h~·"tRt~f·M·~·U·~"~9£,,~~. ,.JlHW,,Qpina 
\ T would wan~ound the lake with him, and sometimes in the 
early afternoon or late at !light I would come upon him at his 
table, his head bent over the seals which he was carving against 
time, so that he could feed his children-he hated this waste of 
time, even though the seals sometimes brought good money, and 
he would say he preferred t() b{l . te:;J.phing for (;)Igl.1~13(;))."l. l;t()urs a 
we13k in the m,iddle sphools, wh~re at least he could.inculcate a 
fervour for Chinese traditions. And there vvRS .•. nothing . at all 
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strange in th~ fact that he mQ;re than anyone else in this great 
corople:){ o£ Univel"~!H!'ls . was Q,verthrqwi.P.g those traditions. 

He was ill last year of typhus, after a journey to the petrified 
· ·· rocks in the south of Yunnan; and then I would see him in his 

ragge.d blue gown walking slowly with a stick through the campus. 
Students would run up. to him .asking. for interpretations .of the 
classics; always .he spo~etothem with especial sweet11ess. His 
classrooms were always ·filled . to overflowing, and there would 
be pethaps'forty students listening through the windows. He had 
a quiet contempt for the professors who thought it unnecessary 

speak with stUdents about political problems. HeJ'>eli~A.,.~e 
I;~s,t3,n,tgqy~J:J:}IB.~nt .. 91· 9.h!:9Jb1:Sl!· P~·,cQ,l;.E~pt,#~ ·sa:id.; so .. openly 
~~W.,.9.£.Ji,ea~.Q.-.tJ:ill,#u.~,.»Jg11:<PQAe.@*.l;,ac.G-~~~L.eto.ok. ·him 
once to · see the Al11etican Consul, and whatwas most delightful 
was·Wen's unspoken delightin being in an American~ome~tU.e 
h~~d~h:itte>Rc. ;tnilf:l&,), ~n~,,;\¥as •. qqs,e~s.e(i , py ,fue.••P9·Y·~ty., .. and 
degr.~Qii.tion •••. ~Il&~HH~.,Q,~IDi.,~2.~£~. ~~~n~~~X./~~2~~~~.~~!f.f,,t~r?:tr~i?; 
l'Mt,.,·~~9¥S1.t:e¢l, .... ~~;~,.§lly., , "i!),),q,~,J;!,~¥~r,,, ~Ji,Q~¥. ,, , 'Q,y , .. +~~$.~.,.,.§M~,q ,,~, , •. , .... ~train 
ffi~~~~~~·~,.!i.\? . J,~,<;l . .!h~ .... Jg,~~,!~~lJAr.q.q<+~~,.t9:~,.~.t~.i!fi~S~rfFt;~f~k~n to 

1 t., ,. ~,.~g,~t .w,~s~4~. tl:le .. b!;lg}};}»i,u.~f,.J;~~""~~t~~g""'tt$'"~'f'J.B2Mght 

:;<~~~'ill~'¥~7~ti;~~~·~r~l-f~~"tt~~~~~i~~~~:t~ d~0 

· .k1?~j~~~~9~~f~~1~!~~:~~;~J~.~~;¥rt~ti~;I:::¥$cz~-·,,:;, 
f.f3JY..~ruJA hJJJJ~t,w,9JJ~.,._., ,~J:i\,g:,"~-~" d~ii\i,l4l!FPA,t.Jm1i!l~W.,~~~u~ '· ... 1s 
~2IJ,;,,.~h.9:.)Y.~§ ..• ~t~Q..~JJ.g;. . r .... ~!m?···· ~·~.)X .. "t~~,t~.~k.~r . fall 
~ll~Jtl..F.~~ ... }}!m-~elf . py~1;, ,· . . . ·.· ·. , ... g .... x •. srx.!~~-.~~~.Yt.l}}.~;.;<:l_fe for 

~~~l~~~i'fl~~~·~t~:4~~J!&~,9f~~iF~~~?~·g~a·g~,n~k~·~~~%!t~~: r'll\<\l:',':t-~·~·*<l(!i(>~~';~tch::~l < 1•-•~'tfl{':'-·' ~-·t+~r<·•< --.~ - -- -· ··- · .... . )'-. .. , .. , ~-- , Y """ .......... ··'" ,·...,.,, .. -- ~ .. ... , .. ,. ··- ···""""' '*' "'"~;;; •.• , l ,~ '""""~;;.:t~.-i:;r·:.O,:::..'I'fr-1r·: •:\'''· . 
l!.iJ.~l.h~ .. wm. bs; .. l:ru..r,ie.<:l IJ,e.~~ .. VJ,~l ti,W,d,ep,ts.,.who. . clieP,Jast;:o~·~ember. 
1J¥L~9.n .. h.~~ .resoy_~I:f) c],, tlJ.q~gJ;l . lle is still .not. gwt qf ~apger. Frc;)m 
his hospital bed he has told a strange story of how the . assassins 
stood over him and said before shooting him: "We must shoot 
you to save our lives, but ·we will not kill you. Later, when you 
have recovered, you may take revenge on us." . 

TJl€i.,d.e,<!th . .qf_Gl;.t@Q> ·~l;lf.lg"p:o, was"'a' small·thing., com,p!).,r:e.d ,to the 
d.~.a t~ Bt.,S,l;ir:,a.:~J$£\(~~~S,.,§.B!l.21~r· · · . . . .. . 

July 23rd . IN THREE days I shall leave China and then Ry 
home. I thought, after five yea~~, I had roots he.t:e, ~~t .the roots 
are .drying up and I }<now there will not be peace forJJ1any years. 
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Death a11d .corr.up#o11.· fll1.d ••.•. l1ilil1l~gil1able••••b~fluty,.••· Al1d •. th~ li()!l 
a wake at last, and yet not • sufficiently a~ake, a.11~ tJ1~ )>~forst . i& .tlrfi 
evil.all round us,. aiJ.gthehes~MesWitl-lt~e•y,Q!Jl1g . .I.amgladi.lived 
with the111,.aud yetnotsorry11ow to leave,Jor.there must be other 
countries .as good. I saw the landscape and very nearly exe1:cised 
a childhood dream, and lived for a while in the valley ofYenan, and 
knew Wen. Yi-tuo, and helped a few, and was helped by many; 
and what was left, except the pain, can never be gut;o.l}pa.per, or 
even dreamed on. The beaut}'l::ly.eKt:<J:ywhere, and most of. all in 
the faces of th.e childre11. And it was kind of whatever fates con
trolus to leave the best to the end-Kunming, Yenan, gold roofs of 
Pekin. 

July 28th, On the plane to Shanghai . • . THIS morning, the 
ultimate day, Pekin was the same, a mist rising, dust whirlingarong 
the ground, an awful feeling of heaviness, as though one wanted 
to stay here forever. 

Writing this in the aeroplane, drowsy in the overheated cabin, 
not caring, knowing that the best is over and Shanghai is a night
mare, not caring, and yet angry a little, because this time we did 
not fly directly over Pekin but skirted round the walls and flew 
directly south. The last we saw of Pekin was the gold glow in the 
sky, as of a burning, above the city. 

Nanking. A red gash in a purple hill, where Sun Yat-sen lies at 
the top of far too many steps, the city black as ants, floods all 
round; no yellow tiles, only dark roads, bleak and miserable, criss
crossing interminably. And then to Shanghaiagain, seven hours 
after leaving Pekin, an eternity of mist and rain; bumping, the 
rain discolouring everything-even, at last, the sea. 

July 30th, Shanghai . So OVERWHELMINGLY tired that I 
locked the door of the hotel bedroom and went to sleep after wan
dering round the city all day in a relentless pursuit of tickets, visas, 
passports. Someone must have opened it with an outside key. A 
shaft of orange light; a girl and a hotel coolie come in noisily. 

"Want girl?" 
'~No'.:t:> 

"Want boy?" 
"No." 
"You American?" 
''No.'' 
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He pushed the girl toward~ the bed; she wore a flowered dress, 
and pulled her skirt above her knee. 

He said: "$75,000 dollars. You pay me now." 
ltried to push him away. 
"Okay-$50,000 dollars. You ask for girl,.eh?'' 
"'No.~7 

"Okay-$40,000 dollars. Y:ou see." 
Somehow they were pushed out, but someone was playing on 

a Chinese violin in the next room, and somewhere across the land
ing someone was screaming; and in the morning it was worse still, 
the hotel unswept, the boys grey and colourless, the prostitutes 
still wandering round the evil-smelling building. And then all day 
at CNRAA offices claims and counter-claims-it is the . fault of 
UNRAA, it is the fault of someone else, we can't get the food 
shipped outside of Shanghai, God knows where it- disappears to, 
the police. ta.ke ten per cent, and someone else • takes · fifty per cent, 
and the. whole of Shanghai is living on UNRAA supplies, · and no 
one else at ~11 gets any supplies whatsoever. Corruption, the 
smell of corruption, the loaded goods on the walls marked UNRAA 
-the menace in the letters, which should have brought blessing 
-and everywhere a feeling of seething unrest, ambulances at 
every street-corner, soldiers everywhere. I took a ricksha out into 
the country, as far away as possible from the Bund and the -sweat
ing grey .skyscrapers; and there were small villages, and the sun
flowers were growing on the gravemounds, and the people looked 
thin and worn, and the smoke belched from Shanghai in the dis
tance. It is not true that Chungking is the ·sheer antipodes of 
Pekin. J. said: "The people were better fed under the Japanese
prices were controlled~ Now Shanghai holds the rest of China in 
fee." Escaped at last to stay with the Indian Agent, far from the 
centre of the city, grateful for his calm, his dark eager humorous 
face and the quietness which, like all Indians, he carries with him 
as we carry clothes. 

August 1st, Nanking . I FLEwthis~morning,.to ,Nanking to 
say far,ewell tp :fe11g Yu:hsiang. Nankingc was quiet, .dust:ll;l.den, 
bathed in heat and silence, the streets wide and clean; impossible 
to understand why · it had looked so black and menacing when I 
saw it from the aeroplane on my way to Shanghai. It is his birth
day. He said sadly that because he has reached the age of sixty
five, he had today been removed from the active list-he would 
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have preferred to be a soldier to the end. In the heat and the dust 
we went out onto the Lotos Lake, Fepg,sittJl1gii1,Jhecl)[Q;\V,his 
servant fanning hi1Il, andthei),()))~l:>Y9J:teJherec1.lanternscame 
out, bobbing over the rushes and !otoses; .lfe s::tic1 quietly,lo()king 
up at the first stars:· "There is .. ?11 ..old proverb; A clean sky and 
lotoses are like s6holai:s," and the11 he we11t on to talk .of Wen Yi
tuo's dea.thanclhispl:ws of going to America. He looked older now, 
limping a little, the eyes half-closed, the great head red in the light 
of the lanterns. "A clean sky and !otoses-those are the most 
beautiful physical things; but more beautiful still are the great 
scholars, and this man who was killed--" 

August 2nd . . As you fly from Nanking to Shanghai, you 
see everywhere the remains of villages which have gone forever. 
Across the ploughed ricefields, you see the faint lines which tell 
you that there were streets there once, and watch-towers, and 
great shaded avenues. Slow green mountains rise, with sulphur
white outcrops, valleys full of lakes, floods, almost no trees.· Down 
below a serpentine railway, recently cut by the Communists, takes 
its toy train to Shanghai. Best of all are the small dark villages 
with their surrounding lakes full of duckweed, and worst is that 
the land changes colour as you approach Shanghai: the rich green 
disappears, and everything turns the colour of ash, greyish-white; 
as though the poison was driving the fields away, making every~ 
thing the same colour as the grey city. 

Attgust Sr~, lvf1TteSf-t';Y(l~~sen . . WoNDERING what would 
happen if I stayed longer' in Shanghai, for there· are some things in 
this huge, • grimy, domineering, relentless, noisy, and bloodshot city 
which should not even be contemplated, we came atdusk to.the 
gates of Mme Sun Yat-sen's ~()11Se .. Guards with fixed bayonets 
stood at sentry-go. There were chains on the great iron gates, and 
three bars; but once you are allowed inside the gates, everything is 
peaceful again, there are flowers everywhere and the house stands 
among trees. 

She wore a white. g()V\ln, her face very pale and, unbelievably 
beautiful. There were lilies in a Chinese jar on the table, and a 
painting of Dr. Sun Yat-sen looked down from the wall. She 
looked. twenty, and there were moments when she. gestured or 
pursed her lips and looked eighteen. She talked of her Peace.Hos
pitals and of her recent statement, calling upon both sides to cease 
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their conflict, and of the Chinese generaLwho h.<td <t(!C)lsed .. her of 
communism in a deliberate ~nd unavailing effort to .incriminate 
her. She complained against the censorship, the terrors to. which 
so many· Chinese, .and so. many foreigners, bowed; and she ·spoke 
most softly when she mentioned the secret police. "It was notlik~, . 

~~i:~~i~~d¥~~k~a16Y~~~~·~o~~~~~~~-~~~~fih: C::-~oe;?· 
I am ashamed."Nobility was there, and grace, and goodness. The 
pale face, the sleek shining hair, the long white gown, and the 
girl's smile over the polished table. The rain thundered and 
roared beyond the quiet room, but in the centre of the room, potlr
ing tea, smiling faintly and not in the least mysteriously, she spoke 
of the time when peace would come, or frowned because there 
was ~till war. "In my mind for a very long; time the hospitals have 
been first. This is how it must be=-but why, when we think of the 
health of children, do those others think of guns?" 

August 4th . . No MAN is lonelier than on an airfield in the 
morning mist; the aeroplanes half hidden, the douds low, the sun 
breaking, and everything. is fresh, but the aeroplanes look like 
prehistoric monsters unmoving on the sandy field. I am haunted 
still by Mme Sun Yat-sen, and shall be for ever. I have seen a 
photograph taken twenty-five years ago; nothing has changed, 
the lines·of the face as unchanging as the eyes, the sleekness of 
the hair as unchanging as the expression of the pursed lips. She 
spoke, I remember, not with bitterness, but with a kind of terrible 
Chinese despair, seeing no hope unless there was a coalition gov
ernment, knowing that her husband was being forgotten by those 
in power. . 

Shivering here on the airfield, seeing the mist rising, the sun 
flooding across sand, deadened almost by the weight of these last 
five tragic years, it seems unthinkable that this evening I shall be 
in India, where life may be no better but at least there are no civil 
wars. All human wars are victories for the sun and the rain; famine 
and floods come, and the ravelled earth grows weeds where there 
was once corn; and sooner or later if these wars endure, China will 
become a qesert .. For twenty years after the Taiping . rebellion 
there were deserts in the Yangste valley, the land which was most 
tamed became the most barren. War destroys men, hut . worse 
than anything else it destroys tlie things men have made; and 
the war is here, on the airfield, for here in the rising mist are 
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Kuomintang planes with machine-guns. 
We had hoped for.so much. We did not know or guess that this 

would happen. We lived among simplicities, the Japanese the 
only enemy; and then at last we .found the enemies among our
selves. The naked game. of .the .world is being plllyed in China. On 

_this ravaged country we can see better than elsewhere· the forces 
){at work-the decay··of··the old ... religious···systems,.·••.the ·•terrible 

1 dangers which accompany the introduction of industrialization in 
an agricultural community, and the final .. birth of a new social 
consciouspes~, slow and gropipg, hut clean and vigorous, healthy 
with the health of. the young. We have seen these thirtgs through 
eyes shadowed by tragedy, and no place on earth can be so tragic 
as China. 

Clean-cut, silvered with clouds, the river ran below, and the 
floods came like a sea, and the red hills, and the river wide~ing, 
flowing over the land, more beautiful than ever among the rich 
ricefields of Hunan, till the gaunt blue mountains rose again in 
Szechuan, and at. the end of the journey Burma was dark with 
immense green shadowy forests, and India grew out of the dusk, 
like an evening cloud. For five years ofwarlhad been in China, 
and now as we come down on the airstrip above Calcutta it seems 
like a moment of time, no longer than it takes for lightning to score 
a dark land, where men are seized in terrible gestures of war 
and the lakes are shining and somewhere among the suddenly il
luminated temples beside the shore there are lovers and scholars; 
and this too remains. The best were the scholars, the .farmers and 
the soldiers; the worst were worse than anything one .can imagine. 
The .. best remains. 

THE END 
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